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PART1 
RESEARCH QUESTION AND METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
1 Introduction 
1.1 Rationale 
"The way we think, what we experience, and what we do every day is very much a matter of 
metaphor" (Lakoff & Johnson 2003:3). Consequently metaphors also have the potential to 
change minds, to revise perceptions, and to alter behaviour. These are some of the very effects 
needed if the appeal of the gospel of Jesus Christ is to successfully impact the lives of both its 
new and existing adherents. Metaphors, then, can be powerful instruments in effecting life-
change in Christ-believers. The apostle Paul seems to have known this on some level, for his 
letters are rich in metaphors, apparently intended inter alia to persuade, to move, and to 
motivate. It would be a worthwhile effort to consider Paul's metaphors from this perspective. 
Consequently the primary goal of this study is to describe the function of metaphors and 
imagery1 in Paul's process of revising and confirming his addressees' understanding-of-reality 
and envisioned morality, 2 specifically with respect to Romans 8: 1-13.3 
In the fourth century B.C. Aristotle already realised some of the potential power of 
metaphors. 4 He noted that metaphors can be informative and contribute to learning (Aristotle 
Rhet. 3:10.1-4), i.e. have a rational effect. Metaphors can be very effective in imparting 
knowledge. Secondly, according to Aristotle (cf. Rhet. 3.2.8), metaphors can affect the 
listener's disposition (emotional state). They can be aesthetically appreciated and can cause 
pleasure. The other side of the matter is that metaphors can also cause discomfort. This 
probably has much to do with the connotations carried by the concepts involved in the 
metaphor. In contemporary theory of metaphor it is also taken for granted that metaphors have 
the power to motivate people to act in ways which correspond with the conceptualisation of 
reality brought about by the metaphor (cf. e.g. Lakoff & Johnson 2003:145). This confirms, 
1 How the terms "metaphors" and "imagery" are used in this study is addressed in chapter 2. 
2 The meanings of the terms "understanding-of-reality" and "envisioned morality" are explained in chapter 3. 
3 The choice of this particular textual unit is motivated below. 
4 For more on the power or effect of metaphors, see Tolmie (1992:408-409), Bertau (1996:216-242), 
Zimmermann (2000: 126-129), Gerber (2005a:99-1 03), and on Aristotle's view of metaphor's see Van der Watt 
(2000:8-11). 
1 
then, what was already noted in the first paragraph above, namely that metaphors can be very 
effective means of conveying knowledge, affecting emotions, and motivating people to action. 
It is apparent that Paul very often used metaphors in his letters to the different 
congregations. 5 Paul the missionary and his co-workers had planted a number of congregations 
in, amongst others, the Roman provinces of Asia, Achaia, and Macedonia. This involved 
communicating the gospel to people and organizing them into local congregations. Those who 
had accepted the gospel message accepted with it a new way of understanding reality and a 
new way of life as part of a new sub-culture. Thus Paul had started a process of resocializing6 
these converts to the movement of Christ-believers. In simplified terms, and with respect to 
their existing knowledge, this process of resocialization involved confirming knowledge that 
remained pertinent to their new way of understanding reality, and revising the knowledge that 
did not accord with it. This confirmed or revised knowledge, then, would form the basis of a 
way of life that should be in accord with what they believed to be real and true. 7 
As can be expected, this process of resocialization was not equally effective in every new 
congregation. Some seem to have wholeheartedly adopted the new way oflife which went hand 
in hand with their new way of understanding reality (cf. the Macedonians; 2 Cor. 8:1-5). 
Others, it seems, had many problems in coming to grips with what believing in Christ meant 
for their daily praxis ( cf. the Corinthian correspondence). Moreover, since there were always 
other cities and towns to which he wanted to bring the gospel, Paul mostly did not stay in one 
place very long. Consequently the process of the resocialization of the members of the 
congregations8 were incomplete and had to be continued in other ways than through Paul's 
presence. To this end Paul employed inter alia letters9-i.e. letters filled with metaphors. 
However, at least in the case of the letter to the Romans, 10 Paul also wrote a letter inter 
alia11 to contribute to the resocialization of a faith community not founded by him, nor as yet 
even visited by him (cf. Rom. 1:10, 13). This is related to Paul's apostolate to the gentiles and 
5 E.g. forensic metaphors (see Du Toit 2007a:249-280), reconciliation metaphors (see Breytenbach 2010), 
kinship metaphors (see Burke 2003), metaphors pertaining to his relationship with his addressees and his 
ministerial task (see Gerber 2005a), etc. 
6 See chapter 3. See Meeks (1993:8); Berger & Luckrnann (1967:114); Wolter (2009:136-137). 
7 Cf. Berger & Luckrnann (1967:59); Horrell (2005:93). 
8 Barentsen (2011 :55-56) refers to this as the ''process of identity managemenf'. 
9 Horsley (1998b:l66-167). Cf. Gerber (2005a:56, 58, 75-77). 
10 The authorship of Colossians is disputed, but the contents of the letter depicts a similar situation, i.e. of Paul 
writing a letter to a congregation which he had not founded himself ( cf. Col. 2: I). 
11 Paul wrote Romans for a variety of reasons, upon which it is not necessary to dwell here. See e.g. 
Wedderburn (1988); Das (2007:26-52). 
2 
his mission to bring gentiles to the obedience of faith (1 :5; 15: 15-16). In Paul's perception the 
faith community in Rome was included in his mandate (1:6), and consequently he wished to 
visit Rome to proclaim the gospel in this city ( 1 : 15) and to gather more converts into the fold 
( 1: 13 ). In retrospect Paul began proclaiming the gospel (as he understood it) to those in Rome 
even before his intended visit, by means of his letter to them. 12 
Paul's letter to the Romans and the rest of his letters are acts of communication (cf. 
Gerber 2005a:56-60). They are not intended, for instance, to entertain or merely to be 
appreciated for their aesthetic value. They are intended to convey a message and to persuade. 
It is also to this end that Paul uses metaphors in his letters (cf. Zimmermann 2000:128). It is 
valuable and necessary to analyse the multiple occurrences of comparable and related 
metaphors, such as for instance the adoption metaphor, 13 within a letter and even across letters. 
Thereby insight is gained into Paul's general conceptualisation of a particular reality in terms 
of the metaphor(s) he used in more than one context. However, it should always be kept in 
mind that Paul's metaphors are actually located within particular textual contexts, i.e. within a 
developing argument. In writing each of his letters, as acts of communication, it was the 
development of the argument that was Paul's actual concern, and the use of metaphors served 
to advance this aim. 14 The message he wished to convey and the argument he was developing 
determined how Paul would use a metaphor, where he would abandon it, when he would 
introduce a new metaphor, when he would intermingle elements of divergent metaphors, etc. 
Consequently, when Paul's metaphors are analysed it should be primary concerns both to gain 
an understanding of Paul's metaphors in their textual context and to better understand Paul's 
development of his argument through multiple consecutive metaphors. Particularly the latter 
aspect has, as yet, received too little attention in the literature on Pauline metaphors, as will be 
illustrated below. 
All of Paul's letters and the metaphors contained in them were intended to impact both 
what his addressees believed (theology) and how they acted (ethics). 15 Consequently it would 
be possible to relate Paul's process of resocializing his addressees to the conventional 
categories of "indicative" and "imperative"16 in Pauline ethics. 17 In an oversimplified way, 
12 Cf. Rom. 1:16-17; 15:15-16. Cf. Gerber (2005a:58). 
13 In e.g. Rom. 8:15, 23; 9:4; etc. See e.g. Scott (1992) and Watson (2008). 
14 Cf. Vander Watt (2000: 143-149, esp. 143-145; 2006:446). 
15 See Furnish (2009:208-212, 224-227). 
16 Cf. Bultmann (1924:123-140); Furnish (2009:279). See below. 
17 In this study "ethics" is used as a generic term that pertains to Paul's reflection on (cf. Van der Watt 
2010:11), and verbalisation of, how the congregation(s) should live morally. It will not refer to actual moral or 
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then, Paul's metaphors could be said to convey knowledge on the level ofthe "indicative" and 
to motivate his addressees to appropriate and corresponding action on the "imperative" level. 
However, as will be discussed in more detail below, with the turn of the twenty first century a 
number of studies18 in Pauline ethics19 had begun to question the adequacy of these 
categories.20 One of the identified problems related to these categories is that material relevant 
to ethics had in the past been overlooked because the nature and form of the material did not 
accord with what would typically be considered to constitute a form which expresses an 
imperative. Consequently the need was perceived for a more comprehensive analytical 
framework against the background of which Paul's ethics can be interpreted ( cf. Hom & 
Zimmermann 2009:3). Although notable progress has already been made towards the 
description of additional analytical categories (as will be illustrated below), there has not, as 
yet, been an adequate description of an overall framework that relates the multiplicity of 
categories to one another. 
immoral actions, which will be described with the term "morality". In the New Catholic Encyclopaedia (Bourke 
2002:388; emph. mine) "ethics" is defined as "the philosophical study of voluntary human action with the purpose 
of determining what types of activity are good, right, and to be done (or bad, wrong, and not to be done) that man 
may live well". "Ethics" is also "generally regarded as a practical science, in the sense that the objective of the 
study is not simply to know, but to know which actions should be done and which should be avoided'' (Bourke 
2002:388; emph. mine). However, there is an alternative long tradition of considering, under the term "ethics", 
not only the practical question of what should or shouldn't be done but also the fundamental grounds of action 
which precedes it. Aristotle (esp. in his Nicomachean Ethics) is a prime example of this. In this regard Monan 
(1968:92) notes that there is a hesitancy in Aristotle's ethics to make definite pronouncements on what should or 
shouldn't be done because Aristotle is more concerned with certain underlying "values" and that they should be 
realised (also see Grant 1973:378-380). Zimmermann (2012:59-61) argues that the contemporary expectation that 
ethics should necessarily "be oriented toward practical life problems, making material reification a necessary 
criterion for the title of 'ethical"' does not correspond to the ancient conception of ethics. Paul, in his letters, does 
at times address practical questions of what should or shouldn't be done. However, it is pertinent in our 
consideration of Pauline ethics to not get so enmeshed in the situational questions of either Paul's day or our own 
that the fundamental reasons for his envisioned morality, based in his underlying understanding-of-reality, is 
neglected. This study will be concerned with the fundamental reasons for Paul's envisioned morality and not in 
any significant degree with the question of practical application. 
18 See Hom & Zimmermann (2009:2). 
19 Some scholars have problematized the term "ethics", e.g. Meeks (1993:3-5), but esp. Esler (2003b:52-53). 
For Meeks (1993:4) "ethics" refers to a "reflective, second-order activity: it is morality rendered self-conscious; 
it asks about the logic of moral discourse and action, about the grounds for judgment, about the anatomy of duty 
or the roots and structure of virtue". It is ''the science of morality". Esler's (2003b:52) main objections to the term 
is a) its contemporary use to refer to ''the systematic formulation of rules for good conducf', b) the fact that such 
rules tend to be individualistically orientated (which makes the applicability of the this kind of"ethics" to ancient 
groups questionable), and c) the fact that contemporary "ethics" is influenced by eighteenth- and nineteenth 
century philosophical traditions, the application of which to biblical texts may yield inappropriate results. 
However, a term is often used with different contents in the different sciences, and is often associated with distinct 
approaches. The use of "ethics" with regard to the New Testament has a long history of its own, is continuously 
developing its own approaches, and consequently does not (necessarily) mean that inappropriate methodology 
had been or still is involved. Consequently, there is no pressing need to abandon the use of "ethics" with respect 
to New Testament literature. See Horrell (2005:95-97). 
20 However, for a defence of the retention of "indicative" and "imperative" as analytical categories, see 
Wolter (2009:121-122). Also see below. 
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The opportunities which present themselves and to which this study responds, then, are 
threefold. Firstly, there is the opportunity to describe a more comprehensive framework against 
the background of which Paul's ethics can be analysed, and to apply it to a Pauline text. Such 
a framework should, as far as possible, integrate relevant existing analytical categories. This 
task will be set upon in chapter 3, where a framework for ethical analysis will be described in 
terms of envisioned morality within an understanding-of-reality. Secondly, there is the 
opportunity to analyse Paul's use of metaphors in attempting to condition or resocialize his 
addressees in such a way that they should respond by acting morally. Put in other words, the 
opportunity is to describe the function of metaphors and imagery in the process of the revision 
or confirmation of the understanding-of-reality and envisioned morality of Paul's addressees. 
These first two opportunities coincide with respect to the first focus of this study: Pauline 
ethics. Thirdly, there is the opportunity and need for the sustained analysis of the multiple and 
consecutive metaphors in a particular textual unit. This should be done in order to come to a 
better understanding of the argument's development and persuasive potential on the basis not 
only of which metaphors were employed but also of how they were related to one another, 
intermingled, etc. The second and third opportunities coincide with respect to the other focus 
of this study: metaphors and imagery. 
There have been many treatments of Pauline ethics, 21 also pertaining to specific texts, 22 
and a number of analyses of Pauline metaphors.23 It is hoped, however, that this study will 
make a contribution to the scientific analysis of the Pauline literature on the basis of the study's 
combination of metaphorical and ethical analysis and the sustained application thereof to the 
multiple consecutive metaphors within a particular textual unit. 
But why apply this approach to Romans 8: 1-13 specifically? Firstly, because this textual 
unit does not constitute an imperative in the conventional sense. Syntactically speaking there 
are no imperatives in 8:1-13, and the unit does not constitute explicit parenesis. The only 
linguistic form which has been identified as an indication that ethical material is at stake, related 
to what occurs in this textual unit ( cf. 8:4--6, 12-13), is the "metaphor of the two paths" (Meeks 
1993:66).24 On the other hand the ethical significance of 8:1-13 is often acknowledged by 
expositors, and this goes beyond the two paths or walks metaphor. Thus this textual unit, with 
21 E.g. Benz (1912), Bultmann (1924), Furnish (2009 [1968]), Hasenstab (1977), Horrell (2005), Blischke 
(2007), Lohse (2007 :54-79). 
22 E.g. Esler (2003b), Tolmie (2006), Wolter (2006). 
23 See the examples under the next section below. 
24 Technically in Rom. 8:4 Paul uses a metaphor of two manners of walking, not two paths, but the implications 
of the divergent but related metaphors are much the same. 
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its patently ethically relevant contents, which does not constitute a conventional imperative 
section, provides a meaningful testing ground for ethical analysis against the background of 
the more comprehensive analytical framework to be described in chapter 3. 
Secondly, Romans 8:1-13 is particularly rich with respect to the number and variety of 
metaphors Paul uses, taking into consideration that the section is not that long. This 
concentration of metaphors provides ample material for analysis with respect to Paul's use of 
metaphors in the process of the revision or confirmation of Paul's addressees' understanding-
of-reality and envisioned morality. 
Thirdly, because of its numerous consecutive metaphors Romans 8:1-13 is also well 
suited to the sustained analysis of these consecutive metaphors in order to come to a better 
understanding of the argument's development and persuasive potential. Although the approach 
followed here can also be fruitfully applied to other textual units, the combination of the above 
three considerations means that Romans 8:1-13 is well suited to the purposes of this study. 
1.2 Romans 8:1-13 as a Textual Unit 
Since Romans 8: 1-13 is to be the focus of our textual analysis it needs to be substantiated that 
this is in fact a distinct textual unit within Paul's argumentation. 
Romans 7:25 is the end of Paul's so called "wretched man"-speech.25 The end of the 
speech proleptically presents the solution (7:25a) to the inner conflict depicted in 7:7-2526 and 
then ties the string with a conclusion27 (7:25b, introduced by apa. ovv) that aptly summarizes 
the preceding textual unit.28 A new textual unit is introduced by apa.29 vuv in Romans 8:1. The 
25 See e.g. Packer (1990:70-81). 
26 See chapter 4. 
27 For an overview of interpretations regarding the awkward fit of7:25b in the argument, see Dunn (2002:398-
399). Cf. Paulsen (1974:23-38). 
28 Many consider 7:25b to not be original. Even if this is the case, however, it means that a redactor read the 
preceding textual unit in terms of slavery imagery and added a conclusion that reflects this. Ultimately then, in its 
current form, 7:25a can be taken as a proleptic exclamation (cf. Banks 1978:34--42), after which the text returns 
to the subject matter of 7:7-24 by means of a summation in 7:25b. See Giesen (2009:180-181). 
29 Wallace (1996:673) describes apa as a common inferential conjunction used to introduce a deduction, 
conclusion or summary to the preceding discussion. 
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theme changes from the Adamic situation30 depicted in 7:7-25 to the Christian31 present32 (vuvf, 
7:6; vilv, 8:1) depicted in 8:1-13 and further on. The conclusion (apa, 8:1) the textual unit 
comes to, then, does not stem from 7:7-25.33 Rather the antecedent argument from which it 
proceeds is to be found in Romans 3:21-26; 5:16-17, 18-21; 6:1-11, and particularly 7:5-6 
(cf. Wolter 2014:472). 
After the apa vilv of Romans 8:1 the next clear division markers in the Greek text are 
found at 8:12, namely apa oov aoEA.<:j>of, also indicating that a conclusion to the preceding unit 
follows. 34 The personal address aoEA.<:j>of strengthens the division of the text at this point and 
adds particular emphasis to the context in which it occurs as it is one of only five instances 
where Paul uses it in the first eight chapters of the letter.35 Romans 8:1-11 can thus be regarded 
as a sub-unit of the text, 36 confirmed by the prevalence of the ~w~-8civa-ro~ and a-ap~-7n1EU~ 
antitheses, as will later be shown. Romans 8:12-13 continues and concludes37 the previous 
unit's themes of~w~ (life) vs. Bava-ro~ (death) and <rap~ (Flesh) vs. 7niEUf.!.a (Spirit). The ~w~ and 
Bava-ro~ vocabulary is not used again until Romans 8:38 (cf. Lohse 1976:135), and <rap~ is not 
mentioned again for the rest of the chapter. As a conclusion Romans 8:12-13 constitutes a 
textual unit38 that is closely related to 8:1-11. 
3° Cf. the juxtaposition of these two situations in Rom. 5:12-21 (Moo 1996:469). 
31 The term "Christian" is never used by Paul himself and was not a self-designation used by his addressees. 
It occurs in the NT only in Acts 11 :26; 26:28; and 1 Pet. 4:16, and was probably originally others' label for the 
Christ-believers (Horrell 2007:362). Consequently there is the danger of anachronism when using this term, 
particularly if contemporary associations and connotations of "Christianity'' as a settled and distinct religion are 
read back into Paul's texts. However, if we are aware of this danger, use of the term may be cautiously retained 
(cf. Horrell 2005:91-92 n.20), since the consistent avoidance of this term by using parallels such as "those in 
Chrisf', ''those who belong to him", ''Paul and his addressees", or "Christ-believers", etc., is cumbersome and 
tends to become tedious to the reader. Consequently the term "Christian" is sometimes used in this study, without 
implying the above mentioned or other anachronistic connotations. 
32 On both the "Adamic situation" and the "Christian present", see chapter 4. 
33 So also Barrett (1962: 154), Cranfield (1975:372), Michel (1978:248), etc. 
34 Cf. the consistent use of &pa 0011 for the conclusion ofPaul's current argument in Rom. 5:18, 7:3, 7:25, 8:12, 
9:16,9:18, [14:12], 14:19. 
35 This is not the only significance of the address, however. See chapter 10 below. 
36 See the NRSV and NKN to name but two examples of translations that opted for this delineation and as 
examples of commentators: Dunn (2002:414), Cranfield (1975:371) and Starnitzke (2004:281). 
37 See the note above on Paul's consistent use of apa 0011 in Romans to introduce conclusions. However, 
Brodeur (1996:167-172) argues on the basis of the six conditional clauses in 8:9-13 that there should not be a 
division made between 8: 11 and 12. Although he is correct in emphasising the continuity between 8: 1-11 and 
what follows (8:12ff.), the continuity is not lost when 8:12-13 is interpreted as the conclusion of 8:1-11, even 
though they may be exposited separately. Brodeur (1996:169-172) also omits the last two conditional clauses in 
the sequence (8:17). 
38 Byrne (1996:247-248), amongst others, also divide the text between 8:13 and 8:14. He views 8:14-30 as the 
next textual unit. Both Cottrell (1996:58) and Fitzmyer (1993:497) also discern the start of a new unit at 8:14, 
although extending this textual unit to 8:39. 
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There is also some continuity between Romans 8:12-13 and what follows, since verse 
14 to 17 explains (yap, 8:14)39 Paul's addressees putting to death the works of the body in terms 
of their identity as sons of God40 and their being led by the Spirit of God. The concept on which 
the explanation (8:14ff.) of the antecedent (8:13) hinges, is the involvement of the 7t11etlf.ta. 
(dative in both 8:13 and 14). The <1ap~-7t11eUf.!.a. antithesis (8:4, 5-11) also forms the backdrop 
of8:15 where slavery (associated with <1ap~, af.!.a.p·rla. and v6f.to~; cf. 7:23,25, 8:2) is contrasted 
to the adoption (ulo9eC"(a.) ofthose whose lives are determined by the Spirit. Nevertheless, there 
is sufficient thematic discontinuity between 8:12-13 and 8:14ff. to justify a textual division 
here. Particularly the suspension of the <1ap~-7t11etlf.!.a. and ~w~-Bava.-ro~ antitheses (8: 12-13), and 
the commencement of the metaphors of sonship and adoption (8: 14--17) indicate that the theme 
of the argument has changed. 
Romans 8: 14--17 can be regarded as a bridge unit which introduces the next part of the 
argument (Rom. 8:18-30; Moo 1996:496), especially in the transitional 8:17.41 Such 
transitional verses are a relatively frequent phenomenon in Romans (cf. Dunn 2002:447) and 
in Paul's other letters.42 The argument subsequently centres particularly on two aspects of 
conformity to the image of Christ who is the firstborn ( 7t-pw-r6-roxo~) among many brothers 
(8:29). As co-heirs with Christ (8:17) Paul's addressees share in his suffering (<1Uf.!.7raaxw) as 
well as in his glory ( <1uvoo~a~w ). The idea of current sufferings ( -ra 7ra.9~f.ta.Ta. -rotl vtlv xa.tpotl) 
that cannot compare to the glory soon to be revealed ( -r~v f.!.EAAOUC"a.v o6~a.v &.7roxa.A.ucp9~va.t, 
8:18) thematically binds 8:18-30 into a distinct textual unit.43 
In conclusion, then, Romans 8:1-13 is sufficiently distinct from the surrounding context 
to warrant its analysis as a textual unit. 
39 See Rabens (2010:204). 
40 After uioi 9£oii (8: 14) it becomes clear that Paul is thinking in terms of, inter alia, the two related metaphors 
of sons or children of God and adoption, perpetuated from 8:15-17 into 18-30 by the following words: uio9£ufa 
and a~~a 0 '1ran1p (8:15), TEXlla 9£oii (8:16-17), xAYJpov6~-to~ (8:17), uioi TOV 9£oii (8:19), TEX\Ia TOV 9£oii (8:21), 
u!o9£ufa (8:23) and 1rpw-r6-roxo~ £v 1roAA.oi~ aOEAcpoi~ (8:29) which syntactically continues on to 8:30. 
41 Cf. Lohse (1976:134); Moo (1996:504); Watson (2008:164). 
42 As Wedderburn (1988:124) correctly points out: "we are wrong always to look for neat, clean breaks in the 
development of the argument ... there may well be passages whose function is as a bridge between what precedes 
and what follows them, with as much claim therefore to be considered part of what preceded as they have to be 
taken with what follows, and vice versa". 
43 E.g. Osten-Sacken (1975:10), Lohse (2003:227). See also Dunn (2002:467) who interprets A.oyl~o~-tat ... o-rt 
(8:18) as signifying the opening of a new phase of Paul's exposition. 
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1.3 Mapping the Field of Research 
The next question to be considered is how this study relates to existing research. Three areas 
of research converge in this study, i.e. the study of Pauline metaphors, the study of Pauline 
(fundamental) ethics,44 and the study of Romans 8 as such or textual units comparable to 8:1-
13. Consequently it is necessary to gain some insight into each of these areas of research, in 
order to illustrate that this study is not heading down a well-trodden path. Moreover, in 
mapping the field with respect to these three areas of research, it will be illustrated that 
researching this question on the point of convergence of the above mentioned areas, has the 
potential to make some contribution to each. 
The intention of this section, then, is not to present a comprehensive overview of 
publications which pertain to these areas of research, nor even to present a representative 
overview. Moreover, the intention is also not engagement with the authors on the matters 
raised, as this will be done in part two of the study, where applicable. Instead, with respect to 
the first and third sections below a selection of publications will be reviewed for the purpose 
of illustrating not only some of what has been done in the pertinent field, but also that there is 
room for research on the particular question in which this study is interested. With respect to 
the second section below the purpose is, by reference to current discussions on Pauline ethics, 
to substantiate the need to describe a more comprehensive analytical framework for the 
interpretation of Pauline ethics. 
1.3.1 A Selection of Literature on Pauline Metaphors 
Existing literature on Pauline metaphors often follow either of six approaches. Firstly, there 
are studies of particular Pauline metaphors within specific textual contexts. Francois Tolmie 
(1992:407-416), for instance,45 analyses the metaphor of the law as 7tcttoaywy6~ in Galatians 
3:23-26. The primary question in which Tolmie (1992:407) is interested pertains to the 
metaphor's persuasive force. After a brief survey of a number of theories on the possible effects 
of metaphors, Tolmie (1992:409) correctly points out the need to analyse specific metaphors 
within their textual context and the situation they were used in order to establish their function 
and effect. Subsequently Tolmie (1992:409-410) describes the socio-historical function of a 
44 See the footnote above on the use of"ethics" in this study. 
45 Also see e.g. Breytenbach (1990:257-271); Fowl (1990:469-473); Duff(1991:79-92); Gerber (2005b:99-
125). 
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'lt'a1oaycuy6~, based upon which he identifies five possible perceived analogies46 between a 
'1t'a1oaycuy6~ and the law. Tolmie (1992:411-413) then discusses the textual context in which 
the metaphor is used, in terms of the argumentative strategy in Galatians 3. In the light of the 
textual context Tolmie (1992:413) concludes that Paul used the metaphor "to indicate the 
temporary and captive nature of the situation under the law". Lastly Tolmie (1992:413-414) 
considers the persuasiveness of the metaphor, concluding that it could indeed have been 
persuasive both in terms of effecting a shift in expectancy and of communicating the intended 
analogy clearly. The article can be commended for its methodological soundness, with respect 
to the analysis of the metaphor in both its socio-historical and textual context. The 
consideration of the effects of the metaphor (in this case, its persuasiveness) is also a 
commendable aspect ofthe article, even though it is debatable whether the common assumption 
that a metaphor should be unconventional in order to be persuasive (cf. Tolmie 1992:413) is in 
fact correct. 47 
A second approach to Pauline metaphors is that of studying imagery clusters48 in a 
particular letter. Andrie du Toit (2007a:249-280), for instance,49 analyses the forensic 
metaphors in Romans. Methodologically he proceeds from passages where the presence of 
forensic imagery is most obvious to those where it is less so, commencing with Romans 8:31-
34, and working his way to 2:1-16, 1:18-32, 1:16-17, and 3:21-31. With regard to each of 
these passages50 Du Toit (2007a:252, 253-270) identifies pertinent lexemes and then illustrates 
how they pertain to forensic situations. Subsequently Du Toit (2007a:252, 273-278) considers 
whether these lexemes function as interconnected and interactive parts of a coherent image 
cluster, and concludes that "underlying Paul's forensic metaphors is an integrated and 
integrating sub-structure, from where they derive their coherence" (Du Toit 2007a:274). To the 
questions why Paul used forensic imagery so profusely in Romans, and why he singled out 
OIXalocruvYJ as the theme ofRomans, Du Toit (2007a:272-273) answers that "Paul has packaged 
his soteriology within a forensic setting". "Paul's forensic metaphors were eminently suited to 
highlight the sovereign activity of God, the radicality of sin and the even greater radicality of 
46 See chapter 2. 
47 See Lakoff & Johnson (2003:3-6, 55). 
48 By this I mean metaphors that are related to one another on the basis of a common source domain or source 
domain commonalities. Cf. Du Toit (2007a:252). Also see chapter 2. 
49 Also see e.g. Burke (2003); Schottroff(1979:497-510). 
50 Du Toit (2007a:271-272) mentions a number of additionallexemes and passages which, in his estimation, 
probably also pertain to forensic imagery, but which he is unable to discuss due to space limitations. 
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grace" (Du Toit 2007a:277). Du Toit's (2007a:249-280) article is an exemplary instance of the 
analysis of an imagery cluster in a particular letter, but could perhaps have benefitted from 
interaction with those51 who argue that there is an implicit narrative sub-structure underlying 
the arguments and images in Paul's letters. 
Edward Watson's (2008) approach is unique in that he explicitly applies the method of 
audience-oriented criticism (2008:12-21) to the topic of Paul's adoption metaphor in Romans 
8 and 9 (2008:153-200). Consequently, his primary question is how the authorial audience 
"would have interpreted the adoption metaphors in the light of their socio-historical context" 
(2008:13). His approach, however, still leads to conclusions quite comparable to previous 
studies on the well-trodden52 subject ofthe background of the adoption metaphor(s). 53 Watson 
(2008:3-4, 173-200) is correct in emphasising once more that in Romans 8:14-17 elements 
from not only a Jewish but also a Greco-Roman background has bearing on Paul's argument. 54 
Unfortunately, however, he apparently does not realise the significance of there being not one 
but two (similar) metaphors within this textual unit (e.g. 2008:156), in which the adoption 
metaphor elaborates upon the more fundamental sonship metaphor. This illustrates the need 
for an approach which takes into consideration the contextual development of an argument 
through the use of consecutive metaphors. Watson's (2008) study certainly aims in the right 
direction by setting the course with a view to applying metaphor theory to the text (2008: 8-12). 
Unfortunately the delineation of metaphor theory is quite brief (Watson 2008:22-35), and the 
study might have benefitted from interaction with the works of Lakoff and Johnson (2003) and 
Vander Watt (2000) with regard to theory and application respectively. 
A third approach is the study of particular metaphors across Pauline texts. There is no 
shortage of studies following this approach. 55 Among these Trevor Burke (2006) studied the 
metaphor of adoption in Romans, Galatians and Ephesians. The study is set against the 
background of, firstly, common misunderstandings by some systematic theologians, who have 
subsumed the metaphor under justification (Burke 2006:23-26) or have even confused it with 
51 E.g. Hays (1984); Petersen (1985: esp. 1-88); Wright (1992b:123; 1999:26-35). Cf. Horrell (2005:85). 
52 E.g. Ramsay (1900:339, 343); Lyall (1969:458-466); Scott (1992:61-120, 244-266); Williams (1999:64-
66); Walters (2003:44-51). 
53 Also cf. Burke (2006:29-30). 
54 Watson (2008) is to be commended for the fact that his study focusses on the adoption metaphor in Romans. 
Other studies often focus primarily on its occurrence in Galatians, and (sometimes cursorily) explain Romans in 
the light of conclusions reached from that context. Cf. Walters (2003:59-66), Tonstad (2007:5-18), Johnson-
Hodge (2007:68-72), and Bartlett (2008:376, 388-394). 
55 See e.g. Martin (1990) on slavery; Aasgaard (2004) on siblingship; Breytenbach (2010:171-186) on 
reconciliation; Theron (1956) on adoption. Scott (1992) also analysed the adoption metaphors with respect 
specifically to their background. 
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regeneration (Burke 2006:26-27). Secondly, Burke (2006:29-30) contends that interest in the 
metaphor had previously been too narrowly focused on the question of its background. 
Consequently the first aim of the study is to expound the theological importance of the adoption 
metaphor by means of the exegesis ofRomans 8:12-17, 18-23; Galatians 4:1-7 and Ephesians 
1:1--6 (Burke 2006:29). The second aim is to move beyond the debate on the metaphor's 
background and to pioneer new areas of discussion which, inter alia, also take account of new 
insights on socio-historical aspects such as the family and honour (Burke 2006:30). There is 
much to commend in Burke's (2006) study, not least of which is the fact that his analysis of 
the adoption metaphor takes place within the context of exegesis of the pertinent passages, and 
the fact that he points out that the metaphor demands an ethical response (Burke 2006:42-43, 
54, 143). Burke (2006:24-26, 37-41) succeeds in illustrating that the adoption metaphor should 
not be subsumed under the metaphor of justification since it is an additional independent 
metaphor. On the other hand, although Burke does refer to the theories of, among others, Lakoff 
and Johnson (Burke 2006:33-34) and Van der Watt (Burke 2006:36-37), his interaction with 
them and his description of metaphor theory as such is very brief (Burke 2006:32-37) and his 
application of metaphor theoretical considerations limited. His exposition of Romans 8: 14-15 
(Burke 2006:137-148) also suffers for underestimating the importance ofPaul's allusion to the 
exodus tradition in this context, and might have benefitted from interaction with the work of 
Keesmaat (1994; 1999). 
A fourth existing approach is the study of Pauline metaphors of a specific type. The work 
of Joseph Dodson on personification in the Book of Wisdom and Romans may serve as an 
example. 56 After defining personification over and against the related categories of metaphor, 
allegory, anthropomorphism, prosopopoiia and hypostasis (2008:27-40), Dodson (2008:41-50) 
very briefly discusses a selection of ancient and modem theories on the purposes of metaphor 
and some modem theories on the purposes of personification. Subsequently he analyses a 
number of personifications in the Book of Wisdom (Dodson 2008:51-118). Of greater interest 
to the purposes of our study is Dodson's (2008:119-181) analysis of personifications in 
Romans. Dodson identifies and analyses the following (pairs of) personifications in Romans: 
Sin and Death (2008:123-139), the Law (2008:140-150), Grace and Righteousness (2008:151-
161), Creation and the power of the Spirit (162-177).57 His primary concern is the identification 
56 Also see e.g. Rohser (1987) on the personification of sin. 
57 Dodson subsequently compares the personifications of respectively Evil (2008: 183-193) and Creation 
(2008:194-201) in the BookofWisdom and Romans to one another. 
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of the purposes of these personifications in Paul's argument (Dodson 2008: 121-122 ). Dodson's 
(2008) conclusions on this topic are quite helpful, even though four of his identified six 
purposes (2008:41)58 could actually be grouped together as pertaining to a rational or 
argumentative purpose. 59 Moreover, it is debatable (to say the least) that Paul's personification 
of Creation and the power ofthe Spirit was intended, according to Dodson's (2008:46) initial 
description of the purpose of deflection, "to deflect attention away from questions his system 
could not answer to metaphorical 'smoke and mirrors'".60 
A fifth approach is exemplified by a publication of Christine Gerber (2005a). This 
approach can be designated as the study, across Pauline texts, of metaphors which describe the 
same target domain, i.e. which form a conceptual network.61 Gerber (2005a) specifically 
focusses on metaphors pertaining to the related target domains of Paul's ministerial task and 
his relationship with his addressees. The study consists of four parts. Part one (Gerber 2005a: 1-
112) formulates the research question against the background of previous research, and 
addresses methodological considerations. This includes a very useful chapter (Gerber 
2005a:81-112) on the character of metaphor and on methodology for the analysis of metaphors. 
Part two (Gerber 2005a:ll3-248) gives an overview of metaphors that describe Paul's task, in 
two chapters. The first pertains to metaphors that relate Paul's task to God and Christ (Gerber 
2005a: 117 -152) and the second to other metaphors that describe Paul's task more generally 
(Gerber 2005a:153-248), for instance in terms of building (Gerber 2005a:160-164). In part 
three Gerber (2005a:249-496) analyses a number of Pauline texts62 pertaining to family and 
relational imagery, within the greater textual context of each. Part four (Gerber 2005a:497 -51 0) 
summarises the results of the study. This study is a landmark not only with respect to the 
synopsis it provides on metaphors pertaining to Paul's ministerial task and relationship with 
his addressees, but also with respect to its laudable formulation and application of a 
contemporary metaphor theoretical approach to a broad range of Paul's metaphors. 
58 The four purposes which can be grouped together are: to educate or clarify, to expose the cause of something, 
to provide new insight, and to deflect attention away from difficult topics. Dodson's (2008:41) remaining purposes 
are: to decorate or amplify, and to motivate or manipulate. 
59 See chapter 2. 
60 Here Dodson (2008:46) actually refers to F. M. Cornford's conclusion on the purpose of a metaphor of 
Epicurus, but he apparently applies this notion of deflection to Paul's personifications of Creation and the power 
of the Spirit, intended ''to deflect attention away from the current problem of Christian affliction" (Dodson 
2008:121, cf. 175-176). 
61 See chapter 2. 
62 1 Thess. 2:7-12, 17-20; 1 Cor. 4:14-21; Gal. 4:12-20. 
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A last existing approach63 is found in David Williams' (1999) compendium of metaphors 
across Pauline texts. 64 Williams' ( 1999: 1) work focusses on explaining Paul's metaphors in the 
light of their socio-historical background. The metaphors are organised and discussed 
thematically in twelve chapters, the themes of which are: life in the city (1999:7-31), life in the 
country (1999:32-50), family life (1999:51-85), providing for physical needs (1999:86-110), 
slavery and freedom (1999:111-140), citizens and courts of law (1999:141-164), 
manufacturing and marketing (1999:165-178), the business world (1999:179-192), travel 
(1999:193-210), warfare and soldiering (1999:211-244), cultic observances (1999:245-256), 
and public shows and sporting events (1999:257-292). As a compendium Williams' work 
(1999) does not aim at in-depth exegesis of the textual contexts where Paul's metaphors occur. 
It does, however, provide an expedient introduction to the general background against which 
particular metaphors can be interpreted. At times Williams (1999)65 already points one in the 
direction of which aspects of a metaphor's analogical potential Paul was probably highlighting 
in a certain text, although care should be taken to confirm these suggestions in the light of 
sufficient contextual exegesis. The textual references Williams (1999) offers in the course of 
his metaphor synopses provide convenient points of departure for more detailed contextual 
exegesis, as does his notes at the end of each chapter. 
Each of the above mentioned approaches contribute to a more comprehensive 
understanding ofPauline metaphors and are valuable as such. However, the systematic analysis 
of consecutive metaphors within a particular textual unit has as of yet been a neglected focus 
in the study of Paul's metaphors. That is not to say that consecutive metaphors do not receive 
attention in exegetical studies. However, general exegetical studies infrequently (if at all) focus 
on the analysis of the sequence of metaphors as such or on the question of this sequence of 
metaphors' contribution to the contextual argument. This study hopes to make some 
contribution with respect to this need and opportunity. 
63 Mention can also be made of studies on a particular metaphor in various ancient writings such as the LXX 
or the church fathers, which also include reference to the metaphor in Paul, e.g. Combes (1998) on slavery, and 
Strawn (2008) on Israel as child of God. Since the Pauline metaphor is not the focus of these studies, however, 
the category is not discussed in more detail. 
64 Controversially Williams (1999:3-4) not only includes the disputed Pauline letters in his references to 
Pauline metaphors, but also metaphors used in speeches attributed to Paul in Acts. 
65 E.g. where Williams (1999:112-113, 127 n23) points out that in Rom. 6:12-23 the ideas of dominion and 
obedience are pertinent aspects ofPaul's slavery imagery. 
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1.3.2 Pauline Ethics and the Need for a more Comprehensive Analytical Framework of 
Interpretation 
The need to describe a more comprehensive analytical framework for the interpretation of 
Pauline ethics has already been mentioned above. That such a need exists, however, should 
now be substantiated with reference to current discussions on Pauline ethics. 
After a survey of interpretations of Pauline ethics, starting at the end of the eighteenth 
century and ending in the mid 1960's, Victor P. Furnish (2009 [1968]:279) concludes that "the 
central and decisive problem" of Pauline ethics pertains to the relation of Paul's theology to 
his ethical materials. The problem is sometimes formulated in terms of"theology" and "ethics", 
"proclamation" and "parenesis" (or "exhortation"), or "is" and "ought", but since Bultmann 
(1924:123-140)66 it is most often formulated in terms of "indicative" and "imperative". 
Consequently by the latter part of the twentieth century the predominant categories in terms of 
which Pauline ethics were analysed, were "indicative" and "imperative". Furnish's (2009:279) 
claim that "no interpretation of the Pauline ethic can be judged successful which does not 
grapple with the problem of indicative and imperative in Paul's thought" was not an 
insignificant influence in this regard. 
Yet with the turn of the century an increasing number of scholars had begun to question 
the adequacy of these categories (Hom & Zimmermann 2009:2). The most pertinent points of 
critique listed by Friedrich Wilhelm Horn and Ruben Zimmermann (2009:2-3) are that a) 
because of the indicative-imperative scheme Paul's ethics is too often regarded as secondary 
to his soteriology, b) the scheme is too static and disregards the dynamic structure inherent to 
Paul's theology, and correspondingly, c) is reductionistic and unable to contain the multiplicity 
and dynamism of Paul's ethics. Consequently Hom and Zimmermann (2009:3) propose that it 
is time to wave the indicative-imperative scheme farewell, and to go beyond it (Jenseits von 
Indikativ und lmperativ )67 in discussions of Pauline ethics. Given that they regard the 
indicative-imperative scheme to be unsuitable to the task of a systematic description of Pauline 
and New Testament ethics they ask (2009:3) "in welcher Weise die Begrtindung des rechten 
Tuns in den neutestamentlichen Schriften erfolgt oder retrospektiv analisiert werden kann". 
66 Although Hom & Zimmermann (2009: 1) have pointed out that the terms had actually already been used in 
this way by Paul Wemle in 1897, Bultmann's article seems to have provided impetus to their use as analytical 
categories. 
67 I refer here to the title of the (2009) WUNT volume on New Testament ethics of which they were the editors. 
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With respect more specifically to the Pauline literature, Michael Wolter (2009:121-122) 
has responded that "Man darf... freilich das Kind nicht mit dem Bade ausschiitten ... " He 
(2009: 122) points out that Bultmann had used the terms "indicative" and "imperative" 
metaphorically, with the function of describing the aspects or parts of Paul's argumentation 
that conditioned the reader either cognitively (as reasons; "Begrtindungen"), or affectively (as 
motivations to action). Wolter (2009: 122) emphasises that, with respect to Paul's letters, these 
two aspects68 were not created by expositors but derive from Paul's own way of argumentation. 
Four examples are given by Wolter (2009: 122) of this feature in Paul. 69 Consequently Wolter 
(2009: 121-169, esp. 136) discusses aspects ofPaul's ethics in terms ofidentity (which is related 
to the "is" or "indicative") and ethos (which is related to the "ought" or "imperative"). 
It should be clear, then, that it is not appropriate in the analysis of Pauline ethics to leave 
behind Paul's own argumentative structure of what "is" and what "ought" to be done, whatever 
the two aspects of the structure is called. However, it has also become clear that there is more 
to Pauline ethics than can adequately be related to these two analytical categories as such. To 
rethink Hom and Zimmerman's (2009) agenda in the light of Wolter's (2009) critique: there is 
indeed a need to describe a more comprehensive analytical framework against the background 
of which Paul's ethics can be interpreted. However, such an analytical framework should not 
depart from or ignore Paul's own "is" or "ought" argumentative structure. On the other hand, 
it should also include additional well-founded analytical categories, which can advance our 
comprehension of Paul's overall understanding-of-reality (which includes both his theology 
and his ethics). 
Indeed, notable progress has already been made towards the description of such 
additional analytical categories even though there has not, as yet, been an adequate description 
of an overall framework that relates the multiplicity of categories to one another.70 
With his dissertation at Emory University Richard B. Hays (1984 [ 1981]) emphasised an 
aspect of Paul's thought that had previously been underestimated: its narrative substructure.71 
68 Which can be described in terms of"Sein" or "is", and "Soli en" or "ought" (David Hume; Wolter 2009: 122). 
69 Rom. 14:3; 15:2-3; 15:7; Gal. 5:25. 
70 Perhaps Thompson (20 11 :44) comes closest to identifying most of the aspects that I would regard as 
relevant, and also delineate in chapter 3. However, he relates these aspects to one another in a single paragraph, 
which cannot do justice to their complexity and analytical potential, and does not explain the meaning and 
implications ofthe terms adequately. 
71 Also see Petersen (1985: esp. 1-42); and subsequently esp. Witherington (1994), and Scott (2006). Scott 
(2006) did much toward the strengthening of the basis for a narrative reading of Paul's thought through an 
inductive approach, based on a broad range of Pauline texts. For a summary of critique against the narrative 
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Although he did not deny that Paul's thought also contains conceptual elements, which cannot 
be related to a narrative substructure (1984: 17 -18), Hays claimed that the "core" of Paul's 
thought was not located in either his religious experience or in a doctrinal system (1984:6-12). 
Rather, it is a "sacred story"72 that constitutes the framework ofPaul's thought (1984:12)-
"the story provides the foundational substructure upon which Paul's argumentation is 
constructed" (1984: 14). In his conclusion Hays (1984:454-466) pointed out some implications 
of his study with regard to Pauline ethics, under the question: "How does the Christ-story shape 
Paul's sense of self and world?" He found that Paul's gospel story constituted a "world", i.e. a 
"framework of order and value and expectation, within which people can live" (1984:455), 
which carries ethical significance (1984:459) especially for the Christian community, whose 
mandate is to love one another (1984:461). In order to provide the necessary corrective, Hays' 
(1984) focus on the narrative substructure of Paul's thought could not give real attention to its 
non-narrative aspects. 
For Wayne A. Meeks (1993) the Christian communities were also of central importance 
for the understanding of Paul's ethics. He presented a series of ethnographic perspectives 
(1993: esp. 8-11) on the process of the moral formation of the early Christian communities. 
Meeks (1993 :5) emphasised that the process of moral formation is inseparable from the process 
of the formation of distinctive communities. Some of the analytical categories and process 
descriptors Meeks employed includes "socialization", "resocialization" (1993:8), "conversion" 
(1993:18-36), "the language of obligation" (1993:66-90)/3 "ritual" (1993:91-101), 
"admonitions and sanctions" (1993:101-104), "deviance" (1993:102), "eschatological 
consciousness" (1993:175; see 174-188), and the "narrative" aspect of the "Christian moral 
vision" (1993: 189; see 189-210). Meeks' (1993) descriptions are of considerable value for our 
comprehension of the process of moral formation, but due to his approach is "not very 
systematic" ( 1993: 1 7), according to his own admission. 
approach (by Barclay, and Matlock) and a response to it (based on Hans Frei's approach) see Scott (2006: 111-
114). 
72 Hays (1984:39-40) uses "narrative" to refer to "explicitly articulated narrations", and "story" to refer to ''the 
ordered series of events which forms the basis for various possible narrations". In his usage the adjective 
"narratival" pertains to both. This careful distinction is not followed in this study, where there is no need to give 
attention to actually narrated stories. Consequently the term "narrative" refers to the same as Hays' (1984:39-40) 
"story", making them interchangeable. 
73 Here Meeks (1993:66-90) points out that the early Christians employed forms (e.g. virtue- and vice lists) 
common to their socio-historical context, but also how their use of these forms had certain unique features such 
as "God's will" as reason and motivation for morality, "a cruciform style", and quotation of or allusion to the 
Hebrew scriptures. 
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David G. Horrell (2005: esp. 85-88), like Meeks (1993:189-210), gave attention to the 
narratival aspect of Paul's thought, which Hays (1984) had shown to be decisive. Horrell 
(2005:82-98) also continued in the social scientific direction taken by Meeks (1993) in 
particular. However, he (Horrell 2005:83) succeeded in setting out a much more systematic 
"conceptual framework for reading Paul's ethics". The framework delineated in chapter 3 will, 
in significant respects, elaborate on, and at times revise, the framework provided by Horrell 
(2005:82-98), which describes a number of analytical categories in some depth, but does not 
attend to a number of other useful categories. 
The insight that ''the New Testament contains ethics that, while not explicitly and 
systematically contemplated, are certainly indirectly assumed or represented when actions are 
explained, evaluated and required" was emphasised by Ruben Zimmermann (2009b) in an 
article on "implicit ethics". Zimmermann (2009b:405-416) identified eight perspectives 
according to which the "implicit ethics" in a text can be analysed, which remains "strictly 
bound to the text itself' (2009b:403). These perspectives are intended to bring the underlying 
ethics-the "rational system of morality" (2009b:403}--within a text to the fore. 
Zimmermann's (2009b:403) eight perspectives focus on finding the norms 74 for behaviour in 
a systematic way. To this purpose, the questions he poses to texts could be analytically useful. 
However, the focus on finding norms and I or values ultimately does not answer the need for a 
more comprehensive analytical framework against the background of which Paul's ethics can 
be described. 
The term "ethos" had been used before in discussions on Pauline ethics by scholars such 
as Leander Keck and Wayne Meeks (Wolter 1997:430 n.4), but it was Michael Wolter 
(1997:430-444f5 who pointed out the correlation between "identity" and "ethos". According 
to Wolter (1997:430) a group's ethos does not exist for the sake of itself, but indeed to be a 
manifestation of the group's identity. An "ethos", then, is "a canon of institutionalised 
practices, which a given group regards as liable" (Wolter 2006:200). When a group constitutes 
a minority in a larger complex society, their ethos will include both an inclusive and an 
exclusive aspect (Wolter 1997:431 ). Their inclusive practises serves to incorporate them into 
society at large since these practices are generally accepted. Their exclusive practices, on the 
other hand, by manifesting their particular identity, distinguishes them as an identifiable sub-
group within society (Wolter 1997:431). In the Pauline congregations, according to Wolter 
74 Zimmermann (2009b:403) rather confusingly equates norms with "values" and "motives". 
75 Also see Wolter (2006:199-217; 2009:127-129). 
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(1997:443-444), "faith" fulfilled the function of defining their exclusivity, with the result that 
there was no need for the Christ-believers to distinguish themselves in (moral) practice from 
their neighbours (apart from avoiding licentiousness and idolatry). Consequently Paul's 
parenesis is not constituted by exclusive practices but by inclusive practices, i.e. that would be 
generally accepted in society at large. This ethos based upon a consensus morality, i.e. what 
would be acceptable to both Jews and Greeks, was ~;onsistent with Paul's soteriology according 
to which both Jew and Greek was saved in Christ (Wolter 1997:444). Keeping in mind that the 
requirement of faith still constituted a criterion of exclusivity, the Pauline congregations' ethos 
of inclusivity would have appropriately manifested the common identity of Jewish and Greek 
Christ-believers as well as the universality of God's salvation as preached by Paul (Wolter 
1997:444). Wolter's (1997:430-444) correlation of identity and ethos is one of the fundamental 
points of departure of this study, although some possible refinements will also be suggested 
below. 
In continuation of this line of analytical thought of Wolter's, Jan G. van der Watt has 
played a leading role in the renewed interest regarding "Identity, Ethics, and Ethos in the New 
Testament"76 since the first decade of the twenty-first century, particularly in continental 
Europe and South Africa. The title of the volume on New Testament ethics, referred to above, 
set out the three primary analytical categories contained in it: "identity", "ethics", and "ethos"; 
although the emphasis was on the latter two categories (Van der Watt 2006b:viii). 
Subsequently, in his inaugural lecture at the Radboud University Nijmegen,77 Vander Watt 
(2010: esp. 11-27) delineated a "structure of action formation" (2010:14). One ofthe explicit 
purposes of this description was to "enable us to get a more comprehensive view of what is 
involved in the process that leads up to moral actions and thus broaden the overall framework 
within which ethical matters could be analysed and considered" (2010:14). According to this 
structure world view leads to identity, which is expressed in values, which are concretised in 
norms or principles, which are prescribed using different kinds of prescriptions, varying 
among other things with respect to their directness, authority, desired effect, level of ensuing 
obligation and enforcement (Vander Watt 2010:14, 23). Although Vander Watt ultimately 
(2010:27-61) applied the analytical framework he described to the Gospel of John, it was 
developed with a view to New Testament ethics in general, and is consequently applicable to 
Pauline literature as well. Vander Watt's (2010) work links up with the analytical framework 
76 Here I refer to the title of the BZNW volume of which Vander Watt (2006b) was the editor. 
77 Some of the material contained in this inaugural lecture, including the structure of action formation, will 
also be presented in Vander Watt's forthcoming (2015) volume on the ethics of John. 
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described by Horrell (2005), and already elaborates it in important respects. In turn, the 
analytical framework described in chapter 3 will represent a continuation, elaboration, and in 
certain respects a revision of Vander Watt's (2010:11-27) structure of action formation. 
1.3.3 A Selection of Literature on Romans 8 as Such or Units Comparable to 8:1-13 
The exposition of Romans 8 goes back as far as at least Irenaeus, 78 who commented particularly 
on 8:5-15 (Adv. Haer. 5.7.1-8.2; 5.10.2-11.1), in his conflict with Valentinus on the subject 
of the resurrection of the body.79 Augustine (A.D. 354--430) is still often remembered for his 
reading of Romans 7 and 8 according to which both chapters refer to the experience of the 
Christian in ongoing struggle against sin (Serm. 151-159). 80 This also was a reading against 
the backdrop of controversy, surrounding the teachings of Pelagius, in answer to whom 
Augustine probably formed his interpretation of the identity of the "I" (TeSelle (2003: 117). 
All of the above issues are still discussed contemporarily, among many other unrelated and I 
or new topics. 
Regarding post-war expositions of textual units of which Romans 8 forms a part, as well 
as on smaller sub-sections of the chapter as such, the literature is so copious that for the purpose 
ofthis study it would be impractical to even only list all publications. It is worthwhile, however, 
to select for overview some ofthe most pertinent studies pertaining to 8:1-13 (or comparable 
delimitations)81 in order to develop an initial sense of the questions that derives from the text, 
or have been brought to the text by expositors. 
Two books were published in German, at the time when the historical critical approach 
was the norm, which represented the first extensive treatments of Romans 8 as a theme in the 
post-war era. Henning Paulsen (1974) endeavoured to identify pre-Pauline oral traditions in 
the text, to show how Paul adapted them to the purpose of his argument. As there proved to be 
few really distinct traces of pre-Pauline material in the text,82 much of this exposition was in 
fact general exegesis. Peter von der Osten-Sacken 's (1975) treatise received more recognition. 
Apart from also identifying the "vorpaulinisches Gut" in Romans 8 and discussing its Pauline 
interpretation, two other enduringly valuable aspects ofOsten-Sacken's book are his treatments 
78 Irenaeus' date of birth is disputed, but would have been in the first half of the second century A.D. 
79 See Bingham (2005:114-132). 
80 See TeSelle (2003:111-146). 
81 Since Rom. 8: 14ff. falls beyond the scope of this study, publications that focus on textual units 
predominantly in this part of the chapter is not included here. 
82 Notably the motif of God sending his Son (8:3) and the formula describing God as o tydpa~ Xptcrrov EX 
11EXpW11 (8: 11 ). 
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of the diatribe ("Frage-Antwort-Reihe") in Romans 8:31-39, and his recognition of the 
importance of Romans 5-7 for the understanding of Romans 8. 
Just a year later a collection of papers was published under the editorship of Lorenzo de 
Lorenzi (1976). These papers had been delivered earlier, at one ofthe first conferences ofthe 
Colloquium Oecumenicum Paulinum, and developed questions extending beyond that of the 
pre-pauline traditions. Among the published articles, Josef Blank took up the question of the 
relationship between VOf-1.0~ and 7rVEUfJ.ct, in terms of the relationship between Romans 7 and 8, 
concluding that both reflect the reality of Christians and that they do not represent two distinct 
aeons but one anthropological conflict (Blank 1976:99-100).83 Eduard Lohse (1976:129-166) 
made a well-received contribution to the understanding of the textual unit, which is still cited 
often, and is also taken up in this study where relevant. From the resultant discussion (Lohse 
1976:152-166) it is clear that quite a few of the questions that are still being discussed today 
were already asked at this international conference. To name but two instances: the question of 
the understanding of 7rVEUfJ.ct in Paul's umwelt was raised. At the time the question was 
considered from a religionsgeschichtliche point of departure. Enquiry was also made into 
Paul's concentrated and often unconventional use of VOfJ.O~ in 7:21-8:2, for instance, does 6 
VOfJ.O~ -rou 7rVEVf.!.ct't"O~ tij~ ~w~~ refer to Torah? This question remains contentious. 
Since the dawn of the millennium some notable works on the whole ofRomans 8 or sub-
units comparable to 8: 1-13 were published. Monilw Christoph (2005), for instance, undertook 
a reading of the chapter that was particularly orientated toward the response of the original 
addressees, reflecting the interests of reception theories that had become popular in the 
preceding decade. Christoph sought to address the three issues of (a) the interpretation of the 
text, (b) Paul's pneumatology and (c) of a reception theoretical meaning ("rezeptions-
asthetischen Deutung") of Pauline texts. She (Christoph 2005:24) perceived the need for a 
stronger reconstruction of the specific communicative situation between Paul and the 
congregation in Rome, and set upon this task in the first chapter, concluding that among the 
multiple reasons for the letter to the Romans it was also intended as a theological clarification 
of Paul's gospel (Christoph 2005:59-62). This may have been occasioned by prejudiced 
conceptions against Paul and his gospel among members of the congregation in Rome, and is 
set in the context of a congregation divided into two groups, over questions of Christian identity 
(Christoph 2005:61). Consequently Christoph theorized (particularly with regard to the 
83 This question will be referred to again below where Kiimmel's contribution to the understanding of Rom. 
7:7-25 is pointed out. 
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7niEUf.tct-discourse in Romans 8) that, in an attempt to not only endear himself to both groups in 
the congregation, but also to demonstrate to them that it is not necessary to stand over against 
one another in opposition on these matters (Christoph 2005:61), Paul sends them an "open" 
text (Christoph 2005:63-71). That is to say: a text that is semantically open to more than one 
interpretation. Thus it would be able to evoke the response in the readers of association with 
their own experience of the Spirit and cultural knowledge (Christoph 2005:62, 71-89), and 
consequently promote their identification with Paul himself, regardless to which of the two 
groups they may belong. Christoph then turned to the exegesis of Romans 8: 1-8, 9-11, and 
12-39 in subsequent chapters, pointing out where and how the text supports this thesis. The 
strengths of the treatise lies particularly in its integration of Romans 8 with the reconstructed 
communicative situation ofthe letter. It is also of value to the exposition ofRomans 8 because 
of the application of a reception theoretical approach, even though the reconstructed 
response(s) of the original readers cannot in any real sense be verified. 
John A. Bertone (2005) took up the fundamental problem of Paul's view of the Law, 
which manifests in Romans 7-8 in a tension between v6f.!.O~ and 7niEUf.tct (Bertone 2005:1-3). As 
pointed out above, this issue was already reflected in the discussions of the conference of the 
Colloquium Oecumenicum Paulin urn in the early 1970's, and it is still debated to this day, now 
particularly in the light of the "New Perspective on Paul" (esp. Dunn). Bertone (2005:3) 
perceived a congruence between the Law and the Spirit in 8:2 and 4, but described this as 
anomalous with regard to 7:1--6 where Law and Spirit are "set against one another", and 8:5-
16 where the Spirit is "the only operative agent at work in the moral life of the Christian". 
Bertone (2005: 18) proposed that Paul's argument comes down to the Spirit having displaced 
the Law as norm oflife. A second tension, external to the textual unit itself, that proceeds from 
this view ofthe relationship between Spirit and Law, is between the "displacement" -conception 
and Jewish eschatology "which expected Spirit and Law to co-exist in a harmonious manner" 
(Bertone 2005:18). This, according to Bertone (2005:37-114, 312), should be seen against the 
backdrop of a larger phenomenon in 8:5-16 where Paul employs terms and concepts drawn 
from Ancient and Second Temple Judaism to describe the role of the Spirit, which actually 
displaces the principle of the Law that Second Temple Judaism espoused (Bertone 2005:117-
206). Bertone (2005:312-313) ventured to explain this phenomenon as being a result of 
covenantal categories still being part of the apostle's "Jewish frame of thinking", adding that 
Paul intentionally re-orients these concepts around the Spirit in the new "epoch". Cognitive 
Dissonance Theory assisted Bertone (2005:271-309) in explaining Romans 8:1-16 as a 
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conscious effort on Paul's part to relieve the tension between his previous convictions as a 
covenantal nomist and his "post-Damascus cognition" that the Spirit has displaced the Law. In 
his view the following concepts were associated with the Law in covenantal nomism, and are 
employed by Paul "to align the Spirit positively with the Law" and to communicate a sense of 
continuity between them (Bertone 2005:268): the law of the Spirit (8:2); the Law may be 
fulfilled ... according to the Spirit (8:4); the Spirit is life because of righteousness (8: 10); the 
Spirit and life (8:2, 6, 10, 13); the Spirit and peace with God (8:6); the Spirit and familial 
relationship (8:14-16). There is much to be commended in Bertone's (2005) exposition, not 
least of which is the reading of texts from the Psalms and Prophets (Bertone 2005:37-62), and 
texts that can broadly be designated as belonging to Second Temple Judaism (Bertone 2005:63-
111). From these readings Bertone (2005:62) deduced that Torah was the foundation of the 
"Spirit's role in fashioning Israel's ethical behaviour", and that belief in the Spirit as the source 
of empowerment to observe Torah was common in Second Temple Judaism as such. However, 
Bertone (2005) has not proved to be convincing with respect to three assumptions that play an 
important role in his argument: (a) that o v6~os -rou wev~a-ros 't"~S 'w~s necessarily reflects 
congruence or continuity between Spirit and Torah (8:2);84 (b) that 8:4 does not refer in the 
first place to a Christological fulfilment85 of the otxa(w~a -rou v6~ou, which is only in the second 
place extended to moral implications for those empowered by the Spirit;86 and (c) that Paul's 
description of the role of the Spirit in covenantal terms (that used to be associated with the 
Law) shows that he wishes to indicate continuity between the Spirit and the Law, rather than 
that he intends to show the difference between the two systems with respect to what it has in 
common: something that determines and regulates moral behaviour. It also seems unlikely that 
what Paul wrote on the Law and the Spirit should be reduced to "a conflict within Paul's 
convictional world and evidence that he is attempting to resolve ... two sets of convictions" that 
he holds, which consequently has no real relation to the situational context of the letter (Bertone 
2005:314). Thus, in certain respects similar to Sanders (cf. Bertone 2005:308), the overall 
impression one is left with is of a rather schizophrenic Paul-still unable to make up his mind 
whether the Spirit really displaces the law or not. Although the debate on the Pauline issue of 
the continuity or discontinuity between the law and the Spirit is not likely to be resolved by 
this contribution, it remains a contribution worthy of note. 
84 See chapter 5. 
85 Although I generally agree with Bertone (2005:314-315) that Paul's Pneumatology should not be absorbed 
into Christology. See Bertone's (2005:13-15) critique of Sanders. 
86 See chapter 6. 
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The above overview of selected studies illustrates that there is an opportunity for the 
combination of metaphorical and ethical analysis and the sustained application thereof to the 
multiple consecutive metaphors within Romans 8:1-13. It is the intention of this study to 
respond to this opportunity. 
1. 4 Approach and Outline 
Part 1 of the study addresses the research question and methodological considerations. Before 
this explanation of the approach followed, and the outline of this study, the current introductory 
chapter has already explained the rationale for the study, delimited the textual unit that will be 
analysed, and briefly mapped the field of research. Thus was established both the need for the 
study and the research question. Since metaphors and imagery are central to the question of 
research, chapter 2 outlines (a) the understanding of metaphor foundational to the subsequent 
exposition (part 2) of metaphors and imagery, 87 (b) the metaphor theoretical terms that will be 
utilised in the process, and (c) heuristic questions which can aid in the exposition and illuminate 
the Pauline usage of imagery. Chapter 3 subsequently responds to the need for the description 
of a more comprehensive framework for the analysis of Pauline ethics. These theoretical 
considerations provide the foundations for the subsequent analysis of the function of metaphors 
and imagery in the process of the revision and confirmation of the understanding-of-reality and 
envisioned morality of Paul's addressees. In order to have a proper understanding of the 
development of Paul's argument, however, it is also necessary to have a workable overview of 
the immediately preceding context, which sets the background for Romans 8:1-13. Chapter 4 
will attend to this through a brief reading of Romans 7:5---6 and 7-25. 
The second part of the study consists of the systematic analysis of the metaphors and 
imagery in successive portions of Romans 8:1-13, and of the confirmative or revisionary 
potential of these metaphors and images with respect to the understanding-of-reality and 
envisioned morality of Paul and his addressees. This analysis takes place within the context of 
the exegesis of successive textual portions, the division of which determine the divisions 
between chapters 5 through 10. These divisions of textual portions are based on intra-textual 
coherence on account of argumentative, syntactical or thematic concerns pointed out in the 
87 The outlined understanding of metaphors and imagery, and definition of terms in chapter 2 is relevant 
specifically to the exposition of Rom. 8:1-13. A number of features that might be relevant to the exposition of 
other Pauline texts, is not discussed (e.g. comparison; see Vander Watt 2000:116-117). The delineation of 
metaphor theoretical considerations in chapter 2, then, is not intended to be comprehensive-although it is more 
complete than some previous delineations (e.g. Aasgaard 2004:21-31)-but could also provide a basis for future 
analyses of Pauline imagery to which relevant aspects can be added. 
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overview at the beginning of each chapter. It is necessary that the metaphorical and ethical 
analysis takes place within the context of thorough contextual exegesis in order to ensure that 
(a) the socio-historical background to the text is taken into account at every point, (b) that the 
progression of the argument as a whole remains the primary point of orientation for the analysis 
of the successive metaphors, and (c) that the analysis ofthe metaphors in the text are not done 
in a vacuum, but interacts with existing insights on the meaning of the text (in which metaphor 
analysis may or may not have played a part). The exegetical method followed, then, aims at 
answering those questions commonly asked in exegesis which are pertinent to a better 
understanding of the textual portion in question. 88 This includes, inter alia, questions that 
pertain to the textual critical, lexical, grammatical, semantic, syntactic, contextual (meso- and 
macro-context), inter-textual, socio-historical, form-critical, pragmatic, and stylistic features 
of the text. 89 The focus of the exegesis, however, remains the exposition of the successive 
metaphors and the consideration of their implications for understanding-of-reality and 
envisioned morality. Each chapter closes with a conclusion on the function of the pertinent 
textual portion's metaphors or imagery within the process of the revision or confirmation of 
understanding-of-reality and envisioned morality. However, not all of the textual portions or 
the metaphors or images in them do pertain to envisioned morality directly. Consequently 
conclusions on the (indirect) implications for envisioned morality of most metaphors and 
images are deferred to the final chapter of the study. This deferral is of methodological import 
in order to avoid the forced inference of unintended moral implications and, instead, to gain a 
well-founded overview of the actual moral implications of the metaphors and imagery in the 
textual unit as a whole. 
The third part ofthe dissertation consists ofthe results of the study. Chapter 11 comprises 
a summary description of the development of the argument of Romans 8: 1-13 by the use of 
consecutive metaphors. Subsequently, in chapter 12 conclusions are presented on the function 
of metaphors or imagery with respect to the understanding-of-reality based framework for the 
analysis ofPauline ethics. 
88 Egger (1996:10) is correct when he asserts: "For every text we must seek out the approach and method best 
suited to it". 
89 It is not necessary to go into the details ofthese exegetical methods here. See Green (1995); Egger (1996); 
Marshall (2006); Du Toit (2009). 
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2 Metaphor and Imagery: Theoretical Considerations and Heuristic Questions 
There are two ways in which metaphor is important in this study. It is a primary goal of this 
discourse to describe the function of metaphors and imagery in the process of the revision 
and confirmation of the understanding-of-reality1 and envisioned morality of Paul's 
addressees. A secondary goal of this study is to exegetically expound a single Pauline textual 
unit in which multiple metaphors occur, in order to come to a better understanding of the way 
Paul mixes his metaphors in the development of his argument.2 To be able to discuss the 
Pauline usage of metaphors and imagery, then, it is necessary to outline (a) the understanding 
of metaphor foundational to the exposition, (b) the metaphor theoretical terms that will be 
utilised in the process, and (c) heuristic questions which can, as part of the exegesis, 
illuminate the Pauline usage of imagery. The current chapter will attend to these tasks. 
Theoretical discussions on metaphor and approaches to the interpretation of metaphors 
abound. 3 The question may be: which of these divergent theories or approaches will be used 
in this study? However, it may not be advisable to limit oneself to any particular scholar's 
theory or approach, since that would imply also adopting the limitations of that particular 
approach (cf. Van der Watt 2000:xix). In this regard Christine Gerber (2005a:82-83) has 
noted that there is a tendency in contemporary exegetical studies which incorporate metaphor 
analysis, to no longer utilise a single theory (against the others). Rather, the approach is to 
work from a broad fundamental understanding of metaphor, and to utilise aspects of different 
scholars' theories which apply to the particular subject and questions of the exegetical 
exposition.4 This will also be the approach followed here. 
It is not the purpose of this chapter, then, to critically evaluate any of the divergent 
theories on metaphor, nor to discuss their differences or similarities, nor their contributions or 
lacunae. Moreover, the discussion that follows is not an attempt at providing a 
comprehensive delineation of considerations that may be pertinent to the exposition of any 
and all Pauline metaphors. Rather, the focus of the enquiry delineated in the first paragraph 
1 See chapter 3. 
2 Credit is due to Cilliers Breytenbach who, in a personal interview in May 2013, directed my attention to the 
need for clarification in this regard. 
3 Cf. Van der Watt (2000:xix); Gerber (2005a:81-82). Some of the most foundational theories (and still 
prominent in contemporary discussions) include those of Harald Weinrich (1976), Paul Ricoeur (1977), and 
George Lakoff and Mark Johnson (2003 [1980]). Other pertinent discussions on metaphor theory and analytic 
approach include those of Black (1976), Richards (1936), and in Afrikaans: Grabe (1992). 
4 See Zimmermann (2000: 112-118). 
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above, and the metaphors Paul employs in Romans 8:1-13, are determinative with respect to 
which aspects of the divergent theories are presented below. In many respects it is necessary 
to employ certain technical terms, and therefore these will be explained. Since, on the one 
hand, the intention of the following delineations is not to add to the proliferation of technical 
terms, and, on the other hand, many terms are also used non-technically in everyday 
language, usage of terms will be in accordance with colloquial use as far as possible (cf. 
Gerber 2005a: 1 0). 
2.1 The Nature of Metaphor 
2.1.1 Metaphor, Linguistics and Conceptualisation 
According to George Lakoff and Mark Johnson (2003) metaphor is not, in the first place, a 
matter of linguistic expression, but of the conceptualisation of reality which ensues from 
experiential interaction5 with the world. They (2003:3) assert: "metaphor is typically viewed 
as characteristic of language alone, a matter of words rather than thought or action... We 
have found, on the contrary, that metaphor is pervasive in everyday life ... Our ordinary 
conceptual system, in terms of which we both think and act, is fundamentally metaphorical in 
nature".6 On the other hand, it is pertinent that Lakoff (1993:244) also asserts: "[t]hough 
much of our conceptual system is metaphorical, a significant part of it is nonmetaphorical 
[sic]". 
Consequently metaphor does not only pertain to the unusual and ornamentaz7 use of 
words,8 but to the fundamental conceptualisation of certain realities in terms of other realities. 
Therefore countless ordinary ways of saying things are actually also metaphorical (Lakoff 
1993:203).9 In addition, although this conceptual system (whereby concepts are described in 
5 Cf. Lakoff & Johnson (2003:19-21, 25, 56-57, 245); see Lakoff(1993:239-241). 
6 Lakoff & Johnson (2003:245; emph. orig.) found that this aspect of metaphor represented the greatest 
obstacle in the reception of their findings, i.e. ''the fallacy ... that metaphor is only about the ways we talk and 
not about conceptualization and reasoning". Also see Lakoff(1993:202-205). 
7 Cf. Aristotle (Poet. 1458a; Rhet. 3.2.10), Quintilian (lnst. 8.6.6). 
8 In the traditional view, metaphor is often defined as a "figure of speech" (cf. Tolmie 1992:407-408). 
9 E.g. the expression "She is feeling down today" can be considered to be ordinary. According to classical 
theories there would be no metaphor apparent in this expression. However, the expression reflects the 
fundamental conceptualisation of EMOTIONAL STATE in terms ofUP-DOWN SPATIAL ORIENTATION, 
which is therefor metaphorical. These ordinary-but still fundamentally metaphorical-kinds of expressions are 
called by Lakoff (1993 :23 7) "conventional metaphor", and the unusual kind of expressions "novel metaphor". 
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terms of other concepts) mostly remains unnoticed (Lakoff 1993:245), it is expressed in and 
therefore also inferable from language. 10 
"The essence of metaphor is understanding and experiencing one kind of thing in terms 
of another" (Lakoff & Johnson 2003:5; emph. orig.). Moreover, we ''typically conceptualize 
the nonphysical [sic] in terms of the physical. .. the less clearly delineated in terms of the 
more clearly delineated" (Lakoff & Johnson 2003:59; emph. orig.). 11 Metaphor is not limited 
to the conceptualisation of the less clearly delineated (more subjective) in terms of the more 
clearly delineated. Something quite concrete can also be metaphorically depicted. 12 However, 
the aforementioned function of metaphor13 is so common in religious language14 that it 
provides a convenient point of entry for the explanations that will follow below. 
In metaphorical conceptualisation more abstractl5 concepts are partially understood in 
terms of more concrete concepts (Lakoff & Johnson 2003: 109, 115). This implies that only 
certain aspects of the more abstract concept is understood in terms of certain aspects of the 
more concrete concept. 16 For instance, in contemporary western culture(s) an ARGUMENT17 
is, inter alia, conceptualised in terms of a BUILDING (Lakoff & Johnson 2003: 1 09), which 
can be "constructed", has a foundation, etc. Typically only the aspects of the building's 
foundation and outer structure play a role in the conceptualisation of an argument. In the 
conceptual metaphor "an argument is a building" there is no conventional use of the 
building' s rooms, corridors, basement, roof, etc. 
10 (Lakoff & Johnson 2003:3). Lakoff(1993:244) asserts "[m]etaphoricallanguage is a surface manifestation 
of conceptual metaphor". 
11 Cf. Gerber (2005a:2); Combes (1998:18). One of the most fundamental aspects of our experience ofthe 
"world" is spatial orientation, i.e. UP-DOWN, FRONT-BACK, IN-OUT, NEAR-FAR (Lakoff & Johnson 
2003:14-21 , 56). Many other non-physical and less clearly delineated aspects of our experience are 
conceptualised in these terms. E.g. "She is feeling down today'', relates to emotions, and conceptually structures 
(more abstract) emotions in terms of(more concrete) UP-DOWN orientation. Lakoff & Johnson (2003:244) also 
describes this phenomenon in these terms: "Conceptual metaphor allows inferences in sensory-motor domains 
(e.g., domains of space and objects) to be used to draw inferences about other domains (e.g., domains of 
subjective judgment, with concepts like intimacy, emotions, justice, and so on)". 
12 E.g. in the well-known metaphor "The man is a wolf', both elements are concrete. Sometimes a rather less 
concrete concept is even employed to metaphorically describe a more concrete concept--e.g. in Rom. 8: 14 
where Paul's addressees (concrete) are called "sons of God" (less concrete). 
13 As Lakoff (1993:244) describes it: "Metaphor is the main mechanism through which we comprehend 
abstract concepts and perform abstract reasoning". 
14 See below on ''Metaphor in religious conceptualisation and language". 
15 In Lakoff & Johnson (2003) there is a subtle difference between "less clearly delineated" and "abstract", 
and between "more clearly delineated" and "concrete". Here, by "more abstract" the same is meant as "more 
clearly delineated", etc. 
16 See below on "Perceived analogies between domains". 
17 Although a physical argument can be something quite concrete, this example refers to argumentation in 
e.g. a treatise or a dissertation. 
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It is also pertinent that the conceptualisation often does not involve a single perceived 
analogy18 only, but two domains-multiple aspects of which are metaphorically linked 
(Lakoff & Johnson 2003: 117). This topic will be discussed in more detail below under 
"Source domain, target domain, and mapping". 
2.1.2 Literal or Metaphorical? 
The question may still be asked, however, whether an expression such as, for instance, "His 
argument was shot down", is in fact metaphorical. On the one hand it is possible that "shot 
down" may simply have multiple lexical denotations, one of which applies to war and 
another to argumentation. However, this does not explain why multiple aspects of 
argumentation are often described in various war-related terms. 19 On the other hand, when 
someone's position is attacked in an argument, this "attack" is experienced quite literally, and 
not only as "metaphorical" (cf. Lakoff & Johnson 2003:5). A literally "defensive" reaction on 
the part of the one "attacked" would also be quite natural. 
This goes to show how fundamental metaphors actually are in our conceptualisation 
and experience of reality. The fact that, in argumentation, a counter-argument may be 
experienced literally as an attack, does not mean that the conceptualisation of the "attack" is 
not metaphorical. To the contrary, the fact that arguments are often conceptualised and 
described in terms of aspects of war has a fundamental influence on the way we experience 
argumentation ( cf. Lakoff & Johnson 2003 :7). Ultimately our literal experiences and actions 
ensue from, inter alia, our fundamentally metaphorical conceptualisation of more abstract 
concepts in terms of more concrete concepts. 20 
Incidentally, one consequence of this understanding of the pervasiveness and power of 
metaphor, is that contemporary society (and societal leaders in particularf1 should be very 
conscious of and careful with respect to the metaphors employed to describe realities. 22 The 
metaphors employed, if they are effectively received in society, will subsequently play a 
18 See below on ''Perceived analogies between domains". 
19 Lakoff & Johnson (2003:4; emph. orig.) lists, inter alia, the following examples: "Your claims are 
indefensible". "He attacked every weak point in my argument". "His criticisms were right on targef'. "I've 
never won an argument with him". "You disagree? Okay, shoot!" "If you use that strategy, he'll wipe you out". 
This linguistic phenomenon is best explained by the theory of Lakoff & Johnson (2003) that often (even if not 
necessarily) a metaphor can be related to a more fundamental conceptualisation of one thing (e.g. 
argumentation) in terms of another (e.g. war). 
20 See Lakoff & Johnson (2003:51, 52-55). 
21 Lakoff & Johnson (2003:157) is correct in their synopsis: "people in power get to impose their 
metaphors". 
22 As an example of a study that searches for alternative metaphors (specifically, alternative to "law'') with 
which contemporary Christian morality may be expressed and motivated, see Rigali (1994:1-14). 
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significant role not only in society's perception of that particular reality, but also in the 
actions and reactions that ensues from this conceptualisation of the matter.23 
2.1. 3 The Powers of Metaphor and Imagery 
To a certain extent Aristotle was already aware of the powers of metaphor.24 That is to say, 
he was aware that meaning is not derived from a word's denotation or the relationship 
between the word and its referent only (cf. Rhet. 3.2.13}--the "mental experience which the 
word evokes in a listener" (Jordan 1974:236) also plays a vital role in meaning. In addition to 
the effect of connotations on perceived meaning, 25 at least two mental effects on the listener 
can be inferred from Aristotle's theoretical considerations on metaphor. 
Firstly, metaphors can be informative and contribute to learning (Aristotle Rhet. 3: 10.1-
4), i.e. have a rational effect.26 Aristotle describes metaphors and comparable expressions 
which has this effect as "witty'' (a<TTsio~; Liddell & Scott 1983:109), and "esteemed" 
(suooXtfLEW; Liddell & Scott 1983:280).27 These metaphors are most effective when they are 
concise, 28 and when their meaning is neither obvious nor obscure. 29 According to Aristotle, 
witty and esteemed metaphors require some mental effort, but is nevertheless comprehended 
within a short time span. For these reasons they impart a kind of knowledge to the listener. 
Secondly, metaphors can affect the listener's disposition (emotional state).30 According 
to Aristotle (Rhet. 3.2.8) metaphors not only enhances the style of the oration, but its 
effective execution also gives pleasure (~ov~; Freese 1926:1405) to the listener. Therefore the 
aesthetic value of metaphors is important to classical rhetoricians (Vander Watt 2000:10). 
23 Cf. Lak:off & Johnson (2003:142, 145). "Metaphors may create realities for us, especially social realities. 
A metaphor may thus be a guide for future action. Such actions will, of course, fit the metaphor. This will, in 
turn, reinforce the power of the metaphor to make experience coherent. In this sense metaphors can be self-
fulfilling prophecies" (Lak:off & Johnson 2003: 156). 
24 The scope of this study does not allow detailed interaction with Speech Act Theory. On the locutionary, 
illocutionary and perlocutionary (Austin 1962) power of metaphor, see Mac Cormac (1985:159-180). 
25 See "Connotations" below. 
26 Cf. Van der Watt's (2000:10) description of "lively'' metaphors. Also cf. Zimmermann's (2000:127) 
"kognitive" and "argumentative" aspects, which I regard as related and subsume under one category. 
27 Freese (1926:1410) translates the former as "smart" and the latter as "popular". 
28 Aristotle (Rhet. 3: 1 0.1-4) prefers metaphors to comparisons for the reason that the former is more concise. 
29 Cf. Aristotle (Rhet. 3.10.6). 
3° Cf. the "affektive" aspect in Zimmermann (2000:127). In Speech Act Theory, this is referred to as the 
illocutionary force ofthe speech act (metaphor). See Mac Cormac (1985:160-161). 
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In addition, metaphors also have the power to motivate, i.e. to effect a behavioural 
responseY This response requires the listener's (or reader's) cognitive assent to the validity 
of the perceived analogies that the metaphor establishes or highlights ( cf. Gerber 2005a: 104 ). 
Where there is cognitive assent, a response might ensue from the combined motivational 
effect of(a) the (new) knowledge derived from the metaphor, (b) the connotations carried by 
the metaphor,32 and (c) the listener's or reader's disposition which results from the previous 
aspects.33 It is worthwhile to quote Lakoff and Johnson (2003:145; emph. mine) more 
extensively in this regard: 
If a new metaphor enters the conceptual system that we base our actions on, it will alter that 
conceptual system and the perceptions and actions that the system gives rise to. Much of 
cultural change arises from the introduction of new metaphorical concepts and the loss of old 
ones. 
The role that metaphors play in Romans 8:1-13, to revise or confirm the knowledge ofPaul's 
addressees, and to motivate them to moral action, and the possible contribution of the 
connotations carried by the metaphors, are of particular interest in this study. 34 
2.1.4 The Identification and Analysis of Metaphors on the Syntactical, Contextual or 
Conceptual Level 
Metaphors can be identified on three different levels. Often it is clear on a syntactical level 
that there must be a metaphor in the sentence, because there is "tension" (Zimmermann 
2006:16) or "incongruency" (Vander Watt 2000:7) between the literal reference of a word 
and the syntactical context in which it is used.35 Black (1976) refers to the word which 
creates the incongruency as the "focus", while the (syntactical) context in which it occurs and 
which causes it to be incongruent, is the "frame". For instance, in "The man is a wolf', 
"wolf' is the focus while the rest of the sentence is the frame. Richards (1936) uses the terms 
31 Cf. Zimmermann's (2000:127) "ethische" aspect, and what Van der Watt (2000:10) describes as 
"appetent" metaphors. See Lakoff & Johnson (2003:142, 156-158). In Speech Act Theory, this is an aspect of 
the perlocutionary force of the speech act (Austin 1962: 19). 
32 This assumes that the conceptualisation of a target domain in terms of a source domain implies to a certain 
degree the transference of (inter alia) pertinent emotions associated with the source domain (to the target 
domain). See "Connotations" below. 
33 These aspects are also pertinent in Rhetorical analysis (cf. Black 1995:262). On why Rhetorical analysis 
per se remains beyond the scope of this study, see below on "Considering the effects of Paul's metaphors I 
images". 
34 For a discussion of the "pragmatic dimensions of metaphors" that focusses on other aspects than the 
abovementioned three, see Gerber (2005a:100-103). Also see Bertau (1996:216-242). 
35 Also see Vander Watt (2000:17-18), and cf. Vander Watt (2000:20) on "surface metaphor". 
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"tenor" and "vehicle". 36 Analysis of metaphors on this level is not of pertinent interest in this 
study since analysis on the following two levels lend much greater depth to the consideration 
of a metaphor's meaning. 
Often metaphors cannot be pinpointed as such within their syntactical context because 
their metaphoric aspect actually lies beyond the sentence in which the expression occurs. This 
may be because the incongruency between the word and its literal referent only becomes 
clear in the light of the greater textual context, 37 or because the expression forms part of 
imagery which is only discemable on the contextual level. 38 For instance, "you did not 
receive a spirit of slavery" in Romans 8:15. Within the world view of Paul and his 
addressees, receiving a spirit of slavery could be understood literally. From the textual 
context (esp. Rom. 7:14, 25, 8:2), however, it is clear that "slavery"39 metaphorically refers to 
the human condition in which sinning is inevitable. The textual context, then, makes clear 
that the word's reference is metaphorical. Analysing metaphors with respect to the textual 
context in which they occur are pertinent in exegesis-to which topic we will return below. 
Sometimes, however, not even the textual context makes it clear that a metaphor is at 
stake, because there is no elaboration of an expression's metaphoric aspect in the textual 
context, nor apparent tension between an expression and its context. Yet the expression may 
reflect the fundamental conceptualisation of one thing in terms of another, and is therefore 
metaphorical on a conceptual level. For instance, "brothers" in Romans 8:12 is neither in 
tension with its syntactical context, nor elaborated in any way so that it is obvious that its use 
is metaphorical.40 However, Paul's addressees are not literally his brothers. He has 
metaphorically conceptualised his addressees as (his) siblings, and expressed this 
linguistically. "Brothers" is not merely a synonym of "fellow-believers", however, but 
36 In this regard, see Vander Watt (2000:17-18). 
37 Cf. Vander Watt (2000:11-12); Gerber (2005a:85-86). 
38 Zimmermann (2006:17-18) describes these expressions as context metaphors. Also cf. Vander Watt 
(2000:20-21) on "suspended metaphor". 
39 In Black's (1976) terms, "slavery'' would be the focus while the whole of the textual context in which it 
occurs provides the frame of the metaphor. 
40 Also see Lakoff's (1993:238) notes on the well-known lines from a poem of Robert Frost: 
"Two roads diverged in a wood, and I-
I took the one less travelled by, 
And that has made all the difference." 
The whole poem could be understood non-metaphorically-there are no explicit signs that it is not be 
interpreted in this way. However, on a conceptual level the poem actually evokes the conventional associations 
of journeys with "long-term, purposeful activities", and crossroads with significant choices. 
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expresses a unique and fundamental conceptualisation of fellow-believers, which entails 
certain connotations, social implications, etc.41 
2.1.5 The Role ofSocio-Historical and Textual Context 
It is imperative to state explicitly and clearly the importance of metaphors' socio-historical42 
and textual context.43 It is worthwhile to quote Vander Watt (2000:12; emph. orig.) more 
extensively on the socio-historical context of a metaphor: 
The socio-historical framework within which a metaphor was originally created also plays a 
role in the continued cognitive and emotive functioning of a metaphor. When reading ancient 
texts, it is even more critical that one should assimilate socio-historic data when interpreting 
metaphors. In order to understand the intensity, intent and meaning of a metaphor in an 
ancient text, it is necessary to understand the socio-historical context in which it was 
originally used. 
The socio-historical and textual contexts determine, in a number of ways, how metaphors are 
employed. It is the socio-historical milieu in which an author and his intended addressees fmd 
themselves that, in the first place, experientially44 provides the potential metaphors that could 
aid the author in getting his message across. 45 
Secondly, within this vast sea of potential metaphors, certain metaphors (source 
domains )46 are already established in the socio-historical context as conventional (or 
traditional) with respect to certain topics (target domains), providing the "natural" and 
"logical" metaphors to use.47 
41 See above on ''The powers of metaphor and imagery''. The social obligations implied by the 
(metaphorical) address "brothers" will be pointed out in chapter 10. 
42 See Vander Watt (2000:12-13, 139-143). He (Vander Watt 2006:422-423) correctly observes: "Imagery 
is indeed a social phenomenon and should be interpreted and understood within its socio-cultural ecology". For 
the purposes of this study "socio-cultural" considerations are considered to be a part of socio-historical ecology. 
43 See Van der Watt (2000:139). Aasgaard (2004:27) also points out the importance of the textual and 
"cultural" context with respect to which aspects of the source domain are highlighted and which remain hidden. 
44 Lakoff & Johnson (2003:57, emph.orig.) assert that "every experience takes place within a vast 
background of cultural presuppositions". Thus "all experience is cultural through and through ... we experience 
our 'world' in such a way that our culture is already present in the very experience itself' (Lakoff & Johnson 
2003:57). According to them the meaning of metaphors are determined both by culture and by past experience 
(Lakoff & Johnson 2003:142). 
45 E.g. the common practise of slavery in ancient times, which most people experienced around them all the 
time, gave rise to slavery related metaphors whereby certain subjects were explained, such as the dominance of 
sin in the pre-Christian state. 
46 See below on "Source domain, target domain, and mapping". 
47 E.g., in Ancient Judaism, referring to God as one's "shield" when his protection is discussed. 
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Thirdly, this socio-historical convention also determines which perceived analogies48 
between the metaphor's source and target domains are typical, and which are not. 49 
Moreover, this also implies that socio-historical convention determines which elements from 
the source domain are typically used, and which typically remain hidden. 50 
Fourthly, however, the textual context in which the metaphor I image ultimately occurs 
determines which perceived analogies are actually realised and how the metaphors (or 
elements that constitutes an image )51 are actually employed in the text under consideration. 52 
Fifthly, even if an author departs from convention (whether with respect to the 
metaphor I image he chooses to employ, or the perceived analogies he contextually highlights 
through the image elements he uses), he still operates within the confines of his own socio-
historically determined context. 
2.1.6 Metaphors which are linked in a Conceptual Network 
Diverse metaphors are employed in describing numerous subjects. However, very often 
overlap occurs. Gerber (2005a: 1 08) has summarised the kind of overlap that can occur into 
three categories. I will point out Gerber's categories below, but in a different order53 and with 
my own examples. 
Firstly, different metaphors (source domains) may be used to depict the same subject 
(target domain). For instance, God may be depicted as either a father or a mother. The fact 
that a metaphor54 can explain a subject55 only partially makes this necessary. 56 No single 
metaphor can conceptualise all aspects of a particular subject. Therefore, additional 
metaphors are needed. This characteristic of metaphor explains why, in a Pauline discourse, a 
48 See below on "Perceived analogies between domains". 
49 E.g., in Ancient Judaism, when God is described as a "fortress", the typical perceived analogies are that he 
is strong and that he provides safety. Although one may also perceive an analogy with respect to e.g. 
imposingness, this is not typically in view. 
50 E.g., in Ancient Judaism, Israel is often depicted as a vine. In this tradition elements that are often used 
include it being planted (by God), sprouting roots, growing strong branches, bearing fruit, etc. (cf. Ps. 79:8ff.; 
Jer. 2:21; Ezek. 17: 1-10). The fruit of the vine are used for wine-making. However, this last aspect is not 
traditionally used along with the others, i.e. it remains hidden. Subsequent use of the imagery will tend to use 
the same elements, and omit the same ones. Deviance from the tradition is notable. 
51 See below on "Imagery, image and (image) elements". 
52 When, e.g. the image of the vine in John 15:1-8 is analysed, it is necessary to take cognisance of the 
socio-historical background and the way vine-imagery was traditionally employed. Ultimately, however, the 
textual context of the Gospel of John determines how the image develops there, and whether it conforms or 
diverges from the tradition. 
53 I do not follow Gerber's order for the purpose of working from clearer instances to those less obvious. 
54 Typically (but not necessarily) a more concrete concept, like father or mother. 
55 Typically (but not necessarily) a more abstract concept, like God. 
56 Lakoff & Johnson (2003:221). 
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theme is often developed by means of different images sequentially, or by means of 
interposition or intermingling (see below). Multiple metaphors are needed to get the whole 
message across. 57 
Gerber's (2005a:108) second category is, m my vtew, a sub-species of the first. 
Metaphors are sometimes used together traditionally (i.e. recurrently occur together in the 
tradition) to depict the same subject. For instance, God is often in the same contexts 
described as both a "shield" and a "fortress" or a "rock" (e.g. Ps. 18:2 [MT]; 144:1-2 [MT]; 
Song. 4:4). 
Thirdly, the same kind of metaphor (source domain) may be used to depict different 
subjects (target domains). For instance, both God and Paul may be depicted as a father to 
believers. 
This kind of overlap between metaphors or subjects58 may be described in terms of a 
conceptual network. Unrelated metaphors from different source domains are linked in the 
conceptual network when they describe the same subject. In this case the subject is the "knot" 
in the network tying different metaphors to one another. On the other hand, metaphors from 
the same source domain are related in the conceptual network, even though they describe 
different subjects, because similar imagery is employed to explain them. The source domain, 
then, is the "knot" that links these otherwise often unrelated subjects to one another 
conceptually. 
2.1. 7 Metaphor in Pauline Literature 
2.1. 7.1 Metaphor in Religious Conceptualisation and Language 
Metaphors in religious language, and their expositors, are exposed to "infinite opportunity for 
misunderstanding" (Combes 1998:11). In order to avoid such misunderstanding, the nature of 
the conceptualisation of the abstract and I or divine in a religious context needs to be given 
some attention. In this regard, it is worthwhile to once again quote a more extensive excerpt 
from Vander Watt (2000:22): 
One may assume that there is a qualitative difference between the earthly and the divine. 
However, the divine can only be described in earthly terms by means of earthly associations 
and categories. There is no escape from trying to move from the known to the unknown and 
back, which causes tension in religious language. The assumption is, therefore, that if a 
57 Cf. Vander Watt (2006:444). 
58 See Lakoff & Johnson (2003:87-105). 
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person wants to speak about the D/divine it should be done by means of metaphors. Although 
human concepts are used, reference is made to a divine reality (which differs from the 
ordinary referents of the concepts). The necessity of this type of metaphorical language, 
therefore, lies in the distinctiveness of divine reality ... 
Ultimately the metaphors Paul employs are not (either in his understanding or in mine) 
creative in the sense59 that they create textual or conceptual "entities" which does not actually 
exist outside of the text, or outside of the author's or readers' minds.60 Rather, Paul's 
metaphors are descriptive (see Van der Watt 2000:23). They describe an existing divine 
reality-which is therefore abstract61 and only partially comprehensible-in well-known62 
and concrete terms. These terms are metaphorical, not because what they describe is not 
real63 or true64 or literal (in the traditional metaphorical-literal dichotomy),65 but because the 
realities they describe are divine and there is only partial correspondence between these 
realities and the earthly terms used to conceptualise them. 
For instance, in Biblical literature God is often depicted as a father. This is a metaphor 
since inter alia God does not literally father children in an earthly procreative way. 66 Yet 
there are other ways in which there are perceived analogies between God and an earthly 
father, for instance that he is the source from which one's life ensues, that he cares for and 
protects those who are his, etc. To describe God metaphorically as a father, then, is a true 
depiction of him, even if it is impossible for it to be a precise or "literal" one (i.e. 
corresponding in all ways to an earthly father). 
Another aspect of divine realities being conceptualised in metaphors, is that the same 
reality can be conceptualised and expressed in different metaphors ( cf. Van der Watt 
2000:23). For example, God is not only conceptualised as a father, but also as a mother (cf. 
Deut. 32:13-15). Of course it is impossible for someone to literally be a father as well as a 
mother. Since what we have here, however, are metaphors describing the Divine, the truth of 
59 They can, however, be called creative in the sense of them expressing "a reality or issue in a fresh way 
that has not been done previously" (Vander Watt 2000:30). Cf. Lakoff & Johnson (2003:144). 
6° Cf. Gerber (2005a:98-99). 
61 See Vander Watt (2000:24). 
62 Cf. Vander Watt (2006:447); Gerber (2005a:2). 
63 Cf. Lakoff(1993:244). 
64 Cf. Lakoff & Johnson (2003:156-158, 159-184). 
65 See Lakoff(1993:204-205, 247-249). 
66 Combes (1998:11-12) points out how, in the context of religious language, metaphors may (a) cease to 
bear the same relevance that it did to the author and intended addressees, (b) cease to bear any relevance to 
contemporary readers, or (c) lose their identity as metaphors and become confused with literal truths. This is 
particularly the case where aspects from the source domain of social relationships are mapped to our 
relationship with God, as in e.g. father:child. 
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neither is negated by the other. Each only partially reveals the reality of God (in earthly and 
concrete terms). These metaphors do not stand over and against one another, but supplement 
one another. Thus they enrich the hearer's or reader's understanding of the divine reality, 
which is greater than any single metaphorical description thereof. The fact that it is possible 
to describe the same divine reality with different and even apparently conflicting expressions 
(on a literal level), is an important clue to these descriptions' metaphoric nature. 
2.1. 7.2 Message and not Form Dominates67 
The use of metaphors I imagery68 can serve different purposes in texts. One such a purpose, 
for example, is aesthetic69-to enhance the author's style, and to give pleasure to the reader 
(cf. Aristotle Rhet. 3.2.8). With respect to the Gospel of John, however, Van der Watt 
(2006:446) has found that the communicative purpose is dominant. The Gospel is intended to 
convey a message, and metaphor I imagery is one of the devices used to reach this goal. The 
message has priority over the metaphor I image (Vander Watt 2000:143-149, esp. 143-145). 
"As soon as an image has served its purpose, it is abandoned, changed or adapted" (Van der 
Watt 2000: 145) to suit the message which the author intends to convey. 
The same applies to Paul's epistles. Paul's intention is evidently neither primarily 
aesthetic, nor the construction of elaborate, coherent and consistent 70 metaphors I images. 
Rather, he intends to convey a message (part of which often also contains prescriptions). In 
order to reach his communicative goals Paul employs, inter alia, metaphors I imagery. These 
metaphors may be elaborated, reinterpreted, blended, abandoned, etc.-whatever is 
necessitated by the effective communication of the message. 
The insight that message and not form dominates, is pertinent to the interpretation of 
Pauline metaphors, for at least two reasons. Firstly, the interpreter of Pauline metaphors 
needs to respect the fluidity of the imagery (forms). Expositions which force as many as 
possible textual features to fit in with the ostensibly prevailing imagery, should be avoided. 71 
Instead, textual features which do not naturally fit the metaphor I image should be interpreted 
on their own terms. Secondly, when the expositor's intention is to make generalisations on "a 
Pauline metaphor I image", very careful attention should be given to the different contexts in 
67 This heading duplicates a phrase used by Vander Watt (2006:446). 
68 See below on "Imagery, image and (image) elements". 
69 Cf. Vander Watt (2000:10); Aristotle (Poet. 1459a). 
70 See below on "Coherence and consistency''. 
71 See Vander Watt (2000:145-146). 
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which comparable imagery occur. 72 Paul's metaphors are not always consistent across textual 
contexts for the very reason that consistency of form is less important than the development 
of the contingent argument in a particular textual context. 
2.2 Delineation of Metaphor-Related Terms to be employed in the Exegetical Exposition 
2.2.1 Metaphor and Conceptual Metaphors 
The term metaphor is used in diverse ways by different authors, depending on their points of 
departure. 73 Consequently, its usage in this study needs clarification. Firstly, metaphor will be 
used in a generic way to describe the phenomenon where one kind of thing is understood and 
experienced in terms of another (cf. Lakoff & Johnson 2003:5), which has found expression 
linguistically, i.e. so that one kind of thing is also linguistically described in terms of another. 
Secondly, the specific linguistic expressions which occur in a text, 74 which are instances of 
the phenomenon of understanding, experiencing and describing one kind of thing in terms of 
another, will also be called metaphors.75 
The metaphors that are primary and basic within conceptualisation will be called 
conceptual metaphors.76 Different metaphors may derive from these conceptual metaphors. 
Such a derived metaphor can be said to continue the theme of the more fundamental concept. 
For instance, "God is a shepherd" ( cf. Ps. 22 [Ps. 23 MT]) is (part of) a conceptual metaphor. 
God, a non-concrete reality, is conceptualised in terms of a known and concrete entity-a 
shepherd. Consequently, from this basic conceptual metaphor, countless metaphors may be 
derived, which continues the theme: for instance, "He makes me lie down in green pastures" 
72 E.g. Paul can in one context use the image of slavery positively to make the argument that he serves Christ 
(ooilA.o~; Rom. 1:1) or that his addressees are "slaves of righteousness" (Rom. 6:18). On the other hand he can 
use the same imagery negatively to assert that his addressees have "not received a spirit of slavery" (Rom. 8: 15). 
Reconciliation of these contrasting uses of the imagery is not necessary or indeed advisable. The apparent 
incongruity is only a problem if one prioritises image consistency (form of the image) over the message 
(contextual function of the image). 
73 Cf. Gerber (2005a:83). E.g. Lakoff (2009: ad Zoe.) uses the term "metaphor" to refer to "conceptual 
mappings; they are part ofthe conceptual system and not mere linguistic expressions". However, many linguists 
view a metaphor as exactly that: a linguistic expression (Lakoff & Johnson 2003:3-6, 245). Therefore, in 
classical linguistic theory, the definition of metaphor would be something along the following lines: a 
'"metaphor'... [is] a novel or poetic linguistic expression where one or more words for a concept are used 
outside of their normal conventional meaning to express a 'similar' concept" (Lakoff 1993:202). In Lakoff & 
Johnson (2003:6; emph. orig.) "metaphor means metaphorical concepf'. 
74 Of course they can also occur in speech, but the focus of this study is on textual analysis. 
75 Cf. Gerber (2005a:86). This usage accords generally with the traditional usage of the word, whereas 
Lakoff(1993:203) prefers to use "metaphoric expression" to describe what "in the old theory" was referred to as 
"metaphor". 
76 Cf. Lakoff & Johnson (2003:4, 6). See Lakoff (1993:206-229). In conceptual metaphor theory, conceptual 
metaphors are described simply as "metaphors". 
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(Ps. 23:2 [MT]; NRSV) or "we are . .. the sheep of his pasture" (Ps. 100:3 [MT]). Note that in 
the latter example no explicit mention is made of God as a shepherd. Nevertheless, the 
depiction of the subjects ("we") as sheep is related to the fundamental conceptualisation 
"God is a shepherd". In this example the connection is quite obvious. However, since 
conceptual metaphors are often not made (as) explicit, and depend on the socio-historically 
determined conceptualisation of the author (from which contemporary interpreters are very 
distant), it is not always possible to determine the basic conceptual metaphor underlying a 
metaphor in an ancient text. Where an image has multiple conventional elements in the 
tradition (e.g. God:Israel=shepherd:flock), it is also debatable whether any particular element 
can be singled out as the conceptual metaphor upon which the other elements represent 
elaborations. Rather the whole concept of God as a shepherd and Israel as his sheep 
constitutes the conceptual metaphor. 
The above does not imply, however, that all metaphors are derived from more 
fundamental conceptual metaphors. Authors (ancient and modem) sometimes create 
idiosyncratic metaphors which do not ensue from, and cannot be linked to, the (socio-
historically determined) conventional conceptualisation of one thing in terms of another. 77 
2.2.2 Imagery, Image, and (Image) Elements 
Imagery, in this study, will be used to refer to any and all conceivable mental pictures which 
relates to a theme, for instance sonship. 78 In accordance with colloquial usage (Soanes & 
Stevenson 2004: ad Zoe.), imagery will also be used to refer to different images collectively 
which may or may not be related, for instance the imagery in Romans 8 includes inter alia 
images of slavery (cf. 8:2, 14), war (cf. 8:6-7), sonship (cf. 8:14-15a), etc. Subsequently, 
imagery will occasionally be used to refer to the scene cognitively evoked by an intertextual 
citation, allusion or echo/9 which had previously been imprinted on the visual memory. This 
may be described as "imagination", in the sense of the faculty of forming mental pictures (cf. 
Soanes & Stevenson 2004: ad Zoe.) of the scenes presented in narrative texts (or texts that 
suppose a narrative substructure), or oral traditions, as they are read or heard. Subsequent 
citations, allusions or echoes of these texts or oral traditions causes the reader or hearer to 
once again mentally visualise the scene. In this sense citations, allusions or echoes can 
contain imagery. For instance, the scene of Jesus' fervent prayer in Gethsemane, which is 
77 See below on "Conventionality and novelty". Cf. Lakoff(l993:229-239). 
78 Imagery and image, then, is not used as in aesthetic theories ( cf Gerber 2005a: 1 03). 
79 See below on "Imagery within citations, allusions, and echoes". 
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possibly echoed in Romans 8:15, may be described in short as "Gethsemane imagery". In 
effect, then, imagery is used as a generic term which includes metaphors, images and the 
scenes cognitively evoked by citations, allusions or echoes. 
Image, on the other hand, will relate to the specific metaphorical conceptualisation and 
depiction of specific subject matter (including objects, actions and relations)80 by the author 
(Paul), for instance Paul's sonship image in Romans 8:14-15a. Moreover, image will refer in 
essence to what elsewhere is described as a complex or composite metaphor (Van der Watt 
2000:21).81 This implies that an image is constituted by more than one metaphor which 
belong together thematically. In addition to these multiple metaphors, an image may also 
incorporate decorative elements, i.e. which elaborate the picture but does not contribute 
anything per se to the message conveyed through the image (cf. Vander Watt 2000:19). 
The building blocks of which a metaphor I image exists will be called elements ( cf. Van 
der Watt 2000: 18-19), or occasionally image elements. These elements themselves may or 
may not be metaphorical. For instance, in the metaphor "The man bulldozed through the 
meeting, demolishing all in his way" there are a number of elements: "the man", "to 
bulldoze", "the meeting", "to demolish", "all", and "in his way". Some of these elements are 
metaphorical: "to bulldoze", "to demolish", and "in his way". Some are not metaphorical: 
"the man", "the meeting", "all" (whether this refers to "matters" or "people"). The whole 
sentence, with all of its constituent elements, creates the image. 
Elements of a single image may also be found in different sentences, which is still part 
of the same context. It is even possible that elements in different textual units can still relate 
to the same image, but when this is postulated extra care needs to be taken with regard to the 
contexts in which the elements occur. Since "message and not form dominates" (Van der 
Watt 2006:446), one should be careful to give priority in exposition to the contextual 
argument, where a conventional or previously employed image might be adapted or even 
reconceptualised quite differently, in order to suit the argument. 82 As already noted, 
exposition which gives priority to image consistency over contextual accuracy should be 
avoided. 
8o Cf. "imagery" in Vander Watt (2000:18). 
81 One of the primary reasons why "image" is preferred to "composite metaphor" is to avoid clumsy phrases 
such as "Paul's composite sonship metaphor" or the like. 
82 See Vander Watt (2000:139, 143-145). 
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2.2.3 Source Domain, Target Domain, and Mapping 
It was preliminarily mentioned above that metaphoric conceptualisation often does not 
involve a single perceived analogy only, but two domains, multiple aspects of which are 
metaphorically linked. 83 One of these domains is the source from which the conceptualisation 
derives, and the other is the target which the conceptualisation is intended to describe, i.e. 
"the immediate subject matter" (Lakoff & Johnson 2003:265). The elements which are 
transferred from the source domain to the target domain, had literal references in the source 
domain, but acquire metaphoric references in the target domain (Lakoff & Johnson 
2003:265). The linkage of source domain elements with target domain elements (through 
perceived analogies)84 are described as "mapping".85 Importantly, the "metaphoric mapping 
is multiple, that is, two or more elements are mapped to two or more other elements" (Lakoff 
& Johnson 2003:265). 
For instance, in the contemporary conceptual metaphor "an argument is a building" 
there is not only the perceived analogy that an argument is "constructed", as a building is 
constructed. Rather, the domains are conceptually linked in such a way that multiple 
perceived analogies become conventional, and the potential for many additional novel 
perceived analogies is created. 86 Consider the conventional perceived analogies between the 
domains of ARGUMENT and BUILDING in the following examples ( emph. mine): 
"We have constructed the foundation of the argument ... "87 
"The framework of your argument does not have enough substance .. . "88 
"He buttressed his argument with more facts."89 
An example of a novel expression that might ensue from the basic conceptual metaphor, is 
( emph. mine): 
"Your theory is constructed out of cheap stucco.'>9° 
83 See Lakoff (1993:245). Cf. "'bildspendender' und 'bildempfangender' Bereich" in Gerber (2005a:86). 
Also cf. what Vander Watt (2000: 123-126) describes as ''the creation of a metaphorical network". 
84 See below. 
85 Lakoff (1993:245) defmes it thus: "Each mapping is a ftxed set of ontological correspondences between 
entities in a source domain and entities in a target domain". 
86 See below on "Conventionality and novelty". 
87 Lakoff & Johnson (2003: 1 02). 
88 Lakoff & Johnson (2003: 100). 
89 Lakoff & Johnson (2003:106). Also see Lakoff & Johnson (2003:98). 
90 Lakoff & Johnson (2003: 11 0). 
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Thus multiple aspects of the (more abstract) target domain, for instance of argumentation, can 
be understood in terms of the (more concrete) source domain, for instance of buildings. 
Source domain to target domain mapping applies particularly to metaphors on (a) the 
contextual level, where the textual context provides the additional image elements, and (b) 
the conceptual level, where multiple perceived analogies between the domains exist in 
convention (even though none of these perceived analogies may be made explicit in the 
textual context). 
To illustrate the last point with a Pauline example: in calling his addressees "brothers" 
(Rom. 8:12) Paul employs a conceptual metaphor. This implies that he is transferring 
(mapping) a number of unspecified and implicit aspects of the source domain of (literal) 
"brotherhood" to the target domain of the "interrelationships of Jesus-followers". A primary 
aspect that is mapped relates to the form of address itself: as literal brothers (source domain) 
call each other "brother", Paul's conceptualisation makes it appropriate for fellow-believers 
(target domain) to also call one another "brother", as he himself calls his addressees. An 
additional aspect that is implicitly mapped from the source domain to the target domain 
relates to appropriate behaviour. In conceptualising fellow-believers as brothers, the point is 
not only to have an agreeable form of address for one another, but to act toward one another 
according to the conceptualisation. The appropriate behaviour of literal brothers (source 
domain) toward one another are implicitly mapped to the interrelationships of Jesus-followers 
(target domain).91 More perceived analogies between the domains could probably be 
inferred.92 The above is adequate to illustrate, however, that convention can provide multiple 
perceived analogies, so that it is proper to speak of source domain to target domain mapping. 
2.2.4 Perceived Analogies between Domains 
Not all aspects of the source domain are mapped onto the target domain, and not all aspects 
of the target domain are covered by those mapped from the source domain. "Such mappings 
are .. . partial" (Lakoff 1993:245).93 
91 Two characteristics of metaphor, which can be mentioned here but will not be gone into more detail in this 
study, are the transfer of effects from the target domain to the source domain, and the creation of new meaning 
(foreign to both domains in their original states) because of the interaction of the domains, even if this new 
meaning was not intended by the author. See Richards (1936); Black (1976); Vander Watt (2000:16-17); 
Aasgaard (2004:28), Gerber (2005a:88-92). Aasgaard (2004:28) uses the example of depicting God as a father, 
which not only contributes to our understanding of God, but may also change the way we perceive what a father 
should be like. Another example of this is Jeanne Stevenson-Moessner's (2003) inferences with respect to 
contemporary adoption, based on inter alia Paul's use of the adoption metaphor (e.g. Rom. 8:15). 
92 However, see the following section below. 
93 See Lakoff & Johnson (2003:52-55). 
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Perceived or experiential analogies are what makes the mappmgs possible. For 
instance, in the metaphor "The man growls his wife out of bed by twelve each night", 
"growls" is the metaphorical element. It analogises "the man" to a bear (or another animal 
which growls) based on the perceived (experienced) analogy between the sound of the man's 
snoring and that of a bear's growling. Aristotle (Poet. 1457b) originally described the 
(perceived) similarity in terms of analogy, but it could also be called the "identified 
similarity", "congruency" (Van der Watt 2000:20), or "commonplace" (Van der Watt 
2000:14). Aasgaard's (2004:26) use of tertium comparationis94 in this regard is precarious,95 
however, since in Paul there is often more than only one defensible "point of comparison", 
and what exactly that point or points are is mostly not made explicit in metaphors. 
It is pertinent that "the only similarities relevant to metaphor are similarities as 
experienced by people. The difference between objective similarities and experiential 
similarities is all-important" (Lakoff & Johnson 2003:154; emph. orig.) Aspects of the source 
and target domains are not in themselves similar, but they are perceived as similar in some 
way or another, based on people's experiences of the source and target domains. 
Those aspects which are mapped from the source domain to the target domain, based on 
perceived or experienced similarity, will be referred to as perceived analogies in this study. 96 
In order to ascertain the potential perceived analogies that may exist between a source 
domain and a target domain, encyclopaedic knowledge of both is supposed. 97 This pertains to 
the fact that not only aspects that are made explicit in a text, but also the author's and 
addressees' implicit knowledge of the two domains, is activated by a metaphor I image. This 
implicit knowledge may be relevant to the exposition of the metaphor I image (Gerber 
2005a:88). Once again this underscores the importance for the expositor to know the socio-
historical context in which the source and target domains are located. 
2.2.5 Highlighting and Hiding 
Even where multiple aspects are conventionally or potentially analogised from the source to 
the target domain of a metaphor I image, however, not all of these aspects are necessarily 
relevant in the context in which it is used (cf. Eco 1996:1319). Vander Watt (2006:446) 
asserts that "only certain aspects of the total potential of the imageries are utilised and it is 
94 Cf. Zimmermann (2006:17); Gerber (2005a:104). 
95 As Aasgaard (2004:26 n.22) realises himself. 
96 Perceived analogies are, in function, quite similar to what Vander Watt (2000:16) describes as a "system 
of associated commonplaces", and what Black (1976:41) also calls a "system of implications". 
97 See Gerber (2005a:88-97), who appropriates the concept of"encyclopaedia" from Eco (1996:1318). 
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important to identify those." What he (Vander Watt 2006:446-447) emphasises with respect 
to the author of John is equally true of Paul: the author "does not intend his imageries to be 
open, but rather restricts them to certain aspects he wants to utilise in the communication of 
his message". 
Of all the potential perceived analogies between the source and target domains of a 
metaphor I image, only some are highlighted.98 This refers to those perceived analogies (and 
elements) which are relevant to the context in which the metaphor I image is used, and 
apparently pertinent to the author. All other perceived analogies (and potential elements) 
remain hidden if the author does not bring them into focus in some way or another 
contextually (whether explicitly or implicitly). 
This can be illustrated graphically with the help of the contemporary conventional 
metaphor "The man is a wolf' ( cf. Van der Watt 2000: 16-17). 
All characteristics (according to encyclopaedic knowledge) 
Potential perceived 
MAN WOLF 
Contextually highlighted perceived analogies and elements 
Illustration 1: Contextually Highlighted Perceived Analogies and Elements 
If a perceived analogy between a source and target domain can be illustrated to be 
conventional in comparable texts, i.e. traditional, extra consideration should be given to the 
question whether the perceived analogy is not in fact also present in the studied context, even 
if implicitly. Based on the observations of Grabe (1992:288), Vander Watt (2000:17) states 
that when it comes to the explanation of "commonplaces" "generally known associations 
should be preferred". Significantly, he (Van der Watt 2000: 17) continues, however: "[t]he 
context is also of major importance in this regard". Thus, the use of conventional imagery in 
a Pauline text may carry with it implicitly certain conventional perceived analogies and 
98 Cf Lakoff & Johnson (2003:10-13); Aasgaard (2004:27-29). 
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implications. However, the context remains the determinative factor whether these perceived 
analogies are in fact pertinent (to the author and his argument) or not (cf. Gerber 2005a:96-
97). 
Let us consider a Pauline example: "If we are children, we are also .. . heirs of God" 
(Rom. 8: 17). From the context it is probable that the highlighted perceived analogies between 
the source and target domains are (a) the relationship between a testator and his heirs,99 (b) 
the privileged status of an heir, 100 and perhaps also (c) the assurances an heir has with respect 
to the future. 101 Although inheritance imagery in Biblical literature often highlights a number 
of traditional contents of the inheritance, for instance the Promised Land, wealth, etc., in the 
context of Romans 8:17 there is no clear allusion to these contents. Therefore, these 
traditional contents of the inheritance remains hidden in this context. Instead other contents 
are implicitly depicted: for instance, glory (8: 17, 18), deliverance of the body (8:23), etc. 
2. 2. 6 Connotations 
As part of the process of metaphorically understanding one thing in terms of another, the 
connotations carried by the source domain are often implicitly transferred to the target 
domain. For instance: "The cow eats the grass, then walks to the house to be milked before 
the time of the howling moon."102 The first part of the sentence is quite a peaceful picture-
of a cow eating, and walking, and being milked. However, the addition " .. . before the time of 
the howling moon" gives the sentence an ominous feeling. This derives from the 
conventional connotations of "howling moon", associated with wolves, and the conventional 
connotations accompanying these feared creatures per se. These connotations carried by the 
source domain of wolves are transferred to the (target domain) topic of the cow that has to be 
milked in time-hence the ominous "feeling" of the sentence. 
Consequently (particularly with respect to imagery) meaning is not derived from the 
correspondence between word and reference only. The perceived meaning of a sentence, 
paragraph, etc., is significantly influenced by the connotations conventionally carried by the 
words in it, and the imagery these words conceptually evoke (cf. Jordan 1974:236). 
Aristotle seems to have had some awareness of this characteristic of metaphors (even 
though he did not discuss it in terms of connotation). He (Rhet. 3.2.10) uses the example of 
99 Cf. Rom. 8:14, 15. 
10° Cf. Rom. 8:15, 20. 
101 Cf. Rom. 8:11, 16, 18. 
102 This is an adaptation of an example used by Vander Watt (2000:19). The supposition is that the picture 
of the cow eating grass, etc., represents metaphoric imagery. 
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metaphorically saying a person who begs "prays", which makes the subject seem better than 
it is. On the other hand, saying that a person who prays "begs" depreciates the subject. 
2.2. 7 Static and Dynamic Metaphors I Images, and Elaboration 
A metaphor I image is static when it reflects a "momentary dissection of an event" (Van der 
Watt 2000: 19). When the metaphor I image consists of a series of actions that still take place 
within the boundaries of the same metaphor I image, it is dynamic (Vander Watt 2000:19). 
Vander Watt (2000:19) uses the example of the picture103 of a cow eating grass (as 
noted previously). There is no change, development or progression in the picture. "In the 
picture the grass will always be there and the cow will always be eating" (Van der Watt 
2000:19). However, when actions are added, the picture becomes dynamic: "The cow eats the 
grass, then walks to the house to be milked before night falls". This is still a coherent picture, 
but there is development and progression in it, which makes it dynamic. 
Note that the actions in a dynamic metaphor I image do not necessarily all pertain to the 
same subject. The above example has the cow doing two of the actions, while it is a passive 
recipient of the third action. The fourth element, "before night falls", is not an action but is 
descriptive (adverbially). A metaphor I image elaborated with descriptions, whether 
adjectival or adverbial, is not dynamic unless it also consists of more than one action. For 
instance, in "The fat cow eats grass before night falls" the cow will always be fat, will always 
be eating, and it will never actually become night-thus constituting a static picture. 
Elaboration refers to the way a metaphor is extended. 104 In Greek as few as two 
combined words can evoke the conceptualisation of a metaphor, for instance ulol 9eo0 (sons 
of God). When this metaphor is expanded by the addition of elements-consisting of actions 
and I or descriptions (whether adjectival or adverbial)--elaboration is taking place. 
Elaboration does not mean that a metaphor necessarily becomes dynamic (see above). When 
a metaphor is elaborated by the addition of another related metaphor, it becomes (for the 
purposes of description in this study) an image. 105 Elaborations upon a metaphor I image, 
103 The word "picture" is used here with respect to the example of the cow eating grass, since such a picture 
is not necessarily either a metaphor or an image (in the sense the word is used in this study), but the simplicity 
of the example is convenient for explanatory purposes. 
104 C£ Lakoff (1980:195); Aasgaard (2004:28). The use of "elaboration" in this study differs from Lakoff 
(1980: 195) and Aasgaard (2004:28), where the elaboration of an image in a conventional way (see the section 
below) is called "ordinary extension", and elaboration in a novel way is called "elaboration". The distinction 
between conventional and novel elaboration is preferred since it is simpler and clearer, and consistent with the 
use of"conventionality" and "novelty" in other respects of this study, as will be delineated below. 
105 See "Imagery, image, and (image) elements" above. 
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may be conventional or novel, coherent or incoherent, consistent or inconsistent, as will be 
delineated below. 
2.2.8 Conventionality and Novelty 
For the purpose of this study a metaphor I image can be described as conventional106 when it 
can be illustrated that there are some precedents107 of its use in socio-historically comparable 
texts. 108 However, when no such precedents can be found, it is possible that a metaphor I 
image is novel, 109 i.e. the textual creation of its author (Paul).U0 To use a contemporary 
example, the metaphor "the man is a wolf' can be shown (e.g. in contemporary discussions 
on metaphor) to be conventional. It also carries certain conventional associations (e.g. a wolf 
eats his food greedily) and connotations (e.g. a wolf is bad). 111 On the other hand, the 
metaphor "the man is grass" is idiosyncratic, i.e. novel, and does not carry any conventional 
and therefore rather obvious associations or connotations. 
Similarly, the elaboration112 of a metaphor I image takes place in a conventional way 
when it can be illustrated that in other (socio-historically comparable) texts similar imagery 
contains similar descriptions. When, however, an author apparently elaborates a metaphor I 
image in a unique way, this unusual elaboration can be described as novel. This also means 
that elements which (in socio-historically comparable texts) typically from part of an image 
may be described as conventional, while unusual elements introduced by the author are novel. 
The above implies that one can have, for instance, a conventional image, which has 
been elaborated in a conventional way (because it has multiple conventional image elements). 
106 Cf. Lakoff (1993:237). Also see Lakoff (1980:191-195). The distinction between "conventional" and 
"novel" is used instead of the rather nebulous distinctions in Lakoff and Johnson (2003 :53). According to them 
many conceptual metaphors to such an extent form part of conventional everyday language that they are not 
perceived as metaphors, and can thus be called "literal metaphors" (see above on "Literal or Metaphorical?"; 
and Lakoff & Johnson 2003:4). These can, however, be perceived as metaphors when their used parts are 
extended, or unused parts are introduced. This is all very unclear and impractical for our purposes. 
107 When only one or two precedents can be found, the image cannot properly be described as 
"conventional" and should rather just be described as "precedented". 
108 It is also important to take into account the way an author may "conventionalize" (Vander Watt 2000:3) 
a term in a particular text (epistle, book, etc.). To avoid confusion, however, this will not be referred to in terms 
of convention in this study, but will be designated "Paul's use" of the term. 
109 Cf. Lakoff & Johnson (2003:53). Also cf. what Lakoff(1993:229-231) calls "image metaphors"-for him 
a sub-category of"novel metaphors". Given the differences in the use of"image" etc., this term will not be used 
here. 
110 It may be noted here that "conventional images" would, in linguistics, often be described as "dead" 
(Lakoff & Johnson 2003:55) or "fossilized" (Van der Watt 2000:4) metaphors, while novel images or 
elaborations would be described as "alive" (cf. Lakoff & Johnson 2003:55). For the purposes of this study a 
distinction between conventionality and novelty is more useful (cf. Aasgaard 2004:26-27). 
111 See above on "The powers of metaphor and imagery". 
112 Cf. Lakofrs (1980:195) note on the extension of conventional images. 
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On the other hand, one may also have a conventional image which has been elaborated with 
some (or no) conventional elements, and one (or more) novel elements. With respect to the 
novel elements then, the conventional image is elaborated in a novel way. This often implies 
the reinterpretation of a tradition or of symbolic imagery. 113 Lastly, if one has a novel image, 
by definition it will be elaborated in a novel way (making this distinction obsolete in this 
case). 
In the case of a Pauline epistle, these distinctions are heuristic tools which help an 
expositor to gauge Paul's level of conformity or divergence from the conventions and 
traditions in his socio-historical milieu. It also focuses the attention of the exposition on the 
novel elements, in each case begging the question: what is the significance of Paul's 
divergence from convention or tradition at this point? 
2.2.9 Imagery within Citations, Allusions, and Echoes 
The images in Pauline literature are occasionally embedded within a quotation, or within an 
allusion to, or echo of, a pre-existing text or tradition. This implies that the questions 
associated with intertextuality are relevant to such cases. 114 Richard B. Hays (1989:29-32) 
provides convenient criteria for the responsible identification of (allusions and) echoes. 
Three types of intertextuality can be identified. Quotation refers to instances where 
there clearly are phraseological correspondences between a text and a pre-existing text, 
perhaps with some discrepancies between the quotation and the source (cf. Hays 1989:6). 
Allusion refers to instances where there are some verbal correspondences, but not 
phraseological correspondence, between a text and a pre-existing text or tradition. Allusion 
assumes intentionality on the part of the author (Keesmaat 1994:32), i.e. the author intended 
that his addressees should, through his words, be reminded of a particular text or texts. An 
echo occurs when there are either some verbal, semantic, or thematic correspondences 
between a text and a pre-existing text or tradition. The intentionality on the part of the author 
is uncertain (cf. Keesmaat 1994:32). The relation between the text and the source is more 
explicit in the case of quotation, less so in the case of allusion, and more implicit in the case 
of an echo (Morgan 1985:5). 
113 See Vander Watt (2000:151-157) on "The symbolic use of metaphors". He (Vander Watt 2000:151; 
emph. mine) states: "[i]f a specific theme or word activates certain standard ideas in the readers, which are by 
convention linked to that particular expression, one has symbolic use". According to Vander Watt (2000:151) 
John often evokes a symbol, immediately to reinterpret it. This will also be shown to be true of Paul (cf. Rom. 
8:14-15a). Also see Zimmermann (2006:20-23). 
114 See Hays (1989: esp. 9-10, 14-33); Keesmaat (1994:32-35). 
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Metaphors used in the LXX are often re-used and re-interpreted in the NT with the 
result that the NT metaphor involves both its pre-existing connotations and the metaphor's 
new application. 
2.2.1 0 Coherence and Consistency 
An image may have a constituent element115 that is incoherent with respect to the rest of the 
image. For instance, in the contemporary example "The man is a bear-he eats tennis 
racquets and growls as he sleeps", the element "he eats tennis racquets" is incoherent with 
respect to the rest of the image. However, the other elements (man=bear; snoring=growling) 
are coherent with respect to one another, i.e. there is a logical fit between the elements. 
Incoherence often serves a purpose in, for instance, poetic texts. In a text such as a Pauline 
epistle, however, of which the purpose is effectively communicating a message, it seems 
counterproductive--unless it does actually serve the communicative purpose in an 
unexpected way. Sometimes apparent incoherence in a Pauline image can be explained by 
"interposition" or "intermingling" (see below). However, if it becomes clear in the process of 
the analysis of a particular image that the new textual elements introduced by the author are 
all incoherent with respect to the image under question, it is likely that the image has been 
left behind to further the argument in another way. 
Vander Watt (2000:134-137) has identified six strategies an ancient author might use 
to create coherence between image elements, i.e. to indicate that he is employing a coherent 
image. This is achieved through or by: 
(a) Thematically related words or terminology (Vander Watt 2000: 134-135); 
(b) The repetition of image elements or motifs (Van der Watt 2000: 136); 
(c) Stylistic features, like parallelism or chiasm (Van der Watt 2000: 136); 
(d) Linguistic features, such as syntactic or semantic factors (Vander Watt 2000: 137); 
115 The use of "coherence" and "consistency" in this study represents an extension of its use in Lakoff & 
Johnson (2003:41-45). Also see Aasgaard (2004:29-31). Lakoff & Johnson (2003:41-45) use "coherence" and 
"consistency" with respect to the relation between two metaphors from two different source domains which 
relates to the same topic (target domain). E.g. in "This relationship is a dead-end street" and "Our relationship is 
off the track" (cf. Lakoff & Johnson 2003:41-45) a single target domain (relationship) is at stake. Two source 
domains are employed, however, i.e. that of a car trip (dead-end street) and that of a train trip (off the track). 
Though the metaphors are inconsistent (they don't depict the same image), they are coherent (both have to do 
with a journey). The way "coherence" and "consistency" differs in this study, is that it is not applied to two 
different metaphors describing the same topic (target domain). Rather, it applies to the relation of elements to 
one another in a particular textual context. Vander Watt (2000:134-137) uses the notion of coherence (or 
"cohesion") in a similar way. 
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(e) Suggestion, "for instance by mentioning a well-known word or by using a word 
with double meaning" (Van der Watt 2000: 13 7); 
(f) Using words in a single context, i.e. words which have the potential to be related to 
the prevailing image are "semantically drawn into" (Vander Watt 2000:137) the 
imagery due to their contextual proximity. 
Moreover, in the development of his argument Paul may introduce elements which are 
coherent, but inconsistent. This implies that the introduced element(s) still seems to fit the 
prevailing image (coherence), but there is also the introduction of a new source domain to the 
unagery. 
For instance: 116 "The cow eats the grass, then walks to the house to be milked before 
the time of the howling moon". The first few elements all pertain to cow imagery, i.e. all the 
elements derive from the source domain of "being a cow". The element "the time of the 
howling moon" is still coherent with respect to this imagery as it depicts night, before which 
cows usually are milked. However, "the time of the howling moon" also introduces imagery 
from another source domain (with its associations and connotations)117 to the prevailing 
imagery, i.e. from the source domain of wolves. For this reason this element can be described 
as inconsistent. Inconsistent elements can either represent an interposition, or intermingling 
(see below). 
The distinctions relating to coherence and consistency, then, serves a similar purpose as 
the distinction between conventionality and novelty. When all the elements of an image are 
both coherent and consistent, there are no outliers which deserve additional attention. 
Elements which are apparently incoherent or inconsistent, however, needs explanation, and 
begs the question whether its irregularity is significant, and in which way. We will return to 
this topic below under "Heuristic questions". 
2.2.11 Interposition and Intermingling 
Two of the abovementioned sub-divisions taken together form the foundation of a new 
distinction that can aid expositors in understanding an important characteristic of Pauline 
metaphors. This characteristic is that Paul often mixes metaphors I images. In the 
development of his arguments, he does not always keep his imagery "pure" or simple, but 
often introduces seemingly foreign metaphorical elements into the context, or develops his 
116 Once again adapting Vander Watt's (2000:19) picture. 
117 See above on "Connotations" . 
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imagery in such a way that one element can potentially be pertinent to more than one 
contextual image. This can be confounding at times. 
However, when two important considerations are taken into account, it becomes less so. 
Firstly, "message and not form dominates" (see above). This explains why it is possible for 
Paul to mix "foreign" elements into a metaphor I image, or to mix multiple elements of two 
or more images within the same context. Paul is not in the business of constructing coherent, 
consistent, and unmixed metaphors I images (per se ), but of communicating a message, even 
if this means mixing things up a little. To put it another way, there is often some significance 
in Paul's divergences-reasons why his imagery is not plain, simple, or conventional-which 
pertains to his communicative purpose. This brings us to the second point that needs to be 
considered: the distinctions relating to coherence and consistency. As noted above, elements 
which are apparently incoherent or inconsistent needs explanation, and begs the question 
whether its irregularity is significant, and in which way. 
In expounding instances of Paul mixing metaphors I images, the following distinctions 
can be useful. When a single metaphor, which derives from another source domain than the 
prevailing imagery (i.e. is inconsistent with respect to it) occurs within the context of other 
prevailing metaphors I images, it can be described as an interposition. 118 When two or more 
metaphors I images, which derive from different source domains, and consists of two or more 
elements each, occur within the same context, to the effect that their elements are intermixed 
or that some elements may pertain at once to more than one of the contextual metaphors I 
images, this can be described as intermingling. 119 Obviously intermingling is more complex 
than interposition, and therefore requires more attention during exposition. 
2.3 Heuristic Questions 
To be able to discuss the Pauline usage of metaphors and imagery it is also necessary to 
outline heuristic questions which can be considered as part of the exegesis, to illuminate this 
118 An instance of interposition is "in Christ Jesus" in Rom. 8:1, where the prevailing imagery is forensic-
eschatological ("no condemnation" (8:1), "life", "death" (8:2), etc.), and "in Christ Jesus" is a single metaphor 
with a single element from another source domain. Interposition should not be confused with the term 
"interpolation" used in Literary Criticism. 
119 An instance of intermingling occurs in Rom. 8: 1-4. The initial metaphorical element ("no 
condemnation", 8:1) pertains to forensic-eschatological imagery. This metaphor is elaborated in 8:2-4 with 
elements such as "life", "death", "condemned sin", "the requirement ofthe law'', etc. However, in 8:2 elements 
are used which pertain to the previously established (Rom. 7:14, 25) imagery of slavery, i.e. "set free" and "law 
of sin". Thus, in 8:2 slavery imagery is intermingled with forensic-eschatological imagery. Interposition and 
intermingling should not be confused with either "composite metaphors" (see Lakoff & Johnson 2003:251-252; 
Aasgaard 2004:28; Vander Watt 2000:21), or "blending" (see Lakoff & Johnson 2003:261-264; Lakoff 2009: 
ad Zoe.). 
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aspect. Note, however, that not all of the questions listed under the sections below will apply 
to, or be pertinent to, every metaphor I image. Although all of the questions will, in this 
study, be applied to the metaphors and images in the text, only those that yield relevant 
fmdings will ultimately be discussed. The questions are also not intended to be a method of 
analysis per se, and need not be answered in this particular order. They will be used 
heuristically, i.e. to help the expositor find and discuss pertinent aspects of Paul's use of 
metaphors I images, and of the development of the text through metaphorical elaboration and 
consecutive metaphors I images. 
2.3.1 The Metaphor I Image within its Textual- and Socio-Historical Context 
The implication of the fundamental influences of the socio-historical and textual context upon 
imagery, which was discussed above, is that both these influences need to be given serious 
consideration in the exegetical exposition of each metaphor I image. In turn the influence of 
the imagery upon the textual context is also significant. 
When the socio-historical context of the imagery is considered, the focus should not be 
what (metaphor, image, elements, etc.) the author could have used (based on socio-historical 
precedents), but didn't. Rather, the point of departure should remain what the author did use 
(contextually). Consequently the exposition should consider the socio-historical background 
of each metaphor I image (with its constituent elements), and what it contributes to the 
contextual argument and message ( cf. Van der Watt 2006:446). Thirdly, attention should be 
given to the limitations the contextual argument imposes on the exposition of the metaphor I 
image. 120 Although imagery is a more open form of expression, 121 the author's line of 
argumentation indicates the boundaries of what he intended to communicate. 122 These 
boundaries should be respected in exegesis. 123 As Vander Watt (2000: 139) aptly states: "The 
image should ... be interpreted in the light of the text, just as the text should be interpreted in 
the light of the image". 
The following heuristic questions will be applied to the metaphors I images in the text, 
in order to discuss the pertinent aspects of the socio-historical and textual context: 
120 Vander Watt (2000: 139) aptly states that "[t]he image should ... be interpreted in the light of the text, just 
as the text should be interpreted in the light of the image". 
121 (Van der Watt 2000: 139). Cf. Gerber (2005a:98-99). 
122 See Vander Watt (2000:147-149). 
123 For an example of the exposition of a Pauline metaphor which takes contextual argument into account, 
see Tolmie (1992: esp. 410-413). 
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(a) Bringing to bear encyclopaedic lmowledge124 of the socio-historical setting of the 
text: what is the source domain and target domain, which together constitute the 
metaphor I image? 
(b) Which elements together constitute the metaphor I image? I.e. which elements are 
mapped from the source domain to the target domain? 
(c) Which (socio-historically plausible) perceived analogies between the metaphor's I 
image's source and target domains are contextually highlighted, whether explicitly 
or implicitly (as perhaps in the case of a conventional metaphor I image)? 
(d) What is the significance and contribution to the context of each (contextually 
highlighted) perceived analogy between the source and target domains?125 
(e) Is the metaphor I image conventional in its socio-historical setting, or does it seem 
to be novel?126 
(f) Which socio-historically comparable texts (contemporary to or older than the text in 
question) containing similar imagery, source texts, or plausible oral traditions which 
may have been the source of the imagery, can be referenced in order to establish 
conventionality (or at least precedence)? 
(g) Which conventional elements does the conventional metaphor I image contain? 
(h) Does the author omit certain conventional elements from the conventional metaphor 
I image? What is the significance of the author's divergence from convention or 
tradition at this point? 
(i) Does the author elaborate the conventional metaphor I image with novel elements? 
What are their significance and contribution to the textual context? What is the 
significance of the author's divergence from convention or tradition at this point? 
G) If a metaphor I image as a whole seems to be novel (as far as can be ascertained): 
what is the significance and contribution of this unique metaphor I image (with its 
constituent elements) to the context?127 
124 See above. 
125 E.g. in Rom. 8:14-15a the exodus is the source domain. "God leading Israel (who are his sons) out of 
slavery" is mapped to "the Spirit leading Paul's addressees (who are God's sons) out of sin". The significance 
and contribution to the context of the fact that Paul analogises these elements should be considered in the three 
instances: Spirit=God, Paul's addressees=Israel, sin=slavery. 
126 Also see above on "Conventionality and novelty". 
127 It is not always possible to answer the question why an author used this novel image instead of a 
conventional one, if such an alternative exists. However, if a clear conventional alternative does exist, it can be 
productive to explore contextually why a novel image was invented or employed instead. 
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2.3.2 The Implications of Imagery in Intertextual Citations, Allusions or Echoes 
If a metaphor I image occurs within a quotation, allusion, or echo, by definition it implies that 
the metaphor I image is not a novel creation of the author himself, and can be described as 
conventional (or at least precedented). 128 Of particular interest in such instances is the way in 
which the author employs and adapts the metaphor I image for the purposes of his contextual 
argument. The questions listed above, which pertain to conventional imagery (f-i), can be 
applied to such metaphors I images in the text, in order to discuss this aspect. 
2.3.3 The Development of the Text through Metaphorical Elaboration and Consecutive 
Metaphors I Images 
The following heuristic questions can be applied to the metaphors I images in the text in order 
to ultimately discuss the pertinent aspects of the text's development through metaphorical 
elaboration and consecutive metaphors I images: 
(a) Which elements initially constitute the metaphor? 
(b) Which subsequent metaphorical elements are coherent and consistent with respect to 
the initial elements (so that it is possible to speak of the elaboration of the 
metaphor)? 
(c) Does the metaphor remain static in spite of the elaboration, or does it become 
dynamic? 
(d) Is another metaphor introduced that is coherent with respect to the initial metaphor 
(so that it is appropriate to speak of the constitution of an image)? 
(e) Which of the elements (or metaphors) subsequent to the initial metaphor are 
coherent but inconsistent? In which way are they inconsistent? What is the 
significance of the inconsistency and its unique contribution to the context (taking 
the connotations it carries into account, as far as possible)? 
(f) At what point(s) are metaphors I image elements introduced which are not coherent 
with respect to the imagery in question? 
(g) Do the coherent but inconsistent or incoherent elements constitute the beginning of a 
new metaphor I image which is unrelated to the previous? Is a metaphor interposed 
(after which the prevailing imagery continues)? Or is intermingling of metaphors I 
images taking place? 
128 See above on "Conventionality and novelty", and on "Imagery within citations, allusions, and echoes". 
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(h) What is the contextual contribution and significance of the interposed metaphor, or 
of the intermingling of metaphors I images, given the (contextual) interaction that 
takes place between the metaphors I images? What is the contribution and 
significance of the connotations carried by the interposed metaphor, or of the image 
that is intermingled with the initial image? 
2.3.4 The Implications of Conceptually Networked Metaphors I Images in the Text 
As explained above, the nature of metaphor makes it likely that an author, that is expounding 
a topic or is arguing a point, may use different metaphors I images to illuminate the same 
subject. 129 If metaphors I images from different source domains are "knotted" together in this 
way within the text under consideration, the conceptual network thus constituted may be 
relevant to the exposition of the text. The following heuristic questions will be applied to the 
conceptually networked metaphors I images in the text: 
(a) In which way do the different metaphors I images actually say the same thing about 
the subject? 
(b) In which way do the different metaphors I images contribute something unique to 
the subject? 
(c) How may the fact that they are conceptually linked through their subject matter 
qualify the meaning of the metaphors I images themselves? 
2.3.5 The Effects of Paul's Imagery 
As pointed out above, the role that metaphors I images play in Romans 8:1-13 are of 
particular interest in this study, with respect to the following three aspects: (a) the revision or 
confirmation of the knowledge of Paul's addressees, (b) the possible contribution of the 
connotations carried by the metaphors I images, and (c) the motivation of the addressees to 
moral action. 
Consequently the following heuristic questions will be applied to the metaphors I 
images in the text: 
(a) What (new) knowledge is imparted by the metaphor, image or image elements? 
(b) What emotive, i.e. connotative, quality might the metaphor or image bear? 
129 He may also, when his discourse is longer and touches on different topics or consists of a series of 
arguments, use similar imagery to illuminate different subjects. Given that Rom. 8: 1-13 constitutes a coherent 
argument, however, in which each of the metaphors is applied to one subject only, it is not necessary to go into 
this aspect of the conceptually networked metaphors in Romans. 
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(c) What is its possible motivational impact? 
When the connotative quality of a metaphor (or image elements) is considered, 
cognisance should be taken of the connotations carried by it from the source to the target 
domain. This implies attempting to understand the possible connotations carried by a 
metaphor I image element within its socio-historical setting.130 This is needed in order that 
the reader does not infer contemporary connotations, which may not have been applicable to 
the original socio-historical setting. Given the distance between the contemporary expositor 
and the socio-historical setting of the text, it will not always be possible to determine 
connotations. 
Although the above heuristic questions may indeed come very close to Rhetorical 
analysis ( cf. esp. logos and pathos), 131 two considerations prevent me from its detailed use in 
this study. Firstly, the purpose of the analysis is not to discuss Paul's rhetoric as such. 
Secondly, consistently applying instruments deriving from both the fields of metaphor theory 
and rhetorical analysis might lead to a quite convoluted exposition. Consequently in-depth 
rhetorical analysis ofRomans 8:1-13 will have to remain beyond the scope ofthis study. 
130 See Vander Watt (2000:12). He refers to the "emotive functioning of a metaphor", which is similar to 
what is described here as "connotation". 
131 See Kennedy (1984); Black (1995:256-277, esp. 262). 
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3 Envisioned Morality within an Understanding-of-Reality, and Thesis 
In order to draw conclusions on the function of metaphors and imagery in the process 1 of the 
revision and confirmation of the understanding-of-reality and envisioned morality of Paul's 
addressees, I should now explain what is meant by "understanding-of-reality" and 
"envisioned morality". To do so it will be necessary to describe the analytical framework of 
which these concepts are part. 2 
Some important disclaimers seems in order before we proceed, however. Although 
the analytical framework described below correspond in many ways to what is studied in the 
disciplines of the sociology of knowledge, 3 and of cultural anthropology, 4 the focus of the 
description will be, in the first place, on aspects of an understanding-of-reality which relates 
to envisioned morality. An individual or group's understanding-of-reality is such a complex 
matter that a number of facets thereof will not be discussed below. In this sense the 
framework provided below, indeed, cannot be comprehensive. It is more comprehensive, 
however, at least in scope (if not in depth, due to the constraints and focus of this study), than 
other comparable analytical frameworks currently in use in analyses of Pauline ethics. As 
such it is intended to be two things. Firstly, it is the framework against the background of 
which the function of metaphors and imagery in Paul's understanding-of-reality can be 
described, especially pertaining to the envisioned morality implicit in Romans 8:1-13. 
Secondly, perhaps it can also be a next step in the process of development of categories for 
the description of Paul's ethics in general. The second disclaimer, then, is that the intention is 
to describe a framework for the understanding-of reality which is appropriate to the groups 
present in Pauline literature, and not necessarily to other social groups, or societies in 
general (although, undoubtedly, much of what will be described below will also be applicable 
to other fundamentally group-oriented societies). 
1 Barentsen (2011:37) points out that social identity research, as a discipline, increasingly focusses on 
process, i.e. not only on how identity is constituted but on the processes involved in its constitution, 
maintenance, etc. This study is interested in much the same process, but with respect to more than social 
identity, as will be elucidated below. 
2 For substantiation of the need to describe this more comprehensive analytical framework for the 
interpretation of Pauline ethics, see chapter 1. 
3 See Berger & Luckmann (1967: esp. 92-104). 
4 See Geertz (2000: esp. 126-141); Malina (2001: esp. 7-25). 
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3.1 An Understanding-of-Reality 
Understanding-of-reality translates, as well as possible (if perhaps somewhat clumsily), the 
German term "Wirklichkeitsverstandnis".5 In this study understanding-of-reality refers to a 
group's (or individual's) comprehensive perception and understanding of everything that 
exists, existed or will exist, how it all fits together, and what the reasons and purposes are for 
how everything is, ought to be, and ought to be done. From a cognitive point of view, an 
understanding-of-reality consists of concepts6 which may be analysed and discussed in 
relation to nine foci: 7 fundamental narratives, identity, value- and significance system, beliefs 
and convictions, symbols, security I certitude, experience, mundane knowledge, and idealized 
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6 As noted above, Vander Watt (2010:13-27) has also described a framework for the analysis of ethics, 
which my delineation elaborates and revises. What I refer to as "understanding-of-reality'' corresponds (to a 
degree) to what Vander Watt (2010:15) describes as "world view'' or "mental world". What I call "concepts" 
corresponds (to a degree) to what Van der Watt (2010:15) describes as "connotative images". These he 
(20 10: 15) calls "images" "because in observing, for instance, a church, the image that remains has 
connotations-it is a good place, you can worship there, etc. This forms an image-an object with a cluster of 
connotations that are activated when you think of church. Meaning, association and connotation are linked to the 
object". 
7 These particular nine foci are derived from an integration of the analytical categories already described by 
esp. Horrell (2005:82-98) and Vander Watt (2010:13-27), with additional influences from a number of sources 
which are referenced in the discussion of each category in question. However, security I certitude has not, to my 
knowledge, previously been identified as an analytical category pertinent to Paul's understanding-of-reality or 
ethics. 
8 Vander Watt (2010:16) mentions the influence of some ofthese aspects in passing, i.e. that offaith ("what 
is believed in"; 2010:16), convention or tradition, reason, and experience. 
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These foci are labelled "foci" because the concepts which may be described in terms of each 
of them may often also be described in terms of one or more of the other foci, depending on 
the interests (focus) of the description. Consequently the foci and the concepts related to 
them, are complexly interrelated and overlap occurs often. These foci will also be described 
as the aspects of an understanding-of-reality, and will form the primary analytical categories 
in terms of which Paul's ethics will be discussed in this study. Although more aspects of an 
understanding-of-reality may conceivably be identifiable, these nine are the most important 
ones that relate to envisioned morality, which is the interest of this study.9 Each aspect will be 
described and explained in more detail below. For the moment, however, let us return to the 
all-embracing notion of an understanding-of-reality. 
To a certain extent an understanding-of-reality is comparable to what was designated a 
"symbolic universe" by Peter L. Berger and Thomas Luckmann (1967:92-104). One way they 
(1967:96; emph. orig.) describe it is: "[t]he symbolic universe is conceived of as the matrix of 
all socially objectivated and subjectively real meanings; the entire historic society and the 
entire biography of the individual are seen as events taking place within it". 10 
For Berger and Luckmann (1967:92-104), however, the primary function of a 
"symbolic universe" is to legitimate how things are. In particular: a society's "symbolic 
universe" legitimates and integrates the institutional processes present in it (1967:92-93). 
"[T]he expanding institutional order develops a corresponding canopy of legitimations, 
stretching over it a protective cover of both cognitive and normative interpretation" 
(1967:62). "Symbolic universe" is the fourth level of legitimation (1967:95). These 
legitimations, integrated in the "symbolic universe", explain and justify the institutional order 
(1967:93). Horrell (2005:85) has criticised this conception of "symbolic universe"11 as "too 
9 Horrell (2005:93, emph. and comments in square brackets mine) interprets Clifford Geertz's view on the 
relationship between some of these aspects as follows: "[a] narrative myth which presents and constructs a 
specific symbolic universe [understanding-of-reality], and which undergirds the identity of a particular social 
group, both establishes a view of the way the world is and shapes moral values [formulated values] and 
practices [idealized ethos] of its adherents". 
10 They (1967:65) also refer to "socially shared universes of meaning" which entails primary social 
knowledge---''the sum total of 'what everybody knows' about a social world, an assemblage of maxims, morals, 
proverbial nuggets of wisdom, values and beliefs, myths, and so forth". 
11 Petersen (1985: 17-30) adapts the term and applies it to an analysis of Paul's letter to Philemon. For a 
critique of Petersen's approach, see Horsley (1998b:l56-167). E.g. Horsley (1998b:l58-160) correctly points 
out that the use of "symbolic universe", as defined by Berger & Luckmann in terms of legitimating the 
institutional order, does not apply to Paul. Moreover, Horsley (1998b:157) points out that Petersen assumes that 
Paul's addressees shared his "symbolic universe". However, Paul's letters should not be read as records of the 
"symbolic universe" of an "early Christianity'' but as Paul's attempts at persuasion regarding matters of belief 
and behaviour (Horsley 1998b:l57-158, 166-167). 
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static and fixed",12 and because Berger and Ludemann paid little attention to its narrative 
character. 13 
An individual or group's understanding-of-reality (as I would like to define it), also 
differs from Berger and Luckmann's conception of "symbolic universe" in that it does not 
necessarily legitimate how the group perceive things to be. It may, in fact, challenge that 
very perception, as well as certain institutionalised aspects of their own social group (at 
times). A group's understanding-of-reality includes how they understand and perceive things 
to be, but also how things ought to be in their opinion. 
Moreover, a group's understanding-of-reality does not only legitimate how things are, 
but also imposes itself on how things are perceived to be, i.e. it is the lens through which one 
sees what is real, and which causes one to overlook (or ignore) those aspects of reality which 
does not fit. For instance, an understanding-of-reality in which there is no place for God or 
gods will (have to) find a natural explanation to every conceivable phenomenon. An 
understanding-of-reality in which God plays an important role, however, will perceive many 
phenomena, which may also have quite obvious natural explanations, as acts of God 
nonetheless. 14 Consequently the same phenomenon (reality) is perceived very differently, 
based on divergent understandings-of-reality. In this sense "understanding-of-reality" also 
incorporates what has sometimes been described as "world view", 15 to which we will return 
below. 
Apart from accounting for how things are and ought to be, a group's understanding-of-
reality also includes an understanding of what was, and an expectation of how things will be 
in the future (cf. Berger & Luckmann 1967:103). Time is bestowed with meaning, often 
12 Although Van der Watt (2010:14) considers the insights of Berger & Luckmann (1967) to still be 
valuable, he finds it better not to use "symbolic universe" as descriptor due to the variety of nuances that the 
term has acquired in subsequent studies. 
13 On the combination of the scientific fields of narratology and the sociology of knowledge, see Petersen 
(1985: 17-30), Wright (1992b:38-44), and Horrell (2005:83-98). 
14 Petersen (1985:29) notes that "[f]rom the perspective of the sociology of knowledge, theology and 
symbolic universes are distinguished as representing two different kinds of knowledge", and refers to Berger 
and Luckmann (1967:92-128) in this regard. For Berger & Luckmann (1967: esp. 107, 111-112) theology 
represents a "systematic theoretical conceptualisation" of the symbolic universe in question (1967:107). 
''Theological knowledge" may be "removed from the general stock of knowledge of the society'' (1967:111), 
but it still forms part of the greater societal understanding-of-reality. On theology and "world view'', see Wright 
(1992b: 126-131). 
15 Geertz (2000:127); Vander Watt (2010:14-17). For Geertz (2000:126-127) "world view" pertains to the 
cognitive, existential aspects of a given culture, "their picture of the way things in sheer actuality are, their 
concept of nature, of self, of society''. This he opposes to the moral, aesthetic and evaluative aspects which he 
describes as the culture's ethos. 
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expressed in terms of a fundamental narrative or narratives. 16 These fundamental narratives 
together constitute a group's comprehensive story of reality, recounting and explaining the 
past, and where things are headed, between which poles the present also finds its meaning. 
We will also return to this subject below. It seems appropriate to note here, however, that 
different cultural groups may have divergent views of the nature of time, and of the relative 
value of the past, present, and future. For instance, contemporary Western cultural groups 
perceive time to be linear, and generally value the future more than the present or the past. 
Some cultural groups of the Ancient Near East, however, perceived time to proceed in a 
cyclical fashion, and placed the highest value on the past. These conceptions of time play an 
important role in how reality is understood. 
Indeed, apart from how things are, were and will be, a group's understanding-of-reality 
also includes what ought to be done, how it ought to be done, and what actions are taboo ( cf. 
Berger & Luckmann 1967:59). That is to say, understanding-of-reality comprises not only 
"world view", i.e. (according to the definition ofGeertz 2000:127; emph. mine) a conception 
of how "things in sheer actuality are", but also a group's idealized ethos, 17 i.e. what ought to 
be done and in which way. In this sense the concept of (Paul's) understanding-of-reality 
incorporates both theology ("indicative") and ethics ("imperative"), 18 but also goes beyond it 
in unlocking additional analytical categories. 
The term "world view" is problematic because it is used in a variety of ways by 
different scholars. While Geertz's (2000: 127) definition implies that "world view" must be a 
part of what I defme as someone's comprehensive understanding-of-reality, N.T. Wright's 
(1992b:32; emph. mine) use of "world view" is very close indeed to my ''understanding-of-
reality" as such: "worldviews [sic] ... form the grid through which humans, both individually 
and in social groupings, perceive all ofreality". 19 Importantly, Wright (1992b:125) points out 
that world views (understandings-of-reality, in my vocabulary) normally remain implicit-
one is usually not conscious of them as they provide the below-the-surface structure of 
(social) knowledge. He (1992b:123-124) distinguishes four ways in which world views 
function. (a) They supply the stories by which a group interprets reality. (b) They contain the 
answers to certain basic, existential questions: "who are we, where are we, what is wrong, 
16 These are often called "myths" (e.g. Horrell2005:85-86). However, there are good reasons this term is not 
appropriate to Pauline literature, for which see Hays ( 1984:31-39). 
17 See below. 
18 Cf. Horrell (2005:84, 93). 
19 See Wright (1992b: 122-126). 
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and what is the solution?" (1992b:123). These answers Wright (1992b:123) also describes as 
"beliefs". (c) World views are expressed in cultural symbols. (d) They also include a praxis, 
i.e. "a way-of-being-in-the-world" which entails action (1992b:124). It should be noted that I 
include all of the above as aspects of an understanding-of-reality,20 to be elaborated below, 
adding five more to them. 
All of these aspects of a group's understanding-of-reality are related to one another in a 
complex way, and the constituent concepts are structured according to a value- and 
significance system. Especially pertinent to the purpose of our study is the fact that the 
comprehensive understanding-of-reality, and each of its constituent aspects, have a 
determinative influence on the group's idealized ethos, of which envisioned morality forms a 
part. 
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Illustration 3: The Determinative Influence of the Other Foci on Idealized Ethos 
The remainder of the chapter will explain each of these aspects, and how they relate to 
idealized ethos and envisioned morality, in more detail. 
20 I rather describe Wright's (1992b:123-124) "basic questions" consistently in terms of beliefs, and "praxis" 
in terms of (idealized and actual) ethos. I also add (to Wright's four) "experience", "security" and "mundane 
knowledge" as aspects of an understanding-of-reality, as well as a value- and significance system. Moreover, 
one of the "basic questions" Wright (1992b:123) isolated (who are we?) pertains to identity, a matter deserving 
of separate attention, and of being an independent analytical category with respect to Paul's envisioned morality. 
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3.1.1 Individual, Corporate or Implicit? 
First, however, it is necessary to consider the question whether an understanding-of-reality 
can indeed be corporate. Does each person not have his or her own unique and individual 
understanding-of-reality? 
According to Bruce J. Malina (2001:7) "[a]ll human beings are entirely the same, 
entirely different, and somewhat the same and somewhat different at the same time". In this 
proposition human beings are "entirely the same" with regard to their fundamental nature, 
anatomy, etc. (2001:8). They are "entirely different" with respect to their uniqueness as 
individuals, their personhood, each one's own "incommunicable biography", etc. (2001:8). 
However, they are also "somewhat the same and somewhat different". This, according to 
Malina (2001 :8-9) pertains to "culture", "the interplay of similarities and differences within 
human communities". There are shared conceptions within social groups (2001:8). 
Consequently, "[ c ]ulture is an organized system of symbols by which persons, things and 
events are endowed with rather specific and socially shared meanings, feelings and values" 
(2001:9; emph. mine). This definition of"culture" correspond in many ways to what I would 
call a group's understanding-of-reality.21 
An individual has his own biography, experiences, potential, limitations, way of 
understanding reality, etc. However, within a group (with a degree of social cohesion) there 
are also common factors. Not least of these is the fact that there must be a shared identity-
otherwise a "group" cannot be said to exist. Groups also have at least one fundamental 
narrative in common, which constitutes their identity and binds the individuals together. A 
person's individuality is constituted by his understanding-of-reality, i.e. his own (unique) 
identity, story, beliefs and convictions, experiences, sense of security I certitude, symbols, 
value- and significance system, mundane knowledge, and conception of how he should live 
("idealized ethos"). Similarly, a social group can be called a "group" exactly because they 
share, to a significant extent, a common understanding-of-reality, 22 i.e. a common identity, 
common stories, beliefs and convictions, experiences, sense of security I certitude, symbols, 
value- and significance system, mundane knowledge, idealized ethos, and very importantly: a 
common (actual) ethos. Consequently it is not inappropriate to enquire into a group's 
understanding-of-reality. 
21 Also cf. the definition of "culture" according to Kroeber and Kluckhohn, quoted in Malina (200 1: 11 ). 
22 Cf. Vander Watt (2010:15). 
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A more substantial problem, however, is to which extent an inquisitor can be certain 
that he is studying a group's understanding-of-reality when, in fact, he is working with the 
articulated thoughts of an individual member of that group. Moreover, to which extent is the 
understanding-of-reality of Paul (or the congregations under his authority) accessible to us, 
given the distance in time and space, and cultural differences between contemporary 
inquisitors and them? Obviously these questions present significant obstacles to any enquiry 
into an ancient person or group's understanding-of-reality, which should not be downplayed. 
However, we do have one substantial kind of"window" through which we can gaze, not only 
into the (socio-historical) world of the ancients (cf. Hays 2006:6), but also into their 
understanding of their world: ancient texts. 
Yet, when we enquire into the understanding-of-reality of an ancient person or group 
by means of the analysis of an ancient text, it is important to realise that even the best 
representation possible would still only be a partial picture of their actual, historical 
understanding-of-reality. Working with a text, what we really have access to is the 
understanding-of-reality implicif23 within the text itself Ultimately, then, questions regarding 
the extent to which the understanding-of-reality implicit in the text corresponds to the author 
or addressees' actual, historical understanding-of-reality will necessarily remain beyond the 
reach of enquiry. 24 Similarly, the historical question of how the recipients of Paul's letter to 
the Romans actually lived morally,25 or responded to his letter,26 generally remains beyond 
our reach.27 For the purposes of this text-oriented study, however, it is enough to gain insight 
into the understanding-of-reality (and the proceeding envisioned morality) implicit within the 
text. 
Our primary interest, in this study, will be in the understanding-of-reality implicit in 
Paul's letter to the Romans. Even though a person or group's understanding-of-reality is 
23 Here the sense of the term "implicit" is derived from the way in which it is also used in Reader-Response 
Criticism (see Iser 1978), where analysis is directed not at the meaning, intentions, etc. of the historical author, 
or the actual responses of any historical reader, but only at what can be derived from the text itself. Cf. 
Zimmermann's (2009b: esp. 402-403) "implicit ethics". 
24 On the relation between the "narrative world" implicit in a text, and history, see Petersen (1985:6-14). But 
also see Horsley ( 1998b: 166-167). 
25 Cf. Malherbe (1986:15). 
26 Horsley (1998b:166-167) correctly understands Paul's letters as, subsequent to his missionary work, 
"instruments of the ongoing process ofresocialization which Paul was apparently attempting to accomplish", the 
results of which are not reflected in the letters themselves. However, the Corinthian correspondence does give 
us some insight into a community where the process of resocialization did not progress very smoothly. 
27 I.e. in as far as we do not have subsequent texts that answer these questions specifically with regard to the 
addressees in Rome at the time of the letter. 
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dynamic and develops over time, 28 there can be assumed to be a fundamental and general 
continuity, except when a relative "conversion" is at stake, 29 i.e. where the focus of enquiry is 
(diachronically) on a change that has taken place with respect to the understanding-of-reality 
as a whole, an aspect thereof, or a concept therein.30 Since Paul's epistles are all written after 
his Damascus-road experience,31 reference may be made in this study to the other Pauline 
letters where the purpose is to gain a broader insight into the Pauline understanding-of-
reality, i.e. the understanding-of-reality implicit to the (undisputed) Pauline corpus in 
general. 32 Consequently, whenever reference is made in this study, directly or indirectly, for 
the purpose of brevity, to "Paul's" or "the Pauline" understanding-of-reality, it should be 
understood to mean: the understanding-of-reality implicit to the Pauline literature in general, 
and the letter to the Romans in particular. 
3.1.2 The Complex Nature of an Understanding-of-Reality 
The constituent aspects of an understanding-of-reality, and the fact that they are related to 
one another in a complex way, was already mentioned briefly. This complexity needs to be 
elaborated, however. 
For heuristic and analytical purposes the constituent aspects of an understanding-of-
reality should be described individually and systematically (cf. Vander Watt 2010:13-14). 
This would enable an expositor to focus his analysis on a particular aspect, and to describe its 
expression and implications in a particular text. It should be understood, however, that the 
28 Vander Watt (2010:15, 67 n.44). Cf. Berger & Luckmann (1967:52) who state that social order is "an 
ongoing human production". 
29 Cf. Van der Watt (20 10: 16). With relative "conversion" I mean that a degree of change has occurred in a 
person or group's understanding-of-reality. The degree of change may vary from a minor "change of mind" to a 
major reorganisation of the whole understanding-of-reality and what is central to it (which can be described as a 
"conversion"), resulting in a changed (idealized) ethos as well (Wolter 2009:132). Also cf. Berger & Luckmann 
(1967:156-161), Meeks (1986:13), and the conversion ofPolermo recounted by Lucian (Bis ace. 17). 
30 On the question, for instance, whether Paul's understanding of the role of Torah changed instantaneously 
on the way to Damascus, see Raisanen (1987:404-419). 
31 Diachronical changes in Paul's theology from his first to his last letter may have taken place. However, 
they are less significant than and secondary to the fundamental continuity the letters display ( cf. Witherington 
1994:3). Given this study's focus on a specific text (Rom. 8:1-13) these possible diachronical changes will not 
be dwelt upon further. 
32 On the question whether Paul's thought can be amalgamated into a single story or theology (given the 
contingent nature of his letters), see Horrell (2005:88-89), and Witherington (1994:3-4). Cf. Petersen (1985:14-
17) who argues for the possibility of reconstructing ''Paul's narrative world" from the whole Pauline corpus 
rather than from a single letter only. Also cf. Horrell's (2005:86) quote of Wendy Doniger: "a myth is not 
bounded by a single text ... (which I would call a text or telling) but [refers] to the narrative that underlies the 
whole series oftellings, encompassing them all". Paul's understanding-of-reality is constituted by such a story-
of-reality ("myth", but see below) and his theology which is predicated upon it, and transcends what can be 
inferred from a single text. 
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aspects of an understanding-of-reality, although individually and systematically described, 
are actually interrelated and often overlap in complex ways. Their separate description, then, 
will unavoidably be somewhat artificial. This remains necessary, however, for heuristic and 
analytical purposes. 
An example--of the places occupied by someone's wife in his understanding-of-
reality-may be used to illustrate the interrelatedness and overlap between analytical 
categories. In the first place, his wife is one of his significant others, whom he values, and 
can consequently be described as occupying a prominent position in his value- and 
significance system. She is also prominent in his definition of his identity: he is his wife's 
husband. She plays a role in his biography, and their shared story is perceived somehow to fit 
into the story of the divine they hold to together with their religious community. He has 
certain convictions on the topic of "wife" and what this concept is and should be, and what 
such a person should do and not do; etc. The implications should be clear. A concept (such as 
"wife") often does not occupy only one place in someone's understanding-of-reality. It can be 
discussed in length under a number of the analytical categories that will be delineated below, 
precisely because these aspects of someone's understanding-of-reality are interrelated and 
overlap in complex ways. Berger and Luck:mann (1967:65, 83-92) noted that reconstruction 
and theoretical integration of a "symbolic universe" is not an easy task. This applies to an 
understanding-of-reality as well. However, this complexity does not negate the value of these 
analytical categories as such, or of the descriptions that they can generate. The pertinent 
condition is that it should be kept in mind that each description represents a simplified 
abstraction that pertains to an aspect of the subject's infinitely complex and interrelated 
understanding-of-reality. 
So complex is the subject, as a matter of fact, that it is possible not only to have 
different understandings-of-reality within the same group, 33 but even to have different 
understandings-of-reality present within the knowledge of the same individual. This is 
especially true of individuals who have been exposed to a plurality of cultures, people and 
situations,34 and less of a problem for individuals whose exposure has been limited for some 
33 Cf Berger & Luckmann (1967:85). Deviant understandings-of-reality of individual members of a group, 
and how ancient Mediterranean groups tended to deal with it, will be discussed under "Confirmation through 
conformation, and deviance" below. 
34 Cf. Wright (1992b:42). 
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reason or a number of reasons. 35 More fundamentally, it is also true (to a certain extent) of a 
person who has different roles in society, especially when these roles are specialised and 
involve a body of specialised role-specific knowledge. 36 When these divergent bodies of 
specialised role-specific knowledge contradict one another in one or more ways, the 
individual is faced with the dilemma of conflicting understandings-of-reality, and the 
problem of their integration into his own (ultimate) understanding-of-reality. Integration is 
often not complete and final, complicating the matter even further. 
Paul potentially qualifies as a subject of this complexity, at least as an individual who 
had exposure to (and knowledge of) divergent and often conflicting understandings-of-reality 
(e.g. Judaism, itself consisting of understandings-of-reality which diverge at certain points, 
and a number of Greek philosophers). Apart from brief mention here, however, these matters 
will have to remain beyond the scope of this study, 37 of which the focus is the understanding-
of-reality implicit in a particular text, which is implicitly regarded and presented (by the text 
itself) as the authoritative understanding-of-reality. 38 
3.1.3 FlJ,ndamental Narratives: Story of Reality, Sub-Narratives, and the Central Narrative 
for Paul 
It was already noted above that an understanding-of-reality has a narratival aspect. 39 It 
contains a number40 of narratives or stories41 in terms of which reality is conceptualised and 
35 These reasons may include a high degree of isolation from other cultures, an unsophisticated division of 
labour, illiteracy, etc. 
36 See Berger & Luckmann ( 1967:7 6-79). 
37 See Johnson-Hodge (2007:117-135) who addresses the issue in terms of"multiple identities". Cf. Berger 
& Luckmann (1967:73) who, with respect to social roles, refers to "an internal 'conversation' between the 
different segments of the self'. 
38 That is, even though it would be a valid and interesting endeavour, our focus is not on reconstructing 
alternative understandings-of-reality, either of (deviant) group members or of other groups, to which the text 
may allude. 
39 See Hays (1984); Petersen (1985: esp. 1-88); Wright (1992b:123; 1999:26-35); Meeks (1993:189-197); 
Horrell (2005:83-90). On the combination of the scientific fields ofnarratology and the sociology of knowledge, 
see Petersen ( 1985:17 -30), Wright ( 1992b:38-44 ), and Horrell (2005 :83-98). 
40 Wright (1992b:38, cf. 216-221). For instance, Greek mythology consisted of a number of narratives 
fundamental to a Greek understanding-of-reality. These fundamental narratives may also be of more than one 
type. For instance, the biography of a hero, which should be emulated, may be fundamental to a particular 
person or group's understanding-of-reality, in addition to a grander "historical" type of narrative (see Meeks 
1993: 189-192). 
41 Again, note that Hays' (1984:39-40) distinction between "narrative" and "story'' is not followed in this 
study. The terms "narrative" and "story", are used interchangeably. Cf. Horrell (2005:85): "a narrative 
underpins Paul's 'theologizing': the story of God's saving act in Jesus Christ". 
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understood by a particular person or group. These sub-narratives42 are often related to one 
another, and together constitute what can be called the story of reality, or grand narrative 
(Scott 2006:108), which helps a person or group to establish coherence43 and to integrate 
complex phenomena into an understanding-of-reality. Said in another way, the story of reality 
and sub-narratives which form part of it are fundamental with respect to a person or group's 
understanding-of-reality, i.e. they determine how reality is understood, and reality is 
conceptualised in terms of them. Consequently these fundamental narratives also have a 
determinative influence on how morality is envisioned, interpreted and lived.44 
Both the constitutive sub-narratives and the greater story of reality as such are often 
described as "myths"45 (e.g. Horrell2005:85-88). Hays (1984:31-32) points out that: 
[i]n contrast to the nineteenth-century view of myth as pre-scientific speculation about the 
origins and causes of natural phenomena, a massive and vigorous body of research has arisen 
in support of the view that myth, not only in primitive societies but also in "advanced" ones, 
constitutes the cosmos within which any culture (or sub-culture) lives and moves and has its 
being. 
Nevertheless, the popular connotation of a myth as "essentially a lie" has proved persistent, 
and consequently "its application to the New Testament's theology may be regarded with 
some suspicion" (Horrell2005:85). There is, in my view, no need to invite such suspicions or 
negative connotations when there are adequate alternative descriptions available. 46 For Paul 
the narrative of God's redemption is based on "the historical accuracy of certain central 
elements of the story" (Hays 1984:35; cf. 1 Cor. 15). 
An important aspect of a story of reality is that it not only recounts and explains the 
past, but also where things are headed, between which poles the present finds its meaning. 47 
Meeks (1993:192-195) describes this in terms of the story's beginning, middle, and end. The 
constitutive sub-narratives also pertain to events over a period of time. 
42 Scott (2006: 108 n.27) emphasises the unity of the "grand narrative" and consequently prefers to refer to 
"episodes" when speaking of the smaller stories that form part of it. 
43 Cf. Macintyre (1984:201, 203). 
44 Macintyre (1984:197 n.66) states: ''It is because we all live out narratives in our lives and because we 
understand our own lives in terms of the narratives that we live out; the form of narrative is appropriate for 
understanding the actions of others". Moreover, ''I can only answer the question 'What am I to do?' if I can 
answer the prior question 'Of what story or stories do I find myself a part?"'. Cf. Zimmermann (2012:64-65). 
45 The word "myth" derives from the Greek ~uao~, which may mean "story'' or "narrative" without 
inherently distinguishing between fact and fiction (BDAG 2000:660). 
46 Also see Hays (1984:33-39), who describes five reasons why he avoids the term "myth". 
47 Cf. Berger & Luckmann (1967:103) who refers to a "symbolic universe's" function of ordering history. 
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The sub-narratives which together constitute a person or group's story of reality can be 
categorized as follows: "my story", "your I their story", "our story", "other significant 
stories", "creation or nature's story", and "the story of the divine". The first three sub-
narratives depend largely on the perspective of the narrator. "My story" can also be called a 
person's biography, and focusses on the past, present and future of the narrator as an 
individual, expressed in the first person singular. "Your I their story" is sometimes the story 
of the Other, the "not-me" or "not-us". However, "your I their story" does not necessarily 
exclude the narrator who may be addressing a group, recounting an aspect of "their story" to 
them, whilst he actually is also a member of the group. This is frequently the case in Paul's 
letters where he addresses Christ-believers, implicitly narrating an aspect of "their story" in 
which he is actually included. "Your I their" story may also in reality include the narrator 
when he is recounting aspects of the story of his own group to outsiders in the form of "their 
story", employing apparent objectivity as a narrative strategy. In what follows, in order to 
discriminate between these distinctive stories, Paul's usage of the second or third person will 
often be described in terms of Paul's "addressees' story" when it pertains to them, or "the 
story of the Other" when it does not. "Our story" pertains to the past, present and future of 
the group of which the narrator is a part, i.e. the group in question,48 expressed in the first 
person plural. The group's traditions form a very significant aspect of their shared story. 
"Other significant stories" refer to stories which are distant from the narrator or group, but 
still do affect them. To use a contemporary example, the 9 I 11 events in the U.S.A. is a 
significant story that impacts the lives of South-Africans in many ways, but is also rather 
distant from us and is not considered by South-Africans49 to be part of "my story" or "our 
story". Other instances of "other significant stories" are archetypical stories, such as heroes' 
biographies. 5° "Creation or nature's story" pertains to the narrator's understanding of how 
natural history unfolded and where it is headedY "The story of the divine" reflects the 
narrator or group's conception of events past, present and future, and their interrelatedness, 
pertaining to everything divine. It should be stressed that the above mentioned sub-narratives 
are all interrelated and overlap within the narrator or group's greater story of reality. Groups 
with a theistic worldview, for instance, perceive all of the other stories to be related to the 
48 Individuals are part of diverse groups, each with its own story. Consequently it is important to identify 
who exactly the "us" is in the story in question. 
49 I.e. by those who were not personally involved, e.g. through the loss of family members. 
50 Of course these sometimes can also be considered part of "our story" when the hero is considered to be 
part of one's group. 
51 Cf. e.g. Rom. 8:18-22. 
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story of God which is unfolding in history. "My story'' is part of"our story", 52 and vice versa. 
"Our story" is part of "creation's story". "Their story" may simultaneously also be an "other 
significant story", and so on. 
In this study we will be concerned particularly with the story of reality and its 
constitutive sub-narratives recounted or implicit in Romans 8:1-13.53 Obviously, form-
critically speaking, Paul's letters are not narratives. Nevertheless Hays (1984:14; emph. orig.) 
has convincingly argued54 that Paul's conception of the gospel (cf. 1 Cor. 15:3-5) 
... provides the foundational substructure upon which [his] argumentation is constructed. It 
also provides, therefore, certain boundaries or constraints for the logic ofPaul's discourse. 
Thus, the narrative structure of the gospel, while not all-determinative, is integral to Paul's 
reasoning. 55 
Witherington (1994:2; emph. orig.) also writes: "I have become convinced that all Paul's 
ideas, all his arguments, all his practical advice, all his social arrangements are ultimately 
grounded in a story". 
In addition, Paul recounts a number of stories in his letters. 56 Moreover, he constantly 
alludes to stories, particularly to stories that formed part of Israel's tradition. 57 One particular 
story, however, is of central importance to Paul's understanding-of-reality, with the result 
that he most often concisely recounts or alludes to58 this particular story-the story of 
· Christ's death and resurrection. 59 The story of Christ's death and resurrection,60 in Paul's 
understanding, is part of the story of the divine, as Christ was sent by God as God's own Son 
(Rom. 8:3), was raised by him (8:11), etc. 61 However, this central story has also become part 
ofPaul's "my story"62 and "our story".63 To emphasise: there are a number of narratives that 
52 According to Macintyre (1984:205) "the story of my life is always embedded in the story of those 
communities from which I derive my identity''. Cf. Berger & Luckmann (1967:60): ''The individual's biography 
is apprehended as an episode located within the objective history of the society''. 
53 For a sustained exposition of Romans in narratival terms, see Grieb (2002). 
54 Cf. Horrell (2005:85). 
55 In terms of this study, ''Paul's reasoning" is described as his understanding-of-reality. 
56 E.g. Gal. 1:13-2:14. See Witherington (1994:2). 
57 E.g. to the exodus tradition (Rom. 8:14-15a). 
58 Cf. Hays (1984:13). 
59 E.g. 1 Cor. 15:3-5; 1 Thess. 4:14; Rom. 4:25. See Wolter (2009:197-218). Cf Horrell (2005:86). 
60 This was handed down to Paul as tradition, "shared by a group who certainly find their most important 
meanings in it" (Horrell2005:86). 
61 Also see e.g. Phil. 2:5-11. 
62 Paul's biography was significantly and fundamentally impacted by his encounter of the story of God's 
redemption through Jesus Christ. His integration of this fundamental narrative into his own understanding-of-
reality changed the shape ofhis "world". Cf. Gal. 1:11-24; 2:19-20; Horrell (2005:87). 
63 E.g. Rom. 6:3-8; 1 Cor. 15:20-22. Cf. 2 Cor. 5:14-15. 
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are fundamental to Paul's understanding-of-reality, 64 but only one of these are central to it, 
and this is the story of Christ's death and resurrection. Consequently this story will often be 
referred to as "the central narrative" in this study. 
In terms of the story of reality's beginning, middle, and end, Meeks (1993:194-195) 
notes the importance of Christ's crucifixion and resurrection as signifiers of the beginning of 
the anticipated end. Moreover, for Paul "the recent Christ-event provides the central 
viewpoint from which the distant past is renarrated ... and the basis for the vision of a (near) 
future consummation" (Horrell 2005:86). It is crucial to the understanding of Pauline 
theology that, in his conception of the story of reality and his addressees' place in it, the end 
has already begun because of Christ's death and resurrection. This shapes the eschatological 
tension in Pau1,65 and is inter alia also pertinent to his pneumatology (the already present 
Spirit). 
A group's fundamental narratives have a major influence on the other aspects of the 
group's understanding-of-reality, inter alia: 
• Their group identity, which stems to a significant degree from their shared story. 66 
• The structure of the group's value- and significance system, i.e. what they regard to 
be valuable and significant, and what not;67 
• Which symbols they have, i.e. which objects, pictures, actions, roles, etc. have 
symbolic meaning for them;68 
• What beliefs and convictions they hold (which stem from their fundamental 
narratives); 
• How they interpret certain experiences, which are deemed meaningful in the light of 
their fundamental narratives; 
• How they perceive their security in this world and their certitude with respect to the 
next, for instance with regard to what threatens their security I certitude and what 
64 E.g. the story of Adam's trespass (Rom. 5:12-21), the story of Abraham's faith (cf. Rom. 4), the exodus 
tradition (cf. Rom. 8:14-15a), etc. 
65 See chapter 4 (§4.3) below. Cf. Dunn (2002:461-471). 
66 Barentsen (20 11:50-5 1) argues that groups have "identity narratives", i.e. "shared social memories of the 
group's history and traditions" (2011:50), which not only describe the group's vision of"who they are" but also 
construct it. 
67 For instance, Christians' gathering together on Sundays are deemed, by them, to be significant and 
valuable because this was the practice of the early congregations, to gather on the day of the week that Christ 
had been resurrected, as narrated in some sub-narratives which form part of their tradition (cf. Mark. 16:9; John 
20: 19; Acts 20:7). 
68 For instance, because of the central narrative of Jesus ' crucifixion the cross became a central symbol to 
Christians. See Wolter (2009:197-218). 
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would enhance or guarantee it, as pointed out and explained by their fundamental 
narratives· 69 
' 
• How they conceive of their ethos, i.e. how they idealize their ethos, in the light of 
their fundamental narratives.70 "The various elements of this story provide the 
theological basis and motivational framework for Pauline ethics" (Horre112005:88). 
The fundamental narratives are often not only recounted, but also (subtly or quite 
explicitly) reinterpreted. This is germane to the group's understanding-of-reality particularly 
when they find themselves in a new and unknown situation. A fundamental narrative or 
narratives (or a tradition or traditions) are then reinterpreted and applied (directly or 
indirectly) in such a way as to make sense of the new situation they find themselves in. 
Berger and Luckmann (1967:69) pointed out that "[t]he past history of the society can be 
reinterpreted without necessarily upsetting the institutional order as a result". However, 
proposed reinterpretations of the group's narratives will, at a certain point, meet opposition 
from the group, when they perceive that the reinterpretation proposes to alter their 
understanding-of-reality too radically. 
3.1.3.1 The Narratival and Conceptual Aspects of an Understanding-of-Reality 
It is pertinent, however, that the constitutive concepts in an understanding-of-reality can be 
described either conceptually or with the focus on narratives (cf. Hays 1984:17-18). Petersen 
(1985:29-30) uses the term "symbolic universe" (Berger & Luckmann), which, for him, is on 
the same level as "Paul's narrative world". He argues that Paul's theology is on a different 
plane of "knowledge" than his "symbolic universe". This points in the right direction, 
although this type of use of "symbolic universe" confounds the matter (see above). 
Ultimately Paul's theology is on a higher level of abstraction than the story of reality (and 
sub-narratives) it is predicated on (cf. Wright 1992b:38; Horrell 2005:85). My point here is 
that Paul's comprehensive understanding-of-reality comprises both of his story of reality and 
of his theology which is predicated on this story and its constituent narratives. 
69 The Revelation of John should prove to be a very interesting case study from the perspective of narrative 
and security I certitude, the congregations having lived in circumstances where their present earthly security was 
threatened in diverse ways, but their heavenly and eschatological certitude was guaranteed. Cf. e.g. Rev. I :9; 
2:9-10, 11, 13, 17; 3:10; 5:9-10; 21:1-22:5. 
70 Zimmermann (2012:64-65) points out that the narrative form is the preferred form for the 
conceptualisation and communication of ethics, and that "every person fmds him or herself integrated in stories 
determining his or her actions and judgments in the community". On the necessity ofPaul's "grand narrative" 
for his ethics, see Scott (2006: 139-141 ). For introductory observations on the ethical significance of the gospel 
story for Paul, see Hays ( 1984:454-466), and Meeks ( 1993: 196-197). 
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Consequently most concepts in an understanding-of-reality can be described either in 
terms of the fundamental narrative, or conceptually. For instance, the meaning of the 
crucifixion of Jesus Christ can either be related through a narration of the events, or through a 
systematic theological description of how it should or should not be understood. This is 
possible because the meaning of the subject (in this case, Jesus' crucifixion) is present within 
the understanding-of-reality, both in narratival and in conceptual form. Consequently Paul's 
comprehensive theology may be said to comprise of both narratival and conceptual aspects. 
The fundamental narrative of God's redemption of humanity in Jesus Christ provides the 
(implicit) substructure upon which the argumentation in Paul's letters is constructed.71 
3.1.4 Identity (andAlterity) 
A number of remarks have already been made with respect to identity and the fact that it is a 
central aspect of a group or individual's understanding-of-reality. This aspect should now be 
described in more detail. 
A group's identity72 (sometimes called "social identity"f3 pertains to whom they 
perceive themselves to be as group, 74 and whom others (not part of the group) perceive them 
to be. These two perceptions are not necessarily identical. Consequently identity is not an 
ontological category, i.e. who they in essence are, but is a matter of perception and ascription 
either by themselves or others. It is a question of who they are understood to be. The group's 
self-perceived identity (upon which we will focus from here on) is related to the narratives 
they regard to be fundamental, i.e. which explains why things are the way they are, what 
happened in the past and how that is significant, where everything is headed, and how they as 
a group fit into this story. Their identity is also constituted by, inter alia, 75 what they 
commonly hold to be valuable and significant, what has symbolic value to them, what beliefs 
and other convictions they share, what experiences they have shared or have in common, 
71 Cf. Horrell (2005:85): "a narrative underpins Paul's 'theologizing': the story of God's saving act in Jesus 
Christ". Cf. Hays (1984:14). On theology and "world view'', see Wright (1992b:126-131). 
72 Both Horrell (2005:91) and Vander Watt (2010:17-18) point out the difficulty of defining identity, inter 
alia because of the variety of ways it is used in different scientific disciplines. The description below will not 
compare these divergent approaches, but is intended to describe the function of "identity" within the context of 
an understanding-of-reality. Also see Vander Watt (2010:17-19). 
73 See Barentsen (2011:38-39). 
74 Horrell (2005:91-92). On "identity" as descriptive category in the sociology of knowledge, and 
psychology, see Berger & Luckmann (1967:173-180). For a brief introduction on some of the most pertinent 
identity designations in Romans, see Du Toit (2006: 167-171 ). 
75 Other factors that influence identity include blood ties (family, clan; Meeks 1986:12), town of origin, 
ethnicity, etc. 
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what threatens them as a group and I or what gives them security I certitude, their shared 
mundane knowledge, and importantly: their (idealized as well as actual) ethos. In as much as 
these different aspects of their understanding-of-reality is dynamic and open to change, the 
group's identity is also dynamic and constantly in the process of being formed (c£ Horrell 
2005:94; Van der Watt 2010:18). In spite of this ongoing process, however, identity also 
ensures stability and continuity with respect to self-perception and relationships with others 
(Vander Watt 2010:18). 
Returning for a moment to the significance of a group's ethos: what the group does as 
group, and their institutionalized way of doing it, is pertinent to whom they understand 
themselves to be. More will be said about this later, but it seems appropriate to point out here 
that a group's customs and conventions as well as their rituals form part of their ethos. 
Consequently these customs, conventions and rituals play a constitutive role in their identity. 
However, there is also reciprocal influence between a group's identity and most other 
aspects of their understanding-of-reality. For instance, the group's symbols determine their 
identity as much as their identity determines what they hold to be symbolic; their beliefs 
determine their identity as much as their identity determines what they believe in; etc. 
Especially pertinent to the purposes of this study: their (idealized) ethos determines their 
identity as much as their identity determines their ethos. 76 The Pauline communities 
congregated, baptized, ate the Lord's Supper, etc., because they were believers in Christ; but 
it was also the fact that they had been baptized, ate the Lord's Supper, congregated, etc., that 
founded their group identity in the first place (along with all the other constitutive aspects of 
social identity). 
A group's distinctiveness is an important aspect of their identity, i.e. whom they are in 
distinction from other groups. All of the abovementioned aspects (e.g. symbols, beliefs, 
rituals, ethos, etc.) play a role in this distinctiveness. The most important and obvious features 
that promote (and protect) a group's distinctive identity may be described as "identity 
markers"77 or "boundary markers"/8 i.e. features that indicate who are "in" the group, and 
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"From the very beginning onwards, it was the Christian worship or congregation of those who were 
baptised and believed in Jesus Christ by which their exclusive identity was exclusively objectified and 
experienced" (Wolter 2006:202; emph. mine). He (Wolter 2009:128) describes it as the purpose of a group's 
ethos "die distinkte Identitiit einer bestimmte Gruppe unverwechselbar darzustellen und zur Anschauung zu 
bringen". 
77 Dunn (2008:472-473) discusses Judaic circumcision as such an identity marker. The Sabbath and purity 
laws also functioned as identity markers (Dunn 1998:356). These features, as the most obvious and pertinent 
markers of Judaic exclusivity, were problematic for Paul in whose understanding Gentiles had been incorporated 
into God's people without having to become Judaic flrst. 
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who are "out". In-group identity and (the problem and dynamics of) exclusivism has often 
been the focus of studies that have applied Social Identity Theory79 to Pauline texts.80 
Consequently a matter closely related to in-group identity can be described as alterity, 
i.e. "whom they are not", and whom they understand "their outsiders"81 to be in contrast to 
whom their own identity is defmed. 82 These out-group categorizations can be diffuse and 
non-specific, as in academics vs. non-academics, or specific, as in academics vs. politicians. 83 
Paul Trebilco (2014:186) correctly points out that our understanding of the in-group identity 
of the early groups of Christ-believers is enhanced by understanding whom they regarded to 
be outsiders and how they consequently related to them. He84 convincingly argues that, as a 
dimension of the identity-constitutive power of the language the early Christ-believers used, 
Paul's innovative use of a number of labels85 for outsiders played an important role in the 
drawing of social boundaries, establishing the identity of the in-group. Perhaps Paul's most 
significant designation for outsiders was the diffuse label Toi~ &.7rtOTot~ (unbelievers),86 which 
probably developed logically from the opposite in-group designation Paul often used, 
believers (mOTeuovTe~; 87 mOT6~).88 The significance of both these designations derive from 
their predication upon faith in Christ as a (if not the) primary boundary between Christ-
believers and all those who are not (Trebilco 2014:190). 
Having paid much attention to group identity, a few aspects of individual identity 
should also be mentioned briefly.89 An individual's identity is constituted by the 
abovementioned aspects (e.g. symbols, beliefs, rituals, ethos, etc.), which he has in common 
with the group he belongs to. He perceives who he is in relation to the significant others in 
his life, who also confirms that he is who he thinks he is (Berger & Luckmann 1967:100, 
78 Wright (1992b:l24) points out that a group's symbols function as "boundary markers". Symbols may be 
rather obvious "boundary markers", along with rituals and other conspicuous customs and conventions, but a 
group's distinctiveness actually comprises of the other unique aspects of their understanding-of-reality as well. 
79 Developed by Henri Tajfel and elaborated by John Turner, as an area of social psychology (Esler 
2003a: 19; 2003b:53). 
80 See Esler (2003a: esp. 19-33; 2003b: esp. 53-55); Barentsen (20 11 ). 
81 Cf. Trebilco (2014:193). 
82 Trebilco (2014:186) quotes Michael Hogg, who noted that "social groups are categories of people; and 
just like other categories, a social category acquires its meaning by contrast with other categories". Cf. 
Barentsen (2011:38-39). 
83 M.A. Hogg, quoted by Trebilco (2014:186). 
84 Trebilco (2014:185-201, esp. 186, 193-194, 200-201) 
85 In 1 Thessalonians these out-group designations include -ra f6vY) -ra !.!.~ Elo6-ra -rov 6E6v (the Gentiles who 
do not know God; 4:5), o! £~w (outsiders; 4:12), and o! A.ot'lrol (others; 4:13; 5:6; Trebilco 2014:189). 
86 E.g. 1 Cor. 6:6; 7:12-15; 14:22-24. 
87 E.g. Rom. 1:16; 3:22; 4:5, 11, 24; 9:33; 10:44, 11; 1 Cor. 1:21; 14:22. 
88 E.g. 2 Cor. 6:15; Gal. 3:9. 
89 See Barentsen (2011:38-39). 
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150). Moreover, an individual's own relative position within the group significantly impacts 
his personal identity. This position in the group is determined by factors such as honour, 
status, role,90 contribution, and so on. On the other hand, his individual identity is also shaped 
by his personal biography, personal experiences, personal convictions, personal symbols, 
personal security I certitude, personal "rituals", personal body (Berger & Luckmann 
1967:180-183), etc., which distinguishes him as a unique member of the group. 
Individuals commonly also belong to more than one group, based on factors such as 
ethnicity, kinship, town of origin, fictive kin groups, etc. 91 Consequently, personal identity is 
constituted (to an extent) by the unique combination in the individual of the divergent group 
identities which is incorporated into his personal understanding-of-reality. These divergent 
identities interact within the individual in a dynamic way depending on (social) situation92 
and the role he assumes as appropriate to that situation. Consequently the appropriate action 
for a particular individual (who belongs to more than one group) is significantly impacted by 
the social situation he fmds himself in. For instance, while it might have been appropriate (for 
a number of reasons) for Paul or Peter to keep to Judaic purity rituals while they were among 
the Jews in Jerusalem (cf. Acts 21:17-26), it had been entirely another matter when they had 
been eating with Gentile Christians in Antioch (Gal. 2: 11-14). 
3.1.5 Value- and Significance System 
The whole of a person or group's understanding-of-reality is structured according to a value-
and significance system.93 This system (like the rest of the understanding-of-reality) mostly 
functions in a subconscious way, but can also become an object of conscious exposition. All 
of the concepts that form part of an understanding-of-reality are (as individual items, or as 
collectives) assigned value and significance, and often are related to the well-known ethical 
distinctions: good or evil (or bad), right or wrong, just or unjust, etc. These organised 
concepts include, inter alia, persons, relationships, objects, symbols, goals, actions, 
formulated values, attitudes, experiences, and ideas such as honour, freedom, etc. Some of 
these concepts can appropriately be described as valued, others are better described as 
90 See Berger & Ludemann (1967:72-79). Cf. what Aasgaard (2002: esp. 515) has described as "role ethics" 
in Paul. 
91 See Malina (2001); Barentsen (2011:39). 
92 Cf. Vander Watt (2010:16-17); Barentsen (2011:39). 
93 Cf. Berger & Ludemann (1967:97-103) who contend that "symbolic universes" are nomic, i.e. ordering, in 
character-it "puts everything in its right place" (1967:98). 
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significant, while some can appropriately be called both valued and significant. For instance, 
a traumatic experience in someone's life (such as the death of a spouse) can hardly be 
described as a valued experience, although it certainly would be significant in that person's 
biography. On the other hand, someone's child could be called both valued and significant. 
From these examples it should also be clear why I prefer not to use "values" as an 
analytical category. According to the conventional conception thereof, 94 it would be 
appropriate to speak of, for instance, "justice" as a value, but inappropriate to speak of "a 
child" as a value. And yet, the fact that someone's child is valued by them is just as 
significant for their ethical behaviour as the fact that they value the concept of justice. 95 What 
(or whom) is held to be significant determines appropriate behaviour as much as what is 
deemed to be right or wrong, good or evil, etc. Consequently the description "valued or 
significant concepts" is preferred above the term "values". However, I still use "formulated 
values" as a descriptor of instances where there is an explicit formulation (verbalisation)96 of 
concepts which are held to be valuable or significant (cf. Vander Watt 2010:19-21), such as 
for instance: "strive first for the kingdom of God and his righteousness" (Matt. 6:33; NRSV). 
We will return to the subject of formulated values below. 
The value- and significance system involves a hierarchical arrangement of concepts 
according to their relative value and significance (Vander Watt 2010:20-21). Some concepts 
are valued highly, or are very significant, while others are less so, and others are not valued 
or significant at all. However, in New Testament literature the relative value or significance 
of concepts, when it becomes an object of discussion, is often expressed in bipolar terms 
rather than in relative terms.97 For instance, Luke (14:26; NRSV; emph. mine) recounts that 
Jesus said: "Whoever comes to me and does not hate father and mother, wife and children, 
brothers and sisters, yes, and even life itself, cannot be my disciple". While the point is that 
one should value Jesus more than one's significant others, and even one's own life, the way it 
is expressed relegates the less valued concepts (father, mother, etc.) to no value at all, or even 
to a negative value, in order to emphasise the high value of the apposite concept (Jesus). 
94 Soanes & Stevenson's (2004: ad foe.) applicable definition of values is "principles or standards of 
behaviour". 
95 Cf. Vander Watt (2010:19) who states that what is "held dear and ... regarded as valuable ... normatively 
orientate an individual towards behaviour that is positively desirable". 
96 Note, however, that this kind of expression is still vague with regard to what should be done concretely to 
realise them, in distinction from norms, which are more concrete. 
97 1 Cor. 7:38 is an example of an expression of something's relative value, while 1 Thess. 5:21 assumes the 
bipolar distinction between good and evil. 
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The internal structure of a person or group's value- and significance system is 
considerably influenced by the other aspects of their understanding-of-reality. That is, their 
fundamental narratives,98 experiences, identity,99 beliefs, etc., determines what they hold to 
be valued and significant and what not. Otherwise stated: their value- and significance system 
represents a subconscious crystallisation of the value and I or significance implications of the 
other aspects of a person or group's understanding-of-reality. 
In turn, their value- and significance system plays a major role (along with the other 
foci) in their idealized ethos, envisioned morality, and consequently in their actual ethos and 
morality as well. For instance, if a person values obedience to God higher than money he will 
pursue a different course of action than a person who values money more than obedience to 
God, when they are both faced with a situation which boils down to the choice between these 
two valued concepts. 
3.1.6 Beliefs or Convictions 
Another focal aspect of an understanding-of-reality in terms of which analysis and 
description can take place, is the person or group's beliefs or convictions. The two 
designations are interchangeable and pertain to firmly held ideas, whether with regard to 
religious or secular subjects. The focus of beliefs or convictions is on ideas as cognitive 
phenomena. When a conviction which pertains to, for instance, correct behaviour, is 
verbalised, it can be described as a norm or principle, or as one of the types of precepts which 
will be delineated below. 
Generally speaking, beliefs are often expressed in, among other things, formulas, 100 
proverbs, 101 and on higher and subsequent levels of systematisation: in "theologies", creeds 
and dogmas, etc. Beliefs, even in their most basic form, represent logical conceptualisations 
of the meaning and implications of (aspects of) the fundamental narratives. In this sense 
descriptions of, for instance, Pauline eschatology, focus on Paul's convictions about the end 
98 Vander Watt (2010:20) refers to P.J. Coertze who pointed out that tradition, i.e. the understanding and 
judgment of the group's ancestors, play an important role in what the group considers to be valued and 
significant. In this study tradition is related to the analytical focus of fundamental narratives. 
99 For values as an expression of identity, see Van der Watt (2010:19-21), who defines values as "the 
formulation of what is important or valuable to a person, based on a mental world of connotative images". In 
this study a value- and significance system is considered to be subconscious, but it is often also expressed in 
"formulated values" and in discussions on the relative importance of certain concepts, as in the example of Luke 
14:26 above. 
100 E.g. "xupto~ 'I))croii~ Xpta-ro~" (Jesus Christ is Lord; Phil. 2:11). 
101 E.g. "Do not be deceived; God is not mocked, for you reap whatever you sow" (Gal. 6:7; NRSV). 
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of time. Indeed, in this study Paul's theology refers to either all of his religious convictions 
taken together, or to a thematically coherent aspect of these convictions which often also has 
another well-known designation such as, for instance, Paul's eschatology. 102 
In the terms made famous by Bultmann (1924): convictions about what is, was, and 
will be, constitute Paul's "indicative". Those convictions about what ought to be done, which 
constitute the Pauline "imperative", will rather be described in terms of idealized ethos and 
envisioned morality in this study. We will return to their delineation below. 
Obviously, the question of how Paul's theology (religious convictions) relates to his 
ethics (envisioned morality) has been a matter of fervent debate, into which we cannot 
venture in detail here. A few brief remarks will have to suffice. Firstly, both Paul's theology 
and his envisioned morality form part of his understanding-of-reality. Each represents a 
discrete focal point, but they are also (like all the foci of an understanding-of-reality) 
complexly interrelated, with overlap occurring. 103 Furnish (2009:225) correctly emphasised 
that "[t]he Pauline imperative is not just the result of the indicative but fully integral to it". 
Again: theology and envisioned morality (of which the last is a constitutive part of idealized 
ethos) merely form two discrete foci of the same Pauline understanding-of-reality. Secondly, 
even though Paul's envisioned morality does not differ from the generally (i.e. both Judaic 
and Greco-Roman) accepted moral standards of his time, 104 he does motivate it from the basis 
of his theology. That is to say, Paul relates his envisioned morality to his Christo-centric 
beliefs. 105 Thirdly, then, his beliefs did have a normative influence on his envisioned 
morality. The very fact that he incorporates into his envisioned morality aspects of both the 
Judaic and Greco-Roman traditions of his day, is based on his inclusive soteriology106-
Christ's death was for the salvation of both Jew and Greek who has faith in him (Rom. 1:16). 
In other words, Paul's inclusive soteriology (theology) results in an inclusive ethic to which 
both Jewish and non-Jewish Christians could adhere (see Wolter 2011 :315-317). In a time of 
102 On the centrality of Paul's theology of the cross (including Christ's resurrection and exaltation) in his 
Wirklichkeitsverstiindnis, see Wolter (2009: 197 -218). 
103 For instance, what constitutes appropriate moral behaviour may also be conceived in terms of a belief, 
e.g. to believe that murder is wrong on theological grounds. On the other hand, to believe something may also 
be conceived of as appropriate moral (!) behaviour, deviance from which may be punishable. Later in history, 
the reciprocal persecutions of Catholics and Protestants may serve as an unfortunate example of how believing 
"incorrectly" may be considered morally reproachable and condemnable. 
104 This fact historically, as in Dibelius (see Furnish 2009:259-262) for instance, became a premise from 
which it was inferred that Paul's "ethic" was not really related to his theology. 
105 Cf. Furnish (2009:81-83); Meeks (1993:86-88); Malherbe (1986:30). 
106 To be more precise, Paul's soteriology is simultaneously inclusive and exclusive. It is inclusive in the 
sense that it transcends ethnical, social, gender, etc. distinctions. It is exclusive in that it posits faith as the 
condition of inclusion. 
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rigid social divisions, this inclusiveness constituted one of the most distinctive qualities of the 
Pauline ethos, 107 and it was directly related to Paul's theology. 
Moreover, Paul's (already-not yet) eschatology, especially with reference to the Spirit 
already being present, significantly impacted his envisioned morality in terms of its source of 
empowerment. 108 The common nature of the norms of conduct, and even of some109 of the 
warrants upon which these norms are predicated, should not lead us to underestimate the 
difference that the empowerment of Christ's Spirit made in Paul's understanding-of-
reality.U0 However, to seek the difference between Paul and the common morality of his day 
in different norms of conduct, or otherwise to deduce that Paul's moral vision did not stem 
from his theology, is unfounded. The difference his specific belief in Jesus Christ made with 
respect to the greater focal aspect of idealized ethos will be returned to below. 
3.1.7 Symbols 
The symbols111 that form a part of a group's understanding-of-reality usually stem from the 
narrative that they hold to be fundamental, and I or from one or more of its sub-narratives. 
These symbols may be objects, pictures, actions, people performing important roles, etc. 112 
How certain objects (e.g. the cross) or pictures (through that which it illustrates) can be 
symbols, seems rather obvious. Perhaps the symbolic nature of certain actions and people 
performing important roles needs some clarification, however. 
In John 13: 1-17 we fmd the narration of Jesus washing his disciples' feet. 113 Jesus' 
performance of this action was symbolic. It signified, inter alia, that the disciples should 
107 See Tolmie (2006:252-253). Like Tolmie (2006:251), Wolter (2009:145) also points out that (ironically!) 
the distinctive ethos of the early Christians was constituted, to a significant degree, by their abrogation of 
conventional social distinctions, i.e. Jew vs. Greek, slave vs. free, male vs. female, etc. 
108 
"Empowerment" pertains to how things should be done (morally) with respect to the source of power that 
enables one to do it, whereas "norms" pertain to what should be done, and "warrants" to why it should be done 
(Hays 1996:19). 
109 One warrant that is retained from Judaism, e.g., is that Paul's addressees are also called "sons of God", 
requiring an appropriate response. However, the value of a warrant for (moral) conduct central to Judaism, 
namely that Torah requires it, is significantly relativized by Paul. Wolter (2009:141) aptly refers to the "radikale 
theologische Depotenzierung der Tora". 
110 Horrell (2005:161-162) points out that an irony is often perceived in Paul's use of ethical standards 
common in his socio-historical context to claim distinctiveness for the Christians. He (Horrell 2005:162; emph. 
orig.) is correct when he observes that ''the ironic tension can only be resolved if we perceive Paul's claim to be 
not so much that Christians live by distinctive ethical standards but rather that they live up to, and beyond, the 
ethical standards that others share but do not follow''. 
111 See Vander Watt (2000:1-4). 
112 Berger & Luckmann (1967:71) make provision for certain objects or actions to be symbols, as well as for 
certain people, based on their roles, e.g. a monarch (1967:76). 
113 On this event as a symbolic action, also see Vander Watt (2010:26). 
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serve one another. Subsequent re-enactments of this symbolic action could once agam 
communicate this message, although it could also give new meaning to the original action. 114 
The point is that the action is more than just another action-it is filled with meaning and 
communicates a message, i.e. it is a symboU 15 Symbolic actions also relate to the group's 
idealized ethos, to which subject we will return below. 
When a person performs an important role it can also communicate more than pertains 
to the particular person who performs the role. To use a contemporary example, a visit from a 
clergyman is often construed by church members as a reflection of the fact that "the church" 
cares for them. In their understanding-of-reality the clergyman functions as a symbol of "the 
church" itself. 
The question is: how do symbols relate to idealized ethos and envisioned morality? 
Firstly, the fact that something is perceived to be a symbol changes what is regarded to be 
appropriate behaviour towards it. For instance, spitting on a cross is regarded to be morally 
abhorrent by Christians. Secondly, (one of) the meaning(s) that the symbol is perceived to 
embody may pertain to appropriate (moral) action. The way that washing feet symbolises 
service to one another may serve as an example. Whenever the meaning of the symbol (e.g. 
washing one another's feet) is contemplated, one is motivated towards the (moral) action that 
the symbol embodies. 
3.1.8 Experience 
A person or group's experiences become integrated into their understanding-of-reality. 116 
Their individual experiences together constitute their body of experience, upon which (among 
other things) they base how they understand reality, and how they will act in future. This also 
involves how they envision morality. For instance, a child's experience of being punished for 
a deed (considered to be morally wrong, at least by the one doing the punishing) significantly 
influences how that deed is perceived in the child's own understanding-of-reality, and serves 
as an experientially based motivation to not repeat the deed. 
114 On metaphors and symbols, and particularly on when metaphors are employed to reinterpret symbols, see 
Vander Watt (2000:151-157). 
115 On the symbolic meaning of early Christian hospitality, see Meeks (1993: 105-106). 
116 Berger & Luckmann ( 1967:67 -72) refers to the process whereby the experiences of an individual or group 
are established as part of their (individual or group) biography as "sedimentation". 
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From the above example it should be clear that primary and secondary socialisation, 117 
play an important role in this regard. One is taught from very young, and consequently 
experience, what one's social group regards to be acceptable and appropriate (moral) 
behaviour. If someone has undergone a significant change in his understanding-of-reality, 
mostly coinciding with a change of social group to which he belongs, resocialization118 is 
required. That is, he needs to build a new theoretical and experiential knowledge base of what 
is considered to be appropriate behaviour, given the new understanding-of-reality he shares 
with his new social group. 
Experience is interpreted in the light of: the narratives one (or the group) regards to be 
fundamental, identity, beliefs and convictions, etc. On the other hand, as noted above, 
experience also contributes to the way reality is understood.119 Experiences which are 
perceived to be very significant are integrated into the story of reality, after having become 
lenses through which the narrative is reinterpreted in order to accommodate and make sense 
of the very significant experience. In this regard Ben Witherington (1994:3) has correctly 
pointed out that Paul's experiences of God in Christ became an important source of his story 
of reality. Not only that, it became an interpretive lens through which Paul viewed "the 
Hebrew scriptures, other traditions, and his own life" (1994:3). Particularly germane was 
Paul's experience on the way to Damascus. Witherington (1994:88-89) concludes that "[i]t is 
very possible that Paul deduced the heart of his gospel from reflecting on his conversion 
experience", and that "a reasonable case can be made that Paul's experience of Christ 
significantly affected how he told not only his own story but the story of Christ". 
Consequently Paul's experience (vision) of the risen Christ significantly impacted his value-
and significance system, beliefs, and what he would in future regard to be right and wrong 
behaviour, etc. 
3.1.9 Security I Certitude 
The sense of security I certitude a person or group has in many ways relate to their experience 
of the world they live in. However, one's sense of security I certitude is such an important 
aspect of how one understands reality-involving one's very survival-that it can be most 
fruitfully employed as a separate analytical category. 
ll7 See Berger & Luclcmann (1967:129-147). Cf. Malina (2001:14) who uses the term "enculturation". 
118 See Meeks (1993:8); Berger & Luckmann (1967:114); Wolter (2009:136-137). 
119 On knowledge as experience in Paul, see Scott (2006:143-144). E.g. "I know what it is to have little, and 
I know what it is to have plenty" (Phil. 4:12; NRSV). 
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At any given time a person or group understands themselves to be located somewhere 
on a continuum between secure and threatened. They also have a perception of how secure or 
threatened they will probably be in the future. In this study this general perception of being 
secure, threatened or somewhere on the continuum between secure and threatened will be 
described with the analytical category security. A related yet distinct concept, certitude, 
pertains to one's sense of certainty regarding the future, from the perspective of one's beliefs. 
The question of what will happen to you when this earthly world comes to an end is pertinent 
to certitude. 
This sense or perception of present and I or future security or certitude is informed by 
many factors-most importantly by the narratives a group holds to be fundamental (otherwise 
expressed in terms of their beliefs and convictions) and their experience of the world. Their 
fundamental narratives and their experience informs their knowledge as to what threatens 
their security I certitude, and what enhances or guarantees it. The factors that influence 
security I certitude (either positively or negatively) are diverse, and include: persons, powers, 
objects, situations, 120 one's own actions, etc. The question of life and death is the decisive 
question ofboth security and certitude, since being able to live corresponds to having (at least 
a degree of) security I certitude, whilst death is the ultimate threat to security I certitude. 
The sense of security I certitude that a person or group has decisively influences their 
idealized ethos and envisioned morality. For instance, taking the life of another is often 
considered to be very wrong when one is under no threat from that person. However, when 
one's own life is in imminent danger, killing the person who threatens it (in self-defence) is 
mostly regarded to be morally justifiable. Moreover, the question of eschatological certitude 
has historically proven to be an important consideration with regard to morality, in religions 
which include the concept of a next age or world in their understanding-of-reality. Even if 
contemporary opinion often regard this kind of motivation to be coercive and offensive, 
historically the promise of (eschatological) certitude and reward as well as the threat of 
punishment and eternal death have provided powerful motivations toward moral living. 
3.1.1 0 Mundane Knowledge 
An understanding-of-reality is not only constituted by concepts that are important and 
noteworthy. Much of reality is quite mundane, and consequently the knowledge of these 
120 E.g. slavery I freedom, war I peace, justice I injustice, etc. 
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everyday aspects of reality can be called "mundane knowledge". 121 This pertains to things 
such as how to bake bread, where Tarsus is located in relation to Jerusalem, what is the 
difference between a donkey and an ox, "that a little yeast leavens the whole batch of dough" 
(1 Cor. 5:6; NRSV), "that in a race the runners all compete, but only one receives the prize" 
(1 Cor. 9:24), etc. 122 Mundane knowledge is mundane because it is not inherently related to 
theological convictions, or to warrants, norms or (sources of) empowerment, which would 
transfer it to either of the spheres of what Scott (2006:95, 119) calls theological knowledge 
and ethical knowledge, i.e. beliefs and envisioned morality. Paul may draw theological or 
ethical inferences from mundane knowledge without changing the fact that the foundational 
knowledge itself is mundane, as in the two examples from 1 Corinthians above. 
Mundane knowledge impacts the other aspects of an understanding-of-reality, with 
which it is complexly interrelated. For instance, the fact that Paul was "from Tarsus" was 
knowledge of the mundane kind, but was also significant with respect to his identity. 
Mundane knowledge often also has moral implications. For instance, when convention 
dictates that a bread is to be baked in a certain way, baking it another way would be 
considered "wrong", even if the same result is achieved. If oxen are conventionally used to 
plough fields, using a donkey for this task may be considered reproachable regardless of 
considerations such as efficiency or humaneness. It simply is not the "right" way to plow! 
3.1.11 Ethos, Idealized Ethos and Envisioned Morality 
According to Michael Wolter's (2006:200)123 definition, "ethos" "designates a canon of 
institutionalised practices, which a given group regards as liable". With respect to their 
content, these practices are fixed, clear, unambiguous and continuable, and there is no need 
"to legitimise these actions by ethical discussions and decisions which have to be renewed 
repeatedly" (2006:200). Their function is to give concrete expression to the identity of the 
group. Consequently Wolter (2006:200-201) has also argued persuasively that a group's 
121 With "mundane knowledge" Scott (2006:91; see 91-94) means ''that it has as its object those ordinary 
realities which belong to the world of immediate and public observation". He (Scott 2006:91 n.4) lists a number 
of pertinent Pauline texts, including Romans 1:13, and 11:2. However, Scott's (2006:92-93) interpretation of a 
number of texts in terms of mundane knowledge is oversimplified, for instance in disregarding Paul's rhetoric in 
2 Cor. 9:2, and in failing to realise that Timothy's mission to find out whether the Thessalonians had succumbed 
to the temptations of the tempter (1 Thess. 3:5) is not just a matter of the "mundane knowledge of people's 
habits or character" (Scott 2006:93) but is very much theologically determined. 
122 Scott (2006:91) points out that realities are at stake about which people often agree regardless of, for 
instance, their religious convictions. 
123 Also see Wolter (2009:127-129). 
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ethos consists not only of exclusive but also of inclusive practices. The group differentiates 
itself from others in their social environment, i.e. from society at large, by means of exclusive 
practices which function outwards as "boundary markers" and inwards as "identity markers" 
(2006:200-201). However, a group needs to exist within society at large, and therefor needs 
to incorporate practices whereby they associate to a degree with the rest of the society of 
which they are a part. This they do by means of a number of inclusive practices which form 
part of their ethos. Lastly, Wolter (2006:201) points out that this broader understanding of 
ethos includes actions which do not necessarily pertain to what is "good" or "evil", "just" or 
"unjust". The analytical category of "ethos" incorporates questions on actions which 
obviously have moral implications, but also actions which are usually not given due attention 
because they do not fit conventional moral considerations. 
Three implications of this view of ethos are important with respect to this study. Firstly, 
ethos pertains to the actual, concrete actions of a group, and not to the conceptualisation of 
these actions as such. 124 Ethos, then, pertains to the way of life that results from an 
understanding-of-reality, and does not form part of that understanding per se. However, 
actions are also conceptualised (to different degrees of abstraction) before they are 
undertaken. Consequently it is appropriate to distinguish between ethos proper, and idealized 
ethos (Vander Watt 2006b:vii). Idealized ethos, in this study, refers to how a group (or their 
leaders and representatives) conceptualises their ethos, i.e. their thoughts about what they 
commonly do and ought to do. Whereas ethos (proper) involves the historical question of 
how a group actually lives or lived, 125 idealized ethos is a reconstruction of an author's 
textually expressed thoughts on how the group should live, i.e. what they should and should 
not do. 
Secondly, based on Wolter's (2006:200-201) view of ethos, idealized ethos includes the 
conceptualisation of not only moral or immoral actions, but also actions which are not 
morally significant, or of which the moral significance is unclear at first. That is, idealized 
ethos encompasses the contemplation of moral behaviour, often described as ethics, but is 
also more than this. The kind of conceptualised actions of which the analytical category 
idealized ethos consists will be delineated below, in addition to "envisioned morality"-those 
conceptualised actions which rather obviously are relevant to morality. Our focus, however, 
124 Vander Watt (2010:11-12) also regards ethos to be a behavioural category, in distinction from ethics 
which is contemplation of behaviour. 
125 Cf. Zimmermann (2009b:402). 
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will not be on all of these aspects of idealized ethos, but on envisioned morality specifically. 
There will again be some overlap, and some conceptualised actions that may in one context 
be discussed from a certain point of view, may in a different context be discussed from the 
point of view of envisioned morality. For instance, baptism may be discussed as a rite, in 
terms of its implications for the group's identity and ethos, without consideration of the moral 
implications of baptism. On the other hand it can be considered from the point of view of 
envisioned morality, which would focus the attention more on moral implications than on the 
ritual aspects of baptism. These distinctions will become clearer in what follows. 
Thirdly, Wolter's (2006:200-201) definition of ethos seemingly pertains to a group 
whose identity and practises have been established to a significant degree. However, I am not 
sure that a group's identity or ethos ever does become so fixed that they no longer need to be 
reminded of who they are and why, and how they should be doing certain things and why. 
Although Paul does take many aspects of their Christian ethos for granted in his letters (to the 
extent that he does not even need to address it), he often also reminds his congregations of 
what (he thinks) they should and should not be doing, and why. This may be either because 
(Paul thinks) their understanding of who they are and how they should consequently live is 
not yet that clear or fixed, or because they are having trouble putting their understanding 
(idealized ethos) into practise (ethos) appropriately. Either way, Paul finds it necessary to 
remind the congregations of what their ethos should look like and why. Consequently, 
idealized ethos is constituted by the thoughts of a group or its leader(s) on what they should 
or should not do, which is often related to motivations (warrants) that stem not only from 
their identity but also from their fundamental narratives, shared experiences, beliefs, value-
and significance system, etc. 
Which kind of envisioned actions constitute an idealized ethos? Probably the most 
prominent actions that constitute a group's ethos are their rituals. 126 Rituals are actions 
embedded within a religious or theological context. 127 Four kinds of rituals can be 
distinguished: rites, ceremonies, 128 lesser rituals, and symbolic actions. Rites pertain to rituals 
where a person is symbolically transferred from one sphere, age or dispensation to another, 
126 See Meeks (1993:91-100). 
127 Thompson (20 11 :45) points out that rituals play an important role in sustaining a group's shared story 
(which he calls either "myth", "corporate narrative" or "founding narrative"). 
128 My delineation of rites and ceremonies as two kinds of ritual derives from Horrell (2005:90) who, in turn, 
refers to Bruce Malina and Jerome Neyrey in this regard. Horrell (2005:90-91 n.19) indicates that Malina and 
Neyrey at times interchange their usage of"ritual" and "rite". 
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for instance baptism. 129 Ceremonies are rituals which are often repeated to symbolically 
communicate something, for instance the Lord's Supper. 130 Lesser rituals131 are also common 
and are repeated quite often. These may include (Christian) worship services, the singing of 
hymns, 132 fasting, corporate recital of the Lord's Prayer, etc. Symbolic actions have already 
been mentioned above with the example of a re-enactment of Jesus washing his disciples' 
feet. These actions are much less common and are reserved for special occasions. When they 
become established and conventional, they may be considered to have become either a lesser 
ritual or even a ceremony. How a group understands and envisions their rituals is an aspect of 
their idealized ethos. 
A group often also does certain things (which do not seem to be particularly religious) 
in certain ways, i.e. they have certain customs, conventions and fashions. There may or may 
not be particular reasons for these. Sometimes customs and conventions historically did have 
a reason and meaning, which has been lost with time, but the custom or convention itself 
lives on in the group's ethos. The fashion that a group generally adheres to often needs no 
motivation other than the fact that it is fashionable to act, dress, etc. in a particular way. On 
the other hand, customs, conventions and fashions may be fundamentally motivated 
(theologically or otherwise) and may have serious moral implications. Paul's advice to the 
Corinthians on the matter of headdresses and hairstyles (1 Cor. 11:2-16) may serve as an 
example. The thoughts of the group or its leader on what constitutes the group's customs, 
conventions and fashion, and why, forms a part of their idealized ethos. 
Another aspect of their idealized ethos that will only be mentioned very briefly is their 
aims and intentions (cf. Wright 1992b:126), i.e. what they want to achieve as a group, and 
what they intend to be doing or think they ought to be doing. 
What we are interested in primarily is envisioned morality. This is the aspect of a 
group's idealized ethos that pertains to their conception of moral behaviour. What should or 
shouldn't they be doing because it is right or wrong, good or evil, just or unjust, etc., or 
because it would be the appropriate and moral action that ensues from another aspect of their 
understanding-of-reality (e.g. from their identity, or value- and significance system)? 
129 On baptism as a warrant for appropriate behaviour, see Meeks (1993:92-96; cf. Rom. 6:1-14, esp. 1--4). 
130 The Lord's Supper reinforced Christian identity (Meeks 1993:96) and had significant implications for 
group integration and solidarity, and for what constituted appropriate behaviour among group members (Meeks 
1993:96-97; cf. 1 Cor. 11 :17-34). 
131 Meeks (1993:98) refer to "lesser rituals" as, compared to the great rituals such as baptism and the Lord's 
Supper, "smaller practices and habits, repeated either within the great rituals or on lesser occasions and even 
privately''. 
132 Hymns were at times employed as bases for moral exhortations (Phil. 2:1-11 ; cf. Col. 1: 15-23). 
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Knowing what does or does not constitute appropriate and moral action is often not a 
straightforward matter, however. Here discernment plays an important role, particularly when 
faced with new situations for which precedents of appropriate behaviour has not yet been 
established as part of the group's (idealized) ethos. We will consider this in the next sub-unit 
of this chapter. On the other hand, often it is already known what constitutes appropriate and 
moral behaviour because it has already been considered, verbalised and commonly accepted 
within the group. This "moral knowledge" is expressed in the form of formulated values, 
norms and precepts. The verbalisation of these values, norms and precepts will be discussed 
below, after the role of discernment. 
Before attending to these matters, however, two last points still have to be made. 
Firstly, the other aspects of a group's idealized ethos, i.e. their rituals, customs, conventions, 
fashions, aims and intentions, all impact their envisioned morality in dynamic and complex 
interaction with the rest of their understanding-of-reality. For instance, an episode of the 
narrative Christians regard to be fundamental relates that Jesus commissioned his disciples to 
"go ... and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them ... " (Matt. 28:19; NRSV). This 
commission has the potential to become part of Christians' idealized ethos and often does 
form part of it-it constitutes one of their aims. The notion that the aim of making disciples 
was commissioned by Jesus (potentially) impacts Christians' envisioned morality in the sense 
that it is considered "the right thing to do". However, many contemporary Christians have 
integrated into their understanding-of-reality a number of related concepts they regard to be 
of great value and significance: human rights, religious freedom, etc. When the value and 
significance of these concepts trumps that of the commission and aim of making disciples, it 
will no longer be done and may even be regarded as "not the right thing to do" (anymore). 
This is mentioned not for the sake of arguing which point of view is in fact "correct", but to 
point out the dynamic and complex interaction between (aspects of) idealized ethos and the 
other aspects of an understanding-of-reality, and that how this dynamic and complex 
interaction ultimately plays out significantly impacts what is regarded to be moral action 
(envisioned morality). 
Secondly, as promised above, the difference Paul's specific belief in Jesus Christ made 
with respect to his idealized ethos must be pointed out briefly. It was noted above that Paul's 
belief in Jesus Christ did not, and in fact should not be expected to, change his envisioned 
morality with respect to the general morality of his day. The priority of Jesus Christ in his 
value- and significance system, however, did distinguish his envisioned ethos in a number of 
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other pertinent ways. The most obvious way pertains to the Judaic rituals (circumcision, etc.) 
which he regarded to be inappropriate with respect to Gentile Christians, who had been 
included in Christ's salvation without being required to adopt a Jewish identity. His 
incorporation of other rituals ( esp. baptism and the Lord's Supper) which had been filled with 
Christ-centred significance, also attests to the fact that his idealized ethos was distinct in its 
Christ-centeredness. More examples can be enumerated, 133 but the point should already be 
clear. Although the centrality of Christ in his understanding-of-reality did not substantially 
change Paul's envisioned morality with respect to the general morality of his day, it did alter 
his idealized ethos, i.e. his conception of what specifically the groups of Christians should 
and should not be doing, in important ways. 
3.1.12 The Role of Discernment 
As noted above, knowing what does or does not constitute appropriate and moral action is 
often not a straightforward matter, but one in which discernment134 plays an important role. 
This is the case particularly when a group is faced with a new situation for which precedents 
of appropriate behaviour has not yet been established as part of their (idealized) ethos. 
Moreover, the need for discernment may arise from the acquirement of new knowledge or 
insights, of which the implications for the group's (idealized) ethos is still uncertain. 
With respect to envisioned morality specifically, discernment pertains to (a) the 
establishment of envisioned morality, and (b) putting it into practice. The establishment of 
envisioned morality involves the initial process of judgment of what constitutes appropriate 
and moral action based on the group's comprehensive understanding-of-reality135 and how its 
relevant constituent aspects and concepts are related to one another in the light of the group's 
133 E.g. their Christian worship services (where many of the other rituals such as the Lord's Supper took 
place), of which Wolter (2009:154) states: "[d]iese Feiem konnten die exklusive Identitatjener Gemeinden in 
exklusiver Weise repriisentieren, weil nichtchristlichen Juden an ihnen nicht teilnahrnen". 
134 See Meeks (1993:154-155); Scott (2006:119-122); Munzinger (2007: esp. 141-188). Munzinger correctly 
emphasises (a) the centrality of the Christ-event in Paul's epistemology (understanding-of-reality; 2007:89), (b) 
the pertinence ofthe Spirit in Paul's understanding ofthe process of discernment (2007:41, 173-176), and (c) 
that the role of the Spirit and the renewed mind should not be viewed over against one another, but act 
symbiotically in the process of discernment (2007:187). It is unfortunate, however, that Munzinger's (cf. 
2007:185-186) approach focusses on the individual and that not enough attention is given to the social 
dimension of discernment. 
135 Cf. Munzinger (2007: 194; emph. mine) who concludes that "in establishing and correcting (ethical and 
theological) meaning, extrapolated from the Christ-event, the renewed mind ... has a creative function ... in 
linking the contingent interpretation of the Christ-event with a comprehensive perception of reality" . 
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(general) situation, 136 which process leads to the verbalisation (and establishment) of the 
envisioned morality. 137 Subsequently discernment is also needed when there is uncertainty 
about how best to put the group's envisioned morality (formulated values, norms and 
precepts) into practice, 138 given particular situations they find themselves in. 
3.1.13 The Verbalisation of(Formulated) Values, Norms and Precepts, and the Power of this 
Verbalisation 
However, discernment is not always needed. As noted above, a group often already knows 
what constitutes appropriate and moral behaviour because it has already been considered and 
verbalised, and has already become normative within the group. This "moral knowledge" has 
already been established within the group, often by admonition. 139 That is, through 
admonition the group's leaders or representatives have urged its members to behave 
appropriately, i.e. in accordance with their understanding-of-reality, idealized ethos and 
envisioned morality, and may have also explained the warrants and empowerment for such 
behaviour. Admonition commonly expresses the group's envisioned morality in three forms: 
formulated values, norms and precepts. 
The group's formulated values are related to their value- and significance system, but 
are in the form of explicit formulations of what is or should be considered valuable, or more 
valuable than other things. 140 These formulated values "normatively orientate an individual 
[or group; DN] towards behaviour that is positively desirable" (Van der Watt 2010: 19), and I 
or away from behaviour that is insignificant or reproachable. For instance, the formulated 
value "strive first for the kingdom of God and his righteousness" (Matt. 6:33; NRSV) 
orientates one positively toward desirable behaviour. Philippians 3:5-9, for instance, 
orientates the reader away from behaviour that Paul considers to have become insignificant in 
136 Van der Watt (20 10: 16-17) describes the process of the evaluation of what constitutes appropriate 
behaviour in diverse situations in terms of the "connotative images" (concepts) in a person's "mental world" 
(understanding-of-reality) occupying different relative positions in each situation. 
137 Munzinger (2007:192; emph. mine) points out that "[a]s the Christ-event is explored and explained [by 
Paul; DN], meaning is established and corrected for each particular situation". 
138 Vander Watt (2010:68 n.57) observes: "Values formulated and thus existing in the mind of a person or 
group, influence, motivate, guide, and form the actions of that particular group or person. This is a dynamic 
process in which thought and decision processes involve constantly considering, weighing and reflecting on the 
values". This process may be described as the discernment of appropriate behaviour that would reflect the 
group's envisioned morality, including their formulated values and norms or principles (cf. Van der Watt 
2010:22). 
139 See Meeks (1993:101-104). Cf. vovaE-rEw in 1 Thess. 5:12, 14; 1 Cor. 4:14. Also cf. Malherbe (1986:48-
67) on the moral philosophers' methods of instruction and moral nurture. 
140 See Vander Watt (2010:19-21). 
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the light of the importance of Christ. Formulated values are not distinguished by the level of 
concreteness or specificity of the indicated actions, as norms and precepts are, but by the fact 
that they connect the value- and significance system to ensuing actions. 
It has already been noted above that norms refer to what should be done (morally) 
(Hays 1996:19). 141 Van der Watt (2010:21, 68 n.61) contends that norm and principle 
"basically cover the same semantic field, though the emphasis differs slightly". Since there is 
no need, in this study, to go into the subtle differentiation between the two, they will be used 
synonymously. What is at stake in norms, then, are the principles of moral action. 142 That is 
to say, "the broader guiding framework, fundamental assumptions or standards of behaviour 
that underlie as well as motivate actions" (Vander Watt 2010:21). Norms often are based on 
and ensue from formulated values, but give expression to them in a form that points toward 
appropriate action without being specific and concrete. 143 Vander Watt (2010:21) uses a very 
helpful illustration to explain this. "God is important" reflects a formulated value. This may 
consequently find expression in a norm such as "God should be honoured". This norm points 
toward appropriate behaviour but without answering the question how God can be honoured 
specifically and concretely. 
Whenever the question of concrete and specific actions is answered by a moral 
expression, a precept is at stake. Precepts ensue from formulated values and norms, but give 
expression to the concrete and specific actions that would embody those formulated values 
and norms (Van der Watt 2010:23 ). Since a variety of actions can give expression to the same 
norm (2010:22), the same norm can give rise to a number of precepts. These precepts may 
take a positive form in which case they can be called prescriptions, 144 i.e. what ought to be 
done. On the other hand, they may also take a negative form in which case they can be called 
proscriptions, i.e. what ought not to be done. 145 With respect to Vander Watt's example of 
the formulated value "God is important" and the ensuing norm "God should be honoured", an 
ensuing prescription may be: "You must thank God for all you have". Correspondingly an 
ensuing proscription may be: "You shall not make wrongful use of the name of the Lord your 
God" (Exod. 20:7; NRSV). 
141 Whilst warrants refers to why it should be done, and empowerment to how it should be done and the 
source of power that enables one to do it. 
142 Cf. Zimmermann (2009b:406-408). 
143 See Vander Watt (2010:21-23). 
144 See Vander Watt (2010:23-24). Wolter (2009:134) describes prescriptions as "protreptischen Weisungen 
oder Mahnungen" and proscriptions as "apotreptischen Weisungen oder Mahnungen". 
145 Meeks (1993:76) also uses the term precepts as a broad category which encompasses a number of forms 
of prescription or proscription. 
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Precepts vary with respect to, among other things, their directness, authority, desired 
effect, level of ensuing obligation and enforcement (Van der Watt 2010:23). A number of 
terms, which reflect these differences, are conventionally used to describe these precepts. 146 
The word normally used to refer to a precept which is direct and has a high level of authority, 
obligation and enforcement is law, although rule is sometimes also used in this way. One 
might argue, however, that a rule is also direct and binding, but a little less so than a law. 
Consequently a command might be given, which is still very direct and binding, but is tied to 
a specific time and situation to a greater degree than a law or rule. Guidelines are less direct 
and carry less authority and obligation, but are expected to be followed broadly. Advice, 
suggestions and requests are even further down along the scale of authority, obligation and 
enforcement. The one to whom it is given may choose to oblige, or not. Other (rhetorical) 
forms in which prescriptions may be given in indirect ways, of which the authority, level of 
obligation etc. may vary depending on the context, include questions, referred speech, 
examples, paradigms and characterisations. 147 
An alternative, more form-critical, approach to the analysis of moral expressions, is that 
of Wayne Meeks (1993:66-84). 148 He (1993:66) lists a number of "typical patterns of 
language by which [Christians] expressed moral obligations". 149 These include: moral 
antitheses [DN], 150 such as lists of virtues and I or vices; the metaphor of the two paths (or 
two walks [DN]; cf. Rom. 8:4-13); instances of gnomic discourse (wise moral sayings, i.e. 
"gnomes"), such as maxims, moral aphorisms, similitudes, rules of thumb, chreiai, 151 
precepts152 and commands, 153 and topics154 and commonplaces; and larger parenetic 
146 The discussion of the terms that follow is based on Vander Watt (2010:23-24). 
147 See Vander Watt (2010:24). 
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"Linguistic form" also constitutes the first step or perspective in Zimmermann's (2009b:405-406) 
procedure for the analysis of "implicit ethics". 
149 Malherbe (1986) has, very usefully, compiled a number of Greco-Roman texts pertaining to moral 
instruction, to which NT texts may be compared. These he has arranged not only according to common forms 
but also according to conventional subjects in philosophy. 
150 Meeks' (1993:66) encompassing heading for the following two categories is "virtues and vices". 
However, it seems more appropriate to include the categories of virtue and I or vice lists and the metaphor of the 
two paths or walks under a more general heading, such as moral antitheses. 
151 Pointed and witty sayings or symbolic actions attributed to a wise person, set within a brief narrative 
(Meeks 1993:74). 
152 Note how Paul refers back to (traditional; Meeks 1993:76) precepts (1rapayyeA.!a~) he had previously 
given to the Thessalonians: "For you know which precepts we gave you through the Lord Jesus" (1 Thess. 4:2). 
The specific precept he subsequently refers to is to avoid sexual immorality, a precept he refers to again in I 
Cor. 7:2-3. 
153 Meeks (1993:75) notes that "[m]any of the action guides for the early Christian groups were cast in 
simple rule language: direct imperatives or the equivalent ... " 
154 E.g. "on brotherly love"; cf. 1 Thess. 4:9-10. 
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compositions, such as epitomes, letters, and testaments. The general approach of this study 
and that of Meeks are not mutually exclusive since Meeks' identified literary forms are 
mostly filled with content that can be described in terms of formulated values, norms and 
precepts. However, the categories employed here have the advantage of not being limited to 
occurrences within the above literary forms. 155 Analyses that take these literary forms as 
point of departure and do not also look for other kinds of ethically relevant material are too 
restrictive and miss much of the bigger picture of how envisioned morality is related to a 
whole complex understanding-of-reality. 156 
Ultimately a group's understanding-of-reality leads to their envisioned morality, which 
is verbalised in formulated values, norms and precepts, from which the actions of the group 
or individual group members ensue. However, a group's understanding-of-reality and 
envisioned morality does not only determine the formulation of their values, norms and 
precepts. How these are formulated and reformulated also influence how their understanding-
of-reality itself may change over time. That is, the verbalisation of (aspects of) the group's 
understanding-of-reality by a group representative or leader is both descriptive, and formative 
with respect to how reality is subsequently understood by the group. 157 The very act of giving 
expression to how the group does or should understand reality and envision morality has the 
power of alteration, particularly through that which is emphasised, omitted and revised. 158 
Paul's letters described pertinent aspects of his understanding-of-reality and envisioned 
morality to the purpose of forming his addressees' thoughts and actions accordingly. 159 
155 Judging whether texts contain ethics based, inter alia, on whether they contain these forms or not has, 
according to Zimmermann (2012:46), led Meeks to conclude that ''the ethics of the fourth Gospel" is an 
"oxymoron". However, research by Vander Watt (e.g. 2006a; 2010), Zimmermann (2012) and others (see esp. 
the other chapters in the 2012 publication edited by Vander Watt & Zimmermann) has conclusively shown this 
to be restrictive and inaccurate. 
156 See Van der Watt (2010:26-27, 59). Horrell (2005:98) points out that "at least at a general level, 
everything in Paul's letters is potentially relevant to a consideration of his 'ethics'"; consequently "our inquiry 
cannot be limited only to certain explicitly parenetic sections of the text". 
157 Cf Berger & Luckmann (1967:66-67). 
158 It can also be mentioned, without going into any detail, that the (resulting) actions and ethos of the group 
do not only concretise their understanding-of-reality, idealized ethos, and envisioned morality, but also 
reciprocally influence these conceptualisations. What the group is doing (particularly when these actions are 
already habitual) has some influence on what they think they should be doing. This corresponds with Stanley 
Hauerwas' emphasis on obedience preceding understanding (referred to by Hays 2006:13-14). 
159 On letters as one of the philosophers' means of moral instruction and for examples thereof, see Malherbe 
(1986:79-85). 
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3.1.14 Confirmation through Conformation, and Deviance 
The above paragraph assumed that the actions of the group and its constituent members will 
correspond to their idealized ethos and envisioned morality. 160 When group members 
conform to the group's ethos, as they are expected to (Wolter 2009: 128), their actions 
confirm the group's understanding-of-reality, idealized ethos and envisioned morality. Such 
conformation may be rewarded in a variety of ways by the group and I or their leaders and 
representatives (Vander Watt 2010:24). 
However, obviously, not everyone always conforms. Group members often deviate 
from the group's idealized ethos. 161 They are consequently admonished162 to correct their 
thinking and behaviour. A related way to deal with persons (whether inside or outside of the 
group) whose understanding-of-reality deviates from "what it should be" according to the 
group or its leader(s), is to negate163 their deviant understanding-of-reality through strategies 
such as argumentation, rhetoric, etc. 164 This serves the purpose not only of restoring deviant 
group members to appropriate behaviour but also of protecting and legitimating the group's 
understanding-of-reality. Textual instances where deviance is addressed are some of the 
clearest indicators of what, in contrast, was considered165 the group's normative 
understanding-of-reality and morality. 
If admonition proves to be ineffective to keep individual group members "in line", 
sanctions (Meeks 1993:103-104), i.e. various forms of punishment (Vander Watt 2010:24-
25), become necessary. 166 A New Testament example of the progression from admonition to 
sanction is found in Matthew 18:15-18. Other examples of sanctions in the New Testament 
include Paul's enigmatic handing over of a member to Satan (1 Cor. 5:5), and shunning 
immoral people (1 Cor. 6:9-11; 2 Thess. 3:14). Meeks (1993:103) points out that "[s]uch 
shunning ... was a powerful sanction in the intimate communities that constituted the early 
Christian ekklesiai". 
160 It can be regarded as common wisdom, for instance, that one's speech (esp. on the topic of morality) 
should concur with one's deeds (cf. Matt. 23:3; Rom. 2:1, 21-23; 1 John 3:18; I Clem. 30:3; Ignatius Eph. 15.1; 
Malherbe 1986:38). This expectation also applied to philosophers themselves (e.g. Pseudo-Diogenes Epistle 15). 
161 Cf. Vander Watt (2010:12, 24-25). 
162 Berger & Luckmann (1967:113) describes the process whereby attempts are made to keep (potential) 
deviants within the fold, as ''therapy''. 
163 See Berger & Luckmann (1967:114-116). 
164 Cf. for instance Gal. 1:6-9; 5:2-12; 6:12-16. 
165 I.e. at least by the author of the text in question. 
166 On deviance and sanctions, also see Berger & Luckmann (1967:62). According to them (1967:66) 
deviance is often designated as moral depravity, ignorance, or even mental disease, and leads to the deviant(s) 
being relegated to an inferior cognitive status within the social world. 
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3.1.15 The Role of a Group's Leaders or Representatives 
There are certain "officially accredited defmers of reality" (Berger & Luckmann 1967:97) 
within a group-the leaders or representative members who, at a given time, speak for the 
group.167 It becomes particularly the responsibility of members who are bestowed with this 
role, or who assume it, to verbalise the group's understanding-of-reality, 168 including their 
idealized ethos and envisioned morality. Note, then, that the descriptive and formative power 
of verbalisation described above pertains particularly to the discourses, texts, etc. generated 
by group leaders or representatives. Consequently these leaders or representatives are also 
expected to embody the group's idealized ethos and envisioned morality (to a significant 
degree if not perfectly). 169 Moreover, it is also particularly their function to praise conforming 
behaviour, to admonish deviant members, and eventually to instigate sanctions when 
admonishment proves ineffective. 
Group leaders and representatives, then, play a central role in the process of the 
revision and confirmation of the group's understanding-of-reality, idealized ethos and 
envisioned morality. How they express themselves forms a major part of this process. Paul, 
as an apostle, obviously was an important leader to the early Gentile Christian congregations. 
Consequently it is a worthwhile exercise to study the way Paul in his letters-in order to 
influence the understanding and actions of these congregations-verbalised his 
understanding-of-reality, idealized ethos, and his envisioned morality in particular. As 
already noted in the previous chapter, in this study we are primarily interested in Paul's 
metaphors and imagery (which are forms of verbalisation) and their function in this process. 
3.2 Thesis on the Function of Metaphors and Imagery in the Revision and Confirmation of 
an Understanding-of-Reality and Envisioned Morality 
While Paul writes his letters to the different congregations, he is engaged in the processes of 
revising and I or confirming the understanding-of-reality of his addressees, often in the light 
167 On leadership emergence, maintenance and succession in the Pauline (in the broad sense of the word) 
communities from the perspective of Social Identity Theory, see Barentsen (2011: esp. 2-3, 58-73, 290-325). 
168 In terms of the ''process of identity management", Barentsen (2011 :55-56) describe the role of leaders as 
having three dimensions: (a) cognitive, in using language creatively to express their vision of the group's 
identity; (b) performative, in engaging the group in activities (such as rituals) through which they can experience 
and express their identity; and (c) behavioural, in mobilizing group members to act according to their vision of 
"who they are". In understanding-of-reality terms this relates to identity, ritual, and ethos. 
169 Barentsen (2011:56) describes this in terms of the leaders being "prototypical group members". 
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of their diverse contingent situations. 170 He believes himself to have the authority to do this 
since he is an apostle of God (Rom. 1: 1, 5) to whom it has been entrusted to proclaim the 
gospel in order to bring gentiles to faith and thus to obedience (Rom. 1 :2-6). Consequently, 
to the degree that Paul perceives his addressees to share his understanding-of-reality, he 
confirms what they already hold to be true. However, to the degree that he perceives a 
discrepancy between his understanding-of-reality and theirs, Paul attempts to influence his 
addressees to revise their understanding and therefor also their ethos. To the degree that he 
perceives the problem of their not discerning the implications of their understanding-of-
reality and putting it into practise appropriately, he confirms and attempts to clarify their 
understanding-of-reality and its implications so that they can know how to act accordingly. 
The morality Paul envisions the congregations manifesting, as people who belong to Jesus 
Christ (Rom. 1 :6), forms part and parcel171 of his apostolic understanding-of-reality. 
Paul often uses metaphors and imagery in the abovementioned process of revising and 
confirming his addressees' understanding-of-reality and ensuing envisioned morality. The 
previous chapters have already pointed out that metaphors and imagery are indeed powerful 
instruments which can affect knowledge (understanding), emotion (connotations), and 
motivation (behaviour). It is my contention that metaphors and imagery potentially can occur 
within the scope of any of the abovementioned nine focal aspects of an understanding-of-
reality, and indeed can shape these nine foci in fundamental ways. This is supposedly also 
true with respect to Pauline literature analysed from the perspective of these nine foci. To 
prove this thesis, with respect specifically to Romans 8:1-13, it will need to be shown in part 
2 of this study, whether (or not)172 Paul uses metaphors and imagery to: 
• Implicitly narrate his story of reality, with its sub-narratives; 
• Express his beliefs about divine realities in humanly understandable terms; 
• Revise or confirm the identity of his addressees, as well as their sense of alterity; 
• Influence their value- and significance system; 
170 Witherington (1994:3; emph. orig.) states: "[t]he situations Paul addresses cause him to articulate his 
thoughts [understanding-of-reality; DJV] in one way or another, but those thoughts have arisen as a result of his 
deep and ongoing reflection on the [fundamental; DJV] narrative that molds all of his thoughts", and not as a 
result of the congregations' contingent situations. 
171 Furnish (2009:225) asserts "[t]he Pauline imperative is not just the result of the indicative but fully 
integral to it". 
172 1t should not be expected that all aspects of the analytical framework described above should be relevant 
to every text, including Rom. 8:1-13. It can be expected, however, that most Pauline texts can be analysed in 
terms of one or more of these categories, and that each of these categories should be found relevant to at least a 
text in the corpus Paulinum. Suggestions for further study will be made in chapter 12 with respect to those 
analytical categories that ultimately proved beyond the scope ofRom. 8:1-13. 
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• Found or revise their symbols; 
• Explain experiences, and to relate them to their understanding-of-reality; 
• Address their sense of security or certitude; 
• Revise or confirm aspects of their mundane knowledge; 
• Express aspects of and influence their idealized ethos in general, and their 
envisioned morality in particular. 
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4 A Brief Reading of Romans 7:5-6 and 7:7-25 to Establish the Background 
ofRomans 8:1-13 
Romans 8, and especially verses 1-13, may be compared to a photographic negative held up 
against the light, where the bright image of the subject matter necessarily stands out from a 
dark background against which it is profiled. The subject matter of 8:1-13 relates, in short, to 
the difference brought about by the Spirit of God and Christ, what it is based on, and what it 
implies for life in the present and the future. In order to fully appreciate the difference the 
Spirit makes, however, it is necessary to also have a sense of what this difference is profiled 
against. This logic seems to be reflected in Paul's arrangement of Romans 7:7-25 and 8:1-
13,1 where the former sketches the dark background, and the latter constantly profiles the new 
subject matter of the Spirit against this background.2 Consequently, no study of Romans 8:1-
13 can be sufficient without taking the background of Romans 7 into consideration. It will be 
shown below how Romans 7:5-6 prepares the canvas, and what the dark background which 
7:7-25 paints looks like, so that the message of 8: 1-13 can be interpreted against this outline. 
As an outline of the background to the actual text of interest (8: 1-13), however, the purpose 
of the overviews of Romans 7:5-6 and 7-25 below will not be in depth critical engagement 
with the issues surrounding the exposition of the text. 
4.1 Romans 7:5-6 
Romans 7:4-6 concludes (wa-Te) Paul's argument in 7:1-6, which is based on an analogy to 
marriage law. Paul argued that those who participate in Christ's death and resurrection (cf. 
6:1-14) are no longer bound by Torah (to which they are dead) but now live joined to him. 
As part of this conclusion of the analogy, he depicts a former (oTe with the imperfect, 7:5) 
and a present situation (vuv[, 7:6) in contrast (ol) to one another. Both situations are related to 
VO~LO~ (Torah) as the focus of the contrast. Previously Torah had been involved in an adverse 
effect on Paul and his addressees (~~Lei~) so that they "bore fruit for death" (9avaTo~). The 
active antagonist that used Torah as an instrument (o1Ct. ToiJ v61-'ou) to this end, had been the 
1 On the question of the relationship between Rom. 7 and 8, and whether e.g. they are to be read together in 
the sense of Rom. 7:7-25 being intended to reflect the enduring experience of those in Christ (e.g. Dunn 
1998:472-477), see Chang (2008:257-280) and Moo (l996:442ff.), and the overview of scholarly opinions on 
the matter in Lichtenberger (2004:74-84). 
2 (Byrne 1996:234-235). Giesen (2009:182) states: "Der enge Zusammenhang zwischen Rom 7,7-24 und 
Rom 8 bestiitigt sich dadurch, dass Rom 7 als negative Hintergrund fiir Rom 8 dient". 
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passions of sin ('ra 'Tt'a9~~-ta:ra Twv Ct.~-tap·nwv ), metaphorically depicted as working ( evspysw) in 
their members ( ev Tot~ f.t.EAeO''!V ~f.t.WV ). Paul relates this to their having been ev 'tjj CTapx.[ at the 
time. Now, however (vuv1 oe, 7:6) they are discharged from the law (x.aTapyew Ct'Tt'O 'l'OU VOf.t.OlJ) 
since they have died to it (a'Tt'o9vnCTx.w).3 This means (7:6) that the law has no hold on them 
(does not keep them captive, x.aTEI(W) and that they do not serve in the old age of the letter (of 
the law) any longer (ou 7ra.Aato'n)Tt yp&f.tf.t.ClTo~). However, the result (7:6) of this freedom 
from the law is not that they may now do whatever they please (cf. 6:1, 15), but that their 
service (oou.Aow, which implies service as slaves: cf. 6:15-23, 7:25b) has been redirected to a 
new master. Since they now belong to another (ysveCT9at Uf.t.Ci.~ hepcp, 7:4; BDAG 2000: 199), 
i.e. to Christ who was raised from the dead (Tcfi ex. vsx.pwv eysp9ent, 7:4) they are to serve him 
in the new age of the Spirit (ev x.atVO'n)Tt 'lt'VeUf.taTo~, 7:6). 
With the depiction of this new situation that is set in contrast to a former situation, the 
stage is set for the elaboration of each (Theissen 1987:182-183, 226, 256) in the following 
two larger sub-units (which consists of smaller sub-units themselves). The former situation is 
elaborated in 7:7-25 with respect to the terms that typify it, which 7:5 has already introduced: 
CTap;, (~-te.Ao~). &.f.t.ClpTta, VOf.t.O~, and e&vaTo~. The new situation (7:6) from which Paul and his 
addressees look back, is elaborated in 8:1-13 in contrast to the old,4 and particularly in terms 
of msO~-ta (already introduced) and ~w~. 
4.1.1 A Brief Introduction Regarding Relevant Aspects of the History of Research into the 
Idp(-liiiEflfla Antithesis 
Although particularly the terms CTap;, Ct.~-tapTta, VOf.t.O~, and 9avaTo~ (introduced in 7:5) typify 
the former situation which 7:7-25 depicts, in 8:4-9 and 12-13 Paul picks CTap; as the primary 
term against which he would contrast the msO~-ta (introduced in 7:6). Consequently the CTap;-
3 After their death to Torah, they are still depicted as alive, however, implying that 7:4-6 should be read 
against their participation in the death and resurrection of Christ (cf. 6:1-14). Paul's conclusion (7:4-6) does not 
follow the logic of his premise (7:1-3) neatly. While 7:1-3 implies that the first husband (who is not identified) 
dies and this frees the wife from the law to marry another, in 7:4 it is the addressees (who are associated with the 
wife) who dies (xal u~£t~ i9ava-rw9Y)T£) and is freed from their obligation to Torah in this way. The main point is 
clear, however, i.e. that death nullifies the legal marriage obligation. It is also important that the application, i.e. 
the death of the addressees (associated with the wife), is metaphorical. The one who actually died was Christ 
(ota -roO crw~a-ro~ -roO XptOTou metonymically refers to this). Thus by appropriating the death of Christ, Paul's 
addressees are freed from their obligation to Torah, and by appropriating his resurrection they are now bound to 
him. 
4 This argumentative structure is recognised by many scholars, including Wolter (2014:470), Giesen 
(2009: 182), and Landmesser (2006: 134 n.l3). Cf. Blischke (2009:41 0). 
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7tVEill-ta antithesis is not only a prominent feature of 7:5-6 and 8:1-13,5 necessitating 
exegetical scrutiny in this study, but has also been exposited often in the past. Consequently a 
brief introduction with respect to the history of research6 seems warranted. Only a few key 
expositors can be mentioned, however, in order to highlight the most pertinent aspects of the 
discussion that this study will take up. 7 
Ernst Kiisemann (1933:105, 126),8 who built upon the theory that NT Christology 
depended on the gnostic redeemer myth, and concluded that Gnosticism is also the 
hintergrund of Paul's anthropological terms, was of the view that both <Tap~ and 7t'VEill-ta 
referred to something akin to the gnostic aeons-something in which a person can be; not 
that he is, or has. Consequently the terms have both a metaphysical and a historical 
referential aspect. In his view 7t'VEill-ta was to be exposited in terms of the gnostic redeemer 
myth as the heavenly Christos-Anthropos himself, and the church (as body of Christ) took 
part in the pneumatic aeon when it became part of them through the sacraments (Kasemann 
1933:128). Subsequent research disproved Kasemann's thesis with respect to its 
religionsgeschichtliche hintergrund,9 and consequently debated the appropriateness of the 
two aeons reading. 
Rudolf Bultmann (1984:193-203; [1948]) argued that, a person (<Twlla) can either be in 
control of himself, or someone who has given control to a foreign power ("Macht"), which 
could either be an enemy to the self or be helpful and bring the estranged person back to 
himself (Bultmann 1984:197). Although at times <TWlla and <Tap~ are "synonymous" 
(Bultmann 1984:200, 233) in referring to the "material bodilyness of a human", the 
fundamental difference between them is that <TWlla refers to the person himself where <Tap~ 
can, when it comes under the influence of sin (Bultmann 1984:239-246), refer to such an 
enemy power ("Macht") that has taken hold of a person (Bultmann 1984:201-202) to 
5 The relation between 7:7-25 and 8:1-13 can, in a certain sense, even be typified as one that reflects the 
uap~-'7l'VEU!LCL antithesis. 
6 For an analysis of Paul's use of uap~ in Romans, see Jewett (1971 :135-166). On uap~ in general, see Jewett 
(1971 :49-166), Mauerhofer (1980:40-47), BDAG (2000:914-916), Schweizer (TDNT 7:125-135), Bultmann 
(1984:232-246) and Dunn's (1998:62-70) apt summary. See also the exposition of Rom. 8:3, and of the uap~­
'7l'VEU!LC1 antithesis (8:4ff.) below. 
7 In addition to those discussed shortly below, see Brandenburger (1968:12-21), Jewett (1971), Schnelle 
(1991), Scomaienchi (2008:296-298), and his bibliography of anthropologies of the last two and a half decades 
(Scomaienchi 2008:49, n.162). 
8 See Scomaienchi (2008:20-26). 
9 See Scomaienchi (2008:26-33). Also see Frey (1999:46-48), who ultimately finds evidence in the wisdom 
texts of Qumran to best locate the background to the antithesis (not only in the LXX itself but also) in the 
Palestinian Jewish tradition (1999:45, 49-67), as opposed to the Hellenistic Jewish wisdom tradition. See also 
his (1999:68-77) description of Paul's Herausbildung of the antithesis and the consequences thereof for the 
interpretation of the antithesis. 
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determine his way of life. 10 With respect to the human meOf.tct, it is sometimes used 
equivalent to \j;ux~ (Bultmann 1984:206; cf. 208), and similar to \j;ux~ and O"Wf.tct, can at times 
refer to the person as such (Bultmann 1984:207). Consequently the human meOf.ta does not 
refer to a "higher principal" or spiritual "organ" of the body, but simply to the "1". What the 
human and divine meOf.tct have in common is that they pertain to a "direction of will" 
(Bultmann 1984:208). In antithesis to o-ap~, meOf.tct refers to the eschatological, non-worldly, 
eternal, inconstrainable and invisible power that directs the lives of those who have orientated 
themselves to the meOf.tct (Bultmann 1984:157, 336). 
Eduard Schweizer argued that in Paul o-ap~ can refer to, among other things, the whole 
of a person's physical existence (Schweizer TDNT 7:125), or the earthly sphere (Schweizer 
TDNT7:126-128). It only obtains a negative use when one places his trust in (and boasts of) 
what is earthly (Schweizer TDNT 7:129-130). Thus a life x.a't"a o-apx.a reflects that earthly 
considerations has become the norm oflife (Schweizer TDNT7:130-131). Consequently o-ap~ 
is not a power which works in the same way as the meOf.tct (Schweizer TDNT 7: 132). "In the 
case of meOf.tct the meaning of power leads to that of norm" while "in the case of o-ap~ that of 
norm leads conversely to that of power. The norm o-ap~ by which a person directs his life 
becomes a power which shapes him" (Schweizer TDNT7:132). As such, however, o-ap~ is not 
a power alien to humanity but one that belongs to humanity itself, in as much as a person has 
orientated himself to earthly concerns and has put his trust in them (Schweizer TDNT7:133). 
When Paul writes that believers are not €v o-apx.( and do not live x.a't"a o-apx.a, it does not mean 
that they no longer live in the earthly sphere or that they have attained moral perfection, but 
that their life orientation has changed (Schweizer TDNT 7: 134-135). 
Egon Brandenburger (1968) took up the question of the re/igionsgeschichtliche 
Hintergrund of the antithesis and argued that it is best understood not against the background 
of Gnosticism (as in e.g. Kasemann) or Mysticism (as in e.g. Bousset)11 but that of"dualistic 
Wisdom" texts in Hellenistic Judaism (1968:24-25), particularly Philo of Alexandria 
(1968:114-221). Brandenburger (1968:42-44) lists a number of ways in which Paul uses 
o-ap~, including as a reference to a person or all of humanity (e.g. nCi.o-a o-ap~; Rom. 3:20), and 
as a reference to humanity in its inadequacy and powerlessness in antithesis to the divine (e.g. 
10 ~ap~ can also refer to humanity's earthly, human weakness (Bultmann 1984:234), or to the visible reality 
in contrast to that which is still invisible but which believers hope upon (Bultmann 1984:235). 
11 Brandenburger (1968:12-13). 
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cnxp~ xed af~-ta; 1 Cor. 15:50). When Paul explicitly juxtaposes a-cip~ and 7tliEU!J.a, however, 
"flesh" takes on the quality of something evil and sinful (1968:44). Consequently a-cip~ and 
7tliEU!J.a radically exclude12 one another, and are at war with one another (Gal. 5:16; 1968:44). 
Brandenburger (1968:45) points out that a-cip~ and 7tliEU!J.a are sometimes personified 
(referring inter alia to Rom. 8:5ff, 12, 14 and Gal. 5:18, 19). Consequently for him (1968:45) 
"Sarx und Pneuma sind 'kosmische' Machte, die Menschheit ingesamt bestimmend und ihrer 
Verfiigung entzogen". 13 Subsequently Brandenburger (1968:45, 54-55, 57) understands these 
cosmic powers to also constitute power-spheres in which (locally speaking) a person can be 
(cf. ev a-apx( I ev 7tVEU!J.a'n; Rom. 8:9). Although he agrees that this conception of "locality" 
cannot be literal, he also objects to it being "'nur' bildlich" for a reality must be at stake 
(1968:55). Thereby the question of metaphors become pertinent. However, Brandenburger 
does not attend to it per se, although he does note that a-cip~ and 7t11EU!J.Cl as powers refer to 
kingly rule (1968:56). But is it really (the metaphor of) kingly rule that is at stake in Romans 
7:5-6, 7-25 and 8:1-13? This, again, illustrates the need to explicitly and systematically 
address the metaphors Paul uses in his argument, also with respect to the development of the 
a-cip~-7tliEU!J.a antithesis. 
According to James Dunn (2002:363 [1988]), Pal,ll does not employ ev a-apx( "as a fixed 
designation of the preconversion state, since Paul can elsewhere speak of his own experience 
as a believer as ev a-apx( (Gal2:20; Phil1:22)". Thus "the precise weighting of physical and 
moral meaning [is] dependent on the context". Dunn's uneasiness with ev a-apx( as a 
designation of ''the preconversion state" should also be seen in the context of his 
understanding of the relationship between Romans 7 and 8. He views the two chapters, not as 
depicting two different states (e.g. preconversion and postconversion), but as both referring to 
the Christian experience, just from different perspectives. Thus the Christian is divided within 
himself, simultaneously inclined to a life dominated by his a-cip~ and to living according to the 
7tliEU!J.Cl. What Paul depicts as two "epochs" (related to his Adam-Christ typology) should 
actually be interpreted from the perspective of the "individual caught between the ages" 
(Dunn 2002:431, 434; 1975:312-318; 1998:317-319). This matter of the "epochs" will be 
taken up below. 
12 Brandenburger (1968:44) refers to Gal. 5:16ff. and Rom. 8:4ff. in this regard. 
13 Cf. Brandenburger (1968:55-57). 
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Gordon D. Fee has responded to Dunn (Fee 1994b:817; esp. n.32) by agreeing that 
there are two "ages" at stake, but also by denying that these ages overlap with respect to the 
Christian. From the Christian perspective "[l]iving according to the flesh belongs to our 
existence before and outside of Christ; it is totally incompatible with life 'according to the 
Spirit"' (1994b:817; emph. orig.). Fee's (1994b:817 n.30) exegesis of, inter alia, Galatians 
5:13-26; 6:7-10, and Romans 7:4-6; 8:4-8 leads him to the conclusion that Paul does not 
describe life in the Spirit as one of constant struggle with the flesh. As other expositors before 
him, Fee (1994b:818-819) also discusses the non-pejorative senses of crap~, which derive 
from the Hebrew basar and pertain primarily to "the flesh of bodies", and therefore by 
derivation sometimes also to "the bodies themselves". When it specifically forms part of the 
crap~-7TVEU~J.a antithesis, however, Fee (1994b:819) asserts that crap~ "has completely lost its 
relationship to the physical and has become strictly eschatological [in contrast to being an 
anthropological category; DN]14-and pejorative". Thus "flesh" typifies living according to 
the values and behaviour of the "old age" while living according to the Spirit implies the 
opposite (1994b:820-822). The two points that are crucial for Fee (1994b:820) is that the 
crap~-7TVEU~J.a antithesis is eschatological and not anthropological, and that it does not reflect 
an internal struggle within the Christ-believer. 
From the above selection of discussions of the theme it can be deduced that a need not 
sufficiently addressed in previous research pertains to what the development of the metaphors 
and imagery in Romans 8:1-13, against the background of7:5---6 and 7-25, contributes to our 
understanding of the crap~-7TVeO~J.a antithesis. 15 In addressing this need by means of an 
overview of 7:7-25 below and the exegesis 8:1-13 in subsequent chapters, it will become 
clearer whether Paul depicted crap~ and 7TVEU~J.a as "aeons" (Kasemann) or distinct ages (Fee) 
in which a person could live; as aspects of two overlapping "epochs" between which the 
Christ-follower is caught (Dunn); as two opposite powers that can determine a person's life 
(Bultmann) and in whose sphere of power one can be (Brandenburger); the divine 7TVEU~J.a as 
"direction of will" (Bultmann); crap; and 7TVEU!J.a as norms of life (Schweizer); or perhaps that 
a number of these possibilities may be correct in certain aspects. The relation of crap~ and 
7TVEU~J.a to VO!J.O~ will also have to come into view, since VO!J.O~ is pertinent throughout Romans 
14 We will return to this question in chapter 7. 
15 Note, e.g., the tentativeness with which Rabens (2010:305-306) refers to the metaphorical language Paul 
uses with reference to the Spirit's determinative power in the life of the believer, in his discussion of "major 
issues [that] have been left unresolved". 
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7 and fundamental to 8: 1-13 due its position in the argument structure. 16 In addition to the 
discussion below especially chapter 7 of this study will shed more light on the questions 
raised above. 17 
4.2 Romans 7:7-25 
Our purpose here is to gain an overview of Paul's depiction of the former situation ev Tfl 
O'apx.l, as an outline of the background to 8: 1-13. In order for such an overview to succeed, a 
number of pertinent questions must be answered, even if only briefly. Who is the "I" depicted 
in the sub-unit, and how is the unique character of the first person singular speech to be 
explained? Does the depicted identity of the subject ("I'') remain static or progress? What 
allusions to known narratives or imagery is employed in the text and what do they contribute 
to our understanding of the identity of the "I" and the progression of the argument? What is 
the purpose of the sub-unit, and how does the argument achieve this purpose? The fust three 
of these answers all pertain to the identity of the "I'' and will consequently be answered 
together, leaving the last question for separate discussion. 
4.2.1 The Identity ofthe "!" 
A prominent feature of the exposition of Romans 7:7-25 has been the debate on the identity 
of the "divided I'' or "wretched man" (7:24). 18 Without going into detail pertaining to the 
history of research, 19 it remains notable that the dissertation of W.G. Kiimmel represents the 
watershed on the subject.20 He pointed in the right direction with regard to the fact that 
Romans 7:7-25 should not be read as if its point is autobiographical references to Paul 
himself.21 Rather, the "I" represents a person in his unredeemed state, reflected on from the 
16 The two references to v6~LOS' in 8:2 are explained by 8:3-4, which in its turn is explained by 8:5-11. 
17 Also see chapter 10 on the relation between uap~ and uw~-ta. 
18 Moo (1986:122) aptly summarized the four general approaches to the question that can be distinguished 
with respect to 7:7-12. The "I" refers either to (a) "Paul himself, who describes his own experience with the law 
as exemplary"; (b) "Adam, or ... mankind in Adam, the Genesis narrative being viewed as paradigmatic"; (c) 
"Israel in its encounter with the law at Sinai"; or (d) "man in general or ... the Jewish people in general, the 
narrative style being treated as an idealized picture of human experience". Cf. Wilder (2011). 
19 See esp. Lichtenberger (2004: 13-105), and Wilder (2011); also Kiimmel (1974:74-138), Lambrecht 
(1992:59-72), Kruse (2006: 117) and Packer (1999:70-81 ). For recent analyses, see Reichert (2009:297 -325), 
and Goodrich (2013:476-495). 
2° For the views of expositors before Kiimmel, see Lichtenberger (2004: 19-69). 
21 The conclusion reached by this study pertaining to the identity of the "I" does not exclude Paul's 
identification with his dramatic depiction, as part ofhis own past experience (cf. Seifrid 1992:314, 317-319), but 
his own experience is not the point of his depiction. 
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vantage point of the redeemed person (8:1ff.). Kiimmel also identified Paul's use ofthe first 
person singular form as a rhetorical, stylistic form. 
Stanley Stowers' (1994:180-202) theory that this stylistic form is npoa-wnonotla 
(speech-in-character), is convincing (in general),22 explaining the unique character of the first 
person singular speech. Stowers' conclusion pertaining to the identity of the characterised 
"I", however, is unlikely. It may seem that Israel and Jewish Christ-followers are excluded 
from the characterisation, since Paul refers to a time (noTe) that the rhetorical subject was 
xwp1~ VOf.!.OtJ (7:9; Stowers 1994:191-192), and this could presumably not apply to Israelites 
born under the law and educated in the law from very young. 23 This, among other 
considerations, leads Stowers (1994:202) to the conclusion that "God-fearers" must have 
been in view. 
It is at this point that it becomes clear how important it is to correctly ascertain which 
known narratives Paul is alluding to, or what imagery he is sketching, in order to determine 
what they contribute to our understanding of the identity of the "I" and the progression of the 
argument (cf. Wolter 2014:426-427). Napier (2002:32) remarks in the conclusion of his 
article on Romans 7:7-25: ''the task is to find the underlying story or image that connects 
[Paul's] various statements, not to figure how they can be harmonized as abstract 
propositions. The logic is narratival, and within that narrative Paul's statements form a 
systematically coherent whole". Thus, in order to correctly ascertain the identity of the "I", 
one must start by tracing the narrative of7:7-25 through Paul's allusions and metaphors. 
4.2.1.1 The Progression of Allusions and Imagery in the Argument 
Paul's first allusion is to the encounter of the Israelite "I" with Torah (7:7-10),24 and 
consequently the characterised "I" starts off as a personification of Israel. 25 Yet Paul does not 
limit his allusion to Israel as such only. As Paul's argument progresses, the allusion in 
22 See the critique ofNapier (2002:21, n.23), and the more extensive critique ofMurariu (2009:739-753). 
23 The interpretation that this refers to an Israelite boy living "apart from the law" until he reaches the age of 
accountability in his early teens, is unconvincing. C£ Lambrecht (1992:81 ), and Napier (2002: 18). 
24 Reasons for this reading includes: (a) Paul's general use ofv6(.C.O~ to refer to Torah (but cf. 7:21,23 below); 
(b) the commandment not to covet (Exod. 20: 17) is from the Decalogue and was often viewed as the single 
commandment summarizing the Decalogue; (c) although sin was in the world before Torah, it was only 
accounted since the arrival of the law (5:13). Thus it had been ineffective (in hyperbole: vexp6~) between 
Adam's transgression and Moses (5: 14, 7:8), but relived with the giving of the law to Israel at Sinai (7:9). Now 
the transgressions of the "I" (Israel) would be accounted (leading to her death) based upon the law. Cf. Goodrich 
(2013:477). 
25 See Moo (1986:127-128); Goodrich (2013:477), and esp. Napier (2002:20-22). 
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Romans 7:11 is probably to Adam. 26 Thus Israel's fall had proved to be a recapitulation of 
Adam's prototypical fall (cf. Napier 2002:20).27 
Romans 7:13-25 is a sub-unit of 7:7-25, based on two observations. Firstly, the 
question posed in 7:7 is answered in 7:12. Secondly, a next question is asked in 7:13, which 
is parallel in form to the question and answer in 7:7 (Wolter 2014:425). The change of tense 
(from predominantly aorist to predominantly present) at 7:14 does not mean that Paul is now 
speaking of the present experience of Christians, but rather of those his dramatized "I" 
represents. The change in tense coincides with a change of imagery, from Adam's fall to that 
ofthe subject's slavery28 and total subjection under Sin. Sin is personified29 as a slave owner 
in most of its occurrences30 in 7:13-25 as will be explained below. It had actually already 
been personified in 7:11 31 as the one who deceived32 the subject, and subsequently also killed 
him.33 In 7:13-25, however, it is depicted as a slave owner. 34 We will return to this principal 
setting, but a possible sub-aspect thereof must be explored first. 
It has been suggested (e.g. Napier 2002:28-30) that Paul explains the subject's slavery 
under Sin in terms reminiscent of the Medea myth, 35 the significance of which was often 
debated by philosophers.36 In short, the relevant part of Euripides' version of the myth 
pertains to Medea being abandoned by her husband, Jason, who married another. Jason and 
his new wife wanted to banish Medea and the children she had with Jason. Medea then 
26 Esp. t~ana-racu makes this allusion apparent, occurring also in Gen. 3:13 (although related to Eve; cf. 
Goodrich 2013:487), and being typical of Pauline depictions of the fall (cf. 2 Cor. 11:3; 1 Tim. 2:14). The 
narratival elements also correspond: a commandment is given, the person is deceived, there is sin, and death is 
the consequence. See Lichtenberger (2004: 121-135, 203-269). 
27 By combining the narratives of the reception of the law at Sinai and the fall of Adam, Paul may be 
reworking an existing tradition (Napier 2002:21-22). Wisdom of Sirach 45:1-5 tells the story of Moses 
delivering Torah to Israel, and does so by employing vocabulary already used in the narrative of creation (Sir. 
17:1-20), thus making the giving of Torah a recapitulation of Adam's creation, both leading to life (Sir. 17:11, 
45:5). Paul argues, however, that the giving of Torah does not parallel Adam's creation but his fall, thus leading 
to death. 
28 For more on the image of slavery in Rom. 7, see Byron (2003:220-227). For an overview of the last two 
hundred years of research on Paul and slavery, see Byron (2008). 
29 This accounts for my using a capital letter "S". Throughout the rest of this study a capital will be used 
where the context points at the personification of Sin, Death, or another concept. 
30 Rom. 7:14, 17,20,23,25b. 
31 Possibly also in 7:8. Fee (1994b:526) recognises the personification of Sin in 7:17 and 20, but seems to 
miss the other instances. Cf. Rohser (1987:141-143). 
32 See Rohser (1987: 115-119). 
33 The aorist of cinox-rE!vcu is part of the dramatization and as such is hyperbolical since the character still 
"lives" to tell the story. The reference is to the eschatological death of the unredeemed as the punishment for sin, 
modelled on Adam's fall and the subsequent (delayed) death penalty. 
34 Goodrich (2013:478) points out that "[s]everal scholars consider 'sold under sin' to be the thesis of Rom 
7.14-25". 
35 See Euripides (Medea, esp. 1021-1064, 1078-1080); Ovid (Metamorphosis, esp. 7.1-73). 
36 E.g. Plato, reporting Socrates' view, in Protagoras (esp. 352b-c); Aristotle (Eth. Nic. esp. 7.2.2, 7.3.14); 
Epictetus (Discourses 2.26.1). See Wolter (2014:448-452), and Napier (2002:28-29). 
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devises the ill-fated plan to kill their children, in order to hurt Jason. When she subsequently 
realises the horror of her plan, she becomes divided and argues with herself. Ultimately 
Medea admits: "I know well what pain I am about to undergo, but my wrath [Guf-!.6~] 
overbears my calculation [~ovA.eufLa]",37 after which she kills her children.38 The comparable 
aspects between Medea and Paul's dramatic "I" is, firstly, that both are depicted as 
experiencing a struggle between two inner compulsions, and, secondly, that in both cases the 
"reasonable" compulsion (~ovA.eufLa; and o VOfLO~ -roO voo~ fLOU, 7:23) is overcome by the 
other, resulting in the doing of evil. These comparable aspects render it conceivable that the 
early readers of Romans may have heard an echo of this myth when they read Paul's 
argument. 
There are, however, also important differences between Paul's "I" and Medea (cf. 
Wolter 20 14:448-452). Firstly, Paul locates the struggle in two distinct anthropological 
spheres: the mind (voO~, 7:23, 25b), i.e. the locus of his will to do what is good or God's law 
(7:16, 19, 23), vs. the members or flesh (-ra fLEAl'J I <rap~. The will of the "I" remains 
reasonable and fixed on doing good or God's law. Medea's reasoning and will, however, at 
times tends to the evil deed, and at times to the opposite ( cf. ~ovA.eufLa in lines 1048 and 
1 079). Her wrath is not emotion only. It leads her to devise a plan she wilfully carries out 
(thus involving all her faculties). Neither Euripides' nor Ovid's Medea reflects the kind of 
anthropological duality that Paul has created. Secondly, and related to the above, Medea's 
murder of her children was a wilful deed, even though her will was divided. What Paul's "I" 
found himself doing was quite against his will (7:15). Thirdly, Medea knew and understood 
what she was about to do. Paul depicts his "I" as not understanding his actions (7:15). 
Fourthly, Paul's personification of Sin as the power that overcame the subject's will does not 
have a real antecedent in the Medea myth. Although even more differences can be pointed 
out, only a fifth will be pointed out here: the aspect of Medea's (divided) will that does not 
want to do evil is not founded on a code or norm comparable to the will of the "I" directed at 
obeying God's law. 
37 Available: http://data. perseus.org/texts/urn:cts:greekLit:tlg0006. tlg003.perseus-eng 1. Accessed: 2013-07-
12. English translation by David Kovacs. 
38 Ovid significantly altered the myth, locating Medea's inner debate before her marriage to Jason. Her 
struggle, according to Ovid, was whether to defy her father (King Aeetes of Aea, who was an enemy to Jason), 
and to forsake her country and virginity and marry Jason, with whom she had fallen in love. Her desire and 
reason were at odds with one another. In Ovid's narration she cries (Metamorphoses 7.1-73): "If I could, I 
would be wiser! But a strange power draws me to him against my will. Love urges one thing: reason another. I 
see, and I desire the better: I follow the worse". (Available: http://ovid.lib.virginia.edu/trans/Metamorph7.htm. 
Accessed: 2013-07-12. Translation by A.S. Kline). 
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Consequently, an echo of the Medea myth cannot fully explain Paul's depiction of the 
subject's practical disobedience to the law even when he consciously assents to it. For this we 
need to return to the slavery setting. 
Excursus: Roman Slavery 
The most basic distinction between persons in Roman times, according to Gaius (Institutes 1.9; Ryken 
et al. 2000:502) in his introductory text on the law, was that one was either a slave or a free person.39 
Being a freed person (a manumitted slave, i.e. a /ibertus or Iiberto) meant belonging to another legal 
category under Roman law, not being of the same status as a freeborn person but occupying a peculiar 
''transitional" position between that of a slave and a free person (Meeks 1983:21 ). 
Slaves were common, but estimates40 as to how common exactly, vary. Typical sources for slaves 
were: warfare, piracy, brigandage, the international slave trade, kidnapping, infant exposure (Harrill 
2000:1125), birth to a slave mother, self-sale--often in order to repay debtors (Ryken eta/. 2000:502), 
or condemnation to slavery in a court of law (Ferguson 2003:59). The most common source, however, 
remained warfare. 41 Prisoners of war were typically enslaved and sold, especially the women and 
children (Keener 2000:362).42 
Once a Roman slave, subjection to one's owner was total (Patterson 1982:26). A slave had no 
separate legal existence (Ryken et al. 2000:502). In fact, a slave could be considered socially dead 
(Patterson 1982), denied of "access to autonomous relations outside the master's sphere of influence" 
(Harrill 2003:577). He or she was subjected under the dominica potestas ("power of ownership") of 
their master. This powerlessness of the slave (Horsley 1998a:29) implied, among other things, that "a 
slave had no choice but to do as his (or her) master instructed" (Williams 1999:113). The slave, at least 
in theory,43 became an animate extension of his master's will. Aristotle's remark that a slave is a 
"living tool" (Eth. Nic. 8.11) is appropriate.44 He expresses the opinion that a slave is "a living tool, just 
39 The background provided here pertains to the references to slavery in not only Rom. 7 but 8:1-13 also, 
presented together for the sake of convenience. As the purpose of this excursus is to describe background only, 
it must remain rather brief. See Patterson (1982). Also, for a discussion of a variety of slavery related issues, 
including NT expositors' .(and classical historians') treatment of the theme, see Semeia 83/84, esp. Horsley 
(1998a:19-66; and 1998b:l53-200). For an overview of the last two hundred years of research on Paul and 
slavery, see Byron (2008). 
40 The task of describing Roman slavery is complicated by the problem of the limited primary source 
material available on the subject, much of the historical material mentioning slaves or slavery only in passing 
(Harrill2000:1125). This lack of primary source material seems to give rise to "educated guesswork" as to the 
amount of slaves there really were, whether in urban or rural areas or the provinces-no wonder estimates can 
differ quite markedly. 
41 Harrill (2000: 1125) indicates that, "in contrast to previous scholarship, Roman historians now dispute the 
theory that natural reproduction, in the NT era, replaced warfare as the primary source of Rome's slaves". Cf. 
Keener (2000:362). 
42 It seems that most slaves initially were of eastern origin (Syria, Judea and Asia-Minor, esp. Cappadocia 
and Phrygia; Horsley 1998a:36), but Gauls, Germans and Britons became important new sources by the early 
empire (Ferguson 2003:59). 
43 As can be expected, slaves were not always as obedient as they were supposed to be in theory. Authors 
often stereotyped them as "lazy, deceitful, dishonest and in need of constant coercion" (Williams 1999: 127). 
44 Cf. Horsley (1998a:30). Even though the views of the Greek author Aristotle should not be used 
indiscriminately when referring to Roman slavery, the fact that he considered slavery as the effect of natural 
differences between persons while Roman jurists considered it to be in conflict with nature but rather a result of 
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as a tool is an inanimate slave", and in the same context compares the relationship between ruled and 
ruler to that between body and soul, implying that the purpose of the former is simply to physically 
perform the actions that the latter wants or needs done. The ruled does what the ruler dictates: the body 
does what the soul dictates; the slave does what his master dictates. What a slave wanted to do, or did 
not want to do, was utterly irrelevant-only what he was commanded to do by his master. The slave 
was indeed totally subjected under the auctoritas of the master-an absolute, personalized form of 
power "which involved a series of specific modes of domination to make the subordinate not only 
comply with individual orders but also to anticipate the master's wishes" (Harrill 2003:585). Being a 
slave meant socially and legally existing45 only within the authority sphere of one's master, and being 
obliged to act only within the confines of this authority sphere. Should they "act out" they would risk 
the overturning of their conditional commutation, i.e. the suspension of the death they would have 
suffered when their people had been conquered (Horsley 1998a:29). 
Slaves were vulnerable to violence and physical abuse, including rape and forced prostitution 
(Harrill 2003 :582). To maintain control of "an involuntary labor [sic] force initially forced into slavery 
by military violence" depended on the "systematic management and manipulation" of slaves through 
sustained violence, dehumanization, degradation and a climate of fear (Horsley 1998a:30). Some are 
even of the opinion that a slave-owner could kill a slave at will (Ryken eta/. 2000:502), at least in 
theory. No doubt many did die as a result of severe punishment. Consequently the mortality rate among 
slaves in general was high. The living conditions and life expectancy of those condemned to working 
the mines were the worst of all. They were forced to work by day and by night, with very little rest, and 
severely beaten to keep them going. Most died in the mines, and indeed most died very soon (Williams 
1999:114, 128-129). It can be concluded then, in general, that a slave's existence was one of constantly 
living in the shadow of death-firstly being "socially dead" already, but also knowing that your literal 
death, in whichever way and for whatever reason, may not be too far off. Not counting the possibility 
of escape, there were only two ways to be freed from slavery, either by death or by manumission 
(Harrill2003:585). 
Manumission was common enough that Emperor Augustus felt it necessary to place certain 
limitations46 on it. Harrill (2003 :581) maintains, however, that the frequency of manumission "should 
not be exaggerated or pressed to far", indicating how the idea common among NT scholars that 
manumission was relatively automatic after six years of servitude is actually based on a misreading of a 
rhetorical statement by Cicero and not on socio-historical reality. Most slaves,47 especially those who 
worked on agricultural estates or in mines, were never freed but died as slaves (Harrill2003:582). 
the law of nations, should not be exaggerated to the point that all Aristotle says about slaves becomes 
inappropriate as background to Greco-Roman slavery (cf Harrill 2003:576). His remark here is a general 
reflection on slavery, and does not pertain to the particularly Greek form only. 
45 A slave "had no being except as an expression or reflection of the master's being" (Horsley 1998a:30). 
46 See the previous note on the law limiting the amount of slaves that could be manumitted in a will. 
Augustus also enacted the Lex Aelia Sentia in A.D. 4 prohibiting an owner younger than twenty to manumit a 
slave, and prohibiting slaves younger than thirty to be manumitted (Harrill2003:581). 
47 As mentioned by Keener (2000:366), on their gravestones former slaves would have been more apt to 
boast in having acquired freedom than slave owners would have been inclined to provide gravestones for all 
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Paul depicts the "I" as having been sold48 into slavery under the dominion of Sin ( eyw ... 
7re7rpaf.t.Sllo~ imb 't"~ll Ctf.t.ap't"(av, 7:14; BDAG 2000:814).49 His use of u1r6 in this context is 
uncommon, however. In the normal Greek idiom, property (including slaves) are sold "to" 
someone (m1rpacrxw with a dative),50 but not "under" (u1r6 with an accusative) someone. 
Consequently the u1r6 must be an element from the related metaphor of being subject to 
someone, i.e. being under their dominion, reflecting Paul's emphasis on the total control of 
Sin over the "I". This explains why the "I" is not able to do good as he wants to but finds 
himself doing evil. The subject has to do as Sin, his slave master residing in his flesh, 
dictates, even if it means doing evil things, which he doesn't want to do (e.g. 7:19; cf. 
Goodrich 2013:477). Since a slave was considered to be "socially dead" (Patterson 1982) and 
under the "absolute mastery" (Harrill 2003:577) of his owner, it is not so much the subject 
who acts as his master who acts through him (7:17, 20) as a (human) instrument. 51 A slave 
was, in effect, an animate extension of his master's will. However, it is also probable that in 
at least 7:17-20 there is overlap between slavery imagery and possession (indwelling) 
imagery. Paul's imagery seems to develop from his depiction of Sin as a personified slave 
master into Sin as a demonic power (cf. Schottroff 1979:498-502). As such Sin dwells in the 
subject's flesh (7:18) and does not allow him to do the good he wants to do but compels him 
to manifest in practise works of evil (7:19). The controlling power of the slave master I 
demonic power, Sin, over his actions is such that Paul can even say that it is no longer the 
subject that acts, but Sin that acts through him (7:20). 
In Romans 7:23, to which we will return below, Paul employs war imagery to explain 
the ineffectiveness ofTorah in the face of sin. Two compulsions (v6f.t.o~) do battle against one 
their slaves. This makes the quantity of Roman gravestones, belonging to freed persons and slaves respectively, 
misleading as a source for establishing the actual frequency and quantity of manumissions. 
48 Philonenko (1986:41-52) has argued that the phrase "sold under sin" is an allusion to Isa. 50:1. Expositors 
subsequently have pointed out, however, that the metaphors differ substantially, since in Isa. 50:1 sin is the 
reason for Israel being sold, not the slaveholder to whom it is sold (cf. Jewett 2007:461; Wolter 2014:445-446). 
Goodrich (2013:476-495) subsequently built upon Philonenko's article and argued that there are additional 
allusions to the greater Isa. 49:24-50:2 in Rom. 7:14-25, particularly identifying m?Tpaaxc.J, aix;~-ta.Ac.J-r!~c.J, 
puo!Lal, and ci~-tap-rfa as parallel keywords (Goodrich 2013:483). However, Wolter's (2014:445-446 n.26) 
critique that the concepts occur in quite different syntactical and semantic configurations in the two texts, is 
completely justified. It is unlikely, then, that Paul was alluding to Isa. 49-50 in this context. 
49 Cf. 3 Kgdms. 20:20, 25; 4 Kgdms. 17:17; and 1 Mace. 1:15; where Ahab and the Israelites are said to have 
sold themselves to do evil ([-rou] ?TOI~crat -rb ?TOVYJp6v). For a brief survey of expositors positions on alternative 
possible scriptural sources for Paul's phrase, see Goodrich (2013:478-479). 
50 E.g. Diodorus Siculus (Library) 16.83.1; Lev. 25:39; Bar. 4:6. In Plutarch, (Eum. 8.5) tv precedes the 
dative to indicate to whom the property is sold. 
51 Cf. the discussion above (in the excursus on Roman slavery) on Aristotle's statement that a slave is a 
"living tool" (Eth. Nic. 8.11 ). 
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another: the compulsion to sin, and that to do as Torah prescribes. Sin is such a terrible foe of 
God's law that its power-to-compel wins the battle. Thus the positive potential of Torah is 
rendered ineffective, and the subject himself is "taken captive". This prisoner of war imagery, 
although not explicitly elaborated in terms of slavery, is certainly consistent with slavery 
imagery since, as was noted above, prisoners of war was the main source of slaves. The result 
of the "war" and the subject's capture also confmns such a reading, since oouA.euw is once 
again used (7:25b).52 Consequently, although the subject would consider himself a slave of 
God's law with his mind (7:25b), his actual deeds show that he is a slave of Sin (7: 14, 25b). 
4.2.1.2 Preliminary Conclusion on the Identity of the "/" 
The consequence of the speech-in-character narrative argument (7:7-25), in which Paul's 
allusions and imagery progresses starting off with Israel, which he develops in terms of 
Adam and slavery imagery (with a possible echo of Medea imagery), is that the experience 
depicted here from the perspective of an Israelite "I" is one that it shares with the rest of 
humankind. In 7: 11 Israel recapitulates the fall of Adam. When Paul used the figure of Adam 
in 5:12-21, he was the archetype and progenitor of all humans, who would all sin (cf. Wolter 
2011 :369). As Abraham is the "father" of all who would believe, both Israelites and Gentiles 
( 4: 1-12), so Adam is the "father" of sinful humanity, and this also includes Israelites and 
Gentiles. Secondly, prior to 7:14 Paul had also already employed the image of being 
subjected under Sin, and had applied this state to humanity in general (5:12, 18), not to Israel 
exclusively. 53 Consequently, his combination of the metaphors of slavery and being subjected 
under the dominion of Sin in 7: 14 suggests that this imagery does not relate to Israel only but 
to humankind in general.54 Thus, at the outset, and primarily, the "I'' represents Israel. But 
Paul's argument progresses in such a way that it appears that Israel's experience would be the 
52 Many consider 7:25b to not be original. Even if this is the case, however, it means that the redactor read 
the preceding textual unit in terms of slavery imagery and added a conclusion that reflects this. If original 7:25a 
should be taken as a proleptic exclamation (cf. Banks 1978:34--42), after which Paul returns to the subject 
matter of 7:7-12, 13-24 by means of a summation in 7:25b. See Giesen (2009:180-181). 
53 Although Paul did not explicitly use a metaphor of slavery in 5:21, his depiction of subjection under Sin as 
a king (~acnA.Euw) is a comparable metaphor (cf. 3:19, 5:12-14). In 6:12-14 the imagery progresses to include 
lordship (xuptEuw) with ~atnA.Euw, and the use of CTWf.LC% (see the expositions of 8:10 and 8:13 below, and cf. 
Scomaienchi 2008:71, 352) suggests that the metaphors of subjection under a ruler and slavery are beginning to 
overlap. In 6:15-23 the slavery setting is explicit, and most probably refers to Paul's addressees from not only 
an Israelite but also a gentile background ( cf. 1: 18-2: 16). 
54 If Paul had indeed alluded to the Medea narrative, this might have confirmed that he has moved his 
description beyond the confmes of Israel to an experience also depicted in gentile narratives, and thus shared by 
gentiles facing the struggle of choosing right over wrong. However, an intended allusion to Medea as such 
seems improbable. 
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common experience of humanity in an encounter with God's law. Consequently the "I" may 
be best identified as: all who know God's law (7 :7-9; cf. 7: 1 )55 and would keep it (7 :22). 56 
This exposition of the identity of the "I" is consistent with Paul's argument that all have 
sinned, those who do not and those who do have the law (1: 18-3 :20), and that righteousness 
does not come through obedience to the law as such, but through grace to all who believe in 
Jesus Christ (3:21-4:25). It also provides a more balanced antithesis to what will follow in 
8:1-13 than the view that 7:7-25 refers to the experience of Israel exclusively. It is unlikely 
that Paul would progress from depicting the dire situation of only Israel to an exposition that 
must surely apply to Israelite as well as gentile Christ-believers (in 8: Iff.) without reiterating 
the dire situation of the unconverted gentile as well, or without at least making clear that he is 
now thinking of all Christ-believers. 
4.2.2 The Purpose of Romans 7:7-25, and its Achievement 
The question that has remained unanswered thus far, is: what is the purpose of Romans 7:7-
25, and how does the argument achieve this purpose? Wolter (2011:369) correctly observes 
that the dominant theme of this textual unit is not anthropology, but the law, "und die 
Erfahrung, die der Mensch im Umgang mit ihm macht". Nevertheless, Paul employs an 
anthropological distinction to further his argument (as pointed out briefly above). 
There appears to be two main purposes in the text of7:7-25. Firstly, "a certain 
devaluation of the law on account of its impotence is inescapably evident" (Raisanen 
1992b:67) in Romans 7:7-25. Seifrid (1992:330) aptly brings this purpose in relation to the 
identity of the "I" when he states: "the eyw thus serves Paul as a model intended to persuade 
his first readers of the validity and necessity ofthe exclusion of the Law from God's saving 
purpose, as he has asserted in 7:6". 
55 The point ofytvwcrxouutvv6~-tov l..aA.w does not seem to be, as Tomson (2003:573-581) assumes, that Paul 
refers to (knowledge of) a particular law (prescript) in 7:1, but knowledge of Torah in general. In 7:1 Paul is 
stating a general principle on being bound by law, which he elucidates in 7:2--4 with a practical example, 
whether from the Torah or Mishnah, or a norm in the Christian community (for which v6~-to~ could be used; 
BDAG 2000:677), or less likely: an "apostolic marriage law" (Tomson 2003:580). After his practical example, 
Paul gets to the point in 7:6-"we are discharged from the law" (NRSV), which refers to Torah (as v6~-to~ in 7:4 
does). Thus Paul's reference to v6~-to~ in the introduction (7: 1) and conclusion (7:4-6) of the textual unit 7:1-6 is 
best read as denoting the same law (Torah). 
56 This implies that the depiction of Rom. 7:7-25 would also be applicable to (a) gentile Christ-believers 
who had formerly been Jewish proselytes and had been taught to keep Torah, or (b) gentile Christ-believers who 
might feel compelled to keep the letter of the law ( cf. 7:6), perhaps under the influence of antagonists as were 
present in Galatia. Although there probably was not such a group of antagonists in Rome, and Paul did not write 
Romans 7 directed at them, his former experiences with the Galatians and others make it conceivable that his 
perception of their reversion to Torah abidance should not be excluded from 7:1-6 and 7-25. 
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Secondly, however, Paul is simultaneously presenting a defence of (his view of) the law 
(cf. Kiimmel 1974:9), i.e. an argument that distances God's law from blame for sin (that 
leads to death; Thielman 1994:198-200). This is explicit in the opening of the text in 7:7 (o 
VO~-tO~ a~-tap't'fa; ~-~-~ yevot't'o; "Is law sin? Impossible!"). As conclusion of the sub-unit, 7:25b 
also provides an important key to the way Paul achieves this distancing. The law of God and 
sin are placed in the two opposing57 spheres of the subject's mind (vou~) and flesh (crap~). 
Before the summation in 7:25b, these opposing spheres had been developed in 7:17-23. The 
sphere of the subject's mind (o vou~ ~-tou, 7:23)58 is where he has the compulsion (v6~-to~) to 
gladly comply with the law of God, 59 in which he delights according to his inner person 
(CTUV~OO~-tat yap 't'cl) v6~-tcp 't'OU 9eou xa't'Ct 't'OV ECTW av9pw7rOV, 7:22),60 serving God's law with 
reference to his mind ('t'cfi vol oouA.euw v6~-tcp 9eou, 7:25b). This combination of God's law and 
the mind or reason was not uncommon in Jewish thinking (4 Mace. 2:9-23; esp. 14, 22, 23). 
For Paul, the subject's mind may also be seen as the locality of his will to do what is good61 
(7:17-20). In contrast to this is the sphere of flesh (crap~),62 also described as the subject's 
"members" ('t'a ~-tEA~ ~-tou; 7:5, 23), meaning: that through which one concretely acts (Du Toit 
2007c:334), where the compulsion (v6~-to~)63 to sin resides.64 This compulsion is none other 
than the subject's compulsion (v6~-to~, Raisanen 1992b:63) spoken of in 7:21 (cf. also 7:17-
20), to do evil ('t'o xax6v) even when he willed (in the sphere of his mind) to do good ('t'o 
xaA.6v ). Thus Paul has created an antithesis between the inner person who wishes to do as 
God's law commands, and the outer person who in practise obeys the "law" of Sin, i.e. is 
compelled to sin. 
57 Paul's use of the jdv-o£ construct indicates that he is putting the two in antithesis with one another. 
58 For the history of research on Paul's use of voil~, see Jewett (1971:358-367). See also Bultmann 
(1984:211-216), and Jewett (1971:384-390). 
59 Jewett (1971:388), Raisanen (1992b:63). 
60 "voil~ is used as a synonym for ECTW av6pw'll"O~ in this passage which implies that it is the centre of the 
person" (Jewett 1971:388). On ECTW avepw'll"o~ see also Jewett (1971 :391-401). 
61 Having called the iv-roA.~ (commandment) ciya66~ (good, 7:12), Paul argues in 7:13 that the ciya66~ (good, 
i.e. commandment) has not become the subject's death but Sin has misused the ciya66~ (good, i.e. 
commandment) to bring about his death, thus Sin has become Sin to the extreme through the iv-roA.~ 
(commandment). The point is to see that ciya66~ is used here as equivalent to inoA.~ which is itself equivalent to 
the law. Similarly the law (v6f.to~) is called good (xaA.6~) in 7:16. Thus "wanting to do what is good" (whether 
ciya66~ or xaA.6~) is in this context actually the same as saying "wanting to do (as) God's law (commands)" (cf. 
7:21, 22, 25). 
62 Jewett (1971:146). 
63 Raisanen (1992b:63). Wolter (2011:353-354) states that it denotes "Zwang, Verstrickung". See below. 
64 
"e'tepov v6p.ov tv 'tOi~ p.tA.emv J.l.OU" (7:23a); "'tl\> VOJ.l.q1 'tfj~ ap.aptia~ 'tl\> Ovtl. tv 'tOi~ J,l.t"-emv J.l.OU" (7:23c); 
"Tfi crap!d v6J.1cp UJ.l.ap-ria~" (7:25). 
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Within the framework of this antithesis it is impossible to equate the law of God ( o 
VOf.tO~ 9eo0) with its opposing counterpart (cf. Dunn 2002:418-419), the compulsion to sin (o 
VOf.tO~ rij~ Ctf.!.ap-rla~). This is precisely the end to which Paul employs this antithesis here 
(Jewett 1971 :388): to be able to maintain that the law itself is not to blame for the subject's 
sin and resultant death (7:7, 13). The same goal is reached by emphasising that the law 
(v6~-to~) and the commandment (enoA.~)65 is c%yla xa1 otxala xa1 aya9~ (holy, just and good; 
7:12) and xaA.o~ (good, 7:16). The closest Paul comes to attributing blame for sin to God's 
law itself is by stating that the subject had only through the law come to know what was to be 
considered sin (TI]v Ctf.l.ap-rlav ... eyvwv... ota VOf.!.OlJ) and that he subsequently came to desire 
(em91J~-tta) what the law forbade (7:7). 
While the law was intended to result in life, it resulted in death (~-tot ~ enoA.~ ~ e!~ ~w~v, 
au'n'J ei~ 9ava-rov, 7:10). Still the law itself is not to blame-it only indirectly contributed to 
the death of the subject in the sense that Sin had used it to this end. Sin was the actual culprit 
(cf. Jewett 1971:146). Sin is personified and depicted as a deceiver (perhaps even a seducer) 
and murderer (7: 11). Thus the law is also distanced from blame for the death of the subject 
(7:13). The good commandment (eVTOA~ ... ayae~, 7:12; TO aya96v, 7:13) has certainly not (f.!.~ 
yevot-ro) become death to me (e~-to1 eyeve-ro 9c£va-ro~)-Sin has (alla ~ Ctf.l.ap-rla). 
This has shown how terrible Sin truly is (7:13). The nature of Sin has been revealed 
(cpavn Ctf.l.ap-rla) by its power to misuse the good commandment (ota TOU aya9o0) for its own 
evil purpose ofbringing about the death of the subject (~-tot xa-repya~Of.!.EVYJ 9civa-rov). Thus the 
introduction ofthe law (cf. 7:9) has not curbed the power of this terrible foe, or led to life as 
it was intended to. In fact, the commandment itself has been seized and misused by Sin, so 
that Sin could become Sin in the extreme through its misuse of the commandment (iva 
YEVYJTal xae tmep~oA.~v Ctf.!.ap-rwA.b~ ~ Ctf.!.ap-rla Ola rij~ EVTOA~~. 7:13). In its turn the ultimate 
supremacy and abundance of God's justifying grace would be demonstrated through his 
finding a way to acquit even those guilty of sin in the extreme, through the salvific work of 
Jesus Christ (cf. 5:20-21). 
Sin itself, then, is the one to blame. The opportunity afforded by the law, was seized by 
Sin (acpopf.t~V OS A.a~oOcra ~ Ctf.!.ap-rla ota rij~ EVTOA~~. 7:8) and abused in as much as the law 
which was intended for good was misused for evil (7:8-13). Sin had brought about all kinds 
65 tvro.A~ in 7:7-25 is used as a synonym for v6t.to~ in its sense as Torah (cf. Dunn 2002:380). v6t.to~ is, 
however, used in other senses as well here (Raisanen 1992b:63-64). 
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of desire in the subject (xa't'Elpyacra't'o EV Ef-C.Ot 1racrav Em6uf-t(av, 7:8). This has bearing on the 
fact that nothing good resides in him, that is to say: in his flesh ( oux oixEi EV Ef-C.Ot, 't'ouf ECT't'lV 
EV 't'ff crapx( f-C.OU,66 aya66v, 7:18). His flesh is the domicilium of Sin, i.e. the place where it 
does its evil work of bringing desire about (7:8), and the aspect of humanity that gave Sin the 
foothold it needed from whence to do its evil works (o xaxbv 't'OU't'O 7rpacrcrw. . . ouxE'fl Eyw 
xa't"Epya~of-C.al auTo aA.A.a ~ olxoucra Ev Ef-tol af-C.ap't"ta, 7:19-20; the same phrase occurs also in 
7: 17). In as much as the flesh is the domicilium of Sin, it may itself be considered the second 
negative force in the unfolding imagery. Flesh is, however, not personified in this context, 
while Sin certainly is. 67 Be that as it may, flesh and Sin are on one side of the battlefield, 
while the law of God and the subject's will in his mind to obey it, are on the other side. Thus 
the law is not to blame for Sin's crimes. 
To a certain extent even the subject himself is not accountable (cf. Dunn 2002:377) 
because in as much as he has been sold into slavery under the dominion of Sin ( Eyw ... 
7rE7rpaf-C.EVO~ u1ro 'f~V Ctf-C.ap't'tav, 7:14), he is not able to do the good as he wants to (7:15-20). 
As has been pointed out above, the subject has to do as Sin, his slave master residing in his 
flesh, dictates, even if it means doing evil things which he doesn't want to do (e.g. 7: 19). In 
as much as it depends on the subject of Romans 7:7-25 himself, he wants to obey God's law. 
He is, however, not his own person, being Sin's slave. Consequently that which is visible of 
him, i.e. that which clearly shows from what he does (whether he wants to or not), is his 
compulsion to sin. To the extent that a person was considered to be as his deeds showed, 68 the 
subject is then not completely devoid of blame, even taking his status as a slave into account. 
Despite Dunn's (2002:377, 392-393) protests, VOf-C.O~ must in 7:21 be taken to mean 
norm (BDAG 2000:677) or "compulsion" (Raisanen 1992b:63). Paul has just (7:14-20) 
described how the subject is compelled to do what he doesn't want to do since he is 
dominated by his slave master, Sin. To now conclude (apa, 7:21) this description by calling it 
a "compulsion" makes perfect sense contextually. The use of the particular word VOf-C.O~, 
66 Rom. 7:18 is the key to understanding the four occurrences ofEv E(LOt in Romans (7:8, 17, 18, 20) which 
are all within 7:7-25. With ev E(LOt Paul means Ev 'tjj crapxf (LOU, as he expressly states in 7:18. ev E(LOt is then 
equivalent to the sphere of the subject's flesh (crap~ as explained above, and not to be confused or intermingled 
with the sphere of his mind (vofJs-) which is kept quite separate (e.g. 7:25). 
67 The lTEpos- VO(LOS" tv Tois- (LEAECTtV (LOU (7:23) is not synonymous to flesh, making it an active force, but 
reflects the flesh as a rather passive substance taken over by lTEpos- VO(LOS" as a personified negative force, i.e. Sin. 
However, from 8:4 Flesh replaces Sin as the personified antithesis to the Spirit. 
68 Cf. Aristotle (Eth. Nic. 2.4). See the explanation of the significance of 7rEpt7raTECcl and d(lt (oVTES") (8:4-5) 
in chapter 7 . 
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should be seen as irony. It does have a connection with Torah on a connotative level, but 
where Torah is a law which would lead one to do good, the norm or compulsion that the 
subject has found (and from experience, lives by) is one which leads him to do evil even 
when he wants to do good. This norm or compulsion leads to the opposite of what you would 
expect from the law (v6!lo~) of God, and thus is used ironically. If v6!lo~ denotes Torah 
directly as Dunn (2002:392-393) maintains, Paul would actually be weakening his argument 
contextually by directly associating the law of God with the doing of evil, while the whole 
strategy of his defence of the law (7:7-25) is exonerating the law from blame for sin by 
placing them in the two opposing categories of vov~ and crap~. Thus Paul makes the point that 
the law of God is not synonymous (to be associated directly with) sin (7:7) and is then not to 
blame for sin or the subject's resultant death. 
Thus the subject finds that a strong compulsion is present in his life: even ifhe wants to 
do good, evil is always at hand (euplcrxw apa 'rOll l/0!-X-Oll, -rcfi eeAOl/'rl E!LOl 7rOieiv 'rO xa:A6v, O'rl 
E!Lol -ro xaxov napaxe1-ra1, 7:21). This ironical "law" (compulsion) is explained (yap) with 
7:22-23, in terms of the two opposing anthropological spheres within him, as already 
exposited above. 69 This compulsion in his members or flesh, headed up by Sin, wages war 
(cinlcr-rpa-reu6!levov, 7:23) against the "law" of the subject's mind, i.e. his compulsion to obey 
the law of God (cf. 7:22), and wins, taking the subject captive (alx~-X-aAw-rl{ona !lf, 7:23) as a 
prisoner of war. 70 This defeat of God's law and the seat of reason is in direct contrast to the 
expectation of the author of 4 Maccabees 2:15-23, who depicted the mind (voO~) as enthroned 
over the emotions and senses, ruling them as a holy governor (~ye[.t~>V), in concert with God's 
law. Paul depicts Sin as having the upper hand, rendering the subject's reason as well as 
Torah powerless. Sin is the slave master under the rule of whom the "I" is subjected (7:14). 
Even though the "f' would consider himself a slave of God's law with respect to his mind, 
Sin prevails, making him in practice a slave of Sin (7:25b). The subject is indeed a "divided 
69 I.e. the sphere of the subject's mind (votl~) where he wants to obey the law of God (6 YO(.l.O~ BEoil), and its 
opposing counterpart: the sphere of his flesh ( uap~), in which he finds an overpowering compulsion to sin ( 6 
YO(.l.O~ rij~ ct(.ta(YI'ta~). The compulsion to sin is equivalent to the ETEpo~ YO(.l.O~ tv Toi~ (.l.EAEO"tll (.l.01J (another "law" in 
my members, 7:23). Raisanen (1992b:63) reads the ETEpo~ v6(.l.o~ (7:23a) as "direction of the will". Given the 
context of 7:17-21 this seems to be a confusion of the categories of "good" and "evil". The will (BllA.w) is 
consistently associated with doing what is good (7:18, 19, 20, 21) and dissociated from doing evil. Thus the 
ETEpo~ YO(.l.O~ is not something the subject wants to do ("direction of the will") but something sin (residing in his 
flesh) is compelling him to do (compulsion) against his will. 
70 This image is consistent with the slavery imagery employed earlier and later on (cf. 8:2, 15, 21) as 
prisoners of war more often than not were sold as slaves (cf. 7:14). 
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I", a "wretched man", crying for deliverance from this state of being (7:24).71 Fortunately 
Paul can jubilantly exclaim with thanks to God that the deliverance of the dramatized "I" has 
come through the Lord Jesus Christ (Xapt~ oe 'T'~ 9€~ Ota 'IYJCTOU XptCTTOU 'T'OU xvp(ov ~~LWV, 
7:25a). 
4.2.2.1 Preliminary Conclusion on Romans 7:7-25, and Looking Ahead at Romans 8 
It is with these two thoughts resounding in the background that Romans 8 begins: the 
deliverance through Jesus Christ, but also the slavery to Sin that compels those who are intent 
on acting according to God's law, to fail and to act according to Sin's tenets instead. The two 
goals of Romans 7:7-25 seems to have been reached by Paul's exposition. On the one hand: 
he has kept the honour of God's law intact. Although the law did effect the subject's 
knowledge of what sin is, thus creating an opportunity for Sin, Sin itself is shown to be the 
culprit and the law is exonerated. 72 At the same time, however, the law was shown to be 
powerless in the face of Sin, justifying Paul's insistence that his addressees are no longer 
obligated to it (cf. 7:1-6). 
Paul has presented a dark picture of Sin's terrible dominion (7:7-25). Sin has such 
power that it not only enslaves fleshly humanity, but also conquers God's law and misuses it 
to further its own purposes, leading only to death. If not even God's own law can overcome 
this terrible foe Sin, then what or who can rescue humanity from its clutches? Surely no one 
less than God himself? Indeed, in his Son and through his Spirit! Thus Paul's exposition of 
the new situation of those who are in Christ (8:1-13) stands out all the clearer for the dark 
background against which it is set. 
4.3 The Question of the Epochs 
The contrast between the two situations in Romans 7:5 and 6 in their relation to time (oT€ 
with the imperfect, and vvvl) depicting a former and a present situation, may seemingly be 
well described by Dunn's (1998:317-333, 461-466; 2002:364, 366-367) definition of two 
"epochs". There are a few problems with the term "epoch(s)", however, on the basis of which 
it will be avoided in this study. 
71 For the possibility of a gnostic antecedent to this phrase, to which Paul is responding, see Jewett 
(1971:294-295). 
72 Thus Paul has actually (rhetorically) indemnified himself from the possible accusation of ascribing sin to 
the law directly, which was a possibility if his argument up to this point (through which he has pointed out the 
futility of the observation of Torah in and of itself; cf. 3:28; 4:5, 13-15; 5:12-21; 6:14-15; and significantly 
7:1-6) were to be read unsympathetically (cf. Fee 1994b:512-513, 524). 
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Firstly, the term "epoch" does not reflect actual Pauline vocabulary. The English word 
"aeon"73 would be closer to Paul's own a!wv.74 However, using this term would also prove to 
be problematic because of its use by Kasemann (1933:105, 126) in expositing Paul's 
soteriology in terms of the gnostic redeemer myth and gnostic aeons. In addition Paul does 
not use aiwv in the context of Romans 6-8. As a matter of fact, only one of the five 
occurrences of aiwv in Romans (12:2) is not in a doxological contexe5-which is not directly 
relevant to the two contrasted "ages". Consequently Paul did not express the contrast between 
the situations of7:7-25 and 8:1-13 primarily in terms of either epochs, aeons or ages. Lastly, 
although the aspect of time is present in the contrast (cf. o-re, 7:5; vuv(, 7:6; vtlv, 8:1), the 
contrast between the authorities or masters presiding over the divergent situations, i.e. esp. 
Sin (in the complex: v6~o~-ci~ap-r(a-<rap;-e&va-ro~; 7:5) over and against Christ, the Spirit, or 
God, is more fundamental and dominant. 76 
Secondly, "epoch" has a too universal connotation, opening it up to misunderstanding, 
despite Dunn's (1998:318-319, 323-328) efforts to avoid this. Although the death and 
resurrection of Christ and the advent of the awaited Spirit does represent the dawn of a new 
era for those who appropriate this through faith, "times have not changed" for those who do 
not. Thus, the perspective of a former and a current age actually only reflects the reality of 
those in Christ, 77 while the present situation of those outside Christ remains unchanged. To 
describe Paul's theology in terms of the dawn of a new epoch, which is only applicable to 
those in Christ, and in actual time exists simultaneously to the old epoch (which should have 
been at an end!) is unnecessarily confusing, especially given the fact that Paul does not use 
"epoch" himself. 
Thirdly, Dunn (1998:319) complicates the matter even further by describing the 
''transition from one epoch to another" in terms of two aspects: a beginning and a continuing 
process. For him even Christians themselves cannot speak of a properly past and present era 
(1998:473-475), because they live "between the times" (1998:461-466). That is to say, what 
is supposed to be an epoch past is "still" a present reality even for them (Dunn 2002:364, 
366-367), and what is supposed to be the present epoch in many respects "not yet" is (cf. 
Dunn 1998:466-472). Thus, in his view, Romans 7:7-25 as much depicts the present situation 
73 Used, e.g., by Nygren (1949:327-328). 
74 E.g. 1 Cor. 2:6-13; 10: 11; Gal. 1:4; 1 Tim. 1:17; 6:17. Cf. Eph. 1:21; 2:2, 7; 3:9, 11; Col. 1:26. 
75 The doxological occurrences are: 1:25; 9:5; 11:36; and 16:27. 
76 Kiisemann (1969: 133) points out the present eschatological lordship of Christ, which will ultimately be 
handed over to God at the end of time. 
77 Cf. Sampley (1991:10). 
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of Christians as does 8:1-13 (1998:472-482). Consequently, to use Dunn's term of 
"epoch(s)" when, in his own definition, there is actually so much "overlap of the ages" 
(1998:464), is problematic. 
This is not to deny what Dunn (1998:461-498) calls the "eschatological tension" in 
Paul, i.e. that Paul depicts the Christian life as lived in a tension between what is realized 
"already", and that which is "not yet".78 However, integrated into Dunn's understanding and 
definition of the eschatological tension is his problematic exposition of Romans 7:7-25 and 
8:1-13 (1998:472-482) in terms of distinct yet overlapping epochs, which is to be avoided. 
The eschatological tension can be maintained and described without this term. 79 
How, then, are we to understand the two aspects of time in Romans 7:5 and 6 (o-re with 
the imperfect, and vvvl) with respect to Paul's depiction of time aspects in Romans in 
particular? The first important thing to notice is that the two aspects of time reflect a 
Christian perspective. For Paul and his addressees there was a time when they were (~fLEll) Ell 
-rn <rapx.(, but now (vwl OE) things have changed for them. 80 
Three of the same terms used in 7:5 to describe their former situation (a(Lap-r(a, liOfLO~, 
and 6ava-ro~), had been used in 5:12-14 to depict the situation ofhumankind, ofwhich Adam 
was the archetype and progenitor. As such it may be described as the Adamic situation, which 
according to 5:12 is applicable to 7rclll'rS~ avepwrrot because 7rclll'rS~ have sinned. This, 
according to Paul's use of rra~ in 3:9-20, 21-31 (esp. verses 9 and 23), applies to Israelite as 
well as Greek (gentile). Thus the Adamic situation described in 7:5, from a Christian 
perspective, reflects their own past.81 In the light of the broader context of Romans, however, 
this is also consistent with the present situation of those (Israelites as well as gentiles) who do 
not believe in Christ (rendering it reductive and inappropriate to actually describe this 
situation as the "Christian past"). 82 Paul characteristically depicts this situation83 in terms of 
the rule or dominion84 of (personified) Sin (5:21; 6:12, 14; 7:23, 25b), but at times also as the 
rule or dominion of Death (5:14, 17; 6:9), or Torah (7:1, 25). It is likely, and will be argued in 
78 Also see Sampley (1991 :8-11; 17-24). 
79 See below on the Christian present. 
80 This does not imply that they have entered a state of perfection in which sin has no appeal anymore, as 
will become clear a few paragraphs below, as well as from the exposition of Rom. 8:12-13 (see chapter 10). 
81 I.e. what Sampley (1991 :8, 12-13) describes as "no longer'' and "life prior to faith". 
82 The Adarnic situation, i.e. those who are still under Sin's dominion, and the Christian present, i.e. those 
who acknowledge Christ's authority, co-exists in the present. See Sampley (1991:13-17). 
83 The Adamic situation is reflected throughout Romans (sometimes contrasted in the same sub-unit to the 
present situation of those in Christ), in at least 1: 18-3:20; 5:12-21; 6: 15-23; 7:5; 7:7-25; 9:1-11:10. 
84 The two typical words Paul uses to depict this rule or dominion are ~a<nAEuw and xuptEuw. 
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chapter 7, that 8:4-6, 7-8 and 12-13 depicts the rule or dominion of Flesh (cf. Moo 
1996:494). Ultimately, being under the rule of any element of the o-ap~-v6~o~-a~apT(a­
eavaTO) complex (7:5) refers to the same Adamic state. The eschatological end of those who 
remain in this state, will be death (7:9-10; 8:2; etc.). 
In contrast to this situation, from the perspective of those in Christ (Paul and his 
addressees, cf. 8:1),85 is their present state (vuvl oi, 7:6).86 Their present situation is possible 
because of, and is based on, God's decisive action in Christ (3:21-31; esp. 8:1, 3--4).87 In 
contrast to Adam, Christ is the archetype (5:12-21) upon whose death and resurrection is 
based the new situation of those who belong to him, i.e. who appropriate his salvific work 
through faith (3:21-31)88 and baptism (6:1-14). This new situation in Christ, then, may also 
be described as the Christian present. Even though the salvific work of Christ is completed, 
the realization of the practical consequences of the appropriation thereof is described by Paul 
in terms of a continuing process in the present (cf. Dunn 1998:461-462, 466-472). This is the 
process of becoming what God in Christ has already made you. The possibility of present 
perfection is excluded by the fact that the body (o-w~a)89 represents continuity between the 
Adamic situation and the Christian present ( cf. 8: 12-13). The fact that the Christian present is 
a bodily existence (not different from the existence of non-Christians) exposes it to the 
possibility of reversion to the Adamic situation. 90 The difference for Paul, however, is that he 
depicts the subjection under the dominion of Sin as inevitable for those in the Adamic 
situation (7:5, 14-25}---as slavery under Sin. The Christian present, on the other hand, is 
explicitly depicted as freedom from this slavery under Sin (8:2). At times the Christian 
present is described as the dominion of Grace (5:21),91 or as their now being slaves of God 
(6:15-23), or of the Spirit (7:6). 92 The point of these slavery metaphors is the dominion of 
God in the lives of the Christians, over and against the dominion of Sin. In terms of Paul's 
85 This once again includes those in Christ who have been circumcised (Israelites) and those who had not 
been (gentiles). Cf. 3:30; 4:9. 
86 Corresponding to what is often described as the "now I already" aspect of believers' lives (e.g. Sampley 
1991:8, 12 
87 Notice the vuvl of. in 3:21 and viiv in 8: 1. 
88 Paul depicts Abraham as the archetype of faith (Rom. 4) in his argument that justification by faith 
preceded justification by the law (of which Moses is the archetype). 
89 The body as such is also part of creation which is still subjected to futility and decay (8:18-30; esp. 20, 21, 
23). 
90 See chapter 10. 
91 Paul's use of the title xupto~ for Christ in 5:21 probably also reflects that he is thinking in terms of the 
dominion of Christ in this context. Cf. Rom. 14:9. 
92 There is no textual basis in Rom. 8:1-13 for describing the Christian present as the reign of life (Nygren 
1949:328). 
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anthropology a person is always subjected under either of two dominions, that of Sin or that 
of God (6:16-18). When in Romans 8:15 Paul denies that his addressees are slaves, it is 
because a different perceived analogy is at stake: slavery's aspect of fear does not apply to 
those who call God "Father''. Consequently, with respect to the question of dominion, Paul's 
addressees are slaves of God and not of Sin. With respect to the question of the nature of their 
relationship with God, they are not like slaves but like children. The Adamic situation, then, 
is one of coercion by the slave master Sin to act according to its decrees. In the Christian 
present, however, there is an appropriate way of life that corresponds to being slaves of God 
(6: 15-23; 7:6, 25; cf. 8:2, 4--12). Unfortunately there is also still the possibility of reversion 
to the Adamic way of life (that militates against their new identity) against which Paul 
fervently warns his addressees (e.g. 8:12-13). For Paul the Christian present is eschatological 
in the sense that the Spirit, which was expected to be poured out at the end of times, is 
already present now. The consummate eschatological result to which the Christian present is 
progressing, is life in its fullest sense and the resurrection or quickening of the body (8:2, 6, 
10-11). 
Although this does not come to bear on Romans 7:5-6 directly, it may be mentioned for 
the sake of comprehensiveness that Paul also envisioned a third "age" for those in Christ.93 
To be sure, this "age" is for Paul the consummation of what has already been achieved by 
God through Christ's salvific work and the subsequent gift of the Spirit. Thus there is 
sufficient continuity to describe the time period that began with Christ's incarnation and will 
end with his return as the (single) eschatological age (e.g. Dunn). Yet, from the perspective 
that Paul writes (and that we still find ourselves in today) there is also the simple 
discontinuity of present vs. future. Additionally, Christ's return will change quite a few things 
regarding Christians' state of life (e.g. in terms of the body, mortality, etc.). Consequently 
there is also sufficient discontinuity to speak of the time period after Christ's return as a 
"third age" for Christians. 
To correspond to the description "Christian present", this may be described as the 
Christianfuture.94 This eschatological consummation will dawn with Christ's return (1 Cor. 
15:23), the resurrection of deceased believers (1 Cor. 15:22-23; Rom. 8:10-11) and the 
bodily transformation of those who are still alive (1 Cor. 15:51-54), their participation in 
Christ's glory (Rom. 8:17), creation's deliverance (Rom. 8:19-22), etc. Significantly, at this 
93 Paul does not seem to be particularly interested in the eschatological future of those who do not believe in 
Christ, apart from describing it as "death". 
94 See Sampley (1991:17-24) 
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time Christ will hand over his dominion to God (1 Cor. 15:24-28), after God had subjected 
all enemies to him, the last of which is Death itself (1 Cor. 15:25-26). It is notable, then, that 
Romans 7 and 8 progresses from the Adamic situation (7:5, 7-25), through the Christian 
present (7:6; 8:1-13, 14-17), to the Christian future (8:10-11, 18-30). 
4. 4 Implications for the Interpretation of Romans 8 
Before commencing the exposition of Romans 8: 1-13 itself, a few implications of this 
chapter must be highlighted. Firstly: words and phrases from Romans 7 (particularly 7:5---6 
and 7-25) repeated in 8:1-13 should in the latter instances be interpreted in the light of their 
former usage. This is cardinal when it comes to the much debated issue of the two juxtaposed 
v6~-tol-phrases in 8:2, to which we will return below. Here it can already be pointed out, 
however, regarding the question whether o VO!J.O~ ~~ all'tp'rla~ (8:2) can be taken to refer to 
the law of God (e.g. Dunn 2002:418-419), that the reading of 7:7-25 above shows this to be 
impossible. The law and sin are purposefully separated in 7:7-25 as a means of exonerating 
the law (cf. 7:7, 12, 14, 16, 25) and showing Sin (through its inhabitation of the flesh) to be 
the culprit. NoO~ and a-ap~ are introduced into the argument (cf. 7:22-23, 25) to facilitate the 
location of Sin and God's law into two separate anthropological spheres. Both these 
distinguishable spheres are present within the subject: voO~ where he wants to act according to 
God's law, which means doing good; and a-ap~ where Sin acts as his slave master compelling 
him to do evil. The point here is to realise that God's law (voO~-sphere) is purposefully 
located on the opposite side of the battlefield from Sin ( a-ap~-sphere ). Given this contextual 
reading and Paul's own sensibilities not to equate Torah with sin (7:7), o VO!J.O~ 'rij~ Ct!J.ap'r(a~ 
x.al 'rOV eava'rO'U in 8:2 should not be interpreted as referring to Torah in a direct sense. This 
VO!J.O~ ~~ Ct!J.ap'rla~ (8:2) should be seen as a continuation of the metaphoric and ironic VO!J.O~ 
~~ Ct!J.ap'rla~ of 7:23 and 25b, i.e. the compulsion to sin operating from the sphere of the 
flesh. Torah as such will be addressed again directly in 8:3. 
Secondly, however, an indirect association of Torah with Sin is also established in 
Romans 7:7-25. That is to say (a) Torah brought about the subject's knowledge of what 
constitutes sin, giving Sin the opportunity to take advantage of the situation and to enslave 
the subject, and (b) since Torah itself was conquered, it was incapable of helping the subject 
to overcome Sin and to achieve its (Torah's) purpose. In short, Torah is portrayed as being 
part of the problem and incapable of being part of the solution (even though it cannot be 
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blamed for this state of affairs). Those who try to keep Torah as such will commonly 
experience failure, fmding themselves in praxis still to be slaves of Sin. Torah is a powerless 
master (7:1, 25), conquered and misused by Sin. God has, however, provided a way 
according to which the purpose of the law is fulfilled, not by keeping Torah (cf. 7:6), but with 
reference to those who walk in keeping with the Spirit (8:3-4), i.e. where one's life is 
determined by neither Sin nor Torah, but by Christ and his Spirit. 
Thirdly, Romans 7 makes apparent that salvation has to come from outside the "I". A 
person is not his own master, and his will to obey God's law is powerless in the face of his 
compulsion to sin. Consequently he does not have it within him to free himself from this 
wretched state leading to eschatological death, and is quite right to call out for someone else 
to rescue him from it (cf. 7:24). The answer of Romans 8 to this will be that God himself is 
the one who frees humanity from Sin, and enables obedience to him. 
Fourthly, however, salvation has to be performed inside the "f'. The problem of sin's 
manifestation in a person's life is explained by Paul as deriving from an internal cause. That 
is to say, Sin residing in a person's flesh is his internal master compelling the person to act 
accordingly. Only when Sin's dominion is addressed in the person can obedience to God be 
manifested in the person's life. 95 Romans 8 will explain that God frees those in Christ from 
Sin's dominion precisely by condemning sin in the flesh (of Christ). Subsequently he comes 
to live inside Christians through his Spirit, compelling them to now obey him from the inside 
out-yes, as slaves would obey their master. 





5 Romans 8:1-2- Why There is now no Condemnation for Those Who are 
in Christ Jesus 
[llQvo£v1 apa. vOv xa.-raxptfta. TOt~ tv Xptcrr~ 'Il')(]'OU. [2lo yap VOftO~ TOV 'lrVEU~TO~ rij~ ~w~~ tv Xptcrr~ 'Il')(]'OU 
~AEU6EpW(]'£V (]'£2 cbro TOV VOftOU rij~ Ctfta.p-rla.~ xa.l TOV ea.vaTOtJ. 3 
[llConsequently4 there is now no condemnation for those who are in Christ Jesus. [2lFor the law of the Spirit 
of life in Christ Jesus has set you free from the law of Sin and death. 
5.1 Overview 
It was pointed out in chapter 4 that Romans 8:1-13 elaborates 7:6, Romans 7:7-25 having 
already elaborated 7:5.5 There is an antithetical relationship between 7:7-25 and 8:1-13.6 
With Romans 8:1 the theme changes from the Adamic situation depicted in 7:7-25 to the 
Christian present (wv(, 7:6; v0v,7 8:1)8 depicted in 8:1-13.9 The conclusion (apa, 8:1) the 
textual unit comes to, then, does not stem from 7:7-25. 10 Rather the antecedent argument 
1 The Greek text used in this study is taken from The Greek New Testament: SBL Edition (Holmes 201 0). 
Not all textual variations will be discussed or even pointed out at the beginning of the chapters where the text is 
exposited, but only the most pertinent variants. For a more complete discussion, see Jewett (2007:474-476). 
2 Manuscripts differ at this point, either having (]'£, ftE, or ~(Ld~, or apparently no object at all (Barrett 
1962:153, Cranfield 1975:376), although Aland et al. (1998:538; cf. 2012: ad loc.) do not indicate manuscript 
evidence of the latter possibility. The first reading is to be preferred, being well attested in the uncial 
manuscripts and church fathers, and being the option most likely to need alteration by a copyist ( lectio 
difficilior), e.g. Dunn (2002:414), Cranfield (1975:376-377), Black (1989:109), Bertone (2005:179), Jewett 
(2007:474). Cf. , however, Barrett (1962:153) who admits the preferability of the first reading, but in the end 
chooses to omit the word altogether (despite "slight attestation") because(]'£ might be accidental repetition of the 
last syllable of ~A£u6tpwq£( v ). 
3 The theories that (a) Rom. 8:1 is a gloss (Bultmann, Kasemann) and that (b) the order of verses 1 and 2 is 
now reversed from what it should be (Miiller, Michel) are not substantiated by manuscript evidence and can 
therefore be dismissed (Giesen 2009: 182). 
4 All translations of Greek text are my own, unless otherwise indicated. Where my translations correspond to 
others' without reference to them, the correspondence is coincidental. 
5 Since 7:7-25 and 8:1-13 is juxtaposed based on the "agenda" set in 7:5--6 it is not accurate to regard 7:7-
25 as a "parenthesis", as Byrne (1996:242) and Giesen (2009:182) have pointed out, nor as a "digression" 
(Lowe 1999:243) or "exkurs" (Haacker 1999:150). 
6 
"Der enge Zusammenhang zwischen Rom 7,7-24 und Rom 8 bestatigt sich dadurch, dass Rom 7 als 
negative Hintergrund fiir Rom 8 dient" (Giesen 2009:182). 
7 It is often correctly observed that the force ofvOv here is not logical but temporal (e.g. Ziesler 1989:201). 
8 Cf. the juxtaposition of these two situations in Rom. 5:12-21 (Moo 1996:469). 
9 1n the course of 8:1-13 Paul at times looks to the future from the perspective of the Christian present (e.g. 
8:11, 13). 
10 So also Barrett (1962:154), Cranfield (1975:372), Michel (1978:248), etc. 
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from which it proceeds is to be found in Romans 3:21-26; 5:16-17, 18-21; 6:1-11, and 
particularly 7:5---6. 11 
Since in 7:5---6 vo~o~ (Torah) had been the focus of the contrast between the two 
situations, it is not surprising that Paul's description of the Christian present initially once 
more involves God's law (8:3, 4). Note, however, that after 8:4 vo~o~ is mentioned again only 
once in Romans 8:1-13, namely in 8:7. That is because two other aspects of the v6~o~­
a~ctprr(ct-crap~-9avctrro~ complex set out in 7:5 become focal points in particularly 8: 1-13. Here 
crap~12 and 9avctrro~13 form the antitheses to two of the prominent features in terms of which 
Paul now wishes to describe the Christian present: meti~ct 14 and 'w~. 15 
Romans 8:1 forms the thesis16 of 8:1-13. It is explained (yap)17 with a somewhat 
enigmatic summary (8:2)--a parallelistic arrangement distinguished by a number of 
consecutive genitives. The thesis and its summarised reason (8: 1-2) is then explained by 8:3-
4, which is in turn explained by 8:5-11. 
In this chapter it will be shown, firstly, that Paul uses a forensic metaphor, which 
derives from his previous use of such imagery in the letter and especially from Romans 5:16 
and 18. The metaphor pertains to Paul's story of reality, specifically with respect to his 
addressees' story which is impacted by the central narrative and story of the divine. Paul's 
addressees' present forensic standing before God as Judge, based on their relation to Christ, 
implies that they will not be punished eschatologically. The metaphor addresses their sense of 
certitude. As such it has the purposes of imparting knowledge and of (emotional) affirmation. 
Secondly it will be pointed out that, although simply put of tv XptiT~ 11J~OrJ in 8:1 
refers to "Christians", upon closer scrutiny it is a combination of a metonymical use of 
Xplcrrro~ 'l)]<TOU~ and a metaphorical use of ev. When the metonymy is exposited in terms of the 
manumission I slavery image18 the context of which it is located in, the phrase as a whole 
11 Cf. Wolter (2014:472). 
12 Rom. 8:3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13. 
13 Rom. 8:2, 6, 10-11, 13. "Life" and "death", in this context, are always in close proximity and used 
antithetically. 
14 Rom. 8:2, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 13. The denotation of'lrvEilp.a in Rom. 8:1-13 is not a matter ofreal debate, 
excluding its occurrences in 8:10 and 15. The consensus view (apart from with respect to 8:10, 15) is that 
'lrVEilp.a refers to the divine Spirit. See Schweizer (TDNT6: 332-451); BDAG (2000:832-836). Dodd (1959:134) 
correctly points out that Paul's conception of the Spirit is primarily derived from Judaic (LXX) notions and the 
experience of the Spirit in the early congregations (cf. Acts 2:4). 
15 Rom. 8:2, 6, 10-11, 13. Cf. on 9ava-ro~ above, where the references correspond exactly. 
16 So e.g. Wolter (2014:473). 
17 Cf. BDR (1976:382-383; §452). 
18 Here the term "image" is appropriate, rather than metaphor, because at least two related metaphors are at 
stake: (a) that of manumission, and (b) the personification of Sin and the Spirit as slave masters. 
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refers to "those who are in the state of being ruled by Christ". The ol £v Xptcrr~ 'I))croO 
metaphor imparts or confirms knowledge to Paul's addresses regarding their identity. The 
comparable metaphor in 8:2, i.e. i11 Xpt(J"T~ T1JcrOU, once again imparts or confirms knowledge, 
but this time specifically concerning their story of reality. It highlights the central narrative 
of Christ's death and resurrection, connecting it to Paul's addressees' story, i.e. to their 
manumission from Sin, their compulsion to live in accordance with the Spirit, and their 
eschatological life. 
Thirdly it will be shown that in Romans 8:1-2 and its context Paul is intermingling 
forensic and slavery I manumission imagery, the latter having its antecedence in 7: 14, 23 and 
25. This is pertinent to the way the double use of VOf.tO~ in 8:2 is expounded. Paul's use of 
these intermingled images imparts or confirms knowledge on three levels. Firstly, on the 
level of Paul's story of reality, the imagery pertains to his addressees' story and provides 
them with a conceptualisation of their past in terms of slavery to Sin, and of their present in 
terms of freedom from slavery to Sin. 19 The change from their past to their present situation 
is integrally related to Paul's central narrative, i.e. Christ's death and resurrection. Paul's 
image is also formulated in such a way that it is implied that the Spirit is the new master in 
their lives (cf. 7:6), which indicates overlap between the addressees' story and the story of the 
divine. Secondly his imagery provides a knowledge base for his addressees' experience of 
life-change at the time of conversion by explaining it in terms of manumission from slavery 
under personified Sin. The positive connotation of manumission probably would have 
resonated emotionally with their experience of positive life-change effected by the Spirit of 
Christ. Thirdly, the imagery reflects a fundamental aspect of his envisioned morality for his 
addressees. Whilst their past is conceptualised as slavery under Sin, their present and future is 
conceptualised both as freedom from the slave master Sin, and in terms of being compelled 
by a new master, the Spirit (cf. 7:6). Because of the Spirit's rule in their lives, succumbing to 
Sin (i.e. immorality) is no longer an inevitability for those in Christ. 
19 It will be argued below that the "prisoner of war" metaphor (aixllaA.w-r[~w, 7:23) is best interpreted as 
coherent and consistent with the slavery imagery in 7:13-25, with the result that EAE1.18Ep6w in 8:2 does not mean 
only freedom from captivity but also manumission from slavery. 
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5.2 A Forensic Metaphor (8: I) 
Paul is the only NT author to employ the word xarraxpt/La, and he does so only in Romans 
(5:16, 18; 8:1). The word denotes the act of judgment.20 It cannot be translated as such, 
however, since ''judgment" would not have the same force as the Greek, in the sense that 
xarraxpt!La doesn't involve only the act of judgment but also the sentence pronounced, i.e. the 
penalty is also in view.21 Since Paul has already established that this penalty is nothing less 
than a death sentence (Rom. 5:16-18; cf. 7:9-11), xarraxpt!La may perhaps be best translated 
as "condemnation" (Biichsel TDNT 3:952), in the sense that one is condemned to death22 
through an act of judgment. This condemnation is the punishment for the sin of Adam ( 5: 16) 
in which all of humanity participates ( 5: 18). 23 
The point in 8:1, however, is that for a specific group of persons (''those who are in 
Christ Jesus") there is now no such pronouncement of guilt, nor penalty. Paul emphasises this 
by opening his statement (Fitzmyer 1993:482) with: "Ouoev ... xarraxpt!La ... " Two aspects of 
this metaphor are important to note. The first is its time-aspect. It is depicted as a present 
reality that there is no pronouncement of condemnation nor punishment for those in Christ. 
We will return to this topic shortly. The second aspect is what is highlighted by the metaphor 
and what is not. The metaphor presupposes a judgement situation, i.e. where a judge would 
consider an accusation and reach a verdict. However, Paul is only interested in the outcome 
of the presupposed judgment situation, i.e. in the verdict. His metaphor does not highlight the 
judgment situation as such, only its outcome for those in Christ: "no condemnation". 
The reason (yap) Paul gives in 8:2 for their not being condemned is so compact and 
complex that he needs to explain it in 8:3-4 and 5-11, the exposition of which we will return 
to below and in subsequent chapters. Tracing Paul's argument backwards, however, we note 
that he has already indicated that Christ's one righteous act (eve~ otxatw!Larro~), i.e. his passion 
and death, leads to acquittal or justification (otxa(wcn~) and life ('w~) for all ( ei~ 7rctna~ 
20 
"It is noteworthy that, of the fourteen occurrences of xa-raxp[vw in the New Testament, excepting Romans, 
at least ten are clearly forensic. Four refer to the trial of Jesus (Mark 10:33 par. Matt. 20:18; Mark 14:64; Matt. 
27:3) and six to the future eschatological judgement (Mark 16:16; Matt. 12:41 par. Luke 13:32; Matt. 12:42 par. 
Luke 11:31; 1 Cor. 11:32). The remaining four instances are all semi-forensic in character: John 8:10, 11; Heb. 
11 :7; 2 Pet. 2:6)" (Du Toit 2007a:254). 
21 BDAG (2000:518), Cottrell (1996:456). Cf. Bruce (1974:159) however, who interprets it not as the act of 
judgment but only as the "punishment following sentence", i.e. "penal servitude". 
22 Lowe (1999:234) points out how "death" and "condemnation" are in parallel in Rom. 5:15-18, to the 
effect that "condemnation" in 8:1 may as well have been substituted with "death" (Moo 1996:473; Wolter 
2014:472). 
23 Cf. Jewett (2007:480); Wolter (2014:472). 
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av6pW'1t'OU~, 5:18). "All humanity" should be understood, however, to refer to oi 'T'Y)v '1t'Ep1CTCTEla.V 
'T'~~ xapl'T'O~ xa.l 'T'~~ owpea~ 'T'~~ OIXa.IOcrUVYJ~ A.a.~~avone~ ("those who receive the abundance of 
grace and the free gift of righteousness"; 5: 17; NRSV), which are those justified by faith 
(5:1), baptised in Christ and who participate in his death and resurrection (6:1-11).24 This is 
also to whom oi iv XplCT'T'~ 'IYJcrofJ (8:1) refers, but we will return to the exposition of"those in 
Christ Jesus" below. 
Du Toit (2007a:253-259) has pointed out the prevalence of forensic25 metaphors in 
Romans 1:16-17, 1:18-32, 2:1-16, 3:21-31, and (after the text we are considering) 8:3 1-
34.26 From the above it becomes apparent that with Romans 8:1 Paul is once again employing 
a forensic metaphor.27 He will do so often in the course of 8:1-13.28 In this textual unit the 
relevant metaphors or imagery can also be described as forensic-eschatological, 29 in the sense 
that it pertains to divine judgment in the context of Paul's eschatological tension (already I 
not-yet). Sometimes Paul describes the outcome of the judgment as a present reality (e.g. 
8:1), whilst elsewhere it is apparent that the quickening or resurrection ('wo'lt'olew; 8:11) of 
the body is expected as a future consummation of the judgment's outcome. That is to say, the 
quickening or resurrection of the body will be the consummation of the already realised 
forensic pronouncement of "no condemnation" by the inclusion of the body in eschatological 
life. Each of the occurrences of a forensic metaphor or image will be exposited separately 
below. Before returning to 8:1, however, it seems appropriate to ask whether Paul's use of 
forensic imagery in Romans is novel or conventional. 
24 For an exposition which emphasises that "no condemnation" (8:1) is based not only on "justification" but 
also on "sanctification", see Lowe (1999). In my view emphasis needs to remain on Christ (note tv Xp1crrcfj 
'l~uoO in both 8:1 and 2!) as the one who achieves both our justification and sanctification (through his Spirit), 
rather than on the human objects of justification or sanctification. The dichotomy between justification and 
sanctification will then be seen to be superficial. Both stem from Christ and neither is possible without the 
other-they are two sides of the same coin. 
25 The term "forensic" is used here in accordance with Du Toit (2007a:249): "In the technical sense it can 
refer to all matters pertaining to the law court ... , thus covering criminal as well as civil cases. However, in 
common usage, the focus is on the former. Accordingly ... 'forensic' will be used for matters dealing with penal 
law". 
26 This does not mean that the imagery is located only in the first eight chapters of the letter, since relevant 
lexemes indicating forensic settings can also be identified in later chapters (cf. Du Toit 2007a:272). They are 
however most common in the argumentative part (Rom. 1-11) of the letter and especially preponderant in Rom. 
1-8. 
27 Louw & Nida (1996:1.555) describe the meaning of both the verbal (xa-raxp(vw) and the nominal 
(xa-raxplfta) forms as "to judge someone as definitely guilty and thus subject to punishment-'to condemn, to 
render a verdict of guilt, condemnation"', making the forensic connotation clear. Cf. Cottrell (1996:455). 
28 Cf. xa-r€xplYEY (condemned, 8:3), -rb OlXatc..Jfta -roO YOft01J (the requirement ofthe law, 8:4), o1Ct. O!Xa1o01Jv~v 
(because of righteousness, 8:1 0), YOftO) (law, 8:2ff), eava-ro~, ~Cil~ (death and life, 8:2, 6, 10, 13) and their 
semantic cognates (vExp6~, 8:10; a'lt'oevnaxw and ~aw, 8:13). 
29 Bultmann used this term to describe Paul's concept of righteousness {Furnish 2009:263). 
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Paul's use of forensic imagery is not novel, but derives primarily from the Judaic notion 
of judgment, whether in one's lifetime or eschatologically (Sanders 1977:517). The notion of 
divine judgment is fundamentally related to the concept of divine recompense. Yinger 
(1999:28-29) argues that the motif of divine recompense in Paul probably derives from three 
sources. Firstly, the almost universal notion that a character's fate corresponds with his deeds 
which occurs often in myths, legends, poetry and literature from different locales. Secondly, 
the curses of the Judaic covenantal tradition involve a correspondence between sin and its 
punishment.30 A third probable source is the concept of the Lex Talionis, which was accepted 
in Judaism as an important forensic principle. 31 According to this principle one should be 
recompensed in accordance with one's deeds. With respect to transgression of the law, this 
implied being punished in accordance with the transgression committed, for instance: a life 
for a life, an eye for an eye, etc. (Exod. 21 :23-24). The idea that God acts or will act as judge 
is well attested in the LXX, 32 as is the idea that judgment reveals33 which persons are 
righteous and which are wicked. 34 
fu the LXX judgment is mostly depicted as a generally future event still within this 
lifetime, but sometimes an eschatological judgment is in view (Yinger 1999:61). fu the Judaic 
Pseudepigrapha the latter idea becomes prominent (Yinger 1999:36, 89).35 fu certain texts it 
also coincides with the resurrection of the dead, 36 subsequent to which judgment takes place, 
and reward or punishment is meted out. fu 1 Enoch, for instance, the righteous and chosen are 
given the right to dwell on a newly created earth, but sinners are permanently expelled from it 
to be tortured in the darkness of Sheol. 37 fu the Psalms of Solomon resurrection also takes 
place at the time of God's judgment, 38 when the righteous receive eternal life and the wicked 
eternal destruction. 39 
30 E.g. Deut. 28:47-48; 31:16-18; Josh. 7:35; Hos. 4:4--6. 
31 E.g. Exod. 21:23-35; Lev. 24:18-20; Deut. 19:21. 
32 E.g. Gen. 15:14; 18:25; Exod. 5:21 ; 6:6; 1 Kgdms. 2:10; 3 Kgdms. 8:31; 1 Chron. 16:33; Ps. 1:4--6; 7:7-9, 
12; 66:5 [67:4 MT]; 74:3, 8 [75:2, 7 MT]; 95:10-13 [96:10-13 MT]. 
33 This is also true with respect to the Judaic Pseudepigrapha, i.e. that the purpose of judgment is not to 
determine one's status before God but to reveal it and to initiate recompense accordingly (Yinger 1999:93-94). 
34 E.g. Ps. 1 :5-6; 49 [50 MT]; 57 [58 MT]; 74 [75 MT]; Eccl. 3:17. This corresponds, in terms of kingship 
imagery, to God's subjects and his enemies (cf. Rom. 8:7). Meeks (1993:168) correctly points out that "God's 
metaphorical role as king also entails construing ethics as loyalty to the monarch". Cf. 1 Cor. 6:9- 10; Gal. 5:19-
21 (esp. 21); 1 Thess. 2:12. 
35 Cf. I En. 1-35; 85-105; T. Mos. 10. See Nickelsburg (1992a: esp. 583, 584). For a discussion of the 
"divine recompense motif' in the Judaic Pseudepigrapha and Qumran, see Yinger (1999:64-98, 99-140). 
36 E.g. I En. 51; 61 :1-5. 
37 E.g. I En. 38; 45; 50; 58; 54; 63; (Nickelsburg 1992a:585). 
38 E.g. Pss. Sol. 15: 12-13; 14:9. 
39 E.g. Pss. Sol. 3, 13, 14, 15; (Nickelsburg 1992a:589). 
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We can conclude, then, that it was conventional in the Judaism of Paul's day to 
conceptualise the reality of divine recompense (target domain), i.e. reward and punishment, 
in forensic terms (source domain). This is based on the perceived analogy between God and a 
human judge who reveals whether a person is righteous (having acted righteously) or wicked 
(having acted wickedly) and who consequently metes out punishment when appropriate. Paul 
primarily derives his forensic imagery from the Judaic divine judgment tradition. 
It is opportune to have an overview of Paul's forensic imagery in Romans. 40 As part of 
Paul's fundamental narratives he conceptualises an (eschatological) court case in which God 
is the Judge (e.g. Rom. 1:18; 2:1-16;41 3:4--6) and all humanity stands accused ofthe offence 
of sin (e.g. Rom. 2:12; 3:9-18, and esp. 3:19-20, 23). The penalty for the offence of sin is 
death (cf. Rom. 6:23).42 The accused include not only the Gentile, but the Jew43 as well. 
Gentiles are guilty on account of not acknowledging the Creator God, worshiping creation 
instead ofthe Creator, and all kinds of abuse that follow from this orientation (1:18-32). Jews 
themselves are not exempt from God's judgment (cf. 2:17-29) through their privilege of 
having received God's law (3:1-2), since it is not hearing or possessing the law (or the other 
covenant privileges such as circumcision, 2:25-29) that constitutes righteousness, but doing 
what the law requires (2: 13, 17-24).44 
In this way God is shown to be impartial (2: 11) as no one is better off than another-all 
are proven guilty (3:9-20). Thus God cannot be charged with being an unfair or unfaithful 
(unrighteous;45 cf. 3:7, 26) judge when He judges even those He has conferred certain 
privileges upon and made a covenant with-their transgressions make it plain that they are 
also guilty of sin (3:1-8; cf. Rom. 9-11). But against this backdrop of all humanity being 
proven guilty, God's faithfulness is shown in a new way (cf. 1:16-17), to the Jew first but to 
the Gentile also. All who believe in Jesus Christ are acquitted (3:21-31), regardless of their 
having no merit (3:27-28). 
40 The overview presented below is based on but not limited to the observations ofDu Toit (2007a:273-278). 
It should be kept in mind that the overview represents a generalisation. Specifically localised metaphors might 
vary in certain respects (cf. Du Toit 2007a:273-274) in order to communicate different points relevant to the 
metaphor's location in the unfolding argument, and thus also need to be interpreted on their own terms-a task 
that cannot be undertaken here. See Yinger (1999:143-203). 
41 Cf. Yinger (1999:146-182). 
42 Cf. Yinger ( 1999: 187 -192). 
43 Texts mentioning the guilt ofboth Jew and non-Jew include Rom. 2:10,3:9-18, etc. Texts pertaining more 
specifically to the guilt of Jews before the law include Rom. 2:17-3:20, etc. 
44 Something which Paul will later show to be impossible (7:7-25) without the change effected by Christ and 
the Spirit (8:1-4). 
45 See Byrne (2004:243-245) on Romans as ''theodicy'', i.e. defending God's righteousness in spite of the 
changes to the covenant with Israel that the gospel implies. Cf. also Wedderburn (1988:112-118). 
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This acquittal is an expression of the grace of God and is based upon the redemptive 
work of Jesus Christ (3:24--25). It results in the forgiveness of sins (3:25-26) of those who 
appropriate this gift of God through faith (4:1-25),46 and thus in their being made righteous 
(5:19). The results of this acquittal are also described as: the previously accused being 
reconciled with God through Christ (5:1, 11); being "saved through him from the wrath of 
God" (5:9; NRSV); and having the eschatological hope of sharing the glory of God (5:2). 
Thus they have eternal life through Jesus Christ (5:21). On account of their association with 
Christ in his death and resurrection, particularly through baptism (6:4), neither Death (5:21) 
nor Sin (6:6--7) rules over them any longer. Neither are they to live their lives in service of 
Torah any longer (7:4), for although it is holy, just and good (7: 12), Torah was conquered by 
(personified) Sin (7:23), and misused by Sin to its own ends, resulting in death for those who 
wish to serve Torah (7:5, 8-11, 13, 25b). However, those who serve God in the new 
dispensation of the Spirit (7:4, 6), i.e. those in Christ, now no longer live under the shadow of 
being condemned to death (8:1). We will look at the detail of the imagery in Romans 8:1-13 
below, and consequently pick up our overview at Romans 9. 
In Romans 9-11 Paul reflects on Israel's currently negative reaction to the gospel and 
their eschatological future, coming to the conclusion that all is within the righteous and 
gracious Judge's grand (if somewhat perplexing) design. His grace is extended to Gentiles 
related to Israel's unresponsiveness, which in tum affords the opportunity to extend (even 
more) grace to Israel (11 :30-32). Ultimately God remains faithful to Israel, to the extent that 
in the eschaton the "whole of Israel" will be saved (11:25-32). The centrality of the 
"Deliverer out of Zion" and the concomitant forgiveness of sins (11 :26-27) needs to be taken 
into account here. Given the rest of Paul's explication in Romans this must be taken to denote 
Christ and the forgiveness of sins and righteousness that ultimately only he could effect, and 
of which all (will) partake who has faith in himY Since the exhortative section of Romans 
commences with chapter 12, this overview can be left there.48 
Returning to Romans 8:1 specifically: Paul conceptualises the target domain of the 
divine punishment of sin, which constitutes contravention of his law (cf. 7:7-11; 8:3-4, 7), in 
terms of the source domain of forensic justice. The element he specifically maps here from 
46 On the "divine recompense motif' in Rom. 4:4-5 specifically, see Yinger (1999: 182-187). 
47 Limitations prohibit detailed discussion of this topic here but, in my view, the concept of a sonderweg for 
(ethnic) Israel (which excludes the necessity of faith in Jesus Christ, who is the fulfilment of God's promises) 
cannot be deduced from a responsible, comprehensive and contextual reading of Paul; as opposed to the view of 
those who holds ''the radical new-perspective" (cf. Wills 2008:172-178). See Donaldson (2006:27-54) and Dunn 
(1998:526-529; 2002:681-683). 
48 However, see Yinger (1999:195-202) on Rom. 14:10-12. 
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source to target domain is xa't'chcpl~-tct (condemnation). It is pertinent that, since in Paul's 
understanding-of-reality the Christ-event and subsequent outpouring of the Spirit has already 
inaugurated the eschatological age with respect to Christians,49 the result of God's judgment 
is conceived of as realised already to a certain extent (v0v;50 8:1).51 On the other hand, 
however, the resurrection or quickening of the body is still a future eschatological event ( cf. 
8:11-13).52 The fact that Paul sees the eschatological age as already dawned with respect to 
Christians, and the tension this creates, together constitute one of the most significant ways in 
which Paul departs from conventional Judaic eschatological expectations. 53 
After the generally despondent tone with which Romans 7:7-25 concluded (excepting 
the proleptic outcry in 7:25a), and given the worrisome connotations of divine judgment in 
general, Paul's metaphor in 8: 1 sounds a very positive note which was intended to be 
encouraging to his addressees. The assurance (Moo 1996:468) Paul gives pertains not only to 
their eschatological certitude, but, in fact, draws this into the present. Not only will they not 
be condemned on the Day of Judgment, already now there is no condemnation for them. The 
potential motivational impact of this assurance, together with the rest of Paul's argument in 
8: 1-11leading up to the conclusion of (particularly) 12-13, will become clear as our analysis 
of the text progresses. 
We will return to the topic ofPaul's Flesh-Spirit antithesis (Rom. 8:4-13) below, but it 
seems appropriate to also here point out its relation to the contextual forensic imagery. 
Although the Flesh-Spirit antithesis has parallels which are not specifically eschatological in 
orientation54 or even Judaic,55 in this context Paul's antithesis relates to his forensic imagery 
in such a way that those who are Xct't'a a-apxa (8:4) correspond to Judaic eschatology's 
49 The death, resurrection and ascension of Christ (cf. Phil. 2:5-11), and the pouring out of the Spirit, for 
Paul signalled the dawn ofthe apocalyptic eschaton awaited in Judaism (Kasemann 1969:126-127). 
50 This is often described as the "eschatological now''; e.g. Dunn (1998:179-181; 2002:415), and Fitzmyer 
(1993:481). 
51 Other aspects which had previously been associated with the apocalyptic end of time but which Paul 
regards to be realised include that the Messiah has been declared xupto~ (cf. Rom. 8:39) and that he is seated in 
the position of authority and power at the right hand of God (Rom. 8:34). See Kiisemann (1969:126-127); 
Bousset (1921:44 n.25). 
52 Cf. Kasemann (1969:131-133). Du Toit (2007a:275) observes: ''From a time perspective, this trial setting 
has a present as well as a future aspect. The final trial will be at the end of time (2: 1-16), but the judge's activity 
manifests itself already within history. The gentiles have already been punished for dishonouring God in the 
course of history. Their punishment will be consummated in the eschaton. The believers are already 
experiencing their acquittal (3:24, 26; 5:1, 9; 8:33). Yet their final salvation will only take place at the end 
(5:10)". 
53 Cf. Sampley (1991:10). 
54 E.g. Philo (Her. 57). 
55 Based on a number of parallels F. C. Baur and others believe the antithesis to have stemmed from a gentile 
Hellenistic background. However, see Frey (1999:46-48). 
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"wicked" who will be condemned to death (8:2, 6, esp. 13), whilst those who are xa-rc% 
7niSUf.t.a correspond to the "righteous" who are not condemned but will receive life (8: 1, 2, 6, 
11, 13; cf. Kasemann 1969: 129). This means that Paul probably incorporated other common 
notions of there being two kinds of people (who morally live two kinds of lives) into his 
originally Judaic understanding-of-reality, since these notions were compatible with his 
understanding of what God's judgment would reveal. 
5.3 "In Christ Jesus" (8: 1) 
Much scholarly debate56 has centred on the interpretation of the typically Pauline57 phrase58 
iv Xptcncf) 'IYJCTOU and its equivalents. Du Toit (2007b: 132) succinctly comments: "any 
investigation into the meaning and function of the Pauline 'in Christ' -phrases is beset with 
problems and ... anyone claiming to have final solutions is underestimating their gravity or 
overrating his own capability". Thus it is not possible within the scope and purpose of this 
study to discuss the matter extensively by explaining every usage or to generalise the phrase's 
meaning, and the following comments pertaining to the use of the phrase in Romans 8:1 will 
have to suffice. We will return to the use of the phrase in 8:2 below. 59 
A common generalisation of the meaning of ol iv Xptcncf) 'IYJCTOU corresponds to the use 
of a shorter version of the phrase in 1 Peter 5:14 (oi iv Xptcncf)), which simply denotes 
"Christians" in that context. This instance (8:1) of ol iv Xptcncf) 'IYJCTOU also, simply put, 
denotes "Christians" and as such is a pertinent indicator of the identity of the persons to 
whom Paul is referring in 8:1. Wolter (2011:241-243) has identified a number of references 
where Paul uses the phrase or one of its equivalents in this way. 60 
However, leaving it there would neglect the nuances and subtleties that the context 
contributes to the meaning of the phrase in this particular instance. The same goes for the 
56 Although the debate has seemed to fade in prominence after Schweitzer, at least up to the end of the 20th 
century (Dunn 1998:392-395). See Deissmann (1892; 1925:105-124), Bousset (1921), Schweitzer (1953:122-
125, etc.), Neugebauer (1961), Ridderbos (1973:56-63), and Kiisemann (1980:220-222). Some notable 
contemporary literature on the theme includes Du Toit (2007b:129-145), and Wolter (2011:235-246). 
57 Wolter (2011:235) points out that the phrase and its equivalents are used 98 times in the undisputed letters, 
63 times in the disputed letters, and only 7 times in the rest of the NT (leaving the Johannine literature's 
"reziproken Immanenz-formulierungen" aside). 
58 Deissmann exposited the phrase as a "formel'' with inherently the same meaning in all its occurrences, a 
theory now commonly understood not to be viable (Wolter 2011 :235-236). 
59 Wedderburn (1985:83-88) has grounds when he warns that discussions on this topic need to take the 
particular context of each occurrence of the phrase seriously and not regard it as a fixed formula that is always 
used in the same way. Similarly Biichsel (1949:143) points out the importance of taking into account the 
semantic contribution of the verbal or nominal form that the phrase is dependent on. 
60 E.g. Rom. 8:1; 16:7, 11; 1 Cor. 1 :30; 2 Cor. 5:17; 12:2. 
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phrase ev XptO"'rc!) 'I)]<rou (or a cognate) without the article ( ol). 61 There is value in close 
scrutiny of each instance of ev XptO"'rc!) 'l)]<rou within its context, particularly where imagery is 
being used. Let us consider the nuances and subtleties of oi ev XptO"'rc!) 'I)]<rou in Romans 8:1, 
then. 
A first possibility is that Paul uses Xpt<r-ro~ 'I)]<rou~ as a type of metaphor62 called a 
metonymy. 63 Metonymy is to use "one entity to refer to another that is related to it" (Lakoff 
& Johnson 2003:35; emph. mine).64 One type of metonymy is when the producer is named to 
refer to the product that he is responsible for. 65 For instance, when referring to a painting 
produced by Van Gogh, the painting itself is called a Van Gogh. The contents of an author's 
book is often also referred to by using the author's name. Thus, in the sentence "there are 
some discrepancies in Bultmann" one is not referring to discrepancies in the body or person 
of Bultmann, but to one (or the collection) of his work(s). According to Wolter (2014:472) 
instances of "Christ Jesus" being used metonymically in Romans include 3:22, 24; 5:1, 11. 
Consequently it is plausible that in Romans 8:1 Paul may be using XptO"'ro~ 'I)]<rou~ to refer to 
what Christ has "produced" or brought about. 
The question is, then, to which "product" of Christ might he be referring? The context 
in which XptO"'ro~ 'l)]<rou~ is used in 8:1 is forensic imagery, as explained above. In forensic 
terms Paul refers to the result of Christ's death and resurrection as justification (e.g. Rom. 
4:25; ouccdw<rt~). In the only two instances besides 8:1 where Paul uses xa-raxptf-C.a 
(condemnation; 5:16, 18) it is the explicit antithesis to justification (otxalw~-ta; otxalw<rt~). 
Thus in 8: 1 "no condemnation" is parallel to justification. Thus the "product" of Christ that 
Paul is referring to metonymically when he uses XptO"'ro~ 'I)]<rou~, may be justification. Christ 
has, through his death and resurrection (Rom. 5:8-9, 18-19),66 brought about justification for 
those who believe in him (3:25-26). 
However, the contribution of ev to the meaning of the phrase oi ev XptO"'rc!) 'l)]<rou as a 
whole also needs to be taken into consideration. BDAG (2000:327) lists the second function 
61 See Biichsel (1949:150-152). Cf. Haacker (1999:151); Hultgren (2011:296). A common feature in 
commentaries is, with respect to the meaning of"in Christ Jesus" in 8:1, to refer to the commentator's earlier 
exposition ofthe (similar) phrase, for instance in 6:11 (e.g. Ziesler 1989:201; Byrne 1996:242). 
62 To revisit Lakoff & Johnson's (2003:5) definition: "The essence of metaphor is understanding and 
experiencing one kind of thing in terms of another". 
63 Cf. Wolter (2014:472). 
64 Lakoff & Johnson (2003:38-39) lists the following sub-types of metonymy: the part for the whole, 
producer for product, object used for user, controller for controlled, institution for people responsible, the place 
for the institution, the place for the event. 
65 Cf. Lakoff & Johnson (2003:38-39). 
66 See Powers (2001; esp. 87-110, 231-236). 
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of ev as "marker of state or condition". 67 Once again a metaphorical usage is at stake, 68 i.e. an 
instance of what Lakoff and Johnson (2003:29-32) describes as "container metaphors". This 
type of metaphor is one of the instances of the way in which things are ordinarily expressed, 
so that those who view metaphors as only pertaining to the extraordinary usage of language 
do not agree that a metaphor is actually at stake. 69 Nonetheless, it is a common linguistic 
feature that the abstract notion of a person's "state of being" is conceptualised in terms o/0 a 
concrete "container" (Lakoff & Johnson 2003:31-32). Obviously there is no actual 
"container" involved. The abstract notion of a "state of being" is only, during the process of 
understanding and for the sake of linguistic manipulation, metaphorically conceptualised and 
spoken of as if it were a container. Consequently the person is said to be either "in" the state, 
"out" of it, or entering "into" or emerging "out" of it. 71 That does not mean that it is 
appropriate to exposit the usage of ev as being spatial72 or locaC3 in this case-it is not.74 
What is conceived of metaphorically as a "space", "sphere" or "container" actually refers to a 
"state of being", making the second function of ev (marker of state or condition) in BDAG 
(2000:327) a plausible explanation. 
When the metonymical use of Xpt<TTO~ 'IYJCTOU~ is brought together with ev as marker of 
state or condition, and the forensic imagery in its context, the result is that ol ev Xpt<TT4> 'IYJCTOU 
refers to the state of justification brought about by Christ, i.e. through his death and 
resurrection. 75 The above constitutes the first plausible exposition of o! ev Xpt<TT4> 'IYJCTOU in the 
specific context of Romans 8: 1. 76 
67 Cf. Buchsel (1949:150; emph. mine): "in einem durch Christus eindeutig bestimmten Zustande sein". 
However, Biichsel (1949:150) equates this usage of the preposition with its modal usage, which BDAG 
(2000:330) correctly delineates separately. BDF (1961: 118; §219) also discusses the phrase under "manner", but 
suggest that it "utterly defies definite interpretation". Cf. BDR (1976:178; §219). 
68 Expositors who agree include Du Toit (2007b:132-133). 
69 See Lakoff & Johnson (2003:3-6, 245-246). 
70 Once more see Lakoff & Johnson's (2003:5) definition of metaphors above. 
71 Contemporary examples given by Lakoff & Johnson (2003:32; emph. orig.) include: "He's in love", 
"We're out oftrouble now'', "He's coming out ofthe coma", and "He fell into a depression". 
72 Wallace (1996:372). 
73 Turner (1963:261-262). Expositors who look towards this explanation include Fitzmyer (1993:482), 
Jewett (2007:480), and Blischke (2009:411). 
74 See Biichsel (1949: 150); Wolter (20 11 :236-246). 
75 This state of justification is appropriated through faith in Jesus Christ (3:25-26) and baptism (6:3-5), 
which constitutes the believers' participation (e.g. Jewett (2007:480); Cranfield (1975:372-373) in the paradigm 
of Christ (5:15-21). 
76 Parallels of this metaphorical usage of tv followed by a metonymy that indicates a "state of being" are: 
o!... tv crapxl ov't'E~ (8:8) denoting ''those who are in the state of being dominated by their fleshliness", and EV 
7!'VEu~a't't (8:9) denoting those who are "in the state of subjection to the rule of (God made present in Christians 
by) the Spirit". 
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A second plausible exposition is based on the use of parallel language in Mark 1:23. 
The context is that a person possessed by an unclean spirit entered a synagogue. This is 
described in the following way: ~V ev -rj1 O"Uvaywyj1 aUTWV avBpw7ro~ ev 7rVEUfLaTI cbcaBap-rcp. 
Note that, whereas some translations render the phrase something to the effect that this was a 
person "with an unclean spirit" (NRSV) literally he is described as a person in an unclean 
spirit. The meaning is that this person was dominated by this spirit, which took over control 
of his life and behaviour. Although Christ and the Spirit are certainly not conceptualised as 
demons, the context of being under someone's control is pertinent. Whereas the subject of 
7:13-25 is controlled by personified Sin (as noted above in chapter 4, in 7:17 and 19 Sin is 
probably personified as an indwelling demonic power),77 Paul's addressees are manumitted 
from its oppression (8:2) and is now controlled by the Spirit (esp. 8:4-5; cf. 8:2). The Spirit is 
the Spirit of Christ (8:9)-thus being "in Christ" (8:1) and "in the Spirit" (8:9) are parallel, as 
is having Christ (8:10) and the Spirit "in you" (8:11). This reciprocal ev-language is also 
parallel to the language of possession where the possessed may be described as "in an 
unclean spirit (e.g. Mark 1:23) while the spirit is also conceptualised as being in him (cf. 
Mark 1:25, 26). But, again, the point is not that Christ or the Spirit are conceptualised as 
demonic powers--they are not. The parallel, however, is that when someone's life and 
behaviour is controlled by a (spiritual) master, it can be expressed with the Greek form: ev 
plus the master (in the dative form). 
This usage of ev can also be explained in terms of ev as a marker of state and the named 
spirit or master as a metonymy for his rule over the possessed. Thus avBpW7rO~ ev 7rVEUfLaTI 
cbcaeap-rcp refers to "a person in the state of domination by an unclean spirit". Similarly, then, 
oi ev Xptcn4i 'Ii'Jcrou refers to "those who are in the state of being ruled by Christ Jesus". 
This is just as much in accord with the context of 8: 1-2, where slavery imagery is used, 
as the abovementioned exposition of the metonymy in forensic terms (which is also used in 
the context). Consequently it is difficult to choose between the above two possibilities. 
However, the parallel use of language in Mark 1 :23 to describe a state of domination, which 
is pertinent not only to the preceding context (e.g. 6:6, 9, 12, 14, 15-23; 7:1, 6, 14-25) but 
also to what follows in 8:3-13, in my view tips the scales in favour of the latter possibility. 
Moreover, Paul's concise phraseology brings about a conceptual "closeness" between 
Christ and the justified-so close that they are (metaphorically) "in him", part of him. This 
77 Schottroff (1979:498-502). 
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connotative quality of the phrase highlights the relational aspect implicit to it, i.e. that there is 
a relationship between Christ and those he justified and rules. 78 This relationship is expressed 
in a number of ways by Paul, inter alia with the (again) concise expression oi -roO Xpto--rou 
(those who belong to Christ; 1 Cor. 15:23; Gal. 5:24; cf. Rom. 8:9). A comparable conceptual 
"closeness" and the implicitness of the relationship between Christ and Christians is also 
brought about by reversing the metaphor of their being "in Christ", i.e. that Christ is 
conceived of as being "in them" (Rom. 8:10).79 
5.4 Intermingling Forensic and Slavery I Manumission Imagery (8:2) 
Above we saw that Paul indicates that there is now no condemnation for those who are in 
Christ Jesus. Were we to ask: "why not?" the answer could be stated in terms implied by the 
forensic metaphor itself. That is, there is no condemnation for them because they are justified 
(cf. 5:16, 18). However, in Romans 8:2 Paul not only elaborates the forensic metaphor but 
also employs an alternative metaphor to explain (yap) why his addressees are no longer 
condemned to death: a metaphor from the source domain of slavery, 80 which maps 
"manumission" ( EAEU9Ep6w) to the target domain of Christian experience. What we have in 
Romans 8:2, then, is an instance of Paul intermingling metaphors. 
5.4.1 Elements Coherent and Consistent with the Forensic Metaphor 
In 8:1 the element that initially constituted the forensic metaphor m this context was 
xa-raxpll-lct (condemnation). Subsequently (8:2) Paul elaborates this metaphor by introducing 
a number of elements that are coherent and consistent with respect to it. His double use of 
v6l-lo~ at first glance81 fits a forensic setting nicely since judgment is based on the standard of 
the "law"-to which v6l-lo~ very often refers. "Sin" {ctl-lctpTtct) is also a coherent and consistent 
element since it can imply contravention of the law and the reason for "condemnation". 
78 Cf. Rabens (2010:135, 172); Biichsel (1949:150); Wolter (2014:472). 
79 Comparable usage of tv with a person, expressing that people belong together in a relationship and that 
dependence is at stake (Wolter 2011:243-246), occur in e.g. John (6:56; 15:4-7; 14:20; 15:2; 17:21b), Philo 
(Fug. 61; 102; 174), Sophocles (Oed. Tyr. 312-314), and Euripides (Ale. 275-278). 
80 On the slavery I freedom antithesis as a persuasive device in Galatians, see Loubser (1994:163-176). 
81 We will return below to the fact that Paul's use of v6!lo~ here is wordplay which not only (a) seemingly 
continues the forensic aspect of the metaphor in 8:1 but also (b) carries connotations which involves Torah and, 
pertinently, (c) derives from 7:21, 23 and 25 so that in combination with EAEUGEpow the highlighted meaning of 
v6!lo~ is actually "compulsion" and not "law". Paul's wordplay with V0!-1-0~ is striking and fitting exactly because 
it can either refer to a "law", more specifically to God's law, or to a certain way of behaviour to which one is 
compelled by some master. 
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Paul's established use of xa-raxptp.a ( 5: 16, 18) was already pointed out above, the context of 
which implies that Bava-ro~ (death) as sentence of those guilty of sin, and ~w~ (life) as the 
outcome of the judgment for those justified in Christ, are also coherent and consistent with 
the established forensic metaphor. "In Christ Jesus" may be interpreted in a way which is 
coherent and consistent with this setting, as shown above with respect to its use in 8: 1, but the 
phrase does not inherently point towards such a setting. This leaves us with only one element 
to consider: eA.ev9ep6w.82 
It is not inconceivable that Paul may be using eA.ev9ep6w83 as merely another element coherent 
and consistent with his forensic metaphor. Its meaning, then, would be that his addressees' 
acquittal constitutes being .freed from death, 84 the penalty still awaiting those who are not in 
Christ. Paul has, in fact, used the cognate adjective ( EA.eu9epo~) in a comparable way in 
Romans 7:3,85 with respect to beingfree of marriage law when one's spouse is deceased (cf. 
Thielman 1994:201).86 However, given the metaphorical setting in which Paul consistently 
uses the verb eA.evSepow in Romans and the apposite imagery immediately preceding Romans 
8, there is actually more to it than this simple reading implies. 
82 For a description of the concept of freedom in the NT, see Schlier (TDNT 2:496-502). Niederwimmer 
(1966) includes a discussion of Hellenistic parallels of the concept in the NT in general. For a history of 
interpretation as well as religionsgeschichtliche hintergrund of the concept in the Pauline epistles, see Jones 
(1987). Also see Bultmann (1984:332-353). 
83 BDAG (2000:317) explains the meaning of EAE1J6Ep6w as ''to cause someone to be freed from domination", 
i.e. to "free" or "set free". The significance of the aorist is that Paul depicts his addressees as already freed or 
manumitted (e.g. Landmesser 2006:134). 
84 The action of setting someone or something free can be from many different kinds of domination or 
oppression (cf. Niederwimmer 1966:113-139). 
85 However, two reasons caution against simply equating EAE1J6Ep6w with the use of EA£1J6£pa in 7:3. Firstly, 
although Paul uses the cognate adjective to describe the effect that the death of a spouse has pertaining to one's 
obligations to marriage law (7:3), he does not use the verb EA£1J6£p6w when describing the action of being loosed 
from this law, opting instead to use xaTapytw. As a result all occurrences of EAE1J6Ep6w in Romans (8:2 itself 
excluded for the moment) are within the context of manumission from slavery. Secondly, the v6~-to~ Tij~ Ctf.tap-r!a~ 
has a verbatim antecedent that is contextually much closer to 8:2 than 7:3, namely in 7:23. There is an important 
turn in Paul's argument at 7:7 (since he now rhetorically softens the effect of 7:1--6's argument), and he 
continues his 7:21, 23,25 irony or wordplay with v6~-to~ in 8:2. This cautions one not to relate his use ofv6~-to~ or 
EAE1J6Ep6w in 8:2 back to the context of 7:1-6 without taking 7:7-25 into account. 
86 In 7:1--6 Paul argues that the Romans are freed from their obligations to the Law of Moses through their 
association with and participation in the death and resurrection of Christ. As they are dead (with Christ) they are 
no longer bound by the Law of Moses, which is likened to marriage law. Marriage law (or at least Paul's version 
of it; cf. Tomson 2003:576-580) only binds a woman to her husband as long as that husband is alive-ifhe dies, 
she is freed from her obligations to him as her husband, and free to marry another. In this way the addressees are 
now "married" ("belong to", 7:4) Christ and are no longer under the law that had bound them (7:6). It is not 
clear from 7:1--6 to who exactly the law of Moses (likened to marriage law) had bound them, but 7:5 most 
probably intimates that it had been to their sinful passions (Ta 7ra6~~-taTa Twv Ctf.tap-rtwv). 
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Paul employs the verb tA.eu6ep6w in Romans 6:18, 22 and 8:2, 21. The Romans 6 
occurrences are within a specific textual unit (6:15-23), and it is clear that the word is used 
metaphorically87 to denote manumission88 from being slaves of Sin; 89 after which, of course 
Paul's addressees are described as slaves of righteousness and of God. It is very likely that 
the use of tA.eu6ep6w in 8:21 also denotes manumission90 as Paul writes that they will be "set 
free" from oouA.efa91 to "the glorious freedom of the children of God". That 8:21 reflects a 
setting of manumission from slavery, similar to 8:15, is confirmed by their common contrast 
between slavery (oouA.ela) and adoption (ulo6eO"(a) or being a child of God ('rexvov TOU aeou). 
This leads to the conclusion that in all occurrences of tA.eu6ep6w in Romans (8:2 excluded for 
the moment) the context reflects manumission from slavery. In fact, Paul uses the verb 
outside of Romans only in Galatians 5:1, and there again it occurs within this same 
metaphorical setting (Coppins 2009: 108-115).92 Let us then consider this possible setting for 
8:2 also. 
Does the context preceding Romans 8:2 confirm that his use of EA.eu6ep6w is in fact 
recapitulating the imagery of slavery here? This proves to be the case indeed. Slavery 
imagery (going beyond the use of tA.eu6ep6w only) has been used before 8:2 in at least four 
textual units in Romans, namely 6:1-11 (esp. 6:6), 12-14 (esp. 12, 14), 15-23,93 and 7:7-
25.94 Given the development of the argument, however, it is possible that 5:12-21 had also 
alluded to the source domain of slavery already. 
The powers of Sin and Death are personified in 5:12-21 (Dodson 2008:125-128; cf. 
8:2), and each is said to "exercise dominion" (~aO"LAevw) respectively in 5:14, 17 and 21. 
Although ~aO"LAevw is usually used within the context of a king's reign (BDAG 2000:170), 
87 Paul also uses slavery as a metaphor for our total submission to Christ. This, however, is not the sense in 
which slavery imagery is employed in Rom. 8, and consequently falls beyond the scope of this study. See 
Martin (1990) and Ziesler (1989:201). 
88 For an explanation on why Paul's slavery I manumission imagery does not make use of sacral 
manumission as such, see Combes (1998:85-87). 
89 Dunn (2002:344, 348). Cf. Jones (1987:110-117). Cf. John 8:30-36. 
9° Cf. (Dunn 2002:471), Jones (1987:131). 
91 
"The state or condition of being held as chattel by another, slavery'' (BDAG 2000:259). Cf. Coppins 
(2009:144-150). 
92 Although the nouns in this semantic field (e.g. £A.eu9epfa, tA.eu9epo~, chreA.eu9epo~) may also reflect this 
setting (whether metaphorical or literal), e.g. in 1 Cor. 7:22, Paul uses them quite variedly, necessitating careful 
contextual exegesis of each occurrence (Jones 1987:57) and preventing a substantiated generalization such as is 
possible with reference to the verb's use. As seen above, the adjective £A.eu9epa also does not necessarily point 
to this setting (7:3), though it may (6:20). 
93 In this textual unit slavery imagery occurs in almost every verse. 
94 Also cf. Rom. 7:1, 6. The prevalence of slavery imagery in Rom. 7:7-25 (esp. 7:13-25) was already 
shown in chapter 4 above. 
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Louw and Nida (1996:1.473) have indicated that it can also be taken figuratively, i.e. "to be 
in control in an absolute manner", and that 5:14 is an example ofthis use. BacT!Aeuw is used in 
this way again in 6:12.95 Within the same context (6:12-14) the verb xvpteuw (having 
dominion) is used as a synonym, a word behind which is an "understanding which does not 
view man as a free lord over himself but as subject to some lordship" (Foerster TDNT 
3: 1 097). Consequently the very next unit, 6: 15-23, reflects the imagery of having been slaves 
to Sin, while subject to the Law of Moses, and now being manumitted96 from this prior state. 
Thus ~acr~Aeuw connects 5:12-21 to 6:15-23 through 6:12-14, making it conceivable that 
both 5:12-21 and 6:12-14 actually already allude to the source domain of slavery and not 
only to kingship or lordship in general. 97 If this seems to be stretching the text a little beyond 
its inherent interpretative possibilities by reading later associations back into it, it should at 
least be conceded that 5:12-21 and 6:12-14 prepares the way for slavery imagery because of 
the association of ~ao-tAeuw with domination and rule, also associated with slave ownership. 
On the other hand, Schottroff (1979:498-502) argues that in Romans personified Sin's 
"Schreckensherrschaft" is constituted by three metaphors which are closely related and often 
overlap: Sin as world ruler (e.g. ~ao-tAeuw; 5:21; 6:12), as slave master (e.g. O"Wfla Tijs 
&fA.ap-rlas; oovAeuetv 'tjj &fA.ap-rlc;t; 6:6), and as oppressive indwelling demon (e.g. 7:17, 19). She 
(Schottroff 1979:502-504) points out that living under the power of Rome's world 
domination was, in fact, at times compared to slavery.98 In Romans the ~ao-tAeuw- and 
xvpteuw-metaphors are certainly related to Paul's slavery imagery, if not also part ofit. 
Thus, slavery imagery is clearly present in 6:6,99 15-23100 (Dunn 2002:341) and in 
7:13-25, and probably also in 6:9,101 12102 and 14. 103 It is possible, in the light of the 
metaphor of the "prisoner of war" (alxfA.aAw-rl,w, 7:23), to read eAevSep6w simply as referring 
to being freed from this captivity. 104 However, given the prevalence of slavery imagery, 
earlier as well as in the context of 7:23 (esp. nenpaf.tsvos uno 'Tl]v &fA.ap-rlav, 7:14; oovAeuw, 
95 
"Therefore, do not let sin exercise dominion in your mortal bodies, to make you obey their passions" 
(NRSV). 
96 As shown above, Paul uses tA.Eu9Ep6c.J twice in this textual unit (6:18, 22). 
97 Rohser (1987:104) includes both xuptEUc.J and ~acnA.Euc.J under his discussion of "Herr-Sklave-
Metaphorik". 
98 E.g. Philo (Legal. 119, 233), and within fifty years of the letter to the Romans: Tacitus (Agr. 30). 
99 Cf. oouA.Euc.J and possibly O"Wfla. 
10° Cf. OOUAO~ (x6), OOt.IAOCil (x2), U?Taxo~ (x2), U?TaxOUCil (x2), tA.Eu9Epo~, tA.EU9EpOCil (x2), and xupto~. 
101 Cf. xuptEuc.J. 
102 Cf. tm9ufl(a; Epictetus (Diatr. 2.16.39-47, 4.1; Fragment 8). 
103 Cf. xuptEuc.J; u?T6. 
104 E.g. Dodd (1959:135); Lohse (1982:129). 
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7:25), it is better to interpret the "prisoner of war" metaphor as coherent and consistent with 
the slavery imagery. This is socio-historically plausible since, as pointed out in chapter 4, 
prisoners of war were commonly condemned to slavery and were the primary source of 
slaves for the Roman Empire. 105 The element of compulsion by a foreign, oppressive power 
to do its will, in spite of one's own wishes to the contrary, in 7:13-25 is also better explained 
in terms of slavery than merely in terms of being a prisoner. It is from Sin's power to compel 
its slaves to live a certain way that Paul's addressees have been freed, not only from its power 
to hold them captive. 
Consequently eA.eu9ep6w in 8:2106 is best understood as recapitulating slavery imagery. 
This follows from the observations that (a) Paul uses eA.eu9ep6w consistently in contexts that 
reflect this particular imagery, (b) the fact that the imagery of slavery is so well established in 
the context prior to and following107 8:2, and (c) that the use of slavery imagery in 
particularly 7:13-25 has cognitively established this image in the minds of the readers of 
Paul's letter so that it is not only a very plausible but also contextually the closest at hand 
imagery setting with regard to which eA.eu9ep6w would have been understood. It can be 
concluded, then, that eA.eu9ep6w maps "manumission" from the source domain of slavery to 
the target domain of Christian experience. How manumission relates to Christian experience 
will be explained below after the two liOf.tO~-phrases have been expounded. 
An observation pertinent to the moral implications of eA.eu9ep6w and its cognates is also 
necessary. It commonly occurs that, while he is arguing that those in Christ are free, Paul also 
makes a point of indicating that this freedom is within the limitations of a new set of bounds 
(cf. Jones 1987:135). So, for instance, 108 in Romans 6:15-23 the addressees are depicted as 
freed from Sin, but servants (slaves) of Righteousness109 and of God.l1° Although a number 
of other arguments and images separate 6:15-23 from 8:1-13, this concept of freedom is also 
relevant to Romans 8 where the addressees are said to be freed cbro 'TOU liOf.tOU 'rij~ Ctf.tap'Tia~ 
xal 'TOU 9allt:hou by o liOf.tO~ 'TOU 7t'liEUf.ta'ro~ 'rij~ ~wij~ ell XplCT'rcfj 'll')O"OU. Ultimately the liOf.tO~ 'TOU 
105 Harrill (2000: 1125); Keener (2000:362). 
106 Cf. Sanders (1977:512) ''the term 'set free' seems rather to be connected with ... the change of lordship 
from the service of sin to the service of Christ". 
107 Rom. 8:15, 21. Coppins (2009: 136) also appreciates the importance of taking the context of 7:1-6, 7-25 
and 8: 1-4 into consideration, and takes for granted that the image of being set free from slavery is what is at 
stake here (2009:136-144). 
108 Cf. Rom. 7:4-6 as well. 
109 D.zu9epro9tvt~:~ OE Ct1t0 'ri\~ a~aptia~ EOOUMi>9TJ'tE 'tft Ot1CUtocr6vn (6: 18). 
110 oouA.co9tvte~ ot 'tq'> e~:c:p ( 6:22). 
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7rlleV(.tctTo~ will imply that they are enabled by the Spirit (8:4) and indebted to God (8:12), 111 
to live according to the Spirit (xcxTa weil[.tct, 8:4-6) and to be led by the Spirit of God 
( wevf.tctTt 6eoil liyonat, 8: 14). 
This Pauline emphasis may stem from either or both of two reasons. Firstly, it accords 
with what is reported in Acts 21:21 which suggests112 that Paul may have been accused of 
antinomianism in Jewish circles (cf. Jones 1987:123-124, 135). Whether the Romans knew of 
these possible accusations can only be guessed. The point is that Paul perceived a need to 
explain that he is not preaching a message of lawlessness, albeit a message in which Torah is 
no longer the central element. 
Secondly, this Pauline emphasis may also be the result of an aspect of Paul's 
anthropology, which aspect is derived from Jewish apocalypticism. According to Jewish 
apocalypticism there are only two realms in this world-that of God, and that which is 
against God (see Kasemann 1969: 136). Consequently in Paul's anthropology one is always a 
part of either of these two realms. Simultaneously, when one is part of the one realm, one is 
not part of the other. Accordingly when Paul uses slavery imagery the subject is always 
simultaneously slave of one master and free of the other (cf. Rom. 6: 15-23). When Paul's 
addressees had once been slaves of Sin, they had been free of Righteousness (6:20). Now, 
however, they are free of Sin and enslaved to Righteousness and I or God (6:18, 22). 
Although this servitude to God is not made explicit in Romans 8: 1-13, it is implied. In Paul's 
understanding-of-reality there is no such thing as absolute freedom. When one is freed from 
Sin's domination (8:2), it implies being subject to the antithetical master, God, 113 and serving 
as slaves (oouA.ocu) in the new situation of the Spirit (£v xcxtVO'n]Tt 7rlleV(.tctTo~; 7:6). 
From the above it should be clear that £A.eu6ep6cu introduces a slavery I manumission 
image into the context of the established forensic metaphor (8: 1-2). It is an image (and not 
merely a metaphor) because it combines two metaphors: that of being slaves under a 
(personified) slave master ( 7rlleU(.tct I &[.tctpT(cx ), and that of being manumitted ( £A.eu6ep6cu ). The 
fact that slavery imagery had been used in the immediately preceding context (esp. 7:6, 14, 
23, 25), and that the subsequent metaphor of Torah's incapability (8:3) also stems from the 
111 See the exposition below. 
112 Here I do not necessarily presuppose the historical accuracy of what is reported in Acts. I only wish to 
point out that Paul's argumentation makes sense in the light of the narrative of Acts, i.e. when Paul's 
argumentation is read from the perspective of an apology against that which he was purportedly accused of 
according to Acts 21 :21: antinomianism. Instead of presupposing Acts' historical accuracy, reading Romans 
from the perspective that it might have included an apologetical element (with respect to Paul's view of the law) 
supports the idea that the purported accusation in Acts 21 :21 may be based on historical events. 
113 Cf. Schottroff(1979:510). 
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slavery imagery in that context, means that intermingling of metaphors (and not the 
interposition of the slavery I manumission image) is taking place. The interaction between the 
slavery I manumission image and the forensic metaphor has important implications for the 
way the double use ofv6!Lo~ in 8:2 is understood. 
5.4.3 Nopof 
It was noted above that Paul's use ofv6!Lo~ in 8:2114 seems, at first glance, to be coherent and 
consistent with his forensic metaphor since it often refers to "law" (BDAG 2000:677), which 
may be the standard upon which judgment is based. 115 A related but additional denotation116 
of v6!Lo~ is Torah (cf. BDAG 677-678), 117 which can still be consistent and coherent with 
forensic imagery since God's judgment may be based upon this law specifically. 
Consequently a number of expositors argue that both instances of v6!Lo~ in 8:2 refer directly 
to Torah, particularly in its "restored" and "perverted" forms. 118 When the word is regarded 
to be used dissimilarly in the two instances, the "law of the Spirit" is commonly expounded 
as referring to a "code", "authority" or "controlling power", and the "law of sin and death" to 
the Torah in its perverted form. 119 
114 The exposition of v6~o~ in Rom. 8:2 is, of course, complicated by its exposition in other contexts. 
Attempts at explicating Paul's use of v6~o~ throughout his letters abound. Consequently that is not what I will 
attempt here. The abundance of secondary literature on the topic of "Paul and the law" also means that it is 
impossible to interact with a representative amount of scholars and that any attempt at engaging the secondary 
literature within the scope of a study such as this cannot possibly be comprehensive. For an overview of the 
history of interpretation, see e.g. Thielman (1994:14-47), and Reasoner (2005:67-84). 
115 Cf. Barrett (1971:154) who states that "it is the law that leads to condemnation ... and ... judgment takes 
place on the basis ofthe law''. Dunn (1998:135-137; here 136; emph. orig.) also asserts that Paul "regarded the 
law as a standard of universal judgment". 
116 Paul has, in the immediately preceding context, used v6~o~ in more than one way, made possible by the 
word's own semantic possibilities "known in Paul's linguistic world" (Raisanen 1992a:72-88). Raisanen 
(1992b:63-64) lists the following denotations of v6~o~ in Rom. 7:21-25: 7:21-rule, compulsion; 7:23a, b-
direction of the will; 7:23c-rule, compulsion; 7:25b-power, control. See Wolter (2011:351-354). Raisanen 
(1992a:88) correctly points out that the meaning of v6~o~ in any particular passage "can only be established by 
contextual exegesis". However, for a critique on Raisanen's view that the relationship between sin and the law is 
inconsistent and self-contradictory in Paul, see Weima (1990:219-235). 
117 N6~o~ can also be used to refer to, among other things ( cf. Louw & Nida 1996: 1.395), the Old Testament 
Scriptures ( cf. Rom. 3: 19; John 10:34 where a reference to Ps. 82:6 is said to be written in the law; tv -rtf) v6~cp ), 
quite apart from a forensic setting. 
118 Jewett (2007:481). E.g. Osten-Sacken (1975:227), Wilckens (1980:88-90), Dunn (2002:416-417), Lohse 
(1982:133-136; 2003:229-230). This view seems to be gaining support among exegetes (Bertone 2005:172), 
particularly in the light of the insights of the "New Perspective on Paul". Giesen (2009: 184, 187) is also an 
exponent of this view, who makes the fundamental mistake of interpreting 8:2 in such a way that it is the law 
itself that is freed from slavery (e.g. 2009: 186). See below and cf. Chibici-Revneanu (2009:431-437, esp. 436). 
119 E.g. Barrett (1971:155), Harrisville (1980:118-120), Kiisemann (1980:215-216), Louw & Nida 
(1996: 1.425-426), and Bertone (2005: 176-181 ). 
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However, there are important contextual indicators (which will be explained below), of 
which eA.eueepow is germane, which render it inappropriate to equate either VOfA-0~ in 8:2 with 
Torah directly. These contextual indicators point instead toward an indirect, connotative, 
allusion to Torah in 6 VOf.l-0~ ~~ CtfA.ClpTia~ xal -roO eav&.-rou. Based on these indicators both 
instances of VOf.tO~ in 8:2 refer, in a primary sense, to the "compulsion"120 (Raisanen 
1992b:63) to obey a master, 121 i.e. either personified122 Sin or the Spirit. 
The preceding context renders it inappropriate to expound 6 VOf.tO~ ~~ CtfA.ap-rla~123 (xal 
-roO 9av&.-rou)124 (8:2) as referring to the law of God directly. To substantiate this we need to 
return to our reading of Romans 7:7-25125 and its conclusions, presented in chapter 4 above. 
Firstly, it was argued that Torah (v6f.to~) and sin (af.tap-r(a) are purposefully dissociated in 
7:7-25 as a means of exonerating the law (cf. 7:7, 12, 14, 16, 25) and showing personified 
Sin (through its inhabitation of the flesh) to be the actual culprit. NoO~ and cr&.p~ are 
introduced into the argument (cf. 7:22-23, 25) to facilitate the location of Sin and God's law 
into two separate anthropological spheres. Both these distinguishable spheres are present 
120 The denotation "compulsion" is listed by neither BDAG (2000:677 -678), Louw & Nida (1996 2: 169), nor 
in Gutbrod (TDNT 4:1022-1085). However, Gutbrod (TDNT 4:1023-1024) points out that in Greek and 
Hellenistic texts v6~o~ has the sense of "what is proper" or "what is assigned to someone". It refers to actions 
which one is obligated to do because they are normative, customary or traditional. In other words, one is 
compelled to undertake these actions. Incidentally, the specialised use of v6~o~ with respect to the juridical 
sphere, which is often regarded by expositors to be its "primary" denotation, is actually "secondary" (Gutbrod 
TDNT 4: 1024 ). 
121 Variants, which share the same basic understanding of the word in this context, include: "code", 
"authority", "controlling power", "principle", "binding authority", "power", "regime I rule", "Ordnung", 
"Regel", ''Norm", and ''Prinzip". According to Moo (1996:474), and conceded by Dunn (2008:449) this is the 
majority view among commentators. Proponents include Moo (1996:474), Bruce (1974:160), Cranfield 
(1975:375-376), Jonker (1976:112), Ziesler (1989:202), Fitzmyer (1993:482-483), Cottrell (1996:457), Byrne 
(1996:235-236), Coppins (2009:142), Landmesser (2006:135-136), Wolter (2014:473-474), Blischke 
(2009:410) and BDAG (2000:677). 
122 See Dodson (2008:123-139), and Rohser (1987:131-177). The personification of Sin is often not 
mentioned as such by expositors, but implied, as in e.g. Cottrell (1996:457). The definition for personification 
held to here is that of Dodson (2008:30), i.e. "the attribution of human characteristics to any inanimate object, 
abstract concept or impersonal being". Personification is a subtype of metaphor (Dodson 2008:34). Providing 
such a clarification here is necessary since there is much confusion pertaining to the different definitions 
expositors assign to concepts such as personification, hypostasis, anthropomorphism, the differentiation between 
the personification of a "person" and a "power'', etc. Cf. Dodson (2008:28-29). 
123 The genitive is subjective. Keeping the metaphorical context in mind is essential to the exposition of this 
genitive and the correspondent genitive in o v6~o~ Toil meu~aTo~. Sin is personified and is conceptualised as the 
subject which compels or obligates (its slaves) to certain actions (7:14, 23, 25). Cf. vo~o9ETEW which denotes "to 
ordain" (BDAG 2000:676). If something is ordained one is compelled or obligated to do it. 
124 The xal is consecutive (Wolter 2014:473 n.15; cf. BDR 1976:367; §442). The genitive is syntactically 
related to a:rro. The meaning is that "you" are set free from (a) the "law" of sin, (b) and from death (xal Toil 
9avaT01J). 
125 Lohse (1976:137-138) has illustrated the importance of taking 7:7-25 into account when expositing 
Paul's use ofv6~o~ in 8:2. Jewett's (1971:145) observation that about three quarters ofthe instances of uap~ in 
Romans occur in Rom. 7:5-8:13 also point out the necessity of reading Rom. 8:1-13 in the light of what 
precedes it in Rom. 7. Cf. also Osten-Sacken (1975:157-159, 194-220), and Jones (1987:122). 
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within the subject: vou~ where he wants to act according to God's law, which means doing 
good; and o-&p~ where Sin acts as his slave master compelling him to do evil. The point is to 
realise that God's law (vou~-sphere) is purposefully located on the opposite side of the 
battlefield (cf. ctV'rtcnpaTeVof.tC:U; 7:23) from Sin (o-&p~-sphere). This derives from Paul's 
sensibilities not to equate Torah with sin (7:7). To now (8:2) expound o VOf.tO~ Tij~ Ctf.tapT[a~ 
(xal TOU GavaTou) as referring to Torah directly is to miss this pertinent point of Paul's 
argument in 7:7-25. 
Secondly, this VOf.tO~ Tij~ Ctf.tapT[a~ (8:2) should be seen as a further continuation of the 
ironical use of VOf.tO~ initiated in 7:21 and continued into 7:23 and 7:25b.126 Paul explicitly 
uses VOf.tO~ (Tij~) Ctf.tapT[a~ in the latter two references. 127 In 7:7-25 Paul personified Sin as a 
murderous and deceptive (7:9-11) slave master (7:14) and conqueror who enslaves prisoners 
of war ( cf. ctVTLcnpanvof.taL; alx~wT[~w; 7:23). 128 The "lost war" is a metaphorical 
explanation for an ironical "law" (VOf.tO~, 7:21) which the subject finds himself compelled to 
obey, 129 i.e. doing evil instead of good even when he actually wants to do what is good. The 
"war" had been an internal one between on the one hand: the law of God and the subject's 
will to obey it (cf. 7:16, 18, 21, 23), and on the other: the compulsion (v6f.to~) of Sin obliging 
him to act according to its decrees (cf. 7:17, 20, 21, 23, 25). The latter compulsion winning 
the war, taking him captive as prisoner of war, 130 and enslaving him131 explains why the 
subject experiences himself as compelled to sin. He is bound by "another law" (snpo~ VOf.tO~), 
i.e. one opposed to God's law, ultimately called the "law" of Sin (7:23). As such the 
triumphant VOf.tO~ Tij~ Ctf.tapT[a~ (7:23) is used metaphorically and ironically. God's law was 
intended to curb sin. Yet Sin had its own "law", which overpowered God's law and made the 
subject its slave. As "law" it compelled him to act according to the will of his slave master, 
126 So e.g. Hultgren (2011:297). Cf. Lohse (1982:133). 
127 Cf. Barrett (1962:155); Cranfield (1975:375). 
128 The present tense of both cbrncr-rpa-rt::U6f.LEVov and aiXfLaAw-r!~ov-ra (7:23) suggests that Paul envisions this 
as the continuing experience of those to whom he here refers, not as something belonging to their past. Their 
experience, no doubt because of their actual will (in their minds) to obey God's law, is that of continuing 
internal conflict, in which Sin persistently and recurrently proves to be the victor, taking them captive and 
making (keeping) them his slaves. Cf. Dunn (2002:395-396). 
129 N6!Lo~ in 7:21 must be taken to mean norm or "compulsion" (Raisanen 1992b:63). Paul has just (7:14-20) 
described how the subject is compelled to do what he doesn't want to do since he is dominated by his slave 
master, Sin. To now conclude (apa, 7:21) this description by calling it a "compulsion" makes perfect sense 
contextually. 
13° Cf. aiXJ..laAOl'rl~CO, 7:23; oouA.sUco, 7:25; 1tE1tpa~tvot; U1t0 n)v a~aptiav, 7:14. 
131 A prisoner of war I slave loses everything-not only his rights, nationality, physical freedom, dignity, 
etc., but above all even his freedom to choose to do what he wants to. As a prisoner of war I slave, he is forced 
to do as his conquering master dictates. 
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Sin. This use of VOf.tO~ constitutes irony since the conventional understanding of VOf.tO~ is that 
which compels one to act according to God's will, not to contravene it. Consequently Paul's 
use of eA.euSepow together with VOf.tO~ ~~ af.tapT(a~ in 8:2 recapitulates the slavery imagery of 
7:7-25 (esp. 7:14,23, 25) in which liOf.tO~ ~~ Ctf.tapT(a~ denotes: the compulsion to sin as slave 
of Sin. This, and the first reason elaborated above, renders it inappropriate to equate VOf.tO~ ~~ 
Ctf.tapT(a~ in 8:2 directly to Torah. 
On the other hand, however, an indirect association of Torah with Sin is also 
established in Romans 7:7-25. That is because (a) Torah brought about the subject's 
knowledge of what constitutes sin, giving Sin the opportunity to get a hold on the subject 
(7:7-11) by misusing Torah, 132 and (b) since Torah itself was conquered (cf. 7:23), it was 
incapable (cf. 8:3--4) of helping the subject to overcome Sin and to achieve its (Torah's) 
purpose. In short, Torah is portrayed as inadvertently having become part of the problem and 
as incapable of being part of the solution (even though it cannot be blamed for this state of 
affairs; cf. Jewett 2007:483). Those who endeavour to serve Torah (cf. oouA.ow, 7:6; oouA.euw, 
7:25) as ruling master (cf. xupteuw; 7:1) will be disappointed, fmding themselves in praxis to 
be slaves of Sin instead. Torah is a powerless master, conquered and misused by Sin. In this 
sense VOf.tO~ ~~ Ctf.tapT(a~ (8:2) connotatively and indirectly involves Torah. In its subjected 
state Torah had been made complicit in awakening the desire to sin. The primary sense of 
liOf.tO~ ~~ Ctf.l.apT(a~ (8:2), however, remains the compulsion to sin as slave of Sin. 
Subsequently Paul now (8:2) introduces a third ruling master, 133 in addition to Torah 
(7:1, 6, 25) which had been overpowered by Sin (esp. 7:20, 23, 25), 134 namely the Spirit. 135 
The will to obey God's VOf.tO~ had been rendered ineffective by the compulsion (liOf.tO~) to sin 
which is related to Adamic humanity's fleshliness (7:14, 18, 23, 25; 8:3). The eschatological 
outpouring of the Spirit on those in Christ, however, resulted in a new compulsion ( o VOf.tO~ 
Tou 7niEUf.taTo~) in them, i.e. to walk (7repmaTew, 8:4), be (e!f.tt, 8:5) and think (cppoliYJf.ta, 8:5) 
132 Cf. Jewett (2007:481); Bertone (2005:157-169, 176). 
133 So e.g. Cranfield (1975:376). 
134 Some expositors, e.g. Chibici-Revneanu (2009:431-437, esp. 436) and Giesen (2009:184, 187), claim that 
with Rom. 8:2 Paul indicates that Torah itself is also freed from being dominated by Sin. However, a close 
reading of the text reveals that this is unjustified. Although it seems implied in 7:23 that Torah had been 
conquered (cf. aiXf.taAc.J't'{~w) it was"(.!£" that was enslaved, not Torah itself. Subsequently in 8:2 it is "uE" who 
is freed, not Torah. Nothing in 8:1-13, not even the passive fulfilment of the requirement of the law in 8:4, 
indicates that Torah becomes an active (manumitted) authority in the lives of those in Christ. 
135 Cf. Kiisemann (1980:215) who asserts that ''the law of the Spirit is nothing other than the Spirit himself in 
his ruling function in the sphere of Christ." It is better, however, not to equate v6j!o~ and 'lniEVf.ta so directly, but 
to rather see v6~-to~ as the compulsion produced by the Spirit of Christ in those under his rule. 
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according to the standard of the Spirit (xctTCt 7ni£Uf.tct). The Spirit now compels them to act 
according to its normative guidance (cf. 8:13, 14; Gal. 5:22-26). 
Once again, then, Paul's use of VOf.tO~ in 6 VOf.tO~ ToO 7niEUf.tct't"o~136 constitutes 
wordplay, 137 derived from its use in VOf.tO~ ~~ Ctf.tctp't"tct~ (7:23, 25). The "law" of the Spirit 
does not refer to a "restored" Torah. 138 Nowhere in the context of Romans 7 and 8 does Paul 
indicate that those in Christ are to orientate themselves to Torah as such, to obey its statutes 
or to now live according to it (again). 139 As Adamic humanity is compelled by Sin to sin 
(VOf.tO~ Tfj~ Ctf.tctp'rtct~) resulting in 140 eschatological death (Bavct't"o~, 8:2), those in Christ are 
compelled to live according to the Spirit ( 6 VOf.tO~ ToO 7ni£Uf.tct't"o~) 141 resulting in 142 
eschatological life (~w~). It is this compulsion by the Spirit, to live in accordance with the 
Spirit, which has freed Paul's addressees from their former compulsion by Sin to sin. Paul 
will subsequently explain the compulsion to live according to the Spirit (in contrast to living 
according to the Flesh; 8:5), how it relates to Christ's mission overcoming the incapability of 
Torah (8:3-4), how it results in eschatological life (8:6, 9-11), and the moral response it 
implies (8: 12-13 ). 
136 Corresponding to 0 v6~o~ rij~ a~ap-r!a~ (see above) the genitive in 0 v6~o~ 'rOU 'lniEV~a'rO~ is also 
subjective, i.e. the Spirit compels or obligates its slaves (cf. 7:6) to certain actions. 
137 Cf. Raisanen (1992a:91); Moo (1996:475); BDAG (2000:677); Hultgren (2011:297). 
138 Kasemann (1980:215-216); Fitzmyer (1993:483). Paul's reference to o v6~o~ -rou Xptcrrou (the law of 
Christ) in Gal. 6:2 should probably also be understood as Christ's ruling authority, not as a reference to Christ's 
Torah (in a literal sense) or that Christ imposes Torah's commandments as such on Gentile Christians. See 
Winger (2000:537-546). He remarks that the "law of Christ" refers to ''the way Christ exercises his lordship 
over those called by him", implying that "it is necessary for those who are 'of Christ' (5.25) to live in a way that 
is organised by the Spirit" (Winger 2000:544). See also Wolter (2011 :353-354). 
139 To the contrary, cf. 7:1--6! The significance of their fulfilling the otxa(c.J~ -rou v6~ov (8:4) will be 
addressed in chapter 6, where it will be shown that this also does not imply an orientation toward Torah but, in 
fact, toward the Spirit. Paul's reference to four of the commandments ofthe Decalogue, in the context of all of 
Torah's commandments being fulfilled through love (Rom. 13:8-10), does not imply that he is reasserting these 
commandments as such. In fact he is illustrating that their value is trumped by a single valued concept, love. 
This is the norm according to which Paul's addressees need to live, not the multitude of precepts of Torah as 
such. Paul also in Galatians (cf. e.g. 3:6-9; 4:21-31) quotes from Torah (the authority of which he recognises) 
in order to relativize (not reject!) the importance of Torah. Cf. Lohse (1982:131-132). 
140 The xal in 6 v6~o~ -r~~ a~ap-r(a~ xal -rou aavchov is consecutive (Wolter 2014:473 n.15; cf. BDR 
1976:367; §442). Cf. Barrett (1962:155). Although it is possible to also understand 9ava-ro~ as a personified 
ruler, as in Rom. 5:7, it is better understood as the result of subjection under Sin, in parallel with life as the 
result or product of subjection under the Spirit. 
141 In this regard Dillon (1998:696) speaks of the Spirit as ''taskmaster", i.e. "one who enjoins integral 
attitudes and a total comportment, not new regulations to be applied to life casuistically". 
142 T~~ ~c.J~~ (8:2) may be explained as either a genitive of direction or result (cf. BDF 1961:92; BDR 
1976:137; §166; so Wolter 2014:473), or a genitive of product (cf. Wallace 1996:106-107; so Barrett 1962:155; 
Bertone 2005: 178). The sense of both is that "life" is the result of the activity of the Spirit. The exposition "life 
giving Spirit" (e.g. Barrett 1962:155; Cranfield 1975:376) boils down to the same. 
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5.4.4 Conventional Imagery: Slavery to Compulsions, and Morality as Freedom 
That Paul perceived analogies between the source domain of slavery and the target domain of 
morality was not novel. 143 As a matter of fact, slavery and freedom can be regarded as one of 
the moral philosophers' conventional subjects (Malherbe 1986:158-159). The Stoic 
philosopher Epictetus (Fragment 8), for instance, 144 at times compared vices to slavery and 
living virtuously to truly being free. According to him (Epictetus Diatr. 4.1)145 "[h]e is free 
who lives as he wishes to live; who is neither subject to compulsion nor to hindrance, nor to 
force; whose movements to action are not impeded, whose desires attain their purpose, and 
who does not fall into that which he would avoid". 146 However, bad persons are, among other 
things: liable to mistake, unjust, unrestrained, discontented, mean, and desiring of things 
which they do not attain. As such they are not free but slaves. Comparably Lucian (Bis ace. 
17) recounts the conversion of Polermo from being a slave of (personified) Intemperance (in 
association with personified Pleasure) "into a well-behaved, temperate man" (Malherbe 
1986:56-57). Lucian accounts Polermo's slavery to the powerful influence of Intemperance 
on him, having preempted his moral sensibility and corrupted him. In both Epictetus and 
Lucian's metaphors the element of not being in control of one's own behavior and its 
outcomes is mapped from the source domain of slavery to the target domain of moral 
deficiency. This is comparable to what Paul writes on slavery to Sin: the subject does not do 
what he wants to, but what he hates (7: 15), not the good he wants to do but the evil he wishes 
to avoid (7:19; cf. esp. Epictetus Diatr. 4.1). The conversion of Polermo, metaphorically 
depicted as manumission from a personified power, also has a striking resemblance to Paul's 
slavery I manumission image in Romans 8:2 and its context. 147 
Philo of Alexandria (QG 2. 8), as another example, in answering a question on Genesis 
6:17, remarks that the cause of humanity's corruption was their slavery to pleasures and 
desires. Again, being compelled by something that has power over you is mapped from the 
143 On the ease of using this metaphor in the light of; on the one hand, Israel's exodus experience, and on the 
other, the dominance of the Roman Empire, see Chibici-Revneanu (2009:426). 
144 Also cf. Dio Chrysostom (Or. 13.13; 77/78.37-45). Pseudo-Theano (Letter to Eubule 166-168) entreated 
mothers to discipline their children so that they do not become slaves of their emotions, which make them 
"gluttonous for pleasure and timid about pain" (Malherbe 1986:84). 
145 Also cf. Diatr. 2.1; Rohser (1987:105). 
146 Translation by George Long (Epictetus 1890:295). 
147 But see some pertinent differences noted below. 
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source domain of slavery to the target domain of immoral behaviour. That is also what Paul's 
"slavery under Sin" image has in common with the above three examples. 148 
Ultimately, of course, the way Paul develops his slavery=immorality:freedom=morality 
image in the context of Romans 8:2 differs from these precedents, and is distinctively Pauline 
(cf. Schottroff 1979:497). Particularly Paul's understanding of sin as transgression against 
God, and manumission because of Christ Jesus and with the involvement of the divine Spirit 
(8:2)149 are novel elements with respect to the abovementioned precedented usages of the 
imagery. 150 Paul's intermingling of the slavery I manumission image with forensic imagery, 
i.e. especially his emphasis on eschatological death or life as related to the states of either 
slavery under Sin or freedom from it, also seems to be novel. 
5.4.5 Preliminary Conclusion on the Intermingling of Forensic and Slavery I Manumission 
Imagery in Romans 8:2 
By using EA.eu9epow (8:2) Paul indicates that (at least in his understanding) those in Christ 
experience living under the rule of the Spirit as manumission from living in a state of being 
dominated by Sin. In their Adamic state they had been compelled to sin, and from their 
present perspective they realise that this would have resulted in eschatological death (cf. 7:7-
25). Now, having the Spirit ( cf. 8:9) and having been transferred from the authority sphere of 
Sin to that of the Spirit, 151 they find a new compulsion within them. They find themselves 
compelled by God's presence within them to fulfil his will (cf. 8:4), to deal with sin (cf. 8:13) 
and to live as his sons and children (cf. 8:14-17), no longer as Sin's slaves (8:15). This is the 
way to life! Given the slavery imagery he previously employed, metaphorically describing 
the experience and new situation of those in Christ as manumission is very appropriate. 152 
The way Paul intermingles this slavery I manumission image with the forensic 
metaphor influences the exposition of the metaphorical elements present in particularly 8:2. 
148 Rohser (1987:108), referring to Paul's slavery metaphor in Romans 6, argues that the obligation to active 
obedience is the primary perceived analogy between the domains. 
149 In Greco-Roman philosophy the ideas were common that one is freed to live morally by either a 
philosopher (e.g. Epictetus Diatr. 3.22.38-49), or philosophy (Lucian Bis ace. 17), which boiled down to 
developing one's own reason and self-discipline, thus essentially setting oneself free (Dio Chrysostom Or. 
13.13; Malherbe 1986:159). 
15° For other differences between Paul's slavery metaphor in Romans 6 and that of the Stoics, see Rohser 
(1987: 1 09-111). 
151 Cf. Moo (1996:477). 
152 Cf. Rom. 6:1-14 where the power and hold of Sin, personified as slave master (6:6; cf. 6:9, 12, 14), over 
Christ-believers is also depicted as broken. There, however, metaphorically speaking, freedom from Sin is not 
brought about by manumission (8:2) and the condemnation of Sin (8:3), but by the Christ-believers' death in 
participation with Christ through baptism (6:3-4). The result for the Christ-believers' moral lives is also 
described with a walk-metaphor (cf. 8:4), i.e. walking in newness of life (6:4). 
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Paul's previous use of vo~o~, in the context of slavery imagery, is made apposite to the 
exposition of its double use in 8:2. Although it seems consistent at first glance, not the 
forensic denotation of v6~o~ is highlighted, but rather the sense of "compulsion" under the 
influence of a ruling master. Moreover, because of the contextual intermingling of images, 
a~ctp-rlct is coherent both with the forensic image (implying contravention of the law and the 
reason for "condemnation") and with the slavery I manumission metaphor (in terms of which 
Sin is a personified slave master; cf. 7: 13-25). Consequently a~c:tp-rlc:t can be exposited in 
terms of either or both images. 
'EA.eu9ep6w also highlights the perceived analogy between manumission and the 
Christians' experience of no longer being compelled to sin, for it was as if Sin had been their 
slave master with a powerful hold over them. Their experience of the Spirit's presence in 
their lives, however, has brought the inevitability and dominance of Sin to an end. The 
emotive effect of the metaphor of manumission would have been very positive, resonating 
firstly with the sense of assurance already established in 8:1, and secondly with the likely 
experience of Paul's addressees of now being in a completely different situation than before, 
having come to know Christ and his Spirit. 
5.5 Once More: "In Christ Jesus " (8:2) 
A question left unanswered thus far, however, is how ev Xptt:T't"~ 'I~croO in 8:2 relates to the 
rest of the sentence. Syntactically the phrase can qualify either (the first) o v6~o~, -roO 
7rVEU~c:t-ro~, rij~ ~w~~. or eA.eu9Epow. Most expositors153 do not even mention the first two 
possibilities and regard either of the last two to be most likely. 154 That the phrase should 
qualify -roO 7rVEU~c:t-ro~ does seem awkward and can be discounted. The question, then, is 
whether Paul qualifies the life that the Spirit results in (or produces) as being related to "in 
Christ Jesus", or rather the act of manumission as related to "in Christ Jesus". However, if the 
exposition ofvo~o~ above is correct, Paul may have also conceived of the compulsion (to live 
153 Cranfield (1975:374) is a notable exception. 
154 Expositors who propose linking tv Xptcrrcf) 'lYJO"OU to 'lij~ ~''* include Michel (1978:249), Kasemann 
(1980:215), Barrett (1971:155), Ziesler (1989:202), Haacker (1999:152) and Jewett (2007:481). Those who 
suggest linking it to EAEU6Epow include Bertone (2005:180-181), Dunn (2002:418), Cranfield (1975:374-375), 
Zeller (1985:152), Schlatter (1975:254), and Fee (1994b:523-524). 
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according to the Spirit) as something related to "in Christ Jesus". Ultimately it seems both 
impossible155 and unnecessary to defend one of the latter three possibilities against the others. 
Consequently iv Xptcrr~ 'Il')o-oO can be expounded, in the context of 8:2, either in terms 
of the forensic metaphor or the slavery I manumission image. In both cases Xpto--ro~ 'Il')o-oO~ is 
metonymical (as in 8:1), but refers to the death and resurrection of Christ Jesus. The iv also 
has a different function than in 8:1 where it is a marker of state or condition. In 8:2 it is best 
expounded as having a causal sense (cf. Turner 1963:253). 
• If iv Xptcrr~ 'Il')o-oO qualifies -rij~ ~wij~, 156 Paul's addressees' eschatological life is 
realised because of the death and resurrection of Christ Jesus ( cf. Rom. 8: 10-11 ). 
• If the phrase qualifies o VOf.tO~, 157 Paul's addressees' compulsion (to act m 
accordance with the Spirit) is caused by the death and resurrection of Christ Jesus 
(cf. Rom. 6:5, 10-11, 22); as much as this compulsion is also the result or product 
ofthe Spirit. 
• If the phrase qualifies £A.eu9ep6w it is to be explained in terms of the slavery I 
manumission image. The meaning, then, is: the compulsion of the Spirit of life has 
set youfree because ofthe death and resurrection of Christ Jesus (cf. 7:4-6, 24-
25a), i.e. his death and resurrection is the cause of Paul's addressees' manumission. 
Alternatively iv might be understood instrumentally. 158 This is commonly how iv is 
to be understood when it qualifies a verb or verbal form which refers to an action of 
God (Wolter 2011:237). Superficially this explanation seems to fit 8:2 since it must 
be God who has set you free by or through the death and resurrection of Christ 
Jesus. However, this would not sufficiently address the precise way in which Paul 
has constructed his sentence. He has already supplied a subject which is not "God". 
According to his construction it is "the compulsion of the Spirit of life" that has set 
you free. Consequently the instrumental exposition of iv is strained in the case of 
8:2. Not only is "God" not the subject of the verb but expositing the death and 
resurrection of Christ as the instrument of a Spirit-produced compulsion is just too 
awkward. In my view the former possibility is much less strained, i.e. the 
155 With respect to the latter two possible explanations, a number of expositors point out that there can be no 
certainty, e.g. Lohse (1982:128), Wolter (2014:474). 
156 For parallels of this usage, cf. Rom. 6:23 and 2 Tim. 1:1. 
157 So expounded by e.g. Nygren (1949:312). 
158 A number of expositors prefer the instrumental explanation with respect to 8:2, e.g. Cranfield (197 5: 3 7 4-
375), Dunn (2002:418), Fitzmyer (1993:482), Fee (1994b:524), Moo (1996:473) and Giesen (2009:186). Cf. 
Rom. 5:21. 
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compulsion of the Spirit of life has set you free because of the death and 
resurrection of Christ Jesus. 
Each of the above three possibilities is contextually well founded. It remains difficult to 
choose either of them above the others. Ultimately Christ's death and resurrection is the 
cause of Paul's addressees' manumission from Sin, of their compulsion to act in accord with 
the Spirit and of them receiving eschatological life. 
5. 6 Conclusion on the Function of the Metaphors I Imagery in Romans 8:1-2 within the 
Process of the Revision or Confirmation of Understanding-of-Reality 
From the above exposition of Romans 8: 1-2 it should be clear that Paul employs a number of 
metaphors in these two short verses, which are all related to points he has already made and 
imagery he has already used in Romans. Two questions must still be addressed. How does 
Paul employ these metaphors and images (in 8: 1-2) in the process of revising and confirming 
the understanding-of-reality of his addressees? The second question, i.e. how his usage of 
these metaphors and images impact the morality he envisions for his addressees, will be 
answered preliminarily with respect to metaphors or images that rather directly pertain to the 
issue. However, in chapter 12 (§ 12.2) this question will also be discussed with respect to 
Romans 8:1-13 as a whole, especially with reference to the indirect impact of certain 
metaphors or images upon envisioned morality. 
The first metaphor Paul uses in this context is the forensic metaphor, focussed on there 
being "no condemnation" and no eschatological death for his addressees. Paul's use of this 
metaphor is related, firstly, to his story of reality, pertaining not only to his expectation of 
what will happen in the future but also to what he believes already to be true in the present. 
From the perspective of the narrator the present reality of there being no condemnation is 
presented in 8:1 as their story-the story of those who are in Christ Jesus. In 8:2 it becomes 
clear, however, that this is also Paul's addressees' story. Ultimately in 8:4 (also cf. 8:12, 15, 
16, 17) it becomes apparent that Paul himself is also included in this implicit narrative and 
that in Paul's understanding (if not always from the contextual perspective of the narrator) 
this is our story. According to Paul's central narrative, which is part of his story of the 
divine, Christ's death and resurrection means that Christians are already justified in the sight 
of God as Judge and that they will not be condemned to eschatological death. This represents 
a significant reinterpretation of the Judaic tradition of Paul's day, particularly with respect to 
(a) Jesus being the Messiah, (b) his death and resurrection constituting the basis of 
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justification, and (c) the positive outcome of divine judgment already being a reality with 
respect to Christians. This implies that Paul is using his forensic metaphor in 8:1-2 to impart 
or confirm knowledge, i.e. to confirm or revise (depending on the degree to which his 
addressees already agree with him) their fundamental narratives with respect to what will 
happen with them in this lifetime and eschatologically regarding reward and punishment. 
From a second (related) perspective Paul's forensic imagery in Romans 8:1-2 1s 
intended to influence his addressees' sense of certitude. This involves the emotive or 
connotative level. Paul represents sin as a threat to their eschatological certitude in two ways. 
Firstly Paul personifies Sin as a menacing conqueror and slave master which compels one to 
sin. The slave master Sin's power to compel is highlighted in particular by v6rc.o~. Secondly 
sin constitutes actions one commits against God and in contravention of his law which merits 
eschatological death. That sin leads up to punishment by an eschatological death sentence is 
highlighted in particular by eava-ro~. Both the power of Sin and the eschatological punishment 
of sin are threats to eschatological certitude. However, Paul's imagery is formulated in such a 
way as to assure his addressees that the threat of Sin I sin has been dealt with (the how of 
which Paul will subsequently explain in 8:3-4) and that their eschatological future is secure. 
Their being in Christ Jesus implies that they are free of the menacing power of Sin, and that 
they will have eschatological life, not condemnation and death. 
Consequently Paul uses the phrase "in Christ Jesus" metaphorically in both 8:1 and 2, 
but with two different functions. By using o! £v XptCT'rcfi 'I))CTOO in Romans 8: 1 Paul is primarily 
speaking to his addressees' sense of identity and the basis and consequences thereof. Their 
distinctive identity can, in terms of forensic imagery, be described as "those who are in the 
state of justification effected by Christ's death and resurrection". More to the point, however, 
in terms of slavery I manumission imagery o! iv Xptcr-rcfi 'I))croO refers to "those who are in the 
state of being ruled by Christ". Thus the metaphor imparts or confirms knowledge pertaining 
to their identity as group. The metaphor's use in 8:1 implies that it is also part of Paul's 
addressees' story (pertaining to) that they are "in Christ Jesus", i.e. in the state ofbeing ruled 
by Christ. 
In Romans 8:2 the primary function (with regard to understanding-of-reality) of Paul's 
"in Christ Jesus"-metaphor pertains more directly to his story of reality as such. His use of 
the phrase in this context calls the central narrative to mind, i.e. Christ's death and 
resurrection. Functionally the metaphorical expression "in Christ Jesus" indicates that the 
events of Christ's death and resurrection (the central narrative) overlapped with and radically 
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impacted Paul's addressees ' story by causing their manumission from Sin, their compulsion 
to live in accordance with the Spirit, and their eschatological life. As such it is once again the 
impartation or confirmation of knowledge that is at stake. 
Lastly Paul also uses a slavery I manumission image. Two aspects of slavery are 
contextually highlighted: manumission ( eAeuSep6w ), and the master to whom one is subjected, 
who rules one's life and compels (cf. v6~-to~) one to act according to its normative standards. 
These two aspects form distinct but related metaphors, which together constitute the slavery I 
manumission image. Once again Paul's use of the image pertains to confirming or revising 
his addressees' story of reality, thus confirming or imparting knowledge. With respect to the 
slavery I manumission image there is, once again, overlap between Paul's central narrative 
and his addressees' story. Paul metaphorically depicts the past (from a Christian perspective), 
i.e. the Adamic situation, as slavery under Sin. However, Christ's death and resurrection 
caused them to be manumitted from this state of slavery so that they are now in a state of 
freedom. This metaphor of manumission, then, conceptualises a past-present antithesis 
brought about by their conversion (faith in Jesus Messiah). It is also pertinent, however, that 
Paul does not construe his addressees' freedom as absolute freedom. Paul understands 
himself and his addressees to be free from slavery under Sin, but now to be subjected to the 
rule of God made present by his Spirit. Being compelled by the master under whom you are 
subjected forms an important part of Paul's addressees' story as a before-after narrative. 
Before Paul's addressees had been Sin's slaves and compelled by it to sin. Now, however, 
they were manumitted from Sin, subject to the rule of God's Spirit, and compelled to live in 
accordance with the Spirit (cf. o v6~-to~ -roO 7t11EU~-ta-ro~; also cf. 7:6; 8:~). Their submission 
to God's Spirit constitutes overlap between Paul's addressees' story and the story of the 
divine. 
Moreover, the slavery I manumission image possibly addresses an aspect of Paul's 
addressees' experience. The image of slavery and manumission not only derived from 
experiences of slavery Paul and his addressees would have had, but also provided them with a 
concrete framework in terms of which their experiences of the Spirit and of conversion could 
be conceptualised and explained. That is to say, it was probably part of the experience of the 
early Christians that conversion was followed by a perceived release from sin and a 
compulsion to do God's will. This Paul explains in terms of having been Sin's slaves, now 
being manumitted, and being compelled by the Spirit as the new master in their lives. 
Thereby he provides their experience with a knowledge base, i.e. by conceptualising it in 
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terms of manumission. Simultaneously the positive connotation of manumission would have 
also resonated emotionally with their experience of positive life-change effected by the Spirit 
of Christ. 
Lastly, Paul's slavery I manumission rmage reflects a fundamental aspect of his 
envisioned morality for his addressees. Their past is conceptualised as slavery under Sin. 
Their present and future, however, is conceptualised both as freedom from the slave master 
Sin, and in terms of being compelled by a new master, the Spirit (cf. 7:6). Torah's power to 
compel them to obedience to God had failed in the face of Sin's overwhelming power to 
compel them to sin (7:7-25). However, the death and resurrection of Christ (cf. "in Christ 
Jesus"; 8:2) and the reception of the Spirit, which compels them to obedience to God (cf. "the 
law of the Spirit"; 8:2), has manumitted them from slavery under Sin. Because of the Spirit's 
rule in their lives succumbing to Sin is no longer an inevitability for those in Christ. 
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6 Romans 8:3-4- The Adamic Situation Summarised in Terms of a 
Threefold Problem, and its Resolution through the Mission of God's Son 
[J]TOI yap tlOVllctTOll TOU liOfLOV Ell ~ ~cr9EliEI Ola T~~ crapx.6~. 0 9Eo~ TOll fctVTOU vloll 71'EfL\jlct~ Ell OfLOIWfLctTI crapx.o~ 
CtfLctp-rla~ x.al 7rEpl Ct~Lctp't"fct~ xaTEXplliE rljll CtfLctpTfctll Ell Tjj crapx.(, [4lTllct TO otx.aCw~-ta Tou liOfLOV 71'A'Jpw9fi Ell ~~-till 
TOi~ !L~ X.aTa crapx.a 7rEp17rctTOUCTill ilia X.ctTa 71'11EUfLct. 
[3lFor, with reference to the incapability of the law in which2 it was weak through the flesh, God-by 
sending his own son in likeness to sinful flesh, and concerning sin3-condemned sin in the flesh, [4lso that the 
requirement of the law is fulfilled with reference to us who walk not according to the Flesh4 but according to the 
Spirit. 
6.1 Overview 
It was noted above that Romans 8:1 forms the thesis of 8:1-13, and that it is subsequently 
explained by a (somewhat enigmatic) summarised reason in 8:2. The thesis and its 
summarised reason (8:1-2) is then explained (yap)5 by 8:3--4.6 These two verses explain why 
there is now no condemnation for those in Christ (8:1), as well as how their manumission 
(8:2) came about and what the result thereof was. There is no condemnation for Paul's 
addressees because sin has already been condemned in the flesh of (the emissary) Christ. 
They are manumitted from the compelling power of Sin because the slave master Sin has 
been condemned in its own domain (flesh). The result of Sin's condemnation is that they are 
now no longer compelled by Sin to sin, but by the Spirit to live in accordance with its rule. 
The difficulties of the Adamic situation, depicted in the preceding context (7:7-25), are 
summarised in terms of a threefold problem in 8:3, i.e. Sin (ci~-tap•da)/ the incapability of 
Torah ('ro aouvarrov8 'rOU v6~-tou),9 and its weakness through the flesh (ev ~ ~a-eevet 10 Ota 'rij~ 
1 Although it has been significantly reworked in the light of the dissertation's specific theme and emphasis, 
and much has been added to it, this chapter contains material previously published in two articles, namely 
Venter (2014a:1-7; 2014b:1-7). 
2 The literal translation has been retained here, although Ell ~ can also be appropriately translated as 
"because" (BDF 1961:118; cf. BDR 1976:178; §219). Cf. Matt. 6:7 (oox.ofJcrtll yap oTt Ell Tfj 7roA.vA.oy£~ auTwll 
EicraxovcrB~croliTctl). 
3 Another possible rendering of 7rEpl CtfLapTta~ is "as a sin offering". See the exposition below. 
4 It will be noted that references to "flesh" before Rom. 8:4 is not capitalized, while from 8:4 onwards 
"Flesh" is capitalized. This is not an error of inconsistency, but intentionally expresses the personification of 
''Flesh" from 8:4 onwards. See chapter 7 (§7.1.1). 
5 Cf. BDR (1976:382-383; §452). 
6 E.g. McFadden (2009:487). 
7 BDAG (2000:50-51). 
8 1\.oullaToll can be taken (BDAG 2000:22) in a more passive sense: an object is impossible (to achieve); or in 
a more active sense: a subject is incapable (of achieving an object). Although concurring with Dunn (2002:419), 
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a-apx6~). 11 That Sin is being discussed is already established in 8:2, and this will be confirmed 
beyond doubt in 8:3 (cf. a-apxo~ CtfJ.ctpTla~, 7repl CtfJ.ctpTla~, and xaT6xptve T~v CtfJ.ctpTlav). In 
order to also draw the incapability of the law and its weakness through the flesh into the 
discussion, however, Paul uses a rather exceptional syntactical construction in the opening of 
his sentence: an accusative of respect. 12 This clause "indicates with reference to what the 
verbal action is represented as true" (Wallace 1996:203). 
The purpose of 8:3--4 is to explain how the Adamic situation has ended with respect to 
those in Christ, described in terms of the resolution of the Adamic situation's threefold 
problem. The primary clause of 8:3 (yap ... 0 Seo~ ... XctTEXplVe ~v Ctf.tctp-rlav ev 'Ijj a-apxl) 
pertains to the resolution of both the primary problem, Sin, and one of its concomitant 
problems, flesh. Three additional clauses qualify this assertion. Firstly, the accusative of 
respect clause (To &ouvaTov; with dependant clauses: TOil VO!J.OU II ev ~ ~o-86vet OICt rij~ a-apx6~) 
indicates that the law's incapability and its weakness through the flesh are pertinent reference 
points regarding which the assertion that "God condemned Sin" is made. Secondly, the 
participial clause (TOY ectUTOil uiov 7rEf.t\j.Jct~ ev Of.tOIWf.tctTI a-apxo~ CtfJ.ctpT(a~ xal 7repl CtfJ.ctpTla~) 
indicates that the means (cf. Black 1989:109-110) through which God achieved Sin's 
condemnation was by sending his Son in likeness to the flesh and regarding sin. The third 
qualifying clause (iva TO otxa(Wf.tct TOil VO!J.OU 1rAYJpwen ev ~fiiv TOi~ f.t~ XctTCt a-apxa 
7rept7rctToilo-tv ci).).a xaTa meilf.tct) provides the purpose-result of the primary clause, and 
elucidates the resolution of the last aspect of the threefold problem. 
among others, that the effective distinction between these two senses is not great, an active translation does the 
Greek syntax more justice than a passive one, which would need a passive v«rb to be supplied (Jewett 
2007:482). ToO v6ttou should be taken as a subjective genitive, the phrase signifying that the law is incapable to 
achieve an object that is not spelled out here by Paul but needs to be inferred, and translated simply as ''the 
incapability of the law''. 
9 Cf. BDAG (2000:677-678). Whereas Paul had extended the wordplay and ironical use ofv6tto~ from 7:21, 
23,25 to 8:2, in 8:3 it is once again used to refer to Torah. E.g. Landmesser (2006:137); Wolter (2014:474). 
10 BDAG (2000:142) lists the possible meanings of acr9EvEw as: a) to suffer a debilitating illness, be sick; b) 
to experience some personal incapacity or limitation, be weak; c) to experience lack of material necessities, be 
in need. In 8:3 it should be taken to refer not to sickness or need, but to weakness. 
11 In the sense it is used here crap~ refers to humanity in its Adamic state - prone to sin, to living out sinful 
passions (7:5), sold as a slave under the dominion of Sin (7:14) serving this slave master's tenets (7:25). It is 
that aspect of humanity that is always ''up to no good" (7:18). Since Adam has sinned, all his ancestors share 
this common proneness to sin. See Dunn (1998:62-70, 79-101), BDAG (2000:914-916), and Schweizer (TDNT 
7: 125-135). 
12 This is a recognised use of the accusative, even if not very common in Koine Greek (BDF 1961:87-88; 
BDR 1976:130-131; §160). It is sometimes also called "accusative of reference", "frame of reference 
accusative" or "limiting accusative" (Wallace 1996:203-204). Among others, Fahy (1958:387), Haacker 
(1999:152), Lohse (2003:230), Giesen (2009:194) and Wolter (2014:474-475) have identified it as such, but 
without adequately substantiating the choice or indicating its implications in terms of the relations between the 
metaphors in 7:7-25 and 8:1-4. The significance of the accusative of respect exposition of 8:3 is commonly not 
yet realised in English commentaries, translations, etc. 
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In this chapter it will be shown how Paul, in Romans 8:3, recapitulates aspects of his 
already employed war- and slavery images. He revises or confirms his addressees' 
understanding-of-reality through the use of these metaphoric elements, by impacting their 
story of reality (specifically the implicit our story), by casting their past experience in a 
particular framework of understanding, and by making an appeal on their value- and 
significance system pertaining to the relative position of Torah therein. 
Secondly it will be shown that his intermingled emissary metaphor interacts with the 
subsequent elaboration of the forensic metaphor into a forensic image.U This interaction casts 
the central narrative (Christ's death) in a particular light (emissary I forensic imagery) and 
thus confirms or revises Paul's addressees' conceptualisation thereof. It also impacts Paul and 
his addressees' our story significantly: their problems with Sin and their fleshliness are 
resolved in terms of the central narrative, i.e. Christ's mission (emissary metaphor) and the 
condemnation of Sin in his flesh (forensic imagery). 
Moreover, the elaboration of the forensic image in 8:4 impacts Paul and his addressees' 
our story by indicating how the central narrative resolved the third aspect of the threefold 
problem: the incapability of the law. The purpose-result of the condemnation of sin in 
Christ's flesh is that the law is now fulfilled with respect to Paul and his addressees. 
Regarding Paul's addressees' sense of certitude, the condemnation of sin in Christ's flesh and 
the fulfilment of the requirement of the law (8:3-4) elucidates the reason why they will not be 
condemned eschatologically (8:1). The image's implication for their value- and significance 
system is that it impacts the extent of the abiding significance of Torah in their lives. 
Finally, particularly one implication of Paul's intermingled walk image will be pointed 
out. The way of life that proceeds from the condemnation of sin (in the flesh of Christ), 
which constituted the fulfilment of the requirement of the law, should form an essential part 
of Paul and his addressees' story. 
13 Through the elaboration of the originally singular forensic metaphor (8:1) with additional forensic 
metaphors in 8:3 and 8:4 respectively, a forensic image is constituted (with respect to the context of 8: 1-13). 
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6.2 War- and Slavery Images Recapitulated, the Forensic Image Elaborated, and an 
Emissary Metaphor Intermingled (Rom. 8:3) 
6.2.1 The Syntactic Structure of8:3-not "Awkward", albeit Exceptional 
Turning back to the opening of 8:3, not many expositors realise that Paul is, in fact, using an 
accusative of respect here, 14 causing various comments on and explanations for the apparent 
"awkwardness" of the syntactic structure of Romans 8:3 (e.g. Jewett 2007:482). Zeller 
(1985:152), for example, has remarked that the accusative in the first syntactic unit in the 
verse (-ro aouva-rov -roO VOf.tOV ev ~ ~crSevet ota ~~ crapx6~) seems to "hang in the air". 
Consequently expositors have sought to explain this "awkwardness" in different ways. A 
popular explanation for the apparent awkwardness of Romans 8:3 has been that Paul 
incorporated either a Christological formula, 15 or a traditional Christological pattern of "God 
sending his Son", into the sentence (Jewett 2007:482). 16 Although such an Christological 
pattern is undeniably present, it is not an adequate explanation of the syntax of the sentence. 
Both the syntax and the relatedness of 8:3 to its preceding context (7:7-25) are appropriately 
explained by an accusative of respect, which renders the formula theory as an explanation of 
the syntax redundant. 
Given the syntactic exceptionality of 8:3 it may be helpful to identify the primary 
clause explicitly (consisting only of the introductory conjunction, subject, verb and object): 
"for God condemned sin" (yap ... 6 Sek .. xadxptve -r~v Ctf.tctp-rlav). 
To illustrate by means of a diagram of the syntactic structure: 
14 As mentioned above, notable exceptions are Fahy (1958:387), Haacker (1999:152), Lohse (2003:230), 
Giesen (2009:194) and Wolter (2014:474-475). 
15 Schweizer (1966:199-210). Subsequently also e.g. Landmesser (2006:137). 
16 Jewett (2007:482) credits Leander Keck with providing this "plausible reason for the lack of syntactic 
coherence" and mentions that Keck based his case on an article by Eduard Schweizer. In accord with Jewett and 
Keck, it should be noted that Paul uses a "pattern" (consisting of God as subject, sending language and the Son 
as agent) or traditional theological motif rather than a developed Christo logical formula, as the precise wording 




ev -rn cra.px.[ 
Illustration 4: The Syntactic Structure of Romans 8:3 
Thus the conjunctive clause yap ... 0 eeo~ ... x.a.-rex.ptve T~V Ctfla.p-rla.v ... sustains the claim 
of 8:2 regarding those in Christ Jesus being manumitted from Sin and its eschatological 
result, death, by providing an explanation. 
Once again, however, one needs to go back a little further to get the whole picture. 
With Romans 7:7-25 Paul had indicted personified Sin as the main culprit in keeping the 
subject from obeying God's law as he actually wanted to (cf. 7:19-20). This had been the 
subject's problem: he was dominated by the slave master Sin. However, Sin had not acted 
alone. It had coerced the subject's flesh (7:14, 18, 23, 25b) and even God's law (7:11, 13) 
into being its collaborators in the oppression of humanity. From 7:7-25 it is clear that the 
problem of sin is related to the two concomitant problems of (a) the subject's fleshliness, and 
of (b) the law, which instead of keeping the subject from sinning had itself been overpowered 
and employed by SinP With 8:3-4 Paul indicates that God has now addressed this threefold 
problem decisively. In order for Paul to do so, however, he needed to remind his readers of 
Sin's two concomitant problems before he indicated the means by which the threefold 
problem was resolved, and this he achieved by opening his sentence with an accusative of 
respect (To &ouva.TOV, with dependant clauses TOU VOfLOU II ev ~ ~creevet Ota ~~ cra.px.6~). 18 
17 Cf. Giesen (2009:194). 
18 Cf. Cranfield (1975:378) whose exposition is actually practically identical to it being an accusative of 
respect. 
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To posit an anacoluthon has been a common exposition of the syntax, as in Moo 
(1996:477)19 who theorizes that "as he began his sentence, Paul intended to use as his main 
verb e7t'OtYJO'"EV ('he did,') or something equivalent to it", but in the end he did not complete the 
thought this way. Although I agree that the meaning of the sentence within its context 
ultimately boils down to God having done what the law could not do, positing an absent verb 
is syntactically unnecessary given the plausibility of &ovvaTov being an accusative of respect 
(thus not needing an additional verb) and therefore to be avoided.20 The Greek can be 
rendered: "For, with reference to the incapability of the law in which it was weak through the 
flesh, God-by sending his own son in likeness to sinful flesh, and concerning sin-
condemned sin in the flesh ... " Since Torah proved incapable of enabling persons in their 
fleshliness to overcome sin (i.e. to obey God), 21 God achieved the victory over sin and the 
empowerment of his people in a new way. It was precisely with respect to the incapability of 
the law, weakened by the flesh, that God acted. This explains why Paul used the exceptional 
accusative of respect construction in the beginning ofRomans 8:3. 
6.2.2 Recapitulating War- and Slavery Images: the Incapability of the Law in which it was 
Weak through the Flesh 
The question is, however: what is going on in the opening of Romans 8:3 on the level of 
metaphor and imagery? In the previous chapter it was pointed out that in Romans 8:2 Paul 
reinvolved some aspects of the metaphors he had used in 7:7-25. His use of the slavery I 
manumission image had its antecedence in his use of a war metaphor (of which the taking 
captive of prisoners of war is a central element) in 7:23, and slavery imagery in particularly 
7:14 and 25. Consequently in Romans 8:3 Paul recapitulates these antecedents in two concise 
phrases. By referring to the incapability of the law (To &ovva'ro~ 'rOV v6~ou)22 and its weakness 
through the flesh (ev ~ ~O'"eEvEt ota ~~ O'"apxo~) he summarizes the law's ineffectiveness (as 
master; 7:1, 6, 25) with respect to keeping its adherents from sinning, and the cause of this 
ineffectiveness (humanity's fleshliness ). Both these aspects of the greater problem of Sin had 
been part of the story and experience of Paul and his addressees (our story; cf. esp. 7:5-6), 
which had changed because of Christ's mission and their reception of the Spirit (8:2--4). 
19 Also e.g. Wilckens (1980:124), Kiisemann (1980:216) and recently Hultgren (2011:298). 
2° Cf. Cranfield (1975:378) who finds "no justification here for pronouncing Paul's sentence incomplete and 
suggesting supplements". 
21 Cf. Fahy (1958:387), Kiisemann (1980:218), Barrett (1962:153) and Lohr (2007:179-180). 
22 Whereas Paul had extended the wordplay and ironical use of v61lo~ from 7:21, 23, 25 to 8:2, in 8:3 it is 
once again used to refer to Torah. E.g. Landmesser (2006:137); Wolter (2014:474). 
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In Romans 7:1, 6 and 25 Paul speaks to the possibility of serving Torah as slave 
master.23 With 7:23 he depicts Torah as being incapable of standing against Sin so that the 
"I" who would see himself as Torah's slave had been conquered by Sin and had been made 
Sin's slave instead. In the internal war raging within the subject, between the antithetical 
authorities of Torah and Sin, Torah had proved to be incapable of empowering the subject to 
overcome Sin and thus to obey God. A number of expositors24 argue that the law also proved 
incapable of giving life, for which it was actually intended ( cf. 7: 1 0). In essence its 
incapability to, on the one hand, curb sin which results in death, and on the other to bring 
about life, are two sides of the same coin. Thus the metaphoric element of "incapability" 
derives from the source domain of prisoners of war I slavery and elaborates the slavery I 
manumission image of 8:2. Specifically, in this context, "incapability" refers (with respect to 
the source domain) to a master that is incapable of keeping control over his slaves, i.e. having 
them do what he wants them to, particularly in the face of an opposing slave master to whom 
they are compelled to submit themselves. This incapability Paul maps to the target domain of 
Torah's empowerment of its adherents to meet its demands. The mapping is based on a 
perceived analogy between a ruler or master, incapable of controlling his slaves when they 
are compelled to submit themselves to his enemy, and Torah, incapable of effectively 
controlling the moral behaviour of its adherents in the face of their compulsion to sin. 
What was the reason for Torah's incapability, however? "Flesh" constituted the law's 
weakness (ev ~ ~<TBevEt ota ~~ <Tapx6~; 8:3). Whereas the metaphorical element "incapability" 
pertains to the ability to perform, "weakness" pertains to its basis: the power to perform. The 
law (metaphorically: as master) is depicted as having insufficient power to compel its 
adherents to obey it. The reason for this Paul ascribes to "flesh". In 8:7 it becomes clearer. 
There Paul says that the (thought of the) Flesh does not subject itself to God's law because it 
cannot, being enmity against God. Flesh, then, is inherently insubordinate to God and his law, 
i.e. Flesh opposes God and the influence of his law, as an enemy would. This is not surprising 
since the flesh is bound up with slavery under Sin (7:14)! That explains why the law, as 
metaphorical master (e.g. 7:25), was too weak and powerless to compel its supposed servants 
to obey God-its supposed servants were in practice rather servants of another master, 
fundamentally opposed to the law. Thus these supposed servants of the law were actually, in 
practice, its enemies who would not subject themselves under its influence and power. Once 
again, then, the metaphorical element of the law being "weak" ( a<TBEvew) derives from the 
23 Cf. oou/.6w (7:6); ooul.euw (7:25); xvptEuw (7:1). 
24 E.g. Cottrell (1996:459); Haacker (1999:152); McFadden (2009:487). 
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source domain of a master incapable of controlling (those supposed to be) his slaves. Its 
contextual contribution pertains to its explanation of the law:master's incapability to control 
the behaviour of its adherents:slaves-its power to do so was eroded by their fleshly nature25 
which stood under the slavery of Sin. Robinson (1979:94) also puts it well: "The law was 
impotent because it could only be as strong as the flesh through which it had to be 
implemented, and the flesh was hopelessly under the power of sin". 
As Paul had been at pains to emphasize in 7:7-25, this does not mean that Torah is to 
blame for sin or is to be equated with sin (7:7). Personified Sin itself is to blame (7: 13). Torah 
is defended as holy, just, good (7: 12), and not to be blamed for humanity's death either 
(7:13). In Romans 8:4 (and elsewhere, e.g. in 13:8-10) it will once again be apparent that 
Paul does not discard Torah completely. He does still quote from and allude to it, and 
indicates that the goal towards which it aimed remains valid. Nevertheless, as can be inferred 
from the former two paragraphs, Paul also relativizes the value ofTorah in Romans 7, and in 
8:3 by summarizing aspects of7:7-25 in terms of the metaphoric elements of incapability and 
weakness. Given that Torah had proved incapable of controlling humanity's behaviour 
toward the achievement of Torah's goal,26 its relative importance in Paul's value- and 
significance system is significantly lowered. 27 These metaphoric elements, through its 
particular depiction of Torah as incapable and weak, imparts knowledge which would 
potentially give Paul's addressees an altered perspective on Torah and its significance. The 
negative connotations to incapability and weakness play an important role in the resultant 
relativization. 
25 The essence ofthe fleshly nature is best explained in 7:14, 18-19, 25b and 8:7-8, boiling down to slavery 
to Sin (or Flesh), doing evil, and insubordination and enmity to God and his law. 
26 Cf. Johnson (1996:119) "the difficulty with the law was not that it was wrong in what it prescribed but that 
it was powerless to enable humans to do what was right, because they were 'weakened by the flesh."' Byrne 
(1996:235) contrasts Rom. 7:7-25 to 8:1-13 depicting the former as ethical '"impossibility' under the law", and 
the latter as "ethical 'possibility' in the Spirit". Consequently he (Byrne 1996:236) describes the law as 
"impotent to create the righteousness it demanded". See also Witherington and Hyatt (2004:212), and Kruse 
(2006: 125). 
27 It is significant, in the context of Rom. 8, that Paul indicates that walking according to the Spirit is in 
continuity with the fulfilment of the requirement of the law (8:4), so that Torah retains some significance. On 
the other hand it is also pertinent that after 8:4 he does not define the (moral) life of those in Christ as in any 
way relating to Torah. The Spirit is conceptualised as the ruling master in their lives, and their identity is 
described not in terms of observance of (aspects of) Torah, but in terms of being sons of God, which is 
predicated on Christ as God's Son (8:14-17). We will return to these topics in subsequent chapters. 
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6.2.3 An Emissary Metaphor Intermingled: the Mission of the Son as the Means through 
which God Acted 
Having shown that the incapability of the law, weakened by humanity's fleshliness, had been 
the context for God's divine intervention (Byrne 1996:236) against the dominance of Sin, let 
us now turn to this divine intervention itself, which forms part of Paul's greater underlying 
story of the divine. Paul describes God's resolution of the threefold problem by using three 
intermingled images: an emissary metaphor ( ni~nw ), an elaboration of the forensic image 
(xa-raxp(vw) in Romans 8:3, and a walk image (neptna-riw) in 8:4. We will begin with the 
emissary metaphor. 
The motif of God (or the gods) sending an emissary is widely attested in early Christian 
as well as Greco-Roman and Jewish sources (Jewett 2007:483).28 Whether its use in Romans 
8:3 points to an actual pre-Pauline formula as such, as is often argued since Schweizer's 
(1966:199-210) article, is debatable. Moo (1996:479), for instance, considers it possible, but 
maintains that "the evidence is inconclusive". However, expositors' identification of a pre-
existing formula here, often coincides with them considering TO yap aOUllctTOll TOU liO~OU ev ~ 
~crSivet ota T~~ crapx6~ to be an anacoluthon, as for instance in Kasemann (1980:216), in order 
to explain the apparent awkwardness of the syntax. If indeed, as proposed above, an 
accusative of respect explains the apparent awkwardness, the formula-theory in 8:3 becomes 
redundant. 
The emissary metaphor is coherent with respect to the forensic image (8: 1-2, 3). There 
is a logical relation between the Son's mission and the condemnation of sin in his flesh. Both 
pertain to Paul's central narrative-more specifically: to Christ's death. Nevertheless the 
metaphor of the Son's mission also introduces a new source domain to the contextual 
imagery, i.e. the source domain of emissaries, so that its relationship with the forensic image 
can be classified as coherent but inconsistent. 
ITi~\jJa~29 is an aorist participle acting as the verb in the adverbial (participial) clause 
TOll EctUTOU uiov ni~\jJct~ ev O~OtW~ctTt crapxo~ a~ctp-r(a~ xa1 nep1 a~ctpTtct~, which is related to 
XctTixptve (the primary verb in the sentence) describing the means30 by which God 
28 See Schweizer (1966:199-200; 1991:204-212). 
29 BDAG (2000:794) indicates two meanings of the verb 'll'E(L'Il'W, the first of which is applicable, i.e. "to 
dispatch someone, whether human or transcendent being, usually for purposes of communication, send''. 
3° C£ Black (1989:109-110); Fitzmyer (1993:484). 
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condemned sin-he did it by sending his Son. 31 The significance of this syntactical 
construction is that a single and particular subject (actor) is at stake (God), and that the unity 
of the actions of 'ITE/l'ITW and xaTaxplvw is emphasised, as if there is, in fact, only one action 
(to send-condemn).32 Compare, for instance, the beheading of John the Baptist by Herod: xal 
'ITE/l\jJa~ a7r€XE<j>ctAICT€V 'lwctVVYJV ev 'Ijj <j>uA.axfj (and by sending he [Herod] beheaded John in 
the prison; Matt. 14:10). Herod beheaded John by sending (soldiers to do so). In narratival 
sequential terms two actions and two actors are at stake here: Herod (actor') sending (action') 
soldiers (implicit actors"), and the soldiers (implicit actors") beheading (action") John. A 
reader or hearer would have understood the narrative this way even though the soldiers are 
not mentioned explicitly. However, the way in which the events are formulated also 
emphasises (a) Herod as person responsible for both actions, and (b) the unity of his sending 
(the soldiers) and John's beheading. In Romans 8:3 Paul formulates his sentence in a similar 
way by using an aorist participle of 'ITE!:L'ITW and a finite verb (xa'raxplvw ). Thereby he 
emphasises (a) God as the one responsible for sending Christ and for condemning sin, and (b) 
the unity of the actions of "God sending Christ" and "condemning sin". Nevertheless 
narratively and metaphorically there are two actions at stake. The first action or metaphor 
( 'ITE/l'ITW) is the means whereby the second (xaTaxplvw) is achieved. 
The source domain for the emissary metaphor, then, is that of emissaries. The target 
domain is that of Christ's death. Christ's death "in likeness to sinful flesh and concerning sin" 
was the means whereby God addressed the problem of sin. Paul metaphorically depicts 
Christ's death in terms of him being sent by God. 
The theological significance of the emissary metaphor is that it not only maintains 
God's transcendence but also conceptualises his activity on earth (Wolter 2014:476), i.e. by 
means of an emissary. Although God remains at a distance from Sin and everything sinful, it 
is also he who addresses and resolves the problem of Sin by sending his own Son as 
emissary. 
The emissary metaphor consists of the following elements: God ( o 9€6~), sent ( 'ITE!l\jJa~), 
his own Son (Tov £auTou u!ov), in likeness to sinful flesh (ev O!lotw!la'rt crapxo~ a!lapTla~), and 
concerning sin ( 7rEpl a!lapTia~). Since it is a metaphor consisting of multiple elements, some 
31 On contemporary problems with the idea of penal substitution, i.e. the death of Christ as substitutionary 
punishment for sin, and the argument that this is nonetheless pertinent to Paul's theology, see Williams 
(2010:579-599). 
32 Cf. Wolter (2014:477). For parallels, in the form of an aorist participle expressing the action of sending 
(e.g. 7rE~7rW or a7rocrr£AA.w) plus a finite verb, cf. Num. 20:16; Matt. 2:16; 14:10; 22:7; Josephus (B.J 1.664). 
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of which are also in Paul's contextual usage associated with other metaphors or images, 33 
intermingling is taking place. The meaning Paul intends to convey derives from the 
interaction between the emissary metaphor and the forensic- and slavery I manumission 
images. We will return to this topic below. To fully comprehend how the Son's mission was 
the means through which God addressed the problem of sin, however, the two additional 
phrases elaborating '1t'E~J.\jJa~ first needs to be taken into account. 
When expositors consider £v OIJ.OIWIJ.aTt crapx.o<; a~p-r{a<; the discussion often revolves 
around the dogmatic issue of Christ's sinlessness in spite of his complete incarnation ( cf. 
Jewett 2007:483-484). For our purpose it is enough to note that OIJ.OIW~J.a (likeness) 
simultaneously denotes similarity as well as difference34-it is ''used because of its 
ambivalence" (Kasemann 1980:217). A "likeness" of someone may be a very close 
representation, but it still is not identical to the person himself. In Christ's humanity35 he 
associated himself closely with and indeed represented humanity, which exhibits sinful flesh 
(crapx.o<; Ct~J.ap-r(a<;).36 However, Paul's use of OIJ.OIWIJ.a stops this association short of being 
complete identification to the point of Christ himself sinning. 37 This being the case, the 
association of Christ with fleshly humanity was still sufficient for him to be effective in 
taking upon himself the condemnation humanity's sin warranted. Thus Christ by being 
OIJ.OIWIJ.a to humanity's sinful flesh effectively addressed the problem of sin's grasp on 
humanity's flesh "from within" (Moo 1996:480).38 
Expositors are divided on the question whether 7rep1 a~J.ap-r{a<; denotes merely 
"regarding sin"39 or is used in the technical (sacrificial) sense of a "sin offering",40 though 
33 Both a!Lap-rfa (8:2) and crap; (8:3) were in the immediately preceding context related to slavery imagery. 
Moreover, a!Lap-rfa is also of significance with respect to the forensic imagery. See above. 
34 BDAG (2000:707) and Schneider (TDNT 5:195-197). Cf. parallel usages of O!Lotw~-rt in Rom. 5:14; 6:5; 
Phil. 2:7. Also cf. Wolter (2011:147), Cottrell (1996:460) and Fee (1994:532). Cf. Gillman (1987:597-604). 
35 
"Paul's description is not docetic, implying that the Son only appeared to be in a form like that of sinful 
flesh, but was actually born as a human" (Fitzmyer 1993 :485). 
36 ~pxo~ cl!Lap-rfa~ is used "as an effective summary statement of Paul's view of the fallen human 
condition", denoting the reality of humanity in its unredeemed state (Dunn 2002:421). This relates to Paul's 
Adam Christology. See Schnelle (2005:437). 
37 2 Cor. 5:21 is a clear example of Paul pointing out Christ's own sinlessness within the context of his 
substitutionary role. Thus this question should not too easily be relegated to being a post-Pauline dogmatic 
concern, since it is in fact already present in Paul's theology (if germinally at least; cf. Kiisemann 1980:217). Cf. 
BDAG (2000:707). 
38 Although the redemptive effect of Christ's mission (esp. his death and resurrection; Giesen 2009:200) 
potentially would include all of humanity, however, ultimately it is to the benefit only of those who appropriate 
it (participate in it) through faith (Wolter 2011: 109-11 0). 
39 E.g. Barrett (1962:156), Cranfield (1975:382), Zeller (1985:153), and Fitzmyer (1993:486). 
40 E.g. Wilckens (1980:126-127), Kiisemann (1980:216), Wright (1992a:220-225), Fee (1994:533), Byrne 
(1996:236-237, 243), Moo (1996:480). Wolter (2011 :106-107) mentions 7r£pl a~p-r!a~ (8:3) under a paragraph 
that discusses the sacrificial background to the redemptive effect (''Heilswirkung") of Christ's death, but 
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historically more seemed to prefer the last.41 This is often based on the assumption that the 
Septuagint uses rrepl CtfLa.pTia.~ to render the Hebrew for "as a sin offering".42 Although Dunn 
(2002:422) discerns "a strong antipathy to linking Paul's thought to sacrificial categories" on 
the part of some scholars, he maintains that such sacrificial allusions would be natural and 
unremarkable to people living within a first century context. Dunn also expounds the basic 
theology behind the phrase (interpreted sacrificially). Since "the only remedy for flesh's 
incorrigible weakness in the hands of sin is its death", the sin offering, a substitute being of 
flesh itself, effects God's condemnation of sin through the destruction of its flesh (i.e. its 
death). This is applied metaphorically to the death of Christ that, analogously to a sin 
offering, effects freedom from sin and its dire consequences. 
Breytenbach (1993:73-75), however, states a few reasons why he does not regard "sin 
offering" to be the appropriate rendering in Romans 8:3 (nor in 2 Cor. 5:21). In the 
immediate context CtfLa.p't'la. consistently refers to "sin", making it unnatural to read it as "sin 
offering" in this one instance only. Breytenbach also finds it doubtful that even in the LXX 
rendering of Leviticus CtfLa.pT(a. refers to anything else than simply "sin", and substantiates 
this with the fact that rrepl CtfLa.pTia.~ does not fixedly refer to "sin offering" in the Greek 
pseudepigrapha, Philo or Josephus. With Breytenbach, Schnelle (2005:445) is also of the 
opinion that the connotation here is probably "a general image of atonement, not the specific 
sacrificial cult of the Old Testament". He continues (2005:446) that "it is much more likely 
that the Greek idea of the substitutionary death of the righteous, whose death effects the 
expiation I taking away of sin, is the starting point for the formation of this tradition". 43 Thus, 
at this stage, the question still seems to be undecided, though Breytenbach's point of view 
seems to be gaining ground. 
concludes that in the context of 8:3 it must remain open whether it denotes "as a sin offering" or "as a 
consequence of sin" ("wegen der Siinde"). 
41 Thornton (1971:516-517) proposes another possibility. He reads xal 'll"Epl Ctf.lap-r(a~ with the subsequent 
part of the sentence rather than with the words preceding it, expositing xa( as emphatic, and 'll"Epl Ctf.lapTia~ as "on 
a charge of sinfulness" or "because of sin". The result is that personified Sin is condemned on the charge of sin. 
Although the contextual implications are intriguing, in the light of the accusative of respect with which the 
sentence opens the emphatic xaf is surely a forced reading. 
42 E.g. Lev. 5:6-7, 11; 16:3, 5, 9; Num. 6:16; 7:16; 2 Chron. 29:23-24; Neh. 10:33; Ezek. 42:13; 43:19 
(Dunn 2002:422). Cf. Wolter (20 11:1 06). Moo (1996:480) indicates that 44 of 54 Septuagint occurrences of 'll"Epl 
Ctf.lapTfa~ pertains to sacrifice. See, however, the critique of Breytenbach ( 1993:73-7 4). 
43 
"Diese Tendenz, Siihne vom Kult abzukoppeln, wird durch die Hellenisierung des Judentums verstarkt, 
zumal der Gedanke eines Todes 'fiir' in der Kaizerzeit verbreitet war, ohne an Tempelriten gebunden zu sein" 
(Breytenbach 1993:75). Early Jewish-Christianity read particularly Isa. 53 in the light of the Greek concept of 
the substitutionary death of a righteous person, and according to Breytenbach (1993:77-78) this is the more 
likely hintergrund ofPaul's theology of Christ's atonement, as opposed to a sacrificial allusion. 
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The latter point of view is also coherent with respect to the emissary metaphor, in the 
sense that 7rep1 ctfLctp't"ta.~ would then express the (primary) problem that the mission of the 
emissary addressed. Although parallels could not be found where specifically the verb 'lt'Efl'lt'W 
is used with 7repl, expressing the idea of sending someone concerning a matter, the cognate 
verb ct'lt'ocrrellw is used in this way. 44 If this is not what Paul meant and 7rep1 ctfLctp't"ta.~ does 
refer to a sin offering, it would be introducing an interposed metaphor of Christ as sacrifice. 
Although this is not impossible, it does seem less likely from the perspective of contextual 
metaphorical analysis. 
Is there any significance to Paul's use of ea.u't"oiJ in the emissary metaphor? Cottrell 
(1996:460) and others have stated that the description of Jesus' mission as 't"OV ea.U't"OU u!ov 
(own Son) "indicates not only the pre-existence of Christ but his divine nature as well". 
Though both these concerns, together with the concept of incarnation, may logically be 
inferred45 from o 9eo~ 't"ov ea.u't"oiJ ulov 'lt'Efl~a.~ none of these seem to be foremost in Paul's 
imagery or argument.46 Two other purposes for using 't"OV ea.u't"oiJ ul6v seem contextually more 
appropriate. 
Firstly, the phrase emphasizes the extent to which God involved himself personally in 
the once and for all resolution of the problem of sin. God took personal initiative and became 
intimately involved by sending his own Son as emissaryY As Fitzmyer (1993:484) explains 
with regard to 't"OV ea.u't"oiJ ulov it: "The emphatic phrase ... highlights the divine relationship of 
Jesus to the Father and the divine origin of the task ... ". A result of this emphasis is that the 
emotional impact of the metaphor is increased (cf. Dunn 2002:421): it was not some abstract 
third party who would die a substitutionary death on behalf of Paul's addressees, but God's 
very own beloved Son. The connotative impact of ea.u't"oiJ is significant, then, in emphasising 
God's personal involvement, the personal relationship between him and the Son, and 
subsequently the immensity of his Son's death. 
Secondly, the emphasis on God's own Son may anticipate a point that Paul will soon 
make, in the context of8:14-17 and 18-30. Ultimately God will have many (adopted) "sons" 
(ulo~; 8:14, 19) and "children" ('t"exvov; 8:16, 17, 20), those "predestined to be conformed to 
the image of his Son so that he should be the firstborn (7rpW't"O't"oxov) among many brothers" 
44 E.g. 1 Kgdms. 21:3; 3 Kgdms. 21:7. 
45 Cf. Fossum (1992:133, 135), Schnelle (2005:442), and also Byrne (1996:243) who bases his inference on 
the parallels of Gal. 4:4-5, Phil. 2:6 and 2 Cor. 8:9. See, however, Dunn's (2002:420-421) critique. 
46 Cf. Fee (1994:530); Schweizer (1991:219-210); Wolter (2014:476-479). 
47 Cf. the parallel concept (o i'Oto~ ul6~) of Christ as God's own Son in 8:32. 
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(8:29). The unique and foundational role of Jesus Christ, the original and archetypal Son, thus 
seems to be anticipated here through the emphasis that he is -rbv tav-roO vi6v-the one who 
would, by his death and resurrection, make possible not only our adoption (8: 15) but also our 
"walk not according to the Flesh but according to the Spirit" (8:4). 
Consequently, the perceived analogies between the source domain of emissaries and the 
target domain of Christ's death highlighted by Paul's emissary metaphor in 8:3 pertains to the 
following: both an emissary and Christ was (a) not from this place,48 but was (b) sent here by 
a higher authority.49 (c) This higher authority resolved a specific problem (himself) by means 
of sending his emissary. 50 It is not clear at this point whether 6~-totw~-ta can be related, with 
textual evidence, to an aspect of the source domain of emissaries. 
It is also pertinent that the mission of Christ is related to Paul's Adam Christo logy 
(particularly Rom. 5:12-21). Adam has by his transgression begun the situation in which sin 
dominates humankind, resulting in death. As such he is the originator and representative of 
this situation in which humankind corporately exists and participates, transgresses and 
ultimately dies. But in this way Adam also functions as model for an antithetical prototype 
whereby Christ's salvific work expunges the culpability of those who are "in him". Christ has 
become the "new Adam", the originator and representative of a new situation for humanity, 
based upon his death and resurrection, in which those who believe in him now corporately 
exist. From Romans 5:16-18 it is clear that, whereas existence within the paradigm of Adam 
means corporately participating in his sin51 (a~-tap-ravw, 7rapa7r'rw~-ta), condemnation 
(xa-raxpt~-ta), and death (Sava-ro~), existence within the paradigm of Christ means corporately 
participating in the acquittal (otxalw~-ta) and righteousness (otxatocruv)')) effected by him. As 
the new Adam (originator and representative of humanity in a new situation) Christ had the 
likeness of the first Adam. Being "in the flesh" Christ closely associated himself with sinful 
humanity and in this way effectively dealt with the problem of sin, right where it resided-in 
the flesh (Schnelle 2005:499). 
48 Schweizer (1991:217). 
49 In the case of Christ, Schweizer (1991 :217) correctly points out that (metaphorically speaking) a dynamic 
act of God is at stake, and that the definition of Christ's being is not what Paul is highlighting. 
5° Cf. once again the specific form in which Paul formulates the mission. He does not use a construction 
which denotes that the purpose of the mission is to go and do something, but that the mission itself (which is a 
metaphor for Christ's death) achieves something. 
51 However, this is not the extent of humanity's sin. All of humanity not only participates in Adam's sin but 
is also guilty of sinning themselves (Rom. 3:9-20, 23). 
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6.2.4 Elaborating the Forensic Image: God Condemned Sin in the Flesh 
In Romans 8:3 Paul adds another forensic metaphor to the existing one52 in 8:1-2. 
Consequently a forensic image is constituted. The purpose of the metaphor in 8:3 is to 
indicate that God has already decisively addressed the problem of sin and one of its 
concomitants, flesh, through a judicial pronouncement of sentence (x.a-rax.p(vw; BDAG 
2000:519). This pertains to Paul and his addressees' our story, and explains their acquittal 
(8:1). A positive appeal upon the eschatological certitude of Paul's addressees can be found 
in this explanation-Sin's power over them has been broken and it has been taken out of the 
picture by being condemned itself. The resolution of the third aspect of the threefold problem 
(the incapability of the law) is the result of the resolution of the former two aspects (Sin, and 
its hold over the flesh), and will be described by Paul in Romans 8:4 to which we will return 
below. 
The metaphorical element of x.a-rax.p(vw is coherent and consistent with the forensic 
metaphor (esp. x.a-rax.p1~a) established in Romans 8:1-2. In 8:3 as in 8:1, the target domain of 
the divine punishment is conceptualised in terms of the source domain of forensic justice. In 
this instance, however, it is not Paul's addressees who are the potential objects of divine 
punishment in the target domain, but personified Sin who is the actual object of divine 
punishment. 
The condemnation of a~ap-r(a has two facets. Firstly it refers to the condemnation or 
punishment of sin as transgression of God's law. Secondly, however, the established use of 
a~ap-r(a in the preceding context where it is personified as a master compelling its slaves to 
act in a certain way, i.e. to sin, must also be taken into account here. Thus, God condemned 
Sin and by condemning it he broke its power and hold over its slaves 53-at least over those of 
them who appropriate Sin's condemnation in Christ's flesh, and their transference to the rule 
of the Spirit. This metaphoric use of a~ap-r(a is surprising because, in Haacker' s (1999: 152) 
words: "Anstatt die siindigen Menschen zu verdammen, hat Gott die Siinde (als 
iiberpersonliche Macht vorgestellt) verdammt". If Sin is not also understood in this way, 
however, and merely as the transgression of the law that is condemned, Paul's argument is 
not very compelling. The condemnation of all transgressions of the law (sin) neither explains 
his addressees' manumission as such (8:2) nor provides an adequate cause to the law now 
being fulfilled with respect to those walking x.a-ra 7nleiJ~a (8:4). The pronouncement of 
52 See Du Toit (2007:249-280). 
53 E.g. Fahy (1958:387). 
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sentence (xa't"axp!vw) on the slave master Sin, however, does metaphorically explain the 
manumission of his slaves and why his power and hold over them is broken so that they now 
can live in accordance with the rule of a new master, the Spirit. 
In 8:3 ev 't"jj crapxf is mapped to the target domain of divine punishment. It refers, firstly, 
to the bodf54 of Christ (cf. Wolter 2014:477) who was EV O~OIW~a't"t crapxo~ a~ap't"fa~. He bore 
the condemnation of humanity's collective sin in his body (flesh) when he died on the cross. 
Secondly crap~ also has a metaphorical reference in this context. Since the flesh was 
previously depicted by Paul as Sin's domain-the place where it works (7:5)55 and resides 
(7:18, 20), and thus the foothold through which Sin weakened and incapacitated the law 
(8:2)-it is fitting that Paul now depicts Sin as being condemned in its own domain. Thus the 
power of Sin and its hold over flesh as the domain where it holds power56 is broken, resolving 
two of the problems with regard to which God sent his Son. 
6.2.5 Preliminary Conclusion (8:3) 
In Romans 8:3 the forensic image interacts with the slavery I manumission image. It is the 
slave master Sin, which had compelled humanity to sin, which was condemned in the flesh of 
Christ. Thus its power and hold over humanity was broken. Since Sin has been taken out of 
Paul's addressees' story through its condemnation they have the assurance that there is now 
no condemnation for them (8:1). In this way xa't"exp1ve 't"~V a~ap't"fav iv 't"jj crapxf elaborates 
the forensic image. Simultaneously the forensic image interacts with the emissary metaphor. 
The central narrative of Christ's death57 is metaphorically depicted in terms of an emissary's 
mission. Christ's mission, i.e. his death, was the means whereby God condemned Sin in his 
flesh. 
Paul will take up the elaboration of the forensic image in 8:4, adding another forensic 
metaphor to the image. The implications of Christ's death having already born out the 
punishment for sin will in 8:4 be described in terms of the fulfilment of the requirement of the 
law. Subsequently, however, the fulfilment of the requirement of the law will also be 
qualified with another image, i.e. of walking xa't"et mei.i~a (and not xa't"c% crapxa). The 
interaction between these two images is built upon the interaction between the forensic- and 
slavery I manumission images in 8:3. That is to say, the condemnation of the slave master Sin 
54 Cf. BDAG (2000:915). 
55 Here £v -roi~ fLEAE<rtv ~fLWV (7:14) is parallel to £v EfLOl and £v 'rfj <rap)£{ fLOU (7:18). 
56 Cf. BDAG (2000:915). 
57 Cf. Landmesser (2006:137). 
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(8:3) implies that Sin's power and hold over humanity is broken, 58 so that the requirement of 
the law is now fulfilled with respect to those under the rule of the Spirit (8:4). Thus the 
condemnation of the slave master Sin explains Paul's addressees' manumission (8:2) and 
opens up the possibility of their new walk in accordance with the antithetical master-the 
Spirit (8:4--6). 
Before moving on to Romans 8:4, then, it should be noted that a shift takes place in the 
dominant vocabulary with which the Adamic situation is described after 8:3. Whereas sin 
( Ctf.tap·rla) had been the leading category in terms of which the Adamic situation had been 
described in 7:7-25,59 after 8:2 and 3 it occurs only once more in 8:1-13, i.e. in 8:10. That is 
because Paul singles out a new element of the a-ap~-VOf.tO~-Ctf.tap-r(a-eava-ro~ complex (7:5) to 
become the dominant category in terms of which he will further describe the Adamic 
situation: a-ap~ (flesh). It is the element that in 8:3 occurs in the emissary metaphor, the 
slavery I manumission image and the forensic image, and binds the three together. 
Subsequently a-ap~ forms the antithesis to the Spirit (mEOf.ta) as master.60 As such xa-ra a-apxa 
is a metaphor for the way of life that corresponds to the life one would be (metaphorically) 
compelled to live under Sin's slavery. This way of life is now directed by the rule or 
compulsion of Flesh. 
6.3 The Forensic Image Elaborated Further, and a Walk Image Intermingled (Rom. 8:4) 
Paul's depiction of the central narrative in terms of the emissary metaphor and the forensic 
metaphor of Sin's condemnation in Christ's flesh, impacted his addressees' story 
significantly. Indeed, in addition to the problems of(a) Sin and (b) the weakness ofthe law 
through the flesh, Christ's mission also had the purpose of resolving (c) the incapability of 
the law. Christ's death, described by Paul as the condemnation of Sin in the flesh, resulted in 
the fulfilment of the requirement of the law with respect to those who walk according to the 
Spirit (Yva TO otxa[wf.ta TOV liOf.tOU '1t"Al']pwen ev ~f.tlll -rot~ f.t~ xa-ra a-apxa 7rEpt7raTOUO"tV &.Ua 
xa-ra mEOf.ta; 8:4). This constitutes the resolution of the last aspect of the threefold problem. 
58 Cf. Rom. 6:1-14 where the power and hold of Sin, personified as slave master, over Christ-believers is 
also depicted as broken. There, however, metaphorically speaking, freedom from Sin is not brought about by 
manumission (8:2) and the condemnation of Sin (8:3), but by the Christ-believers' death in participation with 
Christ through baptism (6:3-4). There also a walk-metaphor is intermingled, i.e. walking in newness of life 
(6:4). 
59 Occurring in 7:7, 8, 9, 11, 13, 14, 17, 20, 23, 25. 
60 The personification of Flesh as slave master antithetical to the Spirit in 8:4-12 will be explained and 
substantiated in the next chapter (§7.1.1). 
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Paul elaborates the forensic image (8:1-2, 3) further in 8:4 by the addition of a third 
forensic concept which is not metaphorical. This concept indicates the purpose-result of the 
condemnation of Sin (the second forensic metaphor), and is constituted by three elements: 
otxatwf-1-a. (requirement), VOfLO~ (law), and 7rAYJp6w (fulfil). This forensic concept, then, pertains 
to the fulfilment of the requirement of Torah. It is not metaphorical because it does not 
express one thing in terms of another. The literal fulfilment of the requirement of Torah is 
what is at stake. 
The question here is: what or whom, according to Paul's contextual argument and 
imagery, fulfils the requirement of Torah? In answering this question, expositors basically 
divide into three groups. The first possibility is that it is God who fulfils the requirement of 
Torah through Christ's death (described by Paul in terms of two metaphors, i.e. God sending 
Christ and condemning Sin in his flesh; 8:3). The second possibility is that it is the lives of 
Christ-believers (described by Paul in terms of the metaphor of walking; 8:4) which fulfils 
the requirement of Torah. The third possibility, which will also be argued in favour of below, 
is that it is first and fore mostly God who fulfils the requirement of Torah through Christ's 
death, but that this event also impacts the lives of Christ-believers so significantly that they 
consequently live in a way which corresponds to Torah's requirement. 61 
Exegesis is needed to ascertain which of these possibilities is consistent with Paul's 
contextual argument and theology, and whether he may, in fact, be using both in his 
circumspect formulation. 
6.3.1 The Subject of lila TO &xa{(f)fta rofJ liOftOU 7rA1JP(I)~~ 
When Yva. indicates "both the intention and its sure accomplishment" (Wallace 1996:473) it is 
used to express both purpose and result,62 i.e. purpose-result.63 It was God's purpose, when 
he (negatively) dealt with Sin through its condemnation in the flesh, that Christ's mission 
should not only accomplish this but also (positively) the fulfilment of the law's requirement 
ev ~fLIV (in us), and as God purposed so it was. 64 
61 The singular "requirement" is intentional and is based on Paul's usage of otxa.[CUf.ta, which will be 
explained below. 
62 E.g. Cranfield (1975:383), Bertone (2005:226), McFadden (2009:487 n.25). 
63 This is often the result of"declarations of the divine will" (BDAG 2000:477). Consequently it would not 
be inappropriate to also understand the condemnation of sin in 8:3-4 in terms of God's will, which was not only 
purposed but also achieved. 
64 E.g. Landmesser (2006:137). 
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Clearly o VOfJ.O~ here denotes the law of God, 65 i.e. Torah, as it did in 8:3. Expositors are 
also generally agreed that 'lTAYJpow denotes fulfilment in this context. BDAG (2000:828) 
defines the appropriate sense of 7rAYJp6w as "to bring to a designed end, fu/fif' as in "a 
prophecy, an obligation, a promise, a law". 66 This may perhaps also be described as "to 
complete what was supposed or intended to be done". 
A pertinent question is, however, who is the subject of 'lTAYJpwGij, i.e. who fulfills the 
requirement of the law?67 Jewett (2007:485)68 notes that "Paul retains a barrier against self-
salvation" by means of the passive 'ITAYJpwGn and its qualifier €v ~fJ.Tv (which indicates 
reference or respect).69 Thus the passive is often viewed as a ''theological passive" (Fitzmyer 
1993 :487)/0 i.e. that God is the actual subject. 71 Why else, if this was not his intention, did 
Paul prefer a circumlocutory (passive) description rather than simply using the verb 7rAYJp6w 
in its active form and with a nominative subject? Although the fulfilment of the law's 
ultimate requirement does impact Paul's addressees' "walking" according to the Spirit (-roi~ ... 
7rEpt7rct-ro0cnv ... xa-ra 'lTVEUf.tct), God is the subject ofthree72 of the four verbal forms in 8:3--4.73 
It is he who purposed and achieved, by means of the mission ofhis Son, not only that Sin was 
decisively dealt with (in Christ's flesh) but also that the law's requirement is thereby fulfilled. 
This fulfilment ofthe law's requirement does, nonetheless, have "us" as its point of reference 
(€v ~fJ.Tv). Thus the fulfilment of the law's requirement is God's action, in accordance with his 
will and initiative, and "not the striving of believers" (Bertone 2005 :227), but an immense 
effect14 upon Paul and his addressees is also implied as is clear in the crap~--'lTVEUf.tct antithesis 
in 8:4--13.75 
65 E.g. Cranfield (1975:384), Thuren (2000:132), Dunn (2002:423), Bertone (2005:242), Jewett (2007:485), 
Schnelle (2005:339-340). 
66 C£ Delling (TDNT 6:286-298). 
67 For a recent discussion of this question, see McFadden (2009:483-497). 
68 Cf. Fee (1994:535); Moo (1996:483-484). 
69 Syntactically speaking tv could in this context denote either agency (by I with; i.e. "instrumental" in 
Wallace 1996:372) or reference I respect (cf. Wallace 1996:372; BDAG 2000:329; Wilckens 1980:128). 
However, Fee (1994:536) argues for a locative sense. 
70 Also e.g. Landmesser (2006:138). However, not all agree, e.g. Wolter (2014:480 n.42). 
71 Cf. also, in Pauline tradition, 2 Thess. 1:11-12 where God is entreated to (as subject) fulfil "every good 
resolve and work of faith" so that the Name of Jesus Christ may be glorified "in you". These "good resolves" 
and "works of faith" obviously are to be accounted to the believers, although it is God who is entreated to fulfil 
it. This formulation is strikingly similar to Rom. 8:(3-)4 in its theological emphasis on God fulfilling that which 
would otherwise be described as actions of the believers. 
72 I.e. 'll"E!L7rCil, xaTaxp!vc.J, and 7rAYJp6Cil. The remaining verbal form, 7rEpt7raTECil, has Paul and his addressees as 
subject and undeniably pertain to their morality. 
73 
"Es ist als ein Versohnungsgeschehen ausdriicklich ein Handeln Gottes" (Landmesser 2006:137). 
74 This effect is described by Paul as a matter of fact when he asserts that he and his addressees "walk not 
according to the Flesh but according to the Spirit" (8:4), and "think upon that which is of the Spirif' (8:5). In 
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Who, then, is the subject of i'va To oLxa[wf.ta ToO v6f.tou '1t'A))pw6n? It is God who fulfils 
what the law requires, and contextually it is clear that he does this through the mission of his 
Son (Schnelle 2005:340). The incapability of the law is just as much the incapability of 
Adamic humanity to fulfil the law because it is humanity's fleshliness that incapacitates the 
law, and thus also himself to obey the law. Consequently God did (through Christ) what the 
law could not enable a person to do: he fulfilled the law's requirement. 
This can be described in covenantal or contractual terms as Christ (being God's agent) 
fulfilling those obligations that the Sinai covenant had laid upon God's people. By summing 
up all of these obligations with the construction Olxa[wf.ta ToO v6f.!.OU (notice that oLxa[wf.ta is 
in the singular) Paul is saying that Jesus' mission effectively paid the sum of the covenantal 
obligations of God's people in toto. He already did all that the law required. With the 
fulfilment of the Sinai covenant in the life and death of Christ, a new covenant was 
simultaneously established-a covenant centred in Christ.76 The present-eschatological 
events of Christ's resurrection (8: 11), and the reception of Christ's Spirit by Paul's 
addressees (8:9, 15),77 which testifies to their being God's sons (8:14), would confirm the 
establishment ofthis new covenant. There was a conventional Judaic expectation (Jer. 38:31-
34 [31:31-34 MT]) in Paul's day that a new covenant would be established with Israel at the 
dawn of the eschatological age. An important part of this expectation was the intemalisation 
of Torah and its effective fulfilment by Israel. We will return to this topic shortly. 
6.3.2 The Significance of the Intermingling of the Walk Image (of p.~ xara 17"dpxa 
7rEpt7rtrTOfJ'JITEf ilia xara 7n1EfJp.a qualifying E'J/ Jjp.iv) 
It is significant that Paul does not end his sentence with the divine passive 7t'A))pw6n tv ~f.tiv. 
He continues by qualifying tv ~f.tlV with o{ f.t~ xaTa a-apxa 7repmaTotivn~ ilia xaTa 7t'VEUf.ta. 
Thereby, on the level of metaphorical analysis, he is intermingling78 a walk image79 
which is inconsistent with the forensic image (8:1-2, 3) and the forensic concept of 8:4, 
8: 13 there is an implied exhortation in the form of a conditional clause "if you put to death the works of the 
body by the Spirit" preceded by mention of being indebted (to God I the Spirit). Cf. Fee (1994:535-538), and 
Moo (1996:485): "Paul does not separate the 'fulfilment' of the law from the lifestyle of Christians. But, this 
does not mean that Christian behavior [sic] is how the law is fulfilled". 
75 Cf. McFadden (2009:488). 
76 Cf. 1 Cor. 11:25; 2 Cor. 3:6; Heb. 8:8-13; 9:15; 12:24. 
77 Cf. Ezek. 36:26-27. 
78 With respect to the walk image, the elements of u&.p~ and 7111£fi!la pertain to two ways of walking. 
However, as already pointed out above, each of these elements respectively also pertain to Paul's contextually 
established slavery imagery (8:2, 3). The dual reference of these elements implies that intermingling is taking 
place. 
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deriving from another source domain. The walk image is nevertheless coherent with the 
forensic imagery, since a person's moral life (walk) forms the basis upon which 
eschatological judgment will be made. Paul's use of this image derives from its conventional 
use in Judaism (Tti;J; hiilak; walk; Dunn 2002:316, 424) as a conception of the way one 
conducts one's life (BDAG 2000:803) in which moral overtones are prominent. We will 
return to this topic in the next chapter. In Paul's usage in Romans 8:4 the image consists of 
the metaphorical elements of walking ( 7rept7rarrew) and two antithetical kinds of walking: 
xarra o-apxa (according to the Flesh) or xarra weO~-ta (according to the Spirit). I1ept7rarrew is 
mapped from the source domain of walking to the target domain of moral living. The 
perceived analogy Paul highlights here is that, just as there are different manners in which 
people walk (source domain), there are also different manners of living morally (target 
domain). For Paul there are actually only two different manners ofliving morally: either xarra 
I ' ,.. o-apxa or xarra weu~-ta. 
We will return to other aspects of this walk image in the next chapter. Here I wish to 
focus on the question what the contribution and significance of this image is with respect to 
its interaction with the preceding forensic imagery. The way Paul developed his argument 
here,80 progressing from the forensic image (8:1-2, 3) and forensic concept (8:4) into the 
walk image, indicates that there is a connection between the fulfilment of the requirement of 
Torah and the moral lives of Christians. Paul and his addressees' story is positively impacted 
morally by Christ's mission and the condemnation of Sin in his flesh. Paul's formulation is 
careful, however. The divine passive indicates that it is firstly and fore mostly God who 
fulfilled it. On the other hand, he fulfilled it with respect to "us" (ev ~~-tiv) who live a certain 
way, morally speaking (o! /-l~ xarra o-apxa 7rEpt7raTOUVTE~ aA/.a xarra 7t1JEU~-ta). Thus the 
fulfilment of the requirement of the law is, in Paul's argument, inseparable from the moral 
lives of his addressees.81 God fulfilled the requirement of the law with respect to them 
through the death of Christ. The result of this is that they now live in a way that accords with 
the fulfilment of the requirement of the law.82 This can also be restated in the covenantal 
terms of the previous section. The Sinai covenant having been fulfilled by God in the mission 
79 The walk image consists of two antithetical metaphors: (a) walking according to the Flesh; (b) walking 
according to the Spirit. 
8° Cf. McFadden (2009:486-487). 
81 Cf. Gal. 5:14; Rom. 13:8-10. 
82 Byrne (1996:244), Cranfield (1975:384), Jewett (2007:485), Fee (1994:535), Landmesser (2006:137). 
Although McFadden underestimates the carefulness of Paul's passive 7rA))pw6jj and its qualification by EV ~fLTv, 
he correctly concludes that "our acquittal is not based upon the obedience wrought in us by the Spirit but upon 
the death of Christ which necessarily results in Christian obedience". 
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of Christ, the new covenant is established with the result that the Spirit, from within (cf. 8:9), 
now empowers Christ's people to live in a way that accords with the fulfilment of the 
requirement of the law. 
The fulfilment of the requirement ofthe law raises even more questions, however. The 
following two will be considered in the subsequent sections. Firstly, does the fulfilment of the 
requirement of the law imply keeping the statutes of Torah as such? Secondly, is Paul 
speaking of the fulfilment of the whole Torah, or only a part of it? 
6.3.3 11txa{(l)fia and the Fulfilment of the Law, in Principle 
Paul uses the verb 7rA>]p6w 13 times83 in his undisputed epistles, of which explicitly in relation 
to VOEJ.O~ in Romans 8:4, 13:884 and Galatians 5:14. The last two of these references identify 
the fulfilment of the law with love for one another or the neighbor. Common to the contexts 
of both Romans 8:4 and Galatians 5:14 is Paul's insistence that those who are led by the 
Spirit are no longer under the law (Gal. 5:18) but free from it (Rom. 7:6; 8:2, 12-14). 
Consequently it is justified to infer that behind these texts on the fulfilment of the law lies 
Paul's conviction that it is possible to fulfil the law in principle without being focused on 
each and every precept of the law as such (or perhaps without even having the law).85 This is 
confirmed by the context of 7rA>]p6w in 8:4. 
It may be significant that, in this context, Paul does not say86 that those who now walk 
according to the Spirit are fulfilling ( 7rA>]p6w) the law as such-what is at stake is the 
fulfilment of the requirement ('rb oLxa(wEJ.a)87 of the law. Note the singular (Cranfield 
1975:384): "requirement"88 not "requirements".89 No longer is the keeping of the 
83 Rom. 1:29; 8:4; 13:8; 15:13, 14, 19; 2 Cor. 7:4; 10:6; Gal. 5:14; Phil. 1:11; 2:2; 4:18,19. 
84 Cf. also Rom. 13:10 7rA~pw~ct ouv v6~ou ~ ciycimJ (love is the fulfilment of the law). 
85 See Bertone (2005:232-241). Cf. also Rom. 2:25-29 where the uncircumcised, i.e. Gentile Christians 
(Gathercole 2002:39), clearly not keeping certain aspects of the law, are said to keep (cj>u:Aacrcrw, TEAEw) the law 
not according to the ypa~~ct ("letter") but xctpo!ct~ tv 7rVEU~ctTt "of heart, in spirit". Gathercole (2002:35-37, 39-
40, 46) argues that Rom. 2:14-15 also reflects Gentile Christians who do not have the law "by birth right" 
(cj>ucrEt), yet fulfil Torah in a "comprehensive" way. Cf. Kruse (2006:121-123). Wright (1992a:450-451) goes a 
bit further with respect to 1 Cor. 7:19, arguing that ''to be acting in accordance with the whole divine purpose 
for Israel, [was] precisely in dismantling those aspects of traditional praxis, and in disregarding those traditional 
symbols [e.g. circumcision], by which for centuries Jews had ordered their lives". 
86 Cf. Rosner (2010:405-419; esp. 411-414). 
87 BDAG (2000:249) defines the appropriate sense of ouccttw~ as "a regulation relating to just or right 
action, regulation, requirement, commandment" (emphasis original). 
88 Ziesler (1988:50-51, 56), noting the significance of the singular form, has argued that Otxct!w~ct does not 
refer to the law as a whole in the NT or the Septuagint (although he concedes that Prov. 8:20 and 19:28 are 
possibilities, but "not strong ones"; cf. however Schrenk TDNT 2:221). He has suggested that the tenth 
commandment is in view here since the prohibition against coveting also dominated 7:7-25. This proves to be 
overly restrictive since the immediate context of 8:4 does not lend support to such an application (Bertone 
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commandments as such in view, but rather the fulfilment of the ultimate intention90 of those 
commandments as a whole91 or in essence.92 Importantly also, no longer is the keeping of the 
commandments as such the way to fulfil the intention of the law as a whole-any such 
attempt is thwarted by the law's incapability which derives from its weakness caused by our 
Adamic fleshliness (8:3). 
The requirement (intended outcome) of the law as a whole (TO otxaiw~a ToO v6~ou) can 
be defined as a righteous standing before God, which is firstly and fore mostly ascribed to 
one based on participation "in Christ", particularly with respect to his death and resurrection. 
As pointed out above, the formulation of 8:4 (esp. 7rept7ra'T'Ew) also signifies, however, that 
the fulfilment of the requirement of the law implies (and is inseparable from) our righteous 
living (cf. Fee 1994:530; Byrne 1996:237). From this second perspective the otxaiw~a ToO 
v6~ou can be aptly summarized as "God's wi11"93 for his people, which Paul elsewhere 
himself summarizes as ''to love another". 94 Although the love commandment as such is not 
2005:231). Moreover, the tenth commandment is applied in 7:7-25 precisely to function as a key to (or: 
"paradigm for", Kruse 2006: 126) the rest of the commandments. It is (in that context) the supreme type of the 
law, so that what is true of it will also be true of every other commandment, and of the law as a whole. As the 
law against covetousness has ironically led to covetousness, so any other specific commandment would 
ironically ultimately awaken the desire (Em9u!L(a) to do what that commandment forbids (or not to do what it 
commands). This is why the tenth commandment is so fitting to be the synopsis of Torah in Rom. 7:7-25: it 
typifies a pertinent problem of the law caused by humanity's fleshliness, i.e. that it ultimately awakens exactly 
what it forbids (sin). Jewish tradition allowed for covetousness to be the sin from which all others flowed 
(Ziesler 1988:47). Paul took this one step further and argued that the law itself(because of sin and the flesh) was 
a cause of the desire to sin. Even more to the point, Paul uses different words (Byrne 1996:244) for 
"commandment" in the context of 7:7-25 (EvoroA.~) and 8:4 (oucafw!La) making it unlikely that in 8:4 he is still 
referring to the tenth commandment as such. Rather, the fact that the law could be summed up in one 
commandment, and often was in Jewish tradition (cf. Rom. 13:9 and Dunn 2002:778-779), gave Paul the 
occasion to (with the new term otx.afw!La, no longer connected to the EVTOA~ against covetousness as such) 
envision the fulfilment of the intention of the law as a whole. 
89 Cf. Rom. 2:26 where Paul uses the plural, ora OtX.Cl!W!LClTCl TOU VO!LOtJ, to indicate that it is possible for 
gentiles to keep the other requirements of the law as opposed to those "his fellow Jews would normally focus on 
as part of their distinctive self-defmition", e.g. circumcision, Sabbath, food laws, etc. (Dunn 2002:423). 
90 Thuren (2000: 132-133). Cf. Fitzmyer (1993:487) "what the law ideally required" and ''the goal or purpose 
of the law''. 
91 E.g. Cranfield (1975:384). Cf. Schrenk (TDNT 2:221) ''the singular is used again to denote the law in its 
unity'', comparable to its use in Rom. 1:32 on which Schrenk comments: "in Paul's eyes it is important to 
emphasize that there is for the Gentiles a recognizable divine order which is to be embraced, not as a sum of 
commands, but (in the sing.) as the one divine will". Cf. Moo (1996:482) ''the summary of what the law 
demands of God's people". 
92 Byrne (1996:244), Schnelle (2005:519). Cf. Dunn (2002:423) ''the essential requirement (note again the 
singular) which lies behind the individual requirements, the character and purpose which the individual 
requirements are intended to bring to expression". 
93 Kasemann (1980:218); Landmesser (2006: 137, 138); Blischke (2009:411). Jewett (2007:485) also 
supports this exposition of otx.atw!La as ''the requirement of the Mosaic Law conceived in its unity'', which he 
"in the light of the rest of the argument of Romans" equates to ''the fatherly will of God for his children". Cf. 
Cranfield (1975:384). 
94 Rom. 13:8, Gal. 5:14. Cf. Wolter (2011 :337-338), Kruse (2006:125-127) and Schnelle (2005:323). Lohr 
(2010:207) describes love as ''the summation and fulfilment of the Law's different EwoA.al" and identifies the 
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in view in Romans 8:4, Paul applies the same principle here than where he summarizes all 
that Torah requires in terms of love (Wolter 2014:480-481). One who does God's will by 
loving his neighbour is fulfilling the law as a whole. This is the case even if he is not intent 
on the specific commandments as such, or may even have no knowledge of Torah.95 
Consequently the requirement (intended outcome) is still valid, even though keeping the 
distinct precepts of the Torah as such is no longer required96 ( cf. Rom. 7: 1-6; 10:4-1 0; Kruse 
2006: 115-129). It is now primarily the Spirit of Christ that will guide those who believe to 
"walk" according to God's will, i.e. to give concrete expression to his will in different 
situations. 
Dunn (2002:423) criticizes "those who can only see that Paul is trying to maintain an 
untenable 'both and' at this point-the law at an end (10:4) yet still valid" (e.g. Raisanen and 
Sanders). It is possible, however, that this "both and" is not so untenable for Paul, because of 
the distinction he seems to make between keeping the (precepts of) the law as such and 
fulfilling (in principle) the ultimate intention of the law. 4txa.lwf!a. is a key to this 
distinction.97 A particular requirement, purpose or intention originally associated with a 
particular means of achieving it may still be valid even though the means to achieve it has 
expired or has been replaced because of its ineffectiveness. Thus Torah's requirement, 
purpose or intention is still valid, but itself as the means by which one can attain that goal is 
no longer valid (Fee 1994:536).98 It has been replaced by the enablement99 of the Spirit that is 
personification of love in 13:10 as "a well-constructed contra-distinction to the personifications used in chapter 
6 and 7", i.e. particularly sin. Schnelle (2009:322) states that "in the Pauline ethic, love ... is the goal of every 
action"( emphasis mine). 
95 In this regard Schnelle (2005:324) points out (with reference to Paul's allusions to the Old Testament, and 
to other Jewish sources) that Abraham was seen as fulfilling Torah before Israel had received it, and that 
Abraham was counted "righteous" because he did the will of God (without knowing or obeying the precepts of 
Torah as such). 
96 This is pertinent to Paul's apostolate to the Gentiles. In his understanding-of-reality they can fulfil Torah 
without being intent on its precepts as such. They can fulfil God's will without becoming Jews first (Wolter 
2014:481). 
97 Although Paul does not make the distinction of the otxa!c.u~-ta -rofi v6~-tov explicit in the context of either 
Rom. 13:8-10 or Gal. 5:14, in both cases he does define the one, ultimate purpose of the law, i.e. love. In the 
context of 8:2-4, on the other hand, Paul does not describe the ultimate purpose of the law in terms of love, but 
he points out that there is such a singular requirement (basic principle behind all the commandments) by using 
the term otxa!c.u(.l.a. Thus he is consistent when he speaks of the fulfilment of the law in that it refers to fulfilment 
of the law as a whole and in principle, not to the keeping of the commandments as such. 
98 Also pertinent here is Paul's insistence in Rom. 3:21-31 that those who have faith in Jesus Christ is 
justified (3 :26) and that they also v6~-tov lcnavo(.l.EV (''uphold the law, 3:31 NRSV) though clearly xc.up1~ lpyc.uv 
v6~-tov ("apart from works prescribed by the law", 3:28 NRSV; cf. Wolter 2011:351-358). Thus Paul finds it 
possible to maintain that otxatocrUVYJ 6Eofi ota '7!'tcnEc.u~ 'IYJUOU Xptcnou (''the righteousness of God through faith in 
Jesus Christ I the faith of Jesus Christ", 3:22 NRSV) constitutes upholding the law (3:31) even though it is xc.upls 
v6~-tov otxatocrUVYJ (righteousness apart from the law, 3:21). Note that 3:21 does not refer to lpyc.uv v6(.l.OV but only 
to v6~-tov. Thus righteousness is not only apart from the "works of the law'' but quite apart from the law as such 
also. In this context v6(.l.oV '7l'icnEc.us (3:27) does not denote Torah (Schnelle 2005:321-322). 
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diametrically opposed to the "incapability of the law in which it was weak through the flesh". 
Since the law itself as the means by which this intention can be fulfilled, has proven to be 
"incapable", the realisation of the law's intention can only be the result of Christ's 
soteriological mission that transferred those "in him" from the rule of the slave master Sin to 
that of the Spirit, capacitating a walk according to the Spirit. 100 
The fulfilment of the requirement of the law, both with respect to Paul's addressees' 
attributed righteousness (4:22, 24-25) deriving from Christ's mission (8:3), and with respect 
to their lived righteousness in accordance with the dominion of the Spirit in their lives (8:4), 
appeals positively to Paul's addressees' sense of eschatological certitude. That the 
requirement of the law is fulfilled with respect to them (in both the above senses) explains 
why there is no eschatological condemnation for them (8: 1 ). 
6.3.4 The Law Fulfilled in Part Only? 
As is not uncommon, 101 Bertone (2005:234) isolates the "ethical dimensions" of the Law 
from its "cultic requirements"102 concluding that Paul expects only the former to be fulfilled. 
Although the intention would seem to be correct, i.e. Paul does expect moral behaviour (that 
would to a large extent correspond to what the law prescribed) but not that Gentile Christians 
should observe the "cultic requirements" of the law (cf. Bertone 2005:230-234) there are, not 
least in the context of Romans 8:4, notable problems with this distinction, apart from the 
already mentioned fact that it is anachronistic (Wolter 2009:468-470). Firstly, it does not do 
justice to TO otxalw~-ta (in the singular) TOU VOf.tOU denoting the law as a whole, since it 
dichotomises the law and only allows for the fulfilment of a part of it. Secondly, this 
dichotomy begs the question why God instituted these "cultic" requirements in the first place, 
99 The concept of"enablemenf' should be used and understood with care. In 8:4 itself Paul is not saying that 
those who walk according to the Spirit are only enabled to fulfil the requirement of the law but that this 
requirement is actually fol.filled (through Christ and with reference to them). Such was God's purpose through 
the mission of his Son, and such was the result. However, the succeeding context makes clear that Paul is also 
not thinking in automatist terms. The fulfilment of the requirement of the law "in us" involves our "walking" 
according to the Spirit (8:4), "being" according to the Spirit (8:5), ''thinking" upon that which is of the Spirit 
(8:5) and "putting to death" the works of the body by the Spirit (8:13). Thus speaking of the Spirit's enablement 
to fulfil the law's intention is appropriate for the context of 8:4, but keep in mind that in 8:4 proper Paul speaks 
of the fulfilment of the law's intention in terms of the "already'' rather than the "not yet" or the "potential". Cf. 
Byrne's (1996:234-241) "ethical possibility''. 
10° Cf. Kiisemann (1980:218). 
101 Also e.g. Giesen (2009:204). 
102 Bertone (2005:234) clarifies what he means by "cultic requirements" as "circumcision, food regulations, 
Sabbath day", and (in a note on Eckert) equates this with the "ceremonial" law (2005:231). Wolter (2009:458-
462, 463, 468-469) has shown that this technical distinction between "ceremonial" and "moral" law actually 
only dates from the Latin church fathers and that reading it into Paul's letters (or the literature of any other New 
Testament author) is an error of anachronism. 
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i.e. what was their purpose? Did the "cultic" and "moral" aspects of the law really have 
distinct purposes? Thirdly, if this is so (as Bertone's position presupposes) the question 
arises: if the purpose of the "moral" aspect of the law (i.e. moral living) remained valid (as 
was shown above), is it not possible that the purpose of the "cultic" aspect of the law (if 
indeed separable) also remained valid (even though the "cultic" commandments themselves 
are no longer required)? 
The "cultic" requirements of the law "possessed great symbolic power as affirming and 
demarcating the identity of the Jewish people, living within a vast sea of other cultures 
frequently hostile to it. Jews did not carefully observe these practices in order to earn 
salvation, but to maintain, in a sociological sense, their sense of identity and privilege" 
(Byrne 2004:246, emphasis mine). Dunn (1998:356) describes circumcision as "a 
fundamental identity marker of the people of the covenant", observance of the Sabbath as "a 
touchstone of covenant identity and loyalty", and "the laws of clean and unclean" (which 
includes food regulations) as "archetypal" in this sense. These observances played a 
fundamental role in the affirmation and manifestation of Israel's identity as God's holy 
people, in the sense of being "set apart" (e.g. Exod. 31:12-17;103 Lev. 20:22-26). 104 The 
"cultic" requirements especially (not exclusively) demarcated Israel's unique identity. 105 
Yet ultimately, and also in the self-understanding of Second Temple Judaism ( cf. 
Wolter 2009:464-468), the observance of the "cultic" law cannot be separated from the rest 
of the law106 and was also necessary for the maintenance of Israel's relational standing of 
being righteous107 before God. Thus, the purpose of the "cultic" law is often differentiated as 
demarcating and affirming Israel's covenant identity. Yet its ultimate purpose with the rest of 
the law pertained to the righteousness of Israel as God's chosen people, i.e. Israel's part of 
the covenant which Yahweh had made with them in first choosing them as his special people 
(Dunn 1998:355). Observance of Torah as a whole distinguished Israel from the nations. 
103 
"You shall keep my Sabbaths, for this is a sign between me and you throughout your generations, given 
in order that you may know that L the LORD, sanctify you" (Exod. 31 :13, NRSV; emphasis mine). 
104 
"I am the LORD your God; I have separated you from the peoples. You shall therefore make a distinction 
between the clean animal and the unclean, and between the unclean bird and the clean; you shall not bring 
abomination on yourselves by animal or by bird or by anything with which the ground teems, which I have set 
apart for you to hold unclean. You shall be holy to me; for I the LORD am holy, and I have separated you from 
the other peoples to be mine" (Lev. 20:24-26, NRSV; emphasis mine). 
105 Consequently it is often epitomized as being "boundary markers", e.g. Lohr (2003:36). Wolter (2011:355) 
aptly clarifies that these laws (with the rest of Torah!) actually function as "boundary marker[s]" pertaining to 
those outside the group and as "identity marker[s]" to those inside the group. 
106 Wolter (20 11 :354-355). Cf. also Dunn (2006: 183). 
107 Schrenk (TDNT 2: 195) - Righteousness in the Septuagint "implies relationship. A person is righteous 
when he meets certain claims which another has on him in virtue of relationship. Even the righteousness of God 
is primarily His covenantal rule in fellowship with His people". 
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Naturally the exclusivist tendency of the law's identity constitutive and affirmative 
power was a problem for Paul's theology and apostolate to the gentiles. This was perhaps 
most visible with reference to (what is often anachronistically described as) the "cultic" 
requirements ofthe law. 108 Dunn (1998:354-359) has argued that Paul refers especially (but 
again, not exclusively)109 to these "cultic" requirements (leading to Judaic exclusivism) when 
he speaks of the Epya VOf-C.OU (works of the law; e.g. Rom. 3:20, 28; Gal. 2:16) which, for Paul, 
is not the basis of being justified, over against faith in Jesus Christ, which is. Whether one 
ascribes to the "old" or the "new" or some other perspective, it is clear to all that Paul 
understood at least the "cultic" requirements of the law (so closely related to an exclusivist 
Judaic self-understanding) to not be transferable to the new situation, after Christ's death and 
resurrection and the outpouring of the Spirit, where God adopted Gentiles into his renewed 
covenant people on the basis of their faith in Christ, not on the basis of their adhering to the 
"cultic" (or other) requirements ofthe law. 
That is not to say, however, that the identity of the Pauline communities of faith was 
not (becoming) demarcated or "exclusivist" in their own way (cf. Dunn 2006:324-325). The 
important difference is that the demarcation of identity boundaries (who is "in" and who is 
"out"; cf. Wills 2008:167-189) would no longer be along the lines of nationality and Torah-
observance. Whether "Jew" or "Greek" (Rom. 1:16; 2:9-10; 10:12) the gospel is "the power 
of God for salvation to everyone who has faith" ( 1: 16, NRSV; cf. Wolter 2011: 11 0). The new 
demarcation lines defining the identity of the re-defmed "righteous" would be, for instance, 
"faith"110 (Rom. 1:16; 4:5; 10:4; 11:20), belonging to the group who is "in Christ" (Rom. 
3:24; 8:1; 12:5; 16:7; etc.), and "in the Spirit" (Rom. 8:9; arguably also 2:29 and 15:16) etc. 
(cf. Wills 2008:183-188). The difference, to be sure, is that the identity of the Pauline 
communities of faith is no longer determined by their being God's ethnically based Torah-
abiding covenant people, but by their being his Spirit-led adopted children (8:1, 2, 14-16) 
based on the ethnically inclusive promise to Abraham (see Wolter 2011:356-357), 
appropriated through faith in Christ (Rom. 3:21-4:25). Paul did not dispute the fact that some 
would be "in" and some would be "out" of the group of God's people. 111 He did, however, 
108 Cf. Wolter (2011:355), Lohr (2003:36). 
109 Dunn (1998:358) points out that he is often misunderstood on this point. He does not "claim that 'works 
of the law' denote only circumcision, food laws, and Sabbath" but that "these where particular focal or crisis 
points for (and demonstrations ot) a generally nomistic attitude". 
110 See Wolter (1997:443-444). 
111 Cf. Paul's image of the olive tree in Rom. 11:16-24 where it is clear that faith is the basis (11:20) upon 
which the gentiles became part of God's covenant with Israel, and unbelief is the reason why (the greater) part 
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dispute the basis of a valid demarcation. The "cultic" requirements of Torah, which typically 
(and most obviously) excluded those whom God by his Spirit has clearly included (i.e. 
Gentile Christians; cf. Acts 1 0) or would force them to base their religious identity on 
something (i.e. Torah) other than their relation to Christ, could no longer be valid. The 
purpose or function of identity demarcation or affirmation, however, would still be valid, 
only replaced by other (Christ-oriented) delineators. 
It is in this sense that the requirement of the law as a whole, both the so-called "moral'' 
and "cultic" aspects (of which the last may particularly have been associated with the unique 
identity of Israel), is fulfilled with reference to those who not only "walk according to the 
Spirit" but could also defme their identity as being112 "according to the Spirit" (8:5), being 
"in Christ" (8: 1 ), etc. 
The point is, ultimately, that as much as Paul does not expect his readers to keep the so-
called "cultic" commandments of the law, he does not expect them to keep the other 
commandments as such either. The requirement of the law is fulfilled not by keeping (any 
part of) the commandments of the law as such, but by God having sent his Son with the result 
that Paul's addressees participate in his death and resurrection and consequently "walk 
according to the Spirit" (8:4). For them this implies, inter alia, "being according to the Spirit" 
(xaTa 7nle0~-ta [one~], 8:5), "thinking upon that which is of the Spirit" (8:6), "putting to death 
the works of the body by the Spirit" (8:13) and being "led by the Spirit" (8:14). Along with 
their Christ-orientation, 113 it is particularly the Spirit that determines the identity and the 
morality of Paul's readers; 114 neither the "cultic" nor the "moral" aspects of the law are 
determinative anymore. This goes to show that, with regard to Pauline literature, the 
distinction (between the "cultic" and "moral" aspects of Torah) is not only anachronistic and 
extraneous (Wolter 2009:455, 468-470), its relevance is often dubious as well. Consequently 
of ethnic Israel lost their position within the covenant (from Paul's perspective). Should they not persist in 
unbelief, those who are currently "out" will once more be grafted "in" (11 :23), where they actually belong. 
112 See Schnelle (2009:319-322). 
113 
"Es geht Paulus vielmehr ganz dezidiert stets urn das ganze Gesetz ... das fiir Christen in seine Erfiillung 
durch die Befolgung des Liebesgebots hinein aufgehoben wird... Das als "Gesetz Christi" verstandene 
Liebesgebot ist fiir ihn eben nicht durch die Tora, sondern allein durch die stellvertretende Lebenshingabe Jesu 
Christi normiert" (Wolter 2009:469). 
114 Schnelle (2009:324) even states "The norm of the new being is exclusively the Spirit, who explicitly 
appears in [Gal.] 5:18 as the contrast to the Torah" (emph. orig.). Cf. Lohr (2007: 180). 
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it is appropriate to conclude that for Paul the Spirit displaces the law, 115 both as the regulating 
and the identity constitutive authority (master) in the lives of those "in Christ". 
6.3.5 The Same Subject Achieving the Same Goal, but by a New, Effective Means 
The fact that the requirement, purpose or intention of the law is nonetheless fulfilled with 
reference to those who live under the rule of the Spirit, and without any obligation to Torah 
itself, 116 should not surprise us, however. It is, after all, God who originally gave the law who 
now also sent his Son, whose redemptive work inaugurated the eschatological age and the 
outpouring of the Spirit-the new master according to whose tenets Paul's addressees now 
live (cf. 7:6). God is the guarantor of the fulfilment of the law's original intention, albeit no 
longer by the observation of the law itself but by Christ's redemptive work and the Spirit's 
empowerment and guidance. Although the law was unable to fulfil its own vision, the 
(comprehensive) vision itself that originated with God has not expired. It is the law as the 
means by which the vision can be accomplished that has expired unequivocally. It is within 
the parameters of life "in Christ" and "in the Spirit" that the otxcdwEL£t rrou v6~-tov is fulfilled, 
and this happens quite "apart from the law" as such (cf. 3:21-31, Wolter 2011:351-358) of 
which those "in Christ" have been discharged (7: 1-6) and which reaches its rriA.o~ because of 
Christ (10:4, see Wolter 2011:361-362). This implies that in Paul's value- and significance 
system Torah does have abiding significance in the sense of the remaining validity of its 
original intention, even though Paul also relativizes its significance by pointing out its 
incapability and weakness (cf. 8:3) and by displacing it with the Spirit as both normative 
authority117 and empowerment118 for moral living (cf. 8:4--6, 12-13). 
6.3.6 Preliminary Conclusion (8:4) 
In the story of Adamic humanity, which had also been Paul and his addressees' story, 
concomitant to the problem of Sin was the weakness of the Law and its incapability. 
However, according to Paul' s central narrative God addressed every aspect of this threefold 
problem by means of the mission of Christ (Christ's death), with the purpose-result of the 
fulfilment ofthe requirement of the law. 
115 Cf. Bertone (2005: 171-206, 267-269). From the soteriological rather than ethical perspective it is also 
appropriate to speak of the theological disenabling (Depotenzierung) of the law because of(the primacy of) faith 
(Wolter 2011 :359fl). 
116 Cf. Horn (1992:279-280) and Kruse (2006:115-130). 
11 7 Cf. Schnelle (2009:324) who states "The norm ofthe new being is exclusively the Spirit, who explicitly 
appears in [Gal.] 5:18 as the contrast to the Torah" (emph. orig.). 
118 See Hays (1996:19). 
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As implied subject of 7t'A>')p6w it is God who effects the fulfilment of the law, and he 
achieves this through the death (mission) of Christ. Paul's addressees are the point of 
reference with respect to whom the law's requirement is fulfilled. 
They are envisioned as living in a way that corresponds to what Torah would have 
required of them, had they still been subject to it. The fact is, however, that they are now 
governed and empowered no longer by Torah, but by the Spirit, who applies to their lives all 
that has been achieved for them by Christ. Their lives are not orientated toward the fulfilment 
of the precepts of Torah as such, but nevertheless give expression to the ultimate (singular) 
requirement and intention (otxalw~-ta) of Torah that they be righteous before God. 
Distinguishing between the "moral" and "cultic" requirements of the law is not valid 
with regard to Pauline literature in general or in the context of Romans 8:4 specifically. 
However, even where this anachronistic distinction is made, it can be argued that the 
fulfilment of the requirement of the law refers not only to the "moral" aspect but to the 
"cultic" aspect of the law as well (exemplifying the "boundary markers" between who is "in" 
and who is "out"), supplanting identity based upon Judaic rituals with Christ-orientated 
delineators such as faith, etc. Ultimately God, who originally gave Torah, now effected the 
fulfilment of its intention-something which had been unrealised before the mission of Christ 
and the gift of the Spirit, due to the incapability of the law. 
6.4 Conclusion on the Function of the Metaphors I Imagery in Romans 8:3-4 within the 
Process ofthe Revision or Confirmation of Understanding-of-Reality 
There are four primary metaphors or images at stake in Romans 8:3-4. Each, in a number of 
ways, impacts the understanding-of-reality of Paul's addressees, either confirming or revising 
what they already know. 
Firstly, in continuity with Romans 8:2, Paul recapitulates aspects of the previously used 
and related prisoners of war- and slavery images. The pertinent metaphoric elements in 8:3 
are the incapability of the law and its weakness through flesh. These elements impact Paul's 
addressees' story of reality by confirming or revising their knowledge. Through these 
metaphoric elements they are provided with a new way of understanding the past aspect of 
our story (from the perspective of Paul and his addressees). Because of the terrible power of 
Sin, the Adamic situation, in which Paul and his addressees had formerly found themselves, 
can be characterised by a weakened and incapacitated Torah. Consequently these metaphoric 
elements, together with "flesh" and "Sin", also confirms or adjusts Paul's addressees' 
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conceptualisation (knowledge) of their past experience. It gives them a way of understanding 
their formerly inevitable compulsion to sin and to not keep the law. Their flesh weakened the 
law, undermined its rule in their lives and thus incapacitated its power to compel them. 
Because of their fleshliness they were, in practice, slaves of Sin. Moreover, on a connotative 
level the elements of the law's incapability and weakness would have made an appeal on 
Paul's addressees' value- and significance system. By depicting the law as incapable and 
weak, its value and significance is diminished. However, an aspect of the forensic image in 
8:4 will limit this relativization, with the effect that Torah is not completely abandoned. 
Secondly Paul intermingles an emissary metaphor into the midst of the established 
metaphors or images. This metaphor is also intended to affect Paul's addressees' knowledge. 
It interacts with the subsequent elaboration of the forensic image. Thus these metaphors 
portray, albeit concisely, Paul's central narrative, depicting Christ's death in terms of him 
being an emissary sent regarding the problem of sin, and in terms of sin's condemnation in 
his flesh. God resolved the problem of sin by sending his own Son. This refers to Christ's 
death, which was the means whereby sin was condemned in the flesh. This perspective on the 
central narrative provides the resolution of the Adamic situation summarized in the three 
problems set out above. Thus Paul and his addressees' our story is significantly impacted by 
the central narrative, which transposes them from the Adamic situation to the Christian 
present. On a connotative level the fact that Paul describes Christ, God's emissary, as his own 
Son, emphasises God's personal involvement, the personal relationship between him and the 
Son, and subsequently the immensity of his Son's death. This distinctive account of the 
central narrative in terms of intermingled emissary and forensic imagery might have 
confirmed Paul's addressees' conceptualisation thereof, or might otherwise have revised it in 
some respects. 
Thirdly Paul elaborates the forensic image (8: 1, 2) with a subsequent forensic 
metaphor, i.e. the condemnation of Sin I sin (8:3). The contribution of the metaphoric 
description of the condemnation of sin to Paul's addressees' knowledge of the central 
narrative and on the implicit our story Paul tells, has already been described above. It should 
be noted, however, that in addition to the first consequence of the condemnation of sin, i.e. 
that sin has already been punished in the death of Christ, there is also a second consequence. 
Sin's condemnation implies that the power and hold over humanity of the slave master Sin, is 
broken. The condemnation of the slave master Sin explains Paul's addressees' manumission 
(8:2) and opens up the possibility of their new walk in accordance with the antithetical 
master, the Spirit (8:4---6). On a connotative level an appeal is once again made on Paul's 
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addressees' value- and significance system. The description of sin as being condemned 
affirms that sin is to be regarded as something evil, bad. The association of flesh with sin 
( crapx.oc; CtflapTlac;) as well as its depiction as a weakening influence on the law ( 6 v6f.!.O<; tv ~ 
~creevet ota rijc; crapx.6c;) also affects flesh with the negative connotation of being something 
bad. It must be kept in mind, however, that in this context flesh is not synonymous with the 
human body in general. That is to say, Paul is not arguing that the human body as such is bad. 
As pointed out above, in this context flesh refers to humanity in its Adamic state, dominated 
by Sin. 
Additionally, a non-metaphoric concept is also coherent with his forensic imagery, i.e. 
the purpose-result of the fulfilment of the requirement of Torah. This concept, albeit non-
metaphoric, once more confirms or revises the knowledge of Paul's addressees by indicating 
the central narrative's results and implications with respect to the implicitly narrated our 
story. The condemnation of sin in the flesh of Christ, in which reality those "in Christ" 
participate through faith, implies that the cause of their unrighteousness before God has been 
removed. Thus they are (reckoned to be; 4:22, 24-25) righteous, which means that the 
requirement of the law is fulfilled with respect to them. 
With respect to Paul's addressees' sense of certitude, the condemnation of sin I Sin and 
the fulfilment of the requirement of the law confirms or adapts their knowledge with respect 
to the reason why they will not be condemned eschatologically. They will not be condemned 
because the requirement of the law is fulfilled with regard to both Christ having already 
received the punishment for their sins, and with regard to their now living in accordance with 
the intention and purpose of the law because they are no longer under the power of the slave 
master Sin, but compelled by the Spirit. Moreover, that Paul affirms the fulfilment of the 
requirement of the law also has implications for his addressees' value- and significance 
system. On a connotative level it affirms that the law still has value in that its ultimate 
requirement and purpose remains valid, even though the Spirit now functions as normative 
authority and empowerment for moral living. 
Finally Paul intermingles another image, constituted by two antithetical metaphors, i.e. 
of walking according to the Spirit and not according to the Flesh. Most of the implications of 
this metaphor for the confirmation or revision of Paul's addressees' understanding-of-reality 
will be pointed out in the next chapter. Here I would like to point out only its implications for 
Paul's implicitly narrated our story. Deriving from the interaction of the walk image with the 
preceding forensic image (TO otx.a(wfla ToO v6f.!.Otl 7rAY)pwBft), Paul depicts those with respect to 
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whom the requirement of the law has been fulfilled by God (i.e. himself and his addressees), 
as living in a certain way. This way of life, which proceeds from the condemnation of sin (in 
the flesh of Christ) which constituted the fulfilment of the requirement of the law, forms an 
essential part of the story of those in Christ, involving Paul's envisioned morality for them. 
The rule of the Spirit over them empowers them morally so that their lives correspond to 
what God's law as a whole and in essence requires of them. In sum: since in Christ they have 
been made righteous, the Spirit compels and empowers them to live righteously. 
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7 Romans 8:4b-6 - Two Antithetical Kinds of People, Their Manners of 
Living, Mindsets, and What Each Leads to 
[4a1Yva 't"O otxafc.u~a 't"OU v6~o1J 7rA~pc.u9fi tv ~¢v [4bl-roi~ ~~ xa-ra crapxa 7rEpt7ra't"OUCTIV IDa xa-ra 'lrliEU~a. [Saloi yap 
xa-ra crapxa ov-rE~ -ra 'tij~ crapxb~ cppovoucrtv, [Sbloi oe xa-ra mEfJ~a -ra -roii mEu~a-ro~. [6al-rb yap cpp6v~~ 'tij~ crapxb~ 
eava-ro~. [6bl-ro OE cpp6Vrj~a 't"OU 'lrliEU~a't"o~ 'c.u~ xal Elp~Vrj· 
[4also that the requirement of the law is fulfilled in us [4blwho walk not according to the Flesh but according to 
the Spirit; [Salbecause those who are according to the Flesh set their minds upon the things of the Flesh, [Sblbut 
those (who are) according to the Spirit (set their minds) upon the things of the Spirit. [6a1For the mindset of the 
Flesh is death, [6blbut the mindset of the Spirit is life and peace; 
7.1 Overview 
Romans 8:5-11 explains 8:4---i.e. why1 the requirement of the law is fulfilled with respect to 
those who walk not according to the Flesh (x.a:ra crapx.a) but according to the Spirit (x.a-ra 
WeUf.!.a), and what this entails. This explanation itself, however, consists of three sub-units: 
(a) The primary explanation (8:5-6f which elaborates the x.a-rct crapx.a-x.a-ra weuf.!.a 
antithesis of 8:4 and relates these manners of living3 to two kinds of people with 
divergent mindsets, each with their respective eschatological results, life or death ( cf. 
8:2); 
(b) An explanation ofthe metaphor "the mindset of the Flesh is death" (8:6a) in terms 
of enmity (8:7-8); 
(c) In contrast4 to (b): an elaboration ofthe metaphor "the Spirit is life" (8:6b) in terms 
of indwelling and quickening I resurrection (8 :9-11 ). 5 
What is the essence of Paul's expanded reason (8:5-11) explaining 8:4? The 
requirement or purpose of the law is fulfilled with respect to those who walk ( 7rep!7ra-rew) 
according to the Spirit (live the Spirit's way) because this manner ofliving involves a way of 
being (Eif.t{) and a mindset (cf>povew I cf>p6v~f.!.a) which results in life ({w~). Living in 
1 The yap in 8:5 is causal. Cf. Schreiner (1998:409). 
2 In 8:6 the yap is consecutive (cf. Wolter 2014:483), to the effect that 8:5 and 8:6 should be read together. 
3 Why "manner of living" is used instead of the seemingly more natural "way of life" will be explained 
below. 
4 The ot in 8:9 is adversative. 
5 Rom. 8:9-11 is tied into a textual sub-unit by, among other things, the threefold repetition of the condition 
to being "in the Spirit": Et7rEp 'lrliEU~ 9EOU o!xEi tv u~iv (8:9b ), El OE XptCT't"O~ tv u¢v (8: lOa), and Ei OE 't"O 'lrliEU~a 
't"OU EyElpall't"O~ 't"OV 'I~crouv tx VEXpwv o!xEi tv u~iv (8: lla). 
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accordance with the Spirit (7rEpt7ra-r£w xa-ra '1t'l1Eup.a), which corresponds with the fulfilment 
of the law's requirement, leads to life (~w~), which was a primary purpose of the law (cf. 
Rom. 7:10). 
Here we will be primarily concerned with the first sub-unit of the greater explanation 
(8:5-6) but since it elaborates the antithetical xa-ra <rapxa-xa-ra '1t'l1Eup.a lifestyles originally 
depicted metaphorically (in 8 :4b) in terms of a "walk" ( 7rEpt7ra-r£w) our exposition will begin 
with this image.6 
This chapter will elucidate how Paul's <rap~-'1t'l1Eup.a antithesis (8:4--6, cf. 7-8, 9-11, 
12-13) is an anthropological typology of two antithetical kinds of persons. In addition it will 
be argued that the antithesis also has an eschatological aspect since the presence of the Spirit 
can be related to Paul's realised eschatology (within the context of his eschatological 
tension). 
It will be argued that the Spirit (7n1Eup.a) and Flesh (<rap~ function as two antithetical 
masters of whom the two antithetical kinds of people are slaves (8:4b-6; cf. 7:6). Their 
influence over each of the two kinds of people is pervasive, determining their moral 
behaviour (7rEpma-riw; 8:4), their being as such (Eip.l-participle; 8:5), and their mindset 
(q>povew I q>p6vYJp.a; 8:5, 6), and this has eschatological results (~w~ I 9ava-ro~). Paul achieves 
the above depiction by intermingling the slavery image with a walk image and a mindset 
image. Together these images primarily address the knowledge base of Paul's addressees. 
With respect to the perpetuation of the slavery image (cf. 7:6; 8:2) in 8:4b-6 through 
'1t'l1Eup.a and <rap~, it will be shown that Paul's story of reality is one of two masters who 
determine the lives of their slaves. As masters they determine how their slaves live morally 
( 7rEpt7ra-rew ), who they are ( c!p.l-participle ), and what they set their minds upon ( <f>povew I 
q>p6vYJp.a), which has eschatological results (9ava-ro~ I ~w~). With regard to identity and 
alterity the influence of these antithetical masters reach as deep as the "being" ( Eip.(-
participle) of these two respective kinds of people. Paul explicitly defines the identity of 
himself and his addressees as "those who are according to the Spirit", and expresses alterity 
in terms of "those who are according to the Flesh". 
It will be shown that, through his walk image, Paul tells a story of reality according to 
which the moral life can be lived in only one of two manners, either according to the Flesh or 
6 Some aspects of the walk image, pertaining to its intermingling with forensic imagery (8: 1-2, 3) and the 
forensic concept in 8:4, has already been discussed in the previous chapter. For a comprehensive understanding 
of the walk image as such, the above mentioned discussion should be read together with what follows. 
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according to the Spirit. This story of reality, then, pertains to Paul and his addressees' (our) 
story, and relates what the standard (normative authority) of their communal lives is-the 
Spirit. This involves a reinterpretation of the traditions of at least some of Paul's addressees, 
in that the walk image is not elaborated, as was conventional, in terms of Torah but in terms 
of the Spirit. Thus the story of the divine is pertinent because the divine Spirit is depicted as 
involved in the story of Paul and his addressees in directing their manner of living. Paul's 
walk image also has implications for the identity of his addressees, defining them as those 
who "walk" xaTa wsOf.tct. Moreover, it makes an appeal upon their value- and significance 
system. The Spirit is a highly valued concept which regulates their manner of living by 
determining the norms against which the appropriateness of behaviour is measured ( cf. Gal. 
5:22-25). Not elaborating the walk image in the conventional way, according to which Torah 
is the normative authority which determines behaviour, implies a relativization of the 
significance of Torah.7 Thus the walk image appeals to the envisioned morality of Paul's 
addressees, presenting the Spirit as the normative authority that determines morality. 
In terms of alterity the above mentioned story of reality, implicit to the walk image, 
also encompasses a story of the Other. Paul and his addressees are not the kind of people who 
walk according to the Flesh. Regarding envisioned morality-the morality implied in this 
negative part of the walk image, then, is the opposite of what Paul envisions for his 
addressees. 
With respect to <Pp6V>')f.tct, the slavery image mentioned earlier intermingles with the 
mindset image. It will be explained below that <Pp6v>')f.tct pertains to the orientation or 
disposition of the inner consciousness, which to a certain extent corresponds to the two kinds 
of person's fundamental understanding-ofreality. Subsequently the mindset image also 
contributes to Paul's implicitly told story of reality, with regard to both our story and the 
story of the Other. Here the imagery also pertains to the eschatological results (SctvaTo~ I 
{w~)8 of the mindsets of Paul's two antithetical kinds of people. Thereby Paul's addressees' 
sense of certitude is addressed. They are assured of eschatological life, being those who are 
xaTa wsOf.tct and have the mindset of the wsOf.tct. Once again with respect to alterity, Paul 
points out that the certitude of the other kind of people (those who are xaTa <Tctpxa) is a 
negative one-in contrast to Paul and his addressees, they can expect eschatological death. 
7 Cf. Schnelle (2009:324) who states: "The norm of the new being is exclusively the Spirit, who explicitly 
appears in [Gal.] 5:18 as the contrast to the Torah" (emph. orig.). 
8 The function of the diplomatic relations image, which involves "peace" (Eip~v)]) as element, will be 
described in the next chapter. 
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Moreover, the conventional connotations to "death" and "life" would also, on an implicit 
level, have strengthened Paul's addressees' perception that the mindset of the Spirit is 
something positive which one would want to have, while the mindset of the Flesh 1s 
something negative which one would want to avoid. 
Lastly, it will be explored what the significance is of the intermingling of the mindset, 
walk, forensic and slavery imagery with respect to the elements of"life" and "death". 
7.1.1 The Textual Precursors and Bearing of the Xdpf-IlYEOp.a Antithesis, and the 
Personification of Flesh as Slave Master in 8:4b-6 
In an effort to rhetorically qualify his valuation of the law (in e.g. 7:1-6), i.e. to preclude his 
readers from inferring that he goes so far as to equate the law with sin, Paul has "defended"9 
the law in 7:7-25 by placing it in a different anthropological sphere than sin. Torah resides 
within the voti~ (mind) while Sin resides within the O"ap~ (flesh; cf. 7:22-23, 25). As was 
already pointed out in previous chapters, both Sin and Torah are personified as masters in this 
context. Each has the effect of compelling the divided subject to a particular manner of 
living, either that of sinning or of keeping Torah. Torah and its antithetical compulsion ( o 
v6~-tos- 'tijs- lt~-tap-r(as-) are depicted as being at war (civ-rtCT'rpa-r£uo~-tat; 7:23) with one another-a 
war which the compulsion to sin wins, enslaving the subject under Sin and rendering 
ineffective Torah as master and the subject's will to obey it. 
Romans 8 depicts a new situation, however. A third master has appeared, compelling 
those under its rule (cf. 7:6) to a certain manner of living, i.e. the Spirit (w£0~-ta). 10 
Consequently the category of votis- (mind), where Paul argued the law resided, is abandoned. 11 
Since Torah was conquered by the compulsion to sin, the sphere where Torah resided is no 
9 As pointed out in the previous chapter, however, it is important to keep in mind that this "defence" at the 
same time amounts to a relativization of the law's significance. 
10 As also noted in chapter 5, the denotation of 'lniEiJ~ in Rom. 8:1-13, 14-17 is not a matter of real debate, 
excluding its occurrences in 8:10 and 15. The consensus view (apart from with respect to 8:10, 15) is that 
7ni£ilfLa refers to the divine Spirit. See Schweizer (TDNT 6: 332-451 ); BDAG (2000:832-836). 
11 It is conceivable that voiJ~ (mind) is purposefully avoided in Rom. 8 even though the intellectual aspect is 
pertinent to the uap;-7ni£il~ antithesis. When in 8:5-7 Paul elaborates upon the <jlp6v>]~ rij~ uapx6~ (mindset of 
the Flesh) it is parallel to the Sin dominated voiJ~ of 7:23, while the <jlp6V>]!La -roo 'lniEUfLa't'o~ (mindset of the 
Spirit) remains untainted with connotations to the vou~ subjected by sin (in the stark, mutually exclusive 
antithesis of 8:4--9). Nou~ is only reintroduced at the conclusion of Rom. 11 (verse 34) with the mention of vo~ 
xup!ou (the mind of the Lord; clearly not with the connotation of sin), which probably (at least in part) gives 
occasion for it also being taken up in 12:2 with the exhortation to fLE't'afLOp<jlo£iu9£ 'rjj civaxaiVcd0'"£1 't'OU VOO~ ("be 
transformed by the renewing of your minds," NRSV)-an appeal upon the aoEA<jlo! (12:1) and thus an indication 
that (even) the regenerate mind remains a locus of the endeavour to keep sin's dominance overthrown as it in 
principle already is ( cf. 8: 13). See also Rom. 1 :28, 14:5, the other occurrences of vou~ in Romans. 
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longer part of the discussion. 12 However, the a-ap~-sphere of Paul's vou~-a-ap~ antithesis is 
retained in 8:1-13P It becomes part of a new antithesis (a-ap~-weu~a)14 in which the 
imagery no longer pertains to the two aspects of the antithesis being "spheres of residence". 
Paul's vou~-a-ap; antithesis in 7:21-25 had been anthropological (cf. Dunn 1998:51-55, 
62-70, 73-75). The a-ap~-weu~a antithesis in Romans 8:1-13, however, is both 
anthropological and eschatological. 15 Its anthropological aspect differs from 7:21-25 in that 
the contrast is no longer between two parts of a person16 (as in vou~ and a-ap;)P Now the 
contrast is constituted by an anthropological typology of two antithetical kinds of persons 
("Menschenklassen"; Wolter 2014:482). One is either the kind of person that is determined 
by a-ap; or by weu~a. 
This type of (anthropological) antithesis between two kinds of people was not novel to 
Paul. Paul's antithesis is especially comparable to Philo (Her. 57). 18 Philo's antithesis is 
between people who live by the divine Spirit (6etov weu~a) and reason (.Aoyta-~6~). and 
people who live according to blood (aT~a) and the pleasure of the flesh (a-apxo~ ~oov~). 
Although blood and reason as such play no role in Paul, the correspondence with Philo, 
whereby either the divine Spirit or the flesh is determinative of what kind of person one is, is 
clear. 
The eschatological aspect of Paul's antithesis pertains to the fact that it was only the 
advent of the Spirit19 that could make it possible for the second kind of person (o! xa't"a 
weu~a, 8:5; ev weu~a'rt, 8:9)20 to exist. The difference between the kind of person (o! xa'ra 
a-apxa) whom Paul's addressees no longer are, and the kind of person (o! xa't"a weu~a) they 
are now (cf. vuv; 8:1), is directly related to the advent of the Spirit-an eschatological event 
already realised. The relation of the two kinds of people to the realised eschatological advent 
12 When Paul once again starts using vofJ~ (Rom. 11 :34; 12:2) it is in quite a different context. 
13 See Pretorius (1992:441-460) for an analysis of the uap~-7rVEUf.ta antithesis in Gal. 5:13-6:10. 
14 
''New'' to the immediate context, that is, but actually already introduced preliminarily in 7:5-6. Although 
uap~ and 7niEUf.ta are also contrasted in 1:3-4 and 2:28-29 these contrasts (each) have to be taken on their own 
terms and read in their own contexts (cf. Dunn 1998:64-66; Hom 1992:275), which differ markedly from what 
we have here. See Brandenburger (1968), Dunn (1973:40-68) and Mauerhofer (1980:157-183). Cf also esp. 
Gal. 5:16-26 and 6:7-10; Phil. 3:3 and 1 Cor. 3:1ff. Also see chapter 4 above. 
15 This is denied by Fee (1994b:819-820) who asserts that the antithesis is just eschatological, not 
anthropological. See chapter 4. 
16 In the context of 8: 1-13 7niEUf.ta does not relate to the human spirit. 
17 Cf. Talbert (2002:204). 
18 Also see Brandenburger (1968:188-196). 
19 Cf. Fee (1994b:817); Moo (1996:485); Dunn (1998:477). 
2° Cf. o! 7niEUf.taTtxol (1 Cor. 3:1; Gal. 6: 1). 
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of the Spirit (within Paul's "already I not yet" eschatological tension) and to the personified 
masters of, on the one hand Sin or Flesh, 21 and on the other, the Spirit, seems to be novel to 
Paul.22 
The antithesis between crap~ and 7t11EU~-ta is particularly clear in 8:4, 5-6, 9 and 12-13. 
Essentially, however, it has already been introduced in 8:2 where 7tlle0~-ta is first mentioned 
and stands in direct opposition to a~-tap•da, the already familiar counterpart of crap~ (e.g. 7: 14, 
17-18). 23 The arrival of the Spirit (inseparable from the redemptive mission of Christ in 8:1-
3) has brought about the new situation (cf. vuv, 8:1) in which Sin is no longer the 
unconquerable slave master that it used to be. Those in Christ have been manumitted and 
transferred from the rule of Sin to that of the Spirit (cf. 7:5-6). In this new existential 
situation the dominance of Sin and the incapability of the law no longer impede the fulfilment 
of the intention of God's law, as is the case for those who remain enthralled in the existential 
situation typified by crap~,24 i.e. in the situation of Adamic fleshliness. 
From 8:4 onwards the crap~-7tlle0~-ta antithesis is made explicit, and expounded. That 
Paul is explicating crap~ and 7tlle0~-ta as antithetical to one another is apparent from his use of 
comparable prepositions and cases with crap~ and 7t11EU~-ta: cf. x.a-ra crapx.a vs. x.a-ra 7t11EU~-ta 
(8:4, 5); ~~ crapx.6~ vs. TOU 7tliEU~-taTO~ (8:5, 6, 7); and ev crapx.[ vs. ev 7tliEU~-taTI (8:8, 9). Taken 
together his descriptions carry the force of two antithetical kinds of people, each with their 
own manner ofliving.25 One lives either in one manner or the other, not partly in one manner 
and partly the other.26 
This is due to being controlled by either of two masters, Spirit or Flesh ( cf. Wolter 
2014:484, 486). That the Spirit is depicted as a master which compels one to live a certain 
way, over and against the compulsion by Sin to sin, has already been established in previous 
chapters. Paul leaves personified Sin behind in 8:3, however. In 8:4--11, 12-13 he focusses 
attention on another element of the v6~-to~-a~-tap-rla-crap~-Sava-ro~ complex. Now it is Flesh that 
is personified as the master antithetical to the Spirit. The conceptualisation of the Spirit as a 
21 The personification of Flesh will be explained below. 
22 Cf. Hom (1992:274-281) who concludes (with reference to Gal. 5:17 and Rom. 8:5-7) "daB der Gegensatz 
von 'lniEil!La und cnip; als zwei Miichten, die sich feindlich gegeniiberstehen und EinfluB auf den Menschen 
ausiiben, vor [Paulus] nicht bezeugt isf' (276; emphasis mine). So also Lohse (1976:137). 
23 As pointed out in chapter 4 above, a crap;-v6!J.oc;-a!J.ap-ria-9ava-roc; complex is established in Rom. 7:5 and 
explained in 7:7-25. References to either of these four elements in 8:1-13 must be read against the background 
of its use (in relation to the other aspects ofthe complex) in Rom. 7. 
24 Hom (1992:279-280). Cf. Bultmann (1984:235-238). 
25 Cf. Schreiner (1998:411). 
26 Cf. Lohse (2003:234); Wolter (2014:483). But see below. 
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master who compels those under its rule to a certain manner of living ( cf. 7 :6) makes it likely 
that its antithesis, o-&p~, should also be understood in terms of a personified master. 27 
Brandenburger (1968:177-188) has shown such a personification of Flesh as a ruling power 
to be precedented in Philo. Where Flesh is the antithesis of the Spirit in Paul, it is the 
antithesis of personified Sophia-Logos in Philo (Brandenburger 1968:186). 
There is a reason why Paul exchanges the mastery of Sin for the mastery of Flesh in 
8:4-11, 12. In 8:3 Sin is depicted as condemned. Thus, on the narrative level, it is taken out 
of the picture. However, with a view to express alterity in addition to his addressees' new 
identity, Paul still needed a foil against which he could defme life under the rule of the Spirit. 
For this Flesh was an apt candidate from the midst of the already established v6~-to~-&f.tctpTfa­
o-&p~-6&vaTo~ complex (7:5). As a matter of fact, up to this point o-&p~ had been the only 
element of the v6~-to~-&f.tctpT(a-cr&p~-6&vaTo~ complex which had not yet been personified as a 
slave master or ruler.28 Moreover, the substitution of personified Sin for another personified 
master, enslaving those whose orientation is not toward God, is analogous to Romans 6: 16-
23. Paul writes that his addressees had been slaves of Sin (6:16, 17, 18). This is parallel to 
subsequently writing that they had been slaves of Impurity and Iniquity (6: 19). On the other 
side of the antithesis, Paul's addressees are also depicted as now being slaves of Obedience 
(6:16), Righteousness (6:18, 19) and God (6:22). The depiction oftwo antithetical manners of 
living with two divergent eschatological results (~w~ I 6&vaTo~) in this same context (6:21-23) 
is also analogous to Romans 8:4-6. Consequently the precedent for exchanging Sin as 
personified slave master with another personification of a morally negative element, supports 
the interpretation that o-&p~ in 8:4-11 and 12-13 should be understood as a personification 
which substitutes personified Sin. 
Even though there are no elements in 8:4-11 and 12-13, other than o-&p~ and 7t'Ve0~-ta 
per se, which makes the slavery image explicit, its use in the programmatically fundamental 
verses of7:5--6 and 8:2, the analogous argument of6:16-23, and the precedents in Philo of 
the personification of Flesh as ruling power in antithesis to another personification (see 
Brandenburger 1968:177-188), implies that it is appropriate to also expound o-ap~ and 7t'Ve0~-ta 
in 8:4-11 and 12-13 in terms of the slavery image. This is supported by the fact that a slavery 
27 This comes close but is not identical to Bultmann's (1984:201-202) exposition of crap~ as an enemy power 
("Macht") that has taken hold of a person. See chapter 4. 
28 Cf. for v6(.t0~ : e.g. 7:1 (xupteuc.J), 7:6 (oouA6c.J), 7:25b (oou)..euc.J); for a1J4p-r(a: e.g. 5:21 and 6:12 
(~acrtA£Vc.J), 6:6 (oou)..euc.J), 6:14 (xupteuc.J), 6:16 (ooiiAot to-re c{j u?Taxou£T£), 6:17 (ooiiAot rij~ ct!LctpTfa~), etc.; for 
Sciva-ro~: e.g. 5:14 and 17 (~acrtA£uc.J), 6:9 (xupteuc.J), 6:16 (ooiiAot to-re c{j u?Taxoue-re). 
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metaphor (7t11s0~-tct oouA.s!ct~) is once again employed in 8:15,29 which elaborates upon 8:12-
13. 
Consequently the influence of the master (either o-ap~ or 7TVSU~-tct) ruling over each of the 
two kinds of people is depicted as pervasive. In Paul and his addressees' implicit (our) story 
and the story of the Other (the XctTCt o-apxct kind of people) respectively, these masters 
determine the two kinds of people's moral behaviour (nspmctTstv XctTCt o-apxct I xctTCt 7TVS0~-tct; 
8:4), their being as such (sTvctl XctTCt o-apXct I XctTCt 7TV€U~-tct, or Ell O"ctpxl I ev 7TV€U~TI; 8:5), their 
mindset (To cpp6Vi')~-tct 'tij~ O"ctpx6~ I TO oe cpp6Vi')~-tct TOU 7ni€U~-tctTO~; 8:5), and this has 
eschatological results ('w~ I eavctTO~), as will be elucidated below. Being ruled by these 
masters defmes one's identity (cf. "those who are in the Flesh",30 8:8; "you are not in the 
Flesh but in the Spirit", 8:9), and one's relationship with God31 (e.g. "peace", 8:6; "enmity", 
8:7), and determines one's eschatological certitude ("death" or "life", 8:6, 13). The 
determinative influence of the Spirit in the lives of those who are XctTCt 7TV€U~-tct implies a 
convergence of our story32 with the story of the divine. 
It is also important that although these manners of living, so antithetical, seem quite 
mutually exclusive (and is indeed initially depicted in such a way by Paul, in 8:5-9),33 the 
implicit parenesis of 8:12-15 means that ultimately they are open alternatives (Dunn 
2002:424). Through 8:4b-6 and the metaphors and images it contains Paul imparts 
knowledge to his addressees of the characteristics of the two kinds of people, and the 
29 For an explanation of the difference between the slavery imagery up to 8:13 and the imagery in 8:15, see 
chapter 10 below. 
3° From the perspective of Paul and his addressees, this is an expression of alterity, i.e. the identity of the 
kind of people they are not. 
31 We will return to this subject in the next chapter. 
32 As always: from the perspective of Paul and his addressees. 
33 Cf. Ziesler (1989:200). Although I agree with Dunn (2002:424) and Fitzmyer (1993:488) that ultimately 
the crap; and 7t11EV!Ut categories are open possibilities between which Paul's readers could in practice alternate, I 
would emphasize that he does not depict them so from the outset (cf. Dunn 1998:480; Bertone 2005:185). The 
perspective of them being alternative possibilities is only clear when 8:12-13 (and for Dunn, 8:10-11) is read 
with 8:5-9. When 8:5-9 is taken on its own terms (cf Schreiner 1998:411), Paul paints the picture of two "ideal 
types" (Dunn 1998:478), i.e. two mutually exclusive kinds of people, each with their own manner of living 
(Jewett 2007:486). These types are set; its results inevitable (8:6; Byrne 1996:239). One is either ruled by Spirit 
or by Flesh; either having the indwelling Spirit or not being of Christ (8:9). Given this stark contrast in esp. 8:5-
9 it is better not to take the participle of 'll"Eptrra-r~w with the negative !L~ to give a "conditional sense to the 
expression" (Fitzmyer 1993:488; cf. Cranfield 1975:385). In the immediate context it is merely descriptive of 
the two categories, thus rhetorically preparing the way for the implicit exhortation of 8:12-13 that Paul's 
addressees should ensure that they do conform to the Spirit and not to Flesh. Rom. 8:4 and 5-9 should be read 
in terms of Paul's emphasis on the "already I not anymore". The "not yet I still" (cf. Dunn 1998:466-472) aspect 
only starts emerging again in 8:10-11 (with the mortality of the crw1.1.a) and becomes evident with the implicit 
exhortation of 8:12-13. Cf. also the note above on the conceivably purposeful avoidance of voO~ in 8:5-9, i.e. 
avoiding the transference of negative connotations from 7:23 and 25 to the <Pp6v~!Ut -roO 7t11EU!LaTo~; although in 
12:2 an exhortation regarding the renewal of the mind is appropriate. 
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outcome each is faced with. The knowledge base he expounds (8: 1-11) provides the basis for 
his implicit parenesis (8:12-13), exhorting his addressees not to live under the rule of the 
Flesh but of the Spirit. 34 
7.2 Two Antithetical Kinds of People: A Walk Image, Explained in Terms of Being, Two 
Mindsets, and Two Outcomes 
7.2.1 I!Ept7raricu 
Paul employs the verb 7repma'rew35 four times in Romans. 36 In each of these occurrences it is 
used in the moral sense (cf. Jewett 2007:486) of the manner one would conduct oneself37 in 
accordance with the new life in Christ, and opposed within the immediate context to an 
inappropriate way of behaviour typical of the Adamic situation under the dominion of Sin or 
Flesh. 38 This moral sense of 7repma'rew is "alien to classical Greek" (Seesemann TDNT 
5:940)39 but not to the Essene community. Note, for instance, the concept of "walking in the 
spirit" in the Qumran sect (lQS 3.18; 4.6, 12; Dunn 2002:424). This sense of7rept7ra'rfw also 
occurs in the LXX.40 The walk image was so well used in Judaism that Dunn (2002:424) calls 
it a "typical Jewish image". Since this kind of usage of 7rept7ra'rew and its cognates can be 
considered traditional in Judaism, it is not novel to Paul. 
In this moral sense, which corresponds with the way nv (hiilak) is often used in the 
Hebrew Bible, mostly translated with 7ropeuw in the LXX,41 "walking" would 
characteristically be associated with living in accordance with the "law I statutes I ordinances 
34 Cf. the rhetorical purpose of the O'ap~-7niEUf!a antithesis in Gal. 5:13-6:10 (Pretorius 1992:441-460). Also 
cf. Ziesler (1989:210). 
35 Some aspects of the walk image, pertaining to its intermingling with forensic imagery (8: 1-2, 3) and the 
forensic concept in 8:4, has already been discussed in the previous chapter. For a comprehensive understanding 
of the walk image as such, the abovementioned discussion should be read together with what follows. 
36 Rom. 6:4; 8:4; 13:13; and 14:15. The word is "highly significant for his ethics" (Hultgren 2011:247) and is 
used some 14 more times in his other undisputed epistles (1 Cor. 3:3; 7: 17; 2 Cor. 4:2; 5:7; 10:2, 3; 12: 18; Gal. 
5:16; Phil. 3:17, 18; 1 Thess. 2:12; 4:1 [x2], 12). 
37 Cf. the second sense in BDAG (2000:803): "to conduct one's life, comport oneself, behave, live as habit 
of conduct". 
38 Cf. Meeks (1993:66) on these kinds of "moral antitheses". Cf. esp. Gal. 5:16-26 for a parallel to Rom. 
8:2-13. 
39 Hultgren's (2011:248) observation that ''the term is used (but rarely) among Hellenistic writers generally 
while discussing conduct" is probably based on Seesemann's (TDNT 5:940) note of a classical Hellenistic 
author who did use it in this sense, making Jewett's (2007:486) ''unparalleled in classical Greek" perhaps too 
strongly put; (but cf. Seesemann, TDNT 5:944, ''there are no parallels in classical Greek"!) 
40 Prov. 8:20; 4 Kgdms. 20:3. 
41 E.g. Exod. 16:4; Lev. 18:3-4; Deut. 28:9; Josh. 22:5; Jer. 44:23; Ezek. 5:6-7; Mic. 4:2. As noted above, 
also 7rEpt7ra-rlfw in Prov. 8:20; 4 Kgdms. 20:3. Cf. xa-raA.oA.oualfw (Dan. 9:10). 
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I ways of God" (Dunn 2002:316, 424). This tradition is redefined by Paul not only by his 
preference for 7r£ptrra-rew above rropeuw, but also by indicating that this "walk" is now in 
accordance with the Spirit (Rom. 8:4). That Paul reinterprets the conventional Judaic 
metaphor of walking in accordance with Torah to walking in accordance with the Spirit, is 
momentous. It would potentially have impacted his addressees' value- and significance 
system through a relativization of the significance of Torah in the light of the importance of 
the Spirit, which is now depicted as the normative authority determining their behaviour. 
The Spirit (distinct yet inseparable from Christ) is the new master according to whose 
guidance (cf. 8:14) those in Christ now live, i.e. when they live x.a-ra 7t11£i:i~-ta. When x.a-ra 
with an accusative accompanies 7r£pt7ra-rew, it designates a standard of conduct ( cf. BDAG 
2000:803).42 Thus two standards of conduct, or manners of living, are at stake in the target 
domain: one determined by the rule of Flesh ( a-ap~) and the other by the rule of the Spirit 
( 7t11£i:i~-ta ). In this way the images of slavery and of walking are intermingled. 
Conventionally in English one might here refer to a "way of life". This phrase might 
seem more natural than a "manner of living" but in the context of Paul's walk image in 
Romans 8:4 it could actually be deceiving. The English word "way" can be understood as 
either "manner" or as "road". Consequently "way of life" could bring a conceptually closely 
related but different metaphor into play, i.e. of the road one walks on. This closely related 
aspect of the source domain of walking is not mapped by Paul to the target domain of moral 
living in the context of 8:4. Thus the perceived analogies between morality and a road or one 
of two roads, where they lead,43 and so on, is not highlighted by Paul's walk image in 8:4. 
Consequently describing the x.a-ra a-apx.a and x.a-ra 7t11£i:i~-ta manners of walking as "ways of 
life" is to be avoided. 
As a manner of living, according to the standard determined by a normative authority 
(i.e. either <rap~ or 7t11£i:i~-ta), 7r£pma-rew is pertinent especially to Paul's envisioned morality 
for his addressees. The image of two manners of "walks" first and fore mostly pertains to a 
manner of living which is manifested in observable habits and actions,44 particularly in the 
42 C£ Louw & Nida (1996:1.504): "to live or behave in a customary manner, with possible focus upon 
continuity of action". Also cf. xa.'ra av8pc.unov: "like ordinary (unregenerate) persons" (1 Cor. 3:3), and xa-ra 
aya'TO]v: in accordance with love (Ro 14:15). C£ also xa-ra TI)v napaooaw -rwv npEcr~u-repc.uv (Mk 7:5); xa-ra ora~ 
EV't"OAa~ au-roO 2 John 6. 
43 There is no telic sense to Paul's metaphor of walking in 8:4. The eschatological outcomes of "life" and 
"death" are not related (by Paul) to this metaphor but rather to the forensic and mindset metaphors. See below. 
44 Cf. Rom. 13:13. Also cf. 'lrEptna-rec.u in Gal. 5:16, cpavEpo~ (plainly to be seen) in 5:19, and the lists of vices 
which follow in 5:19-21. Cf. the virtues in 5:22. 
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moral sense (Seesemann, TDNT 5:944). Paul's subsequent elaborations of the two antithetical 
kinds of people in terms of their "being" (ei~-tO and "mindset" (cppovew I cpp6VYJ~-ta) would 
indicate, however, that more than just actions or morality is involved. Morality is the 
manifestation of underlying realities, of which Paul himself highlights "being" (identity and 
alterity) and "mindset" (understanding-of-reality) in 8:5-6. We will return to these topics 
below. 
A number of comments have already been made on 7rept7raTew as image in the previous 
chapter. For the purpose of tracing, in the subsequent context (expounded below), the 
development on the metaphoric level, these comments are recapitulated and elaborated here. 
It was shown that a forensic image precedes the walk image in 8:4. Since the walk image 
derives from another source domain, it is inconsistent with the forensic image. Nevertheless it 
is coherent with respect to the forensic image since a person's moral life (walk) is a 
conventional standard upon which judgment is based. 
The walk image consists of the metaphorical elements of walking ( 7rept7raTew) and two 
antithetical manners of walking: x.aTa crcl.px.a (according to the Flesh) or x.aTa meO~-ta 
(according to the Spirit). Ilept7raTew is mapped from the source domain of walking to the 
target domain of moral living. The perceived analogy here highlighted by Paul is that, just as 
there are different manners in which people walk (source domain), there are also different 
manners of living morally (target domain). For Paul there are actually only two different 
manners of living morally: either x.aTa crcl.px.a or x.aTa meO~-ta. These manners of living 
correspond to two antithetical kinds of people (ei~-t!-participle; 8:5) with two respective 
mindsets ( cppovew I cpp6vYJ~-ta; 8:5, 6). Paul implicitly narrates the story of each of these kinds 
of people, i.e. our story (including our manner of walking) over and against the story of the 
Other (including the manner of walking of the Other-the "not us"). 
7.2.2 The Elfd-Particip/e (ollrEf} 
Expositors sometimes do not take note of the second verbal form Paul employs to further his 
crap;-meO~-ta antithesis, i.e. the ei~-tl-participle (one~),45 hastily moving on to cppovew where 
the focus admittedly does lie (due to cppovew being the main verb in the clause). When the 
ei~-t!-participle is taken note of, the significance thereof is sometimes downplayed, as in Dunn 
(2002:425): "The oi x.aTa ... one~ should not be taken as an ontological classification, as 
45 Used substantively to form the subject of <J>povlCzJ. 
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though Paul envisaged two classes of humankind, created differently and forever locked into 
a particular character and destiny." Taking 8:12-13 into account, this statement is at least 
partly correct. However, it has already been argued above that we should not so swiftly draw 
the mobility between categories implied in 8:12-13 into 8:4--11, where the antithesis is 
painted quite stark ( cf. Bertone 2005: 185), for rhetorical effect. 46 Hearing that there are only 
two mutually exclusive possibilities of identity, i.e. two kinds of people, makes the question 
"what does my life show about the group I belong to, i.e. about who I am," all the more 
pertinent, even before the implicit parenesis of 8:12-13.47 Consequently the possibility that 
Paul is at this point purposefully describing xa'ra o-apxa and xa'ra mEO~a as two mutually 
exclusive kinds of being,48 should not be so easily discounted.49 Had he not wanted this idea 
introduced, it would have been quite in keeping with Paul's often repetitious style to 
elaborate on oi... '1t'Ept7rct'ro0nE~... xa'ra... ("those who walk according to ... " 8:4) by 
introducing the elaboration in 8:5 with the repetition of this same phrase. Instead he did not 
repeat the participle of '1t'Ept7rct'rEW but opted instead to introduce the d~l-participle. This may 
merely have been for stylistic variation. On the other hand, it may have been a purposeful 
elaboration of the antithesis, implying that the way you behave ( '1t'Ept7rct'rEW) does not only 
reflect what your mind is set upon ( q>pov£w) but also what kind of person you are ( Ei~l). 50 
This possibility is supported by the fact that Paul repeats this verbal form with iv cmpxl 
and iv 7I'VEU~ct'rt in 8:8 and 8:9. In both these cases iv is a marker of a state or condition 
(BDAG 2000:327}-either the state of domination by Flesh or the state of domination by the 
Spirit. 51 These antithetical states of being (identities) determine one's ability to please God 
(8:8) and is indicative of whether one is indwelt by the Spirit or not (8:9). Correspondingly in 
Romans 8:5 the identity of the two antithetical kinds of people are determined by who their 
master is-they are either Xct'ra o-apxa and thus under the rule of Flesh, or Xct'ra mEO~a and 
46 See Pretorius (1992:441-460) for an analysis of rhetorical purpose of the crap~-'7l'li£U(.ta antithesis in Gal. 
5:13-6:10. 
47 This implied admonition is preceded by a reassurance (8:9ff.), which also serves a rhetorical purpose, 
which Paul bases on his assumption that his addressees do in fact belong to the group indwelt and ruled by the 
Spirit. 
48 In this regard Schreiner (1998:410) remarks that Paul's specific wording "is manifestly the language of 
ontology''. It is well to remember, however, that what we have here is ascribed "ontology", i.e. a question of the 
identity Paul ascribes to insiders and the Other. See also e.g. Blischke (2009:412), Jewett (2007:486), Moo 
(1996:486), Fitzmyer (1993:488) and Michel (1978:252). 
49 As e.g. in Cranfield (1975:385): "it is more probable that Paul simply used oi xa-ra crapxa ovre~ as 
synonymous with ol xa-ra crapxa 7r£p!'lra't'OUV't'E~ [sic]". 
50 Wolter (2014:482) concludes that "xaora Tl ETvat bezeichnet in heiden Flillen ... das Wesen, die 
identitatskonstituierende Eigenart". 
51 See chapters 8 and 9 below. 
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thus under the rule of the Spirit. From the perspective of Paul and his addressees, the rule of 
Flesh determines the identity and story of the Other (expressing alterity), while their own 
(our) story converges with the story of the divine in that it is the Spirit that determines their 
being. 
Schreiner (1998:410) correctly points out that it is a mistake to blunt the (ascribed) 
ontological character of the text by emphasising behaviour ( 7rEpl7rct-rsw) to the detriment of 
being (Ei~-tO· On the other hand, Wilckens' (1980:130) emphasis is also pertinent: "Es gibt 
kein Sein des Menschen, das nicht seine Wirklichkeit im Handeln hat, das also nicht den 
Charakter zielbestimmer Handlungsintention (cppovEiv) hat" (emph. orig.). Perhaps a phrase 
from a contemporary film best expresses the relationship between doing, being, and mindset, 
which was perceived not only in ancient times but still is. Forest Gump's mother essentially 
agreed with Paul when she so often told her son: "Stupid is as stupid does". 
With respect to the sequential development of metaphors and images in Paul's 
argument, then, it can be concluded that he explains the walk image (8:4; pertaining to doing) 
in terms of the kind of person you are (being), and having one's mind set on that which 
corresponds with the kind of person you are (8:5). This is fundamentally and implicitly 
related to who your master is, either Flesh or the Spirit. 
To be more specific with respect to the explanation in 8:5-it consists of an elaboration 
( Ei~-t!-participle) upon the xa-ra cr&.pxa and xa-ra 7rVEU~-tct elements of the walk image-an 
elaboration which is embedded 52 within a mindset figure of speech. This figure of speech in 
8:5 will develop into a mindset image in 8:6. To this figure of speech and its development we 
now turn our attention. 
7.2.3 <Ppovicu or <PptfVY)fla 
When Paul writes that those who are according to the Flesh cppovoucrlv the things of the 
Flesh, 53 he is employing a Greek figure of speech. Hence, according to BDAG (2000: 1 065), 
cppoviw can be translated with either "take someone's side I espouse someone's cause",54 or 
more generally with "set one's mind on I be intent on". This figure of speech is well 
52 Syntactically the EI!L!-participle (8:5) constitutes a substantive which is the subject of the main verb 
(cppov€w). 
53 Ta rij~ crapxb~; BDAG (2000:688-689). 
54 Cf. e.g. Cranfield (1975:386), Dunn (2002:426) and Haacker (1999:153). See also the critiques of e.g. 
Schreiner (1998:411) and Wilckens (1980:130). 
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documented in antiquity. 55 Essentially it refers to being oriented toward something, often 
contrasted with being oriented toward something else. However, it is also important that, 
etymologically, this orientation pertains to a disposition of the inner consciousness ( cf. 
Bertram TDNT9:220-221). This is also what is at stake in Paul's usage: an orientation of the 
inner consciousness toward the things of the Spirit over and against the things of the Flesh 
(cf. Wolter 2014:482-483),56 i.e. toward the things typical of being the slave of either Flesh or 
the Spirit. 
The way Paul develops his argument helps us determine how the above can be rendered 
in translation, to do justice to his contextual emphasis. In 8:6 Paul picks up an element of the 
above mentioned figure of speech ( cppoviw) to develop it in metaphoric terms ('ro cpp6vl')~ tijs 
cra.px.os eava.-ros I 't"O cpp6VY)f.ta. 't"OU 'Tt'liSUf.ta.'t"OS 'w~ x.a.l eip~VYJ). Subsequently Paul repeats 't"O 
cpp6Vl')f.ta. tijs cra.px.6s to explain the former aspect of the cpp6Vl')f.ta. metaphor (8:7). The result of 
the way in which Paul's argument progresses in Greek is that there is a visible emphasis on 
the cpp6v- word group (cf. Moo 1996:487). The emphasis should be retained in translation, if 
possible (cf. Ziesler 1989:208-209). This, as well as reflecting the disposition of the inner 
consciousness, can be achieved57 by translating cppoviw with "set one's mind on" (BDAG 
2000:1065)58 and cpp6VJ]f.ta. with "mindset" (BDAG 2000:1066).59 Therefore I propose the 
following translation of 8:5--6: "[5lbecause those who are according to the Flesh set their 
minds upon the things of the Flesh, but those (who are) according to the Spirit (set their 
minds) upon the things of the Spirit. [6lFor the mindset of the Flesh is death, but the mindset 
of the Spirit is life and peace". 
The mindset image (8:6) is inconsistent with respect to the walk image since it involves 
another source domain. However, it is also coherent with respect to the walk image in that 
both one's "walk" (x.a.-ra crapx.a. I x.a.-ra meil~-ta.) and one's "mindset" (tijs cra.px.6s I -roil 
meu~-ta.-ros) pertains to which of the two antithetical kinds of people you are ( ei~-t!-participle ). 
Both the walk and mindset images are coherent with the slavery I manumission image ( esp. 
55 E.g. Matt. 16:23; Mark 8:33; 1 Mace. 10:20; Dionysius of Halicarnassus (Ant. rom. 5.13.5; 11.39.7); 
Diodorus Siculus (Library 13.104.6); Josephus (A.J. 7.286). For more references see BDAG (2000:1065), 
Cranfield (1975:386), Gathercole (2002:34), and Wolter (2014:482). 
56 Dillon (1998:693) expounds this in terms of two opposing kinds of "moral resolve". Also see Keener 
(2009a:209-229). 
57 A number of translations follow a similar approach, including: NRSV, KJV, NKJV, ASV, CEV, NCV. 
58 Cf. Johnson (1996:120). Also cf. Kasemann (1980:219): "The slogan cppovelv denotes the direction not 
merely of thought but of total existence, which on the Semitic view is always oriented consciously or 
unconsciously to a goal". 
59 See Hultgren (20 11 :295). 
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8:2). Whether one is the slave of Sin I Flesh or ofthe Spirit (cf. 7:6) determines both one's 
"walk" and one's "mindset". 
It is significant that Paul explains the image of the two divergent manners of walking 
(8:4) with two antithetical kinds of "being", each with a typical "mindset" (8:5-6). Thereby 
Paul indicates a logical connection between a person's being, the orientation of his inner 
consciousness,60 and his practical manner of living.61 As noted above, in the terms of this 
study this can be described as the relationship between identity (and alterity), understanding-
of-reality, and ethos or morality. According to Paul's contextual argument the visible ethos or 
morality (walk image) of the two divergent kinds of people is explained by their divergent 
identities (Eil-tl-elaboration), each corresponding62 to a particular understanding-of-reality 
(mindset image). 
Ofthe images in this immediate context (8:4-7) it is the mindset image which receives 
more emphasis. Paul stresses q>povew I q>p6v~lla through repetition. Contextually then, the two 
divergent mindsets is of particular importance. This is followed up where Paul commences 
with his explicit parenesis in Romans 12. Before giving them a number of instructions on 
what they should or should not be doing, etc. (cf. Rom. 12:1-15:13), he exhorts his 
addressees: "Do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your 
minds [voO~; DN], so that you may discern what is the will of God-what is good and 
acceptable and perfect" (Rom. 12:2; NRSV; emph. mine).63 For Paul, then, the 
transformation of the disposition and orientation of the inner consciousness was crucial with 
respect to his addressees' ethos in general and their morality in particular. Their mindset 
would have a foundational and determinative influence upon their envisioned morality, and 
consequently upon their lived morality as well. 
As noted above, Paul picks up q>povew in the figure of speech in 8:5 and develops it into 
a mindset image in 8:6. This image is built upon the crap;-7nle0lla antithesis. The one side of 
60 Dodd (1970:138) describes this as happening "on the psychological level" and as engaging "the interests, 
the desires and affections, of the whole man". See, however, Johnson's (1996:121) critique ofthe designation 
"psychological". 
61 Cf. Wolter (2014:482); Johnson (1996:120). 
62 It is tempting to deduce that "mindset" is the result of "being" a certain way. E.g. Schreiner (1998:410) 
"What Paul communicates in verses 5-11 is that those who 'walk' by the flesh or the Spirit do so because they 
'are' of the flesh or the Spirit. In other words, his argument is that behavior [sic] stems from the being or nature 
of a person". However, this cause-result relationship is not evident in Paul's formulation, whilst the 
correspondence is. 
63 METctj.top<j)oucr6E in Rom. 12:2 is best expounded as a divine passive, i.e. it is God who transforms (Dunn 
2002:713). Yet it is also an imperative, once more indicating the complex relation between what God does and 
the responsive involvement of the believers. 
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the antithesis consists of the following elements: cpp6VYJ~-ta, o-ap;, Gava't'o~. The other consists 
of the following elements: cpp6VYJ~-ta, 7t'Ve0~-ta, ~w~, eip~VYJ. Thus Gava't'o~ (death)64 and ~w~ 
(life )65 are placed in antithesis with one another. However, eip~VYJ (peace )66 does not 
structurally fit the rest of the antithesis. 67 
In both To cpp6VYJ~-ta 't'~~ o-apx.o~ Gava't'o~ and 't'O cpp6VYJ~-ta ToO 7t'Veu~-ta't'o~ ~w~ x.al eip~VYJ 
there is a metonymy. 68 In a metonymy the source and target domains are the same (Lakoff & 
Johnson 2003:35). In this case both source and target domain is that of the inner 
consciousness. "Mindset" (cpp6VYJ~-ta) is used in short to refer to "the result of having this 
mindset".69 The genitives qualifying each instance of cpp6VYJELa (i.e. ~~ o-apx.6~ and 't'ou 
7t'VSU~'t'o~) are genitives of quality70 (Wolter 2014:483). That <rap; and 7t'Ve0~-ta are conceived 
of as antithetical masters whose influence is determinative, also with respect to one's 
mindset, is implicit. 
The meaning, then, can be unpacked as follows: The result of having a Fleshly mindset 
is death, but the result of having a Spiritual mindset is life and peace. Thus Paul's implicit 
story of reality, with reference to both our story and the story of the Other, is elaborated with 
respect to the two sub-narratives' respective ends, i.e. the respective eschatological futures of 
the two kinds of people. 
7.2.4 eaJia'l"OfVS. ZCrJlj 
The significance and contribution of eip~VYJ to the context will be considered in the next 
chapter. The questions we must attend to here are, firstly, what is the contribution of Gava't'o~ 
and ~w~ to the mindset image (8:6)? Secondly, what is the significance of the intermingling 
of images with respect to Gava't'o~ and ~w~? 
The last paragraph of the previous section already implies what the contribution is of 
Gava't'o~ and ~w~ to the mindset image. They are the two divergent results71 of the two kinds 
64 BDAG (2000:442). 
65 BDAG (2000:430). 
66 BDAG (2000:287). 
67 See chapter 8 below. 
68 Cf. Wolter (2014:483). Metonymy is a type of metaphor where one entity is used to refer to another that is 
related to it (Lakoff & Johnson 2003:35; also see 38-39). For a more extended explanation of metonymy and 
references to other occurrences of it in Romans, see chapter 5 above. 
69 Cf. Hom (1992:280-281). 
70 See BDR(l976:136-137; §165). 
71 Cf. Pretorius (1992:456-458) for the same results of the crap;-weOfLa antithesis in Gal. 5:13--6:10 (esp. 
6:8). 
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of people's antithetical mindsets. Which mindset you have is portrayed as a matter of life and 
death. 72 "Life" conventionally has a decidedly positive connotation, whilst the conventional 
connotation with "death" is decidedly negative. Thereby the (non-explicit) implication,73 
already present because of the connotation to Flesh, 74 that the mindset of the Flesh is 
something negative which should be avoided, is strengthened. 
The question is whether Savct'rO~ and ~W~ refer to a result in the present or an 
eschatological result. That is, do those who have the mindset of the Flesh experience a kind 
of (living) death already, while those who have the mindset of the Spirit experience a fuller 
kind of life in the present?75 Or is eschatological death and life what is at stake here?76 The 
absence of a verb in 8:6, with the consequence that the appropriate form of eit-e-t has to be 
supposed, leaves us without a tense to resolve this question. Accordingly the immediate 
context gives no clear indication which life and death is involved. 
However, in 8:2 Paul had referred to eschatological life and death (see chapter 5 
above). Verse 6 forms part of the explanation (8:5-11) of the explanation (8:3-4) of 8:2. 
Thus it can be expected that in 8:6 also it should be eschatological life and death that Paul is 
referring to. This is confirmed by Romans 8:11 (which explains the once again rather obscure 
references to life and death in 8:1 0).17 The life associated78 with the Spirit is particularly that 
of resurrection or quickening-an eschatological event. Moreover, it was noted above that the 
depiction oftwo antithetical manners of living under antithetical slave masters in 8:4-13 (and 
esp. 8:4-6) is parallel to 6:16-23. The antithesis of ~w~ and SavctTo~ occur in both (esp. 6:21-
23; 8:6), strengthening the parallel. In 6:21-23 it is clear that eschatological life (~w~ ct!6.lvto~) 
is at stake. This is also the case in Romans 5:21 where the concepts of living under two 
antithetical dominions and the antithesis of ~w~ and ScivctTo~ are already related in a parallel 
way. It can be inferred, then, that also in 8:6 ~w~ refers to eschatological life, while its 
antecedent (Scivct'ro~) refers to eschatological death. 
72 Cf. the covenant in Moab (Deut. 29-30) in which Moses set before Israel the choice between a life of 
covenant faithfulness to God vs. a life of disobedience and the consequences of each, life vs. death, concluding 
with the exhortation to "choose life" (Deut. 30:15-20). 
73 Note, once more, that 8: 1-11 does not itself constitute parenesis, but presents an argument which prepares 
the way for implicit parenesis (8:12-13, 14-15). 
74 It was already established in chapter 6 that Flesh, in the way Paul uses it here, carries a negative 
connotation. This derives from at least the association of flesh with sin ( <rapxb~ a!Latyrla~; 8:3), its depiction as a 
weakening influence on the law (o v6!Lo~ iv ~ ~<r9£vEt ota rij~ <rapx6~; 8:3) and its association with humanity in its 
Adamic state under the domination of Sin (7:14, 18, 25; cf. 7:23). 
75 Cf. Michel (1978:252) and Schlatter (1975:260). 
76 Cf. Schreiner (1998:412); Ziesler (1989:208-209). 
77 See the exposition in chapter 9 below. 
78 Note that it is not the Spirit who resurrects I quickens, but God. 
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We return to the topic of how the intermingling of images is taking place with respect 
to eava't'O~ and 'w~. Although in 8:6 these elements are directly related to the mindset image, 
indicating the divergent results of the antithetical mindsets, they are also coherent with 
respect to two former images Paul has used in his argument. Firstly, there is coherence with 
the forensic image since these particular terms (eava't'o~ and 'w~) were used in its immediate 
context in 8: 1-2. In terms of the forensic image "life" and "death" are the outcomes of the 
presupposed judgment of God (see above) with respect to those who are in Christ and those 
who are not. Secondly, there is also coherence with the slavery image in regard to which 
"life" and "death" has likewise been explicitly used79 (see above). In terms of the slavery 
image, "life" and "death" are the eschatological outcomes of being a slave of either the Spirit 
or Sin I Flesh. The conceptual overlap between the results and outcomes which these three80 
different images imply, strengthens the coherence between the images and the coherence of 
Paul's argument as such. Moreover, it indicates that "life" and "death", as the two 
eschatological outcomes the two antithetical kinds of people can expect, is central to Paul's 
argument in 8:1-13. This is confirmed by his use of these terms in the summarized reason 
(8:2) that he gives for his initial thesis (8:1), and in the conclusion he draws (8:12-13) after 
the argument of 8:1-11. 
The assurance of life should be very encouraging to Paul's addressees. They, whom 
are compelled by the Spirit oflife (cf. 8:2) to live in a manner which is in accord with God's 
will (cf. 8:4), whom have their minds set on the things of the Spirit (8:5)--they are given 
certitude oflife and peace with God81 (8:6). Correspondingly, in terms of alterity the negative 
certitude of the xa't'a a-apxa kind of people (i.e. the conftrmation of eschatological death as 
their destiny), does not apply to Paul and his addressees. Yet at the same time the stark 
contrast between these two (mutually exclusive) kinds of people and manners of living (8:5-
11), prepares the way for the implicit exhortation of 8:12-13 that the readers need to look to 
their lives to ensure that it does correspond to a Spirit-ruled life (with its eschatological 
outcome). The bestowal of God's benefits on those in the Spirit obligates them to respond 
appropriately and to live accordingly (cf. 8:12), i.e. to be, in praxis, what they have already 
graciously been made to be. 82 
79 Cf. Rom. 6:20-23; 7:4-6, 9-10, 24-25; 8:2. Also cf. 5:21. 
80 I.e. the mindset-, forensic- and slavery images. 
81 We will return to this aspect in the next chapter. 
82 In this regard the words ofPindar (Pythian Ode 2.72), "Become what you are", have become a classic way 
of summarizing the fact that ethical behaviour is the result of the newness of the believer's identity (Burridge 
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7.3 Conclusion on the Function of the Metaphors I Imagery in Romans 8:4b-6 within the 
Process of the Revision or Confirmation of Understanding-of-Reality 
There are three primary images at stake in Romans 8:4b-6. The first is the walk image in 
8:4b. The second is the personifications of Flesh and Spirit, which is in continuity with the 
previously established slavery image. The third is the mindset image in 8:6. These three 
images are intermingled in 8:4b-6. The primary function to which Paul applies each of these 
images is to confirm or revise the knowledge base of his addressees with respect to there 
being two kinds of people, who "walk" ( 7rept7radw) different from one another, "are" ( eiE.t-1-
participle) different, and have different "mindsets" (cppoviw I cpp6VYJELa). The conventional 
connotations to death and life (Gava't"o~ I 'w~) also play a role in this process, along with their 
depiction as the eschatological outcomes the two divergent kinds of people can expect. 
Firstly, Paul intermingles a walk image with the forensic image that preceded it. The 
implications of the intermingling of these two images with respect to Paul's story of reality 
have already been pointed out in the previous chapter. If we consider the subsequent 
development of the argument, however, where the forensic image is left behind for the time 
being, the following conclusions with respect to the walk image can be made in addition to 
what has already been described. 
Paul tells a story of reality according to which the moral life can be lived 
(metaphorically: "walked") in only one of two manners, either according to the Flesh or 
according to the Spirit. Note that with respect to xa't"a o-apxa and xa't"a weiJELa there is 
intermingling of the walk and slavery image, i.e. the mastery of Flesh or Spirit. Due to the 
negative connotations to the Flesh which has previously been established in Paul's text, it is 
implicit that living according to the Flesh is something negative. The concept of the Spirit, 
however, which is closely associated both with God and with Christ (cf. 8:9, 10), carries 
positive connotations. Consequently "walking" according to the Spirit would have been 
perceived positively by Paul's addressees. This story of reality, then, encompasses two 
fundamental narratives which Paul presents as archetypal: that of the xa'ra o-apxa kind of 
people (which corresponds to the story of the Other) and that of the xa't"a 7t'VEUfLa kind of 
people (which, from the perspective of Paul and his addressees, corresponds to our story). 
"We" (~E-tet~) are the ones who do not walk according to the Flesh but according to the Spirit. 
2007:106), i.e. a formula that typifies the relation of the "indicative" to the "imperative". To express the 
eschatological tension between the "already'' and the "not yet" better, Dunn (1998:631) finds ''Become what 
you are becoming" a "necessary ifless elegant complementary formula" . 
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The perspective of the narrator changes at 8:5 so that 8:5a depicts their story, which is in fact 
the story of the Other, whilst 8:5b depicts their story which is in fact part of our story. "Those 
who are according to the Spirit" still pertain to the "us" of 8:4, i.e. Paul and his addressees. 
Moreover, a reinterpretation of the traditions of at least some of Paul's addressees are at 
stake. Whereas in Judaism the walk image conventionally involved living according to Torah, 
this aspect is omitted by Paul. Our story, according to Paul, is different in that the Spirit is 
(now) the normative authority which determines moral behaviour. Thus our story also 
intersects with the story of the divine. As Paul tells it, the divine Spirit is involved in our 
story, determining how we do and do not "walk". This is possible because the eschatological 
event of the outpouring of the Spirit has already taken place. 
This has implications for the identity of Paul's addressees. They are defined as those 
who "walk" xa-ra 7t11EUf.ta. With respect to alterity those who do not live this way, i.e. those 
who "walk" xa-ra crapxa, are not part of their group and are of the kind of people antithetical 
to themselves. Paul's addressees are defined as "not these kind of people". 
Subsequently the way Paul tells our story also makes an appeal upon the value- and 
significance system of his addressees. The fact that, through the walk image, the Spirit is 
depicted as the normative authority according to the standard and norms of which they live 
their lives, implies that the Spirit is very significant. However, for those of Paul's addressees 
who were familiar with the conventional walk image in Judaism, the fact that Torah was 
omitted for the sake of elaborating the image in terms of the Spirit would also be important, 
signifying a relativization of the significance of Torah. If Paul's addressees gave cognitive 
assent to his reinterpretation of this image, it would imply a reorientation of their value- and 
significance system. 
Consequently it would also imply a reorientation of their envisioned morality with 
respect to what constitutes the standard of morality, and what determines the norms of 
morality. Paul presents the Spirit as the normative authority with respect to the moral life 
(nep1nadw xa-ra 7t11e0~-ta). What precisely it entails that the Spirit is the standard according to 
which they walk is not specified. That is to say, Paul does not elaborate the normativity of the 
Spirit for his addressees' moral lives with concrete precepts pertaining to what they must or 
must not do. This is also the case where he writes that being xa-ra 7t11EUf.ta implies setting 
one's mind on the things of the Spirit (-ra -roO 7t11e6~-ta-ro~; 8:5). Paul does not elucidate what 
these things of the Spirit are (but cf. Gal. 5:22-25). Apparently he supposed that his 
addressees would know how to concretize these concepts in their own situations through 
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discernment (cf. Rom. 12:2). In terms of the overlap between Paul's envisioned morality and 
alterity, living according to the standard of the Flesh is the opposite of what Paul envisions 
for his addressees. Once again this represents the moral lifestyle of the kind of people which 
Paul and his addressees are not. 
Secondly, Paul substitutes the personification of Sin (e.g. 8:2, 3) as master antithetical 
to the Spirit (cf. 7:6), with the personification of Flesh. Although there are no additional 
elements in 8:4b-6 which relate to the slavery image, the image remains present through crap~ 
and 'ITVSUf.ta. Paul's story of reality is one of two masters who determine the lives of their 
slaves (cf. 5:21; 6:15-23; 7:6, 14-25). Not only do they determine how their slaves live 
morally (nsptna-rew; 8:4b), but also who they are (slt-tf-participle; 8:5). Parallel with the two 
masters (crap~ and 'ITVSUf.ta) are the two kinds of people who are their slaves (sTvat xa-ret crapxa 
I xa-ret 'ITVSUf.ta). Moreover, these two masters also determine what the two kinds of people set 
their minds upon ( q,povew-figure of speech; 8:5), either on the things of the Flesh or the things 
of the Spirit. This implicitly narrates respectively (from the perspective of Paul and his 
addressees) our story and the story of the Other. 
Once again this has implications with respect to identity and alterity. According to 
Paul's contextual argument and images, there are only two kinds of people-those who are 
slaves to the Flesh and those who are slaves of the Spirit (cf. 6:16, 18, 22; 7:6). Paul and his 
addressees' identity correspond, in his conceptualisation, to the latter kind of people. With 
respect to Paul and his addressees, slaves of the Flesh are the opposite of whom they are 
(alterity). The influence of the antithetical masters, Flesh and Spirit, reach as deep as the 
"being" ( e!t-tf-participle) of these two kinds of people, determining their very identity. 
In as much as <PPOVYJf.ta pertains to the orientation or disposition of the mner 
consciousness, it corresponds to the two kinds of person's fundamental understanding-of 
reality. The two antithetical masters comprehensively determine the mindsets of their slaves. 
Here the slavery image intermingles with the mindset image. 
Subsequently the mindset image also contributes to the story of reality Paul implicitly 
tells as the vehicle whereby he introduces the elements of "death" and "life" (9ava-ro~ I 'w~) 
into the context (8:6). Respectively the story of the Other and Paul and his addressees' (our) 
story are apposite. These stories pertain to two kinds of people who not only live two kinds of 
moral lives ( nsptna-rew) because of who they are ( s!t-t(-participle) and what their minds are set 
on (<Ppovew I q,p6VYJt-ta), but who also can expect two antithetical eschatological outcomes to 
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their lives (9ava-ros I ~w~). 83 The story of the divine converges with our story on each of these 
points since Paul depicts the Spirit as the determinative factor in each case. For Paul it is the 
Spirit that makes our story our story-no longer the story of those ruled by their Flesh. 
Paul's image would have made an appeal upon his addressees' sense of certitude. That 
he identifies his addressees with those who have the mindset of the Spirit, the result of which 
is eschatological life, would have been assuring to them. In terms of alterity the certitude of 
those who are according to the Flesh is expressed negatively-eschatological death is what 
they can expect. Moreover, the elements of "death" and "life" conventionally carry negative 
and positive connotations respectively. The contribution of these connotations to the mindset 
image strengthens, on an implicit level, the perception that the mindset of the Spirit is 
something positive which one would want to have, while the mindset of the Flesh is 
something negative which one would want to avoid. 
As noted above, the elements of "death" and "life" are introduced into the context of 
8:4b-6 via the mindset image, in terms of which they are the results of the antithetical 
mindsets. However, these elements are also coherent with respect to two former images Paul 
has used in his argument. In terms of the forensic image "life" and "death" are the outcomes 
of the presupposed judgment of God with respect to those who are in Christ and those who 
are not (cf. Rom. 8:1-2). In terms of the slavery image, "life" and "death" are the 
eschatological outcomes of being a slave of either the Spirit or Sin I Flesh ( cf. 7:4-6, 9-10, 
24-25; 8:2). The conceptual overlap between the results and outcomes which these three 
different images imply, are indicative of intermingling of images taking place. This 
intermingling strengthens the coherence between the images and the conceptual coherence of 
Paul's argument as a whole. Moreover, it indicates that "life" and "death", as the two 
eschatological outcomes the two antithetical kinds of people can expect, is central to Paul's 
argument in 8:1-13. 
83 The exposition of "peace" ( E!p~Y))) will be described in the next chapter where it will be argued that it 
functions as element of a diplomatic relations image. 
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8 Romans 8:6, 7-8 - Why the Mindset of the Flesh is Death 
[6al't'o yap <flp6v~~a 't'Yj~ crapxo~ a&va't'o~, [6bl't'o o£ <flp6v~~a ToO 7rVEu~a't'o~ ~w~ xal Eip~v~· [7alot6't't 't'O <flp6v~~a 't'Yj~ 
crapxo~ ex6pa Ei~ 6e6v, [?bJ.r~ yap v6~cp 't'OU 6eoiJ oux U'lrO't'aCTCTE't'at, [?clouo£ yap ouva't'al· [8lo! o£ Ell crapxl OV't'E~ ee~ 
ap£crat ou ouvawat. 
[6alFor the mindset of the Flesh is death, f6blbut the mindset of the Spirit is life and peace; [7albecause the 
mindset of the Flesh is enmity against God, [?blfor it does not subject itself to the law of God, [?clfor it cannot; 
[8land those who are in the Flesh cannot please God. 
8.1 Overview 
Romans 8:6 forms part of the explanation (8:5-6) why the requirement of the law is fulfilled 
(8:4) with respect to those who walk not according to the Flesh (x.a't'a crapx.a) but according to 
the Spirit (x.a't'a 7t'VEU!la). The yap in 8:6 is consecutive (cf. Wolter 2014:483), to the effect 
that 8:5 and 8:6 should be read together, as illustrated in chapter 7 above. After the two sides 
of the crap~-7t'VEU!la antithesis had once more been juxtaposed in 8:6, each side is 
subsequently given more focussed attention in 8:7-8 (crap~) and 8:9-11 (7n1EU!la) respectively 
(cf. Byrne 1996:238-239). Romans 8:7-8 explains the cause for the mindset1 of the Flesh 
being death (Bava't'o~; 8:6a).2 This is achieved through a parallelism between 8:6a and 8:7a, 
connected by a causal OIO't'l. 3 
8:6a 
8:7a 
't'o q,p6VYJ!la 't'~~ crapx.o~ 
o16't'1 't'o q,p6vYJ!la ~~ crapx.o~ 
6ava't'O~ 
€x6pa e!~ 6e6v 
The cause for the mindset of the Flesh being death, then, is that it is enmity (€x6pa; BDAG 
2000:419) against God.4 It will be argued below that €x6pa (enmity; 8:7a) is the antithesis of 
E!p~VYJ (peace; BDAG 2000:287) in 8:6b, and that together these two metaphors constitute a 
diplomatic relations image. Paul subsequently explains why the mindset of the Flesh is 
enmity against God (Cranfield 1975:386). The reason (yap; 8:7b) is that the mindset of the 
Flesh does not subject itself (uno't'acrcrw; BDAG 2000:1042)5 to God's law, because it cannot 
1 See chapter 7 above. Also cf. (BDAG 2000: I 066); Hultgren (2011 :295). 
2 Wolter (2014:484). 
3 E.g. Schreiner (1998:412). Cf. BDAG (2000:251). Cf. esp. Rom. 1:19 where, parallel to 8:7, the ot6't't-
clause is in a causal relationship to what precedes but is also followed by a yap-clause, which in its turn explains 
the ot6't't-clause. 
4 Cf. Schreiner (1998:412); Fitzmyer (1993:489). 
5 In the middle voice the verb "has a reflexive sense of voluntarily submitting oneself, usually to a superior 
authority" (Jewett 2007:488). 
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(ouoe yap ouva't"at; 8:7c).6 Paul's next sentence (8:8) is connected with a continuative of._? 
With respect to its content Romans 8:8 reiterates8 what the nature of the relationship is 
between the xa't"a crcipxa kind of people and God, but in terms of a metaphor of possession9 
and a patron-client10 metaphor-those who are in the Flesh (oi iv o-apxl ov't"e~) cannot please 
God (Beef) apio-at ou ouvav't"at ). 
In this chapter it will be argued, as noted above, that together eip~VYJ (8:6b) and £x.Bpa 
(8:7a) constitute a diplomatic relations image. The intermingling of this image with the 
mindset image would have confirmed or revised the understanding-of-reality of Paul's 
addressees particularly through its impact on their story of reality. Paul and his addressees' 
(our) story and the story of the divine intersects with respect to their being at peace with 
God. 11 Although it is not made explicit in the text, their being at peace with God might be 
understood as an aspect of their identity, and probably would have appealed positively to 
Paul's addressees' sense of eschatological certitude. However, the story of the divine also 
intersects with the story of the Other, i.e. of the xa't"a o-cipxa kind of people. The description 
of their enmity against God, as opposed to the peace with God of o! xa't"a 7111Eti~-ta, is an 
expression of alterity. Since the xa't"a o-cipxa kind of people are under the power of Flesh, 
which is fundamentally opposed to God (cf. Moo 1996:489), their mindset is one of enmity 
against God. Having this kind of relationship with God would impact one's certitude very 
negatively. Indeed, it is their negative relationship with God and their inability to subject 
themselves to his law, constituting no less than rebellion against their legitimate ruler, 12 
which explains why death is the result of the Fleshly mindset (cf. Byrne 1996:239). 
It will also be argued below that oi iv o-apx( (8:8) constitutes a possession metaphor and 
that Secfi apio-at ou ouvav't"at (8:8) constitutes a patron-client13 metaphor. Both metaphors 
elaborate the story of the Other (the xa't"a o-cipxa kind of people), which intersects with Paul's 
story of the divine. The all-determinative influence of Flesh over o! iv o-apxl ruins their 
relationship with God and renders them incapable of pleasing God, their divine patron, by 
6 See BDR (1976:382-383; §452). 
7 Wolter (2014:485 n.59); cf. BDAG (2000:213). 
8 Dunn (2002:427) describes the verse as a "recapitulative summary". 
9 How o! tv uapx.i ov-re~ relates to a metaphor of possession will be substantiated below. 
10 How apEUl<.W relates to a patron-client metaphor will be substantiated below. 
11 That eip~v~ pertains to peace with God is argued by e.g. Coppins (2009: 143), Stuhlmacher (1998: 111 ), 
Moo (1996:488) and Lohse (1976:140). Dodd (1970:138-139), inter alia, disagrees. See below. Also see 
Brandenburger (1973:51-60). 
12 Cf. Cranfield (1975:387); Porter (1993:696). 
13 On patronage in the Greco-Roman world, see Joubert (2000:23-37); Malina (2001 :95-96). See below. 
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keeping his law. This imagery provides a foil to Paul's identification of and envisioned 
morality for his addressees, and as such expresses alterity. However, this does not suggest 
that Paul meant that his addressees should endeavour to please God by keeping Torah as 
such. 14 Once again, the inability of the ev crapx( to please God, in continuity with their 
incapability to be subject to his law, relates negatively to this group's certitude. 
Lastly the significance of the intermingling and interposition of metaphors and images 
in Romans 8:6, 7-8 will also be pointed out. Now, however, we must begin with e!p~VYJ in 
8:6b, to explore its usages in Paul and whether it may be related to ex.Bpa in 8:7b. 
8.2 A Diplomatic Relations Image 
Some expositors (e.g. Ziesler 1989:209) explain elp~VYJ in terms reminiscent of the Judaic 
concept of ci?ip (siil6m), 15 which pertains to a state of well-being (cf. BDAG 2000:287) rather 
than having a primary focus on one's relationship with God as such. Paul uses e!p~VYJ in this 
sense elsewhere,16 and he may be doing so in 8:6 also (e.g. Wolter 2014:484 n.55). If the 
word is used in this way in 8:6 it would imply that e!p~VYJ and 'w~ are parallel, and together 
form the antithesis of Bava-ro~. This is a credible explanation. However, Paul also uses e!p~VYJ 
in other senses. It may refer to the relationship between persons, 17 or one's relationship with 
God (cf. Rom. 5:1). 18 Since human interpersonal relationships is not a primary concern in 
8:1-11 it is doubtful that Paul would have had peace between persons in view. 19 The 
relationship of the xa-rci crapxa kind of people with God, however, does come into view 
immediately after Paul's use of e!p~VYJ in 8:6, i.e. in 8:7-8. Consequently it will be argued 
below that understanding efp~VYJ as peace with God in 8:6 is also a viable exposition. 
14 Cf. Kiisemann (1980:215-216); Fitzmyer (1993:483). See Winger (2000:537-546); Wolter (2011:353-
354). 
15 Cf. e.g. Prov. 3:2; Mal. 2:5. 
16 E.g. Rom. 2:10. Its use in Paul's epistolary greetings probably also derives from this sense. But see Porter 
(1993:699). 
17 E.g. Rom. 3:17; 14:19; 1 Thess. 5:13. Cf. BDAG (2000:287). 
18 Cf. Porter (1993:695); Barrett (1962:158). Cf. the parallel between Christ's death as "making peace" 
(Eip'Y)V07rOIEw), and reconciliation with God in Col. 1:20-22 (authorship disputed). See O'Brien (1998:53-69). 
19 Inter alia Jewett (2007:487-488) and Jonker (1976:115) would not agree. See below. 
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8.2.1 Peace with God 
By adding slp~VYJ (peace) to the second part ofhis antithesis (8:6b), Paul structurally diverges 
from the parallelism he has constructed in 8:6a-b. The result is that a tension is created.20 An 
observant reader should focus his attention on the ensuing text in search of a possible solution 
to the created tension. This Paul provides shortly. The initially omitted antithesis to slp~VYJ 
(peace) becomes apparent in 8:7-ex_Spa sl~ Ss6v (enmity against God). That slp~VYJ and lx_Bpa 
may be appropriately used to express opposite relationships between people is illustrated by 
Ephesians 2:14-15.21 In Romans 8:6b-7a Paul applies these opposites to the respective 
relationships of oi xaTa 7nJSUf.t.a and oi xaTa crapxa (cf. 8:4) with God. 
Dodd (1970:138-139) has observed that "here peace stands for the condition of inward 
harmony when all elements of the personality are organized about a single centre, and 
division and conflict are at an end", and that this "is not the same thing as the peace with God 
of [Rom. 5:] 1, but rather its consequence". Jewett (2007:487-488), on the other hand, states 
that Paul does have peace with God in view, but in addition seems to imply that peace among 
the members of the Roman congregation is also at stake. 22 As noted above, others23 have 
asserted that in this context, as elsewhere in Paul, peace corresponds to the Judaic notion of 
ci'7o/ (siilom ). Consider, however, the inner logic of the immediate context, as illustrated by 
the following illustration of the syntactical structure: 
20 Jewett (2007:487) observes ''the addition of 'peace' is rather puzzling, because it muddles the neat 
contrast between death and life required by the antithetical parallelism in this verse". 
21 The authorship of the letter is disputed but this does not pertain to my point here. The point is merely that 
the opposites of concord and discord in relationships could be (and was) expressed in ancient literature (within a 
singular textual context) with the terms e!p~v'Y) and F.x.Bpa. See Lincoln (1990:140-142). 
22 Similarly Jonker (1976:115) notes that this peace relates firstly and fore mostly to God, but secondarily 
also to peace with one's fellows. 
23 E.g. Ziesler (1989:209), who states: "Peace, in the biblical tradition, is not just the absence of hostility, but 
something like total well-being". 
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Romans 8:7a 
Inferred completion of the logic of the antithesis (based on 8:6b) 
I!lust;·otlon 5: The S~vntactical Logic ofRomans 8:6--7 a 
The antithesis between the Flesh and the Spirit (AI and BI), and life and death (A2 and 
B2) is clear. The potential semantic contrast between peace and enmity (A3 and B3) is also 
easily discerned. The logic seems to progress as follows: in as much as the mindset (A) of the 
Flesh (AI) is death (A2) and enmity (A3) with God (A4), the mindset (B) of the Spirit (BI) is 
life (B2), and (concluding the logic ofthe antithesis): peace (A3) with God (A4).25 
Thus, Paul is relating the result of the two divergent kinds of people's mindsets not 
only to life and death but also to two divergent relationships with God.26 In Romans 5: I-II27 
Paul has already described the restored relationship, i.e. reconciliation, with God in terms of 
peace with him (e!p~v)) ... 7rpo~ -rov 9e6v, 5:I),28 which is parallel with no longer being his 
enemies (e! yap ix9po1 OV't"E~ Xc:t't"))AActY))f.tEV -rc;> eec;>, 5:10).29 Once more compare Ephesians 
2: 14-15 for the juxtaposition of e!p~V)) and Ex_9pc:t with respect to relationships. This suggests 
24 Cf. Rom. 5:1 
25 Cf. Coppins (2009:143), Stuhlmacher (1998:111), Moo (1996:488) and Lohse (1976:140). See 
Brandenburger (1973:51-60). 
26 Cf. Byrne (1996:239); Johnson (1996:121); Rabens (2010:211). 
27 See Breytenbach (1989:143-172; 2010:246), and Wolter (1978:89-102). 
28 In Rom. 5: 1 Eip~v1) 1rpb~ Tov 9Eov represents the relational standing with God that follows from justification 
by faith through Christ (Wolter 1978:103-104; Brandenburger 1973:51; Breytenbach 1989:145-146). 
29 Brandenburger (1973:53); Breytenbach (2010:172). 
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that in the context of 8:6b eip~v~ probably also denotes a relational standing towards God 
which contrasts with ex.Gpa. in 8:7a. Neither an inner harmony nor a general external well-
being is highlighted by the development of Paul's argument (cf. Porter 1993:696), while the 
antithetical relationship with God is developed in 8:7-8 (cf. Byrne 1996:239). This does not 
exclude that for Paul eip~v~ constituted a state of peace,30 but emphasises that in 8:6b this 
state probably involved the conceptualisation of the peace between God and Paul's 
addressees as relational in nature. 
It is the soteriological mission of Christ that establishes this relationship with God 
(4:25; 5:1, 6-10; 8:3--4) and the subsequent rule of the Spirit in their lives (8:4--6, 9c; cf. 5:5) 
that perpetuates it. Note how in 8:6b the relational state of peace with God is related to the 
mindset of the Spirit. That the Spirit's work of transformation in the lives of Christ-believers 
is indeed relational31 in Paul's conception has, to my mind, been shown convincingly by 
Volker Rabens (2010: esp. 133-138, 144-145, 171-242). 
The above implies that, in terms of the story of reality implicit to the text, there is 
convergence with the story of the divine of both the story of Paul and his addressees, and the 
story of the Other. Whereas Paul and his addressees' story is one of peace with God, the story 
of the xa:ra crapxa. kind of people is one of enmity with him. In the case of Paul and his 
addressees, the assurance that they are at peace with God, together with the assurance of 
eschatological life (8 :6b ), may be considered an aspect of their identity, and manifestly would 
have appealed positively to their sense of eschatological certitude. What Paul writes to his 
addressees about the enmity towards God of the Xa.'t"a crapxa. kind of people, however, 
expresses alterity. That is to say, this kind of relationship with God is the opposite of Paul 
and his addressees' relationship with God. Subsequently, in terms of alterity, the threatened 
sense of certitude of God's enemies also reflects the opposite of Paul and his addressees' 
situation. 
The next question is: what is the conceptual source domain in terms of which Paul 
conceptualises these respective relationships with God when he uses the specific antithesis of 
eip~v~ and ex.Gpa.? 
30 Also see the note below on the pax Romana and solom. 
31 Rabens (2010:2-15, 25-120) comes to this conclusion over and against the position espoused by inter alia 
Kasemann, Stuhlmacher and Hom, which he (Rabens 2010:18-20) describes as "infusion-transformation" 
through a material Spirit. 
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8.2.2 Peace and Enmity as Diplomatic Relations 
At first glance the semantic fields of e!p~V)] (peace) and exepa. (enmity) and their respective 
opposites, 7rOAEf.tOS" (conflict)32 and <f>tA.Ia. (friendship),33 may seem mutually exclusive, in as 
much as e!p~V)] and 7rOAEf.tOS" often pertain to relations between nations, rulers, etc., and ex9pa. 
and q>tA.fa. often pertain to whether people are friends or enemies on a more interpersonal 
level.34 However, these semantic fields are not mutually exclusive (cf. Eph. 2:14-15), 
converging in ancient Greek literature especially in the semantic domain of diplomatic 
relations.35 The use of e!p~V)] to denote peace between people, nations (cf. Porter 1993:696), 
or rulers, or between a group and a foreign power is well documented. 36 This relational 
harmony on a diplomatic level could also be expressed as friendship (q>tA.Ia.). 37 For instance, 
Josephus (A.J. 14.185)38 depicts the diplomatic relationship between the emperor and John 
Hyrcanus as one of friendship (<f>tA.Ict)--a relationship Hyrcanus wished to ratify through the 
diplomatic act of sending ambassadors to the emperor. Diplomatic discord was often 
expressed in terms of exBpa. (enmity). 39 In Luke 23:12, for instance, the diplomatic relations 
between Pontius Pilate and Herod are said to have improved significantly after the trial of 
Jesus. Before they had been in enmity (ev exepq.) toward one another, but afterward they were 
friends (q>IA.ot).40 It was already noted above that the concepts of peace with God (e!p~v)]; 5:1) 
and no longer being God's enemy (ex9p6s-; 5:10) are parallel in Romans 5:1-11. 
It is justified to infer, then, that in the context of Romans 8:6-7 elp~v)] and exBpct derive 
from the source domain of diplomatic relations. Each constitutes a metaphor. In the fust 
metaphor e!p~V)] maps a relationship of concord from the source domain of diplomatic 
relations to the target domain of the relationship with God of the xa.Ta 7rVEUf.tct kind of people. 
32 BDAG (2000:287). This word was often used to express discord between rulers (e.g. Ig. Eph. 13:2). 
33 BDAG (2000:419) indicates that <j>tAfa is the opposite oHx.Bpa. 
34 See Ferguson (2003:67-68). For classical expositions on the value of friendship (on an interpersonal level 
between social equals), see Cicero (De Amicitia 18-24), and Aristotle (Eth. Nic. 8.1--6). 
35 With respect to E!p~YJ] and <j>tAfa in a diplomatic context, cf. Dionysius ofHalicamussus (Ant. Rom. 2.45.1; 
2.76.3; 3.7.5--6; 3.50.4; 5.49.2; 8.48.2). See Breytenbach (2010:173). 
36 See BDAG (2000:287). E.g. Luke 14:33; Acts 12:20; 24:3; T Jud. 9:7. 
37 Cf. 2 Mace. 4: 11. In addition to the references to Dionysius of Halicamassus in a footnote above, also Ant. 
Rom. 2.46.1. Cf. Dio Chrysostom (Orat. 38.18). Cf Fitzmyer (1993:489) who equates Eip~YJ) to "friendship with 
God"; but see the note on this topic below. Ferguson (2003:68) notes that it was after Aristotle that friendship 
language was applied to the relationships between people of unequal social status. 
38 Cf. Josephus (A.J. 15.361; B.J. 1.391). 
39 Cf. Josephus (B.J. 1.211, 242); Appian (Mithridatic Wars 17.114; Punic Wars 20.134). 
40 Also e.g. Jam. 4:4. On "friendship" between persons of unequal social status, such as a ruler and those he 
rules, see Aristotle (Eth. Nic. 8:7-8, 14). On the "friendship" between the rulers of different Greek types of 
governments and their subjects, see Aristotle (Eth. Nic. 8.11 ). 
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In the second metaphor sxepa. maps a relationship of discord from the source domain of 
diplomatic relations to the target domain of the relationship with God of the xa.Ta crapxa. kind 
of people. Together these two related metaphors constitute a diplomatic relations image. The 
perceived analogy from which the image is derived is that a group of people's relations with 
God is comparable to a people groups' diplomatic relations with a rulerY 
The question is whether this particular conception of relations with God is novel. The 
notion of peace or diplomatic reconciliation with God or the gods does occur but is not 
common in Greco-Roman literature (Breytenbach 2010:176).42 The Judaic notion of ci'7t¥ 
(sii/6m) is not commonly expressed as peace with God, rather denoting a more general state 
of well-being with emphasis on the material (von Rad TDNT 2:402). However, the notion of 
peace between God and his people does occur in the LXX within the context of the 
covenant,43 and subsequently in Hellenistic Judaism also (Breytenbach 2010:14, 176-179).44 
Consequently this notion is not novel to Paul. Paul's application thereof, however, was 
distinct and not dependant on these previous metaphors (Breytenbach 2010: 17). In the above 
mentioned examples from Sophocles and Plato the human agent reconciles himself to God 
(Breytenbach 2010:176). In Second Maccabees and Josephus God reacts to human pleas or 
repentance, changes himself and thus reconciles himself to his human enemies. For Paul, 
however, God is not the object of change but the one who actively reconciles his human 
enemies to himself(Breytenbach 2010:16-17, 177, 182). Moreover, Paul's application ofthe 
concept of diplomatic reconciliation within the Roman context of himself and his addressees 
was quite appropriate. 
In the context of the Roman Empire's occupation of the territories of so many other 
people groups, "peace" or "enmity" between one's own group and the Empire was a central 
concem.45 Consequently the socio-historical setting of the Roman Empire made very 
plausible the conceptualisation of one's relationship with God in terms of diplomatic relations 
41 Although the diplomatic relations between rulers, or between a people group and a foreign power or ruler, 
is often described in terms of friendship ( cjltA.la; see the examples above), the nature of the relationship remains 
formal and diplomatic. If it is indeed accurate to infer that Paul's depiction of"peace with God" comes close to 
"friendship with God", the diplomatic, formal and non-individualistic nature of the imagery should not be lost 
from sight. 
42 E.g. Sophocles (Ajax 743-744); Plato (Symp. 193b). 
43 E.g. Num. 25:12; Isa. 54:10; Ezek. 34:25; 37:26. See von Rad (TDNT2:403). 
44 E.g. 2 Mace. 1:4--5; 5:20; 7:33; 8:29; Joseph and Aseneth 11:18; Philo (Praem. 166; Mos. 2.166); 
Josephus (B.J. 5.415; A.J. 3.315; 6.151; 7.153, 295). 
45 For a brief summary of, for instance, the vacillating relations between Rome and the Jews, see Ferguson 
(2003:411-426). 
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between local people groups and the highest form of human authority, the emperor.46 One 
need only mention Emperor Claudius' expulsion (ca. A.D. 48) of some Jews from Rome47 to 
illustrate the significance of the relations between Jews and the emperor shortly before Paul 
wrote his letter to the Romans. Titus' siege of Jerusalem and the destruction of the Second 
Temple (A.D. 70)48 occurred after Paul wrote his letter, but illustrates even more vividly how 
fatal it could be for a people group to have negative diplomatic relations with the Empire. 49 In 
Paul's day and age peace or enmity with Rome was a matter of life and death-literally. In 
the light of this background it is not difficult to understand Paul's explanation of death (as the 
result of the mindset of the Flesh) in terms of enmity against God. 
The story of reality Paul has implicitly begun to tell much earlier in Romans can shed 
even more light on the diplomatic relations image in 8:6b-8. In Romans 1:18-32 Paul 
describes Gentiles as essentially being rebels against God. Although God's power and 
divinity had been manifest since creation (1 :20), they did not thank or honour him as God 
( 1 :21). In Paul's understanding this was not a mere neglect to acknowledge God which can be 
thought of as morally neutral, but constituted sin which was tantamount to rebellion against 
God (Porter 1993:696). Note how Paul's exposition of the mindset (cpp6VY)f.ta) of the Flesh 
(8: 5-7) corresponds to the disposition and orientation of the inner consciousness depicted in 
1:21 and 28. The result of their condemnable50 failure to acknowledge God was that their 
reasoning (o!aAoy!o-f.t6~) became futile, their hearts (xapo[a) darkened (1:21), and their minds 
(vou~) debased (1:28). Consequently these people were given up (7rapao(owf.tl) by God to all 
kinds of sin (1:24-31).51 Their sin, then, does not only constitute grounds for (subsequent) 
punishment but as such also constitutes punishment for the Gentiles' initial failure to honour 
God (Wolter 2014: 145-14 7). Although "flesh" is not explicitly mentioned in this context, the 
vices Paul lists correspond to his conceptualisation of flesh as a morally negative category. 52 
46 Peace between a people group and Rome or its emperor was not only a question of a relationship but, 
where it existed, constituted a state of affairs aptly described as the pax Romana. This is in some ways 
comparable to the Judaic notion of sii/Om, also a state, supporting the probability that Paul's concept of Eip~V)] in 
8:6b should be seen as encompassing both a state (e.g. Moo 1996:488) and a relational standing with respect to 
God. Cf. Porter (1993:695). 
47 These Jews had been causing disturbances "at the instigation of one Chrestus" (Suetonius, Claudius 25.4; 
Ferguson 2003:33). "Chrestus" is probably a misnomer and the quote a reflection of misinformation but 
nevertheless probably a reference to Jews proclaiming Christ (Botermann 1996). Cf. Acts 18:2. However, cf. 
Slingerland (1997) who argues against this interpretation. 
48 See Josephus (B.J. 5-6). 
49 See Grabbe (2000:586-587). 
5° Cf. Rom. 1 :20 ''they are without excuse" (NRSV). 
51 See Dunn (2002:62-68). 
52 Cf. Rom. 7:13-25; 13:13-14; 1 Cor. 3:3; esp. Gal. 5:16-21. 
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The consequence of this state of sinfulness in rebellion against God is that they deserve death 
(1:32). This Gentile orientation against God, which deserves death, is comparable to the 
mindset ofthe Flesh, which is enmity against God and results in death (8:6-7).53 
However, in Paul's story of reality even God's own people, Israel, stood in opposition 
to him by not doing what the law required of them (Rom. 2). They, together with the rest of 
humanity, are destined to be judged (3:3, 5, 12) since all are under the power of Sin (3:9). 
Ultimately, even though they are God's people, their rejection of Jesus Christ means that Paul 
also describes them as enemies (£x9po[; Rom. 11:28),54 i.e. enemies of the gospel. Wolter 
(2014:336 n.80) correctly points out that Romans 5:10 identifies all sinners, described in 
1:18-3:20, retrospectively as enemies of God. 
Paul also says that everyone, whether Jew or Gentile, who do not live in accordance 
with the cross of Christ, "walks" as its enemies (Phil. 3:18).55 However, according to 1 
Corinthians 15:25-26, Christ already rules overall and is making progress toward the 
subjection of the enemies of God who are held responsible for the state of Adamic humanity, 
for instance Sin (Rom. 8:3) and ultimately also Death. The crucifixion and resurrection of 
Jesus, the central narrative in Paul's story of reality, is also the watershed for the end of all 
enmity against God. 56 It was God's way of restoring peace between himself and (Christ-
believing) humanity (Rom. 5:1, 10). 
To a certain extent the metaphor of enmity against God (8:7a) brings to mind the 
conflict described in 7:23 where the inevitable compulsion to sin (o VO~O~ 'tlj~ a~apT[a~) 
wages war against and conquers the subject's will to obey God's law. However, the imagery 
in the background of 8:6b-7a differs from that of 7:23 in that the two conflicts belong to two 
different situations (cf. Schreiner 1998:411). In the situation of the Adamic person (7:23) it is 
an inner war between his will to obey God's law and his compulsion to sin. From 8:1 
onwards, however, the focus is no longer on an inner conflict, but on the differences between 
the two kinds of people that now exist (Wolter 2014:470-472): those in the Adamic situation 
( iv crapx.l) and those in the Christian present57 ( o! iv XptCTT~ 'll')o-otl, iv msu~aTI ). One of the 
major differences between these divergent kinds of people concerns their different relations 
to God. One group is at peace with God, the other is his enemies. It is important, then, to take 
the different contexts of Paul's imagery into consideration in order to avoid the error of 
53 Cf. Belleville (1993:235); Cranfield (1975:387). 
54 See Dunn (2002:684-685). 
55 See Hawthorne (2004:221-223). 
56 See Belleville (1993:236). 
57 See chapters 4 and 5. 
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carrying the internal conflict of 7:23 forward into the exposition of 8:6 and 7-8 (Dodd 
1970:138-139), or even 9-11.58 In the context of 8:6b-8 it is the question of peace or enmity 
with God that is in view, not inner peace or strife. 
In Paul's understanding-of-reality, then, there had been a relational disjunction between 
God and humanity because of sin (5:1, 10). He understands Jesus' death and resurrection to 
have been in connection with this relational disjunction (5:1, 6, 8-10). How exactly Jesus' 
death and resurrection brought about a restored relationship between God and humanity is 
expressed in terms of a number of conceptually networked metaphors: 59 inter alia 
expiation,60 justification,61 a death for the ungodly,62 being saved from the wrath of God,63 
manumission, 64 peace with God, 65 and reconciliation. 66 
There is coherence between the metaphor of reconciliation and the source domain of 
diplomatic relations, as illustrated by 2 Corinthians 5: 18-20 ( cf. Breytenbach 2010: 179-186). 
Paul writes that he and his associates, having been reconciled ( xa-rallacrcrw) by God to 
himself, have also been entrusted the message of reconciliation (xa-rallay~; 2 Cor. 5:18). 
Thus they now act as ambassadors (7rpEcr~Euw; BDAG 2000:861) of Christ (2 Cor. 5:20). 
According to BDAG (2000:861) the term 7rpEcr~EUW was used especially for the emperor's 
legates. Their task consisted, to a significant degree, of the management of diplomatic 
relations between the emperor, whom they represented, and those to whom he had sent 
them.67 
Paul does not use reconciliation language per se in Romans 8:1-13.68 Conceptually, 
however, the outcomes of reconciliation with God and of peace with God are parallel.69 Both 
derive from the source domain of diplomatic relations. Paul's use of the emissary metaphor in 
58 Jonker (1976: 115), Cottrell (1996:4 70). Cf. Nygren (1949:322). 
59 Cf. Breytenbach (1989:202-215). 
60 11-a~ptov (Rom. 3:25). Cf. Heb. 9:5. These are the only two occurrences ofthe term in the NT. 
61 E.g. otxat6w (Rom. 5:1). 
62 Xpt<T'ik .. inrEp acrE~wv a'7t"€9avEv (Rom. 5:6). 
63 E.g. crc[J~w (Rom. 5:9). 
64 E.g. tl.w9Ep6w (Rom. 8:2). 
65 Elp~v~v exot-tEv '1t"po~ Tov 9Eov otCt. ToO xuplou ~t-twv 'I~croO Xpt<T'ioil (Rom. 5: 1 ). Cf. Col. 1:20-22. 
66 E.g. xaTai.Aa'Yl1 (Rom. 5:11); xaTillacrcrw (Rom. 5:10). Cf. a'1t"Ol(a't"aAAclCTCTW (Col. 1:20, 22). See 
Breytenbach (1989:40-104; 2010:171-186). On the metaphor ofPaul's work as ambassador ('1t"pEcr~Euw) in the 
process of reconciliation, see Breytenbach (2010:15-16, 171-175, 183). 
67 Cf. Josephus (A.J. 14.185), which is also referenced above with respect to the diplomatic "friendship" 
between Hyrcanus and the emperor. 
68 Neither of the most pertinent verbs Paul uses (esp. 2 Cor. 5:20) which derive from the source domain of 
diplomatic reconciliation--'TrpEcr~Euw, xaTillacrcrw, '1t"apaxal.€w, and o€ot-tat (Breytenbach 2010:172, 175}--
occur in Rom. 8:1-13. 
69 Breytenbach (2010:172) states: "Reconciliation means a change from enmity to friendship. The process 
results in peace and friendship". Cf. Rom. 5:1, 10; 2 Cor. 5:18-20. Also cf. Col. 1:20-22. 
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Romans 8:3 is also related to diplomatic relations and is textually located very close to 8:6-7. 
This illustrates (a) that Paul did use this source domain in the formulation of metaphors, and 
(b) that he had had this source domain in mind not long before formulating 8:6-7. These two 
points support the argument that diplomatic relations is the appropriate source domain in 
terms of which the image elements Eip~VYJ and gxepa conceptualises two antithetical 
relationships with God. 
8.2.3 Subjection to the Law, and the Incapability to Do so 
Next, in Romans 8:7b, Paul explains why the mindset of the Flesh is enmity against God: for 
it does not subject itself ('tnwraCTCTw; BDAG 2000: 1042f0 to God's law (Schreiner 1998:412). 
This introduces two significant elements to the context: subjection ( inrorraCTCTW) and God's law 
(vo~-to~). Although the law is often pertinent to forensic imagery settings, here it is coherent 
and consistent with the contextual diplomatic relations image. The diplomatic relations 
between a ruler and a group of people was substantially determined by their adherence to his 
laws, decrees, etc. Not adhering to his laws constituted rebellion, a situation that conceptually 
made the rebels enemies of the ruler, 71 and warranted the penalty of death. How this worked 
can be illustrated from Epictetus (Diatr. 4.159-169), which also contains a rare formulation of 
subjection to the law (inrorraCTCTW rrcp VO(.t~) comparable to that of Romans 8:7. 
Paul's metaphor of subjection to the law does not, lexically speaking, derive from the 
LXX. It seems that in Judaic conception one subjects (inrorraCTCTW) oneself to, for instance, o 
eEo~ or 0 xupto~,72 but not to 0 VO(.tO~. Paul's formulation is not completely novel, however, 
since Epictetus (Diatr. 4.159) describes Socrates as subjecting (inrorraCTCTw) his wife, children, 
country, friends, etc., to the law ( o VO(.tO~). His higher regard for the law of the Athenian 
government than for these other important things in his life implied that he left it all behind to 
go to war on his government's behalf (Diatr. 4.160). When another of their wars were unjust 
in his opinion, however, Socrates did not go to war, knowing that his refusal to obey the law 
could mean his death. In Epictetus' narration Socrates' stance toward and obedience to the 
law of his government proved to be crucial with respect to his relationship with the 
government and his ultimate condemnation to death (Diatr. 4.159-169). Paul maps the 
70 In the middle voice the verb "has a reflexive sense of voluntarily submitting oneself, usually to a superior 
authority" (Jewett 2007:488). 
71 Cf. Cranfield (1975:387); Kasemann (1980:219). 
72 Ps. 36:7; 61:2, 6; 2 Mace. 9:12 (Wolter 2014:484 n.57). 
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elements of "subjection" and "the law" from the source domain of diplomatic relations to the 
target domain of the stance (mindset) of the xa't"a o-apxa kind of people toward God's law, 
which is fundamental to their relationship with him and explains why their mindset will result 
in their death. 
The next question we must consider, is: why does Paul say that the mindset of the Flesh 
cannot (ouoe yap ouvaTat; 8:7c) subject itself to God's law? This is related to Paul's summary 
of the Adamic situation (7:7-25) in Romans 8:3 in terms of the incapability of the law (To 
aouva't"ov ToO VOfLOU ). 73 Torah was incapable of keeping its adherents from sinning because 
they were slaves of personified Sin (cf. Rom. 7:14,23, 25).74 Humanity's fleshliness played a 
significant part in Torah's incapability-as Sin's abode (7: 17, 18, 20) the flesh gave Sin a 
permanent foothold in every person, thus weakening Torah's authority over them from within 
(cf. Venter 2014a:4). 
From a different but related metaphoric perspective Paul now (8:7b) depicts the 
mindset of the Flesh as being incapable, i.e. of subjecting itself to Torah. Flesh is personified 
(8:4--12; cf. Hultgren 2011:301) as the parallel of personified Sin.75 As slave master Flesh is 
the antithesis of the Spirit and is fundamentally opposed to God (cf. Moo 1996:489) and how 
he wants humanity to live.76 The mindset of those under the rule of Flesh, then, is determined 
by it, 77 and is in opposition to God. The slave master Flesh does not give his slaves the option 
to submit to God's law but coerces them into a mindset of rebellion (cf. Haacker 1999:153) 
and enmity against God. Even those fleshly people who may have wanted to obey Torah (cf. 
7:15-20) find that they cannot, for they are under the power of something which is 
fundamentally opposed to him. 
73 The incapability of the law is tied inextricably to humanity's moral weakness. Hultgren (2011:296) 
correctly observes: "The previous discussion of the law and the weakness of the flesh is not totally over at the 
end of chapter 7. At 8:3 Paul resumes what he has said before concerning human weakness, saying that living in 
accord with the law is impossible; ... and at 8:7-8 he speaks of the failure of those who are 'in the flesh' to 
please God, since they will not submit to 'the law of God"'. See Venter (2014a:3-4). Cf. Schreiner (1998:412); 
Fitzmyer (1993:489). 
74 See chapter 6 above. 
75 Wilckens (1980:130) describes being "in the Flesh" as being "im Wirklichkeits- und Herrschaftsbereich 
deruap~ cifLapT!a~". Cf. Stuhlmacher ( 1998:111 ). 
76 Cf. Rom. 7:13-25; 13:13-14; 1 Cor. 3:3; esp. Gal. 5:16-21. Fitzmyer (1993:489) explains: "Flesh rises up 
in active opposition to what God desires". 
77 Cf. Byrne (1996:245); Barrett (1962:158). 
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In Romans 7:13-25 this domination by a metaphorical slave master progressed into and 
overlapped with possession imagery.78 The development of Paul's argument from Romans 
8:7 into verse 8 follows the same conceptual progression. 
8.3 A Possession Metaphor and a Patron-Client Metaphor: Those who Are in the Flesh, 
and their Incapability to Please God 
In Romans 8:8 Paul introduces a phrase which is reminiscent of but antithetical to o! sv 
Xpla-rcfi 'IYJo-oO in 8:1, namely oi ev o-apxU9 This does not refer simply to "those who are in the 
body" or all who are in a physically living state (cf. BDAG 2000:915). The group so 
identified is the same as oi xa-ra o-apxa of 8:5 (Wolter 2014:484), i.e. an expression of alterity 
with respect to Paul and his addressees. 
The parallel in Mark 1 :23 ( liv6pw'1t'o~ ev 7t'VEV!Ut'fl cixa9ap-r(fl) illustrates that when 
someone's life and behaviour is controlled by a (spiritual) power, it can be expressed with the 
Greek form ev plus the dative.80 The language of the metaphor, then, derives from the source 
domain of spiritual possession. 81 The perceived analogy is between a demon, which is in 
opposition to God, controlling the behaviour of a possessed person, and personified Flesh 
( o-ap~) which is in opposition to God and controls the behaviour of oi ev o-apxL It controls 
their behaviour to such an extent that it is impossible82 for them to do what pleases God (8:8; 
cf. 7:14-20, 23).83 Paul elaborates this possession metaphor (8:8) into a possession I 
indwelling image84 by adding additional metaphors with this source domain in Romans 8:9. 
We will return to these metaphors in the next chapter. The possession language Paul uses is 
conventional, as illustrated by Mark 1:23, but conceptualising Flesh in these terms (as he had 
done with respect to Sin also in Rom. 7: 17, 20) seems to be novel. 
78 Esp. Rom. 7:17, 20. See Schottroff(1979:498-502). 
79 The way Paul employs ( ol) tv O"apx! here is exceptional. Most commonly Paul uses the phrase to denote 
corporeality, i.e. in the body, ( cf. e.g. Rom. 2:28; 2 Cor. 1 0:3; Gal. 2:20, Phil. 1 :22; e.g. Hultgren 2011:301 ); or 
something equivalent to "outward appearance" (cf. e.g. Rom. 2:28; Gal. 6:12; Phil. 3:3-4). However, in Rom. 
8:8, 9 it is used in this unique way to antithetically correspond to tv 'llVElJ(.laTt, which itself is a parallel 
formulation to Paul's well known ( ol) EV Xpt(l'ftfj 'bJO"OU, as used in 8: 1 (Du To it 2007b: 136). 
8° Cf. Oepke (TDNT4:540). 
81 Cf. Dunn (2002:429); Wolter (2014:486). 
82 Schreiner (1998:412) correctly comments that "Paul is certainly speaking not of a physical inability to 
keep God's law but of a moral inability to do so". 
83 Kasemann (1980:219) correctly points out (regarding Paul's anthropology): "A person cannot live on his 
own. He is what he is because of his Lord and the power of his Lord, and he shows this in his acts. When all 
other differences and limitations are eschatologically relativized, commitment to flesh or Spirit and their 
possibilities and necessities marks a final and abiding distinction". 
84 See chapter 9 (§9.3.1) below for the reasons why in the context of 8:9-11 it is preferable to speak of 
indwelling imagery rather than possession imagery. 
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The possession metaphor is coherent with Paul's established slavery imagery. Flesh has 
previously been personified as the slave master antithetical to the Spirit (8:4--6), and in Paul's 
slavery imagery the master's control over the subjects' behaviour is also central. As in 
Romans 7:13-25 (Schottroff 1979:498-502) there is an overlap between slavery and 
possession imagery in 8:8. Flesh functions both as metaphorical demon and slave master. In 
7: 13-25 ( esp. 7: 17, 20) this was true of personified Sin. 
The metaphor ol Ell crapx.l is also inconsistent but not incoherent with the diplomatic 
relations image. It is inconsistent because it derives from another source domain. The images 
are coherent, however, because being under the control of Flesh as a metaphorical demon 
who opposes God ( ol Ell crapx.(), and having the mindset of enmity against God typical of this 
master (-ro cppoll~lla rij~ crapx.o~ ex,epa e!~ eeov), are logically relatable concepts. 
What does "pleasing God" (apecrx.w eec:;>) constitute? According to Jewett (2007:488) it 
formulates "the most basic goal of ancient religion and ethics". The phrase Paul uses85 occur 
in Greco-Roman texts86 and is also conventional in Judaism. 87 It expresses the concern to 
meet divine expectations (BDAG 2000:129-130). In Judaic thinking these expectations often 
coincide with Torah. In Baruch 4:4, for instance, knowing what is pleasing to God is related 
to holding fast his book of commandments (Bar. 4:1). This corresponds to Paul's usage in 
Romans 8:7-8 where the notions that the mindset of Fleshly people is not subjected under 
God's law and that they cannot please God, are related. Those who are in the Flesh are 
measured against the standard of Torah (Moo 1996:488), and they are found lacking.88 Since 
they serve Flesh as master their mindset cannot be subjected under God's law (cf. Venter 
2014a:3-4) and they cannot do what Torah requires of them and what pleases God.89 
Even though Paul uses conventional language when he refers to "pleasing God", a 
metaphor is at stake. The perceived analogy of the metaphor is between God and a patron on 
the one hand, and on the other: humans and clients. 90 The use of &pecrx.w in the context of 
honorary documents where reciprocal obligations is at stake, for instance between a patron 
85 Also cf. 1 Cor. 7:32; 1 Thess. 2:4, 15; 4:1. Byrne (1996:245) notes that the phrase "is virtually a technical 
expression in Paul denoting the essential goal of Christian behavior [sic] in relation to God". 
86 E.g. Epictetus (Diatr. 4.4.48). For more references see BDAG (2000:129-130) and Wolter (2014:485). 
87 E.g. Lev. 10:19; Num. 23:27; Ps. 68:32 [69:31 MT]; Prov. 24:18; Mal. 3:4; Isa. 59:15; Wis. 4:14; Sir. 
48:22; Josephus (A.J. 13.289). 
88 Wilckens (1980: 130) correctly relates "pleasing God" to being (reckoned) righteous. 
89 Cf. Cranfield (1975:387); Stuhlmacher (1998:111). 
90 On patronage in the Greco-Roman world, see Joubert (2000:23-37); Malina (2001 :95-96). Joubert 
(2000:23) defines patronage as "a pervasive, voluntary form of interaction between socially disproportionate 
individuals, as well as between socially disproportionate individuals and groups involved in a reciprocal 
exchange of material goods and services". 
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and client, is common (BDAG 2000:129-130). The word is sometimes used when a client 
initiates an exchange by pleasing the patron in some way. For instance, when Herodias' 
daughter pleases (apecrxw) Herod by dancing for him, he reciprocates with the promise to 
grant her any request (Matt. 14:6-7). However, apea-xw is also used of an action whereby a 
client reciprocates to a patron or benefactor (e.g. 2 Tim. 2:4), and in other ways91 which 
reflect dyadic92 reciprocity. Its conventional usage in a dyadic context in ancient 
Mediterranean texts implies that its usage with respect to God or the gods will often reflect 
the metaphorical conceptualisation of the divine-human relationship (target domain) in terms 
of a patron-client relationship (source domain).93 
Paul's addressees in Rome probably would have understood apea-xw (8:8) in terms of a 
patron-client relationship between God and humanity. It is appropriate, then, to speak of SeCfj 
apea-a! ou ouvana! (8:8) as a patron-client metaphor. The metaphor maps from the source 
domain of patron-client relationships the role of client to the Fleshly kind of people, the role 
of patron to God, and the client side of the interaction ( apea-xw) to what in this case does not 
please God. The conceptualisation of the God-human relationship in patron-client terms was 
common in Paul's day. In fact, Malina (2001 :95-96) goes as far as saying that "all positive 
relationships with God are rooted in the perception of patron-client contracts". This probably 
exaggerates the point. With respect to Romans 8:8, however, it makes sense that the negative 
relationship between the tv a-apxl and God is elaborated by pointing out their inability as 
clients to fulfil. the legitimate expectation of their divine patron. 94 This expectation was, after 
all that God has done for them, that they should respond by doing what Torah requires. 95 Of 
this the Ev o-apx[ are incapable. 
91 Cf. e.g. 1 Mace. 14:16-27 (esp. 23); 15:15-21 (esp. 20). 
92 Malina (2001:94) refers to George Foster who uses this term to indicate "an implicit contract informally 
binding pairs of contractants". When the contractants are of equal status a "colleague contract" is at stake, and 
when their status differs, a "patron-client contract" (Malina 2001 :94-96). 
93 Cf. e.g. Moxnes (1991 :241-270; esp. 252-258). 
94 Human patrons' expectations of their clients included public displays of gratefulness and public bestowals 
of honour upon the patron, e.g. by inscriptions, the erection of statues, morning salutations, etc. (cf. Joubert 
2000:32, 34-35). 
95 This does not imply that clients could deserve the favours bestowed on them by their patrons or by God, 
either by initiating or by reciprocating interaction. The patron-client exchange was understood in such a way 
that what the patron bestowed was always undeserved favours, and the client's response, although required, 
could never really compensate his patron for the favours bestowed (Malina 2001:95-96). Thus the patron-client 
relationship was asymmetrical not only with respect to the contractants' status but also with respect to the 
benefits bestowed and received. Cf. Aristotle (Eth . Nic. 1163b ). 
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This does not mean, however, that Paul implies that the xa'rCt 7nle0~ kind of people do 
or should please God because their mindsets are subjected to Torah as such. 96 That Paul 
reinterpreted the walk metaphor in terms which omits the law and replaces it with the Spirit 
(8:4)97 shows that it is not their adherence to Torah which enables oi xa-ra 7t'V€Uf4a to please 
God, but the Spirit. The fact that the requirement of the law is fulfilled with respect to them 
(8:4) is not the result of their subjecting themselves to Torah, but of God sending Christ and 
condemning Sin in the flesh (8:3; Venter 2014b:2-3). Subsequently they "walk" according to 
the standard of the Spirit, think upon that of the Spirit, etc. This Christ-derived and Spirit-
determined life implicitly constitutes pleasing God in Paul's value- and significance system, 
where the law is of lesser significance98 now that the awaited eschaton has dawned and the 
Spirit has been poured out. For Paul, the apostle to the Gentiles, Gentile Christ-believers 
neither have to become Jews nor have to set their minds upon obedience to the 
commandments as such to please God (Wolter 2014:480-481). It is not coincidental, then, 
that Paul elaborates the negative side ofhis antithesis99 in terms of Torah and only once refers 
to it relatively positively (8:4). 100 Although Torah is still the standard against which sinful 
humanity is measured (cf. Wolter 2014:484), it is no longer primary for the eschatological 
Christ-believing, Spirit-determined people. The Spirit is both the normative authority ( cf. 
Schnelle 2009:324) determining their moral lives and the empowerment101 thereof. 
The incapability of the sv crapxl to reciprocate in their patron-client relationship with 
God, and thus to please him, is coherent with respect to their metaphorical possession by 
Flesh as a power opposed to God (8:8). Since their behaviour is determined by something that 
opposes God, it won't please him, and a positive patron-client relationship cannot be 
maintained. The convergence of the story of the divine with the story of the Other (the sv 
crapx(), then, is a negative one. That they are under the dominion of the God-opposing power 
96 Cf. Dunn (2002:427); Byrne (1996:244). 
97 See chapters 6 and 7 above. Also cf. the reinterpretation of the "sons of God" image in Rom. 8:14 in terms 
of being led by the Spirit of God, instead of the conventional Judaic notion of the sons of God obeying Torah. 
E.g. Jub. 1:23; Wis. 2:12-13; T Jud. 24:3. Cf. Sir. 4:1-10, a parallel to the commandments in Deut. 15:7-11. 
Lohse (TDNT 8:359) asserts: "The Rabbis lay impressive stress on the fact that Israel's divine sonship is 
grounded in the Law entrusted to it and will be seen in a walk according to the commandments of the Law". 
This Paul notably omits in his sonship image. 
98 On the relativization of the significance of the law in Paul's value- and significance system, see chapter 6 
(§6.2.2) and chapter 7 (§7.2.1 and 7.3) above. 
99 Esp. 8:7-8. Cf. Rom. 7:5-6, and 7:7-25 vs. 8:1-13. 
100 In Rom. 8:2 v6r.w~ does not refer to Torah. See chapter 5 above. 
101 See Hays (1996:19). 
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of the Flesh and unable to please God does not bode well for the eschatological certitude of 
this kind of people. 
8.4 The Significance of the Intermingling and Interposition of/mages in Romans 8:6, 7-8 
Paul intermingles a number of metaphors and images in Romans 8:6, 7-8 and interposes 
another. The intermingled metaphors and images are: the slavery (under Flesh) imagery in the 
background, the mindset image, the diplomatic relations image, and the possession metaphor. 
A patron-client metaphor is interposed at the end of the section. Pertinent questions are: what 
can we infer from the interaction between these images and metaphors, which connotations 
are carried from the one to the other, and what is the significance thereof? 
While £1p~VYJ conventionally has a positive connotation, exSpa correspondingly has a 
negative connotation. The intermingling of these two diplomatic relations elements with the 
mindset image in 8:6-7 carries their respective connotations into this image. The result, on a 
connotative level, is reinforcement of the perception that the mindset of the Flesh is 
something to be avoided, while the mindset of the Spirit is something positive. This coheres 
with the implication that the former results in enmity with God and death, while the latter 
results in peace with God and life. Consequently the importance of what one's mind is set on 
for one's relationship with God is underscored by Paul's intermingling of the mindset and 
diplomatic relations images in 8:6-7. 
Paul's subsequent possession metaphor (8:8) is suspended momentarily by the 
interposition of a patron-client metaphor, after which possession imagery is taken up once 
more in 8:9. The interaction of the possession metaphor and the patron-client metaphor in 8:8 
underscores Flesh's hold over the ev crapxl and the negative implications thereof for their 
continued relationship with God (cf. Byrne 1996:239), which requires reciprocation albeit 
asymmetrical. 102 
In Judaism this reciprocation was conventionally thought of in terms of obedience to 
Torah (cf. Sanders 1977:419-420, 422). Such a conceptualisation is consistent with the 
preceding context. The incapability of the ev crapx{ to please God (8:8) is parallel to the 
incapability of the Fleshly mindset to subject itself to Torah (8:7b--c). Negative connotations 
are carried by "not pleasing God", "not subjecting oneself to his law", and by the inability to 
do either. This reinforces the perception that being controlled by Flesh is a morally negative 
and undesirable state. 
102 See Malina (2001:95-96). 
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However, the abovementioned two inabilities are also reminiscent of the incapability of 
Torah itself, weakened by the flesh (8:3; cf. 7:6, 7-25). Consequently the patron-client 
metaphor (8:8) interacts with this preceding "incapability of the law" metaphor (8:3) through 
a conceptual network, and reinforces the paradigm of cnip;-vof.!.O~-(e&va-ro~-&f.!.ctp-rla; cf. 7:5) 
as one of powerlessness and incapability. It is notable that Romans 8:7-8 explains the Fleshly 
mindset's enmity against God not in terms of purposeful rebellion (cf. Cranfield 1975:387), 
but in terms of the lack of ability to do otherwise. This is parallel to the incapability of the 
subject in Romans 7:7-25 to obey God's law (even though he wanted to). 103 In Romans 7 this 
incapability was the result of being under the power of the metaphorical slave master I demon 
Sin (cf. Schottroff 1979:498-502). In 8:7-8 it is the result of being under the power of the 
metaphorical slave master I demon Flesh. In direct contrast to this is the manumitting potency 
of the Spirit, compelling and empowering the righteous (in Christ) to now live righteously 
(8:2-6, lOc, 13b). 
Ultimately, then, there is coherence between the slavery imagery in the background, the 
mindset imagery, the diplomatic relations imagery, the possession metaphor and the patron-
client metaphor in Romans 8:6, 7-8. Those under the power of Flesh, whether as 
metaphorical slave master controlling oi xa-ra cr&pxa or metaphorical demon controlling oi ev 
crapxl, have a disposition and orientation (mindset) which is fundamentally opposed (enmity) 
to God because of Flesh's hold over them (cf. Moo 1996:489). Under the power of Flesh it is 
impossible for them to have an orientation of subjection to God's law and thus to fulfil their 
part of a metaphorical patron-client relationship with God. 
8.5 Conclusion on the Function of the Metaphors I Imagery in Romans 8:6, 7-8 within the 
Process ofthe Revision or Confirmation of Understanding-of-Reality 
The primary function of Paul's metaphors and images in Romans 8:6, 7-8 is to impart 
knowledge to his addressees. This knowledge pertains to their own relationship with God 
since the diplomatic relations metaphor of peace (with God; 8: 6b) applies to the side of the 
antithesis where Paul has conceptually situated his addressees (8:2, 4, 9). However, the 
primary contribution of the metaphors and images in this context pertains to the relationship 
with God of those on the other side of the antithesis. Provided that these metaphors and 
images received cognitive assent from Paul's addressees, it would have either confirmed or 
revised how they understood reality in a number of ways. 
103 Cf. esp. Rom. 7:15-20. Cf. Lohse (2003:234). 
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Much has already been said in the previous chapter about the function of the mindset 
image. However, how does it function with respect to its intermingling with the diplomatic 
relations image in 8:6b-7? The story ofthe divine intersects with Paul's addressees' (our) 
story. According to Paul's implicit narrative his addressees are under the power of the Spirit. 
This implies that their mindset is determined by the Spirit, the result of which is that they are 
at peace with God and that they will have eschatological life. This state of having life and 
peace with God may be understood as an aspect of Paul and his addressees' identity, and 
probably would have appealed positively to their sense of eschatological certitude. There is a 
harmonious relationship between the Christ-believers, conceptualised as subjects, and God, 
conceptualised as ruler. The positive connotation to peace reinforces the perception that the 
mindset which results in this relationship with God, as well as this kind of relationship as 
such, are positive aspects of their story-aspects to be cherished and maintained. It is the 
soteriological mission of Christ that establishes this relationship with God (4:25; 5:1, 6-10; 
8:3-4) and the subsequent rule of the Spirit in their lives (8:4-6, 9c; cf. 5:5) that perpetuates 
it. 
On the other hand, the story of the divine also intersects with another story which Paul 
1s implicitly narrating, the story of the Other-the xa-ra o-cipxa kind of people. The 
description of their enmity with God, as opposed to the peace with God of o[ xa-ra 'TniEUf..t.a, is 
an expression of alterity-the xa-ra o-cipxa kind of people represent who Paul and his 
addressees are not. Since the xa-ra o-cipxa kind of people are under the power of Flesh, their 
mindset is determined by it. Flesh is a power fundamentally opposed to God. Consequently, 
the minds of those under the power of Flesh are set against God, in enmity, because of 
Flesh's hold over them. 01 xa-ra o-cipxa are incapable of subjecting themselves to God's law, 
even if they wanted to (cf. Rom. 7:15-20). Their disobedience to the law of God (their 
legitimate ruler) constitutes rebellion against his rule, even if they are coerced to it by their 
master, Flesh. This coerced rebellion makes them God's enemies, a state which will result in 
their (eschatological) death. The negative connotations carried by the concepts of enmity, not 
subjecting oneself to God's law, and the inability to do so, reinforce the perception that one 
would not want to be in this state of domination by Flesh and the kind of relationship with 
God that it entails. 
The metaphor of enmity against God depicts the certitude of o[ xa-ra o-cipxa negatively. 
The state of being God's enemy is a threatened one. On a connotative level the metaphor 
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would reinforce Paul's addressees' perception that the mindset of the Flesh would be against 
the interest of their own certitude. 
With the possession- and patron-client metaphors Paul elaborates the story of the Other 
(the xa-ra o-apxa kind of people), which intersects with the story of the divine. Both metaphors 
express alterity-they depict the identity and morality of the kind of people which Paul and 
his addressees are not. Flesh's hold over the xa-ra o-apxa kind of people and their behaviour is 
such that it can be likened to their being possessed by personified Flesh. Paul metaphorically 
likens their situation to that of possessed persons by calling them o! ev o-apxL Moreover, the 
all-determinative influence of Flesh over them ruins their relationship with God and renders 
them incapable of being clients who can please God as their divine patron. 
The negative connotation 104 carried by the notion of incapability to fulfil one's part of a 
patron-client relationship would once more reinforce Paul's addressees' perception that they 
do not want to be part of the story of o! ev o-apxL Indeed, the inability of the ev o-apx( to please 
God, in continuity with their incapability to be subject to his law, relates negatively to this 
group's certitude. 
The patron-client metaphor has pertinent moral implications, deriving inter alia from 
the relationship between being able to please God and the notion of subjection to Torah. The 
metaphor impacts the envisioned morality of Paul's addressees by being its foil. The inability 
of o! ev o-apx( to please God and to be subject to his law are morally negative characteristics. 
It would not be correct, however, to transpose this negative directly into a positive, which 
should then describe the envisioned morality of Paul' s addressees. That is to say, Paul does 
not mean that his addressees should endeavour to please God by subjecting themselves to 
Torah as such. The larger context makes it clear that it is the Spirit which empowers them to 
do what pleases God and which functions as the normative authority determining their 
behaviour (cf. 8:4). 
104 In this case this negative connotation can also be described in terms of shame, since in the Ancient Near 
Eastern context the inability to reciprocate when one was involved in a dyadic relationship resulted in one being 
shamed (see Malina 2001:27-36, 90-97). 
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9 Romans 8:9-11 - How the Indwelling Spirit of Christ Means Life 
[9•luru1~ o£ OU)( E<T't'E Ell aapxl ilia Ell 7n1£U~aTt, [9bl£i'1t'£p '1ni£U~a eeoii oiX£1 Ell u~1ll. [9cl£1 OE Tl~ 7ni£U~ Xpt<T't'OU 
OU)( lxet, OUTO~ OU)( l<TTtll aUTOU. [lOa]£! o£ Xpt<T't'O~ Ell v~1ll, [!Ob]TO ~Ell a&i~a liEXpOll Ota a~apTtall [!Oc]TO o£ 7niEU~a 
~w~ Ola Oll<aiOaUli7Jll. [lla]El o£ TO 7niEU~ TOU Eydpawo~ TOll 'l7]0'0Ull EX li£Xp&ill oix£1 Ell V~ll, [llblo tydpa~ f)( liEJ<PCdll 
Xpt<T't'Oll 'bJO'OUll 1 ~CflO'It'OI~O'EI xal Ta aliYJTCt O'cd~aTa u~&ill Ota TOU EliOI)(OUliTO~ aUTOU 7niEU~aTo~2 Ell u~1ll. 
[9•lBut you are not in the Flesh but in the Spirit, [9blif indeed the Spirit of God dwells in you; [9clfor if 
someone does not have the Spirit of Christ, he is not of him. [IOalBut if Christ is in you, [IOblto be sure the body is 
dead because of sin, [IOclbut the Spirit is life because of righteousness. [llalAnd if the Spirit of him who raised 
Jesus from the dead dwells in you, [IIblHe who raised Christ from the dead will also make alive your mortal 
bodies through his Spirit dwelling in you. 
9.1 Overview 
As Romans 8:7-8 explained the cause why the mindset of <nip~ (Flesh) is death (Sava-ro~; 
8:6a) so 8:9-11 now elaborates on ~w~ (life) being the result of the 7t'VEUfLa-determined 
mindset (8:6b). Paul begins this sub-unit with an emphatic UfLEl~ (Brodeur 1996:174), 
followed by oe3 to set in contrast to the previous what now follows about his addressees. In 
verse 9a Paul affirms that his addressees do indeed no longer live ev <Tapx.l, i.e. under the 
dominion of Flesh (cf. 7:7-25; 8:5-8).4 After all, they have been set free in Christ Jesus (8:2) 
to live in accordance with the rule of the Spirit (ev 7t'VEUfLaTt;5 cf. 7:6).6 The affirmation in 
8:9a sets the tone for the four conditional clauses that follow (8:9b, 9c, lOa, lla)/ so that the 
1 Some manuscripts read o iydpa~ Xpt<TTOll £x ll£xp&ill in 8:11b (cf. Aland et al. 1998:538) but, although both 
readings are supported by some important witnesses, 6 iye!pa~ tx liExp&ill Xpt<T't'Oll 'l7JO'OUll is probably to be 
preferred (Jewett 2007:475). 
2 Two variant readings occur most frequently and carry most prominence among a few other minor variants, 
namely the genitive variant (ota -rou Ellotxouwo~ auTou 7niEU~To~; "through his indwelling Spirit'') and the 
accusative variant (ota To Ellotxoull auToii '1nl£ii~a; "because of his indwelling Spirit"). Although both readings 
have rather strong and early attestation, the former is to be preferred, as in Aland et al. (1998:539). Cranfield 
(1975:392) lists the following reasons: (a) all things considered the attestation of the genitive variant carries 
more weight, (b) the alteration from genitive to accusative may be explained as assimilation to ota a~apTlall and 
ota otxatoaUliYJll in 8:10, (c) there does not seem to be an obvious and plausible explanation for altering the 
accusative to a genitive (the Macedonian controversy not being applicable at the time of the older manuscripts), 
(d) the genitive variant seems to fit the preceding context (8:10) better. See also Jewett (2007:475), Dunn 
(2002:414), and Michel (1978:255). 
3 Adversative. Regarding this and the subsequent uses of an adversative o€, cf. BDR (1976:376-377; §447). 
Also cf. Schreiner (1998:413). 
4 Also see chapter 8 above. 
5 We will return to the precise denotation of Ell 'll"liEu~aTt below. 
6 Cf. Cranfield (1975:387). 
7 Actually, four more conditional clauses follow shortly after 8: 11, of which the significance of the first two 
will be discussed in chapter 10 below. Brodeur (1996:169-172) views these next two conditional clauses (8: 13) 
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conditional phrases themselves should not be interpreted as if they were intended to create 
doubt with respect to the addressees' having the Spirit. For Paul it is as much a given that a 
Christ-believer has the Spirit as that he believes in Christ (Wolter 2014:486).8 His use of the 
conditional clauses with the indicative (ofreality)9 indicates that he assumed this to be true of 
his addressees. Contextually the emphasis lies on the positive outcome of the conditions10 
stipulated in the culmination of the contextual argument, i.e. the quickening ('cuonotecu) of 
Paul's addressees' mortal bodies (8: 11 ). 
The conditional clauses are structured in such a way that the first conditional clause 
(e:fm:p; 8:9b)11 is in continuity with the statement that Paul's addressees are "in the Spirit" 
(8:9a), elaborating this affirmation by stating the assumption that the Spirit indeed dwells in 
them. The second condition (e:!; 8:9cY2 is introduced by an adversative oe, thus stating in 
contrast to the assumed situation of Paul's addressees (8:9b; cf. Rom. 1:7) the negative 
implication of someone not having the Spirit. The third condition (e!; 8:10a) is once again 
introduced by an adversative oe in order to return to the situation of Paul's addressees, in 
contrast to those who do not have the Spirit of Christ. The fourth condition (e!; 8:11a) is 
introduced by a continuative oe, 13 thus continuing the line of thought of 8: 10. The structure of 
the third conditional clause as such (8: 1 0) also deserves closer scrutiny. Following the 
conditional clause in 8:10a there is a clear antithetical parallelism in Romans 8:10H, 
facilitated by a ~ev-oe construction. The antithetical pairs are: crw~a (body) vs. nveO~a 
(Spirit), vexp6~ (dead) vs. 'cu~ (life), and a~ap•rla (sin) vs. otxatocruv~ (righteousness). In this 
as in direct continuance with those in 8:9-11 , arguing that 8:9-13 forms a distinct textual unit based on these six 
conditional clauses. His primary concern is to show that the text should not be divided between 8:11 and 8:12, 
but unfortunately Brodeur does not give attention to the thematic continuities between 8:9-13 and what precedes 
it. Ultimately thematic considerations need to be added to syntactical considerations in the determination of the 
division of textual sub-units, and thematically 8:9-13 should not be divorced from 8:1-8. 
8 Cf. Rom. 5:5; 8:15; 1 Cor. 6:19; Gal. 3:2, 14; 1 Thess. 4:8. In the context of Rom. 8:9 the indwelling of the 
Spirit is the "defming mark" (Dunn 1998:423) of being a Christian. 
9 See BDR (1976:302-303; §372). 
10 For the argument that they are "fulfilled conditions", see Hultgren (2011:303), Jewett (2007:489) and 
Schreiner (1998:413-415). Also Cranfield (1975:388) and Kasemann (1980:223). But cf. Dunn (2002:428) who 
disagrees with this exposition, at least of Ei'lrEp in 8:9. 
11 In Paul, more often than not, Ei'lrEp has the sense that something is indeed assumed to be true ( cf. BDR 
1976:384; §454). 
12 According to BDF (1961:188, §371) "[€!] with the indicative of all tenses denotes a simple conditional 
assumption with emphasis on the reality of the assumption (not of what is being assumed): the condition is 
considered 'a real case"'. Cf. BDR (1976:301; §371). 
13 Cf. Wallace (1996:671); Schreiner (1998:415). 
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~ev-oe construction the force of the ~ev is concessive while the force of the oe in relation to 
the ~ev-clause is adversative. 14 
This chapter will commence by showing that one basic condition underlies the four 
conditional clauses in 8:9-11, i.e. the indwelling ofthe Spirit. Subsequently it will be shown 
that Paul's three first metaphors in 8:915 {U~Ei~ EO'TE EV 7n1EU~ct·n; 7niEtJ~ct 9EotJ oixEi EV u~v; 
7n1EiJ~ct XplO"t'OtJ oux EXEI) together constitute indwelling imagery. This imagery would 
potentially impact his addressees' sense of identity and alterity since they are ev 7niEUE-tctTI and 
not ev crctpxL This entails moral implications. The ev 7niEU~ctTI, whose lives are ruled by the 
indwelling Spirit, do not share the moral incapability of the ev crctpxl (cf. 8:7-8), 
metaphorically possessed and ruled by the Flesh. Implicit to Paul's indwelling imagery is the 
intersection of his addressees' story with his story of the divine. The Spirit makes both God 
and Christ present in Christ-believers by dwelling in them. That the Spirit is the 
determinative influence in their lives distinguishes Paul's addressees' story from the story of 
the Other, the ev crctpxf, whose lives are determined by the God-opposing power of the Flesh. 
It will be shown below that Paul subsequently (8:9c) interposes a relational metaphor 
(oOTo~ oux EO'TIV etuToiJ). The relationship between Christ and Paul's addressees (target 
domain) is conceptualised in terms of them belonging (source domain) to Christ. 16 This 
metaphor would potentially impact his addressees' sense of identity and alterity, ascribing the 
Spirit a pivotal role in the constitution of the identity of Christ-believers. Paul's affirmation 
that the Spirit already indwells those who belong to Christ would potentially impact his 
addressees' sense of certitude, and provides the basis of Paul's assurance that they will be 
made alive through the Spirit eschatologically (8: 11 ). The story of the Other, i.e. of someone 
who does not have the Spirit, which Paul implicitly narrates pertains to a person who does not 
have a relationship with Christ through his indwelling presence, the Spirit. This possibly 
derived from Paul and his addressees' common experience of being different than those who 
did not belong to Christ, which they might have understood in terms of the deficiency of the 
Other who were perceived not to have Christ's Spirit. 
Subsequently it will be shown that Paul intermingles indwelling imagery, forensic 
imagery, and resurrection beliefs in 8:10-11. Against the background ofhisforensic imagery 
14 Cf. BDAG (2000:629-630); Brodeur (1996:192); Moo (1996:492); Cranfield (1975:389); Fee 
(1994a:325); Byrne (2004:245). 
15 Apart from tv crapx!, which is a repetition of the same metaphor in 8:8, for which also see chapter 8 above. 
16 Although it is conventional to conceptualise relationship in terms of belonging, according to the definition 
ofLakoff & Johnson (2003:5; see chapter 2 above) this conceptualisation is nevertheless metaphorical. 
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(cf. esp. 5:12-21) Paul concedes the mortality of the body, caused by the sin of Adam and his 
descendants' subsequent sin. Even if they are still mortal, however, Paul's addressees will be 
made alive eschatologically by God through his Spirit, which already indwells them. Thus in 
Paul's story of reality his addressees' story intersects with his central narrative on Christ 
who died, but was subsequently resurrected and exalted, and is now present in them through 
his Spirit. This entails a reinterpretation of Judaic resurrection traditions in the light of 
Christ's resurrection and the eschatologically awaited Spirit's realised presence. Paul's 
assurance of the eschatological quickening of his addressees' bodies in spite of their current 
mortality would have appealed positively to their sense of certitude. 
9.2 The Basic Condition in Romans 8:9-11: the Indwelling of the Spirit 
All four of the conditional clauses in essence delineate the same condition, albeit expressed 
with variation, i.e. the indwelling of the Spirit. 17 The apparent repetition of this same 
condition, with certain variations, can be explained by the internal self-reference between 
phrases, which serves the purpose of focussing on a different (albeit related) aspect of the 
condition and its constitutive metaphors in each respective case. 18 This internal self-reference 
solidifies the argument Paul is constructing. Ultimately the sub-unit emphasises the 
eschatological outcome19 of Paul's addressees meeting this basic condition already. The first 
conditional clause (£t7r£p 7tV£UfJ.ct 9£o0 olx£1 £v ufii'v, 8:9b) elaborates the affirmation of 8:9a in 
terms of the concept of the Spirit indwelling them (cf. Fee 1994a:326). The second 
conditional clause (£l OE T!~ 7ni£U{J.ct Xptcnou oux Ex£!, OUTO~ oux ecntv ctUTOU, 8:9c) elaborates 
this in terms of possession of the Spirit, by stating its opposite and the implication thereof: if 
someone does not have the Spirit of Christ, he does not belong to him.20 The third conditional 
clause (d o6 Xptcno~ £v ufii'v, 8:10a), in contrast to the second, continues to state the positive 
implication of Christ's indwelling (-ro o6 7ni£UfJ.ct ~w~ ott% otxatoo-Vv')]v, lOc), but only after 
conceding (-ro fJ.EV <TWfJ.ct v£xpov ott% Ctf.J.ctp-r(av, lOb; Byrne 1996:245) that there is a lasting 
17 The relation between the metaphor of indwelling and that of possession, as well as the choice to use the 
former as an overarching description rather than the latter, will be explained below. 
18 For instance, Paul repeats "in you" throughout 8:9-11. By its repetition "in you" forms one of the links 
that connects Paul's self-referring phrases to one another. The effect of the self-referring phrases connected by 
"in you" is that 'lniEU!La eeou (9b), Xp1cn6~ (lOa), 'lniEU!La 'rOU £yefpav-ro~ 'rOll 'IYJO"OUll tx liEXpwv (lla), and TO 
£vo1xouv au-rou 'lniEU!La (lib) are related to one another, but also that each variation contributes a somewhat 
different nuance to the metaphor. See below. 
19 Cf. Lohse (1976:145); Fee (1994a:323, 325). 
20 Not belonging to Christ, as will be shown below, implies that such a person does not stand in a 
relationship with him, and consequently cannot participate in the effects of Christ's redemptive work. Cf. 
Powers (2001; esp. 87-110, 231-236). 
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effect of sin even where the basic condition is already met, i.e. that death still has a claim on 
the body. The fourth conditional clause ( Ei OE TO 7niEUlJ.ct TOU eydpctVTO~ TOV 'IYJG"OUV ex VExpwv 
oixEi ev UlJ.iV, lla) connects21 both the aforementioned concession (a-wl-1-a vExp6v) and the 
positive implication ('w~) of having the indwelling Spirit (of Christ), to the culmination of 
this sub-unit in 8:1lb (o eyE(pa~ ex VExpwv Xpta-TOV 'IYJG"OUV 'Cfl07rOL~G"EL xal TCt 9VYJTCt G"WlJ.Gt'rct 
UlJ.WV OLCt TOV eVOLXOUVTO~ ctlJTOU 7niEUlJ.ctTO~ ev ufiiv). Thereby Paul indicates that God will also 
make alive ('cpo7rOL~a-Et) the addressees' mortal bodies (9vYJTCt G"WlJ.ctTa) through the Spirit 
already dwelling in them. 
In Paul, more often than not, Et7rEp (the first conditional marker, 8:9b) has the sense that 
something is indeed (assumed to be) true. 22 This reading of Et7rEp is appropriate in this context 
as well, given Paul's positive judgments in 8:1 and 2 with respect to his addressees. Here, as 
suggested in Louw and Nida (1996:1.785), Et7rEp is translated with "if indeed", and Ei simply 
with "if'. 
The following phrases in Romans 8:9-11 are parallel,23 thus constituting the internal 
self-reference mentioned above: 
A. (9b) 7niEUlJ.ct 
B. (9c) 7niEUlJ.ct 
C. (lOa) 





TOU eyE(pano~ TOV 'IYJG"OUV ex VEXpwv 
0 eydpa~ ex VEXpwv Xpta-TOV 'IYJG"OUV ... 
oixEi 
' ' ,. EV UlJ.LV 
oixEi 
In the scheme above, the indwelling of the Spirit (A, C, D, E) is parallel to having (exw) the 
Spirit (B), as will be elucidated below. Moreover, D is parallel to A so that "Tou eydpano~ 
TOV 'IYJG"OUV ex VEXpwv" also refers to God. Paul is speaking of God who raised Christ from the 
21 On the basis of the content of 8:11 connecting to that of 8:10, ol is here taken to be continuative (as 
already noted above). Cf. Wallace (1996:671); Schreiner (1998:415). 
22 Cf. BDR (1976:384; §454). Cf. Rom. 3:30, 8:17; 2 Thess. 1:6. An exception is 1 Cor. 5:15 where it is not 
assumed to be true that the dead are not raised (v£xpol oux ty£[ponat). Wolter (2014:486) emphasises that (in the 
case of Rom. 8:9) £i7r£p is causal. Cf. 1 Cor. 8:5 where it is concessive (BDR 1976:384 n.2). 
23 Lohse (2003:233) remarks that Paul uses the first four of these phrases "ohne Bedeutungsunterschied 
aufeinander". That the fifth should be added follows logically. Cf. Dodd (1970:139), Talbert (2002:205) and 
Dunn (2002:430). 
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dead.24 Subsequently the parallel phrase in E, "6 eydpa~ ex vexpwv XptO"rOV 'l>jO"OUV", refers to 
God as well. In A, D and E the Spirit is said to reside "ev u~tv". Yet inC it is Christ who is 
"ev ufiiv". Moreover, the Spirit is described interchangeably as "Spirit of God" (A, D, E)25 
and "Spirit of Christ" (B).26 Thus, although one should not go as far as to deduce that Paul is 
equating either Christ and God, or the Spirit and Christ,27 their close relation to one another is 
clear. To such an extent is the Spirit representative28 of Christ in the lives of his followers, for 
instance, that it is possible for Paul to use "shorthand"29 saying "Christ is in you"30 instead of 
the full designation: the Spirit of Christ lives in you. Wolter (20 14:487) relates this Pauline 
understanding of the Spirit to the theological motif of the transcendence of God. God remains 
exalted and transcendent in the heavens, but simultaneously also acts through the Spirit (of 
Christ) which has been poured out on earth and thus makes Christ and God present in this 
realm. In fact, says Paul, this Spirit lives in his addressees. Thus the Spirit makes Christ and 
God present in them. Ultimately Paul's point is (cf. Moo 1996:491) that this divine presence 
in his addressees will make possible nothing less than their mortal bodies being made alive 
(8: 11). 
As a consequence ofthe above parallelism the whole ofRomans 8:9-11 is underpinned 
by one common basic condition: the indwelling of the Spirit. In these verses Paul wants to 
make the point that his addressees will take part in the life and resurrection I quickening that 
God will bestow on those in Christ. This is possible because the same Spirit of God-God 
who raised Christ from the dead-is now in the believers. The indwelling of the Spirit within 
the believers is the crucial factor in Paul's argument that life (cf. 8:2, 6b, 10c, 13b) will be 
the eschatological outcome for his addressees (as opposed to the eschatological outcome of 
death for the ev a-apx(). It is through the Spirit that indwells them that God will quicken their 
bodies ( cf. Barrett 1962: 159). 
24 See below. 
25 As noted above, the phrase o EyEipct~ Ex vExpwv XptUTov 'IY)crouv refers to God. 
26 Cf. Fee (1994a:318). 
27 As e.g. Deissmann (1925:109-113) does. Cf. Cranfield (1975:389), Fee (1994a:312-331), and Schreiner 
(1998:413-414). 
28 Representation here implies the ontological distinction of the two parties, but also their functional 
equivalence. E.g. when the Roman emperor commissioned a governor to rule over a province, that governor was 
ontologically distinct from the emperor himself. Yet functionally the ordinances of that governor (that were 
appropriate to his imperial commission) were equivalent to the ordinances of the emperor himself. If you 
disobeyed the decrees of the Roman governor, you disobeyed Rome. Similarly, after Christ's ascension, it is the 
Spirit who represents him in the earthly sphere and applies his redemptive work to the lives of his followers. Cf. 
Michel (1978:254) "Wo der Geist Christi ist, ist er selbst gegenwiirtig"; and Hermann (1961:66). 
29 Fee's (1994a:326) term. 
3° Cf. '~IYJcrou~ Xpt<TTo~ Ev U!J.iv" (2 Cor. 13:5); "~fl ... Ev E!J.ol Xpt<TT6~" (Gal. 2:20). 
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Paul concedes that their bodies unfortunately are still subjected to death (8:10b). Yet, 
the hope of the believers (and of creation), a theme which Paul will expound in 8:17-30 (see 
esp. 8:23-25), is that their freedom in Christ will also manifest into the eschatological 
emancipation of their physical state (bodies) from its subjection to suffering and its 
subservience to decay shared with the rest of creation (cf. 8:20-21)_31 The Spirit will play an 
essential role in the fulfilment of this emancipation, and the fact that he now indwells them 
already gives them the certitude that their currently "mortal bodies" will be made alive 
(8:11). He is the a1rapx~ (8:23), not only the foretaste but also the pledge of greater blessings 
to follow,32 i.e. eschatological "adoption" (8:23),33 associated with the redemption of the 
body. 
9.3 The Indwelling Spirit and Belonging to Christ (8:9) 
As noted above, Paul contrasts those he had described in 8:7-8 (the ev crapx() to his 
addressees (u~tei~), positively assuming that the latter are ev mevf.tct't'l (8:9). As such they will 
be the subject of 8:9-11. Thereby Paul establishes both alterity, i.e. whom his addressees are 
not, and identity, i.e. whom they are. Up to this point his addressees had been identified with 
the phrase xa't'a meO~tct (8:4, 5), but now Paul introduces the variant metaphorical 
identification ev 7rVEVf.tct't'l. Even though related but different metaphors are involved with 
respect to xa't'a meO~tct and ev 7rVEVf.tct't'l, the target domain remains the same, 34 referring to 
those whose lives are determined by the Spirit. 35 As shown in previous chapters, this entails 
that their total being, including their mindsets, manner of living morally, and the ultimate 
result of such a life, is determined by the fact that it is the Spirit which is the prevailing power 
in their lives (8:4b-6).36 It is also significant that ev mevf.tct't'l is reminiscent of and indeed 
"directly parallel" (Du Toit 2007b: 136) to ('t'oi~) ev XptO"'t'~ 'IYJcroO in 8:1. 
31 See Bauer (1971:163-167). 
32 Louw and Nida (1996:1.576). Cf. Osten-Sacken (1975:155-156), Zeller (1985:158). 
33 Cf. however 8:14-16 where the adoption of those led by the Spirit of God is depicted as realized already 
(see Scott 1992:244-266). 
34 The parallelism between ev 'lniEUf.La't'l and xa-ra 'lniEUf.La in this context corresponds to the parallelism 
between ev uapx{ and xa-ra uapxa (cf. Jewett 1971 :153-154). 
35 Byrne (1996:239), Moo (1996:490). Others (e.g. Sanday and Headlam) have identified ev 'lniEUf.La't't here as 
referring to "the human complex" (Fitzmyer 1993:490). One should agree with Michel (1978:254), Fitzmyer 
(1993:490), etc., that such an anthropological exposition is quite dissonant with the thrust of the context. 
36 Cf. Schreiner (1998:413) and Moo (1996:489). 
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It is possible that the experience of the Spirit at work in the community together with an 
existing Jewish conceptual framework37 of God dwelling among the people of Israel38 
resulted in a common understanding among the early Christ-believing communities that they 
were indwelt by God's Spirit.39 However, another metaphorical conceptualisation seems to be 
at work in Romans 8:9 specifically. 
9.3.1 Indwelling Imagery (8:9) 
In Romans 5:5 Paul states that the Holy Spirit (7t11E0~-ta aytov) has been given (ofow~-tt) to him 
and his addressees. The gift of the Spirit is one of the most important facets of the realised 
aspect of Paul's eschatology (see Dunn 1998:416-425). The concept of the realised presence 
of the Spirit is often, as in Romans 5:5, conceptualised by Paul in terms of God having given 
(ofow~-tt)40 the Spirit. Consequently the Christ-believers have received (A.a~-t~avw)41 the Spirit. 
Related to these conceptualisations of the Spirit having been given and received, Paul inter 
alia also metaphorically describes its realised presence with the Christ-believers as the Spirit 
dwelling in (olx.ew; Rom. 8:9, 11; 1 Cor. 3:16) or indwelling (evotx.ew; Rom. 8:11) them. 
The imagery of the indwelling of the Spirit in Romans 8:9-11 must be read against the 
background ofthe indwelling of personified Sin (7:13-25)42 in those under its dominion.43 At 
first Sin is personified as a slave master which forces the subject to act according to its tenets, 
even against the subject's will (7:14-16). Subsequently the imagery progresses to where 
personified Sin seems to take on the form of a metaphorical demon44 that dwells within the 
subject and controls his behaviour to such an extent that he can claim "it is no longer I that do 
it, but [Sin] that dwells within me" (7:17; NRSV; cf. 7:20). Paul summarizes this state of 
coercion to sin by the metaphorical demon or slave master Sin dwelling in his body as living 
37 E.g. Exod. 29:45-46. Cf. Joel2:27-29. 
38 Jewett (2007:490). Cf. Zeller (1985:158), Lohse (1976:135-136). 
39 Cf. Jam. 4:5; John 14:17; 2 Tim. 1:14; 1 Pet. 1:11; 1 John 3:24. 
40 Also e.g. 2 Cor. 1 :22; 5:5; 1 Thess. 4:8. 
41 Rom. 8:15; 1 Cor. 2:12; 2 Cor. 11:4; Gal. 3:2,14. 
42 ~ o!xoucra tv t(!Ol Ct(!apT!a (Rom. 7:17' 20). Cf. oux obat tv t(!oL.. aya66v (7: 18); 'rij~ Ct(.La(Yt"ta~ Tcfj 0\l'rt tv 
-rot~ (!EA.ecrtv (.LOU (7:23). E.g. Wilckens (1980:131), Byrne (1996:239), Talbert (2002:205), Yates (2008:128). Cf. 
Rohser (1987: 119-120). 
43 Dunn (2002:429) refers to a rabbinical source that notes "he who dwells in a house is the master of the 
house, not just a passing guest". Cf. Matt. 12:29. Thus the concepts of indwelling and dominion are related. This 
is possibly the conceptual source for the metaphor of a spirit's indwelling, which refers to its dominion over a 
person. Cf. Rohser (1987:120). 
44 Cf. Schottroff ( 1979:498-502); Wilckens (1980: 131 ). These metaphors of personified Sin's determinative 
influence on a person's behaviour, whether as "slave master" or as "demon", overlap in a conceptual network of 
images (see chapter 8 above). 
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in "the body of this death" (7:24) and in character asks pleadingly: who will rescue me from 
it. 
To this Romans 8:9-11 answers with the effects of the indwelling of the Spirit. Even 
though (in the "still-not yet" aspect of the eschatological tension) death still has a temporary 
hold on the body (cf. 7:24; 8:10b, 11b), the body will be quickened eschatologically by God 
through his Spirit that indwells Paul's addressees. 
The point here is not (as in Cottrell 1996:470) that the indwelling Spirit wages war 
against indwelling Sin (7:23), since in 8:9 Paul is (still)45 keeping the categories of being 
either in Flesh46 or in the Spirit apart (u~-tei~ oe oux so-re ev <rapxl aAA.a ev 7niSUf.ta'rt). One is 
either ev a-apxl and ruled by Flesh, or ev 7niSUf.taTt and ruled by the indwelling Spirit. The 
internal conflict imagery of 7:13-25 should not be carried forward into 8:1-11 where Paul 
maintains a stark "either-or". Consequently the primary question here is also not yet (cf. 
8:12-13) whether Paul's addressees subject themselves to the power of the Flesh or of the 
Spirit, or whether the Flesh or the Spirit prevails in their lives.47 It is taken for granted in 8:9 
that they are not ev <rapxl but ev 7niSUf.ta'rt, and assumed that the Spirit is indeed the power that 
indwells and directs them. Rather, the point to which Paul is moving his argument here is that 
the lasting ill effects of Sin's entrenchment in humanity's flesh will ultimately be wiped out 
completely because of the already present indwelling Spirit. 
In Romans 8:9 Paul at first states that his addressees are "in the Spirit", but then 
promptly48 assumes that the Spirit also dwells (o!xew; BDAG 2000:694) in them. How did 
Paul conceptualise this relation between his addressees and the Spirit, so that these apparently 
conflicting statements can be juxtaposed without explanation? The answer has already been 
discussed preliminarily in the previous chapter with respect to ev a-apxl. Paul is using the 
language of spiritual possession.49 That is to say, he metaphorically conceptualises both the 
controlling influence of Flesh in the lives of the ev a-apxl and (antithetically) the controlling 
influence of the Spirit50 in the lives of the ev 7niSUf.ta'rt, in terms of spiritual possession ( cf. 
45 Cf. Rom. 8:12-13 where the possibility of mobility between the categories becomes clear. 
46 The personified counterpart of Sin, see chapter 7 above. 
47 Moo (1996:489). Cf. Nygren (1949:322), Haacker (1999:154), and Schmithals (1980:108). 
48 Fitzmyer (1993:491) describes this transition of phrases as "searching for ways to describe the ineffable 
union of the Christian with Christ and his vivifying Spirit". It will become clear below, however, that Paul was 
not searching for different ways to describe the matter, but was merely using different phrases which share the 
same conceptualisation. 
49 E.g. Wilckens (1980:131); Dunn (2002:429); Wolter (2014:486). 
50 See, however, Wilckens' (1980:133-134) caution to distinguish what we have here from the concepts of 
mantic or thaumaturgic possession common in the Jewish and Hellenistic world. 
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Mark 1 :23). It was conventional that spiritual possession could be expressed either in terms 
of "the person being in a spirit", 51 "a spirit being or dwelling in the person", 52 or "the person 
having a spirit". 53 Paul uses all three of these expressions in Romans 8:9. That he is 
interchanging expressions pertaining to spiritual possession explains why there was no 
conceptual tension between his addressees' being "in the Spirit" and the Spirit's "dwelling or 
being in them". 
As such the first three metaphors Paul is using in 8:9 (uE-tei~ i<TT£ iv meuE-tc:tTt; meuEL" 
9eou oixei iv uE-tiv; 7l'VEUE-tc:t Xpt<TTOU oux exet) could be described as either possession 
metaphors or as metaphors of indwelling. All three derive from the source domain of spiritual 
possession or indwelling, pertain to the target domain ofthe Spirit's determinative influence 
on the behaviour of Paul's addressees, and as such are coherent with respect to one another. 
However, there are three reasons why it is preferred here to refer to them as metaphors of 
indwelling rather than "possession" metaphors. Firstly, even though Paul and his 
contemporaries54 apparently did not have qualms about using the same language for the 
Spirit's determining influence in a person's life than was also used for demonic possession, 
today possession language most often carries exclusively negative connotations to the effect 
that using it positively can be easily misunderstood. The two highlighted perceived analogies 
in Romans 8:9 between the Spirit and a demon is (a) that both have a determinative influence 
on the behaviour of the person they inhabit, and (b) do so as if from the inside out. In no other 
way is the Spirit like a demon. Even though this is clarified, the residual contemporary 
negative connotations to "possession", to my mind, renders the description unsuitable for 
contemporary use as far as the Spirit goes. Secondly, the English description "being 
possessed by a spirit" is actually misleading with respect to who "has" whom ( cf. Reese 
1992: 140). In Greek it is apparently never the spirit who "has" or possesses a person, but 
always the person who "has" or possesses (exw) a spirit.55 This distinction is pertinent in 
Romans 8:9c where Paul's imagery changes from possessing the Spirit to belonging to Christ 
51 E.g. avBpw1ros- tv 7rVEVf.Ut'rl axaBap-r'IJ (a man in an unclean spirit; Mark I :23). Also e.g. Mark 5:2; Acts 
19:16. This expression is also used of being influenced by the Spirit of God, for instance in prophecy (e.g. Matt. 
22:43) or in an inspired act (Luke 2:27). 
52 E.g. "Then it goes and brings along seven other spirits more evil than itself, and they enter [Elcrtpxottat] 
and live [xa-rotxEw] there" (Matt. 12:45; NRSV). Cf. the concepts that a spirit is cast out (tx~illw; e.g. Matt. 
12:24) and goes out of a person (t~tpxot-tat; e.g. Matt. 12:43). 
53 E.g. 7r\IEVtta axaBap-rov EXEI (he had an unclean spirit; Mark 3:30). Also e.g. Mark 7:25; 9:17. 
54 Once again cf e.g. Mark 1:23; 5:2; Acts 19:16 (on being "in" an unclean spirit) with e.g. Matt. 22:43; 
Luke 2:27 (on being "in" the Spirit). 
55 Cf. the references pertaining to 7r\IEVtta EXEI\1 above, to which many could be added. 
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(i.e. being Christ's "possession"; ou-ro~ oux ecrnll a.u-rou), which is not "spiritual possession" 
or indwelling imagery but a relational metaphor. Using the term "possession" imagery in this 
context could lead to confusion. Thirdly, whereas Paul does use the metaphor of possessing 
the Spirit in 8:9, it is the parallel metaphor of the Spirit's indwelling in the same verse which 
is more pertinent since this is the metaphor he elaborates in both 8:10 (Xp1cno~ Ell Uf.ttll) and 
8:11 ( oixecu; evo1xecu ). For the above reasons it is more appropriate in this context to refer to 
these three metaphors as metaphors of indwelling, or indwelling imagery. 
It needs to be substantiated, however, that Paul is speaking about the Spirit's 
determinative influence on his addressees' moral behaviour in 8:9, since there are no explicit 
references to behaviour in this verse. The context nevertheless makes it clear that behaviour 
is what is at stake. As already noted above, 8:9-11 is the contrast of 8:7-8 where the moral 
behaviour of the Ell ua.pxl was described in terms of their inability to subject themselves to 
God's law or to please God. That their lives are determined by Flesh was the cause of this 
state of affairs (cf. the determinative influence of Sin in 7:13-25). To this situation 8:9 
corresponds antithetically by elucidating the determination of the lives of the ev 7t11£Uf.ta.TI by 
the Spirit, in terms of indwelling imagery. As moral behaviour and its roots had been the 
explicit issue in Romans 7: 17, 20; 8:4-6, 7-8, it is still the implicit issue in 8:9. This is 
confirmed by the fact that 8: 10 juxtaposes the moral concepts of sin and righteousness, and 
that in the implicit parenesis of 8: 12-13 Paul's addressees are rhetorically motivated to let 
their lives be determined by the Spirit in practise. The Spirit determining their lives is already 
entailed in principle by the indwelling imagery. 
9.3.2 A Relational Metaphor Interposed: Not Being Indwelt Would Imply not Belonging 
(8:9c) 
Having stated in the first conditional clause (8:9b) his assumption that the Spirit does indeed 
indwell his addressees (e.g. Cranfield 1975:388), with the second conditional clause (8:9c) 
Paul briefly elaborates on the implication of someone not meeting this basic condition ( cf. 
Schreiner 1998:413). It is unlikely56 that 8:9c was originally a Scheideformel, i.e. a formula 
of exclusion used at the Lord's supper, as Michel (1978:253), Wilckens (1980:131) and 
others have suggested. 
56 Kiisemann (1980:223), Zeller (1985:158), Dunn (2002:430), Jewett (2007:490). 
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The emphasis is not on the question whether Paul's addressees have the Spirit or not. 57 
Paul assumes that they do, otherwise 8:9 would have significantly moderated the positive 
claims 8:1-2 had made about the addressees. To the contrary, Romans 8:9c actually affirms 
the identity and present certitude of Paul's addressees in terms of alterity. That is to say, 
pointing out the "someone" ( 'rl~) who they are not, affirms who they are. From this basis Paul 
will affirm that their bodies will be made alive (7: 11 ). Contrary to this "someone" who 
represents the Other, Paul's addressees are "of Christ", would have understood themselves as 
such (cf. 7:4), and correspondingly also have the Spirit. The particular contribution of 8:9c, 
then, is that it solidifies Paul's addressees' identity in terms of alterity. 
Moreover, it underlines the importance of the Spirit as mediator of a relationship with 
Christ, 58 i.e. that relationship which will result in sharing in his life and resurrection. The 
antithetical conditional clause in 8:9c interposes a coherent but inconsistent metaphor which, 
in addition to the above, serves the purpose of relating the indwelling imagery to one's 
relationship with Christ. Notably in the indwelling metaphor in 8:9c59 the Spirit is specified 
as "the Spirit of Chrisf'. The concept of indwelling is expressed in terms of having or 
possessing the Spirit. 
With the subsequent metaphor of belonging to Christ60 ( oO'ro~ oux. £crr1v au'roiJ), 
however, Paul moves beyond the source domain of spiritual indwelling or possession. As 
pointed out above, in Greek it is apparently never the spirit who "has" or possesses (£xw) a 
person, but always the person who "has" or possesses a spirit ( cf. Reese 1992: 140). The 
genitive au'rou is best understood as a genitive of relationship (cf. Wallace 1996:83-84),61 
metaphorically signifying the relationship between Christ and Paul's addressees (target 
domain) in terms of them belonging (source domain) to Christ, i.e. being Christ's possession. 
Although it is conventional to conceptualise relationship in terms of belonging or possession, 
according to the definition of Lakoff and Johnson (2003:5)62 this conceptualisation is 
57 Cf. Schreiner (1998:413) who comments on Dunn (2002:428; original ed. 1988). Cf. also Cranfield 
(1975:387), Michel (1978:253), Wilckens (1980:131) and Haacker (1999:153-154). 
58 Cf. Bruce (1974:164); Landmesser (2006:140-141). As also noted in chapter 8 above, that the Spirit's 
work of transformation in the lives of Christ-believers is relational in Paul's conception has, to my mind, been 
shown convincingly by Volker Rabens (2010: esp. 133-138, 144-145, 171-242). 
59 Ei -rt~ 7l11EU!La XptOTofJ oux EX.Et (if someone does not have the Spirit of Christ). 
60 Although it is syntactically possible that 7l11EU!La is the antecedent of av-rou, it follows more logically from 
the context that XptOTofJ should be understood as the antecedent. Cf. e.g. Fee (1994a:325), Brodeur (1996:190). 
61 Cf. 1 Cor. 3:4 where it is clear that the Corinthians used the same kind of genitive construction (cf. Byrne 
1996:245) to distinguish factions among themselves, i.e. "of Paul" vs. "of Apollos", identifying the group in 
terms of their leader and exemplar. Paul corrects them, intimating that they should consider themselves only to 
be "of Christ" (1 Cor. 3:23). 
62 See chapter 2 above. 
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nevertheless metaphorical, since (in this case) the relation of believers to Christ (a divine 
reality) is described in terms of property (a less abstract notion). 
Thus the indwelling metaphor and the relational metaphor are conceptually related and 
coherent. Not having the Spirit (indwelling metaphor) means not belonging to Christ 
(relational metaphor). 
The significance of this interposed relational metaphor is, firstly, that the Spirit is once 
again (cf. esp. 8:5) given a central role in the constitution of the Christ-believers' identity. 
Their identity63 is that they are "of Christ" and it is the indwelling Spirit (of Christ) that 
establishes and grounds this identity. 64 Secondly, the conceptual connection between the 
Spirit indwelling Paul's addressees and their relationship with Christ is fundamental to the 
rest of the argument in 8: 10-11. Christ was raised from the dead by God. Those who belong 
to Christ will also be made alive by God, through the mediation of the Spirit which makes 
both Christ and God present in them. 
9. 4 Indwelling Imagery Intermingled with Forensic Imagery and Resurrection BeliefS 
(8:10-11) 
With Romans 8:10 Paul relates the basic condition of indwelling (8:10a) to a concession 
( 1 Ob) against the background of which he returns to the fundamental concept which binds 
8:1-13 into a coherent whole: the Spirit mediates eschatological life to Paul's addressees 
(8: 1 Oc ). 65 Forensic imagery is reintroduced to the context in the form of the antithesis of sin 
(&fLap•da; cf. 8:2-3) vs. righteousness (oucato(Tl}vl]), after which Paul also returns to 
indwelling imagery (obcew; tvotxew) in 8:11. Thus indwelling and forensic imagery are 
intermingled. The point of the argument to which Paul is progressing, however, pertains to 
his beliefs on the resurrection (tydpw; ~wo7rotew; 8:11). The Spirit's mediation in the 
quickening of Paul's addressees' mortal bodies is the ultimate way in which it "is life" (8:6b, 
10c; cf. 8:2) for them. Romans 8:11 explains and elaborates the antithetical parallelism of 
8:10, as will be shown below. 
63 C£ "in Christ'' (Rom. 8:1). 
64 Cf. Achtemeier (1985:134); Brodeur (1996:173); Yates (2008:127); Lohse (1976:136-137). 
65 This confirms that 8:9-11 elaborates 8:6b (also cf. 8:2, 13b). 
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9. 4.1 The Spirit Is Life, Against the Background of a Concession (8: 1 0) 
As noted above, there is a clear antithetical parallelism in Romans 8:10b-c, facilitated by a 
~ev-oe construction. The antithetical pairs are: o-w~a (body) vs. mEO~a (Spirit), vExpo~ (dead) 
vs. 'cu~ (life), and Ct.~apT{a (sin) vs. otxatocrUV)) (righteousness).66 The question is: what does 
the contents of the antithetical parallelism mean within its textual context? 
Up to this point (i.e. in 8: 1-9) Paul has consistently portrayed the character of the 
Christian present in optimistic terms that are in stark contrast to the pessimistic terms that 
belong to the Adamic situation (cf. Dodd 1970:140). Throughout 8:1-9 Paul describes the 
character of the new situation as something that is "already" true with regard to those in 
Christ. So, for instance, one either lives under the rule of Sin or Flesh, of which the outcome 
is death, or one lives under the rule of the Spirit, which leads to life. However, when Paul 
gets to the point where he wants to explain the ultimate way in which life will be the result 
( cf. 8:6b) for Christ-believers, 67 Paul can only do so against the background of a concession68 
(8: 1 Ob ). He concedes a reality of their present life which is still in continuity with the Adamic 
situation, i.e. a "but still I not yet" in terms of the eschatological tension. 69 In order to get to 
the wonder of his addressees' future quickening Paul concedes that, to be sure, death still is a 
problem in the present. Only when their mortal bodies (Ta 9v))Ta o-w~aTa, 8:1lb) are 
eschatologically (cf. the future tense of 'cpo7rot~O"Et) made alive, life will have ultimately and 
fmally trumped death. 
The important question Paul needs to answer before he gets to this pinnacle in his 
argument, however, is why the o-w~a is mortal in the first place. Up to this point of Romans 8 
Paul has associated his addressees with life (8:2, 6, cf. 8:1), explicitly dissociating them from 
death. Why then would they need to be quickened eschatologically? Romans 8: 1 Ob represents 
a condensed (although not very clear/0 judged by expositors divergent conclusions71 about 
66 Cf. the antithesis between sin and righteousness in Rom. 5:17, 21; 6:13, 18, 20. 
67 I.e. their eschatological participation in the resurrection of Christ (8: 11 ). 
68 This is the appropriate way to expound the !-tE'II-OE construction in 8:10, where the !-tEll phrase represents the 
concession, and the o£ phrase the point that is actually emphasised against the background of the concession (cf. 
BDAG 2000:629-630; Brodeur 1996:192, Moo 1996:492). So also e.g. Cranfield (1975:389), Fee (1994a:325), 
Byrne (2004:245). Cf. Bruce (1974:164). 
69 See Dunn (1998:461-472). Also e.g. Schmithals (1980: 113), Schreiner (1998:414). 
70 Paul, at this point, seems to have been more interested in a pleasing stylistic figure (the parallelism in 
8:10b and c) than in communicating clearly (cf. Jewett 2007:492). Brodeur (1996:193) calls his parallelism "an 
enigmatic masterpiece". However, I will argue below that he also wanted to explain his meaning more clearly, 
and consequently he added 8:11 which represents an inverted elaboration on the important elements of its 
stylistically attractive antecedent (8:10). 
71 Jewett (2007:491) aptly refers to there being "a bewildering variety of interpretive suggestions". 
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the phrase) explanation of the body's mortality that leads up to its ultimate quickening: the 
body is dead because of sin (ota a~ap-r(av; Wolter 2014:488). 
9. 4.1.1 As Good as Dead Already: Mortality because of Sin 
In using the word vexp6~ (dead; BDAG 2000:667) with O"W~a Paul builds upon the denotation 
of O"W~a as corpse72 (BDAG 2000:983; Scomaienchi 2008:68-69, 81), although it should still 
be translated "body" in order to maintain the links with the same word (O"w~a) in 7:24; 8:11, 
and 8:13. Other denotations of O"W~a which are contextually relevant (esp. with respect to 
7: 13-25) is that it was often used to refer to slaves 73 or even to prisoners of war. 74 In Greco-
Roman thinking these denotations (corpse, and prisoner of war I slave) were quite 
reconcilable since a prisoner of war I slave was seen as someone whose inevitable death had 
only been temporarily postponed and who was "socially dead" (Patterson 1982) having no 
personal legal existence. 
The hyperbolic75 statement that "the body is dead" is not novel to Paul. A number of 
Greco-Roman authors76 conceptualised the body in the same way, for various reasons. For 
Paul, however, this hyperbole allows progression to resurrection I quickening. Sin has caused 
the situation that, even though someone may still be alive, he is "as good as dead already" 
because of the mortality of the body since Adam's fall (cf. 5:12-21, 7:9-11).77 
That "the body is dead because of sin" is an anthropological statement (hyperbole) 
based on Romans 5:12. This "deadness of the body" is coherent with Paul's forensic imagery 
depicted in the contexts of 5:12-21 and 8:1--4, lOc. At times in Paul the contrast between 
"life" and "death" (cf. 8:10b-c) may constitute existential imagery78 (cf. Van der Watt 
2000:210-213), for instance in Romans 6:11 where the Christ-believer's existence is one of 
simultaneous death with respect to sin and living with respect to God. Alternatively Paul can 
describe the situation of the Adamic person under the dominance of Sin as an existence "in 
72 Cf. 4 Kgdms. [2 Kings MT] 19:35; Mark 15:43; Matt. 27:52, 58-59; Luke 24:3, 23; John 2:12. 
73 Cf. Gen. 34:29, 36:6; Tob. 10:10; 2 Mace. 8:11; Rev. 18:13; Josephus, A.J. 14.321; Polybius, Hist. 
12.16.3, 5; Diodorus Sicilus, Library 23.9. See Gundry (1976:10-15), BDAG (2000:984). 
74 Polybius, Hist. 4.75.7, and 21.39.9. Scomaienchi (2008:71). 
75 Paul's hyperbole here is reminiscent of the same feature in 7:11 where the subject stated that Sin had 
killed (cbrox't'dvw) him, in the context of an allusion to Adam's fall. There, however, the reference is primarily to 
eschatological death, while here it is primarily to mortality. 
76 Cf. e.g. Philo (Leg. 3.69, 72, 74, 79); Epictetus (Diatr. 2.19.27; 3.10.15). For more references, see Wolter 
(2014:488). 
77 For other differences between use of the notion of the body's "deadness" between Paul and the 
abovementioned authors, see Wolter (2014:488-489). 
78 In addition to this paragraph, on why 'w~ in 8:10c does not constitute existential imagery, see below. 
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the body of this death" (7:24). However, this existential imagery is not applicable in 8:10, 
since not those under the dominion of Sin and Death are in view, but Christ-believers (8: 1 Oa). 
The conceded "deadness" of their bodies (8: 1 Ob) is not the same as the "body of this death" 
of 7:24 from which they have been rescued (7:25). Christ-believers' existence is not one of 
metaphorical death (under the domination of Sin). Moreover, it is also not their metaphorical 
existential deadness to sin (cf. 6:6-11) that is in view here, as will be substantiated below. 
The "deadness" of Christ-believers' bodies in 8: 1 Ob, then, is best explained not in terms of 
existential imagery but against the background of Paul's forensic imagery. 
Within Paul's story of reality God's forensic judgment and condemnation79 of Adam 
and his descendants ( cf. Gen. 3: 19) because of the sin of Adam (and his descendants' 
subsequent sin) brought about human mortality (cf. Rom. 5:12, 15-19; cf. Dunn 2002:289). 
In 8: 1 Ob Paul describes this mortality hyperbolically in terms of the body being dead ( <T&if.!.a 
v£x.p6v) already. In 8:11, however, Paul explains80 this hyperbole as referring to the mortality 
of his addressees' bodies ('ret 9VYJ'ret <TWf.!.a'ra). With the dawn of the new situation in Christ, 
the body's "deadness" (i.e. its being condemned to death) both changes (cf. 8:1), and remains 
unchanged. Even though the problem of sin has actually already been addressed decisively 
through the death of Christ ( cf. 8:3-4 ), sin still has an enduring effect on humanity (even on 
those who belong to Christ), in that the o-&if.!.a is still subject to mortality (8: 11).81 
The change Christ has effected means that in 8:10, where those whom Christ indwells 
is in view, <T&if.!.a v£x.p6v cannot refer to eschatological death caused by sin, since this is 
excluded with respect to Christ-believers (esp. 8:1-2). The denouement of Paul's argument 
(8:11; cf. Schmithals 1980:114), however, is that even mortality as an enduring effect of 
Sin's overthrown rule will be overcome eschatologically when those who belong to Christ 
will be made alive, as he was resurrected. This will be made possible via the secondary 
agency82 of the Spirit (8:11b-c), who already indwells them now (8:9) and thus Paul's 
addressees are affirmed of the certainty of this future event. 
The view that <T&if.!.a v£x.p6v (8: 1 Ob) is parallel to and explained by 'ret 9VYJ'ret <TWf.!.a'ra 
(8: 11 b), 83 is not uncontested, however. Jewett (2007 :491) finds in it a reference to "the 
79 Cf. Rom. 5:12 (ci~Utp-r[ct; 9avctoro~), 15 (nctpcbrrw~Ut; ano9vncrxw), 16 (a(.tctporavw; x.p[(.tct; x.ctorax.pt(.tct), 18. 
80 That 8:11 explains 8:10 will be substantiated below. 
81 This is related to the enduring state of creation which is still subject to futility and decay (8:20-21, 23). 
82 This delineation is explained below. 
83 E.g. Byrne (2004:245). Cf. Dodd (1970:140-141), Bruce (1974:164), Cranfield (1975:389), Schmithals 
(1980:110-112), Cottrell (1996:471), Haacker (1999:154), Keener (2009b:101), and Hultgren (2011:304). 
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destruction of the sinful body in baptism"84 based on the fact that the same words ( CTW~-tct, 
Ct.~-tap-rla and v£x.p6v) appear both in Romans 8: 10 and 6:6-11. This is a rather weak argument, 
however, since the same words appear in, for instance, the phrase "the dog bit the man" as in 
the phrase "the man bit the dog", and yet two very different images with two very different 
connotations are evoked. In 6:4-11 Paul makes the point that the "old person" with his "body 
of sin" ( -ro crw~-tct -rij~ Ct.~-tap-rla~) is dead (in baptism), and that as "new persons" his addressees 
should consequently consider themselves to be (with Christ) dead to sin (u~-tEi~ J.oyl~£cre£ 
eav-rou~ [ETval] v£x.pou~ ~-t6v -rfi Ct.~-tap-rlGt). In 8:10, however, Paul wrote not that the body of sin 
is dead, nor that his addressees are dead to sin, 85 but that the body is dead because of sin (o1a 
Ct.~-tctp-rlav). 86 
This causal relationship87 between the body's death and sin is best explained by the 
concept of lasting bodily mortality because of sin's legacy to all humanity. 88 The two lines of 
the parallelism in 8:10b-c are comparable to the antithesis in Romans 5:12-21 (cf. 6:13, 18, 
20). 89 There Paul argued that Adam was the progenitor and archetype of fallen humanity, i.e. 
that his sin also became the sin of all humanity (all of whom sinned). Because of sin, death 
followed. Christ, on the other hand, became the progenitor and archetype of a new situation, 
and his righteousness was bestowed to all in him (5:17, 18, 21). Because of this attributed90 
righteousness, life resulted for them. 
This antithesis is summarized in 8:10 with "vEx.pov o1a Ct.~-tctp-rlav" vs. "~w~ o1a 
OIX.ctiOCTUVYJV", the only difference being that here Paul makes the concession that the Adamic 
situation persists in part91 with respect to his addressees (cf. 1 Cor. 15:22), in the form of the 
84 So also Barrett (1989:159), and Harrisville (1980:125-126). Cf. Ziesler (1989:211). But see the critique of 
Wolter (2014:488). 
85 The interpretation that they are dead to sin is also espoused by e.g. Lohse (2003:235), Barrett (1989: 159). 
But see Schmithals ( 1980: 111 ). 
86 Jewett (1971 :296) earlier noted that ''the major difficulty with this verse regards the interpretation of ou% 
a/UlpT(av", pointed out that the sacramental interpretation Bultmann and Kuss have proposed faces a dilemma at 
this point, and yet eventually (p. 297) also opted for this interpretation on the grounds that the ascription of the 
cause of death to sin should be related to Paul's anti-gnostic agenda, i.e. the body is not dead because of its 
materiality as such but because of sin. Jewett's argument, however, does not give enough consideration to the 
different emphases of 6:4--11 and 8:9-11, and does not resolve the "difficulty'' of Ola Ctf.tap-rlav. 
87 The effect of Olct plus the accusative (cf. BDR 1976:179-180; §222). E.g. Brodeur (1996:202); Wolter 
(2014:488). 
88 E.g. Cranfield (1975:389); cf. Wolter (2014:489). 
89 Also cf. 1 Cor. 15:22-23; Nygren (1949:324-325). 
90 Schlatter (1975:262), Moo (1996:492). 
91 One might be inclined, in general, to agree with Brodeur (1996:193) that Rom. 8:10 represents a 
summarized antithesis between the situation of 7:7-25 and that of 8:1-11. It should be emphasized, however, 
that the first part of the antithetical parallelism (8: 1 Ob) is actually expounded as a part of the Adamic situation 
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mortality of the O"Wfla. 92 This, however, Paul counterbalances with the effect the 7t'VISUfla will 
have in the eschatological consummation (cf. 2 Cor. 5:4-5). 
Only when 8:11 is read with 8:10 does Paul's meaning become clear (Lohse 2003:236). 
It must be conceded that the body is still mortal because of the legacy of sin (8: 1 Ob ), but God 
will resolve that enduring verdict over Adamic bodilyness when, through the Spirit, he 
quickens the bodies of those to whom Christ's righteousness has been attributed (8: 1 Oc ). 
9.4.1.2 The Chiasmus in Romans 8:10-11 
There is an additional argument for expositing O"Wfla vexpov and ev>rra O"WflaTa as 
corresponding phrases,93 which also substantiates the claim that 8:10 must be interpreted in 
terms of 8:11. Consider the possibility that 8:11 is in fact an explanation94 of the rather 
complex 8: 10, by means of a chiastic95 inversion and elaboration of the key elements. 96 The 
chiastic arrangement97 is as follows: 
A e! o€ Xpta-Tos 6v Uf.!.TV, 
B To f.!.EV a-oof1.4 vexpov ota CtflapT(av 
C TO o€ 7t'VEt:IEUI ~ ota otxato<TUVlJV. 
that endures into the present of those who are already part of the new situation in Christ. Not all of 7:7-25 is 
applicable to those in Christ. 
92 Cf. Landmesser (2006:143-144). 
93 Landmesser (2006: 142 n.35) concurs with the interpretation of these phrases in relation to one another. 
94 Lohse (2003:236) regards 8:11 as the answer to the question ofthe meaning of8:10. Bauer (1971:163), 
Cranfield (1975:390), Fee (1994b:552), Moo (1996:492) and Schreiner (1998:415) regard 8:11 as an 
explanation of (the second half of) 8:10. Cf. Landmesser (2006: 142-143). Above expositors have not identified 
the chiasmus, however. To be sure, the argument that 8:11 explains 8:10 would have been even stronger if Paul 
had started 8:11 with an epexegetical xa( or an explanatory yap, but he used a continuative o€ instead ( cf. 
Wallace 1996:671; Schreiner 1998:415). His choice ofO€, however, can be explained as a stylistic choice, i.e. to 
conclude the pattern started in 8:9 with a third £l o€ conditional clause. 
95 Thomson (1995:25-26) presents the following working definition for the identification of chiasmus: 
"chiasmus may be said to be present in a passage if the text exhibits bilateral symmetry of four or more elements 
about a central axis, which may itself lie between two elements, or be a unique central element, the symmetry 
consisting of any combination of verbal, grammatical or syntactical elements, or, indeed, of ideas and concepts 
in a given pattern". Against Blass and Debrunner's earlier opinion that chiasmus is uncommon in the NT, see 
Jeremias (1958:145-156). In Funk's translation of the Grammar (BDF 1961:252; §477), he notes "chiasmus 
plays a considerable role in Paul". Cf. BDR (1976:407-408; §477). 
96 For another Pauline chiasmus (1 Thess. 5:23) where the second half explains the first half, see Jewett 
(1971 :175-177). Thomson (1995:223-224) also finds that the "expansion" of an element often occurs through its 
corresponding element in the chiasmus. 
97 The arrangement presented below conforms to the three requirements of chiasmus suggested by Thomson 
(1995:28-29): "a. The chiasmus will be present in the text as it stands, and will not require unsupported textual 
emendation in order to "recover" it. b. The symmetrical elements will be present in precisely inverted order. c. 
The chiasmus will begin and end at a reasonable point." It is also consistent with Jeremias' (1958:154-155) 
observation that when a proposition is stated in two parts by Paul (as e.g. in the fLEV-OE construction in 8:10), he 
often subsequently develops these two elements in reverse order (cf. Myers 1993:33). 
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C' e! oe 't'O 7t'\ISUE-Ut 't'OU eye(pctV't'Ot; 't'OV 'Incrouv ex. vex.pwv o!x.ei ev Uf.tiV, 
B' 0 eye(pct~ ex. vex.pwv XptCT't'OV 'IYJCTOUV ~cp07r0t~cret x.ctl 't'a Bvn't'a CTcdiLa't'a Uf.tWV 
A' ota 't'ou evotx.ouv't'o~ au't'ou weuE-ta't'oc: e, uEifv. 
The premise is that A' corresponds to and elaborates A, etc. Clearly the chiastic arrangement 
is not based on the inversion of identical words only. Rather, what we find is a verbatim 
repetition of one key word, 98 and two key concepts (one in the initial and one in the 
corresponding phrase) that are related to one another. 99 fu the diagram above, the elements 
corresponding verbatim are in bold, while the corresponding related concepts are underlined. 
It has already been shown above that, based on the context, XptCT't'6~ (A) and '1t'VEUf.tct't'o~ (A') 
are corresponding and related elements. The correspondence ofvex.p6v (B) to 9VYJ't'a (B') is the 
contested issue, which would be resolved if a chiasmus can in fact be proven. Consequently 
the deciding factor is whether it can be shown that either ~w~ or otx.cttOcrUVYJV (C) and 
eyelpctv't'o~ 't'OV 'IYJcrouv (C') are related concepts. If so, the above chiasmus is a likely 
explanation of Paul's argumentative structure and a solid base from which to deduce that 
CTWf.tct vex.p6v is in fact explained by 9VYJ't'a CTWf.tct't'ct. 
Before that issue is addressed, however, a possible objection to the legitimacy of the 
above chiasmus should be cleared out ofthe way (cf Thomson 1995:31). The question is: 
why regard 9VYJ't'ct (B') as the parallel of vex.p6v (B) rather than the word which corresponds 
verbatim? The simple reason is that that would break the pattern of this particular chiasmus, 
which is built upon the verbatim repetition of one element together with a repetition of 
another concept, not the repetition of two verbatim elements (i.e. CTWf.l.a x2 and vex.p6v x2). 
The presence of"vex.pwv" in (B') can be otherwise explained. fu 8:10 (i.e. C'-A'), additionally 
to the chiasmus he is constructing, Paul also employs the repetitive style of argumentation 
common in his epistles. 100 Where in (B') he just could have written "God will also make alive 
your mortal bodies" he prefers to repeat the formula101 he just used (A'; Lohse 2003:236) to 
describe God: 0 eyelpa~ ex. vex.pwv XptCT't'OV 'IYJCTOUll (with stylistic variation). This kind of 
repetition is something Paul does often, and in this particular instance it also serves the 
purposes of not only emphasizing God's resurrection of Christ as the basis upon which the 
98 Thomson (I995:41-42). Other examples ofthls kind of chiasmus in Romans, are Rom. II :22 and 10:9-10. 
Cf. Myers (1993:32-33). 
99 Thomson (1995:42). Cf. e.g. Rom. 2:7-10; Myers (1993:33). 
100 This is consistent with Thomson's (1995:38) observation that a chiasmus "provides the framework of the 
passage into which other patterns may well be interwoven". 
101 Also see the exposition and explanation of the repetition of the formula below. 
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addressees themselves will be quickened, 102 but also to show that all three divine role-
players103 are involved in the resurrection I quickening, yet to do it in such a way that the 
primacy of God as the One who resurrects I quickens is maintained. 
It is fairly obvious that ~w~ and eyelpavrro~ rrov 'IYJCiOUV ex. vex.pwv can be considered 
parallel concepts. Jesus' resurrection from the dead meant no less than him living, and 
subsequently also entails life for those who believe in him (cf. 5:18; 6:3-5). This is all we 
need to prove the legitimacy of the chiasmus. 
The parallel between C and C' would be even stronger, however, if it can be shown that 
(C) O!X.a!OcrUVYJV and (C') eyelpavrro~ 't"OV 'IYJCiOUV ex. vex.pwv are also related concepts. In 
Romans 4:13-25 Paul is arguing that Abraham's inheritance of the promise was not based on 
his adherence to the law but on the "righteousness of faith" (ota otx.atocrUVYJ~ 7rtCi'rew~, 4: 13). 
Abraham's faith was in the God who quickens the dead (e7rtCi't"EUCiEV eeoO 't"OU ~Cf>07rO!OUV'rO~ 
rrou~ vex.pou~, 4:17). 104 Paul moves to the conclusion ofhis argument (4:19-21) with the point 
that Abraham's faith in God's promise that he would have many descendants, did not 
waiver. 105 Consequently his faith "was reckoned to him as righteousness" (4:22, NRSV, oto 
[x.al] eA.oyfcreYJ avrr~ e!~ O!X.a!OCiUVlJV). This was written, however, not only for Abraham's sake 
but also for ours because righteousness will be reckoned (A.oyl~ecreat) "to us who believe in 
him who raised Jesus our Lord from the dead" (4:23-24, NRSV, rrol~ mCi'reuoucrtv e1rl rrov 
eyelpavrra 'IncroOv rrov x.uptov ~!LWV ex. vex.pwv). Jesus "was handed over because of our 
transgressions and was raised for our justification" (4:25, NRSV, o~ 1rapeooeYJ ota rra 
7rapa7rrrw~-tarra ~llwv x.al ?jyipen ota riJv otx.afwcrtv ~llwv). From this it should be clear that Paul 
relates the justification of those who believe in Christ, to his resurrection-Christ was raised 
for their justification, and righteousness will be attributed to those who believe in him who 
raised Christ from the dead. This conceptual relationship between Jesus' resurrection and the 
righteousness attributed to believers is the antecedent to the phrases we find in 8: 1 Oc and 11 a, 
and explains how they are related there also. With 8: 11a Paul once again relates the fact that 
102 Bauer (1971:163). Paul also emphasizes this in a second way by making it the centre element of the 
chiasmus. See below. 
103 Note that this is not the same as saying that Paul wanted to include the three "persons" of the Trinity, a 
concept that was probably not yet fully developed in Paul. The Spirit clearly "plays a role" in what is depicted in 
8:9-11, regardless to which extent it is conceived of as being personal. 
104 The fact that Paul uses 'WO'Il'OtEW only twice in Romans, in 4: 17 and 8: 11, is a significant indicator of a 
relationship between the contexts. 
105 Even "when he considered his own body, which was already as good as dead" (4:19, NRSV, xal 1.1.~ 
auBEv~ua~ "Cjj 'll'tO"t"Et xa-rEV6))0"EV -ro €au-roil O"Wjla [~O))] vEvExpWjlEvov). Note the similar vocabulary, but also that 
this does not mean that 8:10b is somehow referring to the death of Abraham's body! 
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God raised Christ from the dead ('t'oil eyefpano~ 't'OV 'l~a-oilv ex vexpwv; cf. 4:24c) to the 
righteousness (o1a OIXa1oa-Uv~v, 8:10c) attributed to his addressees (cf. OIXa!oa-Uv~v, 4:22, and 
o1a rljv o1xafwa-1v ~~wv, 4:25). 
When this is taken into consideration, it becomes very probable that 8:10-11 should in 
fact be read as a chiasmus. The pertinent concern of (A-A') is the indwelling of Christ or his 
Spirit, of (B-B') the mortality of the body, and of (C-C') the Spirit mediating life to the 
addressees (because of the righteousness attributed to them, effected by the resurrection of 
Christ). True to Paul's Christ-centred theology, the chiasmus emphasizes Christ's 
resurrection as the basis of his addressees' quickening because of its central position in the 
structure. Consequently, a-w~a vexpov (8:10b) is best read as a parallel to Bv~'t'a a-w~a't'a 
(8: 11 b), which explains the former and more obscure (hyperbolic) reference. 
9.4.1.3 Which ll71EUf.lals at Stake in 8:10c: Divine or Human? 
Another feature of the above chiastic exposition is that it confirms the now majority view that 
in 8:10c meil~-ta refers to the Spirit of God and not to the anthropological spirit. The two 
occurrences of 7t'VeiJ~a inC (8:10c) and C' (8:11a) are best understood as parallel to each 
other, not only in the sense that the identical word is repeated, but that the two instances of 
the word are also conceptually equivalent, i.e. that meil~-ta in 8:10c refers not to the human 
spirit but to the Spirit (of him who raised Christ from the dead, as in 8: 11 a). This is consistent 
with the theory that the inverted elements in this particular chiasmus elaborate and explain 
the initial rather obscure phrases. If one would wonder ''what does 7t'Veil~-ta mean (in 8:10)", 
the answer becomes apparent in 8: 11-----.Jfo meil~-ta 't'oil eyefpano~ 't'OV 'l~a-oilv ex vexpwv (Bauer 
1971: 163). It is also consistent with (a) the logic of 8:9-11 as a whole where the point is the 
way in which the Spirit is God's secondary agent that mediates resurrection life (such as that 
of Christ) to Paul's addressees, and (b) the fact that in all other instances in Romans 8 (verses 
2, 6 and 13) where 7t'Veil~-ta and a cognate of ~w~ are used in connection with each other, it 
refers to the Spirit of God and not the human spirit. 
Although many106 have come to this same conclusion (for a variety of other reasons as 
well), 107 others have come to the opposite conclusion, i.e. that 7t'Veil~-ta in 8:1 Ob should be read 
106 Dunn (2002:431) states that this is the "strong consensus of modem commentators", although "the 
modern translations have not kept up here", citing as examples the NEB, NIV, NJB and RSV. Examples of other 
expositors include Bauer (1971:162), Osten-Sacken (1975:154), Cranfield (1975:389), Michel (1978:254), 
Schmithals (1980:112), Zeller (1985:158), Barrett (1989:159), Brodeur (1996:207-208), Johnson (1996:122), 
Byrne (2004:245) and Keener (2009b: 101 ). 
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as a reference to the human spirit. 108 Jewett (2007:491) takes the rather distinctive position 
that a differentiation between spirit and Spirit109 at this point represents "a false dichotomy 
because Paul frequently speaks of the apportioned divine Spirit given to believers as if it were 
now a human possession", llO based on the assumption of such a tradition in the early 
Hellenistic Christian church (Jewett 1971:175-200, esp. 184). In Romans 8:16, however, Paul 
distinguishes two spirits, the first obviously divine and the second a human possession 
(wEu~ctTt ~~wv).lll Jewett (1971:199) himself realizes that here his position is 
problematic, 112 since "if the spirit of man is the apportioned spirit, then the Holy Spirit would 
ultimately be witnessing to himself'. The improbability of this explanation of 8:16 casts 
doubt on the validity of this notion in the context of 8:10 as well. Nevertheless, Jewett 
(2007:491) assumes that in 8:10 'lniEU~ct (even if "apportioned") is anthropological, i.e. Paul 
means to say that the body (read: body of sin) is dead but the apportioned (read: 
anthropological) spirit is alive. 
This, however, does not seem to be a typically Pauline distinction (e.g. Ziesler 
1989:211). Of all the contexts (in the undisputed Pauline epistles) where Paul employs an 
anthropological duality between G'W~ct and 'lniEU~ct, 113 only the enigmatic text in 1 Corinthians 
5:1-5 (esp. verse 5) may exhibit a contrast between the destruction of the body and the 
eschatological redemption of the anthropological spirit. It is more characteristically Pauline to 
(a) allow for the anthropological dualities (cf. Gundry 1976:135-156) his addressees are 
familiar with from their context (cf. Jewett 1971), but (b) to redefine them, and (c) to argue 
for the eschatological restoration of the body with the spirit, i.e. of the person as a whole ( cf. 
1 Cor. 6: 12-20; 1 Thess. 5:23).l14 It is doubtful, then, that 1 Corinthians 5:5 can be used to 
107 One notable reason being that Paul employs the noun 'w~ to qualify 'lt'li£Uf.l.a, instead of its adjectival 
cognate-"the (S)spirit is life", not ''the spirit is alive"-which would have made an anthropological sense more 
conceivable. Cf. Hultgren (20 11 :304), Dunn (2002:431 ), Barrett (1989: 159), Schreiner (1998:415), etc. 
108 At the time Michel (1978:254) could state that this was the position of most expositors. E.g. Nygren 
(1949:322), Dodd (1970:141), Harrisville (1980:126). Later expositors espousing this view include Fitzmyer 
(1993:490-491) and Cottrell (1996:471-472). 
109 For the history of research on this issue, see Jewett (1971: 167-175). 
11° Cf. Schlatter (1975:262). 
111 Which Jewett (1981: 199) interprets as the apportioned Spirit. 
112 The quote (for the conception of which he credits Strathmann TDNT 4:509) indicates that Jewett realises 
the difficulty of his interpretation in this context. He continues that "the logical difficulties in conceptualizing 
this in modern terms will simply have to be accepted". 
113 Rom. 8:10; 1 Cor. 5:1-8 (esp. 3-5), 6:12-20,7:34, 12:12-31 (esp. 12:13); 15:35-58 (esp. 15:44); 2 Cor. 
4:7-15; Gal. 6:17-18; and 1 Thess. 5:23. 
114 Cf. Bultmann (1984:194-195). His remark that "der mensch hat nicht ein O"Wf.ta, sondern er ist O"Wf.ta" (p. 
195, emph. orig.) has become well known. But cf. the critique of Gundry (1976; esp. 3-8). When Pauline usage 
is considered, we can conclude, not a priori that O"Wf.l.a necessarily denotes the whole person (recognising that in 
certain contexts it does because it is applied metonymically, i.e. where a part represents the whole), but that Paul 
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argue in favour of an anthropological 7t'VEUf.ta in Romans 8:10. We can conclude that it would 
be quite unusual if 8:10 were to mean that one is dead to sin through baptism (or even: 
because of sin's enduring effect), but one's spirit still lives.115 Understanding the relation 
between 7t'VEUf.ta and 'cu~ in 8:10 as in continuity with 8:2 and 8:6b, 116 so that 7t'VEUf.ta refers to 
the divine Spirit in all these instances, makes much more sense, not only in the local context 
but in the greater Pauline context as well. 
9.4.1.4 Life, because of Righteousness 
More needs to be said about the forensic metaphor TO 7t'VEUf.ta 'cu~ otc% O!Xatoa-UVYJV. The import 
of 5:12-21 (esp. 5: 18) for this metaphor (in its antithesis with CTWf.t.a vExpbv ota Ctf.t.apTiav) was 
already pointed out above. Within Paul's story of reality God's forensic judgment and 
condemnation of Adam and his descendants because of the sin of Adam (and his 
descendants' subsequent sin) brought about human mortality. 117 In terms of Paul's 
eschatological tension even those already indwelt by Christ (8:10a) are still mortal (8:10b), 
an enduring aspect of their Adamic bodilyness which Paul concedes (f,tEV) before getting to 
the point he actually wishes to emphasise (oi; BDAG 2000:629-630) contextually (8: 1 Oc-11 ). 
The background of the (metaphorically) forensic condemnation of sin (5:12-21) causing the 
hyperbolic deadness (vExp6~) of the body (8:10b) is crucial to the identification of To 7t'VEUf.ta 
'cu~ ota otxatoa-UVYJV (8:10c) as a forensic metaphor. 
In addition to Romans 5:12-21, it was argued above that this metaphor in 8:10c should 
be read against the background of 4: 13-25 as well, leading to the conclusion that Paul relates 
the justification of those who believe in Christ, to his resurrection-He was raised for their 
justification, and righteousness will be attributed to those who believe in God who raised 
Christ from the dead. The justification and righteousness of Paul and his addressees are 
clearly coherent with the forensic imagery that form part ofPaul's story of reality. 
Subsequently the implications of 8:1 and 3-4 should also be taken into account. 118 The 
forensic imagery in 8:1, 3-4 and 8:10 is coherent and consistent. More specifically, the 
does not envision existence (now or in the eschaton) other than a bodily existence either ( cf. Bultmann 
1984:193). Cf. Bauer (1971 :185) and Gundry (1976:3-8, 50). 
115 As e.g. Schlatter (1975:262) and Cottrell (1996:472) argues Paul means. 
116 Cf. Osten-Sacken (1975:153-154), Schreiner (1998:415). 
117 Cf. Rom. 5:12 (a!L'lp-r!a; Bava-ro~), 15 (7rapamw~-ta; a7ro8v1Joxw), 16 (a~-tap-ravw; xptf-ta; xa-rtixptf-ta), 18. 
Cf. Gen. 3:19. 
118 Cf. Osten-Sacken (1975:153, 155). 
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metaphorical forensic state (otxatocruv>'])119 mentioned in 8:10 coheres with the positive 
declaration of 8:1 that there is no condemnation (xa't'axpt~a) for those in Christ. This positive 
metaphorical forensic state can be related to the metaphorical forensic action (o Beo~ ... 
Xct't'EXptvev 't'~V a~ap't'tav) depicted in 8:3-4. The former is the outcome of the latter. Christ's 
death effectively dealt with Sin and fulfilled the requirement of the law with respect to Paul's 
addressees. 120 Thus, those who participate in the effects of the redemptive work of Christ are 
deemed righteous, since the requirement of the law has already been met with respect to 
them. This attributed righteousness121 is the cause (ota; 8:10c) of the positive forensic 
outcome oflife (~w~) for Christ-believers. 
In other contexts life (~w~) may constitute not a forensic but an existential metaphor. 122 
In the Gospel of John, 123 for instance, "[ e ]temal life is a way of existence which can be 
known through the analogy with earthly life, but differs from that type of life because of its 
divine nature" (Van der Watt 2000:203). Moreover, in John eternal life as an existential 
metaphor is something that is realized straight away (Vander Watt 2000:206). 124 This has 
some similarities with ~w~ in the context of 8: 10-11. The divine nature of this life is apparent 
in the light of Paul's assertion that God will quicken Christ-believers through his Spirit (8: 11) 
and of the direct relation of the Spirit to life ('t'o 7nle0~a [ecnw] ~w~; 8: 10c). Paul also 
emphasises a realised reality, namely the presence of the indwelling Spirit of Christ (8:11). If 
my contention above is correct, however, that 8: 10 should be interpreted in the light of 8: 11, 
as confirmed by the exposition of the chiasmus in 8: 10-11, it is indeed the realised presence 
of the Spirit that is emphasised contextually, but in this context not the realised aspect of 
divine life. Paul's omission of a copula can probably be taken to mean that he did not place 
emphasis on the present tense in 8: 1 Oc, 125 i.e. on divine life as a present existential reality for 
his addressees. Paul's use of ~wonotew in the future tense in 8:11 explains ~w~ in 8:10c (also 
119 Du Toit (2007a:271) confidently asserts that, of the 33 occurrences of the term otxatoaVV1J in the first ten 
chapters of Romans, it has forensic connotations in all. This may certainly also be true in Rom. 8: 10 where sin 
(cq1.ap-rfa) can be seen to constitute the human (Adamic) state of being in contravention of the law, punishable 
by death (vExp6~, cf. 8:6-7), and otxatoaVV1J the state of (in relation with Xptcrr6~ and 'lniEV!.!-a) no longer being in 
contravention of the law ( cf. 5: 19) thus having the assurance of life (~c.u~) if and when judgment is passed ( cf. 
8:1, 2:1-11). 
120 See chapter 6 above. 
121 Schlatter (1975:262), Moo (1996:492), Schreiner (1998:415). 
122 Also see above on Paul's use of"life" and "death" as existential metaphors. 
123 Cf. esp. John 5:25-26; 6:57. 
124 Cf. Rom. 6:4, 11 as instances where the new life of Christ-believers is a present existential reality. 
125 Also cf. 8:1 Ob. 
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cf. ~~a-eo-Be in 8: 13) as pertaining to eschatological (resurrection-transformation)126 life. Paul's 
contextual concern is to emphasise the present reality of the indwelling Spirit (8: 11 ), which 
serves as a present assurance of his addressees' future quickening (cf. 2 Cor. 5:4-5, 10). The 
existential aspects of ~w~, then, is not highlighted or elaborated in this context. Instead, Paul 
qualifies his contextual concept of (eschatological) life with the forensic concept of 
righteousness. Since eschatological life is coherent with a forensic imagery setting ( cf. Rom. 
5:15-19; 8:1--4), which is also the prevalent imagery against the background ofwhich 8:10b-
c can be understood, it is appropriate to interpret ~w~ as a constitutive element of the forensic 
imagery. 
The metaphor 'rO 7t'VEUf.ta ~w~ O!Ct onc.atoo-UV)')V (8:10c), then, presupposes 127 a forensic 
judgement according to which Paul's addressees were found to be righteous (because Christ's 
righteousness has been attributed to them). Their attributed righteousness is the cause that 
they do not live under the verdict of condemnation (cf. 8:1) but with the assurance of 
eschatological life (8:10c). The Spirit will be God's secondary agent, through which he will 
give them this eschatological life when he quickens their mortal bodies, as 8:11 will 
elucidate. The metaphor in 8: 1 Oc, then, derives from the source domain of forensic justice 
and maps the two image elements of "righteousness" (oncatoa-Uv)')) and the forensic outcome 
of "life" (~w~; in contrast to condemnation to death) to the target domain of Paul's 
addressees' attributed righteous standing before God, which is the cause of their receiving 
eschatological life (when the Spirit quickens their mortal bodies). 
Not only the death of Christ (cf. 5:9; 8:3) but also his resurrection (cf. 4:25; 8: 10-11) 
serve the purpose of the justification of those in him. Ultimately in Paul's understanding the 
two moments together form the foundation of his addressees attributed righteousness and 
their new identity which proceeds from it. Consequently, on the basis of this forensic 
metaphor, constituted by attributed righteousness (otxatoa-Uv)')) and the assurance oflife (~w~), 
follows the implication that Paul's addressees' moral lives should now conform to their 
transformedidentity(cf. 6:13,18, 20; 8:4-6, 12-13).128 
126 See below on ~c.lO'IrOIEc.l. 
127 The metaphorical judgement situation itself is not depicted in Paul's metaphor here but forms part of 
Paul's implicit story of reality. 
128 Osten-Sacken (1975:153) and Keener (2009b:101). Byrne's (2004:245, cf. 240-241) emphasis in this 
context on ''the ethical righteousness created in believers" does not take the abovementioned grounding of that 
righteousness in Christ's redemptive work and the consequent bestowal of his righteousness on those "in him" 
(through the Spirit) serious enough. Paul's repetition ofXpl(rr6~ in this context (8:9, 10, 11 x2) is emphatic, and 
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9. 4. 2 The Quickening of Your Mortal Bodies (8: 11) 
As has already been noted, ev~rra crciJE-tct'rct refers to "mortal bodies". 129 The plural corresponds 
to the qualifying UE-tWV, to the effect that Paul not only personalizes the bodily mortality of the 
addressees but also the assurance that they will be quickened ('wo7ro1iw ). This is the purpose 
of the xa.(, i.e. they will also be made alive as Christ was. 130 Paul elsewhere also relates the 
resurrection of Christ-believers to the resurrection of Christ (e.g. 1 Cor. 6: 14; 2 Cor. 4: 14). 131 
However, Paul's use of 'wo7ro1iw (8:11) may encompass not only the resurrection of the dead 
but also the transformation of those who are still alive with Christ's return, as in for instance 
1 Corinthians 15:50-53 and Philippians 3:20-21 (Wolter 2014:490). 
The personalization of their quickening does not mean that Paul individualizes ( cf. 
Dunn 2002:432) it, however, since he uses the plural of the second person personal pronoun 
throughout 8:9-11. There is no emphasis on the individual members of the group here, but 
rather on what is true of them as group. Thus, as a group they all (still) have mortal bodies. 
These, however, will eschatologically (the significance of the future 'Cfl07l'OI~CT£1Y 32 be 
quickened (BDAG 2000:431-432) by God. 
9.4.2.1 The Involvement of God, Christ, and the Spirit 
The way Paul differentiates between the divine role-players in 8:11 results in a somewhat 
cumbersome sentence (cf. Dunn 2002:432-433). o £ydpa.~133 Tov 'IYJcroOv £x v£xpwv134 refers to 
God, 135 and probably reflects a pre-Pauline formula136 adopted by Paul. It is important, 
however, to realise that God is the subject of this formula. 137 Not taking this standardised use 
seriously could contribute to a misreading of the text (cf. Fee 1994b:553; 2006:142-153), as if 
pertinent not only to him being the foundation upon which they are bestowed life (~CAl~), but also to his 
righteousness being the source of the righteousness (otxatocrVY)]) bestowed on them (see chapter 6 above). 
129 Cf. BDAG (2000:458, 983-984). Cf. Prov. 5:11; Wis. 2:3. 
130 Wilckens (1980:134), Brodeur (1996:215). 
131 Cf. 1 Cor. 15:23; 1 Thess. 4:14; Wolter (2014:490). 
132 Cranfield (1975:391), Wilckens (1980:133), Fitzmyer (1993:491), Powers (2001:163-164). Cf. Haskins 
(1895:190). 
133 Although the word can have a variety of denotations, its meaning in this context is clear: ''to cause to 
return to life, raise up" (BDAG 2000:271-272). 
134 Alternately: 6 tyefpa~ EX vExp&lv XptCTTov 'I)]crofJv. 
135 Lohse (2003:236), Moo (1996:493), Byrne (1996:241), Wilckens (1980:134), etc. Cranfield (1975:390) 
even calls it a ''title of God". See Becker (2007:94-118, esp. 95). 
136 Osten-Sacken (1975:144). Also Dunn (2002:432), Jewett (2007:492), Hultgren (2011:305), Byrne 
(1996:246), etc. Cf. Rom. 4:24, 10:9 and the other instances in the note below. 
137 Instances where Paul explicitly makes ee6~ the subject of the formula, are: Rom. 10:9; 1 Cor. 6:14 and 
Gal. 1:1. Cf. Col. 2:12. Cf. also Rom. 4:24, 6:4; 1 Cor. 15:15,2 Cor. 1:9, and I Thess. 1:9-10 where the context 
demands this interpretation. 
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"the Spirit of God is the 'one who raised Jesus from the dead'". 138 The correct translation of 
-ro 7t11eti~-ta -rou eyelpano~ -rov 'IYJ<rouv ex vexpwv is rather: "the Spirit of him who raised Jesus 
from the dead", 139 where the participle "eyelpano~" is exposited as a substantive, its genitive 
case signifying the relation between "he who raised ... " and -ro 7t11eti~-ta. Similarly the slightly 
altered version ( o eye(pa~ ex vexpwv Xpt<T't"0\1 'lYJO"OU\1) in 8:11 b should also be understood to 
refer to God and not to the Spirit. Not expounding it as such would make the added phrase ota 
-rou evotxouv-ro~ au-rou 7t11EU~-ta-ro~ ev UE-tiv140 nonsensical (i.e. ''the Spirit who resurrected 
Christ ... will also make alive ... through the Spirit dwelling in you"?). Thus in both cases in 
8:11, as is its usual denotation, the one who raised Christ (Jesus) from the dead refers to 
God.141 
However, not only the fact that it is God who resurrects or quickens, but also the 
foundational and exemplary role of Christ is emphasised in Paul's repetitious sentence. 
Christ's resurrection by God is archetypical for the quickening of those who belong to his 
group (cf. 1 Cor. 6:14; 15:20--23). Christ's involvement, however, is not limited to the fact 
that He had been resurrected first. The fulfilled condition in 8: lOa (ei oe Xpt<T't"o~ ev UE-tiv) upon 
which the rest of the argument is built, implies that his enduring presence (Dunn 2002:433) 
impacts their future quickening. This enduring presence is none other than the Spirit. 
Thus the Spirit (of Christ or God) also plays an important role with regard to 
resurrection or quickening. As argued above, it is clear that it is not the Spirit who resurrected 
Jesus, 142 nor is the Spirit the actual subject that will quicken Paul's addressees. In both cases 
it is God who resurrects or quickens. 143 Yet Paul repeats144 the thought that the Spirit is the 
"Spirit of him who raised Christ from the dead". This connection between the Spirit and 
resurrection I quickening is intentional. 
It is likely that Paul's conceptualisation of the Spirit's involvement in the resurrection I 
quickening of the dead derives from (but reinterprets) Judaic tradition. 145 In Ezekiel 37:1-
138 Jewett (2007:492). Also Witherington (2004:216). 
139 Talbert (2002:206). Cf. Moo (1996:492-493), Byrne (1996:246), Zimmermann (2009a:513). 
140 Also see below. 
141 Cf. e.g. Rom. 6:4; 10:9; 1 Cor. 6:14; 2 Cor. 4:14; 1 Thess. 1:10. 
142 Although the formulation of Rom. 1 :4a ( TOU optcr6EVTO~ vlou 6£oU Ell OVllct~£1 >ea.Ta '11"11£U~a. aytWcnJVYj~ E~ 
ava.<TTaCT£W~ v£>epwv) is open to misunderstanding in this regard, there also it is not the Spirit who resurrects 
Christ. God is the implied subject of both op(~w and of Christ's resurrection (Wolter 2014:88-90, see 310). 
143 See below on ota -roO l!vot>eouv-ro~ a.u-roO mEu~a.To~ (8: 11 b). 
144 
-ro m£0~ -roO l!ydpa.'IITo~ ... , and a.u-roO mEu~To~ where the antecedent of a.u-roil is o tydpa.~ E>e VE>epwv 
XptCTToli1YJCTOUll. 
145 Cf. T. A b. (A.18.11 ); 
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14146 Ezekiel prophesies to the dry bones of the dead in a valley. God promised that he would 
let the breath or spirit oflife (7t11Eii~La 'w~~) enter them (Ei~ V~LEi~; 37:5), i.e. his breath or Spirit 
(7t11EU~Lct ~lou) which would bring them to life ('aw; 37:6). Thus the dead were made alive by 
means of God's Spirit. Ezekiel's prophetic experience had an application. The dead 
represented exiled Israel, and it was them that would be resurrected I quickened 
metaphorically by their restoration to their land (37:11-14; Nickelsburg 1992b:685). This 
metaphorical resurrection I quickening in Ezekiel 37 would subsequently, in early Judaism, 
be used to support the belief in a literal life after physical death (Nickelsburg 1992b:685). 
Paul's beliefs on the resurrection I quickening reflected in Romans 8:11 go beyond 
what is envisioned in either Ezekiel 37 or early Judaism. Whereas early Judaic tradition 
awaited the eschatological gift of the Spirit, in Paul's understanding the Spirit has been 
poured out already (Wolter 2014:490). Moreover, Paul develops the concept that the Spirit of 
God would enter into the dead (Ezek. 37:5, 14) in terms of indwelling imagery. For Paul the 
Spirit does not merely enter and resurrect the dead but already indwells living Christ-
believers. There are no moral entailments apparent in Ezekiel 37:1-14. Paul's indwelling 
imagery, however, does in certain contexts involve questions of morality in which the Spirit 
plays a fundamental role. Paul does not conceptualise God's Spirit merely as the means 
whereby God resurrects I quickens, as in Ezekiel 3 7, but also as a personified moral power 
ruling the lives of Christ-believers, empowering them to live morally (cf. 8:2, 4, 12-13).147 
This brings us to the exposition of ota 'roO ivotxoOno~ au'roii 7t11£U~La'ro~ iv V~Liv. 
9.4.2.2 The Secondary Agency of the Spirit, rather than its Agency or Instrumentality 
Paul concludes Romans 8:11 with the point that his addressees' mortal bodies will be 
quickened ota 'roO ivotxoOno~ au'roii 7t11£U~La'ro~ iv V~Liv. The implications of the ota plus the 
genitive must be addressed. How did Paul conceptualize the involvement of the Spirit in the 
resurrection I quickening, in relation to God and Christ? Is the Spirit the agent of the 
resurrection I quickening, 148 the means or instrument149 whereby God will quicken, or is 
another conceptualisation possibly closer to Paul's thought? 
146 Cf. Wolter (2014:490-491). Also see Yates (2008:143-147). 
147 See chapters 5 and 6 above. 
148 Expositors who deduce agency (as such) include Barrett (1962:159), Osten-Sacken (1975:154), Cranfield 
(1975:392), Schlatter (1975:263), Brodeur (1996:214-215), Cottrell (1996:472), and Lohse (2003:236). But see 
the critique of Wallace ( 1996: 163-166). 
149 Moo (1996:493) and Fitzmyer (1993:491) uses the description "instrumentality", which is consistent with 
Wallace's (1996:163-166) distinctions. However, see below. 
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Taking note of the text critical issue, the genitive textual variant with ota should be 
slightly preferred over the accusative variant. 150 Had there been any certainty that the 
accusative variant was to be preferred, agency could be ruled out. 151 Yet even the genitive 
variant would not necessarily denote agency but could, in principle, have inter alia a local or 
a temporal denotation (BDR 1976:180; §223). Even if we accept, then, as apparently most 
expositors do, 152 that the genitive reading is to be preferred, the context still needs to be given 
serious consideration in order to determine whether the Spirit's agency is an appropriate 
interpretation or not. 
The following three aspects in the context of O!Ct 't"OU fVO!XOUV't"O~ au-roO weu~a't"o~ £v 
ufiiv favours that it should be interpreted as referring neither to instrumentality nor to agency 
proper, but to another conceptualisation which may be called secondary agency: 
(a) As pointed out above, Paul does not attribute the resurrection I quickening to the 
Spirit directly as it is to be attributed to God. 153 Thus God is the actual agent or subject of the 
resurrection I quickening, not the Spirit. Nevertheless, Paul also makes a point of connecting 
the Spirit with God who resurrects (twice in 8:11; Yates 2008:148-149). These 
circumlocutory descriptions are consistent with the concept of secondary agency, i.e. where a 
secondary agent is associated with an act and with the actual subject (primary agent) of the 
deed, on whose behalfhe is involved. 154 
Two forms of agency can be distinguished. The first (which may be called "agency 
proper"), which is associated with a passive verb, is a way of indicating who the subject of 
the action is. The agent connected to the passive verb equals the subject of the action ( cf. 
Wallace 1996:163-166, 368-369). Secondary agency, however, is not related to a passive 
verb, and occurs when a subject (primary agent) acts through another, who may be described 
as the secondary agent. In a certain sense both are subjects of the action, but it is important to 
realise that the secondary agent does not act on his own accord, but as an extension of the 
150 See the note above on the textual variants. Fee (1994b:543, 552-553; 2006:147-153) argues for the 
accusative reading and against the notion of the Spirit's agency in the resurrection. 
151 Yates (2008:148) mistakenly uses Rom. 8:20 as an example where oui plus the accusative may refer to 
agency, where the context demands causality. Is it yet proven that there is a precedent to interpret ota plus the 
accusative in the sense of agency? Cf. BDR (1976:179-180; §222). 
152 According to e.g. Brodeur (1996:216), and Fee (2006:143). 
153 Kasemann (1980:225) goes too far when he states "the Spirit is obviously regarded as the true 
resurrecting force". 
154 Also see above on the Spirit's "representation" of God and Christ. On divine and human agency in 
Second Temple Judaism and Paul, see Maston (2010). 
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pnmary agent (actual subject). 155 This distinction, secondary agency, corresponds to 
instrumentality (e.g. Moo 1996:492-493) or "means", but does not imply that the 
involvement of the secondary agent's personality and volition are either irrelevant or 
excluded, as is implied by the dative of instrument or means according to Wallace (1996:162-
163). 
Secondary agency applies in the case of Olcl TOV EVOIX.OVV'rO~ ath·oO 7nleUl-taTO~ ev ufii'v 
(8: 11) because the phrase entails the personification of the Spirit. 156 According to Lakoff and 
Johnson (2003:33) personification entails the conceptualisation of a non-human entity in 
terms of human activities, motivations, characteristics, etc. Although the expression that a 
spirit "dwells in" a person was conventional in Paul's day, it nevertheless reflects the 
personification of a non-human power. This non-human power is conceptualised as doing the 
human activity of dwelling in a space, which implies having dominion over that space. In 
Romans 8: 1-13 it is the Spirit who is the ruling power in the lives of Christ-believers, albeit 
as an extension of God and Christ. The metaphors that Paul uses give a central role to the 
personified Spirit, so that it is conceptualised sometimes as an agent (e.g. 8:2, 9) and 
sometimes as a secondary agent (8:11, 13). Since in Romans 8:1-13 the Spirit is personified 
as the antithetical ruler to personified Sin and Flesh, its "personality" is neither excluded nor 
irrelevant (even though it is also not elaborated). 
(b) Paul has associated the Spirit with life three times (8:2, 6b, lOb; cf. Yates 
2008:149). Apart from 8:3-11 expounding the thesis of8:2, it has also been shown above that 
8:9-11 elaborates on 8:6b to show how life is the eschatological outcome for those in the 
Spirit, just as 8:7-8 elaborated on 8:6a to explain what causes the Fleshly mindset to result in 
death. In the narrower context, it has also been argued above that 8:11 explains 8:10b, i.e. 
how the Spirit is life because of righteousness. Thus 8:11 is the climactic explanation of these 
three instances where msOl-ta and ~w~ are connected. It would be strange if this climactic 
tss Wallace (1996:162-166) prefers to include this category (particularly ofthe use of the dative; cf. 368-369) 
under the description "means I instrument", arguing that even where the instrument may in fact be personal, it is 
conceived of as impersonal because its volition is not in view. This distinction, however, leads the interpreter to 
impose the question of volition on textual contexts where it is not relevant, or may even become theologically 
misleading (with respect to Wallace's example "God disciplined me by means of my parents": does God really 
use people as instruments irrespective of their own will?). Consequently it is more prudent to distinguish a 
primary and secondary agent, as described above, where the independent personality and volition of the 
secondary agent is neither stipulated nor denied by the context. This also applies to the question of the agency of 
God's Spirit. As it is not within the purpose of this study to determine the extent to which Paul views the Spirit 
as a person or as a power he may sometimes personify, the matter will not be taken up in more detail (see Burke 
2006: 126-128). 
156 That is to say, if the Spirit is not yet conceived of as personal by Paul, as is generally accepted by 
expositors. See the note above. 
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explanation, then, came down to the Spirit not actually being involved actively in the 
resurrection I quickening (with God and Christ; cf. Yates 2008: 149) in some way. 
The point, to the contrary, is that the Spirit will be actively involved in the resurrection I 
quickening as the secondary agent through which God will act, and this is what Paul means 
when he writes, pertaining to his addressees, that -ro mei.l~a [ EO"'l"IV] 'w~ ("the Spirit is life", 
8:10b). It was not uncommon157 that the life-giving work of God was understood to be 
wrought through his Spirit (Dunn 2002:432). Moreover, the Spirit's presence in Paul's 
addressees should comfort them in the knowledge and guarantee158 that life and resurrection I 
quickening do await them, in spite of their current mortality. Thus "the assurance is that the 
indwelling Spirit is the beginning of a process and guarantee of its completion" (Dunn 
2002:432). 159 As Christ's presence in them the Spirit mediates to Christ-believers that which 
Christ's redemptive work achieved for them (cf. Schweizer TDNT 6: 427), especially 
eschatological life. 
(c) As Yates (2008:149) pointed out, if Paul had only wanted to say that the Spirit 
guarantees future resurrection I quickening without implying some form of agency (as argued 
by Fee 1994b:543, 552-553; 2006: 153), OICt 'rOU S\IOIX.OU\I'rO~ au-roi.l meu~a'rO~ S\1 ufiiv would be 
redundant, since the indwelling of the Spirit has already been established in the first part of 
8:11. The verse without OICt 'rOU S\IOIX.OU\I'rO~ au-roi.l meu~a-ro~ S\1 ufii'v would already mean that 
the Spirit guarantees future resurrection I quickening, but without implying its secondary 
agency. What then, if not the Spirit's agency (in the secondary sense defined above), would 
this last phrase add to the sentence? 
9.5 Conclusion on the Function of the Metaphors I Imagery in Romans 8:9-11 within the 
Process of the Revision or Confirmation of Understanding-of-Reality 
Once again the primary function of Paul's metaphors and images in Romans 8:9-11 is to 
impart knowledge to his addressees that would either confirm or revise their understanding-
of-reality. This knowledge pertains to the Spirit that makes God and Christ present in them. 
To this end Paul uses three metaphors (u~ei~ sO"'re sv meu~a-rt; mei.l~a 9eoi.l o!x.et sv ufiiv; 
mei.l~a Xpto--roi.l oux. exe1) which together can be called indwelling imagery (8:9). He also 
157 Cf. e.g. John 6:63; I Cor. 15:45; 2 Cor. 3:6. 
158 This is, for Fee (2006:153), the only point ofthe Spirit's involvement. Cf. 8:23; Osten-Sacken (1975:155-
156). 
159 So also Zimmermann (2009a:513). 
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interposes a relational metaphor ( oU't'o~ oux ecrnv au't'oO) that coheres with the indwelling 
imagery-not having Christ's Spirit would mean not belonging to Christ (8:9c). 
This knowledge forms the basis of the next part of Paul's argument and the subsequent 
knowledge that he would impart to his addressees. The presence of God and Christ in them, 
through the Spirit, entails that God will make their mortal bodies alive eschatologically 
through his Spirit dwelling in them already (8:11). Before he can get to this pinnacle of his 
argument, however, a concession is required logically. Paul makes the concession that the 
body is indeed mortal (8: 1 Ob) in terms of a conventional hyperbole ( 't'O CTWf.l.a vexp6v) which is 
coherent with Paul's forensic imagery (esp. ota Ctf.!.ap't'(av; cf. Rom. 5:12, 16). The latter 
derives from his interpretation of Adam's sentencing by God 160 which placed the body under 
the verdict of mortality because of Adam's sin (and his descendants' subsequent sin). The 
other side of the matter, however, is subsequently also expressed in forensic terms (8:10c). 
The righteousness of Christ, attributed to Paul's addressees, resolves the problem of sin. 
Moreover, because of this attributed righteousness the verdict over the body, of mortality and 
death, will not last forever, since the Spirit is life. What this entails is explained in Romans 
8:11-the quickening of the body through the indwelling Spirit. Thus in Romans 8:10-11 
Paul also confirms or revises his addressees' understanding-of-reality through the knowledge 
he imparts to them in the form of intermingled indwelling imagery, forensic imagery and 
resurrection beliefs. 
The specific aspects of the understanding-of-reality of Paul's addressees which his 
metaphors and imagery would potentially have impacted also need to be pointed out. 
Returning to the indwelling imagery in Romans 8:9-here Paul addresses identity and 
alterity. His addressees (Uf.!.ET~) are iv 7niEUf.ta't't (in the Spirit) and not iv crapxl (in the Flesh). 
Thereby he distinguishes them from the kind of people which he just described in 8:7-8, but 
had previously also identified as oi xa't'a crapxa ov't'E~ (8:5; those who are according to the 
Flesh). The pertinent attribute in terms of which Paul identifies them here is that their lives 
are determined by the power of the Flesh over them. Metaphorically, they are people 
possessed by Flesh ( cf. Sin in 7: 17, 20). The iv 7niEUf.ta't't, however, are identified by the 
attribute that their lives are determined by the Spirit which dwells in them (cf. 7:6). 
Although Paul does not spell it out explicitly, the indwelling of the Spirit has moral 
implications. These derive from the fact that being iv 7niEUf.ta't't is the antithesis of being iv 
16° Cf. Gen. 3:19; Rom. 5:12, 15, 16, 18. 
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crapx{, which entails moral incapability (8:7-8; cf. 7: 13-25). 161 In contrast, then, being ev 
7t11eu~ctTI does not entail moral incapability. To the contrary, as Paul previously argued, the 
Spirit's rule in their lives capacitates Paul's addressees to live a moral life which corresponds 
to what God ultimately requires ofthem. 162 The connotation to someone who is "in a spirit" 
(ev 7t11eu~ctTI) is that such a person's behaviour is under the control of that spirit (in this case: 
the Spirit). This coheres with the moral context of the imagery. 
With his indwelling imagery in 8:9 Paul implicitly recounts his story of reality, which 
involves three sub-narratives. Paul and his addressees' (our) story intersects, once more, with 
his story of the divine. The Spirit, which is simultaneously Spirit of God and Spirit of Christ, 
makes both God and Christ present in Christ-believers by dwelling in them. Thus the Spirit is 
the determinative influence in their lives. This distinguishes their story from the story of the 
Other, the ev crapx(, whose lives are determined by the God-opposing power of the Flesh. 
The latter of Paul's three indwelling metaphors in 8:9c pertains to having (exw) the 
Spirit of Christ. From this Paul progresses to the notion of "being had" by Christ (the genitive 
athoti), a relational metaphor. Thereby Paul once more addresses identity and alterity. Those 
outside of the group of Christ-believers are identified both in terms of not having Christ's 
Spirit and of not belonging to Christ. This identification, however, is not meant to cast doubt 
upon the identity of Paul's addressees, whom he has just confirmed to be ev 7t11EU~ctTI (8:9a). 
As a matter of fact, the identification of the attributes of the Other (alterity) solidifies the 
antithetical attributes and identity of the members of the group who would surely affirm that 
they are "of Christ" and therefore also already have his Spirit. That Paul relates being "of 
Christ" to having the Spirit ascribes the Spirit a pivotal role in the constitution of the identity 
of Christ-believers. 
The assurance that they are ev 7t11£U~ctTI, which derives from 8:9a163 and from the 
subsequent interaction between the indwelling and relational imagery, impacts the certitude 
of Paul's addressees with respect to the present. The Spirit already indwells them. This 
present certitude provides the basis of their certitude with respect to their eschatological 
fate-which Paul addresses in 8:11. 
Thus Paul's relational metaphor potentially impacted his addressees' story of reality. 
The story of the Other, i.e. of someone who does not have the Spirit, is that such a person 
161 See chapter 8 above. 
162 Cf. Rom. 8:4-6 and its exposition in chapter 7 above. 
163 Cf. Rom. 8:1-2,4, 6b. 
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does not belong to Christ. That is to say, such a person does not have a relationship with 
Christ through his presence in them, the Spirit. 
It is probable, but cannot be claimed with certainty, that Paul's relational metaphor 
derived from experience. His statement that "if someone does not have the Spirit of Christ, he 
is not of Christ" has the ring of common sense to it which more often than not derives from 
everyday experience. Paul and his addressees probably perceived and experienced those 
outside of the group of people who were "of Christ" as people without the Spirit of Christ-
people who did not experience Christ as present within them. The Christ-believers' 
experience of being different from those outside of their group was probably understood in 
terms of the Other's apparent deficiency-"they" lack Christ's Spirit and that's why those of 
"us" who belong to Christ are not like "them". 
Paul's intermingling of indwelling imagery, forensic imagery, and resurrection beliefs 
in 8:10-11 reflect an implicit story of reality. As Paul tells it, Christ-believers' "our story" is 
one of having bodies which are as good as dead already. Their bodies are mortal. The cause 
of this mortality was Adam's sin, in the pattern of whom all his descendants also sinned. Sin 
led to the verdict of death, hence the mortality of the body. Fortunately, however, Paul's 
central narrative intersects "our story". Christ's death (cf. 5:9; 8:3) and resurrection (cf. 4:25; 
8:10-11) was so that his righteousness could be attributed to Christ-believers. Both God and 
Christ, whom God resurrected, is present in Christ-believers through the Spirit already 
indwelling them. The Spirit will be the secondary agent through whom God will make their 
bodies alive eschatologically. Thus, even though their bodies are currently still mortal as the 
enduring legacy of the verdict caused by sin, they will have life in the ultimate way when, 
through the Spirit, their bodies are made alive because Christ's righteousness has been 
attributed to them. 
Paul's story of reality entails a reinterpretation of Judaic resurrection traditions. The 
Spirit through which God will resurrect I quicken the faithful is no longer awaited by Paul-it 
is present already. It not only enters the body in order to resurrect it (cf. Ezek. 37:5, 14) but 
indwells living Christ-believers. This indwelling of the Spirit often has moral connotations 
and implications not present in, for instance, the prophetic resurrection in Ezekiel. 
Thus Paul adds another aspect to the identity of his addressees-they are people who 
will be quickened by God, whether through resurrection or transformation. 164 Thereby he also 
164 As noted above, Paul's use of ~wo7rotiw (8:11) may encompass not only resurrection of the dead but also 
the transformation of those who are still alive with Christ's return, as in e.g. 1 Cor. 15:50-53; Phil. 3:20-21. 
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casts their experience of mortality in a new light. Moreover, he addresses their sense of 
eschatological certitude once more. Paul assures his addressees: in spite of their presently 
enduring mortality, as Christ was resurrected by God so also will their bodies be quickened 
by him through his Spirit which dwells in them already. 
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10 Romans 8:12-13 - Brothers, Debtors, and the Life and Death Matter of the 
Works of the Body 
[!Zal"Apa oov, aOEA<j)of, o<j)EtAETClt ECT~EV, [!Zblou 'tjj crapxl TOU XClTCt crapxa ~~v, [!Ja]E[ yap XClTCt crapxa ~~TE ~DJ .. ETE 
a'll'o6v7]cncEtV, [l3b]Ei OE 'll'VEV~ClTI Ta~ 'll'pcX~Et~ TOU CTW~ClTO~ GavctTOUTE, ~~CTECTGE. 
[I2alConsequently then, brothers, we are debtors-[IZblnot with reference to the Flesh, to live according to the 
Flesh, [IJalfor if you live according to the Flesh, you will surely die, [IJblbut if you put to death the works of the 
body on account of the Spirit, you will live. 
10.1 Overview 
Romans 8:12-13 1 forms the conclusion (Cipa oov) of Paul's argument in 8:1-11 (e.g. Moo 
1996:493). Romans 8:13 explains the reason (yap )2 for the explicitly negated obligation to the 
Flesh in 8:12. This reason consists of two antithetical (adversative os)3 conditional clauses 
(s!).4 Consequently the syntactical structure of Romans 8:12-13 can be illustrated as follows: 
12
'1\pa oov laos/..poij 
13 
' ~ o<f>et/..s-rat 
sv 
ou 'rfi crapxl 
<oii r_;:a•lt o6.pxa 




-ra~ 7tp&.1st~ > 
9ava-ro0-rs 
-roO crw~a-ro~ 
Illustration 6: Syntactic Structure of Romans 8:12-13 
1 For substantiation of the division between 8:13 and 8:14, see chapter I above. 
2 Cf. BDR (1976:382-383; §452). 
3 Cf. BDR (1976:376-377; §447). 
4 Cf. BDR (1976:301; §371). 
5 The infinitive acts as the object ofthe modal verb ~£AA.cu. Cf Wallace (1996:599 n.29). 
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Together the two verses constitute implicit parenesis. 6 There are no specific and concrete 
imperatives in 8:12-13, but rather a description of an orientation (cf. Wolter 2014:491) 
toward putting an end to sin in the lives of Paul's addressees, to which he implicitly 
motivates them. The progression from the preceding argument to the concluding implicit 
parenesis is comparable to the progression from 6:1-11 to 6:12-14, where the parenesis is 
explicit. As already noted in previous chapters, the arguments, conclusions, and a number of 
the themes of8:1-13 and 6:1-14 are also related. 
In the preceding argument Paul has shown that there are two kinds of people (8:4-6)/ 
those ruled by Flesh and those ruled by the Spirit. 8 Those ruled by Flesh face the prospect of 
eschatological death (8:6a) because their mindset is enmity against God, since the dominance 
of the Flesh renders them incapable of submission to God's law or of pleasing him (8:7-8). 
Those ruled by the Spirit, however, to which group Paul and his addressees belong, have the 
certitude of eschatological life (8:6b) since although their bodies are still mortal, they will be 
made alive by God through his Spirit already dwelling in them (8:9-11; cf. Byrne 1996:241). 
Paul now concludes (8:12-13)9 this line of argument by pointing out that this 
eschatological certitude places his addressees under an obligation ( cf. Stuhlmacher 
1998:119). They are not to live in accordance with the rule of Flesh anymore, since this will 
result in eschatological death (cf Byrne 1996:246). Instead they are to put an end to "the 
works of the body", since this will result in eschatological life (cf. Schreiner 1998:420). 
Thereby Paul is implicitly motivating10 his addressees to refrain from incorrect moral 
behaviour (cf. Fitzmyer 1993:492-493). Their lives are to show that they indeed do not 
belong to the kind of people who are ruled by Flesh but to those who are ruled by the Spirit. 
In this chapter it will be shown that while Paul interposes both a kinship metaphor 
(aoeA.cp6~) and a debtor metaphor (ocpelAE-rYJ~), 11 slavery imagery (xa-ra crapxa ~~v) is 
fundamental to this conclusion (8:12-13) of his argument. It will be argued, firstly, that 
6 Cranfield (1975:393). See also Zeller (1985:159), Fitzmyer (1993:492), Schreiner (1998:419), and Rabens 
(2010:211). Dillon (1998:695) also correctly calls it "implied exhortation". It is not accurate, however, to 
describe the context as "direct ethical teaching" (Dodd 1959:143), or simply as an injunction (Barrett 1962:162), 
an exhortation (Byrne 1996:241, 246), or an imperative (Wilckens 1980:135). 
7 Wolter (2014:482-484). Cf Philo (Her. 57). Also see Brandenburger (1968:188-196). 
8 Cf. Brandenburger (1968:45, 177-188); Wilckens (1980:130); Stuhlmacher (1998:111); Hultgren 
(2011:301). 
9 Fitzmyer (1993:492). Cf. Cranfield (1975:394). 
1° Kasemann (1980:225) states that "[t]he antithetical parallelisms of vv. 12-13 take up those of vv. 5-8 at 
the hortatory level". 
11 Although ocflEtAE'n'J~ has an economic connotation it is rather the aspect of reciprocal obligation that is 
highlighted in this case of the word's usage, as will be explained below. 
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Paul's use of cioeA.cp6~ may in the context of Romans 8: 12 function not only as an address but 
also as a subtle appeal upon the underlying social implications12 of the fictive kinship13 that 
the metaphor entails. Secondly, it will be argued that, in spite of a problem of translation (e.g. 
Dunn 2002:446) and some interpreters' theological reservations (e.g. Gieniusz 2013:61-72), 
Paul metaphorically depicted his addressees as debtors (ocf>EIAS'fYJ~; 8:12a) to God. Thirdly it 
will be shown that the explicitly negated obligation to the Flesh (8:12b) once again entails 
slavery imagery. 
The exegesis will support the conclusion that the interposed kinship metaphor would 
have appealed to Paul's addressees' sense of identity, which formed the basis of his 
envisioned morality with respect to them. Paul's addressees should regard one another as they 
would regard their natural brothers and sisters, and act accordingly to one another. In 
depicting his Christ-believing addressees as siblings Paul probably revised a Judaic tradition 
(von Soden TDNT 1:145-146)14 and told his addressees' story in such a way that they are now 
one another's brothers and sisters. It is also part of their story that they are recipients of God's 
patronage15 in a number of ways (8:1-11; see below). On account of God's patronage Paul 
concludes that his addressees are debtors. The connected debtor and slavery metaphors would 
have potentially impacted his addressees' sense of identity and alterity. Paul's addressees are 
debtors, but not to the master Flesh, to live according to its tenets (cf. Moo 1996:493). 
In the second part ofthe chapter it will be shown, firstly, that in 8:13a Paul picks up the 
slavery metaphor from 8: 12b and relates it to eschatological death (a7ro9vno-xw), which 
pertains to the forensic imagery fundamental to 8:1-13 as a whole. Secondly, Paul's apparent 
substitution of a-ap; with O"Wf.ta in 8: 13b will be considered in the light of the greater question 
of Paul's theology of the body. This will enable us, thirdly, to elucidate the execution 
metaphor in 8: 13b. The exegesis of Romans 8:13 will support the conclusion that the 
intermingled slavery and forensic imagery, the latter of which includes an execution 
metaphor, pertains especially to his addressees' sense of eschatological certitude. Their story 
will end in eschatological death, if they were to revert to being slaves of the Flesh, i.e. to 
12 Cf. Bartchy (1999:69-70); Malherbe (1995: 122). 
13 
"Fictive kinship" or "fictive family" (Malina & Neyrey 2008:260-261) are terms commonly used in 
social-scientific studies, referring to the phenomenon of groups modelling their sense of solidarity on groups 
constituted by members who actually are related to one another. 
14 But cf. Meeks (1983:87); Malherbe (1995: 122); Harland (2005:495). 
15 Joubert (2000:23) defines patronage as "a pervasive, voluntary form of interaction between socially 
disproportionate individuals, as well as between socially disproportionate individuals and groups involved in a 
reciprocal exchange of material goods and services". 
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being people whose lives are determined by their compulsion to sin (cf. Rom. 6:20-23; 
Schreiner 1998:420-421). On the other hand, those who are continuously (Cranfield 
1975:394) putting an end to sin in their lives are assured of eschatological life (Schreiner 
1998:421). With Paul's implicit parenesis (8:12-13), and the metaphors contained in it, he 
attempts to motivate his addressees to put an end to sin in their lives.16 His envisioned 
morality for them, i.e. the norms he is espousing here, pertain to what they should not be 
doing morally, i.e. living according to the rule of Flesh, and to what they should be doing ( cf. 
Hays 1996: 19), i.e. putting an end to the manifestation of sin. The potential impact of all of 
the above metaphors on the understanding-of-reality of Paul's addressees derive not only 
from the knowledge it contributed to the addressees' understanding but also from its power to 
motivate them to appropriate moral action. 
10.2 Interposed Kinship and Debtor Metaphors, and the Fundamental Slavery Metaphor 
(8:12) 
1 0.2.1 A Kinship Metaphor ( doEA.(j)o),· 8: 12a) 
Paul calls his addressees aoeA.<j>o( (brothers; BDAG 2000:18) in Romans 8:12. However, this 
does not merely constitute a form of address17 conventional to Paul. A metaphor is at stake 
(Horrell 2001:295). To be more precise, in Romans 8:12 Paul interposes a kinship metaphor, 
which momentarily introduces a new source domain to the contextual imagery. He 
metaphorically conceptualises his addressees and himself (target domain) as siblings (source 
domain). In general, by addressing them as such Paul constructs an analogy between his 
addressees and siblings which pertains to their common identity and consequently also to 
their social behaviour toward those part of their in-group. 18 Let us consider this thesis with 
respect to the context of Romans 8: 12. 
Paul uses the word aoeA.<j>6~ nineteen times in Romans. 19 Ten20 of these occurrences 
constitutes an address, such as in Romans 8:12. The feminine form aoeA.<j>~ is also used twice 
16 Cf. Kiisemann (1980:225); Zeller (1985: 159). 
17 Michel (1978:257), for instance, comments in no other way on aoeA.<jl6~ than to state that it is an address 
which indicates the start of a new textual unit. 
18 See Horrell (2001:302-303); cf. Malherbe (1995:122). 
19 See Malherbe (1995:122-123) on Paul's use of aoeA.<jl6~ in 1 Thess. where the term's incidence is highest 
in all of the Pauline letters (16 times). 
20 Rom. 1:13; 7:1, 4; 8:12; 10:1; 11:25; 12:1; 15:14, 30 (its inclusion in the text is attested much broader than 
its exclusion); 16:17. The other instances (not in address form) are: 8:29; 9:3; 14:10 (x2), 13, 15, 21; 16:14,23. 
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(16:1, 15), neither occurrence as an address. Of these combined twenty one occurrences of 
aO'EA.<P6~ I aO'EA.<P~ nineteen21 refer to fellow Christ-followers in fictive kinship terms.22 One of 
the remaining occurrences (16: 15) refer to biological siblingship and the other (9:3) to 
Israelite kinship. The purpose of these statistics is to illustrate the extent of the use of these 
fictive kinship terms in Romans.23 From it we can generalize that around a half of the times 
Paul uses aOEA<Po~ it is as an address, and that he very rarely uses the word to refer to its 
denotations other than the Christ-following brother- I sisterhood.24 
The fact that aOEA.<P6~ is a standard way in which Paul addresses his audience could lead 
one to read over the underlying social implications of Paul's use of these terms (cf. Bartchy 
1999:69-70). The phenomenon of fictive kinship groups using terms such as these to refer to 
one another is not novel to the early Christ-believing communities.25 Although the practice 
was also common among Hellenistic associations, 26 the Christ-believers' addressing one 
another as "brothers" and "sisters" is probably derived from similar use in the Jewish 
communities (von Soden TDNT 1:145-146)27 of which they became an extension.28 In 
Judaism the convention was presumably based on common ethnicity as well as religion (cf. 
von Soden TDNT 1:145). In most of the Christ-believing communities under Paul's 
apostolate, however, there was no longer a single ethnicity so that their fictive kinship 
identity was based solely on their shared religion. 
The interrelational implications of using these terms are significant for the Christ-
believers. In general it can be observed that in first century Mediterranean societies agonistic 
competition for honour (seen as a limited good), commonly with those outside the kinship 
group, was a fundamental social reality (see Malina 2001:27-57, 81-107). However, the 
establishment of a fictive kinship group and the invocation of this kind of relationship 
See Bartchy (1999:70) for a summary of its and its feminine cognate's use in the epistles of undisputed Pauline 
authorship. See also Horrell's (200 1 :311) summary. 
21 Cf. Horrell (2001 :311). The fact that Horrell counts one less occurrence is probably because of the text 
critical issue in 15:30. Cf. Horrell (2001:299). 
22 BDAG (2000:18) describe this denotation as "a person viewed as a brother in terms of a close affinity" 
which can be translated with "brother, fellow member, member, associate" and particularly refers to "one who 
shares beliefs". Cf. Louw & Nida (1996:1.124). 
23 For extent and variation of related vocabulary in Paul's epistles as a whole, see Aasgaard (2002:516). 
24 Rom. 9:3 probably is the only exception. 
25 See Harland (2005 :491-513, esp. 492), Horrell (2001:296), and Aasgaard (2004:119-127). 
26 This practice in the Hellenistic associations is comparable regarding form, function, etc., but less likely the 
source from which Paul's usage is derived. Cf. Meeks (1983:87); Malherbe (1995: 122); Harland (2005:495). 
27 Cf. Horrell (2001 :296). 
28 Cf. Acts 2:29; 3: 17; 7:2; etc. 
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through the metaphorical application of kinship terms to one's social group29 significantly 
redefined the way one should regard and act towards those included in this group so that, 
among other things, agonistic competition for honour and other goods should no longer 
apply.30 Malherbe (1995:122) points out that the "brothers" not only constitute the church's 
gatherings (cf. 1 Thess. 5:25-27) but that Paul also uses the term with regard to the 
relationships and correct social behaviour of the "brothers" toward one another outside the 
assembly. Paul's repetitive (metaphorical) use of &oeA.<Pos- I aoeA.<P~ and other forms of kinship 
rhetoric may therefore, with good reason, be interpreted as a strategy towards the modelling 
of a group identity upon an existing social form (siblingship ), implying the transference of 
social values, norms and behaviour from the existing form to the fictive kinship group. 31 
"[M]embership in the family of brothers demands particular conduct" (Malherbe 1995:122). 
Paul's addressees should regard one another as they would regard their natural brothers and 
sisters, and act accordingly to one another. This implies, among other things, that they should 
not compete for honour among one another nor, for instance, take one another to court 
instead of resolving the dispute internally, as in a family. 32 In conceptually mapping the 
relationship between brothers to the relationship between the Christ-believers, the 
connotation of social egality between siblings is often also pertinent (cf. Horrell 2001:299, 
310). In Romans 8:12 there is no explicit highlighting of this perceived analogy, but 
elsewhere this is the contextually highlighted point of the metaphor. 33 
What bearing does this have on Romans 8:12 in its context? Is Paul not merely using 
&oeA.<Po( as a standard address here (cf. Michel 1978:257), or perhaps as a means to mark an 
important turning point in his argument (Byrne 1996:246), or to underline the urgency of his 
(implicit) warning (Wilckens 1980: 134)?34 Should we really afford more weight than this to 
&oeA.<Pos- in this context? Although the point should not be exaggerated, the reference does 
seem to carry more weight than the above would indicate. 
29 Horrell (200 1 :297) points out that "sibling language was widely used outside of family contexts" and that 
the "sibling-like bond was meant to characterize a wide range of relationships", comparable to the friendship 
bond and friendship values, as in Plutarch (Frat. Amor. 419C-D) . 
3° Cf. Bartchy (1999:68-69); Horrell (2001:302-303). 
31 Cf. Bartchy (1999:71-73); Aasgaard (2002:517-520, 528-530). 
32 Cf. 1 Cor. 6:1-11, esp. 5-8. Cf. Aasgaard (2002:526-528). 
33 Cf. e.g. Phlm. 16, 20; Rom. 14:10; 15:14; 1 Cor. 4:6; 11:33; 16:11; Gal. 4:12. 
34 Cf. Lohse (2003:238). 
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Firstly, kinship language is not limited contextually to the single occurrence of the 
address "aoe.Acpo[". Romans 8:14-17 contains various phrases35 that, read together, set up 
imagery of the addressees being (adopted) sons or children of God.36 In this imagery the 
primary relationship is that of the "children" with God as a Father, mediated and confirmed 
by the Spirit. 37 The interrelationship of the "children" with one another is no more than 
implicit in 8: 14-17, if it is at all relevant. Moreover, although Paul does not explicitly relate 
the aoe.Acp6~-metaphor with the sons of God metaphor, the former in 8:12 is nevertheless 
conceptually coherent and consistent with the sons I children of God imagery in 8: 14-17 
since both pertain to family imagery. 38 To conceptualise the Christ-believers as each other's 
brothers is coherent with conceptualising them together as God's sons or children. However, 
the focus and highlighted perceived analogies of the two metaphors differ in that the former 
pertains to the relationships of Paul and the Christ-believers among one another, whereas the 
latter pertains to their relationship with God. To summarize, then: although the imagery in 
8:12 and 8:14-17 highlight different aspects from the source domain of the family, the 
conceptual coherence between them seems to support the idea that aoe.Acp6~ in 8:12 carries 
more weight than just a standard address, marker of a new textual unit, or the like. 
Secondly, given the social embeddedness of morality in the Ancient Near East, Paul's 
parenesis39 should not be divorced from the inherently social sphere in which it would be 
manifested. Thus, although 8:12-13 contains no explicit instructions or obvious references 
with regard to social behaviour, living xa't"a <rcipxa on the one hand, or putting to death the 
works of the body by the meO~a on the other, both imply social manifestation, in which the 
fictive sibling relationship with the fellow Christ-follower is relevant (cf. Horrell 2001:299-
303). Putting to death the works of the body would in practice imply, for instance, desisting 
from the immoral social behaviour exemplified as 't"a 6pya 't"~~ o-apx6~ in Galatians 5: 19-21. 
35 uiol ae:oii (8: 14), uioae:u[a~, a~~a 0 7ran1p (8: 15), TEX\Ia ae:oii (8: 16), TEXVa, xA)]pov6!LOl ae:oii (8: 17). 
36 See esp. Keesmaat (1994:37-43; 1999:54-96); Ramsay (1900:339, 343); Lyall (1969:458-466), Scott 
(1992:61-120, 244-266); Williams (1999:64-66); Walters (2003:42-76, esp. 42-55). Also see Strawn (2008:112-
128), and Byrne (1996:249). Strawn (2008:105; emph. mine) states that the parent:child metaphor "shaped how 
Israel represented and understood God's actions toward itself and its actions toward God''. He also explores its 
"ethical significance for present communities (and their families) that claim allegiance to these texts and the 
God they portray" and how the metaphor offers them "modes and models of action and relationship". 
37 See Rabens (2010:203-242). 
38 Since Rom. 8:14-17 falls beyond the scope of this study and 8:12-13 contains no more family metaphors 
than aoe:Acp6~ as such, the theme of Christ-believers as the family of God (in Paul) cannot be discussed in more 
detail here. See Malherbe (1995:116-125); Lassen (1992:248, 254-255, 258-259). For an in-depth treatment of 
family imagery in the Gospel of John, see Vander Watt (2000). 
39 Whether explicit or implicit as in 8:12-13. 
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Being led by the 7rVEUf.ta (Rom. 8:14), on the other hand, would imply the behaviour 
exemplified in Galatians 5:22, particularly towards those who are part of the fictive kinship 
group. Consequently "the brothers" should not be competing for honour among one another 
(cf. Gal. 5:13-15, 26). 
In conclusion, then, m the context of Romans 8:12-13 the metaphorical address 
aoEA.<f'ol may be a subtle reminder of the in-group social context and implications of the moral 
choice Paul is pointing out to his addressees. 40 
10.2.2 A Debtor Metaphor (ocpEtAET1J~; 8:12a) 
Some translations render o<f'EIASTal ECTfLSV ou Tjj crapxl TOU xa-ra crapxa 'ijv (8: 12) something to 
the effect of "we are not debtors to the flesh, to live according to the flesh". 41 Superficially 
this seems adequate. However, it actually obscures part of what Paul is implying. Although 
Paul's addressees are not debtors to the Flesh, (and the whole system of VOfLO~-afLap-r[a­
e&va-ro~ in which it is imbedded), they are debtors (o<f'EIAETY)~; BDAG 2000:742)42 
metaphorically speaking.43 That is to say, they are obligated to do something44 with respect to 
their donor45 because of benefits bestowed46 on them.47 Although Paul does not state these 
positive obligations explicitly, they can be responsibly derived from the context-a matter to 
40 See Horrell (2001:299-303); cf. Malherbe (1995:122). 
41 E.g. The Living Bible, The New American Bible, Michel (1978:257), Zeller (1 985:149), Fitzmyer 
(1993:479, 492), Schreiner (1998:419), Haacker (1999:155), Lohse (2003:238), Dunn (2002:446), and Hultgren 
(2011:310). 
42 Cf. Rom. 15:27. Cf. Wolter (1990a:550). The term ocjlEtAE'n'J(; reflects "a social status of having received 
patronage and being required to render reciprocal service" (Jewett 2007:493). See Joubert (2000:66-69) on the 
differences between patronage and benefaction. 
43 Some would translate ocjlEIAETat ECTf.lEV something to the effect of "we are obligated", e.g. Barrett 
(1962:162), Kiisemann (1980:225), or ''verpflichtet" (Wilckens 1980:134). Although this is an option available 
in lexicons (e.g. BDAG 2000:742; Louw & Nida 1996:1.670) which does reflect the ultimate sense of the 
phrase, it also obscures the metaphoric use of ocjlEtAE'n'J(; here, from which the sense of obligation is derived. It is 
better, in this context, to retain the metaphor, as e.g. by Michel (1978:258; "das Bild des Schuldnerseins") and 
Dillon (1998:695). 
44 In the Greek syntax the object of the obligation is indicated by the genitive, sometimes accompanied by an 
infinitive when an action is involved, e.g. TOU xa-ra crapxa Cijv (8:12). Cf. "ET(; ocjlEIAfn'j(; f!Up(wv TaAaVTWV" (Matt. 
18:24); " ... !!~ 'lrOAVV xp6vov ocjlEIAETYJV yev€cr8at IlTOAEf.ta(cp xaptTO(; ... " (Plutarch Demetr. 5.3; 1920:14); " ... 
yap cif!W(; y£ 'lr(IJ(; dEl xapt-r6(; TIVO(; OcjlEIAfn'JV A.a~Eiv TOV Kpacrcrov .•. " (Plutarch Crass. 12.1; 1920:350). 
45 In the Greek syntax the person to whom one is obligated is in the dative form, e.g. Tjj crapx( (8:12). Cf. 
"ou XclTOtCT8' tyw eeoi(; W(; OUOEV cipxeiv Eif.t' ocjlEtAETYJ(; ETt;" (Sophocles Aj. 589f; 1893: n.p.); " ... !!~ 'lrOAVV xp6vov 
ocjlEIAE'n'JV yev€cr8at IlTOAefUZ(cp xaptTO(; ... " (Plutarch Demetr. 5.3; 1920:14); " ... Ei -ro(vuv TOi(; f.lYJOEVO(; OEOf.tEVOI(; 
eeois TOCTOVTWV ECTf.lEv ocjlEtAETat. .. " (Aelius Aristides Or. 54; 1829:2.641); Wolter (2014:491). 
46 Byrne (1996:246) points out the figurative "debtor's" obligation to do something for someone, but misses 
that there is very often a reason for the obligation, i.e. benefits bestowed upon the "debtor". 
47 On patronage in the Greco-Roman world, see Joubert (2000:23-37). 
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which we will return below. The debtor metaphor, then, entails Paul's conceptualisation of 
himself and his addressees (target domain) in terms of indebtedness (source domain), as 
described above. The perceived analogy is that, as a literal debtor is obligated to someone to 
do something (for that person) in the light of the fact that he has received benefits from that 
person, so Paul and his addressees are also obligated to God, in the light of his patronage ( cf. 
esp. 8:1-4, 9-11),48 to put an end to sin in their lives (esp. 8:13; cf. Stuhlmacher 1998:119). 
1 0.2.2.1 A Problem of Translation 
Why do expositors and translations often mistranslate Romans 8:12a, as noted above, and 
what is a more appropriate translation? The mistranslation may be based, presumably, on not 
recognising that Paul is implying this positive obligation, on an attempt to avoid this 
implication on theological grounds (e.g. Gieniusz 2013:61-72), or on a misreading of the 
negative (ou; e.g. Dunn 2002:446). Let us consider the last of these presumable problems 
first, before attending to the apparent theological problem. 
Conventional grammatical usage entails that a negative precedes a verb if it negates that 
verb (Turner I Moulton 1963:286-287). Would Paul have deviated from this usage to negate 
e.ifLC by the ou which follows it? The result of an investigation of the 415 instances of ou I oux. I 
oux in the seven undisputed Pauline epistles is that (leaving Romans 8:12 aside for the 
moment) Paul does not deviate from convention by negating a verb with a negative which 
follows it.49 It is very unlikely, then, that he does so in Romans 8:12. Moreover, there are a 
number of instances parallel to 8:12 where the verb indicates a positive action, and where the 
subsequent negation of a non-verbal form qualifies this positive action in some regard, but 
does not negate the preceding positive verbal statement. 50 The above mentioned renders it 
48 Michel (1978:257), for instance, relates their ensuing obligation to the fact that the Spirit has been given to 
Paul's addressees to indwell them. Stuhlmacher (1998:119) relates the ensuing obligation to God's 
soteriological work through the mission of Christ (8:3ff.) and the gift of the Spirit (8:9-11 ). Barrett (1962: 162) 
relates it to them being "raised from the dead" (6:13). 
49 There are a number of more difficult instances which deserve being mentioned but still do not constitute 
the negation of a verb by a negative following it. Rom. 7: 18-the second negative does not negate xan:pyci~o~at 
but an omitted repetition of 7rapcixet~t. Rom. 9:8-the negative does not negate the el~( it follows but an omitted 
copula which has to be supposed. Rom. 11: 17-the negative does not negate the xa-raxauxcio~at it follows but the 
subsequent ~a!T'ra~w. Rom. 15:20-not euayyeA.l~w is negated but the subsequent ovo~ci~w. 1 Cor. 2:1-not lpxo~at 
is negated but the subsequent xa-rayy£AA.w. 2 Cor. 5:3-neither the preceding participle (of txouw) nor the 
following verb (euploxw) is negated, but the adjective (yu~vo~). 
50 1 Cor. 1:17 (second negative); 3:2; 7:12; 2 Cor. 5:7; Phil. 1:17; 2:21; 3:1. Cf. the instances ofthe ou-illci 
sequence (where ou follows a verb but negates neither it nor a following verb): Rom. 8:20; 1 Cor. 2:13; 4:19; 
7:10; 14:22; 15:10 (second negative); 2 Cor. 3:3 (x2); 7:9, 12; 1 Thess. 2:13. Rom. 8:12 seemingly entails the 
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inappropriate, with respect to Paul's grammatical and syntactical conventions, to translate the 
first part of Romans 8:12 with "we are not debtors" or "we are under no obligation" (Dunn 
2002:446). A more appropriate translation is "we are debtors-not with reference to the 
Flesh, to live according to the Flesh" _51 
10.2.2.2 A Theological Problem 
A recent expositor who, on theological grounds, discounts that Paul intended to imply a 
positive obligation, is Andrzej Gieniusz (2013:61-72). His position is based upon an 
important observation regarding the syntax of Romans 8:12, to which we will attend first, 
before considering briefly whether his theological objection as such is warranted. 
The structure of the syntax 52 would strongly suggest that a positive counterpart should 
follow the negated obligation to the Flesh (Cranfield 1975:394), presumably in terms of the 
crap;-7t'llef:i~Lct antithesis that Paul has developed in 8:4-11. However, Paul does not complete 
the positive side of the antithesis here, leaving the question: why not? As Gieniusz (2013:61-
62) points out: it is sometimes assumed that the anacoluthon53 created in this way was due to 
a failure on the part of the author (Cranfield 1975:394), or that he created a "syntactically 
imperfect" sentence (Deidun 1981:69 n.54), or abandoned "the syntactical structure he had 
used in v. 12" (Moo 1996:494). 
Gieniusz (2013:61-62, 66-69) has argued, however, that what we have here is not to be 
ascribed to authorial failure, nor was this kind of textual feature considered to be 
reproachable in classical Greek writing (Gieniusz 2013:67-68). To the contrary. It is likely 
that Paul intentionally did not complete the sentence in the way one would expect, perhaps to 
the purpose of evoking ethos and pathos, but more likely to be a "provocative absence" 
(Gieniusz 2013:71) that focusses the attention of the reader on the logos of his argument 
first part of an ov-illa sequence but omits the latter. It is the (apparent) omission of the latter which causes a 
conceptual anacoluthon (see below). 
51 Cf. The American Standard, King James, New King James, Good News, and New Revised Standard 
Versions, as well as Barrett (1962:160), Dodd (1959:143), Cranfield (1980:392), Schlatter (1975:263), Lohse 
(1976:134), Wilckens (1980:118), Byrne (1996:234), and Jewett (2007:474, 493). 
52 As noted above, Rom. 8:12 seemingly entails the first part of an ou-a/J..a sequence but omits the latter. It is 
the (apparent) omission of the latter which causes a conceptual anacoluthon (see below). Cf. the note above on 
ou-a/J..a sequence parallels. 
53 This is the term used by Gieniusz (2013:61-62) to describe the apparent omission of the positive side of 
the antithesis. Technically, however, it is not a syntactical anacoluthon since what is at stake is not an absent 
verb but an expected phrase. Perhaps, then, it could be described more appropriately as a conceptual 
anacoluthon. 
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(Gieniusz 2013:69), i.e. to seek a logical resolution to the tension created by the conceptual 
anacoluthon. 
The explanation Gieniusz (20 13:65-66, 71-72) offers pertaining to the "reasons for the 
silence" needs amendment, however. He assumes that Paul did not, and did not want to, 
imply a positive obligation, i.e. that his addressees are indebted to the Spirit or God. 54 The 
reasons given are that (a) "the association between debt and sin ... was the only one perceived 
when the [ ocpelA-] root was used to describe the relationship of humanity to God" ( Gieniusz 
2013:65; emph. mine), and (b) the "economic connotation" to the words renders them 
inappropriate for use in connection with the situation of the believer with respect to God, 
since this would imply that the gratuitous nature of God's acts are reduced, as the "free" 
nature of the human response would also be reduced, to a '"do ut des' typical among business 
partners" (Gieniusz 2013:65-66). This conclusion, however, is based on an overly negative 
reading of words with the ocpelA- root with respect to their use in Biblical and intertestamental 
Greek (cf. Gieniusz 2013:63-65), which should be corrected. The associations with sin and 
economic concerns (whether literal or metaphorical) are common, to be sure, but one should 
not assume they are the associations or connotations necessarily evoked ( cf. Wolter 
1990b:550-552). 
h1 the LXX the precedent of an obligation without the above connotations exist in at 
least Wisdom of Solomon 12:15, and 4 Maccabees 11:15,55 16:18-19.56 The last reference is 
an important parallel. Having reminded them that "it is through God that you have had a 
share in the world and have enjoyed life" (~fo~, 4 Mace. 16:18, NRSV), the author points out 
that because of this his addressees are obligated to endure all suffering for the sake of God 
(xa1 OlCt TOUTO ocpefAETE 7rctVTa 7rOVOV V7rO~-tEVElV Ola TOV 6EOV, 16: 19). God's gift of life renders 
them obligated to him to endure suffering for his sake. Comparably, in Romans 8:11, 12 the 
certitude of resurrection life (cf. Barrett 1962:162)57 leads to an obligation with respect to 
God. 
54 We will return to the question to whom the obligation is directed below. 
55 Here the obligation to die (cbroBv1)axEtV o<f>EIAOf.tEV) is not related to punishment for sin, but to faithfulness 
to one's principles. This theme is also expressed in Diodorus Siculus (Library 10.21), but is combined with the 
concept of culpability (where Lucretia holds herself culpable for adultery even though she was raped, and 
consequently commits suicide out of principle). 
56 Also note the interesting case of 4 Mace. II :3 where ''the heavenly justice"-a euphemism for God-is 
said to be obligated to dispense justice upon the one who would murder the subject. 
57 As noted above, Michel (1978:257) sees the gift of the Spirit (8:9-11 ) as such as the reason for their 
obligation. 
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In the intertestamental period Philo "often follows general [Greek] usage and speaks of 
6cpdA.e1v as a positive duty and obligation of man" (Hauck TDNT 5:561). In Philo's case these 
obligations follow from persons' relations to each of the following: (a) God, (b) creation 
(which implies certain necessities), and (c) the Law and sacred custom. Thus, Philo 
represents a next stage in the development of the use of the word beyond that reflected in the 
LXX, which leads up to its use in the NT (cf. Hauck TDNT 5:561). 
In addition to use of the 6cpe1A.- root words in the NT where sin or an economic situation 
or connotation is pertinent, they are also used in a number of ways which are not related to 
these frameworks, for instance: (a) the obligation to God to fulfil an oath, 58 (b) the obligation 
of a slave towards his master, implying the relationship of the disciples to God (Luke 17:7-
10), and the obligation to give thanks to God (2 Thess. 1:3, 2:13). 
Apart from these examples of positive human obligations to God in the NT, there are 
also obligations to fellow-humans in response to what God has done, for instance in 1 John 
4:11. The reference in John 13:14 is also instructive, since Jesus' washing his disciples' feet 
obligates them to serve one another (cf. Hauck TDNT 5:563). Other obligations (without the 
above mentioned connotations) occur in Paul, 59 and in the rest of the NT. 60 
Thus it can hardly be argued that the associations and connotations of the 6cpe1A.- root 
words, as they were used in the LXX, would have made their use in a positive sense in the 
NT, also with respect to the human-God relationship, impossible or theologically 
inappropriate (cf. Gieniusz 2013:63-65). 
Granted, the metaphor of being "debtors" with respect to God could be theologically 
precarious, if it is developed in such a way that a give-and-take transactional relationship 
with God is implied, where an equilibrium should supposedly be maintained or achieved, i.e. 
to "repay" God in measure. Paul used the word ocpe!AE'n]~ as a metaphor without developing it 
in this direction, however. Instead, after explicitly negating the obligation to the Flesh in 
8:12-13, Paul develops the relationship between his addressees and God in terms of another 
metaphor: sonship (8:14). 
Since Romans 8: 14--17 falls beyond the scope of this study, we will not go into the 
relation between the debtor and sonship metaphors here. 61 It is sufficient to note that in Paul's 
58 Matt. 23 :16, 18. Cf. Hauck (1967:563). 
59 E.g. Rom. 1:14, 13:8, 15:1; Gal. 5:3; I Cor. 11:7, 10. Cf. Hauck (TDNT 5:564). 
60 E.g. Acts 17:29; 1 John 2:6, 3:16; 3 John 8. 
61 See my forthcoming (2015) article on the subject in Neotestamentica. 
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day it was understood that sons (children) were obligated to their fathers (parents),62 
particularly to honour them, 63 in spite of the fact that they could never repay them for their 
patronage. 64 The relationship between the parties was not thought of as diminished by the fact 
that they were mutually65 obligated to one another, nor did the status, honour or magnanimity 
of the parent come into question on the basis of the reciprocity of the relationship. 66 The fact 
that Paul contextually elaborated the relationship between his addressees and God in terms of 
sonship (8: 14--17) does not imply that he did not conceptualise his addressees as debtors 
(Gieniusz 2013:71) but does indicate which kind of indebtedness is in view, i.e. that of sons 
toward their father. This type of reciprocal relationship was understood to entail perpetual 
inequality and the inability of sons to respond in measure to the patronage bestowed on them 
by their father ( cf. Aristotle, Eth. Nic. 1163b ). 
10.2.2.3 The Implied Positive Obligation 
Paul introduces the debtor metaphor as a conclusion drawn ( o~v) from what precedes ( cf. 
Fitzmyer 1993:492). In 8:1-11 much was written about the patronage God bestows upon 
Paul's addressees. Not least among these: he does not condemn them to death for their 
sinfulness (8: 1-2) but sent his Son concerning sin, so that the requirement of the law could be 
fulfilled with respect to them (8:3-4; Stuhlmacher 1998: 119). Moreover, the fact that the 
Spirit dwells in them (Michel 1978:257) gives them the certitude that God will quicken their 
bodies (8:9-11; cf. Stuhlmacher 1998:119).67 These, among the other positive outcomes 
described in 8:1-11 without explicit mention of God as subject, should be counted as 
"patronage" bestowed on them by him. On the basis of God's implicit patronage, Paul draws 
62 Cf. e.g. Josephus (C. Ap. 2.28.206); 1 Tim. 5:4; Jewett (2007:493). 
63 Exod. 20:12; Deut. 5:16; Sir. 3:1-11; 4Q416 (2 III, 15-19); Josephus (C. Ap. 2.28.206). Similarly it was 
expected that patrons were to be honoured publicly (Joubert 2000:31-35). Cf. Aristotle (Rhet. 1361a.28-43). 
64 Aristotle (Eth. Nic. 1163b). According to Dio Chrysostom (Orat. 75.6) reciprocal obligations were owed 
by at least persons involved in the following social relationships: parents and children, private benefactors and 
beneficiaries, and public benefactors and cities. Cf. Joubert (2000:37). 
65 Cf. Philo (Spec. 3.115, 4.150). Paul also refers positively to family obligations in 2 Cor. 12: 14, arguing 
that the obligation to "lay up" (provisions) belong to the parents and not to the children. Although economic 
aspects are at stake here, the sense is not that this obligation on the parents pertains to their "repaying" their 
children as a "do ut des" reading would imply since the parents are the ones obligated. 
66 Some ofthe primary differences between patronage and benefaction, according to Joubert (2000:67-68), is 
that "[r]eturn gifts from clients did not place patrons in a submissive position", whereas the status difference 
between benefactors and beneficiaries were not entrenched. In accordance with these observations, the parent-
child relationship is closer to patronage than to benefaction. 
67 Also cf. Barrett (1962: 162). 
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the inference in 8:12 (both apa and oov are inferential BDAG 2000:127, 736) that his 
addressees are debtors. 
Although Paul does not spell it out, it is most appropriate to deduce that their 
indebtedness pertains to God (Ziesler 1989:212-213). The involvement of Christ and the 
Spirit are also depicted throughout the preceding context, and no doubt: they are also owed 
gratitude, honour, etc. 68 However, not only was God the primary agent in the immediately 
preceding context (8:9-11) but the eschatological outcome of life, with reference to 
especially the quickening of the body, is also the ultimate grace which only God can bestow 
upon them (cf. Fee 1994b:553; 2006:142-153), albeit with the involvement of Christ and the 
Spirit. 
A number of expositors infer that Paul implied a positive obligation with respect to the 
Spirit.69 However, in what preceded the Spirit acted as secondary agent1° and not as the actual 
agent of the action which, par excellence, places Paul's addressees under an obligation. It is 
God who will quicken their mortal bodies (8:9-11; Fee 1994b:553 n.235). Moreover, the 
Spirit is also depicted as involved in the positive action following the debtor metaphor ( E! o6 
7t'VEUf.ta't"t 't"a~ 7rpa~et~ 't"OU O"WfLa't"o~ Bava't"OU't"E, 8: 13), where the addressees are the agents of 
the action. This aligns the Spirit with the addressees' response to the obligation, rather than 
with the one to whom the obligation is directed. The real focus of the obligation of Paul and 
his addressees, then, is God (cf. Ziesler 1989:212-213). 
A "debt" is based on benefits or patronage bestowed, and obligates the client to an 
appropriate response. 71 What does this entail in the context? First Paul points out the 
negative, i.e. that the debt is not owed with respect to the Flesh. Consequently one should not 
respond by living according to the Flesh, as this will lead to death (8:12b-13a). Subsequently 
Paul depicts the antithesis of this negatively formulated response and its consequence: putting 
to death the works of the body by the Spirit will lead to life (8: 13). This implicit positive 
response 72 would be appropriate after the patronage God has shown Paul and his addressees, 
68 Cf. Fitzmyer (1993:492) who deduces a debt owed to God, the Spirit and Christ. 
69 These include Cranfield (1975:393), and Michel (1978:258). Fitzmyer (1993:492) seems to view the 
obligation as directed primarily at God but also includes the obligation to the Spirit. 
70 Often described as "instrument", but see the definition of secondary agency above in chapter 9. 
71 Human patrons' expectations of their clients included public displays of gratefulness and public bestowals 
of honour upon the patron, e.g. by inscriptions, the erection of statues, morning salutations, etc. (cf. Joubert 
2000:32, 34-35). 
72 Cf. Cranfield (1975:401) who also calls it a "positive obligation", and Lohse (2003:238). 
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even though it could never effect a state of equilibrium between them and their great Patron, 
who has given and will give them life. 73 
1 0.2.3 A Slavery Metaphor: The Explicitly Negated Obligation to the Flesh (8: 12b) 
While Paul indicates that his addressees positively are debtors (8: 12a), he qualifies this 
assertion with a negative (8:12b): their obligation is not to the Flesh (a-ap;; BDAG 2000:914) 
to live according to it (xa-ra a-apxa). This use ofxa-ra a-apxa must be understood in terms of 
Paul's established usage ofthe concept in the preceding context (esp. 8:4-5).74 
It was argued in chapter 7 above that Paul's use of both a-ap; and xa-ra a-apxa in 8:4---6 
is metaphorical. More specifically, it constitutes slavery imagery. Since this has already been 
argued in chapter 7 (see esp. §7.1.1), the exposition will not be repeated here. Suffice it to say 
that, even though there are no lexical elements in 8:4-11 and 12-13, other than a-ap; and 
7t11EU(la per se, which indicate a slavery image, the use of slavery imagery in the 
programmatically fundamental verses of 7:5-6 and 8:2, the analogous argument of 6:16-23, 
and the precedents in Philo of the personification of Flesh as ruling power in antithesis to 
another personification (see Brandenburger 1968:177-188), implies that it is appropriate to 
also expound a-ap; and 7t11EU(la in 8:4-11 and 12-13 in terms of the slavery image.75 
73 Cf. Seneca (Ben. 5.4.2) with regard to the Roman populace who were always in the emperor's debt and 
unable to repay his patronage in kind, but still under the obligation to show their gratitude through loyalty and 
public displays of respect (Joubert 2000:27). 
74 Cf. Paul's use of EV 'fjj o-apx! in 7:5 and Ell o-apx! in 8:8, 9 which is coherent with his use of xaTa o-apxa in 
8:4-5, 12-13 (cf. Wolter 2014:482). 
75 See the note below for some of the expositors who agree. As noted in chapter 7 above, this is also 
supported by the fact that a slavery metaphor (mEilfUX oouA.da~) is once again employed in 8:15, which 
elaborates upon 8:12-13. However, there is a conceptual tension between Paul's slavery imagery in, on the one 
hand, 6:16-18, 22; 7:6 and 8:4-11, 12-13 (which derives from 7:6), where Paul's addressees are analogised to 
slaves of God or the Spirit, and on the other hand 8:15, where it is denied that they have received "a spirit of 
slavery". On this basis Michel (1978:257) states ''Die Pflicht zum Gehorsam, die aus dem Gesetz des Geistes 
und des Lebens entsteht, kann nur dann richtig verstanden werden, wenn man das neue Gesetz als Ausdruck der 
Sohnschaft und nicht der Knechtschaft auffasst". The problem with this view is that it negates Paul's own 
positive depiction of Christ-believers' slavery to God (e.g. 6:16-18, 22; 7:6). Rather, what is at stake is that Paul 
highlights different aspects of slavery imagery's potential perceived analogies in order to make different points 
contextually. Where his addressees are positively depicted as slaves of God or the Spirit, the perceived analogy 
pertains to their fully devoted obedience (to God, as opposed to Sin and the like to which they had previously 
been enslaved and devotedly obedient). In 8:15ff. the perceived analogy no longer pertains to obedience but to 
the question of relationship. A slave has much reason to fear his master. Regarding this perceived analogy, 
Paul's addressees are not like slaves, but rather like sons who do not fear and have the confidence to call God 
"Father" (Fitzmyer 1993:498; Byrne 1996:252). When it comes to their obedience, then, they are indeed like 
slaves, but when it comes to their relationship with God, they are not like slaves but like sons. 
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Flesh is personified as a master,76 which is antithetical to the Spirit (cf. 7:6), and 
exercises dominion over one of the two kinds of people Paul depicts in 8:4-11.77 This is a 
development of the imagery of 7:13-25 where flesh had been the dwelling place of Sin, 
which was personified as a slave master. After personified Sin is taken out of the picture on 
the narrative level (8:3), Paul substitutes it with personified Flesh as the master who rules the 
lives of those who are not ruled by the Spirit (esp. 8:4-6, 8-9a). Humanity's sinful tendencies 
are related to their fleshliness, i.e. bodilyness (cf. 8:13; Michel 1978:258). As flesh and 
blood, humanity is simply too weak to overcome their compulsion to sin. 78 This compulsion 
to sin is depicted by Paul first in terms of Adamic humanity being slaves under the slave 
master Sin (cf. 7:13-25; 8:2-3),79 and subsequently as being under the dominion of Flesh 
(8:4-11; cf. 8:12-13a).80 
With respect to both <rcip~ and xaTc% o-apxa, then, the source domain is that of slavery. 
Flesh ( o-ap~) is the personified (metaphorical) master. The target domain of the metaphor is 
the behaviour of Paul's addressees, if they were to allow their compulsion to sin to determine 
their moral behaviour. The perceived analogy is that slaves' behaviour is determined by their 
master, under whose power they are compelled to do what he decrees. 81 Analogously Paul's 
addressees might once again live de facto as people compelled to sin by their fleshly nature. 
This might happen in spite of the fact that Christ's death and resurrection, and the Spirit's 
rule over their lives, have actually released them from this compulsion to sin (cf. 8:2), i.e. 
from their obligation to their Flesh (8: 12b) which formerly had dominion over them. 
As such the slavery metaphor in 8: 12b is inconsistent with the debtor metaphor 
( o<f>EtAS'n]~) since different source domains are involved. Nonetheless the two metaphors are 
coherent in that both a debtor and a slave (of Flesh) is under the obligation to act according to 
his relationship to either his master or patron (cf. Rabens 2010:210). However, Paul negates 
the notion that his addressees are obligated with respect to Flesh as a master. Paul's 
76 Cf. Wilckens (1980:130); Stuhlmacher (1998:111); Schreiner (1998:419); Hultgren (2011:301). Cf 
Brandenburger (1968:177-188) who has shown such a personification of Flesh as a ruling power to be 
precedented in Philo. 
77 According to Brandenburger (1968:45) "Sarx und Pneuma sind 'kosmische' Mlichte, die Menschheit 
ingesamt bestimmend und ihrer Verfilgung entzogen". Cf. Brandenburger (1968:55-57). 
78 Cf. the v6!lo~ Tij~ Ctflap't'(a~ in 7:23 and 8:2. 
79 Cf. Schottroff(1979:498-502); Goodrich (2013:477). See Dodson (2008:123-139), and Rohser (1987:131-
177). 
8° Cf. Brandenburger (1968:45, 55-57). Cf. Wilckens (1980:130); Stuhlmacher (1998:111; 119); Schreiner 
(1998:419); Hultgren (20 11 :301 ). 
81 Cf Harrill (2003:577) on a slave owner's "absolute mastery''. 
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addressees do not owe Flesh anything and are not under the obligation to act according to its 
tenets. 82 
10.3 Intermingled Slavery Imagery and Forensic Imagery, which Includes an Execution 
Metaphor (8:13) 
Paul subsequently repeats the slavery metaphor, i.e. of living under the power of personified 
Flesh ('roO x.a-ra crapx.a ~~v ), in the protasis of a conditional clause (8: 13a ). In the apodosis he 
points out the certain (f.tellw)83 result of eschatological death (anoevncrx.w; cf. Byrne 
1996:246). This must be read with Paul's contextually established usage of life and death in 
mind, which entails forensic imagery. 84 Thus Paul once again conceptually relates his slavery 
and forensic imagery (cf. 8: 1-2). 
The initial forensic metaphor (8: l3a), which pertains to eschatological death, finds its 
antithesis in 8:13b,85 which pertains to eschatological life (cf. Schreiner 1998:420-421). The 
forensic metaphor in 8: 13b (~~crecr6e) once again constitutes the apodosis of a conditional 
clause. In this case, however, the protasis is constituted by an execution metaphor (e! oe 
7rVSVf.taT! TCt~ npa~e!~ TOU <T~f.taTO~ eava-rou-re), which coheres with the two other forensic 
metaphors. 
It is conspicuous that Paul creates a paradox oflife and death (Schreiner 1998:421) in 
Romans 8:13. Living (~aw) a certain way (x.a-ra crapx.a) would result in one dying (anoevncrx.w; 
8:13a) whereas, in contrast, the act of putting something to death (6ava-row) results in one 
living (~aw; 8:13b).86 Two kinds of life and two kinds of death are at stake (cf. Wolter 
2014:492). On the one hand there is the manner in which one conducts one's life (~aw; 
8:13a),87 and on the other, eschatological life (~aw; 8:13b).88 Pertaining to death, there is 
82 Cf. Michel (1978:258); Fitzmyer (1993:492); Moo (1996:493). 
83 It is a question whether rttllc..J must be taken to indicate certainty (i.e. "you will surely die") or immediacy 
(i.e. "you are about to die"}-a question which should be settled based on the context and not necessarily on the 
time of the accompanying infinitive (Wallace 1996:536). Based on the eschatological frame of 8:11, certainty is 
probably more appropriate in this context. So e.g. Barrett (1962: 162), Byrne ( 1996:246), Schreiner ( 1998:420), 
Wilckens (1980:134): "werden sie sterben miissen", and Lohse (2003:238): "absolute GewiBheit". However, cf. 
BDAG (2000:628) which maintains that rttllc..J with the present tense indicates immediacy. 
84 This will be substantiated below, where textual references will also be given. 
85 Rom. 8: 13b commences with an adversative of. 
86 The contrast is not between "a life which is really death" and a positive quality of life (Nygren 1949:326) 
but, building upon 8:11, between eschatological life and death as pointed out correctly by e.g. Barrett 
(1962:162) and Schreiner (1998:421). 
87 Cf. BDAG (2000:425-426). 
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eschatological death ( a'Tt'o9vncrxw; 8: 13a)89 and putting something to death, i.e. executing the 
death sentence (9a.va.T6w; 8:13b).90 Both eschatological life and eschatological death are 
metaphorical in the sense that they constitute divine realities which are expressed in terms of 
the more concrete realities of life and death (cf. Vander Watt 2000:202-203). The action of 
executing the death sentence is metaphorical since it describes putting an end to sin in terms 
of something else (9a.va.T6w ). 
Its position in the paradox gives a pejorative meaning91 to the deeds of the body ( Ta~ 
'Tt'pa~et~ Tou o-wl-ta.To~). which is functionally equated with the xa.Ta o-apxa. lifestyle. 92 This 
implies that Paul's addressees should no longer give way to the sinful desires (cf. 6:12; 
Wolter 2014:491) still rooted in their bodilyness. 93 In presenting an implicit choice between a 
lifestyle leading to death and one leading to life, Paul's language is reminiscent of what he 
wrote earlier in Galatians 6:8, and echoes inter alia Deuteronomy 30:15-20 (Cranfield 
1975:394) and Jeremiah 21:8 (Michel1978:259). 
The execution metaphor will be exposited below, after the apparent substitution of o-ap~ 
with o-6jl-ta. in 8:13b was considered. First, however, it must be substantiated that 
eschatological death and life in 8:13 entail forensic imagery. 
10.3.1 Eschatological Death (8:13a) and Life (8:13b) as Forensic Metaphors 
Romans 8:13 explains the reason (yap; cf. Schreiner 1998:420) for the explicitly negated 
obligation to the Flesh (8:12b). This reason consists of two antithetical conditional clauses 
(cf. Michel 1978:258), already mentioned above. The first of these conditional clauses 
(8: 13a) relates a slavery metaphor in the protasis (ei xa.Ta o-apxa. 'ijTe; if you live according to 
the Flesh) to a forensic metaphor94 in the apodosis {l-tEAAeTe a'Tt'o9vno-xetv; you will surely die). 
The coherence between this slavery metaphor and forensic metaphor in 8: 13a is founded on 
88 Cf. BDAG (2000:425); Schreiner (1998:421) 
89 Cf. BDAG (2000: Ill); Byrne (1996:246); Schreiner (1998:420-421 ). 
9o Cf. BDAG (2000:443). 
91 E.g. Michel (1978:258), Moo (1996:495), Lohse (2003:238). 
92 The pejorative meaning of "'t'a) '11'pa~£1) ... " is contextually determined (cf. Dunn 2002:449), and that 
Polybius uses it to refer to "political intrigues and treacheries" (Cranfield 1975:394) has no bearing other than to 
illustrate that there is a precedent for the pejorative use of '7l'p~t) (in another context). 
93 As Kiisemann (1980:226) explains: ''the power of the flesh has a point of attack in our body, which is still 
dominated by the earthly". 
94 Michel (1978:259), for instance, explains that "~EAA£'t'£ ct'7l'o9v7]ax£tv driickt die notwendige Konsequenz, 
das zukiinftige Gericht Gottes aus". 
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the contrast between living a certain way and the consequence of dying (cf. Byrne 1996:241). 
The slavery metaphor, which entails morally living according to the tenets of the personified 
master Flesh, was already explained above. If his addressees fulfils this condition, says Paul, 
they will certainly die (e.g. Cranfield 1975:394). What still needs to be substantiated, 
however, is that the death Paul refers to here constitutes a forensic metaphor. 
It is important to recognise the moral entailments of the two protases in 8:13. Living 
according to the Flesh means living sinfully. On the other hand, putting to death the works of 
the body means putting an end to sin.95 For Paul the eschatological result of a sinful life is 
death, 96 whilst the eschatological result of a life of righteousness is eternal life. 97 It is possible 
that Paul's conceptualisation of these eschatological outcomes pertains to sapiential thinking 
according to which a life of foolishness and unrighteousness would result in calamity and 
death while wise and righteous living would result in prosperity and life.98 
However, it is notable that often in Romans these eschatological results are forensically 
served upon the righteous and unrighteous on the basis of their status before God. Romans 
2:5-11 99 first relates eschatological life to eschatological judgment. On the day of wrath 
(~f.tepa 6pyl1~; 2:5), when God's righteous judgment (otxatoxptO"ta; 2:5) is revealed, those who 
did good will be rewarded with eternal, i.e. eschatological, life (~w~ aiwvto~; 2:7). For the 
wicked there will be wrath and fury (6py1J xal euf.t6~; 2:8). This forensic conceptualisation is 
confirmed in Romans 5:12-21. 100 The judgment (xp(f.ta; 5:16) upon the trespass (napchiTWf.ta; 
5:15, 16, 17, 18, 20) of Adam and all his human successors, who all sinned (5:12), is 
condemnation (xa'L'ctXpt~; 5:16, 18) to death (eciva't'O~; 5:12, 14, 17, 21; anoevnO"Xw; 5:15), 
i.e. eschatological death. However, those who receive grace (xcipt~; 5:15, 17, 20, 21) and the 
gift101 ofrighteousness102 (owpeci tij~ otxatoO"UvYJ~; 5:17) in Christ, consequently also receive 
eschatological life (~w* 5:17, 18; ~w~ alwvto~; 5:21). Subsequently this forensic 
conceptualisation of eschatological life and death is once again outlined in Romans 8: 1-2 ( cf. 
95 Cf. Wilckens (1980:134-135); Zeller (1985:159). 
96 Cf. Rom. 2:8-9; 5:17-18; 8:2, 6a. 
97 Cf. Rom. 2:7, 10; 5:18-19; 6:8,22, 23; 8:2, 6b, 10-11. 
98 Cf. e.g. Prov. 1:32-33; 2:16--18, 21-22; 4:20-22; 5:22-23. Moreover, with respect to the results of 
obedience or disobedience to God's commandments, cf. Lev. 26:3-13, 14--17; Deut. 28:1-14, 15-44; 30:15-20; 
and with respect to Jesus' words, cf. Matt. 7:24-27 (Wolter 2014:492). 
99 See Du Toit (2007a:253-259); Yinger (1999:146-182). 
100 Cf. Lowe (1999:234); Dunn (2002:280-281, 295). 
101 Cf. owpea (5:15); xaptCTfl.a (5:15, 16). 
102 Cf. OtxatocrVV"I) (5:21). 
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Byrne 1996:235-236), as was pointed out in chapter 5 above. The elements of life (~w~) and 
death (9ava't'o~) in 8:2 are coherent and consistent with the forensic metaphor in 8:1 
(xa't'axptf.!.c:t), which has been established cognitively in the minds of the text's reader. For 
those in Christ Jesus, i.e. those to whom Christ's righteousness is attributed through faith (cf. 
4:23-25), "no condemnation" (8: 1) means eschatological life (8:2; cf. 8: 10c, 11). With 
reference to the story of reality implicit behind the text of Romans, then, eschatological life 
and death are best understood as pertaining to the forensic imagery of eschatological 
judgment.103 This conceptualisation is quite coherent with sapiential thinking in terms of the 
relation between righteousness or unrighteousness and their respective eschatological results. 
Indeed it is not necessary to suppose an either-or between a sapiential and a forensic 
conceptualisation of the above mentioned relation. However, Paul's contextual use of 
forensic imagery, 104 the last occurrence of which is contextually as close as 8:10c, indicates 
that it is also justified to exposit ct7ro9v7Jcrxw and ~aw (8: 13) in terms of forensic imagery. 105 
According to this reading, then, "you will surely die" (f.!.EAAE't'E cmo9v7JcrxEtv) is a 
forensic metaphor which pertains to eschatological condemnation to death (Michel 
1978:259). "You will live" (~~CTECT9E) is a forensic metaphor which pertains to eschatological 
acquittal from condemnation. Both metaphors derive from the source domain of forensic 
justice. The former maps the death sentence of the guilty (source domain) to the target 
domain of divine retribution, i.e. the divine punishment of the unrighteous with eternal death. 
The "you will live" metaphor maps the outcome ofbeing found not-guilty (source domain) to 
the target domain of divine retribution, i.e. the divine reward with life of those (a) to whom 
Christ's righteousness is attributed on the basis of faith (cf. 4:23-25) and (b) who 
103 As also noted in chapter 5 above, the notion of divine judgment is fundamentally related to the concept of 
divine recompense, which motif in Paul probably derives from three sources (Yinger 1999:28-29). Firstly, the 
almost universal notion that a character's fate corresponds with his deeds which occurs often in myths, legends, 
poetry and literature from different locales. Secondly, the curses of the Judaic covenantal tradition involve a 
correspondence between sin and its punishment (e.g. Deut. 28:47-48; 31:16-18; Josh. 7:35; Hos. 4:4-6). A third 
probable source is the concept of the Lex Talionis, which was accepted in Judaism as an important forensic 
principle (e.g. Gen. 15:14; 18:25; Exod. 5:21; 6:6; 1 Kgdms. 2:10; 3 Kgdms. 8:31; 1 Chron. 16:33; Ps. 1:4---6; 
7:7-9, 12; 66:5 [67:4 MT]; 74:3, 8 [75:2, 7 MT]; 95:10--13 [96:10-13 MT]). According to this principle one 
should be recompensed in accordance with one's deeds. With respect to transgression of the law, this implied 
being punished in accordance with the transgression committed, for instance: a life for a life, an eye for an eye, 
etc. (Exod. 21:23-24). 
104 In addition to the references above, also esp. Rom. 8:1-2,3-4, 10. See chapter 9 (§9.4.1.4) above. 
105 E.g. Michel (1978:259); Cranfield (1975:394); Stuhlmacher (1998:119). 
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consequently did not return to being ruled by Sin or Flesh but who continued106 to put an end 
to sin in their lives (8:13b). 
10.3.2 The Apparent Substitution of Idpfwith IcJp.a in the Light of the Greater Question of 
Paul's Theology of the Body 
The recurrence (cf. 8:10-11) of G"W(la in Romans 8:13b is rather surprising (Byrne 1996:246). 
It seems to be out of place-as if Paul should have concluded his a-&p~-7I11e0t-ta antithesis with 
an implicit appeal to put to death 'ra~ np&~e1~ 'rij~ a-apx.6~ (the works of the Flesh), not 't"a~ 
7rpct~e~~ 'rOU G"W(la't"o~ (the works of the body). 107 The question, then, is how to explain this 
circumstance.108 To answer this question, Paul's use of G"W(la will be our point of departure, 
and attention will need to be given to the greater question of his theology of the body. Since 
G"W(la has been much discussed in the history of research of Pauline anthropology, 109 it seems 
necessary to commence by pointing out the aspects of this discussion that will be taken up 
here, even if the limitations of this study means it can only be done briefly. 110 
10.3.2.1 Some Relevant Aspects of the History of Research into IcJp.a 
Hans Ludemann (1872)111 wrote the first modem systematic anthropology of Paul. 112 
Subsequently, in the religionsgeschichtliche tradition, Ernst Kasemann (1933)113 built upon 
the theory that NT Christology depended on the gnostic redeemer myth, and concluded that 
Gnosticism is also the hintergrund of Paul's anthropological terms. 114 For him both a-&p~ and 
a-wt-ta refer to humanity in its created state (Geschopflichkeit), and as a whole person; while 
a-&p~ may also refer to something like a gnostic aeon (Kasemann 1933:105), which is 
106 The force of the present tense of Bava-r6w. Cf. Cranfield (1975:394). 
107 Nygren (1949:326), Byrne (1996:246), Haacker (1999:156), etc. 
108 Jewett (2007:495) indicates that in his view this apparent substitution is still an unresolved problem. 
109 See Scornaienchi (2008: 15-52). 
110 Inevitably most of the many contributions to the discussion cannot be treated here. For additional 
references and more detailed discussion, see Schweizer (TDNT 7: 1024-1094), Jewett (1971:201-304), Bauer 
(1971: esp. 161-177, 183-189), Gundry (1976: esp. 135-156, 204-216), Schnelle (1991:44-133), and 
Scornaienchi (2008: esp. 68-117). 
111 Ludemann, Hans. 1872. Die Anthropologie des Apostels Paulus und ihre Stellung innerhalb seiner 
Heilslehre nach den vier Hauptbriefen dargestellt. Kiel: Universitiits-Buchhandlung. 
112 See Scornaienchi (2008:16-19). 
113 Kiisemann, Ernst. 1933. Leib und Leib Christi: Eine Untersuchung zur paulinischen Begrijjlichkeit. 
BHTh 9. Tiibingen: Mohr Siebeck. 
114 See Scornaienchi (2008:20-26). 
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something in which a person is, not that he has or 1s. Subsequent research disproved 
Kasemann's thesis with respect to its religionsgeschichtliche hintergrund, however. 115 
Rudolf Bultmann (1984:193-203; [1948])116 argued that crw~-tct should be understood not 
only as "body" but also as the person as a whole. It is not only the outward aspect of the "real 
self', but fundamentally inseparable from the self (1984:195). Secondly, one can be called 
crWf.tct when he has a relationship with himself, i.e. when he can reflect on his being and be 
either at one with himself or estranged from himself ( 1984: 196-197). Consequently crw~-tct is 
either a person in control of himself, or someone who has given control to a foreign power 
("Macht"), which could either be an enemy to the self or be helpful and bring the estranged 
person back to himself (1984: 197). Thus the crw~-tct (person) himself is morally neutral, neither 
morally positive nor negative as such. The different anthropological aspects of the whole-
person are not ontologically directed at either a morally positive or negative goal, but provide 
the possibility of a choice between these goals, i.e. for good or evil, for God or against him 
(1984:210). Although crap; is included in the last statement, it can take on the aspect of a 
"gottfeindliche sfuldige Macht" (1984:201, 239-246) under the influence of sin. Thirdly, then, 
although at times crWf.tct and crap; are "synonymous" (1984:200, 233) in referring to the 
"material bodilyness of a human", the fundamental difference between them is that crw~-tct 
refers to the person himself where crap; can refer to such an enemy power ("Macht") that has 
taken hold of a person (1984:201-202, 239-246) to determine his way oflife. 
Subsequent to Bultmann these aspects have remained pertinent in the discussion of 
Paul's anthropology. Gundry (1976; esp. 3-8, 135-156)117 decisively showed that it is not 
correct to assume a priori that crwf.tct refers to the person as a whole since Paul's letters do 
reflect anthropological dualism, although he most often contradicts popular philosophies of 
the time to suit the purposes of his own theology. The second aspect of Bultmann's 
exposition mentioned above contributed to the question of the moral neutrality of crw~-tct (and 
the moral potential of the other anthropological terms), pertinent to which is the relation to 
the crw~-tct of morally negative or positive foreign powers. The third aspect above contributed 
115 See Scomaienchi (2008:26-33). 
116 Bultmann, Rudolf. 1984. Theologie des Neuen Testaments. Auflage 9. Tiibingen: Mohr Siebeck. 
117 Another important contribution of Gundry (1976:10-15) was in showing from classical Greek literature 
that crw~a does not refer to a person as an agent that acts freely and on his own accord, but as one under the 
authority of another, i.e. a slave or a prisoner. 
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to the question of the relation between cr6>f.tct and crap;. 118 It is mainly these last two aspects of 
the ongoing discussion in which will be taken part below. 
1 0.3.2.2 I!Jpa in the Context of Romans 8:13 Specifically and Romans in General 
Turning to Paul's use of crwlla in 8: 13 specifically, it is notable that this locus has perplexed 
readers from the earliest. Jewett (1971:158) comments that the Western text reading of rijs 
crapx6s for -roO crwlla-ros, have been found a "logical though secondary clarification" by many 
expositors. As noted above, from the preceding context (esp. 8:4-8) it would have been quite 
intelligible if Paul had implied that his addressees should put to death the works of the Flesh. 
The "works of the body" (-ras 7tpa;ets -roO crwf.ta-ros) seems awkward in this context, however. 
A plausible explanation had been that, with respect to the "typical Judaic 
Lr1terchangeability" of the terms (Jewett 1971:158), crwlla is here simply used as a synonym 
for crap;. 119 Jewett (1971: 159, 290) has pointed out, however, that in Romans there is not real 
interchangeability since it is only crwlla that is used in contexts where crap; might have been 
expected and not the other way around. On this basis he has raised the question whether a 
theological motivation cannot be discerned behind the three particular instances of crwlla in 
Romans (7:24, 8:10-11, 8:13) where, in his opinion, crap; would have been expected. This 
question points in a legitimate direction of enquiry, though one could disagree with Jewett on 
the point that in 8: 10-11 crwlla is not necessarily inserted where crap; would have been 
expected. Although this sub-unit does occur in a context where crap; is often used, the 
relation between the body as such (crw!la), death and resurrection is quite coherent and not 
awkward here (as if crap; would have been a better word to use) like, for instance, in 8: 13 
where the reference is implicitly moral (cf. Moo 1996:495), comparable to the way crap; had 
been employed in the preceding context (8:4-7; cf. Ziesler 1989:213). Perhaps a more 
appropriate way to formulate the question, then, would be whether Paul's use of crwlla in 
Romans distinguishes it from crap;, equates it with crap;, or perhaps could both distinguish 
and equate it with crap;, and what theological significance Paul's use of crc'iif.tct in addition to 
crap; (and not merely as a synonym thereof) might have carried. In order to enquire into this 
118 See Scornaienchi (2008:53). 
119 Fitzmyer (1993:492). Cf. Bultmann (1984:200-201), Cranfield (1975:395), Michel (1978:258), Lohse 
(2003:239). 
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possibility, all thirteen120 of Paul's references to CTWf!ct in Romans should be considered, 
noting from the outset that some may be less relevant than others. 
Paul's references to the weakness of Abraham's aged body with respect to his fathering 
potential121 ( 4: 19; where CTWf!ct refers to the biological body, without negative or positive 
moral connotations), 122 and to the unity of the body of Christ (12:4, 5; where CTWf!ct refers 
metaphorically to the ecclesiastical body)123 do not warrant further scrutiny with regard to the 
question posed above. What is more interesting for our purposes is that in all the other 
(eleven) instances of CTWf!ct in Romans, there is a pattern discemable of (implicit or explicit) 
reference to either a moral stance, or to the mortality of the CTWf!ct (which is related to the 
moral question), or both of the above. Moreover, the body often carries either negative (e.g. 
Michel 1978:258) or positive connotations, which are related to morality, and in key 
instances occur in a (implicitly or explicitly) parenetic context. This can be substantiated by a 
brief look at the textual occurrences themselves. 
In Romans 1 :24 CTWf!ct is embedded in a clearly negative context where a moral 
judgment is implied (cf. Jewett 1971:288). Those who "exchanged the truth about God for a 
lie and worshiped and served the creature rather than the Creator" (1:25, NRSV) have been 
given over to impurity (e!~ ax.ctGctpcr(av) in their inner desires (ev Tcti~ E'JT!GtJf!(ct!~ TWV x.ctpO!WV 
ctuTwv ), to dishonouring their bodies amongst themselves (ToO aTtf!ct~ecrGat Ta CTWf!ctTct auTwv 
The same can be said about 7:24, i.e. that CTWf!ct carries a negative moral connotation 
( cf. Dunn 2002:397), where it is called ToO CTWf!ctTo~ ToO GavaTou TOUTOtJ and is associated 
with the person dominated by Sin in spite of the fact that he actually wants to obey God's 
law. This slave of Sin has found that his body is Sin's tool and vessel, not his own. He knows 
that he is living on borrowed time. Not only is it as if he is dead already because he is merely 
Sin's vessel, but he knows that death as the punishment of sin also awaits him (cf. Dunn 
2002:397). "Life" in "this body of death" (7:7-25), then, is the opposite of deeming oneself 
120 Rom. 1:24; 4:19; 6:6, 12,7:4, 24; 8:10, 11, 13, 23; 12:1,4, 5. 
121 Cf. Jewett (1971:289). 
122 Although it is the case in at least 4:19 and 12:4-5, Moo (1996:495) incorrectly assumes that for Paul the 
body is usually "neutral". See below. 
123 See Schnelle (2005:563-564). 
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already "dead" with regard to the law (7:1-6) "through the body of Christ" (7:4), 124 with the 
implication that sin would not gain the same hold on the person via the law. 
Romans 6 and 8 present us with a pivotal concentration of a few aspects of <TWELa which 
display an interrelated logic. Firstly, 6:6 includes a negative moral connotation to the body: 
-rb <TWELa rij~ CtELap-rla~. 125 The context, however, is quite positive. Through baptism into the 
death of Christ, the body of sin is dead, and Paul's addressees will live, participating with 
him in his resurrection. As such the resurrection is a concept tied to (a) the body, and (b) a 
positive appraisal ofthe future ofhuman bodilyness (cf. Michel1978:254-255). 
Consequently the next mention of <TWELa, still in the same context, is within the 
explicitly parenetic conclusion (6:12-14)126 to 6:1-11-"Therefore, do not let sin exercise 
dominion in your mortal bodies, to make you obey their passions. No longer present your 
members to sin as instruments of wickedness, but present yourselves to God as those who 
have been brought from death to life, and present your members to God as instruments of 
righteousness" (6:12-13, NRSV). In this context -ra ELEAYJ (members) is equivalent in 
reference to <TWELa (cf. Dunn 2002:337), with the result that the body is presented as the locus 
for potentially pursuing either sin or righteousness (cf. Rabens 2010:212-213). When Sin has 
dominion over the body, one is compelled to obey the passions (em9uE-ttat) of the body. 
Moreover, the theme of the mortality of the body is also present ( ev -rcfi 9VYJ'rcfi VELWV O"WELa't"t) . 
This clearly remains a negative aspect of bodily existence, even for those who are already 
part of the new situation in Christ ( cf. Jewett 1971 :293-294). Bodilyness in the present age 
also carries with it the negative connotation of sin (cf. Michel1978:258), and the mortality of 
the body is part of sin's enduring legacy (cf. 5:12; 8:11). 127 
What is the logical connection between these aspects of the body? The answer becomes 
clear when the references to <TWELa in Romans 8 is also scrutinized. The same four 
connotations to <TWELa mentioned above are also found in Romans 8:9-11 and 12-13. (1) The 
negative association between the body and sin is made explicit in 8:10b (-ro 11-ev <TWELa vex.pov 
ota a11-ap-rlav). (2) The negative aspect of the mortality of the body features in 8:10128 and 11 
(-ra 9vY)'t"a <TWELa-ra VELWV). (3) However, 8:11 (similarly to 6:6) is actually a positive context in 
124 On the significance of7:4, see below. 
125 The exposition of this phrase has historically been an issue of contention. See Jewett (1971 :291-292). 
126 Cf. Boers (2001 :680-681). 
127 E.g. Cranfield (1975:389); Wolter (2014:490). 
128 See the exposition of crwlla vExp6v in chapter 9 above. 
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which the resurrection is an important theme-not only the resurrection of Christ but also the 
addressees' participation therein. While in 6:6 the fact that theirs will be a bodily resurrection 
remains implicit, it is made explicit in 8:11 (~cpo7rot~o-et xed -ra 9vYJ'ra o-wl-l-a-ra V~Lwv; Michel 
1978:255). (4) 8:12-13 represents an implicitly parenetic conclusion to the preceding (8:1-
11 ), 129 from which it is clear that Paul's addressees could in practice either succumb to the 
morally negative life under the rule of Flesh, or pursue the morally positive life under the 
Spirit's rule. 130 
When Paul refers to the body next, in 8:23, it is in the context of redemption (-r~v 
a7roA.u-rpwo-tv -roO o-wlla-ro~ ~~LWV ), an aspect closely related to its mortality and resurrection 
(Jewett 1971:298). As part of the rest of creation, the body is also still subject to futility and 
decay (8:20-21). But hope abides, so that it is possible in the meantime to endure (8:25), 
awaiting God's eschatological act of deliverance. The already present Spirit, i.e. the first fruit 
(a7rapx~v) of what is to come, and intercessor (8:26-27) for Paul's addressees also aids in this 
present endurance. 
A remaining instance of o-wl-1-a, that has not been discussed sufficiently so far, 131 is 7:4. 
The context and message is similar132 to that of 6:1-11, 12-14, and a moral association is 
clearly present. The fact that Christ died (note: -roO o-wl-1-a'ro~ -roO XptO"'ro0)133 and that they 
participate in his death, grounds the implicit parenesis134 that Paul's addressees are no longer 
to live as slaves, bound to sin because of the law (7:5--6). Christ's resurrection (and the 
implied resurrection of those who participate in him) also grounds their purpose of bearing 
fruit for God (7:4). 
The interrelated logic behind all these references to the body, from a holistic vantage 
point, is firstly that the body is the locus of moral choice 135 and action. 136 For the person still 
129 Cranfield (1975:393). See also Zeller (1985: 159), Fitzmyer (1993:492), and Schreiner (1998:419). 
13° Cf. Fitzmyer (1993:492); Byrne (1996:241). 
131 The significance of the last remaining occurrence of O"Wf.Let in Romans, i.e. 12:1, will be pointed out 
below. See above for the occurrences in 12:3 and 4, which pertains to the unity of the ecclesiastical body and is 
not related directly to the current issue of the (morally and physically) redeemable human body. 
132 An important difference being the role of the law in 7:1-6. 
133 For some of the difficulties with regard to the interpretation of this phrase, and the grounds for the way it 
is represented here, see Jewett (1971:299-300). 
134 In the case of7:4--6. The parenesis is explicit in 6:12-14 (cf. Boers 2001:680-681). 
135 This does not mean that O"Wf.LCt is an independent subject that can freely choose between masters, but that 
it is the battlefield (cf. e.g. Michel1978:259; Stuhlmacher 1998:119) where the question of whose tenets the 
person will submit to, is played out. The question of choice and freedom of will is complex, but of peripheral 
value to this study, and can consequently not be taken up here. 
136 Cf. Bultmann (1984:198-199); Rabens (2010:212-213). 
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part of the Adamic situation, the body is merely 't'O O"Wf.La 't'OU 6ava't'ou 't'OV't'OU (7:24; Bauer 
1971: 170). The moral choice is all but irrelevant since the person is so dominated by Sin that 
he or she cannot fulfill God's law even if he or she wants to, and consequently his or her 
body is on a trajectory to death. For those already part of the new situation in Christ, 
however, the potential of the body is more divergent (cf. Byrne 1996:241). In a moral sense 
there still is the very real possibility that even those in Christ may, against their new identity 
and the dominion of the Spirit in their lives, use their bodies negatively, i.e. in the service of 
Sin. On the other hand the body is not considered to be a lost cause (cf. Jewett 1971:290-
301 ), i.e. it can also be positively employed in the service of God. This is the point of the 
parenesis of both 6:12-14 and 8:12-13 (where the exhortation is implicit). Paul exhorts his 
addressees to let their bodies be loci of righteousness and not of sin (even though it still has 
that negative potential). 
Romans 12:1 represents the pinnacle of Paul's somatic parenesis: 137 7rapaxa.A.w ... 
7rapaa-~O"al 't'Ct O"Wf.La't'a Uf.LWV 6ua-lav 'wa-av ayfav euapeO"'t'OV 't'~ 6e~, 't'~V AOYIX~V Aa't'petav 
Uf.C.WV ("I appeal to you ... to present your bodies as a living sacrifice, holy and acceptable to 
God, which is your [reasonable] worship", NRSV). Paul exhorts his addressees to employ 
their bodies in a morally positive way so that God may fmd their bodily actions (cf. 12:2; 9-
21) holy and acceptable. 
Note also the relation between the parenesis in Romans 6:12-14 and 8:12-13, and 
Paul's statements on the resurrection ofthe body. Both 6:12-14 and 8:12-13 is preceded by 
assurances that the addressees will be resurrected (or quickened), 138 in participation with 
Christ in his resurrection (6:5; 8:11), and in both cases the parenesis is related inferentially 
(oov; 6: 12; 8: 12) to what precedes. 139 The assurance that Paul's addressees will be resurrected 
or quickened is made sensible in the light of explicit reference to the body's abiding 
mortality140 (6:12; 8:10, 11). 141 Thus, the assurance ofthe resurrection ofthe body is an 
important theological base for Paul's parenesis142-a reason for the addressees to employ 
137 See Dunn (2002:708-709). 
138 Cf 1 Cor. 15:35-57, concluded with 15:58. 
139 Cf w<n£ in 1 Cor. 15:58. 
140 I.e. a body that is not susceptible to death would not have need of resurrection. Death is not a thing of the 
past for the believer. Cf. Jewett (1971 :293-294). 
141 Cf. 1 Cor. 15:53-54. 
142 Haacker (1999:154) observes: "Diese Hoffnungsperspektive gehort nach Paulus zur Motivation des 
christlichen Ethos". Michel (1978:257), however, sees the assurance of the Spirit's indwelling as such as the 
basis for Paul's implicit parenesis here. 
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their bodies to the purposes of righteousness, in keeping with this trajectory (of life) that will 
culminate in resurrection. On the other hand, the potential to employ their bodies in the 
service of sin (with its trajectory to death) also remains. 143 
It should be clear from the above that Paul did not have an exclusively pessimistic view 
ofthe body (cf. Schnelle 1991:66). In the case of the person still under the dominion of Sin or 
Flesh, O"Wf.!.a and a-ap; would be quite equivalent (Robinson 1979:98), and even those in 
Christ could still succumb to sin by acting (bodily) in accordance with the Flesh. 144 However, 
the bodies of those in Christ will also be restored and should therefore be employed in God's 
service. With this positive evaluation of the potential of the body Paul added a different 
perspective on O"Wf.!.a to Greek thinking in general in which connotations of subjection, 
inactivity and death dominated (Scomaienchi 2008:81). 
This leads to the conclusion that Paul's use of O"Wf.l.a where a-ap; would have been 
expected, in 7:24 and 8:13, is best explained by the fact that their combined effect adds two 
theologically significant emphases to his argument. Firstly, it emphasizes that sin and flesh 
has a bodily base, i.e. are expressed via the body. 145 Although already implied in a-ap;, Paul's 
expositions of a-ap; may have had the danger of seeming rather literary146 or philosophical (or 
metaphysical, in Kasemann's terms). By preferring O"Wf.l.a over a-ap; in the concluding 
remarks of these two expositions (7:7-25 and 8:1-13), Paul grounded the characteristics 
associated with a-ap~ in the actual body. 147 Secondly, however, this does not mean that the 
body is irredeemably bound to the Adamic situation under the dominion of Sin, Death and 
Flesh. In the Christian present, brought about by the salvific work of Christ, the body 
becomes the locus of a moral choice (cf. Byrne 1996:241) between either continuing the old 
trajectory of "the body of death" (7:24), or ("being what you are" by) putting an end to the 
bodily manifestation of the works associated with the dominion of Sin or Flesh (8: 13) and 
committing the body to the service of God (e.g. 12:1-2).148 Ultimately it is the Spirit that 
functions (not only as the normative authority determining the norms149 of moral living, 150 
143 Cf. 1 Cor. 15:32-34. 
144 Cf. Michel (1978 :258); Kiisemann (1980:226). 
145 Cf. Jewett (1971:297); Michel (1978:258). 
146 In the sense that Paul often personifies crap~ as a God-opposing power or slave master. 
147 Schreiner (1998:421) correctly observes that ''the sense is that the actions of the flesh are expressed 
through the body". 
148 Cf. 1 Cor. 6:13 ( -ro of. crw!La oti 'rjj 1ropvd~ aAA.a -rcii xup(cp) where the injunction to commit the body no 
longer to immorality but to the Lord is implicit. 
149 On norms, warrants and empowerment for moral living, see Hays (1996:19). 
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and the empowerment of such living, 151 but also) as a warrant152 for choosing against the 
appeal of Sin and Flesh, and bodily living a moral life, because of the eschatological prospect 
of the body's quickening by means of the Spirit already indwelling Paul's addressees (8:9-
11). 
The double-sided potential of the body would not have become clear if Paul had used 
only o-ap~ in all morally negative instances. Using o-w~a. in such morally negative contexts, 
but also using it positively with regard to its resurrection and potential for use in God's 
service and righteousness, underlines the choice Paul asks his addressees to make in his 
parenesis (whether implicit or explicit), and the fact that not only the sinful life but also the 
redeemed life is grounded bodily. 153 His addressees' conceptual new identities must 
ultimately also be expressed in the actions they take (and do not take) with their physical 
bodies (cf. Wilckens 1980:135). 
It follows that in Romans o-ap~ and o-w~a. are not really interchangeable, as Jewett 
(1971:159-160, 290) has observed.l:ap~ is never described in terms of redemptive possibility 
(including resurrection), 154 or positive moral action, while o-w~a. is. l:w~a., then, bridges the 
divide between the old situation and the new, while o-ap~ is typical of the old situation under 
the dominance of Sin. 155 Hence, the category of o-w~a. "could express the sphere in which the 
new obedience was to be performed and the old disobedience left behind" (Jewett 1971:159), 
something not possible for the o-ap~ category in Romans. While Ell o-a.px.l and Ell 7t11EU~et.Tt 
(8:9), in the context of Romans 8, refer to the influence of the two masters that might 
dominate a person, o-w~a. (8: 13) refers to the sphere of action-and interaction with the 
physical world, social world, etc. (cf. Dunn 1998:56-57}---where either of these masters' 
power or influence on the person is manifested, i.e. either a positive manifestation of life 
x.a.Ta 7t11eu~a. or a negative manifestation of life x.a.Ta o-apx.a.. 156 The o-w~a. will also be the 
15° Cf. esp. xa-ra mEii~-ta (8:4--6) and chapter 7 above; Schnelle (2009:324). 
151 Cf. esp. 8:2, 13b; Rabens (2010:213); Fee (1994b:559). 
152 Since, inter alia, Paul's addressees will be quickened by God through his indwelling Spirit (8:11), 
therefore then (apa oov; 8:12) they are obligated to end sin in their lives (8:13). 
153 Cf. Schweizer (TDNT7: 1062-1063), Haacker (1999:154). 
154 Robinson (1979:98). Cf. Bultmann (1984:202). 
155 Aside from the instances where its use reflects no real moral connotation, e.g. 1:3, 2:28, 4:1. Cf. Jewett 
(1971:290). 
156 Cf. Brodeur (1996:199). Based on Paul's stark antithesis between crap~ and mEil~-ta (8:4--9), and the fact 
that body (cr&i~-ta) and flesh (crap~) are not mere equivalents in Pauline thinking, it should be clear that Nygren 
(1949:322) is mistaken when he writes "the Christian ... still lives 'in the flesh', with all the sin and weakness 
that that involves; but at the same time he lives 'in the Spirit', with all that involves of righteousness and life" 
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locus of a person's interaction with the world eschatologically, something that cannot be said 
of crap~. Thus, though not everyone is ev crapx.l (8:9) in the above contextual sense, human 
existence, whether now or eschatologically, is always bodily existence (Wilckens 1980: 135). 
To summarize the difference clearly in terms of the positive I negative question (having 
taken the context of the loci of the words into account): for Paul crap~ may either have a 
morally neutral157 or negative meaning, 158 while cr&if.t.a may be morally neutral, 159 but also 
negative (where seemingly equivalent to crap~), or positive. The fact that the same word can 
have these different connotations should not be a cause of concern, since neither the referent 
nor the connotation(s) of a word is cemented into the word itself, but is significantly 
influenced by the context in which the word is used. 
What is most pertinent with respect to the crwf.t.arra of Paul's addressees in the context of 
8:13, however, is whether they will bodily manifest their subjection to the Spirit of God and 
Christ (in accordance with their new identity), or subject their bodies once more under the 
rule of the slave master Flesh (and the concomitant master, Sin).160 This is where Paul's 
execution (Bavarr6w) metaphor comes in. 
10.3.3 The Execution Metaphor (8:13b) 
As noted above, Paul continues the life vs. death paradox in Romans 8:13b (cf. Schreiner 
1998:421). His arrangement of elements is chiastic (cf. Rabens 2010:210 n.176): A- if you 
(emphasis mine). A better formulation would be that the Christian still lives as a bodily person, and still has the 
potential to give in to the fleshly compulsions that plagues humanity. 
157 Cf. Rom. 1:3, 11:14; 1 Cor. 15:39; etc. 
158 Cf. Dunn (1998:64-66) who defines Paul's usage in terms of a spectrum that ranges from "more or less 
neutral" to utterly negative, i.e. "as a source of corruption and hostility to God". 
159 Schnelle (1991:66). Cf. Rom. 4:19; 1 Cor. 5:3, 15:38, 40; 2 Cor. 10:10; Gal. 6:17; etc. Scomaienchi 
(2008:352) overstates his case when he concludes that uw~-ta is not used in a neutral sense in Paul, who 
(according to him) uses it in its only two classical senses of either "corpse" or "slave I prisoner". At least two 
problems seem to lead to this overstatement. Firstly Scomaienchi's (2008:56-57) teleological program, defined 
in terms of constructivity and destructivity, precludes the possibility of a neutral reference. Secondly, not 
enough consideration is given to the context in which the words are used to include all of these contexts in this 
statement. E.g. no argument is presented why or how uw~-ta within the specific contexts of (e.g.) 1 Cor. 5:3; 2 
Cor. 10:10, and Gal. 6:17 should be interpreted as anything other than neutral references (whether morally or 
teleologically). 
16° Cf. Wilckens (1980:134); Byrne (1996:241). Moo's (1996:494) summary is worth quoting: "Still 
'embodied' ... , we have in this life a continuing relationship to that old realm of sin and death-but we no longer 
'belong' to it. Like freed slaves who might, out of habit, obey their old masters even after being released-
'legally' and 'positionally'-from them, so we Christians can still listen to and heed the voice of that old master 
of ours, the flesh". Although Paul most clearly depicts Sin (5:21; 6:12, 14; 7:23, 25b), Death (5:14, 17; 6:9) or 
Torah (7:1) as rulers I masters, it has been argued in previous chapters that in 8:4-6, 7-8 and 12-13 this is also 
true of Flesh. 
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live ('aw; 8:13a); B- eschatological death (cbroSv?]crxw; 8:13a); B' - if you put to death, i.e. 
execute ($ava-r6w; 8:13b); A'- eschatological life ('aw; 8:13b). The protasis of 8:13b (el oe 
7t'VEU~-taTt -ra~ 7rpa~Et~ -roO crw~-ta-ro~ Sava-rou-re) is constituted by an execution metaphor 
intermingled with an element of Paul's slavery imagery (weO~-ta). It was already argued 
above that the apodosis ('~crecrSe) must be understood in the light of Paul's forensic imagery. 
The question here is, firstly, how -ra~ 7rpa~Et~ -roO crw~-ta-ro~ Sava-rouTE should be understood, 
and secondly, how the dative form of 7t'VEUf.!.a relates to it. 
The word $ava-r6w often means "to put to death", especially in the sense of the death 
sentence and its execution (BDAG 2000:443). 161 As such the action of execution is forensic 
in nature. 162 One encounters the notion in the Jewish purity traditions163 that banishing164 or 
executing165 the person who causes moral decay in the group, or getting rid of a limb with 
which an immoral act is associated, 166 will restore purity and moral integrity to the group or 
body. The result of such a forensic execution or banishment of the immoral or impure party is 
that the body or group is saved from God's wrath or judgment (condemnation). Paul's 
metaphor of executing the works of the body perhaps derives from this tradition. 167 If his 
addressees get rid of that which constitutes moral decay in their lives, they will be spared 
judgment and have eschatological life. More specifically, they are to execute (i.e. put to 
death) the works of the body, which is equal to moral decay or sin (cf. Cranfield 1975:395). 
Paul's metaphor, then, maps "putting to death" (Sava-r6w) from the source domain of 
forensic executions to the target domain of ending sin, which pertains to his addressees' 
morality. The perceived analogy is based on the restored moral integrity of the group on 
account of the execution of the person who brought the moral decay into the group. 
Analogously, if Paul's addressees get rid of sin in their lives, they will have moral integrity. 
161 Cf. Exod. 21:12, 15, 16, 17, etc.; 1 Mace. 1:57; 4 Mace. 8:25. 
162 Rabens (2010:213) relates "putting to death" to the semantic field of a battle. In the light of7:23-24 it is 
not impossible that Paul may have had this imagery in mind in 8:12-13 also, but to my mind the lack of 
contextually closer battle imagery renders this less likely. Instances of forensic imagery, on the other hand, is 
not only established in the immediate context (8:10c, 13) but also in 8:1-2 (which sets the fundamental agenda 
for the whole textual unit to follow), to which the conclusion in 8:12-13 relates. 
163 See Chilton (2000:875, 881). 
164 Cf. Lev. 18:24-30; 1 Cor. 5:2, 7, 11-13. 
165 Cf. e.g. Deut. 13:5, 6-10; 17:2-7; 22:20-21, 22; 24:7. 
166 Cf. Mark 9:43-47; Matt. 18:8-9. 
167 Another plausible alternative exposition, but without the advantage of being conceptually related to 
Paul's contextual forensic imagery, is offered by Schreiner (1998:421). According to him "the desires to carry 
out the deeds of the body are incredibly strong, so strong that the overcoming of them is best described as 
putting to death that which is longing to burst forth into life (cf. Col. 3:5) ... " . 
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This execution metaphor forms part of Paul's greater forensic imagery, with which it is 
coherent and consistent. 
The wider context can illuminate the intermingled slavery and forensic metaphors in 
Romans 8:13. In Romans 7 Paul metaphorically depicted personified Sin168 as having the 
upper hand so that it kills ('hrox-rdvw) the subject (7:11) who actually strove to obey God's 
law. Sin inhabited his body (7: 1 7ff. ), coerced him to do evil against his will, and thus put him 
on a trajectory to eschatological death, leading to the plea to be rescued from "the body of 
this death" (-ro CTWfLa -roO 9ava-rou -rou-rou, 7:24}--an apt summary of the holistic 
anthropological state and eschatological future of the Adamic person that is dominated by 
Sin. However, after the freedom brought about by Christ, Paul's addressees are no longer 
compelled to live in this state (8:2; Byrne 1996:241). Paul's metaphors in 8:13 allude back to 
particularly 7: 11, implying that in order for his addressees to avoid Sin killing them (i.e. 
leading to their eschatological death), they should execute (put to death) the manifestation of 
sin in their bodies. 169 If they do so, eschatological life will be their future. 
That it is only the works of the body that need to be executed pertains, in Paul's 
argument, to the mission of Christ (8:3--4) that has already decisively dealt with the threefold 
problem of Sin, the incapability of the law and the weakness of the flesh ( cf. Venter 20 14a: 1-
7). Christ's resolution of this threefold problem, which involves the gift of the Spirit, brought 
about an ontological change in those "in Christ" (cf. esp. 8:5b). It is no longer part of their 
being or inevitable that they should be determined by the God-opposing powers of Sin and 
Flesh because, to the contrary, their lives are now determined by the Spirit (e.g. Fitzmyer 
1993:492). This now constitutes their identity, which has already been reformed through the 
soteriological mission of Christ. What is left, however, is that their moral practice should also 
be brought in line with this realized ontological reality (cf. Wilckens 1980:135). Although the 
coercive power of Sin and Flesh has already been broken, the fact that Christ-believers still 
have a bodily existence implies that the appeal of Sin and Flesh still lingers ( cf. Stuhlmacher 
1998:119). However, by means of the execution metaphor Paul implicitly exhorts his 
168 Cf. Schottroff(1979:498-502); Dodson (2008:123-139). 
169 The image is not the same as ''to consider oneself dead to sin" (6:11; Barrett 1962:162), but the two 
metaphors are conceptually networked. Ultimately both refer to the issue of overcoming sin in practice. 
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addressees to end any lingering manifestations of sin and fleshliness. Thus their moral 
practice will be a realization of their Spirit-determined identity ( cf. Barrett 1962: 161-162). 170 
Paul relates his implicit exhortation to "put to death the works of the body" to the 
Spirit. The question is how the dative form of 7rV£f.i~-ta in 8: 13b should be understood. It is 
common that this dative is exposited as instrumental. 171 This is conceptually and contextually 
problematic, however. In the preceding context the Spirit functions as that which makes God 
and Christ present in the Christ-believer. God acts through the Spirit with respect to the 
quickening ofthe body (8:11). 172 The Spirit of God is hardly depicted as something that can 
be wielded or employed by Paul's addressees (Cranfield 1975:394). Instead, they (are to) live 
according to the Spirit's tenets (cf. 8:4--6, 9). It seems more appropriate, then, to exposit 
weu~-taTt as a dative of causeY3 Paul's addressees should "put to death the works of the 
body" on account of or on the basis of the Spirit. The Spirit will cause them to put an end to 
the manifestation of sin in their lives, if they heed it and subject themselves to it (8: 13b; cf. 
Fitzmyer 1993:492) instead of to the antithetical master, Flesh (8:13a). Thus the Spirit 
constitutes the empowerment for their morality (cf. Fee 1994b:559). Paul will subsequently, 
in 8: 14, express the notion of heeding the Spirit in terms of the metaphor of being led by it. 
This subsequent metaphor also confirms that it is not correct to understand the Spirit in 8: 13b 
in the role of instrument. 174 Rather, the Spirit is the ruling power on account of which and 
under whose guidance (8: 14) Paul's addressees should put an end to sin. 
The metaphors in Romans 8:12-13 make clear how crucial the moral follow through of 
the divine action is, and to which extent "doing" was inseparable from "being" for Paul. Moo 
170 In this regard the words of Pindar (Pythian Ode 2.72), "Become what you are", have become a classic 
way of summarizing the fact that ethical behaviour is the result of the newness of the believer's identity 
(Burridge 2007:106), i.e. a formula that typifies the relation of the "indicative" to the "imperative". To express 
the eschatological tension between the "already'' and the "not yet", Dunn (1998:631) finds "Become what you 
are becoming" a "necessary ifless elegant complementary formula". In terms of the above exposition, however, 
it may be better to express Paul's (implicit) exhortation as "Act what you are", although this may also be less 
memorable. 
171 E.g. Michel (1978:259); Cranfield (1975:394); Byrne (1996:246); Rabens (2010:204). However, Moo 
( 1996:495), for instance, exposits it as a dative of agent. 
172 See chapter 9 above. 
173 Cf. BDR (1976:158-159; §196); Wallace (1996:167-168). Cf. ov otExpf9'1'j 'rjj amOT(Gt (he did not waver on 
account of unbelief; Rom. 4:20); 'rjj ci-TnOT(Gt E~Exft.cicr9'1'jcrav (they were broken off on account off unbelief; Rom. 
11 :20); Tjj EA'IrlOI xaiponE~ (on account of hope, rejoice; Rom. 12: 12); Yva Tcfl OTaupcfl TOU XptO't"OU !L~ ot6lxcuv-rat 
(so that they might not be persecuted on account of the cross of Christ; Gal. 6: 12); tv xupfcp ?TE?Tot96-ra~ -roT~ 
OECT!Loi~ !LOU (confident in the Lord on account of my bonds; Phil. 1: 14 ). 
174 Although Cranfield (1975:394) views the dative as instrumental, he explains that the fact that the Spirit 
leads Paul's addressees (8:14) is a safeguard against the possibility that they may wield and manage the Spirit 
like a tool. However, a dative of cause accords better with Cranfield's explanation. 
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(1996:495) correctly emphasizes with respect to 8:13 that "indicative" and "imperative"175 
cannot "be severed from one another" since "they are inextricably connected", and that "the 
point ofthat connection in this passage is the Spirit". God's resolution of the problem of sin 
in Christ could in no way be only an "indicative". Its implications had to be manifested 
practically in the lives of those who belong to him, where sin had to be addressed. Not only 
the new situation that God has brought about through the mission of his Son had been a 
matter oflife and death (cf. 8:3), but so also is the practical outworking ofthis fundamental 
event in the lives of those in Christ. Romans 8:12-13 implicitly exhorts them to work out the 
implications of their freedom from coercion by the slave master Sin (8:2)-i.e. their freedom 
because of Christ's mission (8:3; cf. Michel 1978:257)--in the moral practice of their lives 
(cf. 8:4-6; cf. Barrett 1962:161-162). 
10.4 Conclusion on the Function of the Metaphors I Imagery in Romans 8:12-13 within the 
Process of the Revision or Confirmation of Understanding-of-Reality 
The metaphors Paul used in Romans 8:12-13 had the potential to revise or confirm his 
addressees' understanding-of-reality, particularly by impacting their knowledge, in the 
following ways. 
The kinship metaphor (cioeA.cp6~; 8:12a) would have appealed to their sense of identity. 
Paul conceptualises his addressees as siblings of himself and of one another. Thereby he 
models their group identity upon an existing social form (siblingship ). This entailed the 
transference of social values, norms and behaviour from the existing social form to the fictive 
kinship group. Paul's addressees should regard one another as they would regard their natural 
brothers and sisters, and act accordingly to one another. 
The envisioned morality that is implied by addressing one another as cioeA.cpo(, then, 
depends upon the unexpressed but supposedly known norms associated with siblingship. 
Paul's use of this address contributes a concept to his and his addressees' (our) story' 
(cf. the first person plural of "icr~ev"), namely that they have become one another's siblings 
(cioeA.cpo(). It represents a reinterpretation of Judaic tradition according to which Jews 
addressed one another as brothers and sisters. In Paul's use shared ethnicity played no role in 
175 Cf. Schreiner (1998:420). 
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the fictive kinship established inter alia through this metaphor, since most congregations 
under his apostolate (including those in Rome) were ethnically mixed. 
The conceptualisation of Christ-believers as &.oEA.<j)oi entailed a potential alteration in 
Paul's addressees' value- and significance system. This alteration would not have consisted 
of a change in the relative position of siblings in the system, which would have remained a 
highly valued and very significant concept. The contents of this valued and significant 
concept, however, is reconceptualised by Paul's metaphor. That is to say, no longer only 
natural siblings are one's aoEA.<j)o[, but also fellow Christ-believers. 
The debtor (o<j)EIAE'"J~) and slavery (-roO xa.-ra C'J"ctpxa. ~~v) metaphors in 8:12, which Paul 
relates to one another, once again would have potentially impacted his addressees' sense of 
identity and alterity. The debtor metaphor pertains to identity in that Paul's addressees are 
positively depicted as debtors, even though it is only implied to whom (God) and in which 
way they are to reciprocate upon their indebtedness (by putting to death the works of the 
body). The combined metaphors pertain to alterity in that they negate the notion that Paul's 
addressees are debtors to the personified master Flesh. That is to say, they are under no 
obligation to give in to their Fleshly compulsions. Others, i.e. the ev C'J"ctpxi (cf. 8:8), may be 
obligated to live according to the tenets of Flesh, but Paul's addressees are people who do not 
owe obedience to it. 
The debtor metaphor also pertains to the story of reality implicit to Paul's argument. As 
he tells it, his addressees' story is one of being recipients of God's patronage in a number of 
ways. God does not condemn them to death for their sinfulness (8:1-2) but sent his Son 
concerning sin, so that the requirement of the law could be fulfilled with respect to them 
(8:3-4). He even gave them his Spirit, to dwell in them, based on which they have the 
certitude that God will quicken their bodies (8:9-11). On account ofthese favours bestowed, 
Paul concludes that his addressees are debtors. To be inferred is that they are debtors with 
respect to God (8: 12) and that their appropriate reciprocation is in putting to death the works 
of the body (8: 13), i.e. ending the manifestation of sin in their lives. In this way the debtor 
metaphor also pertains implicitly to Paul's envisioned morality for his addressees. 
In Romans 8: 13 Paul's intermingled slavery and forensic imagery, the latter of which 
includes an execution metaphor, pertains especially to his addressees' sense of eschatological 
certitude. Eschatological death will be their certain future if they were to revert to being 
slaves of the Flesh, i.e. to be being people whose lives are determined by their compulsion to 
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sin. On the other hand, those who are putting an end to sin in their lives are assured of 
eschatological life. 
Once again this involves Paul's addressees' story, which is implicit to his argument. 
Up to this point (8:1-11) Paul's argument has told their implicit story in such a way that they 
are assured of their eschatological future in the light of what Christ has done for them and in 
the light of the Spirit's rule in their lives. However, at this point it becomes clear that their 
story is actually not one of the clear cut inevitability of salvation. Paul now reveals that what 
he has depicted as all that they are not, is still something that they might be, if they were to 
once again subject themselves to the rule of Flesh over them instead of to the rule of the 
Spirit. If this is the case eschatological death will be the end of their story, because they 
would have proved themselves to be Adamic persons after all, and ultimately not one of those 
"in Christ" and under the rule of his Spirit. But this is neither inevitable for Paul's addressees 
as it is for those who do not know Christ, nor is it what Paul expects is or will be true of them 
(cf. 8:1-2, 9, 11). If only they ensure that they do not revert to subjection under the mastery 
of Flesh, and that they continue to put an end to sin on account of the Spirit's rule in their 
lives, their story will continue on to eschatological life. To this end Paul's implicit parenesis 
(8:12-13), and the metaphors contained in it, is intended to motivate them. 
Thus Paul's intermingled metaphors also pertain to his envisioned morality for his 
addressees, by depicting very generally what they should not be doing morally, and what they 
should be doing. They should not live according to the Flesh, i.e. be compelled to sin. They 
should put to death the works of the body, i.e. be ending sin in their lives. As such these 
metaphorical implicit objectives constitute norms within Paul's envisioned morality, which 
do not specify concrete precepts but belong to the underlying motivating framework in 
accordance with which precepts may be formulated. Paul's implicit parenesis in 8:12-13 
pertains not to a change that needs to take place with respect to his addressees' being, 
warrants, empowerment, or the like. The soteriological mission of Christ and the Christ-
believers' reception of the Spirit (cf. 8:2, 3--4), inter alia, already constitute warrants and 
normative bases founded upon which they can and should live morally. Christ-believers 
already have a new identity. To this their morality should now correspond-or at least, Paul 
envisions that their morality should correspond to their established new identity. In order for 
Paul's envisioned morality for his addressees and their new identity to correspond, then, they 
need to end any residual manifestation of sin in their lives. This implicit exhortation Paul 
expresses in terms of the execution metaphor. The indwelling presence of God through his 
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Spirit constitutes not only the normative authority (xa-ra 'ltliEU!Lct; 8:4-6) that determines what 
the bodily manifested moral lives of Paul's addressees should look like, but also a warrant176 
and the empowerment ( esp. 8:2, 13b) thereto. 
The potential impact of all of the above metaphors on the understanding-of-reality of 
Paul's addressees derive not only from the knowledge they contributed to the addressees' 
understanding, but also from their motivational power. Provided that the metaphors Paul used 
in 8:12-13 met with cognitive assent from his addressees, it should have had a motivational 
impact on them pertaining to appropriate and corresponding action. Paul's use of the kinship 
metaphor, also in this context, probably was intended to subtly motivate his addressees to in-
group social behaviour which corresponds to the norms of kinship. By calling his addressees 
debtors he possibly intended not only that they should understand their obligation to God but 
also that they should be motivated to act correspondingly. In denying that they are debtors to 
the Flesh, he sought not only to expand their knowledge base but also that they should be 
motivated to act accordingly, i.e. to not act as if they owed Flesh a debt of compulsive 
obedience. When Paul pointed out the eschatological results of living respectively as the 
slave of Flesh or of putting to death the works of the body on account of the Spirit, he 
probably intended not to unsettle or threaten his addressees but to motivate them to action 
which corresponds to these metaphors. 
176 Since, inter alia, Paul's addressees will be quickened by God through his indwelling Spirit (8:11), 




This study responded to threefold interrelated opportunities, as also substantiated in chapter 1 
above. 1 The first of these was the opportunity to describe a framework against the background 
of which Paul's ethics might be analysed ( cf. Hom & Zimmermann 2009:3)-a framework that 
would be more comprehensive than similar previous analytical frameworks, and which would 
integrate relevant existing analytical categories. Chapter 3 represents an attempt at describing 
such an analytical framework, building on the work of a number of researchers, but 
fundamentally on that ofBerger and Luckmann (1967:92-104), Hays (1984:13-14, 19, 31--40), 
Horrell (2005:82-98), Wolter (2006:200-201; 2009:128, 197-218), and Van derWatt (2010:13-
27). Arising from this description of a more comprehensive framework was the opportunity to 
apply it to a Pauline text, for which purpose Romans 8: 1-13 had been selected. 2 
However, this study was not interested only in analysis of the Pauline text's ethical 
aspects per se. Another opportunity that presented itself was to analyse Paul's use of metaphors 
in Romans 8: 1-13. A principal question, then, was: how does Paul use metaphors in attempting 
to condition or resocialize his addressees in such a way that they should respond, inter alia, by 
acting morally. In other words, by combining this interest in Paul's metaphors with the 
application of the above mentioned framework for ethical analysis, the primary research 
question was to describe the function of metaphors and imagery in the process of the revision 
or confirmation of the understanding-of-reality and envisioned morality of Paul's addressees. 
In order to analyse Paul's use of metaphors in Romans 8:1-13, the understanding of 
metaphor that would be foundational to the exposition was described in chapter 2. In the 
formulation of this chapter, once again the work of a number of researchers had been helpful, 
but of fundamental importance was the work of Lakoff and Johnson (2003 [ 1980]), Van der 
Watt (2000:1-23, 123-157; 2006:446-447), and Gerber (2005a:81-108). 
1 Since the purpose of the final chapters of the study (1 1-12) is not to repeat the substantiation of arguments 
already presented in the preceding chapters, but to summarize and to present conclusions, references in the text 
and in the footnotes will be kept to a relative minimum. For the discussion of the pertinent issues and the 
substantiation of the arguments summarized henceforth, the reader is referred to the contents of the preceding 
chapters themselves. 
2 For the motivation of the selection of this particular Pauline text, as well as for substantiation that Rom. 8:1-
13 comprises a distinct textual unit, see chapter 1 above. 
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The research question described above, which would combine the analysis of Paul's 
metaphors with the analysis ofhis (implicit)3 ethics, was subsequently applied to Romans 8:1-
13 in part two of this study (chapters 5 to 10 above). Conclusions on the results of this two-
sided analysis will be presented below in chapter 12. The first of the above mentioned 
conclusions ( § 12.1) pertains to the potential impact of Paul's metaphors on all aspects of an 
understanding-of-reality inferable from the text, excluding envisioned morality. This 
conclusion represents a consolidation ofthe conclusions in this regard at the end of each chapter 
of part two of the study. It was found appropriate to expound the conclusion on Paul's use of 
metaphors and imagery with respect to envisioned morality separately, not only because 
envisioned morality is one of the primary points of interest of this study, but also because it is 
one of this study's purposes to point out how the other foci of an understanding-of-reality 
contribute to Paul's envisioned morality. Thus the second of the above mentioned conclusions 
(§ 12.2) pertains to how Paul used metaphors and imagery to communicate to his addressees 
his envisioned morality for them. It will be pointed out under said conclusion how a number of 
Paul's metaphors relate directly to his envisioned morality, and how other metaphors pertain 
directly to other aspects of Paul's implicit understanding-of-reality, but via this foundational 
understanding also indirectly influence his envisioned morality for his addressees. This all 
leads up to the summary conclusion (§ 12.3). However, as had been expected4 some aspects of 
the understanding-of-reality based framework for the analysis of Pauline ethics that was 
described in chapter 3, ultimately did not apply to the text of Romans 8:1-13. These will be 
pointed out below (§12.4), with brief suggestions for further study, which should prove the 
applicability and value of these analytical categories to Pauline ethics. 
Moreover, with respect to the analysis of Paul's metaphors, a third opportunity and need 
was identified. As of yet too little attention has been paid, in the literature on Pauline metaphors 
as well as in the systematic exposition of Pauline texts, to the sustained analysis of multiple 
and consecutive metaphors as such in a particular textual unit. Although it is valuable and 
necessary to analyse the multiple occurrences of comparable and related metaphors across 
Pauline texts, it should always be kept in mind that Paul's metaphors are actually located within 
particular textual contexts, i.e. within a particular developing argument. In writing each of his 
letters, as acts of communication,5 it was the development of the argument that was Paul's 
3 Cf. Zimmermann (2009b: esp. 402-403). 
4 See chapter 3 (§3.2) above. 
5 Cf. Gerber (2005a:56-60). 
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actual concern, and the use of metaphors served to advance this aim. 6 The message he wished 
to convey and the argument he was developing (cf. Zimmermann 2000:128) determined how 
Paul would use a metaphor, where he would abandon it, when he would introduce a new 
metaphor, when he would intermingle elements of divergent metaphors, and so on. When 
Paul's metaphors are analysed, then, it should be primary concerns both to gain an 
understanding of Paul's metaphors in their textual context and to better understand Paul's 
development of his argument through multiple consecutive metaphors. These concerns were 
pertinent to the exegetical analysis of Romans 8:1-13, as reflected in chapters 5 to 10 above. 
Before the above mentioned conclusions are presented, then, a summary will be presented 
pertaining to the results of a systematic contextual approach to Paul's consecutive metaphors 
(chapter 11). To this we now tum. 
6 Cf. Vander Watt (2000:143-149, esp. 143-145; 2006:446). 
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11 Summary Description of the Development of the Argument 
of Romans 8: 1-13 by the Use of Consecutive Metaphors 
A. Romans 8 does not commence with a new sequence of metaphors, ex nihilo. The metaphors 
used in Romans 8:1-13 are related to the previous usage of the same or related metaphors in 
inter alia 3:21-26; 5:16-17, 18-21; 6:1-11, 12-14, 15-23, and particularly 7:5-6 (cf. Wolter 
2014:472).The slavery metaphor used in 7:6 (oouA.ow), pertaining to the antithesis between 
slavery under the law of Moses and slavery in the newness of the Spirit ( €v xatVOTI)Tt 
'TrVEUf.taTos), 1 is fundamental to the exposition not only of7:7-25 but also of 8:1-13. 
The sequence of metaphors which proceeds on to 8: 1ff. can be picked up at 7:13-25.2 
Sin is personified from 7: 13 onwards. In 7: 14 Paul depicts the "I" as having been sold into 
slavery under the dominion of Sin (€yw ... 7rE7rpaf.tEVOS u1ro -r~v Ctf.tap-rlav).3 His subsequent 
depiction of a subject compelled to do evil, even though he does not want to (7: 15-20), is 
consistent and coherent with this metaphor of slavery under Sin. However, it is also probable 
that in at least 7: 17-20 there is overlap between slavery imagery and possession (indwelling) 
imagery. Paul's imagery seems to develop from his depiction of Sin as a personified slave 
master into Sin as a demonic power.4 As such Sin dwells in the subject's flesh (7: 18) and does 
not allow him to do the good he wants to do but compels him to manifest in practise works of 
evil (7: 19). The controlling power of the slave master I demonic power, Sin, over his actions is 
such that Paul can even say that it is no longer the subject that acts, but Sin that acts through 
him (7:20). This compulsion by Sin to sin, Paul then metaphorically and ironically describes 
1 Kiisemann (1980:219) correctly points out (regarding Paul's anthropology): "A person cannot live on his 
own. He is what he is because of his Lord and the power of his Lord, and he shows this in his acts. When all other 
differences and limitations are eschatologically relativized, commitment to flesh or Spirit and their possibilities 
and necessities marks a final and abiding distinction". This aspect of Pauline anthropology may be derived from 
Jewish apocalyptic ism. According to Jewish apocalypticism there are only two realms in this world-that of God, 
and that which is against God (see Kasemann 1969:136). Consequently in Paul's anthropology one is always a 
part of either of these two realms. Simultaneously, when one is part of the one realm, one is not part of the other. 
Accordingly when Paul uses slavery imagery the subject is always simultaneously slave of one master and free 
of the other ( cf. Rom. 6: 15-23). When Paul's addressees had once been slaves of Sin, they had been free of 
Righteousness ( 6:20). Now, however, they are free of Sin and enslaved to Righteousness and I or God (6: 18, 22). 
Although this servitude to God is not made explicit in Rom. 8:1-13, it is implied. In Paul's understanding-of-
reality there is no such thing as absolute freedom. When one is freed from Sin's domination (8:2), it implies being 
subject to the antithetical master, God, and serving as slaves ( oouA.6w) in the new situation of the Spirit (tv xa1v6nrn 
'7!'VEU(.taTo~; 7:6). 
2 For substantiation of the division of 7:7-25 into two sub-units, i.e. 7:7-12 and 7:13-25, see chapter 4 
(§4.2.1.1) above. 
3 See Goodrich (2013:478-479); Wolter (2014:445-446). 
4 Cf. Schottroff ( 1979:498-502). 
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as a "law" (7 :21-25}---the "law of Sin". 5 As slave master Sin enforces its dominion over the 
subject through its "law", compelling him to do as it decrees. The "law of Sin", which in 
practise prevails in the life of the subject, is directly opposite to the law of God, to which the 
subject wants to comply in his innermost. 
This polarity between what the subject wants to do mentally and what he eventually does 
physically, Paul depicts metaphorically in terms of a war (antO"t'parreuof.t.at; 7:23) between the 
respective "laws". Within the subject there is a war between the "law of Sin" and the law of 
God. The former wins this conflict, and subsequently makes the subject a captive 
(aixf.t.aA.wrrl,w) under its "law", i.e. under the "law of Sin". This prisoner of war metaphor is 
coherent and consistent with Paul's slavery imagery since, at the time, prisoners of war were 
the most common source of slaves. 6 As such, then, the subject's metaphorical captivity under 
the "law of Sin" is best exposited as a constituent element of Paul's greater slavery imagery. 
This implies that the perceived analogies at stake here are not only the confining hold of Sin 
over the subject/ but also the subject's compulsion by Sin to sin. The subject is not only Sin's 
prisoner of war, it is also its slave. The passage's conclusion in 7:25b, whether it is original or 
not,8 ultimately summarizes the subject's divided state in terms of slavery imagery (oouA.euw). 
It is from this point that we can proceed to our conclusion on how Paul developed his argument 
in 8: 1-13 with respect to his use of consecutive metaphors. 
B. In the textual unit of Romans 8: 1-13 Paul first employs a forensic metaphor constituted 
by ouoev xarraxptf.t.a (8:1).9 There is now no condemnation for Paul and his addressees 
(identified as "those in Christ", to which we return below). Based on the perceived analogy 
between God and a human judge, who reveals whether a person is righteous (having acted 
righteously) or wicked (having acted wickedly) and who consequently metes out punishment 
when appropriate, Paul's metaphor conceptualises the reality of divine recompense (target 
domain) in forensic terms (source domain). 
At the time, this was a conventional conceptualisation. 10 However, the metaphor should 
be understood in the light ofPaul's previous use of forensic imagery in the letter, and especially 
5 VOf-1.0~ (7:21); g't'Epo~ v6f.to~, VOf-1.0~ rij~ Ctf.!.apTia~ (7:23); v6f.to~ Ctf.!.apT(a~ (7:25). 
6 Harrill (2000: 1125); Keener (2000:362). 
7 Cf. Dodd (1959:135); Lohse (1982:129). 
8 See e.g. Giesen (2009:180-181). 
9 For the prevalence of forensic metaphors in Romans, see Du Toit (2007a:253-259). 
10 As noted in chapter 5, the metaphor derives primarily from the Judaic notion of judgment, whether in one's 
lifetime or eschatologically (Sanders 1977:517). Also see Yinger (1999:28-29). 
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Romans 5: 16 and 18. 11 Paul and his addressees' current positive forensic standing before God 
as Judge, founded on their relation to Christ, implies that they will not be punished by 
condemnation to eschatological death. The metaphor, then, presupposes a judgement situation, 
i.e. where a judge would consider an accusation and reach a verdict. However, in 8:1 Paul is 
only interested in the outcome of the presupposed judgment situation, i.e. in the verdict. His 
metaphor does not highlight the judgment situation as such, only its outcome for those in 
Christ: "no condemnation". Thus it is the outcome of 5:18 that is recapitulated-Christ's one 
righteous act (evo~ OIXalw~aTo~), i.e. his passion and death, led to acquittal or justification 
(o1xalwcn~) and life (~w~) for all (d~ 1ravTa~ &.v8pw1rou~) who believe (e.g. 5:1). 
It is pertinent that, since in Paul's understanding-of-reality the Christ-event and 
subsequent outpouring of the Spirit have already inaugurated the eschatological age with 
respect to Christians,l2 at least to a certain extent,l 3 the outcome of God's judgment (no 
condemnation) is conceived of as realised already (vuv; 14 8:1). This realised eschatological 
aspect, as well as the related aspect of (attributed) righteousness on the basis of Christ's death-
which is highlighted elsewhere (4:24-25}---are important ways in which Paul's forensic 
imagery diverges from the conventional Judaic conceptualisation of divine recompense. 15 The 
contextual contribution of the perceived analogy between God and a judge (which is 
fundamental to the "no condemnation" metaphor), is important, especially with respect to how 
"life" and "death" are subsequently to be interpreted. 
The above metaphor of"no condemnation" pertains to oi ev Xp1<TT~ 'IYJcrou (those in Christ 
Jesus; 8: 1). In the context ofRomans 8:1 ol ill XptCTTtf) 'b]CTOU as such also constitutes a metaphor. 
Although the phrase has had a complicated history of research, 16 from the perspective of the 
approach of this study two expositions of the metaphor (in the context ofRom. 8:1 specifically) 
seem most plausible. 
11 Cf. Wolter (2014:472). 
12 The death, resurrection and ascension of Christ (cf. Phil. 2:5-11), and the pouring out of the Spirit, for Paul 
signalled the dawn of the apocalyptic eschaton awaited in Judaism (Kiisemann 1969: 126-127). 
13 Other aspects which had previously been associated with the apocalyptic end of time but which Paul regards 
to be realised include that the Messiah has been declared )(Up to~ ( cf. Rom. 8:39) and that he is seated in the position 
of authority and power at the right hand of God (Rom. 8:34). See Kiisemann (1969:126-127); Bousset (1921:44 
n.25). 
14 This is often described as the "eschatological now''; e.g. Dunn (1998:179-181; 2002:415), and Fitzmyer 
(1993:481). 
15 Cf. Sampley(l991:10). 
16 Cf. Du Toit (2007b:132). See Deissmann (1892; 1925:105-124), Bousset (1921), Schweitzer (1953:122-
125, etc.), Neugebauer (1961), Ridderbos (1973:56-63), Kiisemann (1980:220-222), Dunn (1998:392-395), and 
Wolter (2011:235-246). 
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The first possibility is that Xp!O"T'O~ 'IYJ<TOU~ is used metonymically to refer to the 
"product" 17 brought about by Christ through his death and resurrection. In addition, tv 
functions as a marker of state or condition ( cf. BDAG 2000:327). When this is brought together 
with the forensic imagery in the context of the phrase, the result is that oi tv Xp10"T'4l 'IYJ<TOU refers 
to those in the state of justification brought about by Christ Jesus, i.e. through his death and 
resurrection. 18 This exposition, then, supposes that the metaphor oi tv Xp10"T'4l 'I>') <TOO is both 
coherent and consistent with the preceding forensic metaphor (ovoEv xarrcb,p!EJ.a). 
The second plausible explanation is that oi tv Xp10"T'4l 'IYJo-oO is comparable to what we 
find in Mark 1:23, where a man is described as being "in an unclean spirit" (av6pw7ro~ tv 
7t'liEVEJ.a'r! axaSaprrCfJ ). This description of the man "in an unclean spirit" metaphorically refers 
to him being in a state of domination by an unclean spirit. Once again tv is a marker of state or 
condition and 7t'liEUEJ.a axa6aprro~ refers metonymically to the unclean spirit's dominating power 
over the man. Comparably, oi tv Xp!O"T'4l 'IYJ<TOO would refer to those in a state of being ruled 
(dominated) by Christ Jesus. This would imply that oi tv Xp10"T'4l 'IYJ<TOU is coherent but 
inconsistent with ovoEv xarraxp!EJ.a, since the additional source domain of being ruled or 
dominated is involved. The perceived analogy of the metaphor is between Christ and a 
powerful force that rules a person's life and behaviour. 
Although the first possible explanation cannot be excluded, the latter is slightly more 
preferable in the light of its continuity not only with what precedes contextually (i.e. in contrast 
to being under the dominion of the slave master Sin; 7: 13-25), but also with what follows (i.e. 
that being compelled by the Spirit manumits one from "the law of Sin", 8:2). This exposition 
is also consistent with 7:6, which set the agenda for the antithetical juxtaposition of7:7-25 and 
8:1-13. Paul and his addressees are no longer slaves in the former situation ofthe dominion of 
the law (7:6) or the slave master Sin (7: 13-25). They now serve as slaves (oouA.6w) in the new 
situation of the dominion of the Spirit (7:6)19 of Christ (8:9), that compels (8:2) and enables 
them to live (walk, 8:4; be, 8:5; think, 8:5) according to its standard. 
With Romans 8:2 Paul explains (yap) to his addressees why they are not condemned to 
death (8:1)-"for the law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus has set you free from the law of 
17 Cf Lakoff & Johnson (2003:38-39). 
18 Parallels of this metaphorical usage of ev followed by a metonymy that indicates a "state of being" are: ol. .. 
ev crapxlonE~ (8:8) denoting ''those who are in the state of being dominated by their fleshliness", and £v 'll'\IEU/-(.ct't't 
(8:9) denoting those who are "in the state of subjection to the rule of (God made present in Christians by) the 
Spirit". 
19 Cf. Rom. 6:16-18. 
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Sin and death". This explanation comprises of the elaboration of both the forensic- and slavery 
images, and implies that the intermingling of these images are taking place. 
The forensic metaphor as such is elaborated with the following coherent and consistent 
elements: BavaTos (death) as the eschatological sentence of those guilty of sin, and ~w~ (life) as 
the outcome of the judgment for those justified in Christ ( cf. 5: 16-18). This is based on the 
perceived analogy, on the one hand, between a guilty person being sentenced to death and 
eschatological divine punishment, and on the other hand: between those acquitted being 
rewarded with life and the eschatological divine reward of the righteous. This implies, as in the 
case of OUOEV XctTaXp!f.!.ct, mapping ~w~ and eavctTOS from the source domain of forensic justice 
to the target domain of divine recompense. 
The slavery I manumission metaphor in 8:2 is constituted by UeuSep6w (to manumit).20 
This represents a coherent and consistent elaboration with respect to the slavery imagery in 
7:13-25.21 "Manumission" (tA.euSep6w) is mapped from the source domain of slavery to the 
target domain of Christian experience. The apposite perceived analogies, i.e. between slavery 
and moral deficiency on the one hand, and freedom or manumission and living morally on the 
other hand, was not novel to Paul.22 However, Paul's development of this imagery in terms of 
manumission because of Christ Jesus and with the involvement of the divine Spirit (8:2)23 
diverges significantly from these precedents. 
The metaphorical exposition of the other elements present in 8:2 (excluding ev XptCTTCi) 
'IYJO"OU to which we will attend below) is complicated by the contextual intermingling of images. 
Although it might seem appropriate at first glance, not the forensic denotation of VOf.!.OS is 
highlighted in 8:2, but rather the sense of"compulsion" under the influence of a ruling master. 
This derives from the established metaphorical and ironic usage of VOf.!.OS within the context of 
2° For a description of the concept of freedom in the NT, see Schlier (TDNT2:496-502). Niederwimmer (1966) 
includes a discussion of Hellenistic parallels of the concept in the NT in general. For a history of interpretation as 
well as religionsgeschichtliche hintergrund of the concept in the Pauline epistles, see Jones (1987). Also see 
Bultmann (1984:332-353). 
21 Cf. Sanders (1977:512) ''the term 'set free' seems rather to be connected with ... the change oflordship from 
the service of sin to the service of Christ". 
22 Cf. Malherbe (1986: 56-57, 84, 158-159), Epictetus (Fragment 8; Diatr. 4.1), Dio Chrysostom (Or. 13.13; 
77 I 78.37-45), Pseudo-Theano (Letter to Eubule 166-168), Lucian (Bis ace. 17), Philo (QG 2.8). 
23 In Greco-Roman philosophy the ideas were common that one is freed to live morally by either a philosopher 
(e.g. Epictetus Diatr. 3.22.38-49), or philosophy (Lucian Bis ace. 17), which boiled down to developing one's 
own reason and self-discipline, thus essentially setting oneself free (Dio Chrysostom Or. 13.13; Malherbe 
1986:159). 
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slavery imagery in 7:21, 23, and 25,24 with which its use in 8:225 is coherent and consistent. On 
the other hand, Ctflap-rla is potentially consistent both with the forensic image (implying 
contravention of God's law and the reason for "condemnation"; cf. 5:16) and with the slavery 
I manumission metaphor (in terms of which Sin is a personified slave master; cf. 7:13-25). 
Consequently in the context of 8:2 Ctflap-r(a can be exposited in terms of either or both images. 
Where intermingling of imagery is taking place it is common that an element can play such a 
dual role, as illustrated by more such instances below. 
Paul's use of~ XptO't'/f) 'b)O"OU in 8:2 is once again metaphorical. In this context XptO"'t"o~ 
'IYJcroO~ is also metonymical (as in 8:1),26 but here it refers to the death and resurrection of 
Christ Jesus. The £v also has a different function than in 8:1 where it is a marker of state or 
condition. In 8:2 it is best expounded as having a causal sense (cf. Turner 1963:253). Thus, the 
death and resurrection of Christ Jesus is the cause of .. . 
The question is what the phrase qualifies syntactically: (the first) o VOfLO~, -roO 7niEUfla't"o~, 
-rij~ ~c.uij~, or £/.euSep6c.u?27 While it can be discounted that the phrase should qualify -roO 
'TniEUfla't"o~ per se, on account of the semantic awkwardness of the possibility, it seems both 
impossible and unnecessary to defend one of the other three possibilities against the others. 
This is because £v XptO"'t"/f) 'IYJCTOU is potentially coherent and consistent with both the slavery I 
manumission imagery ( o VOfLO~ -roO 7niEUfla't"o~; £/.euSepoc.u) and the forensic imagery (~c.u~). The 
metaphor may be taken to denote, then, that Christ's death and resurrection is the cause of 
Paul's addressees' manumission from Sin (£/.euSepoc.u), of their compulsion to act in accord 
with the Spirit (o VOfLO~ [-roO 7nleu~-ro~]) and of them receiving eschatological life (~c.u~) from 
the divine judge. 
In summation, Paul's argument thus far (8:1-2) can be paraphrased in these terms: there 
is now no condemnation to eschatological death for those in a state of being ruled by Christ 
Jesus (8: 1 ). The reason for this is that, because of the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ, 
Paul's addressees are manumitted from Sin, are compelled to act in accord with the dominion 
of (Christ's) Spirit, and will receive eschatological life from the divine judge. Each of these 
24 See Raisanen (1992a:72-88; 1992b:63-64), Weima (1990:219-235), Wolter (2011 :351-354). 
25 For an overview of the history of interpretation ofv6fLO~ in 8:2, see e.g. Thielman (1994: 14-47), and Reasoner 
(2005:67-84). 
26 As pointed out in chapter 5 above, according to Wolter (2014:472) instances of"Christ Jesus" being used 
metonymically in Romans include 3:22, 24; 5: 1, 11. 
27 See esp. Cranfield (1975:374). Expositors who propose linking ev XptaTcfi 'IYJ<TOil to Tij~ ~w~~ include Michel 
(1978:249), and Jewett (2007:481). Those who suggest linking it to UevBEp6w include Cranfield (1975:374-375), 
and Bertone (2005:180-181). 
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aspects of Paul's argument, introduced somewhat briefly in 8:1-2, is subsequently explained 
and elaborated in the rest of the textual unit. 
C. The primary clause yap ... o 9eo~ ... xa-rexptve rrijv a~p-r[av ev 'tjj crapxf. .. in Romans 8:3 
sustains the claim of 8:2 regarding those in Christ Jesus being manumitted from Sin and its 
eschatological result, death, by providing an explanation.28 This elaborates (i.e., is consistent 
and coherent with) Paul's forensic imagery, as should be clear from the use of xa-raxp[vw. 
Before elaborating his forensic imagery, however, Paul explicitly relates his addressees' 
manumission (8:2) to the situation depicted in 7:7-25 by means of an accusative of respect29 
clause (-ro aouva-rov, with dependant clauses TOU V6f-LOU II ev ~ ~creevet ota nj~ crapx6~). Thereby 
Paul recapitulates 7:7-25 in terms of the two concomitant problems related to the fundamental 
problem of sin. From 7:7-25 it is clear that the problem of sin is related to the two concomitant 
problems of (a) the subject's fleshliness, and of (b) the law, which instead of keeping the subject 
from sinning had itself been overpowered and employed by the slave master Sin.30 With 8:3-
4 Paul indicates that God has now addressed this threefold problem decisively. This is the 
function ofthe accusative of respect and its dependant clauses in the opening of Romans 8:3, 
in spite of some confusion on the part of expositors in this regard because the verse is so often 
mistakenly assumed to contain an anacoluthon (e.g. Moo 1996:477)_31 
With respect to the metaphorical content of the accusative of respect and its dependant 
clauses, then, Paul is recapitulating war- and slavery images. He recapitulates the antecedents 
of war imagery (7:23) and slavery imagery (7:13-25; esp. 7:14, 25) in two concise phrases. By 
referring to the incapability of the law (To aouva-ro~ TOU V6f-LOU)32 and its weakness through the 
flesh (ev ~ ~creevet ota nj~ crapx6~) he highlights the law's ineffectiveness (as master; cf. 7:1, 6, 
25) with respect to keeping its adherents from sinning, and the cause of this ineffectiveness 
(humanity's fleshliness). Contextually Paul is arguing that it is precisely the threefold problem 
of Sin, the incapability of the law, and its weakness through flesh, which summarizes the 
28 Cf. McFadden (2009:487). 
29 This is a recognised use of the accusative, even if not very common in Koine Greek (BDF 1961:87 -88; 
BDR 1976:130-131; § 160). It is sometimes also called "accusative of reference", "frame of reference accusative" 
or "limiting accusative" (Wallace 1996:203-204). Among others, Fahy (1958:387), Haacker (1999:152), Lohse 
(2003:230), Giesen (2009:194) and Wolter (2014:474-475) have identified it as such, but without adequately 
substantiating the choice or indicating its implications in terms of the relations between the metaphors in 7:7-25 
and 8: 1-4. The significance of the accusative of respect exposition of 8:3 is commonly not yet realised in English 
commentaries, translations, etc. 
3° Cf. Giesen (2009: 194). 
31 Also e.g. Wilckens (1980:124), Kasemann (1980:216) and recently Hultgren (2011:298). 
32 Whereas Paul had extended the wordplay and ironical use ofv6~o~ from 7:21, 23, 25 to 8:2, in 8:3 it is once 
again used to refer to Torah. E.g. Landmesser (2006:137); Wolter (2014:474). 
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situation depicted in 7:7-25, which God had resolved through the Christ event and the 
subsequent gift of the Spirit. 
The metaphoric element of"incapability" (&ouvarro~) derives from the source domain of 
prisoners of war I slavery and elaborates the slavery I manumission image of 8:2. As such it is 
coherent and consistent with the preceding slavery imagery (esp. cf. 7:1, 6, 13-25). 
Specifically, in this context, "incapability" refers (with respect to the source domain) to a 
master that is incapable of keeping control over his slaves, i.e. having them do what he wants 
them to. This incapability Paul maps to the target domain of Torah's empowerment of its 
adherents to meet its demands. The mapping is based on a perceived analogy between a ruler 
or master-incapable of controlling his slaves when they are compelled to submit themselves 
to his enemy-and Torah-incapable of effectively controlling the moral behaviour of its 
adherents in the face of their compulsion to sin. In the war between Torah and the "law of Sin", 
Torah proved incapable of effectively exercising control over the behaviour of its slaves. 33 
"Flesh" constituted the law's weakness (ev ~ ~crSevet ota ~~ crapxo~; 8:3). Whereas the 
metaphorical element "incapability" pertains to the ability to perform, "weakness" pertains to 
its basis: the power to perform. The law (metaphorically: as master) is depicted as having 
insufficient power to compel its adherents to obey it. 34 The reason for this Paul ascribes to 
"flesh". Once again, the metaphorical element of the law being "weak" ( acrSevew) derives from 
the source domain of a master incapable of controlling (those supposed to be) his slaves. From 
this perspective &creevew Ota ~~ crapxo~ is coherent and consistent with both TO aouvarro~ TOU 
VOELOU and the preceding slavery imagery. Its contextual contribution to the imagery pertains to 
its explanation of the law:master's incapability to control the behaviour of its 
adherents:slaves-its power to do so was eroded by their fleshly nature. 35 The essence of the 
fleshly nature is best explained in 7:14, 18-19, 25b and (subsequently) 8:7-8. In this context 
being "fleshly" ( crapxtvo~; 7: 14) comprises of slavery to Sin (or Flesh), doing evil, and 
insubordination and enmity to God and his law. In short, Torah's power to compel was 
undermined by its supposed adherents actually being slaves of another master, which is 
fundamentally opposed to God and his law. 
33 Cf x.uptEUW (7:1), oouA.6w (7:6), OOUAEUW (7:25b). 
34 Cf. Johnson (1996:119) "the difficulty with the law was not that it was wrong in what it prescribed but that 
it was powerless to enable humans to do what was right, because they were 'weakened by the flesh."' Byrne 
(1996:235) contrasts Rom. 7:7-25 to 8:1-13 depicting the former as ethical "'impossibility' under the law'', and 
the latter as "ethical 'possibility' in the Spirit". Consequently he (Byrne 1996:236) describes the law as "impotent 
to create the righteousness it demanded". See also Witherington and Hyatt (2004:212), and Kruse (2006: 125). 
35 Robinson (1979:94) puts it well: "The law was impotent because it could only be as strong as the flesh 
through which it had to be implemented, and the flesh was hopelessly under the power of sin" . 
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Thus with the accusative of respect and its dependant clauses Paul recapitulates the 
threefold problem of Sin, the incapability of the law, and its weakness because of flesh, in terms 
of war- and slavery imagery. Subsequently he describes God's resolution of the threefold 
problem by using three intermingled images: an emissary metaphor ( 7rE~7rw ), an elaboration of 
the forensic image (xa-raxp(vw) in Romans 8:3, and a walk image (m:pt7ra-r£w) in 8:4. 
The emissary metaphor is coherent with respect to the forensic image (8:1-2, 3), and is 
syntactically subordinate to it. There is a logical relation between the Son's mission and the 
condemnation of sin in his flesh. Both pertain to Christ's death. Nevertheless, the metaphor of 
the Son's mission also introduces a new source domain to the contextual imagery, i.e. the 
source domain of emissaries, so that its relationship with the forensic image can be classified 
as coherent but inconsistent. 
IT£~~a~ describes the means36 by which God condemned (xa-raxp(vw) sin-he did it by 
sending his Son. The significance of this syntactical construction is that a single and particular 
subject (actor) is at stake (God), and that the unity of the actions of 7rE~7rw and xa-raxp(vw is 
emphasised, as if there is, in fact, only one action (to send-condemn)Y Both the concept of 
divine emissaries and of the unity of the sending action and the concomitant action, are not 
unique or novel to Paul. 38 The source domain for the emissary metaphor is that of emissaries. 
The target domain is that of Christ's death. Paul metaphorically depicts Christ's death in terms 
ofhim being sent by God. The emissary metaphor consists of the following elements: God (o 
9E6~). sent (m~~~a~). his own Son (-rov eau-rou ul6v), in likeness to sinful flesh (ev o~otw~a-rt39 
O"apxo~ Ct~ctp-r(a~), and Concerning sin ( 7rEpt Ct~ctp't"tct~). 
Since it is a metaphor consisting of multiple elements, some of which are also in Paul's 
contextual usage coherent with other metaphors or images, intermingling is taking place. Both 
a~ap-r(a (8:2) and <1ap~ (8:3) were in the immediately preceding context related to slavery 
imagery. Moreover, a~ap-r(a is also of significance with respect to the forensic imagery. 40 The 
meaning Paul intends to convey, then, derives from this intermingling between the emissary 
metaphor and the forensic- and slavery I manumission images. We return to the exposition of 
the meaning of the intermingled images below. 
36 Cf. Black (1989: 109-11 0); Fitzmyer (1993:484). 
37 Cf. Wolter (20 14:477). For parallels, in the form of an aorist participle expressing the action of sending (e.g. 
7rEf.t7rW or arrou•tD.A.w) plus a finite verb, cf. Num. 20: 16; Matt. 2: 16; 14:10; 22:7; Josephus (B.J. 1.664). 
38 See Jewett (2007:483), Schweizer (1966:199-200; 1991:204-212). 
39 It is not clear at this point whether Of.tOIWf.tct per se can be related, with textual evidence, to an aspect of the 
source domain of emissaries. 
40 See above. 
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Expositors are divided on the question whether 7rep1 Ct(.{.apTla~ denotes merely "regarding 
sin"41 or is used in the technical (sacrificial) sense of a "sin offering".42 For the purpose ofthis 
study it is assumed that the former interpretation is preferable. With respect to the emissary 
metaphor this implies that 7rep1 a(.{.apT(a~ could express the primary problem that the mission of 
the emissary addressed. Although parallels could not be found where specifically the verb 
7t'E(.{-7t'W is used with 7repf, expressing the idea of sending someone concerning a matter, the 
cognate verb a'1t'O<TTEAAW is used in this way.43 If this is not what Paul meant and 7repl Ct(.{.apT[a~ 
does refer to a sin offering, it would be introducing an interposed metaphor of Christ as 
sacrifice. Although this is not impossible, it does seem less likely from the perspective of 
contextual metaphorical analysis. 
The perceived analogies between the source domain of emissaries and the target domain 
of Christ's death highlighted by Paul's emissary metaphor in 8:3 pertains to the following: both 
an emissary and Christ was (a) not from this place,44 but was (b) sent here by a higher 
authority. 45 (c) This higher authority resolved a specific problem himself by means of sending 
his emissary.46 The theological and contextual significance ofthe emissary metaphor is that it 
not only maintains God's transcendence but also conceptualises his activity on earth (Wolter 
2014:476), i.e. by means of an emissary. Although God remains at a distance from Sin and 
everything sinful, it is also he who addresses and resolves the problem of Sin (along with its 
concomitant problems) by sending his own Son as emissary. 
Subsequently an additional forensic metaphor is intermingled with the contextual 
imagery, i.e. God's condemnation of Sin I sin in the flesh ( 0 a eo~ xaTEXplVEV TI)v Ct(.{.apT(av ev 'T'jj 
<rapxf; 8:3). This forensic metaphor in 8:3 is coherent and consistent with the forensic imagery 
established in Romans 8:1-2. Its contextual purpose and significance is to indicate that God 
has already decisively addressed the problem of sin and one of its concomitants, flesh, through 
a judicial pronouncement of sentence (xaTaxplvw). In 8:3, as in 8:1-2, the target domain of the 
41 E.g. Barrett (1962:156), and Fitzmyer (1993:486). 
42 E.g. Wilckens (1980:126-127), and Byrne (1996:236-237, 243). Wolter (2011:106-107) mentions 'll"Epl 
Ct!Lctp-r!a~ (8:3) under a paragraph that discusses the sacrificial background to the redemptive effect 
("Heilswirkung") of Christ's death, but concludes that in the context of8:3 it must remain open whether it denotes 
"as a sin offering" or "as a consequence of sin" ("wegen der Siinde"). 
43 E.g. 1 Kgdms. 21:3; 3 Kgdms. 21:7. 
44 Schweizer (1991:217). 
45 In the case of Christ, Schweizer (1991 :217) correctly points out that (metaphorically speaking) a dynamic 
act of God is at stake, and that the definition of Christ's being is not what Paul is highlighting. 
46 Cf. once again the specific form in which Paul formulates the mission. He does not use a construction which 
denotes that the purpose of the mission is to go and do something, but that the mission itself (which is a metaphor 
for Christ's death) achieves something. 
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divine recompense is conceptualised in terms of the source domain of forensic justice. In this 
instance, however, it is not Paul's addressees who are the potential objects of divine 
punishment (xaTaxplvw ), but personified Sin that is condemned. 
Because of the intermingling of metaphors taking place, the condemnation of a~apTla 
has two facets. Firstly it refers to the condemnation or punishment of sin as transgression of 
God's law. From this perspective the element a~apTla is both coherent and consistent with 
xaTaxplvw and the rest of the preceding forensic imagery. Secondly, however, the established 
use of a~ap'rla in the preceding context, where it is personified as a master compelling its slaves 
to act in a certain way, i.e. to sin, must also be taken into account. Thus, God condemned Sin 
and by condemning it he broke its power47 and hold over its slaves48-at least over those of 
them who appropriate Sin's condemnation in Christ's flesh, and their transference to the rule 
of the Spirit. From this perspective, then, a~apTla is coherent but inconsistent with the forensic 
imagery since it relates to slavery imagery. If Sin is not understood in this way also, and merely 
as the transgression of the law, that is condemned, Paul's argument is not very compelling. The 
condemnation of all transgressions of the law (sin) neither explains his addressees' 
manumission as such (8:2) nor provides an adequate cause for the law now being fulfilled with 
respect to those who walk xaTa 7!VEU~a (8:4). The pronouncement of sentence (xa'raxplvw) on 
the slave master Sin, however, does metaphorically explain the manumission of his slaves and 
why his power and hold over them is broken so that they now can live in accordance with the 
rule of a new master, the Spirit. This latter conceptualisation, then, is based on the perceived 
analogy between a slave master being condemned to death and executed, and the demise of the 
controlling power of sin in the lives of Christ-believers. 
Subsequently, in the context of8:3, ev 'rft crapxf is mapped from the source domain of the 
human body to the target domain of divine recompense. It refers, firstly, to the body of Christ 
(cf. Wolter 2014:477). He bore the divine condemnation of humanity's collective sin in his 
body (flesh) when he died on the cross. Secondly, because of the intermingling of images, crap~ 
also has an additional metaphorical reference in this context. Since the flesh was previously 
depicted metaphorically by Paul as the domain of the slave master Sin-the place where it 
works (7:5)49 and resides (7:18, 20), and thus the foothold through which Sin weakened and 
incapacitated the law ( cf. 8:2)-it is fitting that Paul now depicts Sin as being condemned in 
47 Cf. e.g. Robinson (1979:94). 
48 Cf. e.g. Fahy (1958:387), Haacker (1999: 152). 
49 Here tv -roT~ fLEAECTtv ~!LWV (7: 14) is parallel to Ell E!LOt and tv Tjj CTapxl !LOU (7: 18). 
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its own domain (cf. Schnelle 2005:499). Thus the power of Sin and its hold over flesh (as the 
domain where it holds power) is broken, resolving two of the problems with regard to which 
God sent his Son. 
This explains Paul and his addressees' acquittal (8:1). Both the punishment for their sin 
and the compelling power of Sin have already been addressed through Christ's death. 
Moreover, the condemnation of the slave master Sin explains Paul's addressees' manumission 
(8:2) and opens up the possibility of their new walk in accordance with the antithetical master-
the Spirit (8:4-6). This new walk, as ones compelled by the Spirit, resolves the third of the 
above mentioned threefold problems. The answer to the incapability of the law to ultimately 
control the behaviour of its adherents, is living in accordance with (the rule of) the Spirit. 
Before we reach this point in Paul's argument, however, cognisance should be taken of the next 
concept he employs in his argumentation, which coheres with his forensic imagery. 
The forensic concept of the fulfilment of the requirement of the law (TO otxalw~-ta 'rOU 
VOf.tOV 7rA')pw9fl; 8:4) does not constitute a metaphor, but is coherent with respect to Paul's 
forensic imagery. It is not metaphorical because it does not express one thing in terms of 
another. The literal fulfilment of the requirement of Torah is what is at stake. The concept 
indicates the purpose-result (Yva)50 ofthe condemnation of Sin (as forensic metaphor; 8:3), and 
is constituted by three elements which are well known in the semantic domain of forensic 
justice: otxalw~-ta (requirement), v6~-to~ (law, i.e. Torah), 51 and '1t"A'Jp6w (fulfil). It was argued in 
chapter 6 above that God is the implied subject of the verb. 52 It is he who purposed and 
achieved, by means of the mission of his Son, not only that Sin was decisively dealt with (in 
Christ's flesh) but also that the law's requirement is thereby fulfilled. This fulfilment of the 
law's requirement does, nonetheless, have "us" as its point of reference (ev ~~-tiv). Thus the 
fulfilment of the law's requirement is God's action, but an immense effect53 upon Paul and his 
addressees is also implied, as is clear in the crap;---'1t'lle0~-ta antithesis in 8:4--13, and particularly 
from the walk image (cf. McFadden 2009:488). 
What does the (singular) requirement of the law and its fulfilment constitute, then? The 
requirement (intended outcome) of the law as a whole54 can be defmed as a righteous standing 
50 E.g. Cranfield (1975:383), Bertone (2005:226), McFadden (2009:487 n.25). 
51 Cf. e.g. Cranfield (1975:384), Thuren (2000: 132), and Schnelle (2005:339-340). 
52 The passive is often viewed as a ''theological passive" (Fitzmyer 1993:487); also Landmesser (2006:138). 
However, not all agree, e.g. Wolter (2014:480 n.42). 
53 Cf. Moo (1996:485): "Paul does not separate the 'fulfilment' ofthe law from the lifestyle of Christians. But, 
this does not mean that Christian behavior [sic] is how the law is fulfilled". 
54 Cf. Thuren (2000:132-133), Fitzmyer (1993:487), Cranfield (1975:384), Schrenk (TDNT 2:221), Moo 
(1996:482) ''the summary of what the law demands of God's people". 
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before God. The fulfilment of this requirement with respect to Paul and his addressees ( cf. tv 
~fiiv) derives firstly and fore mostly from Christ's death and resurrection (cf. 8:3), based on 
which righteousness is attributed to those who believe (cf. 4:22, 24-25). However, the 
identification of those with respect to whom this fulfilment takes place (tv ~fiiv) in terms of 
walk imagery ( esp. 7rEpt7ra't"ew; 8:4; we return to this image below), signifies that the fulfilment 
of the requirement of the law is also related to Paul and his addressees' righteous living. 55 From 
this second perspective the oucalwfJ.a 't"ov v6f.!.OV can be aptly summarized as "God's will"56 for 
his people. 
A particular requirement, purpose or intention originally associated with a particular 
means of achieving it may still be valid even though the means to achieve it has expired or has 
been replaced because of its ineffectiveness. Thus Torah's requirement, purpose or intention is 
still valid, but itself as the means by which one can attain that goal is no longer valid. 57 It has 
been replaced by the empowerment of the Spirit, which is diametrically opposed to the 
"incapability of the law in which it was weak through the flesh". Since the law itself as the 
means by which this intention can be fulfilled, has proven to be "incapable", the realisation of 
the law's intention can only be the result of Christ's soteriological mission that transferred 
those "in him" from the rule of the slave master Sin to that of the Spirit, capacitating a walk 
according to the Spirit. 58 
It is at this point, then, that Paul's intermingled walk image (ol fl.~ xa't"a a-apxa 7rEp!7rct't"WV 
&.A.Aa xa't"a 7rVEVfJ.ct) can be considered in more detail. The image is inconsistent with the 
forensic image (8: 1-2, 3) and the forensic concept of8:4, deriving from another source domain. 
Nevertheless, the image is coherent with the forensic imagery, since a person's moral life 
(walk)59 constitutes a basis upon which eschatological judgment will be made. 
The walk image consists of two antithetical metaphors: (a) walking according to the 
Flesh, and (b) walking according to the Spirit. Thus the elements of a-ap~ and 7rVEVfJ.Cl pertain 
to two manners of walking. However, as already pointed out above, each of these elements 
respectively also pertain to Paul's contextually established slavery imagery (7:5-6; 8:2, 3). The 
55 Cf. Fee (1994:530); Byrne (1996:237). 
56 Kiisemann (1980:218); Landmesser (2006:137, 138); Blischke (2009:411); Jewett (2007:485). 
57 Fee (1994:536). Cf. Rom. 7:1-6; 10:4-10. Cf. Kruse (2006:115-129). This is pertinent to Paul's apostolate 
to the Gentiles. In his understanding-of-reality they can fulfil Torah without being intent on its precepts as such. 
They can fulfil God's will without becoming Jews first (Wolter 2014:481). 
58 Cf. Kiisemann (1980:218). 
59 Paul's use of the walk image derives from its conventional use in Judaism (";J7;:t; halak; walk; Dunn 2002:316, 
424) as a conception of the way one conducts one's life (BDAG 2000:803) in which moral overtones are 
prominent. 
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dual reference of these elements implies that intermingling is taking place. On the level of the 
implicit narrative Paul has taken personified Sin out of the picture with 8:3. Consequently he 
substitutes the personification of Sin with the personification ofFlesh as the slave master I ruler 
that heads up the kind of life antithetical to life under the rule of the Spirit. 60 Ilepma:rew is 
mapped from the source domain of walking to the target domain of moral living. The perceived 
analogy Paul highlights here is that, just as there are different manners in which people walk 
(source domain), there are also different manners of living morally (target domain). The 
intermingling of the walk imagery with the contextually established slavery imagery implies 
that, as masters, crap~ and meOf.tct determine the two respective kinds of people's moral 
behaviour ( 7t"Ept7rct'I"Eill X.ct't"Ct crapx.ct I X.ct't"Ct 7niEUf.tct; 8:4 ). 
The conceptualisation of life as "walking" in a certain manner, particularly with respect 
to morality, was conventional in Judaism at the time.61 Note, however, that Paul does not here 
highlight other potential perceived analogies pertaining to this metaphor, such as the "road" 
one "walks" on or the "destination" this "road" leads to. Even more importantly, In Judaism 
this moral sense of"walking" would characteristically be associated with living in accordance 
with the "law I statutes I ordinances I ways of God" (Dunn 2002:316, 424). This tradition is 
redefined by Paul by indicating that this "walk" is now in accordance with the Spirit (Rom. 
8:4). This reinterpretation of the Judaic metaphor constitutes a relativization of the significance 
of Torah in the light of the importance of the Spirit, which is now depicted as the normative 
authority62 determining Christ-believers' behaviour. 
It is now possible to consider the contextual significance of the intermingling of the 
slavery-, emissary-, forensic-, and walk imagery in 8:3-4, with respect to the development of 
Paul's argument. In 8:3 Paul commences his explanation of8:1-2 with a concise recapitulation 
of7:7-25, which depicted slavery under Sin and the concomitant problems of the incapability 
of the law and its weakness through the flesh. The resolution of this threefold problem is 
subsequently depicted in terms of, firstly, an emissary metaphor. God sends his Son, on a 
6° For this Flesh was an apt candidate-the last element of the established v6rto~-artap-r£a-crap;-eava-ro~ 
complex (7: 5) which, up to this point, had not yet been clearly or elaborately personified as a slave master or ruler. 
Cf for v6~: e.g. 7:1 (xupu;uw), 7:6 (oovA.6w), 7:25b (oovA.euw); for t:irtaprfa: e.g. 5:21 and 6:12 (~acrtA.euw), 6:6 
(oovA.euw), 6:14 (xupteuw), 6:16 (ooOA.ot ECTT£ ~ v7raxoue-re), 6:17 (oouA.ot Tij~ artap-rla~), etc.; for Bava-ro~: e.g. 5:14 
and 17 (~acrtA.euw), 6:9 (x1Jpteuw), 6:16 (oouA.ot ECTT£ ~ u7raxoue-re). Although it is less explicit than the above 
examples, it is probable that Flesh is personified in 8:4-11, 12-13. Cf. esp. tv crapx£ (8:8, 9) with EV 7rV£UrtaTt 
ti.xaBapT'lJ (Mark 1 :23; see below). 
61 Cf. 17i;l (hiilak) in the Hebrew Bible, mostly translated with 7ropeuw in the LXX. But cf. also 7r£pt7ra't"EW in 
Prov. 8:20; 4 Kgdms. 20:3. 
62 Cf. Schnelle (2009:324) who states "The norm of the new being is exclusively the Spirit, who explicitly 
appears in [Gal.] 5:18 as the contrast to the Torah" (emph. orig.). 
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mission which pertains to two of the elements of the slavery imagery: Ctf.C.apTla and a-ap~. This 
mission constitutes, secondly, the condemnation (forensic imagery) of Sin in the flesh of 
Christ. Both Sin and flesh as its abode (7: 17), 63 then, are addressed in Christ's death. The 
punishment for sin is hom out in Christ's death, as simultaneously the power of the slave master 
Sin over the flesh of Paul and his addressees are broken. The purpose-result of this is that the 
requirement of the law is fulfilled with respect to those who walk according to the Spirit. In the 
first place it is Christ who fulfils the requirement of the law in that his death is the basis of the 
righteousness attributed to those who believe. Subsequently, the result of Christ's death, 
through which Sin and flesh have been addressed, is that the third problem is also resolved with 
respect to Christ-believers. No longer are they, as former slaves of Sin, impeded by the 
incapability of the law to effect righteous living. As slaves of the Spirit (cf. 7:6) they are now 
capacitated and empowered by the Spirit to live according to its tenets, in a way which is in 
accord with the fulfilment ofthe intention ofTorah.64 
D. With Romans 8:5-11 Paul explains (ycip)65 8:4---i.e. why the requirement of the law is 
fulfilled with respect to those who walk not according to the Flesh (xaTa a-apxa) but according 
to the Spirit (xaTa 7nle0~). and what this entails. This explanation itself, however, consists of 
three sub-units. The primary explanation (8:5-6)66 elaborates the xaTa a-apxa-xaTa 7niS0f.ta 
antithesis of 8:4 and relates these manners of living to two antithetical kinds of people67 with 
their divergent mindsets, and each with their respective eschatological result, either life or death 
( cf. 8 :2). Subsequently follows an exposition of some of the entailments of the eschatological 
ends of the respective kinds of people. With regard to "death" Paul explains the metaphor "the 
mindset of the Flesh is death" (8:6a) in terms of enmity (8:7-8). With regard to "life", and in 
contrast68 to the former explanation, Paul elaborates the metaphor "the Spirit is life" (8:6b) in 
terms of indwelling and quickening I resurrection (8 :9-11 ). 69 With respect to the development 
63 Subsequently in Rom. 8:4 "Flesh" takes on a new metaphorical function in Paul's exposition. No longer is 
it the abode of the slave master "Sin". It per se now functions as personified slave master (hence the capital 
"F"), determining the lives ofthe kind of people which Paul's addressees (manumitted from Sin) are not 
(expressing alterity). Since, in Paul's understanding, such persons have not appropriated it by faith, Christ's 
having resolved the problems of Sin and the Flesh do not apply to them. Consequently they are depicted as 
Flesh's slaves. 
64 Byrne (1996:244), Cranfield (1975:384), Jewett (2007:485), Fee (1994:535), Landmesser (2006: 137). 
65 The yap in 8:5 is causal. Cf Schreiner (1998:409). 
66 In 8:6 the yap is consecutive (cf. Wolter 2014:483), to the effect that 8:5 and 8:6 should be read together. 
67 
"Menschenklassen" (Wolter 2014:482). 
68 The ot in 8:9 is adversative. 
69 Rom. 8:9-11 is tied into a textual sub-unit by, among other things, the threefold repetition of the condition 
to being "in the Spirit": Er7rEp 'IT'\IEU~ 6Eoii oixEi EY U(.l.iY (8:9b ), d OE Xpurro~ EY ii(.l.iv (8: I Oa), and ei o£ 'fO 'IT'\IEU(.I.ct 
Toil EyE[pav'fo~ Tov 'bjcroiiv EX vExp&lv oixEi tv U(.l.iV (8: lla). 
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of Paul's argument, then, Romans 8:5-11 is predicated on and explains the antithesis of a-ap; 
and 7niSUf.ta set up in 8:4. Thus Paul is expounding what it entails that his addressees are serving 
under the dominion of the Spirit ( WO"TS oouA.sustv ~f.tct~ ev xatVO'Il)'r! wsuf.Larro~; 7 :6), and that 
they are not headed toward eschatological death (8: 1-2), as the Adamic person of7:7-25 (esp. 
7 :25) is, but toward eschatological life (8 :2, 6b, 10--11 ). 
E. As noted above, Romans 8:5-6 explains and elaborates the xarra a-apxa-xarra wsOf.ta 
antithesis of 8:4 by relating these manners of living70 to two antithetical kinds of people 
("Menschenklassen"; Wolter 2014:482).71 Each of these kinds of people has their own mindset, 
and each of these mindsets has its own result. Commencing with Romans 8:5, Paul explains 
the "walk" image (nsptnarrew; 8:4; pertaining to "doing") in terms of the kind of person you 
are (sif.tl-participle; 8:5; pertaining to "being"), and having one's mind set (cppovew; 8:5; 
pertaining to "inner consciousness") 72 on that which corresponds with the kind of person you 
are. Thus an anthropological typology is constituted by the depiction of these antithetical kinds 
of people. Within this typology, however, the explicit sif.tl-participle (8:5a) and the one which 
needs to be supposed in 8:5b, as well as the "mindset" figure of speech, 73 are coherently related 
to Paul's established slavery imagery. The "being" (ovrrs~f4 of each of the respective kinds of 
people is determined by their relation to either a-ap; or 7niSUf.ta, which constitute the antithetical 
masters in Paul's contextual slavery imagery (see above).75 The same is true of their respective 
mindsets-it is determined by the two groups' respective masters. What is at stake in Paul's 
usage of the "mindset" figure of speech is an orientation of the inner consciousness toward the 
things of the Spirit over and against the things of the Flesh (cf. Wolter 2014:482-483), i.e. 
toward the things typical of being the slave of either Flesh or the Spirit. 
In Romans 8:6 Paul picks up an element of the above mentioned figure of speech 
(cppovew) to develop it in metaphoric terms (cpp6vYJ~). As such the mindset image is coherent 
7° Cf. Schreiner (1998:411). 
71 This type of (anthropological) antithesis between two kinds of people was not novel to Paul, but is 
comparable to esp. Philo (Her. 57). Also see Brandenburger (1968: 188-196). 
72 Cf. Bertram (TDNT9:220-221). 
73 This figure of speech is well documented in antiquity and can consequently be described as conventional. 
Cf. e.g. Matt. 16:23; Mark 8:33; 1 Mace. 10:20; Dionysius ofHalicarnassus (Ant. rom. 5.13.5; 11.39.7); Diodorus 
Siculus (Library 13.104.6); Josephus (A.J. 7.286). For more references see BDAG (2000:1065), Cranfield 
(1975:386), Gathercole (2002:34), and Wolter (2014:482). 
74 Schreiner (1998:410) remarks that Paul's specific wording "is manifestly the language of ontology''. It is 
well to remember, however, that what we have here is ascribed "ontology", i.e. a question of the identity Paul 
ascribes to insiders and to the Other. See also e.g. Blischke (2009:412), Jewett (2007:486), Moo (1996:486), 
Fitzmyer (1993:488) and Michel (1978:252). 
75 Cf. Hom (1992:274-281). 
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and consistent with the mindset figure of speech. Of the images in this immediate context (8:4-
7) it is the mindset image which receives more emphasis. Paul apparently stresses cppoviw I 
cppoVYJf.tct through repetition. Contextually then, the two divergent mindsets is of particular 
importance. The mindset image is inconsistent with respect to the walk image (which it partly 
explains) since it involves another source domain, i.e. that of the inner consciousness. 
However, the image is also coherent with respect to the walk image in that both one's "walk" 
(7rept7rctTeiv x.aTll a-apx.a I x.aTll '1t'VEUf.tct) and one's "mindset" (<J>poVl')f.tct 'rij~ a-apx.6~ I Tofi 
'1t'VEUf.tctTo~) pertains to which of the two antithetical kinds of people you are ( elf.tf-participle ). 
Both the walk and mindset images are coherent with the contextual slavery I manumission 
imagery. Whether one is the slave ofSin i Flesh orofthe Spirit (cf. 7:6, 14, 25b; 8:2) determines 
both one's "walk" and one's "mindset". 
The mindset image consists of two metaphors: the mindset of the Flesh is death (TO 
<J>pOVYJf.tct 'rij~ a-apx.o~ eavaTo~). and the mindset of the Spirit is life and peace (TO cppoVYJf.tct TOU 
'1t'VEUf.tctTo~ ~w~ x.al eip~vYJ). As such it constitutes an antithesis, built upon the o-ap~-meOf.tct 
antithesis (8:4). The one side of the antithesis consists of the following elements: cppoVl')f.tct, 
<rap~, eavaTo~. The other consists of the following elements: <J>poVYJf.tct, '1t'VEUf.tct, ~w~, eip~V)). 
Thus, in addition to <rap~ and '1t'VEUf.tct, eavaTo~ (death) and ~w~ (life) are placed in antithesis 
with one another (cf. 8:2). However, eip~VYJ (peace) does not structurally fit the rest of the 
antithesis. The significance of this structural divergence pertains to the intermingling of the 
mindset image with the subsequent (diplomatic relations) image, to which we return below. 
In both TO <J>pOVYJf.tct T~~ <Tapx.o~ eavctTO~ and TO <J>pOVYJf.tct TOU '1t'VEUf.tctTO~ ~w~ x.al eip~V)) 
there is a metonymy. 76 In a metonymy the source and target domains are the same (Lakoff & 
Johnson 2003:35). In this case both source and target domain is that of the inner consciousness. 
"Mindset" (cppoV))f.tct) is used in short to refer to "the result of having this mindset".77 The 
genitives qualifying each instance of cppoVYJf.tct (i.e. T~~ <rapx.6~ and TOU meUf.tctTo~) are genitives 
of quality78 (Wolter 2014:483). That <rap~ and '1t'VEUf.tct are conceived of as antithetical masters 
whose influence is determinative, also with respect to one's mindset, is implicit and derived 
from the contextual slavery imagery. The result of having a Fleshly mindset is death (eavaTo~), 
but the result of having a Spiritual mindset is life (~w~) and peace (elp~vYJ). 
76 Cf Wolter (2014:483). Metonymy is a type of metaphor where one entity is used to refer to another that is 
related to it (Lakoff & Johnson 2003:35; also see 38-39). 
77 Cf Hom (1992:280-281). 
78 See BDR (1976:136-137; §165). 
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Although in 8:6 eavaTO~ and ~w~ are directly related to the mindset image, indicating the 
divergent results of the antithetical mindsets, they are also coherent with respect to two former 
images Paul has used in his argument. Firstly, there is coherence with the forensic image, of 
which these particular terms (9avaTo~ and ~w~) had been constituent elements in the context of 
8:2. In terms of the forensic image "life" and "death" are the outcomes of the presupposed 
judgment of God with respect to those who are in Christ and those who are not. Secondly, there 
is also coherence with the slavery image in regard to which "life" and "death" has likewise 
been explicitly used. 79 In terms of the slavery image, "life" and "death" are the eschatological 
outcomes of being a slave of either the Spirit or Sin I Flesh. This intermingling of images-i.e. 
the conceptual overlap between the results and outcomes which these three80 different images 
imply-strengthens the coherence between the images and the coherence of Paul's argument 
as such. Moreover, it indicates that the antithesis of "life" and "death", as the two 
eschatological81 outcomes the two antithetical kinds of people can expect, is central to Paul's 
argument in 8:1-13. This is confirmed by his use of these terms in the summarized reason (8:2) 
that he gives for his initial thesis (8: 1 ), and in the conclusion he draws (8: 12-13) after the 
argument of8:1-11. 
Lastly, it is significant that Paul explains the image of the two divergent manners of 
walking (8:4) with two antithetical kinds of "being", each with a typical "mindset", which in 
turn each has a particular result (either "life" or "death"; 8:5-6). Thereby Paul indicates a 
logical connection between a person's being, the orientation of his inner consciousness, 82 his 
practical manner ofliving, 83 and the eschatological end that awaits him or her. Although in the 
immediate context Paul depicts these antithetical types of persons (and its entailments) as 
firmly set, it will become clear in Romans 8:12-13 that in practice there is a more fluid relation 
between these types, which makes all the more pertinent the implicit exhortation to practically 
live out one's new identity. 
F. Above (§11.1 D.) it was pointed out that after the primary explanation (8:5-6) of8:4, which 
relates the xaTa crapxa and xaTa 7t11EUlLa manners of living to two antithetical kinds of people 
with their divergent mindsets and their respective eschatological results (either "life" or 
79 Cf. Rom. 6:20-23; 7:4-6, 9-10, 24-25; 8:2. Also cf. 5:21. 
80 I.e. the mindset-, forensic- and slavery images. 
81 Cf. Schreiner (1998:412); Ziesler (1989:208-209). 
82 Dodd (1970:138) describes this as happening "on the psychological level" and as engaging ''the interests, 
the desires and affections, of the whole man". See, however, Johnson's (1996:121) critique ofthe designation 
"psychological". 
83 Cf. Wolter (2014:482-483); Johnson (1996:120). 
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"death"), follows an explanation84 of the metaphor ''the mindset of the Flesh is death" (8:6a) 
in terms of enmity (8:7-8). That is to say, the cause (ot6·nl5 for the mindset of the Flesh being 
death is that it is enmity (exepa) against God.86 Thus the explanation (8:7-8) commences with 
the intermingling of mindset imagery and a diplomatic relations image. 
The mindset imagery of 8:6 is perpetuated in 8:7a by means of the repetition of -ro 
cpp6VY)fla -rij~ <rapx6~. Its subsequent contextual significance is determined by its qualification 
in terms ofthe diplomatic relations image. The latter is constituted by two antithetical elements: 
eip~VYJ (8:6b) and exepa (8:7a). That it is indeed proper to antithetically juxtapose eip~VYJ (8:6b) 
and ex,epa el~ 8e6v (8:7a) is supported by the fact that both are explicitly related to the mindset 
image, in terms of the already familiar <rap~--7rVe0~-ta antithesis (-ro cpp6VY)fla -roO meu~-ta-ro~ [~w~ 
xa!] elp~VY); 8:6b I '1"0 cpp6VY)fla 'rij~ <rapxo~ exepa el~ ee6v; 8:7a). 
Consequently, although there is no consensus among expositors in this regard, elp~VYJ 
may be understood as pertaining to one's relationship with God.87 Thus, Paul is relating the 
result of the two divergent kinds of people's mindsets not only to life and death (8:6) but also 
to two divergent relationships with Goc/8 (8:6b-8). This does not exclude that for Paul elp~VYJ 
constituted a state of peace, but emphasises that in 8:6b this state probably involved the 
conceptualisation of the peace between God and Paul's addressees as relational in nature. Paul 
conceptualises these respective (elp~VYJ and exepa) relationships with God (target domain) in 
terms of the source domain of diplomatic relations. The perceived analogy from which the 
image derives is that a group of people's relations with God is comparable to a people groups' 
diplomatic relations with a ruler. It was not novel to Paul to conceptualise his addressees' 
relationship with God in terms of diplomatic relations, 89 although particularly his notion of 
peace with God as a result of reconciliation is quite distinctive (see Breytenbach 2010:16-17, 
84 Cf. the repetition of"-ro <Pp6V))f.ta -r~~ uapx6~" in 8:6a and 7a. 
85 E.g. Schreiner (1998:412). Cf. BDAG (2000:251). Cf. esp. Rom. 1:19 where, parallel to 8:7, the ot6-rt-clause 
is in a causal relationship to what precedes but is also followed by a yap-clause, which in its turn explains the 
ot6Tt-clause. 
86 Cf. Schreiner (1998:412); Fitzmyer (1993:489). 
87 Cf. Rom. 5:1. For an extended discussion, see chapter 8 (§8.2; esp. §8.2.1) above. Cf. Coppins (2009:143), 
Stuhlmacher (1998: 111 ), Moo (1996:488) and Lohse (1976: 140). See Brandenburger (1973:51-60). However, for 
the exposition of"peace" in terms ofthe Judaic notion ofci~ (sii/Om), or a state oftotal well-being, see e.g. 
Ziesler (1989:209), Wolter (2014:484 n.55). 
88 Cf. Byrne (1996:239); Johnson (1996: 121); Rabens (2010:211). 
89 Cf. Breytenbach (2010:176). Also cf. the notion of peace between God and his people within the context of 
the covenant in the LXX (e.g. Num. 25:12; Isa. 54:10; Ezek. 34:25; 37:26; see von Rad, TDNT 2:403), and 
subsequently in Hellenistic Judaism (Breytenbach 2010:14, 176-179; 2 Mace. 1:4-5; 5:20; 7:33; 8:29; Joseph and 
Aseneth 11 :18; Philo, Praem. 166; Mos. 2.166; Josephus, B.J. 5.415; A.J. 3.315; 6.151; 7.153, 295). 
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176-177, 182). Paul's use ofthe diplomatic relations image is all the more appropriate in the 
light of his and his addressees' subjection under the Roman Empire, in which the diplomatic 
relations between one's people group and the Emperor often literally became a matter of either 
life or death. The intermingling of the mindset and diplomatic relations images in 8:6b--7a 
underscores the importance of what one's mind is set on for one's relationship with God. 
Paul subsequently explains why the mindset of the Flesh is enmity against God. The 
reason (ycl.p; 8:7b) is that the mindset of the Flesh does not subject itself(tnrorrcl.crcrw)90 to God's 
law, because it cannot (ouoe yap ouvarrcu; 8:7c). This introduces, firstly, the elements of 
subjection (tnrorrcl.crcrw) and God's law (v6E-to~) to the context. Although the law is often pertinent 
to forensic imagery settings, here, along with tnrorrcl.crcrw, it is coherent and consistent with the 
contextual diplomatic relations image. The perceived analogy fundamental to these elements' 
coherence with said image is that the diplomatic relations between a ruler and a group of people 
was substantially determined by their adherence to his laws, decrees, etc. Not subjecting 
oneself to his laws constituted rebellion, a situation that conceptually made the rebels enemies 
of the ruler, 91 and warranted the penalty of death. Thus insubordination with respect to God's 
law (Torah) constitutes enmity against God, and having this mindset (headed up by Flesh) will 
end in eschatological death (cf. 8:6a). Secondly, the element ouva~t is introduced. Paul is 
arguing that the mindset of the Flesh cannot subject itself to the law of God. To understand 
why not the contextual intermingling of slavery imagery, carried by the personification of O"ctp~ 
(Flesh) as a slave master, needs to be taken into account. As slave master Flesh is the antithesis 
of the Spirit and is fundamentally opposed to God (cf Moo 1996:489) and how he wants 
humanity to live.92 The mindset of those under the rule of Flesh, then, is determined by it,93 
and is in opposition to God. The slave master Flesh does not give his slaves the option to submit 
to God's law but coerces them into a mindset of rebellion (cf. Haacker 1999:153) and enmity 
against God. Thus, as a mindset determined by a force in fundamental opposition to God, the 
cpp6VYJELa rrij~ crapxo~ cannot subject itself to God or his law. The operative perceived analogy 
here is between slaves being coerced by their master to rebel against their legitimate ruler 
(source domain), and the kind of people whose lives are determined by their Fleshliness and 
who are consequently incapable of obeying God (target domain). The inability of the Fleshly 
90 In the middle voice the verb "has a reflexive sense of voluntarily submitting oneself, usually to a superior 
authority" (Jewett 2007:488). 
91 C£ Cranfield (1975:387); Kiisemann (1980:219). 
92 Cf. Rom. 7:13-25; 13:13-14; 1 Cor. 3:3; esp. Gal. 5:16-21. Fitzmyer (1993:489) explains: "Flesh rises up 
in active opposition to what God desires". 
93 Cf. Byrne (1996:245); Barrett(1962:158). 
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mindset to be subjected to God's law is reminiscent of the weakening influence of crap~ on the 
law (8:3), rendering the law incapable of fulfilling its purpose to maintain its subjects in a state 
of righteousness. In contrast to this is the fulfilment of the law's purpose through the death of 
Christ, and with respect to those empowered by the Spirit to live in a way that accords with the 
intention of God's law (8:4ff.).94 
Paul's next sentence (oi o£ ev crapxl OV'r£~ 9ecii &pscral ou OUVClV'I'Cll; 8:8) is connected to 
what precedes with a continuative o€.95 With respect to its content Romans 8:8 reiterates96 what 
the nature of the relationship is between the XCl't'Ct crapxa kind of people and God, but in terms 
of a metaphor of possession (ol ev crapxl on£~) and a patron-client metaphor (9ecii &p€cra1 ou 
ouvana1), to which we return below. Whereas up to this point Paul's depiction of Flesh as a 
personified power, determining the lives of ol XCl't'Ct crapxa (cf. 8:4), had been somewhat subtle 
(8:4-6, 7), based on his formulation of Romans 8:8 it becomes quite clear that he is indeed 
employing this notion. In this context ev crapx( does not denote being in the body, in a physically 
living state (cf. BDAG 2000:915), or something similar.97 As the parallel in Mark 1:2398 
illustrates, the language of the metaphor derives from the source domain of spiritual 
possession. 99 The target domain is that of the ev crapxl kind of people. The perceived analogy 
is between a demon, which is in opposition to God, controlling the behaviour of a possessed 
person, and personified Flesh (crap~ which is in opposition to God and controls the behaviour 
of ol ev crapxL The possession language Paul uses is conventional, as illustrated by Mark 1:23, 
but conceptualising Flesh in these terms (as he had done with respect to Sin also in Rom. 7: 17, 
20) seems to be novel. The possession metaphor is coherent with Paul's established slavery 
imagery. Flesh has previously been personified as the slave master antithetical to the Spirit 
(8:4-6), and in Paul's slavery imagery the master's control over the subjects' behaviour is 
central. As in Romans 7:13-25 (Schottroff 1979:498-502), then, there is an overlap between 
slavery and possession imagery in 8:8. Flesh apparently functions both as metaphorical demon 
94 Cf. Byrne (1996:244), Cranfield (1975:384), Jewett (2007:485), Fee (1994:535), Landmesser (2006: 137). 
95 Wolter (2014:485 n.59); cf. BDAG (2000:213). 
96 Dunn (2002:427) describes the verse as a "recapitulative summary". 
97 The way Paul employs (ol) tv CTapx.! here is exceptional. Most commonly Paul uses the phrase to denote 
corporeality, i.e. in the body, ( cf. e.g. Rom. 2:28; 2 Cor. 10 :3; Gal. 2:20, Phil. 1 :22; e.g. Hultgren 2011 :301 ); or 
something equivalent to "outward appearance" ( cf. e.g. Rom. 2:28; Gal. 6:12; Phil. 3 :3-4). However, in Rom. 8:8, 
9 it is used in this unique way to antithetically correspond to tv 71"\IEU(J.aTt, which itself is a parallel formulation to 
Paul's well known (ol) tv XptCTTrfJ 'bJCTOV, as used in 8:1 (Du Toit 2007b:136). 
98 Mark 1:23 (avepw7ro~ tv meup.aTt axaeclp-rcp) shows that when someone's life and behaviour is controlled 
by a (spiritual) power, it can be expressed with the Greek form tv plus the dative. 
99 Cf. Dunn (2002:429); Wolter (2014:486). 
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and slave master. In 7:13-25 (esp. 7:17, 20) this was true of personified Sin. The metaphor oi 
ev crapx.( is also inconsistent but not incoherent with the diplomatic relations image. It is 
inconsistent because it derives from another source domain. The images are coherent, however, 
because being under the control of Flesh as a metaphorical demon who opposes God (o! ev 
crapx.(), and having the mindset of enmity against God typical of this master ( -ro <j)pOVY)fLa rij~ 
crapx.o~ £x.Spa e!~ Seov ), are logically relatable concepts. 
In the development of Paul's argument oi ev crapx.( are said not to be able to please God 
(Se4i apecrat ov ouvav-rat). This probably introduces a patron-client metaphor to the context, 
which may be described as "interposed" because there are no other instances of patron-client 
imagery in its immediate context. The perceived analogy of the metaphor is between God and 
a patron100 on the one hand, and on the other: humans and clients. The use of apecrx.w in the 
context of honorary documents where reciprocal obligations are at stake, for instance between 
a patron and client, is common (BDAG 2000:129-130). 101 Its conventional usage in a dyadic102 
context in ancient Mediterranean texts implies that its usage with respect to God or the gods 
will often reflect the metaphorical conceptualisation of the divine-human relationship (target 
domain) in terms of a patron-client relationship (source domain), 103 as is the case here in 
Romans 8:8. The metaphor maps from the source domain of patron-client relationships the role 
of client to the Fleshly kind of people (oi ev crapx.(), the role of patron to God (Seo~), and the 
client side of the interaction ( apecrx.w) to what in this case does not please God. The incapability 
(ov ouvav-rat) of the ev crapx.( to reciprocate in their patron-client relationship with God, and 
thus to please him, is coherent104 with respect to their metaphorical possession by Flesh (ev 
crapx.() as a power opposed to God (8:8). Since their behaviour is determined by something that 
opposes God, it will not please him, and a positive patron-client relationship cannot be 
maintained. Hence, that they are incapable (ov ouvav-rat) of pleasing God logically connects 
8:8 to 8:7, where the mindset of the Flesh was said to be incapable (ouvafLat) of subjecting itself 
to God's law. The interaction of the possession metaphor and the patron-client metaphor in 8:8 
underscores Flesh's hold over the ev crapx.l and the negative implications thereof for their 
100 On patronage in the Greco-Roman world, see Joubert (2000:23-37); Malina (2001:95-96). 
101 Cf. Matt. 14:6-7; 2 Tim. 2:4; 1 Mace. 14:16-27 (esp. 23); 15:15-21 (esp. 20). 
102 Malina (2001:94) refers to George Foster who uses this term to indicate "an implicit contract informally 
binding pairs of contractants". When the contractants are of equal status a "colleague contract" is at stake, and 
when their status differs, a "patron-client contract" (Malina 2001 :94-96). 
103 Cf. e.g. Moxnes (1991:241-270; esp. 252-258). 
104 Albeit inconsistent due to the different source domains involved. 
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continued relationship with God (cf. Byrne 1996:239). This domination by the God-opposing 
power, Flesh, explains their enmity against God (8:7), which in turn explains why their end 
will be eschatological death (8:6a). 
G. In contrast to what preceded on the ev crapx.f, what follows (8:9-11) pertains to Paul's 
addressees, and elaborates on ~w~ (life) being the result of the 7l'l/EU~a.-determined mindset 
(8:6b). This entails, inter alia, that the possession metaphor (8:8) is developed into an 
indwelling image105 in Romans 8:9 by the repetition of ev cra.px.f and the addition of ev 7!'lleu~a.Tt 
and a nwnber of other coherent and consistent elements, which will be pointed out below. The 
imagery ofthe indwelling ofthe Spirit in Romans 8:9-11 must be read against the background 
of the indwelling of personified Sin (7: 13-25)106 in those under its dominion. 107 At frrst Sin is 
personified as a slave master which forces the subject to act according to its tenets, even against 
the subject's will (7:14-16). Subsequently the imagery progresses to where personified Sin 
seems to take on the form of a metaphorical demon108 that dwells within the subject and 
controls his behaviour to such an extent that he can claim "it is no longer I that do it, but [Sin] 
that dwells within me" (7:17; NRSV; cf. 7:20). Paul summarizes this state of coercion to sin 
by the metaphorical demon or slave master Sin dwelling in his body as living in ''the body of 
this death" (7:24) and in character asks pleadingly: who will rescue me from it. To this the first 
part of the answer is "Christ" (7:25a; 8:2-3). The second part of the answer is "the Spirit of 
life" (8:2) which now rules over Paul's addressees' lives (8:4ff.). Romans 8:9-11 explains this 
second part of the answer further in terms of the indwelling of the Spirit. Paul's addressees are 
not like the ev crapx.[ who are morally deficient (8:7-8), enslaved by Sin (7: 13-25), for they live 
under the dominion of the Spirit of God who indwells them (8:9). Moreover, even though (in 
the "still-not yet" aspect of the eschatological tension) death still has a temporary hold on the 
body ( cf. 7 :24; 8: 1 Ob, 11 b), the body will be quickened eschatologically by God through his 
indwelling Spirit. 
105 On why it is preferable in the context of Rom. 8:9-11 to describe this as an indwelling image as opposed 
to a possession image, even though the same source and target domains are involved, see chapter 9 (§9.3.1) above. 
106 ~ obcoucra Ell E{-loi a{-lap-r!a (Rom. 7:17, 20). Cf. oux o!X£t Ell E{-lo!. . . &.yaSoll (7:18); rij~ Ctf.lap-r!a~ -rcii owt Ell 
-roT~ {-lEAEOW {-lOU (7:23). E.g. Wilckens (1980:131), Byrne (1996:239), Talbert (2002:205), Yates (2008:128). Cf. 
Rohser (1987:119-120). 
107 Dunn (2002:429) refers to a rabbinical source that notes "he who dwells in a house is the master of the 
house, not just a passing guest". Cf. Matt. 12:29. Thus the concepts of indwelling and dominion are related. This 
is possibly the conceptual source for the metaphor of a spirit's indwelling, which refers to its dominion over a 
person. Cf. R6hser (1987:120). 
108 Cf. Schottroff(1979:498-502); Wilckens (1980:131). These metaphors of personified Sin's determinative 
influence on a person's behaviour, whether as "slave master" or as "demon", overlap in a conceptual network of 
images (see chapter 8 above). 
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Up to this point (8:9) Paul's addressees had been identified, inter alia, with the phrase 
xa't"a meOfJ.a (8:4, 5), but now Paul introduces the variant metaphorical identification ev 
7t'VSUfJ.a't"t. Even though related but different metaphors are involved with respect to xaTa 
7t'VSUfJ.a and Ell 7t'VSVfJ.ctTI, the target domain remains the same, 109 referring to those whose lives 
are determined by the Spirit. 110 This entails that their total being, including their mindsets, 
manner ofliving morally, and the ultimate result of such a life, is determined by the fact that it 
is the Spirit which is the prevailing power in their lives (8:41H5). 111 It is also significant that ev 
7t'VSUfJ.a't"t is parallel to ol Ell Xptcrr4> 'I~a-ou in 8:1 (Du Toit 2007b: 136). The dominion of the 
Spirit is one and the same as the dominion of Christ (which, of course, is also parallel to the 
dominion of God). 
In Romans 8:9 Paul at first states that his addressees are "in the Spirit", but then 
promptly112 assumes that the Spirit also dwells in them (et7rep meOfJ.a 9eou oixer Ell ufl.Tll). These 
apparently conflicting statements actually cohere when it is realised that they are variant 
expressions (elements) of the same metaphorical conceptualisation. Paul is using the language 
of spiritual possession. 113 He metaphorically conceptualises both the controlling influence of 
Flesh in the lives of the Ell <rapx( (8:8, 9) and (antithetically) the controlling influence of the 
Spirit114 in the lives of the ev meuf.ta't"t, in terms of spiritual possession ( cf. Mark 1 :23). It was 
conventional that spiritual possession could be expressed either in terms of "the person being 
in a spirit", 115 "a spirit being or dwelling in the person", 116 or "the person having a spirit". 117 
Paul uses all three of these expressions (elements) in Romans 8:9 (ufJ.eT~ E<TTE ell 7t'VSVfJ.ctTt; 
7t'VSUfJ.ct eeou oixer Ell ufl.Tll; 7t'VSUfJ.ct Xptcrrou oux exet). Each constitutes a metaphor, which 
109 The parallelism between tv 'lniEUfLaTt and xaTa '7l'VE0f.ta in this context corresponds to the parallelism 
between iv crapx[ and xaTa crapxa ( cf. Jewett 1971: 153-154). 
110 Byrne (1996:239), Moo (1996:490). 
111 Cf. Schreiner (1998:413) and Moo (1996:489). 
112 Fitzmyer (1993:491) describes this transition of phrases as "searching for ways to describe the ineffable 
union of the Christian with Christ and his vivifying Spirit". It will become clear below, however, that Paul was 
not searching for different ways to describe the matter, but was merely using different phrases which share the 
same conceptualisation. 
113 E.g. Wilckens (1980:131); Dunn (2002:429); Wolter (2014:486). 
114 See, however, Wilckens' (1980:133-134) caution to distinguish what we have here from the concepts of 
mantic or thaumaturgic possession common in the Jewish and Hellenistic world. 
115 E.g. av9pw'7l'O~ EV 'lniEUfLa't'l axa9ap't'cp (a man in an unclean spirit; Mark 1 :23). Also e.g. Mark 5:2; Acts 
19:16. This expression is also used of being influenced by the Spirit of God, for instance in prophecy (e.g. Matt. 
22:43) or in an inspired act (Luke 2:27). 
116 E.g. "Then it goes and brings along seven other spirits more evil than itself, and they enter [ ElcrEp;(OfLat] and 
live [xaTotxEw] there" (Matt. 12:45; NRSV). Cf. the concepts that a spirit is cast out (tx~aiJ..w; e.g. Matt. 12:24) 
and goes out of a person (E~Ep;(Of.tat; e.g. Matt. 12:43). 
117 E.g. 'lniEOfLa axaaap't'OV E;(EI (he had an unclean spirit; Mark 3:30). Also e.g. Mark 7:25; 9:17. 
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together form indwelling imagery. All three metaphors derive from the source domain of 
spiritual possession or indwelling, pertain to the target domain of the behaviour of Paul's 
addressees (under the Spirit's determinative influence), and as such are coherent both with 
respect to one another and with respect to Paul's established slavery imagery (cf. 7:17-20 
within 7:13-25). Although there may be other connotations to possession I indwelling, and 
other potential perceived analogies between the source- and target domains, it is the aspect of 
the Spirit's determinative influence118 on the moral behaviour of the Ell 7niEU(.I-aTt that is 
contextually highlighted. After all, 8:9-11 is in contrast to 8:7-8 where the moral behaviour of 
the Ell crapx.l was described in terms of their inability to subject themselves to God's law or to 
please God. That their lives are determined by the slave master I demonic power, Flesh, is the 
cause of this state of affairs ( cf. the determinative influence of Sin in 7: 13-25). To this situation 
8:9 corresponds antithetically by elucidating the determination of the lives of the Ell 7niEU(.I-aTt 
by the Spirit, in terms of indwelling imagery. Paul's addressees are empowered by the Spirit to 
live in a way that accords with the fulfilment of his law as a whole (cf. 8:4), 119 thus pleasing 
him (cf. 8:8). The essence of the indwelling image in 8:9a-b is that it explains and 
conceptualises the Spirit's determination of Paul's addressees' lives and behaviour in terms of 
the Spirit indwelling (possessing) them. 
Paul briefly elaborates (8:9c) on the implication of someone not meeting the basic 
condition (cf. Schreiner 1998:413) of"having the Spirit". By saying that someone who does 
not have the Spirit is not of Christ (ov-ro~ oux. sCTTtll au-roO), a coherent but inconsistent metaphor 
is interposed, which serves the purpose of relating the indwelling imagery to one's relationship 
with Christ. With the relational metaphor ( ov-ro~ oux. sCTTtll au-roO) Paul momentarily moves 
beyond the source domain of spiritual indwelling or possession. The genitive au-roO is best 
understood as a genitive of relationship (cf. Wallace 1996:83-84), 120 metaphorically signifying 
the relationship121 between Christ and Paul's addressees (target domain) in terms of them 
belonging (source domain) to Christ, i.e. being Christ's possession. Although it is conventional 
to conceptualise relationship in terms of belonging or possession, according to the definition 
118 Cf. Byrne (1996:239), Moo (1996:490). Others (e.g. Sanday and Headlam) have identified tv 7t11fU~a-rt here 
as referring to ''the human complex" (Fitzrnyer 1993:490). One should agree with Michel (1978:254), Fitzrnyer 
(1993:490), etc., that such an anthropological exposition is quite dissonant with the thrust of the context. 
119 Cf. Byrne (1996:244), Cranfield (1975:384), Jewett (2007:485), Fee (1994:535), Landmesser (2006:137). 
12° Cf. 1 Cor. 3:4 where it is clear that the Corinthians used the same kind of genitive construction ( cf. Byrne 
1996:245) to distinguish factions among themselves, i.e. "ofPaul" vs. "of Apollos", identifying the group in terms 
of their leader and exemplar. Paul corrects them, intimating that they should consider themselves only to be "of 
Christ" (1 Cor. 3:23). 
121 Cf. Bruce (1974:164); Landmesser (2006:140-141). 
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of Lak:off and Johnson (2003:5) this conceptualisation is nevertheless metaphorical, since (in 
this case) the relation of believers to Christ (a divine reality) is described in terms of property 
(a less abstract notion). 122 Hence the indwelling metaphor and the relational metaphor are 
conceptually related and coherent. Not having the Spirit (indwelling metaphor) means not 
belonging to Christ (relational metaphor). As an expression of alterity this pertains to what is 
not true of Paul's addressees. The significance of the interposed relational metaphor is, firstly, 
that the Spirit is once again (cf. esp. 8:5) given a central role in the constitution of the Christ-
believers' identity. Their identity123 is that they are "of Christ" and it is the indwelling Spirit 
(of Christ) that establishes and grounds this identity. 124 Secondly, the conceptual connection 
between the Spirit indwelling Paul's addressees and their relationship with Christ is 
fundamental to the rest of the argument in 8: 10-11. Christ was raised from the dead by God. 
Those who belong to Christ will also be made alive by God, through the mediation of the Spirit 
which makes both Christ and God present in them. 
After the above mentioned interposed relational metaphor, Paul returns (cf. 8:9) to 
indwelling imagery in Romans 8:10a with the phrase ei Xptcrro~ ev ufiiv. As indicated by the 
adversative oe, 8:10ff. is contrasted to 8:9c (not having the Spirit of Christ and not being his). 
The metaphorical conceptualisation is coherent and consistent with 8:9b (if indeed the Spirit 
of God dwells in you). Indeed, the metaphors are the same, apart from the fact that the element 
of "Spirit of God" has been replaced with "Christ". This goes to show how, in Paul's 
understanding, the Spirit was the presence of both Christ and God in the lives of Christ-
believers. 
Subsequently Paul relates the indwelling imagery (8: 1 Oa) to a concession 125 ('ro ~£v crw~a 
vexpbv ota a~apT(av; 8:10b). Against the background of this concession Paul returns to the 
fundamental concept which binds 8:1-13 into a coherent whole: the Spirit mediates 
eschatological life to Paul's addressees (To o£ meii~a ~w~; 8:10c).126 Forensic imagery is 
reintroduced to the context in the form of the antithesis of sin (a~apTta; cf. 8:2-3) vs. 
righteousness (otxatocruvl)), after which Paul also returns to indwelling imagery ( oixew; evotxew) 
in 8: 11. Thus indwelling and forensic imagery are intermingled. The point of the argument to 
122 See chapter 2 (esp. §2.1.1 and §2.1.7.1) above. 
123 Cf. ''those who are in Christ Jesus" (Rom. 8:1). 
124 Cf. Achtemeier (1985:134); Brodeur (1996:173); Yates (2008:127); Lohse (1976:136-137). 
125 This is the appropriate way to expound the !LEV-OE construction in 8:10, where the !LEV phrase represents the 
concession, and the oe phrase the point that is actually emphasised against the background of the concession (cf. 
BDAG 2000:629-630; Brodeur 1996:192, Moo 1996:492). Also e.g. Byrne (2004:245). 
126 This confirms that 8:9-11 elaborates 8:6b (also cf. 8:2, 13b). 
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which Paul is progressing, however, pertains to his beliefs on the resurrection ( iyelpw; 
'wo'II'otew; 8:11). The Spirit's mediation in the quickening of Paul's addressees' mortal bodies 
is the ultimate way in which it "is life" (8:6b, lOc; cf. 8:2) for them. 
In order to get to the wonder of his addressees' future quickening, however, Paul first 
concedes that death still is a problem in the present. This concession is not only an accurate 
assessment of reality (in as much as human mortality is what is at stake), it is also logically 
necessary with respect to Paul's unfolding argument. The hope of and belief in resurrection I 
quickening only makes sense in the face of mortality and death. This reality Paul expresses in 
terms of an anthropological hyperbole: "the body is dead" (-ro CTWf.l.a vexpov; 8:10b). Similar 
hyperboles pertaining to the body being dead or as good as dead already were conventional in 
Greco-Roman authors. 127 In Paul's usage (8:10b) the concept is based on Romans 5:12, and is 
coherent with Paul's forensic imagery depicted in the contexts of5:12-21 and 8:1-4, lOc, even 
though with respect to its hyperbolic depiction of the body as dead already, it is inconsistent 
with the established forensic imagery. The function of this inconsistency is perhaps emphasis 
on the inevitability of the current human condition, and I or having the positive side of the 
antithesis (8:10b-c) resound all the louder by stating the negative side more negative than is 
necessary. Be that as it may, when Paul states the reason for the body's "deadness" as "because 
of sin" (ota Ctf.tap-rlav) he probably128 has a forensic conceptualisation of Adam's fall in mind. 
God's forensic judgment and condemnation129 of Adam and his descendants (cf. Gen. 3:19) 
because of the sin of Adam (and his descendants' subsequent sin) brought about human 
mortality (cf. Rom. 5:12, 15-19; cf. Dunn 2002:289). In 8:10b Paul describes this mortality 
hyperbolically in terms of the body being dead (crwf.ta vexpov) already. In 8:11, however, Paul 
explains130 this hyperbole as referring to the mortality of his addressees' bodies (-ra 9v)I)TCt 
CTWf.taTa). With the dawn of the new situation in Christ, the body's "deadness" (i.e. its being 
condemned to death) both changes ( cf. 8: 1 ), and remains unchanged. Even though the problem 
of sin has actually already been addressed decisively through the death of Christ (cf. 8:3-4), 
sin still has an enduring effect on humanity (even on those who belong to Christ), in that the 
CTWf.ta is still subject to mortality (8:11). It is this enduring legacy ofhuman mortality because 
127 Cf. e.g. Philo (Leg. 3.69, 72, 74, 79); Epictetus (Diatr. 2.19.27; 3.10.15). For more references, see Wolter 
(2014:488). 
128 With regard to Paul's intention with To CTWfLct vExpov o1a &.fLctp-rfav, Jewett (2007:491) refers to there being 
"a bewildering variety of interpretive suggestions". 
129 Cf. Rom. 5:12 (&.fLctp't"fct; Bava-ro~), 15 (7rctpa7rrc.JfLct; a7ro9v?]crxc.J), 16 (&.fLctp't"ctllc.J; xptfLct; Xct't"ctxp!fLct), 18. 
130 E.g. Byrne (2004:245). Cf. e.g. Dodd (1970:140-141), and Hultgren (2011 :304). For more substantiation 
ofthe idea that 8:11 explains 8:10, see chapter 9 (§9.4.1.1-9.4.1.2) above. 
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of Adam's sin (8:10b) that is contrasted to the ultimate result of divine life-mediated by the 
Spirit in resurrection I quickening-the result for Paul's addressees deriving from the fact that 
Christ's righteousness ( cf. 8: 1 Oc) has been attributed to them. 
The forensic metaphor -ro 7t'Ve0~a ~w~ ota otxatoO"UvYJV (8:10c) presupposes131 a 
judgement situation according to which Paul's addressees were found to be righteous (because 
Christ's righteousness has been attributed to them)Y2 As such the forensic imagery in 8:1, 3-
4 and 8:10 is coherent and consistent. The metaphorical forensic state (otxatoa-UvYJ)133 
mentioned in 8:10c coheres with the positive declaration of 8:1 that there is no condemnation 
(xa-r&xpt~ct) for those in Christ. This positive metaphorical forensic state can be related to the 
metaphorical forensic action (o Seo~ ... Xtl'rEXptvev 'r~V a~ctp-r(av) depicted in 8:3-4. The former 
is the outcome of the latter. Christ's death effectively dealt with Sin and fulfilled the 
requirement of the law with respect to Paul's addressees. 134 Thus, those who participate in the 
effects of the redemptive work of Christ are deemed righteous, since the requirement of the 
law has already been met with respect to them. Subsequently they also live in accord with this 
righteousness, by "walking" according to the standard ofthe Spirit (8:4ff.). This attributed and 
livedrighteousness135 is the cause (otct; 8:10c) ofthe positive forensic outcome oflife (~w~) for 
Christ-believers. The metaphor in 8: 1 Oc derives from the source domain of forensic justice and 
maps the two image elements of "righteousness" (otxatoO"UvYJ) and the forensic outcome of 
"life" (~w~; in contrast to condemnation to death) to the target domain of Paul's addressees' 
(attributed) righteous standing before God, which is the cause of their receiving eschatological 
life (when the Spirit quickens their mortal bodies). The perceived analogy fundamental to the 
metaphor is that, just as the outcome of the trial of an innocent (righteous) person is life (not a 
death sentence), so also eschatological life will be the outcome for those found to be righteous 
by God. The role played by -r6 7t'Ve0~a in this metaphor is that "the Spirit is life ... " in two ways. 
131 The metaphorical judgement situation itself is not depicted in Paul's metaphor here but forms part ofPaul's 
implicit story of reality. 
132 Cf. Rom. 4:22, 23-25. 
133 Du Toit (2007a:271) confidently asserts that, of the 33 occurrences of the term otxaiOaV'IIYJ in the first ten 
chapters of Romans, it has forensic connotations in all. This may certainly also be true in Rom. 8:10 where sin 
(a~aporfa) can be seen to constitute the human (Adamic) state of being in contravention of the law, punishable by 
death ('11Exp6~, cf. 8:6-7), and otxatoaV'IIfJ the state of (in relation with XptUT6~ and '1t11Eii~a) no longer being in 
contravention of the law (cf. 5:19) thus having the assurance oflife (~w~) if and when judgment is passed (cf. 8:1, 
2:1-11). 
134 See chapter 6 above. 
135 Schlatter (1975:262), Moo (1996:492), Schreiner (1998:415). 
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Firstly, it is the Spirit136 that brings the righteousness attributed to Christ-believers to fruition 
in their practical (moral) lives as they "walk" according to the Spirit (8:4ff.). The end of this 
Spirit compelled "walk" is eschatological life (8:6b). Paul will return to this relation between 
eschatological life and the Spirit's determinative influence in Christ-believers' morality in 
8:13b. Secondly, the Spirit is involved in God's eschatological quickening of Christ-believers. 
It is this aspect that Paul elaborates in 8:11. 
After having intermingled forensic imagery, with 8:11 Paul returns to indwelling 
imagery. Syntactically this is the last of the four conditional sentences in 8:9-11, which all 
pertain to indwelling imagery. As such the imagery in 8:11, constituted by the elements ofxew 
and evo1xew, is coherent and consistent with the contextually established indwelling imagery. 
However, in this instance the indwelling imagery plays a supportive role with respect to the 
resurrection beliefs that Paul is expounding. These beliefs can be summarised in the following 
points: (a) God raised Christ from the dead; (b) God will also quicken the mortal bodies of 
Paul's addressees eschatologically; (c) based on the assumption that the Spirit of the 
resurrecting God does indeed indwell them, God will quicken their bodies through the 
(secondary agency of his) Spirit dwelling in them. It should be clear that, with respect to the 
last of these points, Paul once again metaphorically conceptualises the realised presence of 
God (target domain) in terms of the Spirit indwelling (source domain) his addressees. Here, 
however, it is no longer the potential perceived analogy of the Spirit's determinative influence 
upon the behaviour of the indwelt that is highlighted (cf. 8:8, 9). The imagery derives, inter 
alia, from the metaphorical resurrection oflsrael in Ezekiel (37: 1-14)137 where the spirit oflife 
(7n1EVfJ.ct ~w~~) entered the bones of the dead (Ek UfJ.ci~; 37:5) bringing them to life (~aw; 37:6). 
Thus it is the aspect of quickening, which ensues from the entry (indwelling) of the Spirit in( to) 
a body, which is highlighted contextually. Note, however, that Paul (as others of his time) 
reinterprets the above mentioned Judaic tradition in such a way that it is no longer a 
metaphorical resurrection but a literal resurrection I quickening that is envisioned (Nickels burg 
1992b:685). The metaphoric aspect of 8:11 pertains only to the conceptualisation of the Spirit 
of God's realised presence in the lives of the believers (a divine reality) in terms of indwelling 
(a less abstract human concept). That this indwelling image supports Paul's resurrection beliefs 
is contextually significant. In these verses Paul wants to make the point that his addressees will 
136 That 'lniEU!La in 8:1 Oc refers to the divine Spirit is the "strong consensus of modern commentators" although 
"the modern translations have not kept up here" (Dunn 2002:431), e.g. the NEB, NIV, NJB and RSV. Examples 
of expositors who concur include Bauer (1971 :162), Osten-Sacken (1975 :154), and Keener (2009b: 101). 
137 Cf. Wolter (2014:490). Also see Yates (2008:143-147). 
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take part in the life and resurrection I quickening that God will bestow on those in Christ, 
through the secondary agency138 ofhis Spirit. This is possible because the same Spirit of God-
God who raised Christ from the dead-is now already present in the believers. The realised 
presence (indwelling) ofthe Spirit within the believers is the crucial factor in Paul's argument 
that life (cf. 8:2, 6b, lOc, 13b) will be the eschatological outcome139 for his addressees (as 
opposed to the eschatological outcome of death for the EV o-apxl). For them having received the 
Spirit means life, not only because the Spirit enables and compels them to "walk" in the manner 
which has eschatological life as its outcome (8:4-6). It is also through the Spirit that indwells 
them already that God will quicken their bodies eschatologically (8: 11; cf. Barrett 1962: 159). 
These assurances of God's graciousness, now and in future, in Paul's estimation should be life 
changing. This he will subsequently point out in 8:12-13. 
H. Romans 8:12-13 continues and concludes (Cipa ouv) Paul's line ofthought in 8:1-11 (e.g. 
Moo 1996:493). In the preceding argument Paul has shown that there are two kinds of people 
(8:4--6), 140 those ruled by Flesh and those ruled by the Spirit (cf. 7:6). 141 Those ruled by Flesh 
face the prospect of eschatological death (8:6a) because their mindset is enmity against God, 
since the dominance of the Flesh renders them incapable of submission to God's law or of 
pleasing him (8:7-8). Those ruled by the Spirit, however, to which group Paul and his 
addressees belong, have the certitude of eschatological life (8:2, 6b ). This derives, firstly, from 
the fact that God has addressed the problems of Sin, the flesh and the incapability of the law 
through Christ's death (8:3--4). Secondly, God's fulfllment of the requirement of the law 
through Christ's mission, was in reference to Paul and his addressees, and entails that they 
subsequently live in a way which accords with the fulfllment of the purpose of the law, 142 under 
the rule of the Spirit (8:2, 4--6). This manner oflife has as its end eschatological life (8:6b). 
Thirdly, although their bodies are still mortal, they will be made alive eschatologically by God 
through his Spirit already dwelling in them (8:9-11; cf. Byrne 1996:241). Paul now concludes 
(8: 12-13)143 this line of argument by pointing out that this eschatological certitude places his 
138 See chapter 9 (§9.4.2.2) above. This distinction, secondary agency, corresponds to instrumentality (e.g. 
Moo 1996:492-493) or "means", but does not imply that the involvement of the secondary agent's personality and 
volition are either irrelevant or excluded, as is implied by the dative of instrument or means according to Wallace 
(1996: 162-163). 
139 Cf. Lohse (1976:145); Fee (1994a:323, 325). 
140 Wolter (2014:482-484). Cf. Philo (Her. 57). Also see Brandenburger (1968:188-196). 
141 Cf. Brandenburger (1968:45, 177-188); Wilckens (1980:130); Stuhlmacher (1998:111); Hultgren 
(2011:301). 
142 Cf. Byrne (1996:244), Cranfield (1975:384), Jewett (2007:485), Fee (1994:535), Landmesser (2006: 137). 
143 Fitzmyer (1993:492). Cf. Cranfield (1975:394). 
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addressees under an obligation (cf. Stuhlmacher 1998: 119). They are not to live in accordance 
with the rule of Flesh anymore, since this will result in eschatological death ( cf. Byrne 
1996:246). Instead they are to put an end to "the works of the body", since this will result in 
eschatological life (cf. Schreiner 1998:420). Thereby Paul is implicitly motivating144 his 
addressees to refrain from incorrect moral behaviour (cf. Fitzmyer 1993:492-493). Their lives 
are to manifest that they indeed do not belong to the kind of people who are ruled by Flesh but 
to those who are ruled by the Spirit. 
The first metaphor in Romans 8:12 is coherent but inconsistent with the sequence of 
metaphors that have preceded it since it derives from a source domain not utilised up to this 
point (i.e. with respect to 7:5-6, 7-25; 8:1-11}--the source domain ofkinship. The interposed 
kinship metaphor aoeA.<Pol maps a family relationship from the source domain of kinship to the 
target domain of Paul and his addressees' relationship. Thus Paul metaphorically 
conceptualises his addressees and himself (target domain) as siblings (source domain). By 
addressing them as such Paul perceives and I or constructs an analogy between his addressees 
and siblings which pertains to their common identity and consequently also to their social 
behaviour toward those part of their in-group. 145 This kind of metaphoric conceptualisation was 
not novel to Paul and the early Christ-followers. 146 Since Paul's kinship metaphor as such is 
not elaborated contextually, whatever it highlights remains subtle. However, in the context of 
Romans 8:12-13 the metaphorical address aoeA.<Pol may be an understated reminder of the in-
group social context and implications of the moral choice Paul is pointing out to his 
addressees. 147 
Subsequently Paul interposes another coherent but inconsistent metaphor, which 
momentarily introduces the source domain of indebtedness to the contextual imagery. The 
debtor metaphor is constituted by 6<PetAE'ti'J~ (8:12). It entails Paul's conceptualisation of 
himself and his addressees (target domain) in terms of indebtedness (source domain). 148 The 
perceived analogy is that, as a literal debtor is obligated to someone to do something (for that 
person) in the light of the fact that he has received benefits from that person, so Paul and his 
144 Kiisemann (1980:225) states that "[t]he antithetical parallelisms ofvv. 12-13 take up those ofvv. 5-8 at 
the hortatory level". 
145 See Horrell (2001:302-303); cf. Malherbe (1995:122). 
146 See Harland (2005:491-513, esp. 492), Horrell (2001:296), and Aasgaard (2004:119-127). Although the 
practice was also common among Hellenistic associations, the Christ-believers' addressing one another as 
"brothers" and "sisters" is probably derived from similar use in the Jewish communities (von Soden TDNT 1:145-
146) ofwhich they became an extension. Cf. Meeks (1983:87); Malherbe (1995:122). 
147 See Horrell (2001:299-303); cf. Malherbe (1995:122). 
148 For substantiation of the fact that Paul is conceptualising himself and his addressees as debtors, not totally 
negating it (e.g. Gieniusz 2013:65-66, 71-72), see chapter 10 (§10.2.2) above. 
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addressees are also obligated to God, in the light of his patronage, to put an end to sin in their 
lives (esp. 8:13; cf. Stuhlmacher 1998:119). Although Paul does not spell it out, it is most 
appropriate to deduce that their indebtedness pertains to God (Ziesler 1989:212-213), and not, 
as is sometimes supposed, to the Spirit. 149 Contextually God's "patronage" (from which their 
obligation ensues)150 is constituted by all his positive gifts and actions with regard to Paul and 
his addressees in the preceding context. This includes that they are not condemned (8: 1 ), their 
manumission from the law of Sin (8:2), Christ's soteriological mission (8:3), the Spirit's 
determinative influence or rule which enables and empowers them to "walk" in a manner which 
will end in eschatological life (8:4-6), the indwelling of the Spirit (8:9-11), and the certitude 
of resurrection by God through his Spirit (8: 11). A "debt" is based on benefits or patronage 
bestowed, and obligates the client to an appropriate response.151 In Romans 8: 12 Paul explicitly 
points out the antithesis to the owed debt, i.e. that the debt is not owed with respect to the Flesh. 
Consequently one should not respond by living according to the Flesh, as this will lead to death 
(8:12b-13a). This implies that slavery imagery is once again intermingled with the prevailing 
debtor metaphor, to which topic we return shortly. Subsequently Paul depicts the positive 
counterpart of this negatively formulated response and its consequence: putting to death the 
works of the body by the Spirit will lead to life (8: 13). This implicit positive response152 would 
be appropriate after the patronage God has shown Paul and his addressees, even though it could 
never effect a state of equilibrium between them and their great Patron, who has given and will 
give them life. 153 The potential perceived analogy entailing a "do ut des" kind of relationship 
''typical among business partners" (Gieniusz 2013:65-66), then, is not highlighted in Paul's 
contextual use of the debtor metaphor. 
As noted above, Paul returns to his contextually established slavery imagery in 8:12, and 
he does so by once more personifying 11ap~. The personification entails Flesh being the one to 
whom Paul and his addressees are not indebted. What is more, the action to which they are not 
indebted is to live according to the Flesh (ToO xaTa 11apxa 'ijv). That this indeed constitutes 
149 E.g. Cranfield (1975:393), and Michel (1978:258). For substantiation, see chapter 10 (§10.2.2.3) above. 
150 Michel (1978:257), for instance, relates their ensuing obligation to the fact that the Spirit has been given to 
Paul's addressees to indwell them. Stuhlmacher (1998:119) relates the ensuing obligation to God's soteriological 
work through the mission of Christ (8:3ff.) and the gift of the Spirit (8:9-11). Barrett (1962: 162) relates it to them 
being "raised from the dead" (6:13). 
151 Human patrons' expectations of their clients included public displays of gratefulness and public bestowals 
of honour upon the patron, e.g. by inscriptions, the erection of statues, morning salutations, etc. (cf Joubert 
2000:32, 34-35). 
152 Cf. Cranfield (1975:401) who also calls it a "positive obligation", and Lohse (2003:238). 
153 Cf. Seneca (Ben. 5.4.2) with regard to the Roman populace who were always in the emperor's debt and 
unable to repay his patronage in kind, but still under the obligation to show their gratitude through loyalty and 
public displays of respect (Joubert 2000:27). 
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slavery imagery is contingent upon the established use of <TCtp; and xa-ra o-&pxa, expounded 
above. 154 With respect to both o-&p; and xa-ra o-&pxa, here as in the rest of 8:4-11, the source 
domain is that of slavery. Flesh (o-&p;) is the personified (metaphorical) master. 155 The target 
domain of the metaphor is the behaviour of Paul's addressees, if they were to allow their 
compulsion to sin to determine their moral behaviour. The perceived analogy is that slaves' 
behaviour is determined by their master, under whose power they are compelled to do what he 
decrees. 156 Analogously Paul's addressees might once again live de facto as people compelled 
to sin by their fleshly nature. This might happen in spite of the fact that Christ's death and 
resurrection, and the Spirit's rule over their lives, have actually released them from this 
compulsion to sin (cf. 8:2), i.e. from their obligation to their Flesh (8:12b) which formerly had 
dominion over them. The slavery metaphor in 8: 12b is inconsistent with the debtor metaphor 
( oc:f>ELAE'T'Y)~) since different source domains are involved. Nonetheless the two metaphors are 
coherent in that both a debtor and a slave (of Flesh) is under the obligation to act according to 
his relationship to either his master or patron (cf. Rabens 2010:210). However, Paul negates 
the notion that his addressees are obligated with respect to Flesh as a master. Paul's addressees 
do not owe Flesh anything and are not under the obligation to act according to its tenets. 157 
The slavery imagery is subsequently perpetuated in 8:13 by the repetition of the metaphor 
of living under the power and according to the standard of personified Flesh (-roO xa-ra o-&pxa 
'~v). Now, however, Paul once again conceptually relates his slavery and forensic imagery (cf. 
8:1-2), whereby the intermingling of these images is taking place. As is the case with the 
elements of the slavery imagery in 8:12-13, it is not the clear metaphorical elaboration of but 
rather the contextually established usage of certain elements that determines that in 8:13 it is 
appropriate to expound them as elements of forensic imagery. 158 These forensic elements are 
"to die" (cbroevno-xw; 8: 13a) and "to live" ('aw; 8: 13b), 159 and they pertain to the outcomes of 
God's eschatological judgment for respectively those ruled by the Flesh and those ruled by the 
Spirit ( cf. 8: 1-2, 6, 1 Ob-c ). Both eschatological life and eschatological death are metaphorical 
in the sense that they constitute divine realities which are expressed in terms of the more 
154 For more elaborate substantiation, see esp. chapter 7 (§7.1.1). 
155 Cf. Wilckens (1980:130); Stuhlmacher (1998:111); Schreiner (1998:419); Hultgren (201 I :301). According 
to Brandenburger (1968:45) "Sarx und Pneuma sind 'kosmische' Machte, die Menschheit ingesamt bestimmend 
und ihrer V erfiigung entzogen". 
156 Cf. Harrill (2003:577) on a slave owner's "absolute mastery". 
157 Cf. Michel (1978:258); Fitzmyer (1993:492); Moo (1996:493). 
158 Cf. Michel (I 978:259); Cranfield (1975:394); Stuhlmacher (1998: 119). 
159 For more elaborate substantiation that these elements constitute forensic imagery because of their 
contextually established usage, see chapter 10 (§ 1 0.3.1 ). 
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concrete realities oflife and death (cf. Vander Watt 2000:202-203). According to this reading, 
then, "you will surely die" (f.C.eA.A.e-re c.broevn<TXetv) is a forensic metaphor which pertains to 
eschatological condemnation to death (Michel 1978:259). "You will live" (~~o-eo-Se) is a 
forensic metaphor which pertains to eschatological acquittal from condemnation. Both 
metaphors derive from the source domain of forensic justice. The former maps the death 
sentence of the guilty (source domain) to the target domain of divine retribution, i.e. the divine 
punishment with eternal death of the unrighteous who continued to live xa-rc% o-apxa. The "you 
will live" metaphor maps the outcome of being found not-guilty (source domain) to the target 
domain of divine retribution, i.e. the divine reward with life of those (a) to whom Christ's 
righteousness is attributed on the basis offaith(cf. 4:23-25; 8:2, 3-4) and (b) who consequently 
did not return to being ruled by Sin or Flesh but who continued160 to put an end to sin in their 
lives on account ofthe Spirit (8:13b) and under its rule (cf. 8:4-6). Once again the highlighted 
perceived analogy is between, on the one hand, a human forensic situation in which those guilty 
of serious transgression are punished with death whilst those not guilty are rewarded with 
(continued) life, and on the other hand, divine retributive justice which entails the unrighteous 
being punished with eschatological death and the righteous being rewarded with eschatological 
life. 
Related to the "you will live" (~~o-eo-Se) metaphor in 8: 13b is another, which is coherent 
and consistent with Paul's greater forensic imagery. Unexpectedly, however, the execution 
metaphor (Sava-r6w)161 does not pertain to the execution of those guilty of sin, but of the sinful 
works themselves, i.e. the works of the body (-rc%s 1rpa~ets -rou O"Wf.C.ct'ros). "Putting to death" 
(Sava-r6w) is mapped from the source domain of forensic executions to the target domain of 
ending sin, which pertains to Paul's addressees' morality. The perceived analogy is probably 
based on a combination and reinterpretation of Jewish purity ideas. A combination of the idea 
of the restored moral integrity of a group on account of the execution of a person who brought 
moral decay into the group, 162 and the idea of severing a limb which is associated with impurity 
and thus restoring holiness to the body, 163 probably underlies the idea of the execution of "the 
works of the body". Similar to what happens in these purity traditions, then, if Paul's addressees 
get rid of sin (that which defiles) in their lives, they will have moral integrity. As such they will 
remain righteous, and will consequently receive eschatological life (8: 13b ). 
160 The force ofthe present tense of9ava-r6w. Cf. Cranfield (1975:394). 
161 Cf. BDAG (2000:443). 
162 Cf. e.g. Deut. 13:5, 6-10; 17:2-7; 22:20-21, 22; 24:7. 
163 Cf. Mark 9:43--47; Matt. 18:8-9. 
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While ev CTa.px( and ev 7tVEU~a.'t'l (8:9), in the context of Romans 8, refer to the influence 
of the two masters that might dominate a person, CTW~a. (8: 13) mostly refers to the sphere of 
action-and interaction with the physical world, social world, etc. (cf. Dunn 1998:56-57)---
where either of these masters' power or influence on the person is manifested, i.e. either a 
positive manifestation of life xa.'t'ci mEu~a. or a negative manifestation of life xa.Tci CTapxa.. 164 In 
8: 13b the context of Paul's formulation "TetS npa~ElS Tou CTW~a.Tos" gives a negative connotation 
to the body, underlining that sin (ci~a.pT(a.) and flesh (CTap~ has a bodily base, i.e. that they are 
expressed via the body (CTw~a.) 165 and have a lingering appeal on the body. Consequently, even 
though Christ-believers are no longer slaves of Sin or Flesh, they are still bodily persons, and 
as such still face the possibility of falling back under the dominion of these powers from which 
they are actually manumitted. Thus the body becomes the locus of a moral choice ( cf. Byrne 
1996:241) between either continuing the old trajectory of"the body of death" (7 :24 ), or ("being 
what you are" by) putting an end to the bodily manifestation of the works associated with the 
dominion of Sin or Flesh (8: 13) and committing the body to the service of God (e.g. 12: 1-2).166 
Paul implicitly motivates his addressees to continue to end sin in their lives on account 
of the Spirit (mEu~a.TL; 8:13b). This implies intermingling between the execution metaphor 
and the contextually established slavery metaphor, with which mEu~a. is coherent and 
consistent. Contextually the Spirit of God is hardly depicted as something that can be wielded 
or employed by Paul's addressees (Cranfield 1975:394). Instead, they (are to) live according 
to the tenets of the Spirit as master (cf. 8:4-6, 9). It seems more appropriate, then, to exposit 
mEu~a.'t'l as a dative of cause.167 This implies that the Spirit will cause them to put an end to 
the manifestation of sin in their lives, if they heed it and subject themselves to it (8: 13b; cf. 
Fitzmyer 1993:492) instead ofto the antithetical master, Flesh (8:13a). The perceived analogy 
is between, on the one hand, a master who causes his slaves to no longer act contrary to his 
164 Cf. Brodeur (1996:199). Based on Paul's stark antithesis between o-ap~ and 7t'11EU!J.a (8:4-9), and the fact 
that body (o-w!J.a) and flesh (o-ap~) are not mere equivalents in Pauline thinking, it should be clear that Nygren 
(1949:322) is mistaken when he writes ''the Christian ... still lives 'in the flesh', with all the sin and weakness that 
that involves; but at the same time he lives 'in the Spirit', with all that involves of righteousness and life" 
(emphasis mine). A better formulation would be that the Christian still lives as a bodily person, and still has the 
potential to give in to the Fleshly compulsions that plagues humanity. 
165 Cf. Jewett (1971:297); Michel (1978:258). 
166 Cf. 1 Cor. 6:13 (-rb o£ O"W!J.a ou 'rjj 7ropv£t~ ciiJ.a -r4i xuptcp) where the injunction to commit the body no 
longer to immorality but to the Lord is implicit. 
167 Cf. BDR (1976:158-159; §196); Wallace (1996:167-168). Cf. ou ot£xpt9'Y) -rn amO"TtCjt (he did not waver on 
account of unbelief; Rom. 4:20); -rpj chrtO"'rtCjt €~£xA.ao-9'Y)o-av (they were broken off on account off unbelief; Rom. 
11 :20); -rpj EA'It'tot xa!pon£~ (on account of hope, rejoice; Rom. 12: 12); Yva -rcii O"Taupcii -rou XptO"Tou !L~ otwxwnat 
(so that they might not be persecuted on account of the cross of Christ; Gal. 6: 12); tv xuptcp7r£7t'ot96-ra~ -roi~ OEO"!J.O'i~ 
!J.OU (confident in the Lord on account of my bonds; Phil. 1: 14 ). 
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will because of his pervasive and determinative influence in their lives, and on the other hand, 
the Spirit which causes those under its power to end the works of sin because of its pervasive 
and determinative influence in their lives. Thus the Spirit constitutes the empowerment for their 
morality (cf. Fee 1994b:559). Paul will subsequently, in 8:14, express the notion of heeding 
the Spirit in terms of the metaphor of being led by it. This subsequent metaphor also confirms 
that it is not correct to understand the Spirit in 8: 13b in the role of instrument. 168 Rather, the 
Spirit is the ruling power on account of which and under whose guidance (8:14) Paul's 
addressees should put an end to sin. 
In the final analysis, then, with Romans 8:13 Paul implicitly motivates his addressees to 
moral living by confronting them with two antithetical manners of living, under two respective 
masters, which leads to two very different eschatological ends. He does so by means of the 
intermingling of slavery, forensic and execution imagery. If Flesh is one's master, implying 
that one lives according to its tenets, which is in fundamental opposition to God, one will suffer 
the consequence of condemnation to eschatological death. However, if the Spirit of God is 
one's master, entailing that one continues to end the bodily manifestation of any residual 
obedience to Flesh, one will be acquitted and given eschatological life ( cf. 8: 1-2). 
168 Although Cranfield (1975:394) views the dative as instrumental, he explains that the fact that the Spirit 
leads Paul's addressees (8:14) is a safeguard against the possibility that they may wield and manage the Spirit like 
a tool. However, a dative of cause accords better with Cranfield's explanation. Others who interpret the dative as 
instrumental, include Michel (1978:259); Cranfield (1975:394); Byrne (1996:246); Rabens (2010:204). 
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12 Conclusions on the Function of Metaphors or Imagery with respect to the 
Understanding-of-Reality based Framework for the Analysis of Pauline 
Ethics 
As explained in chapter 3, understanding-of-reality refers to a group's (or individual's) 
comprehensive perception and understanding of everything that exists, existed or will exist, 
how it all fits together, and what the reasons and purposes are for how everything is, ought to 
be, and ought to be done. From a cognitive point of view, an understanding-of-reality consists 
of concepts1 which may be analysed and discussed in relation to nine foci: 2 fundamental 
narratives, identity, value- and significance system, beliefs and convictions, symbols, security 
I certitude, experience, mundane knowledge, and idealized ethos. 
The category of "idealized ethos", in turn, encompasses the contemplation of a group's 
institutionalised and liable practices ( cf. Wolter 2006:200) which are, firstly, not directly moral 
in nature, over and against, secondly, the contemplation of practices which manifestly are of a 
moral character. The latter category of contemplated actions can be described as "envisioned 
morality". This study was not interested in "ethos" or "idealized ethos" per se, but specifically 
in what Romans 8:1-13 reveals about Paul's envisioned morality for his addressees. More to 
the point, our interest was in determining how Paul utilized metaphors and imagery in the 
conceptualisation and verbalisation of this envisioned morality, because of the potential of 
metaphors and imagery to either confirm or revise how Paul's addressees already understood 
reality and morality. 
However, an author's envisioned morality is reflected by, and can be deduced from, more 
than his explicit usage of language pertaining to morality. As described in chapter 3, the other 
eight foci of his comprehensive understanding-of-reality are fundamental to the formation of 
his envisioned morality. As such, analysis of a text with respect to these eight foci, i.e. in the 
case of this study: Paul's usage of metaphors and imagery that are germane to these foci, 
explores the fundamentals of an author's ethics. At least with respect to Romans 8: 1-13 it has 
1 As noted above, Vander Watt (2010:13-27) has also described a framework for the analysis of ethics, which 
my delineation elaborates and revises. What I refer to as ''understanding-of-reality" corresponds (to a degree) to 
what Vander Watt (2010:15) describes as "world view" or "mental world". What I call "concepts" corresponds 
(to a degree) to what Vander Watt (2010:15) describes as "connotative images". 
2 These particular nine foci are derived from an integration of the analytical categories already described by 
esp. Horrell (2005:82-98) and Vander Watt (2010:13-27), with additional influences from a number of sources 
which are referenced in the discussion of each category in question (see chapter 3). However, security I certitude 
has not, to my knowledge, previously been identified as an analytical category pertinent to Paul's understanding-
of-reality or ethics. 
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proven to be true that Paul's envisioned morality for his addressees derives from his 
comprehensive understanding-of-reality, and not from the isolated contemplation of ethical 
norms or the like (to which discussions on ethics are too often reduced). 
To substantiate this statement, the first conclusion below will describe the fundamentals 
of Paul's envisioned morality that can be inferred from Romans 8:1-13, in terms ofthe other 
eight foci of his implicit understanding-of-reality. Of primary interest will be to point out the 
function of his metaphors and imagery in the constitution of these foci, i.e. in which way these 
metaphors and images could potentially have shaped how Paul's addressees would 
subsequently have understood reality. The second conclusion below will point out not only 
how Paul uses his metaphors and imagery where the language rather obviously pertains to his 
envisioned morality (e.g. Rom. 8:4, 12-13), but also how the above mentioned metaphors or 
imagery (pertaining to the remaining foci in his understanding-of-reality) indirectly impact his 
envisioned morality. It will also be pointed out how his usage of these metaphors or images, 
within his contextual argument of Romans 8: 1-13 as a whole, had the potential to confirm or 
revise what his addressees thought should and should not be done, morally speaking. 
12.1 Conclusion on the Function of Metaphors or Imagery in Romans 8:1-13 within the 
Process of the Revision or Confirmation of Understanding-of-Reality 
The function of Paul's metaphors and imagery with respect to the eight foci (excluding 
idealized ethos, under which envisioned morality belongs) of the understanding-of-reality 
implicit to Romans 8:1~13 can now be described by category. Two of the eight foci to which 
no relevant metaphors or images were discovered in Romans 8:1-13, and another, the scope of 
which would be too extensive for the purposes of this study, will be discussed shortly under 
§ 12.4, including some suggestions for further study. 
12.1.1 Fundamental Narratives 
A number of fundamental narratives underlie the argument that Paul is developing in Romans 
8:1-13, and give us some insight into the text's implicit story of reality, as comprised by these 
interwoven narratives. It is through the use of consecutive metaphors, inter alia, that Paul's 
implicit story of reality is progressively constituted. 
The most pertinent implicit narrative in the text is Paul's addressees' story. Although it 
can be supposed from the beginning to the end of the text that Paul is actually included in what 
he says of his addressees, at times he explicitly expresses his participation in their story (e.g. 
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8:4, 12), to the effect that his addressees' story is parallel to our story (from the perspective of 
Paul and his addressees together). Paul and his addressees' story often overlap with the story 
ofthe divine, including the central narrative of Christ's death and resurrection (e.g. 8:3, 11). 
On the other hand, Paul's addressees' story is often contrasted to the story of the Other-the 
xa:rc% o-apxa kind of people (8:5), oro! ev o-apxl (8:8, 9). Their story also often overlaps with the 
story of the divine, but in a negative way (e.g. 8:7-8). How, then, is this composite implicit 
story of reality developed by means of metaphors and imagery? 
According to Paul's implicit narration of his addressees' story, overlapped with the story 
of the divine, they are already assured of exclusion from eschatological condemnation by the 
divine judge (forensic metaphor}-they who are ruled by Christ Jesus (mastership I slavery 
metaphor; 8: 1). The reason for this is that Christ's death and resurrection has caused (a) Paul's 
addressees to be manumitted from the slave master Sin (slavery I manumission imagery), (b) 
their compulsion to act in accord with the Spirit (mastership I slavery imagery), and (c) them 
receiving eschatological life (forensic imagery), thus being free of eschatological death (8:2). 
Particularly the metaphor of manumission conceptualises a past-present antithesis brought 
about by Paul's addressees' conversion (faith in Jesus Messiah). Before Paul's addressees had 
been Sin's slaves and compelled by it to sin (7:7-25). Now, however, they were manumitted 
from Sin, subject to the rule of God's Spirit, and compelled to live in accordance with the Spirit 
(cf. o v6(.to~ 't'OV 7t'VEV(.ta't'o~; also cf. 7:6; 8:4-6), which results in eschatological life. 
The story implicit to Romans 8:1-2 represents a significant reinterpretation of the Judaic 
tradition of Paul's day, particularly with respect to (a) Jesus being the Messiah (XptO"'t'6~), (b) 
his death and resurrection constituting the basis of justification (i.e. "no condemnation"), and 
(c) the positive outcome of divine judgment already being a reality with respect to Christians. 
The above mentioned positive present and future aspects of his addressees' story, Paul 
sets in contrast to their past, which he typifies as slavery under Sin (7: 13-25) and the 
incapability of Torah to realise its intention in their lives, because it was weakened by their 
flesh (prisoners of war I slavery imagery; 8:3). God had resolved this threefold problem through 
the death of Christ (central narrative), which is depicted with two metaphors in 8:3. By sending 
his own son regarding the problem of Sin (emissary metaphor), God condemned Sin in the 
flesh (forensic metaphor). This implies both that sin was punished in Christ's death, and that 
the power of the slave master Sin was broken in the process. As it ended the rule of Sin in their 
lives, this divine action's purpose-result was the fulfilment of the requirement of Torah, i.e. 
that God's people be righteous and live righteously, with respect to Paul and his addressees 
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(8:4). As Paul tells it here, God's action through Christ's death resulted in their (attributed; cf. 
4:24--25) righteousness and also in their righteous living according to the Spirit's tenets. Since 
in Christ they have been made righteous, the Spirit compels and empowers them to live 
righteously. This Paul expresses in terms of a walk metaphor (8:4). Paul and his addressees 
"walk", i.e. live morally, according to the standard of the Spirit of God, which is now their 
master (cf. 7:6). 
Here another reinterpretation of the traditions of at least some of Paul's addressees are 
at stake. Whereas in Judaism the walk image conventionally involved living according to 
Torah, this aspect is omitted by Paul. Our story, according to Paul, is different in that the Spirit 
is (now) the normative authority which determines moral behaviour. This is possible because 
the eschatological event of the outpouring of the Spirit has already taken place. 
From this point onward (8:4) Paul contrasts the story of his addressees (or our story) to 
the story of the Other-the kind of people Paul and his addressees had themselves been before 
becoming part of God's narrative of redemption, and that those not under the rule of Christ's 
Spirit still are. Both the stories of the addressees and of the Other, then, overlap often with the 
story of the divine. While Paul and his addressees ''walk" according to the Spirit, he points out 
that there are others who "walk" according to the Flesh. Flesh is their slave master (slavery 
metaphor). It determines their being and their mindset (8:5), and the outcome of having this 
mindset (mindset metaphor) is eschatological death (8:6a). Paul's addressees, however, are 
ruled by the Spirit. This is pertinent not only to their manner of "walking" (8:4) but also 
determines their being and their mindset (8:5), the outcome of which is eschatological life and 
peace (8:6b). The implicit story of reality, then, is that there are two antithetical kinds of people 
whose lives are determined by two respective masters (cf. 5:21; 6: 15-23; 7:6, 14--25}---either 
the Spirit or Flesh (8:4--6). 
Those under the rule of God's Spirit are at peace with God, conceptualised as ruler (8: 6b ). 
This is contrasted to the enmity with God of the Flesh-determined people (8:7). This antithesis 
constitutes a diplomatic relations image. Since the xa-ra O"apxa kind of people are under the 
power of Flesh, their mindset is determined by it (8:7a). Flesh is a power (or metaphorical ruler 
or master) fundamentally opposed to God. Consequently, the minds of those under the power 
of Flesh are set against God, in enmity, because of Flesh's hold over them. Oi xa-ra O"apxa are 
incapable of subjecting themselves to God's law (8:7b--c), even if they wanted to (cf. Rom. 
7: 15-20). Their disobedience to the law of God (their legitimate ruler) constitutes rebellion 
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against his rule, even if they are coerced to it by their master, Flesh. This coerced rebellion 
makes them God's enemies, a state which will result in their (eschatological) death (8:6a). 
With the possession- and patron-client metaphors in Romans 8:8 Paul elaborates the story 
ofthe Other (the xa-ra crapxa kind of people), which intersects with the story ofthe divine. 
Flesh's hold over the xa-ra crapxa kind of people and their behaviour, is such that it can be 
likened to their being possessed by personified Flesh. Paul metaphorically likens their situation 
to that of possessed persons by calling them o! iv crapxl ( cf. Mark 1 :23). Moreover, the all-
determinative influence of Flesh over them ruins their relationship with God and renders them 
incapable of being clients who can please God as their divine patron. This ruined relationship 
because of their possession by Flesh (8:8) is parallel to their enmity with God because their 
master Flesh coerces them to rebellion against God's law (8:7). These images, then, explains 
why eschatological death will be the outcome for those whose mindset and lives are determined 
by Flesh (8:6a). 
Subsequently, however, Paul also elaborates (8:9-11) how the Spirit means life (8:6b) 
for his addressees. That is, he elaborates the overlap between his addressees' story and the 
story of the divine. Their behaviour is not determined by being metaphorically possessed by 
Flesh, but by the Spirit indwelling them (8:9; indwelling imagery). Consequently their story is 
the opposite of being unable to please God (cf. 8:8) and of being coerced by Flesh to rebel 
against his law. After all, they are enabled and empowered by their indwelling master, the 
Spirit, to live in a way which accords with the fulfilment of the purpose of God's law as a 
whole (8:4--6), although this does not imply adherence to the individual statutes of the law as 
such. The Spirit, which is simultaneously Spirit of God and Spirit of Christ (8:9), makes both 
God and Christ present in Christ-believers by dwelling in them. Thereby Christ-believers stand 
in a relationship with Christ, which is not true of those who do not have the Spirit (relational 
metaphor; 8:9c ). 
Romans 8:10-11 entails that Paul's addressees' story is one of having bodies which are 
(hyperbolically) as good as dead already. Their bodies are mortal. The cause of this mortality 
was Adam's sin, in the pattern of whom all his descendants also sinned. Sin led to the verdict 
of death, hence the mortality of the body (forensic imagery; 8:10b). Fortunately, however, 
Paul's central narrative intersects his addressees' story. Christ's death (cf. 5:9; 8:3) and 
resurrection (cf. 4:25; 8:10-11) was so that his righteousness could be attributed to Christ-
believers (forensic imagery; 8:1 Oc ). Both God and Christ, whom God resurrected, is present in 
Christ-believers through the Spirit already indwelling them (indwelling imagery; 8:10a, 11). 
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The Spirit will be the secondary agent through whom God will make their bodies alive 
eschatologically (resurrection beliefs). Thus, even though their bodies are currently still mortal 
as the enduring legacy of the verdict caused by sin (8:10b), they will have life in the ultimate 
way when, through the Spirit, their bodies are made alive (8: 11) because Christ's righteousness 
has been attributed to them (8:10c). 
Here Paul's story of reality entails a reinterpretation of Judaic resurrection traditions. 
The Spirit through which God will resurrect I quicken the faithful is no longer awaited by 
Paul-it is present already. It not only enters the body in order to resurrect it (cf. Ezek. 37:5, 
14) but indwells living Christ-believers. This indwelling of the Spirit often has moral 
connotations and implications (e.g. 8:8-9) not present in, for instance, the prophetic 
resurrection in Ezekiel. 
Paul's use of a kinship metaphor in Romans 8: 12 adds the facet to his and his addressees ' 
story that they are each other's brothers, and probably subtly implies that they should act 
accordingly. This entails a reinterpretation of Judaic tradition according to which Jews 
addressed one another as brothers and sisters, based particularly on their shard ethnicity and 
religious beliefs. In Paul's use shared ethnicity played no role in the fictive kinship established 
inter alia through this metaphor, since most congregations under his apostolate (including those 
in Rome) were ethnically mixed. 
Once again there is overlap between the implicit story of Paul and his addressees (our 
story) and the story of the divine in his use of the debtor metaphor. Paul and his addressees are 
recipients of God's patronage in a number of ways. God does not condemn them to death for 
their sinfulness (8: 1-2) but sent his Son concerning sin, so that the requirement of the law could 
be fulfilled with respect to them (8:3--4). He even gave them his Spirit, to dwell in them, based 
on which they have the certitude that God will quicken their bodies (8:9-11). On account of 
these favours bestowed, Paul concludes that his addressees are debtors. To be inferred is that 
they are debtors with respect to God (8: 12) and that their appropriate reciprocation is in putting 
to death the works of the body, i.e. ending the manifestation of sin in their lives, on account of 
the Spirit which now rules and determines their lives (execution metaphor and slavery imagery; 
8:13). 
If they once more submit themselves to the rule of Flesh (slavery imagery; 8:12-13a), 
their story will end in eschatological death (forensic imagery; 8: 13a). However, this is neither 
inevitable for Paul's addressees as it is for those who do not have Christ's Spirit, nor is it what 
Paul expects is or will be true of his addressees (cf. 8:1-2, 9, 11). If only they ensure that they 
do not revert to subjection under the mastery of Flesh, and that they continue to put an end to 
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sin on account of the Spirit's rule in their lives, their story will continue on to eschatological 
life. To this end Paul's implicit parenesis (8:12-13), and the metaphors contained in it, is 
intended to motivate them. 
12.1.2 Identity and Alterity 
Paul uses a number of metaphors and images in Romans 8: 1-13 to confirm or revise his 
addressees' sense of identity and alterity. 
By referring to oi £v XptO"'t"cfl 'I))O"Ou in Romans 8:1 Paul is making an identity statement, 
which pertains to his addressees, as is clear from the context. They are "those in Christ Jesus". 
This metaphor can potentially be explained in a number of ways, but given its context in 8: 1 it 
probably refers to Paul's addressees not only as "Christians" but also as persons who are "in 
the state of being ruled by Christ Jesus". 
The intermingled walk and slavery images (8:4) identifies Paul and his addressees as 
those "who walk according to the Spirit", and expresses alterity in the form of them not walking 
according to the Flesh. This implies that it is the dominion of the Spirit, and not the dominion 
of Flesh, which determines the lives of Paul and his addressees, particularly with respect to 
morality. Indeed, the dominion of the Spirit determines who they are (e!1 . d-participle; 8:5). This 
has consequences for their mindset and their resultant eschatological future (8:5-6), 
represented by "life" and "peace". On account of this, Paul and his addressees may be identified 
as those who have eschatological life and peace with God, although Paul does not do so 
explicitly. On the other hand, Paul and his addressees are not of the kind of people whose 
identity and being is determined by the power of Flesh over them, which dominates their 
thinking and has a negative eschatological result. Thus slavery imagery plays a fundamental 
role in Romans 8:1-13 in Paul's conceptualisation of who his addressees are (identity) and are 
not (alterity). It is primarily the determinative influence of the master under whose rule people 
live and act which defines their identity, which is either being xa't'a 'Tl'VeiJ~a or xa't'a o-apxa. 
The possession- and patron-client metaphors in Romans 8:8 express alterity. Paul and his 
addressees are not of the kind of people who are "in the Flesh", i.e. who are metaphorically 
possessed by the power of Flesh, and who are "not able to please God" as divine patron. 
To the contrary they are identified as being "in the Spirit", which, together with the 
subsequent indwelling metaphors in 8:9, entails that their moral behaviour is indeed determined 
by God's Spirit which indwells them. The latter of Paul's three indwelling metaphors in 8:9c 
pertains to having (6xw) the Spirit of Christ. From this Paul progresses to the notion of"being 
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had" by Christ (the genitive au-roO), a relational metaphor. Thereby Paul once more addresses 
identity and alterity. Those outside ofthe group of Christ-believers are identified both in terms 
of not having Christ's Spirit and of not belonging to Christ. Even though 8:9c is formulated as 
a conditional clause, it is not meant to cast doubt upon the identity of Paul's addressees, whom 
Paul has just confirmed to be Ell 7n1EU!La'rl (8:9a). As a matter of fact, the identification of the 
attributes of the Other (alterity) solidifies the antithetical attributes and identity of the members 
of the group who would surely affirm that they are "of Christ" and therefore also already have 
his Spirit. By pointing out the "someone" (TIS) who his addressees are not, Paul is affirming 
who they are. That he relates being "of Christ" to having the Spirit once more ascribes the 
Spirit a pivotal role in the constitution of the identity of Christ-believers. 
In Romans 8: 11 Paul adds another aspect to the identity of his addressees-they are 
people who will be quickened by God, whether through resurrection or transformation. 3 The 
metaphor of the indwelling of the Spirit, which is a present reality, assures Paul's addressees 
that this aspect of their present identity will be consummated eschatologically. 
Paul's kinship metaphor (cioe.Acp6s; 8:12) would potentially also have appealed to his 
addressees' sense of identity. He conceptualises his addressees as siblings of himself and of 
one another. Thereby he models their group identity upon an existing social form (siblingship). 
This entailed the transference of social values, norms and behaviour from the existing social 
form to the fictive kinship group. Paul's addressees should regard one another as they would 
regard their natural brothers and sisters, and act accordingly to one another. 
The debtor (o<:f>elAE't"YJS) and slavery (-roO xa-ra crapxa ~~ll) metaphors in 8:12, which Paul 
relates to one another, once again would have potentially impacted his addressees' sense of 
identity and alterity. The debtor metaphor pertains to identity in that Paul's addressees are 
positively depicted as debtors, even though it is only implied to whom (God) and in which way 
they are to reciprocate upon their indebtedness (by putting to death the works of the body). The 
combined metaphors pertain to alterity in that they negate the notion that Paul's addressees are 
debtors to the personified master Flesh. That is to say, they are under no obligation to give in 
to their Fleshly compulsions. Others, i.e. the Ell crapx( (cf. 8:8), may be obligated to live 
according to the tenets of Flesh, but Paul's addressees are people who do not owe obedience to 
it. 
3 As noted in chapter 9 above, Paul's use of ~wo7roufw (8:11) may encompass not only resurrection of the dead 
but also the transformation of those who are still alive with Christ's return, as in e.g. 1 Cor. 15:50-53; Phil. 3:20--
21 (Wolter 2014:490). 
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12.1.3 Value- and Significance System 
The metaphors and images Paul used in Romans 8:1-13 had the potential to impact his 
addressees' value- and significance system in a number of ways. 
Paul's view of the law remains a contentious subject. However, the analysis of Romans 
8:1-13, against the background of Romans 7 (esp. 7:5--6, 7-25), in this study indicates that 
whilst Torah still occupied a positive position in Paul's value- and significance system, Paul's 
argumentation and metaphors also serve the purpose of the substantial relativization ofTorah's 
value and significance. 
That Torah continues to have a relatively positive value and significance in Paul's 
understanding-of-reality is indicated, firstly, by his statement that its purpose is fulfilled (8:4). 
That is to say, Paul affirms here that the goal towards which Torah aimed, remains valid. 
Secondly, in Romans 7:12 he had defended Torah as holy, just and good. Moreover, Paul often 
quotes or alludes to texts from Torah (e.g. Rom. 7:7-12). This implies that he still viewed it as 
an authoritative source. Lastly, Torah also remains the standard that those outside of Christ and 
metaphorically possessed by Flesh (possession imagery; 8:7-8; cf. Sin in 7:13-25) are unable 
to attain. 
The "law" of the Spirit (6 v6~.to~ ToO 7!\IEUf.taTo~; 8:2), on the other hand, does not refer to 
a "restored" Torah.4 Paul's use ofv6f.to~ in 6 VOf.tO~ ToO 7!\IEUf.taTo~ constitutes wordplay,5 derived 
from its ironical use in VOf.tO~ 'rij~ Ctf.tapT(a~ (7:23, 25). Paul's use of slavery imagery in this 
context determines the correct exposition ofv6f.to~ in 8:2. Nowhere in the context of Romans 7 
and 8 does Paul indicate that Christ-believers are to orientate themselves to Torah as such, to 
obey its statutes or to now live according to it (again). 6 To the contrary, in Romans 7:1--6 he 
makes it quite clear that Christ-believers are discharged from Torah and now serve as slaves 
under a new master, the Spirit (7:6). It is their compulsion by the Spirit to live in accordance 
4 Kasemann (1980:215-216); Fitzmyer (1993:483). Paul's reference too v6~o~ -roil Xptcrroil (the law of Christ) 
in Gal. 6:2 should probably also be understood as Christ's ruling authority, not as a reference to Christ's Torah 
(in a literal sense) or that Christ imposes Torah's commandments as such on Gentile Christians. See Winger 
(2000:537-546). He remarks that the "law of Christ" refers to ''the way Christ exercises his lordship over those 
called by him", implying that "it is necessary for those who are 'of Christ' (5.25) to live in a way that is organised 
by the Spirit" (Winger 2000:544). See also Wolter (2011 :353-354). 
5 Cf. Raisanen (1992a:91); Moo (1996:475); BDAG (2000:677); Hultgren (2011:297). 
6 Paul's reference to four of the commandments of the Decalogue, in the context of all of Torah's 
commandments being fulfilled through love (Rom. 13:8-10), does not imply that he is reasserting these 
commandments as such. In fact he is illustrating that their value is trumped by a single valued concept, love. This 
is the norm according to which Paul's addressees need to live, not the multitude of precepts of Torah as such. Paul 
also in Galatians (cf. e.g. 3:6-9; 4:21-31) quotes from Torah (the authority of which he recognises) in order to 
relativize (not reject!) the importance of Torah. Cf. Lohse (1982:131-132). 
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with God's will that Paul calls 6 VOf..t.O~ -roO weuf..t.aTo~, and this is what has manumitted his 
addressees from their compulsion to sin under the rule of the slave master Sin (8:2). 
The relativization of the value and significance of Torah continues with Paul's 
recapitulation of prisoner of war I slavery imagery (7: 13-25; esp. 7:23) in Romans 8:3, in terms 
of the metaphoric elements of "incapability" and "weakness". Given that Torah had proved 
incapable of controlling humanity's behaviour toward the achievement of Torah's goal/ its 
relative importance in Paul's value- and significance system is significantly lowered. These 
metaphoric elements, through its particular depiction of Torah as incapable and weak, imparts 
knowledge which would potentially give Paul's addressees an altered perspective on Torah and 
its significance. The negative connotations to incapability and weakness play an important role 
in the resultant relativization. 
On the other hand, the fact that, through the walk image (8:4), the Spirit is depicted as 
the normative authority according to the standard and norms of which Paul's addressees live 
their lives, implies that the Spirit is very significant. However, for those of Paul's addressees 
who were familiar with the conventional walk image in Judaism, the fact that Torah was 
omitted for the sake of elaborating the walk image in terms of the Spirit would also be 
important, signifying a relativization of the significance of Torah. If Paul's addressees gave 
cognitive assent to his reinterpretation of this image, it would imply a reorientation of their 
value- and significance system. Paul's use ofwalk imagery entails the displacement of Torah 
with the Spirit as that which determines the norms of morality and that which empowers moral 
living. In contrast to Torah's incapability and weakness (recapitulated prisoner of war I slavery 
imagery; 8:3) is the fulfilment of the intention ofTorah (as a whole) with respect to those ruled 
by the Spirit (8:4). 
The role of the Spirit in the subsequent metaphors and images in Romans 8:5ff. 
underscores the great value and significance that Paul attaches to the Spirit in this textual unit. 
The Spirit's rule in the lives of Paul's addressees (slavery imagery; cf. 7:6) entails that: the 
Spirit determines their being (8:5) and their mindset (mindset metaphor), the result of which is 
eschatological life and peace with God (8:6; diplomatic relations metaphor); the Spirit 
determines their moral behaviour because it indwells them (8:9; indwelling imagery); having 
Christ's Spirit constitutes having a relationship with Christ (8:9; indwelling and relational 
7 Cf. Johnson (1996:119) ''the difficulty with the law was not that it was wrong in what it prescribed but that 
it was powerless to enable humans to do what was right, because they were 'weakened by the flesh."' Byrne 
(1996:235) contrasts Rom. 7:7-25 to 8:1-13 depicting the former as ethical '"impossibility' under the law", and 
the latter as "ethical 'possibility' in the Spirit". Consequently he (Byrne 1996:236) describes the law as "impotent 
to create the righteousness it demanded". See also Witherington and Hyatt (2004:212), and Kruse (2006:125). 
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imagery); it is through the Spirit indwelling them (8:11; indwelling imagery) that God will 
quicken the bodies of Christ believers; and it is on account ofthe Spirit which now rules their 
lives that Paul's addressees are implicitly exhorted to put to death the residual manifestation of 
sin in their lives (8: 13; execution metaphor). 
Antithetically, the description of Sin as being condemned (forensic metaphor; 8:3) 
affirms that it is to be regarded as something evil, bad. The association ofFlesh with Sin ( cra.px.o~ 
CtfLa.pTla.~) as well as its depiction as a weakening influence on the law (o VOfLO~ £v ~ ~creevet ota 
T~~ cra.px.6~) also affects Flesh with the negative connotation of being something bad. Flesh is 
conceptualised (8:4ff.) as a personified God-opposing slave master that rules the lives of those 
outside of Christ. As such Flesh is something significant in Paul's value- and significance 
system, even though its nature and value is negative. 
Lastly, the conceptualisation of Christ-believers as aoeA.<j)ol (8: 12) entailed a potential 
alteration in Paul's addressees' value- and significance system. This alteration would not have 
consisted of a change in the relative position of siblings in the system, which would have 
remained a highly valued and very significant concept. The contents of this valued and 
significant concept, however, is reconceptualised by Paul's metaphor. That is to say, no longer 
only natural siblings are one's aoeA.<j)ol, but fellow Christ-believers also. 
12.1.4 Experience 
Although it can be inferred with much less certainty from a text such as Romans 8: 1-13, which 
does not refer to experiences explicitly, it is possible that Paul's metaphors and imagery could 
have cast certain of his addressees' experiences in a new light. 
The slavery I manumission image (8:2) possibly addresses an aspect ofPaul's addressees' 
experience. The image of slavery and manumission not only derived from experiences of 
slavery Paul and his addressees would have had, but also provided them with a concrete 
framework in terms of which their experiences of the Spirit and of conversion could be 
conceptualised and explained. That is to say, it was probably part of the experience of the early 
Christians that conversion was followed by a perceived release from sin and a compulsion to 
do God's will. This Paul conceptualises and explains in terms ofhaving been Sin's slaves, now 
being manumitted, and being compelled by the Spirit as the new master in their lives. Thereby 
he provides their experience with a knowledge base, i.e. by conceptualising it in terms of 
manumission. Simultaneously the positive connotation of manumission would probably have 
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also resonated emotionally with their experience of positive life-change effected by the Spirit 
of Christ. 
Related to the above is the recapitulated aspects of the previously used and related 
prisoners of war- and slavery images. The pertinent metaphoric elements in 8:3 are the 
incapability of the law and its weakness through flesh. By using these metaphoric elements 
Paul was potentially confirming or adjusting his addressees' conceptualisation (knowledge) of 
their past experience. They are given a way of understanding their formerly inevitable 
compulsion to sin and to not keep the law. Their flesh had weakened the law, undermined its 
rule in their lives (7:1, 6) and thus incapacitated its power to compel them. Because of their 
fleshliness they had been, in practice, slaves of Sin. From this experience of slavery, however, 
Christ's redemptive mission and their subsequent reception of the Spirit had manumitted them. 
The consequence is that, in contrast to the experience of inability to keep the precepts of Torah 
(7:13-25), Paul's addressees now experience a compulsion by the Spirit to live in a manner 
which accords with the fulfilment of the intention ofTorah as a whole (8:4). 
It is probable, but cannot be claimed with certainty, that Paul's relational metaphor (8:9c) 
derived from experience. His statement that "if someone does not have the Spirit of Christ, he 
is not of Christ" has the ring of common sense to it which more often than not derives from 
everyday experience. Paul and his addressees probably perceived and experienced those 
outside of the group of people who were "of Christ" as people without the Spirit of Christ-
people who did not experience Christ as present within them. The Christ-believers' experience 
of being different from those outside of their group was probably understood in terms of the 
Other's apparent deficiency-"they" lack Christ's Spirit and that's why those of "us" who 
belong to Christ are not like "them". 
Paul's use of indwelling imagery, as part of his exposition of some of his resurrection 
beliefs in 8: 11, could potentially have cast his addressees' experience of mortality in a new 
light. He assures his addressees that, in spite of their presently enduring mortality, as Christ 
was resurrected by God so also will their bodies be quickened by him through his Spirit which 
dwells in them already. This implies that mortality's ultimate (eschatological) defeat is present 
in them already, in the form of God's Spirit. This view of mortality had the potential to soften 
the blow of their future experiences of it at least somewhat. 
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12.1.5 Certitude 
Paul's addressees' sense of certitude would potentially have been impacted by the metaphors 
and images he used in Romans 8: 1-13. 
After the generally despondent tone with which Romans 7:7-25 concluded (excepting 
the proleptic outcry in 7:25a), and given the potentially worrisome connotations of divine 
judgment in general, Paul's forensic metaphor in 8:1 sounds a very positive note which was 
intended to be encouraging to his addressees. The assurance Paul gives pertains not only to 
their eschatological certitude, but, in fact, draws this into the present. Not only will they not be 
condemned on the Day of Judgment, already now there is no condemnation for them. 
This forensic metaphor is elaborated in 8:2, where it entails sin as a threat to the 
addressees' eschatological certitude in two ways. Firstly Paul personifies Sin as a menacing 
conqueror and slave master which compels one to sin (cf. 7:13-25). Secondly sin constitutes 
actions one commits against God and in contravention of his law, which merits eschatological 
death. Both the power of Sin and the eschatological punishment of sin are threats to 
eschatological certitude. However, Paul's imagery is formulated in such a way as to assure his 
addressees that the threat of Sin I sin has been dealt with and that their eschatological future is 
secure. Their being in Christ Jesus implies that they are free of the menacing power of Sin, and 
that they will have eschatological life, not condemnation and death. 
The condemnation of Sin in Christ's flesh (forensic metaphor) and the fulfilment of the 
requirement of the law (8:3-4) elucidates the reason why Paul's addressees will not be 
condemned eschatologically (8: 1). They will not be condemned because the requirement of the 
law is fulfilled with regard to both Christ having already received the punishment for their sins 
(8:3), and with regard to their now living in accordance with the intention and purpose of the 
law because they are no longer under the power of the slave master Sin, but compelled by the 
Spirit (8:4). 
The assurance oflife in Paul's mindset imagery (8:6b) would also potentially have been 
very encouraging to his addressees. They, whom are compelled by the Spirit oflife ( cf. 8:2) to 
live in a manner which is in accord with God's will (cf. 8:4), whom have their minds set on the 
things of the Spirit (8:5)-they are given certitude of eschatological life (here an element of 
the mindset imagery) and peace with God (8:6b; diplomatic relations imagery). 
In terms of alterity, then, the negative certitude of the xaTa cnipxa kind of people, i.e. the 
confirmation of death as their eschatological end (8:6a), does not apply to Paul and his 
addressees. The metaphor of the enmity against God of ol xaTa o-apxa depicts their certitude 
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negatively. The state of being God's enemy is a threatened one. On a connotative level the 
metaphor would reinforce Paul's addressees' perception that the mindset of the Flesh would be 
against the interest of their own certitude. Moreover, the inability of the Ell crapxl (possession 
metaphor) to please God (patron-client metaphor), in continuity with their incapability to be 
subject to his law (diplomatic relations image), also relates negatively to this group's 
eschatological certitude. Those whose lives and morality are determined by the fundamentally 
God-opposing power of Flesh cannot have a positive eschatological certitude. It is well, then, 
that according to Paul his and his addressees' lives are not determined by Flesh but by the 
Spirit. 
Paul's affirmation that the Spirit already indwells (indwelling imagery; 8:9) those who 
belong to Christ (relational metaphor; 8:9c) would potentially impact his addressees' sense of 
certitude with respect to the present ( cf. 8: 1 ). The Spirit already indwells them. This present 
reality provides the basis of their certitude with respect to their eschatological future, which 
Paul addresses in 8: 11. The indwelling imagery in 8: 11 gives Paul's addressees the certitude 
that, in spite of the (other) present reality ofhuman mortality, to which they remain vulnerable, 
their bodies will be quickened eschatologically by God through his Spirit, which already 
indwells them now and thus probably also constitutes a type of guarantee (cf. Rom. 8:23). 
In Romans 8:13 Paul's intermingled slavery and forensic imagery, the latter of which 
includes an execution metaphor, pertains especially to his addressees' sense of eschatological 
certitude, but here Paul's sounds a note of caution. Eschatological death will be the certain 
future even ofhis addressees if they were to revert to being slaves of the Flesh, i.e. to be being 
people whose lives are determined by their compulsion to sin. On the other hand, those who 
are putting an end to sin, on account of the rule of the Spirit in their lives, are assured of 
eschatological life. 
12.1.6 The Impartation of Knowledge through Metaphors and Imagery, Supported by the 
Connotations the Metaphors and Images Carry 
The above exposition has, to a significant extent, 8 proven the first part of the thesis set out in 
§3.2 (chapter 3) to be correct. That is, Paul indeed often uses metaphors and imagery in the 
process of revising and confirming his addressees' understanding-of-reality. His metaphors 
and images achieve this, in the first place, through the knowledge that they impart to his 
8 We will return below (§12.4) to those aspects of understanding-of-reality not addressed in this study's 
exposition of Rom. 8:1-13. 
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addressees with respect to: the story of reality of which they are part, who they are (identity) 
and are not (alterity), the relative position of concepts in their value- and significance system, 
the meaning of their experiences, and the basis and entailments of their certitude. In other 
words, it is particularly the knowledge conveyed through Paul's metaphors and images that 
would potentially confirm his addressees' existing understanding-of-reality, or would revise it, 
affecting how they would subsequently understand reality in a new way. 
Secondly, as the exposition above has shown, certain connotations are often attached to 
metaphors and images. Because of the relative intangibility of connotations, further 
complicated by the different historical situations of the author and the exegete, one should not 
attempt to infer too much from a text in this regard. However, it seems safe to conclude that, 
where there is some indication of what they may be, the connotations accompanying a 
metaphor or an image often support the knowledge that is being conveyed and the argument 
that is being developed contextually. For instance, the negative connotations to "incapability" 
and "weakness" in Romans 8:3 (which recapitulates the war imagery of7:23) is conveyed unto 
Torah through their connection with it ('ro aouva-rov TOO V0~01J sv ~ ~a-eev£1 OICt rij~ a-apx6~). 
These negative connotations, then, as has been pointed out above, contributes to the 
relativization of the value and significance of Torah. Said relativization, however, is not 
constituted by these connotations alone. Rather, the negative connotations to "incapability" and 
"weakness" affirm the rest of Paul's argument from which it is clear that the enduring value 
and significance of Torah for Christ-believers is being relativized ( cf. Rom. 7: 1-6; § 12.1.3). 
Consequently we can now proceed to draw a conclusion on the second part of the thesis. 
That is to say, does Paul utilize metaphors and images in the process of revising or confirming 
his addressees' envisioned morality? 
12.2 Conclusion on the Function of Metaphors or Imagery in Romans 8:1-13 within the 
Process ofthe Revision or Confirmation of the Envisioned Morality for the Letter's 
Addressees 
A number of Paul's metaphors relate directly to his envisioned morality. This is often the case 
where his language, in one way or another, obviously pertain to morality. On the other hand, 
in the case of Romans 8:1-13 most of Paul's metaphors and images relate indirectly to 
envisioned morality, i.e. via the other foci in Paul's implicit understanding-of-reality. 
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12.2.1 Metaphors and Imagery which Pertain Directly to Envisioned Morality 
Some of the concepts Paul employs in Romans 8: 1-13, such as "sin" and "law" (where it refers 
to Torah), have obvious moral entailments, with the implication that the metaphors they form 
part of address envisioned morality rather directly. Because of these elements' involvement 
therein, Paul's slavery I manumission image (8 :2) reflects a fundamental aspect of his 
envisioned morality for his addressees. Their past is conceptualised as slavery under Sin ( esp. 
7: 13-25; 8:2). Their present and future, however, is conceptualised both as freedom from the 
slave master Sin, and in terms of being compelled by a new master, the Spirit (cf. 7:6). Torah's 
power to compel people to obedience to God (moral living) had failed in the face of Sin's 
overwhelming power to compel them to sin (7:7-25; esp. "the law of Sin" in 7:23). However, 
the death and resurrection of Christ (cf. "in Christ Jesus"; 8:2) and the reception of the Spirit, 
which compels Christ-believers to obedience to God (cf. "the law of the Spirit"; 8:2), has 
manumitted them from slavery under Sin. Because of the Spirit's rule in their lives, succumbing 
to Sin is no longer an inevitability for those in Christ. 
The fulfilment of the requirement of the law (8:4) pertains, firstly, to Christ's death and 
resurrection (8:3) that has made it possible for his righteousness to be attributed to those in him 
( cf. Rom. 4:24-25). Secondly, however, implications for the subsequent moral living of Christ-
believers are also pertinent in Paul's imagery. The walk image (8:4) conventionally refers to 
morality, and therefore pertains directly to envisioned morality. In the context of Romans 8:1-
13 it entails that Paul envisions his addressees living morally according to the standard of the 
Spirit, i.e. under the rule of the Spirit. This manner of living, then, accords with fulfilment of 
the intention of Torah, and is the opposite of succumbing to a life determined by Flesh. 
It is important that, although living according to the Spirit accords with the intention of 
Torah as a whole, it does not entail obligation to keep the singular commandments of Torah as 
such. Paul's envisioned morality for his addressees implies that the Spirit now functions as 
normative authority and empowerment for moral living. What precisely it entails that the Spirit 
is the standard according to which they walk, is not specified. That is to say, Paul does not 
elaborate the normativity of the Spirit for his addressees' moral lives with concrete precepts 
expounding what they must or must not do. This is also the case where he writes that being 
xa-ra weu~a implies setting one's mind on the things of the Spirit (-ra -roO weu~a-ro~; 8:5). Paul 
does not elucidate what these things of the Spirit are (but cf. Gal. 5:22-25). Apparently he 
supposed that his addressees would know how to concretize these concepts in their own 
situations through discernment (cf. Rom. 12:2; Phil. 1:9-10). 
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The intermingled possession- and patron-client metaphors in Romans 8:8 has pertinent 
moral implications, deriving inter alia from the relationship between being able to please God 
and the notion of subjection to Torah. Once again these concepts ("pleasing God" and 
"subjection to Torah") have obvious and direct moral entailments. The imagery impacts the 
envisioned morality of Paul's addressees by being its foil. The inability, of those "possessed" 
by Flesh, to please God and to be subject to his law are morally negative characteristics, for 
Paul typical of those outside of Christ. 
Those in the Spirit (8:9a; indwelling imagery) are contrasted to this situation of inevitable 
moral deficiency. It would not be correct, however, to transpose this negative directly into a 
positive, which should then describe the envisioned morality of Paul's addressees. That is to 
say, Paul does not mean that his addressees should endeavour to please God by subjecting 
themselves to Torah as such. As pointed out above, the larger context makes it clear that it is 
the Spirit which empowers Paul's addressees to do what pleases God and which functions as 
the nonnative authority determining their behaviour (cf. 8:4). This is also the point of the 
contrast between the possession metaphor (ev crapx() and the indwelling imagery (ev 7niSUf.tctTt) 
in Romans 8:9a. 
In its textual context the debtor metaphor (8:12) implies that Paul's addressees are 
recipients of God's patronage in a number of ways. God does not condemn them to death for 
their sinfulness (8: 1-2) but sent his Son concerning sin, so that the requirement of the law could 
be fulfilled with respect to them (8:3-4). He even gave them his Spirit, to dwell in them, based 
on which they have the certitude that God will quicken their bodies (8:9-11). On account of 
these favours bestowed, Paul concludes that his addressees are debtors. To be inferred is that 
they are debtors with respect to God (cf. 8:12) and that their appropriate reciprocation is in 
putting to death the works of the body (8: 13), i.e. ending the manifestation of sin in their lives. 
This envisioned appropriate reciprocation, then, is of an obvious and directly moral nature. 
Paul's conceptualisation of his addressees as debtors, elaborated with moral entailments, had 
the potential to be quite effective motivationally. 
In Romans 8:13 Paul's intermingled slavery and forensic imagery, the latter of which 
includes an execution metaphor, pertain to his envisioned morality for his addressees by 
depicting directly and obviously, but very generally, what they should not be doing morally, 
and what they should be doing. They should not live according to the tenets of the slave master 
Flesh, i.e. succumb to the compulsion to sin. They should put to death the works of the body, 
i.e. continuously end sin in their lives. As such these metaphorical implicit objectives constitute 
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norms within Paul's envisioned morality, which do not specify concrete precepts but belong to 
the conceptual framework foundational to Paul's ethics. Concrete precepts may be formulated 
in accordance with this underlying framework when the need arises, which are appropriate to 
the socio-historical context, as Paul himself often did in his letters (e.g. Rom. 12:9-21 ). 
Paul's implicit parenesis in 8:12-13 does not pertain to a change that needs to take place 
with respect to his addressees' being, warrants, empowerment, or the like. The soteriological 
mission of Christ and the Christ-believers' reception of the Spirit (cf. 8:2, 3--4), inter alia, 
already constitute warrants and normative bases founded upon which they can and should live 
morally. To a significant extent Christ-believers already have a new identity and 
understanding-of-reality. However, Paul envisions that their morality should (now) also 
correspond to this identity and understanding-of-reality. In order for this correspondence to be 
manifest in their practical lives, then, they need to end any residual manifestation of sin in their 
lives. 
12.2.2 Paul's Implicit Story of Reality and Envisioned Morality 
Implicit to the text of Romans 8: 1-13 is a story of reality which, in fundamental ways, both 
shapes and reflects how Paul understands reality and envisions morality. As this story has 
already been re-narrated, and the constitutive role of Paul's metaphors and images with respect 
to it has already been pointed out above (see § 12.1.1 ), all that remains is to point out how the 
story as a whole (as reflected in 8:1-13) pertains to Paul's envisioned morality for his 
addressees. 
The text implicitly narrates to Paul's addressees that they are no longer inevitably under 
the power of Sin. They are manumitted from slavery under Sin through Christ's redemptive 
mission and the reception of the Spirit, which compels them to live in accordance with God's 
will. They are no longer like people enslaved by their own fleshliness, whose immoral lives 
will end in eschatological death. Paul's addressees' lives are determined by God's Spirit, from 
their being to their thinking to their behaviour. The outcome of their Spirit-determined lives, 
then, will be eschatological life, which will commence with the quickening of their bodies 
through the indwelling Spirit. This immense change that God has brought about in their story, 
from their Sin-enslaved past to their Spirit-determined present and life-assured future, leaves 
them indebted to God. As God has enabled them to do because of Christ's redemptive mission 
and through the Spirit indwelling and ruling them, they are to end sin in their lives. In short, 
they are to practically manifest the truth of God having rewritten their story. 
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The metaphors and images Paul uses in Romans 8:1-13 come together to form (a part 
of) an implicit story of reality pertaining (primarily) to his addressees. What this story says 
about them-about what their past looked like (and the fact that this is now in their past), how 
God has stepped in, what their lives consequently look like in the present, and where their lives 
are seen to be headed-would have made a powerful appeal upon Paul's addressees' 
envisioned morality. If this is what their story looks like from God's apostle's perspective, 
surely their lives ought to correspond to this story that God is narrating! (This, off course, is 
stating in narrative terms what could also have been otherwise formulated in terms of 
"indicative" and "imperative", but perhaps gives us a somewhat broader perspective on the 
issue than the latter two categories were able to express). 
12.2.3 Identity, Alterity, and Envisioned Morality 
It has been pointed out above (§ 12.1.2) how Paul uses a number of metaphors and images in 
Romans 8:1-13 to confirm or revise his addressees' sense of identity and alterity. Paul would 
have his addressees understand who they are, on the basis of Christ's soteriological mission 
and their subsequent reception of his Spirit. They are persons ruled by Christ (ol ev XptO"Tcfi 
'I>]crou) and by his Spirit, no longer by God-opposing powers such as Sin or Flesh. This, I would 
propose, is the most important constitutive part of Paul's conceptualisation of his addressees' 
identity in Romans 8: 1-13. 
Consequently it is Christ's Spirit that determines their identity ("being"), their mindset, 
and how this is to manifest in their practical moral behaviour. Because of the Spirit dwelling 
in them and compelling them to live morally, they may be aptly identified as ev 7t'V£UfLaTt. 
Through metaphors Paul also defines their identity in terms of their being brothers (with respect 
to one another) and debtors (with respect to God). The outcomes of their Spirit-determined 
identity Paul describes in terms of eschatological life, peace with God, and the quickening of 
their bodies. 
By using a kinship metaphor (cio£A.q>6~; 8: 12a) Paul models his and his addressees' group 
identity upon an existing social form (siblingship). This probably entailed the implied 
transference of social values, norms and behaviour from the existing social form to the fictive 
kinship group. Paul's addressees should regard one another as they would regard their natural 
brothers and sisters, and act accordingly to one another. The envisioned morality that is implied 
by addressing one another as cio£A.q>o[, then, depends upon the unexpressed but supposedly 
known norms associated with siblingship. 
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Paul also solidifies his description of his addressees' identity by employing metaphors 
and images which define alterity, i.e. who they are not. As noted above, they are not (no longer) 
slaves of Sin or Flesh. These God-opposing powers no longer determine their being, thinking 
or moral behaviour. Paul's addressees are not enemies of God who rebel against his rule or 
law, and who are unable to do otherwise. They are not people who do not have Christ's Spirit 
and who consequently do not stand in a relationship with him. 
The composite picture ofPaul's addressees' identity emerging from these metaphors and 
images would potentially not only have revised or confirmed how they conceptualised 
themselves, but could also be very motivating. Indeed, if this is how God's apostle perceives 
their identity, they are obligated to become what God has already made and declared them to 
be! 
12.2.4 The Implicit Value- and Significance System, and Envisioned Morality 
Some of the metaphors and images Paul employed in Romans 8: 1-13 had the potential not only 
to confirm or revise aspects of his addressees' value and significance system (see §12.1.3 
above), but also thereby to impact their conceptualisation of morality. 
The relativization of the value and significance of Torah was pertinent to Paul's 
envisioned morality for his addressees, and, if it was met with conceptual consent from them, 
would have had a significant influence in their moral reflexion and practise. Although Paul did 
not abandon Torah completely, it would appear that in his understanding-of-reality, with 
respect to the role of fundamental standard for moral living, Torah was displaced by the Spirit. 
The metaphors and images Paul used in Romans 8:1-13, respectively with regard to Torah and 
the Spirit, indicate that the value and significance of Torah is implicitly reduced whilst the 
value and significance of the Spirit (even explicitly with regard to morality) is emphasised. 
This approach is intelligible from the perspective of Paul's apostolate to the gentiles. It must 
have been apparent to Paul that gentile Christ-believers have been given the gift of the Spirit 
and have manifested a degree of corresponding life-change even before (or apart from) 
instruction in Torah (cf. Gal. 3:2, 5; Acts 10:34, 44--46). Thus, subsequent to Christ's death 
and resurrection and the outpouring of the Spirit, Paul envisions Christ-believers' morality as 
being shaped primarily by the presence of God through his Spirit, and no longer in terms of the 
precepts of Torah as such. 
Paul's conceptualisation of the God-opposing powers of Sin and Flesh, and the space he 
afforded to descriptions of their entailments, gives both of these concepts a relatively high 
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amount of significance, although they are negatively valued concepts. At least in Romans 8: 1-
13 it is these powers that are Paul's addressees' major enemies. Although both Sin and Flesh 
have been addressed in Christ's death (8:3) it is apparent that this kind of God-opposing 
inclination still has a residual appeal even upon Christ-believers (8: 13 ). Consequently, in Paul's 
envisioned morality, continuing to put an end to any manifestation of sin remains 1s a 
significant issue for Christ-believers' moral practise. 
It can be assumed that the concept of "brothers" already occupied high value and 
significance to Paul's addressees, as ancient Mediterraneans. However, the metaphorical 
reconceptualization of "brothers" as a social category in which fellow Christ-believers are 
included probably had important implications for Paul's addressees' moral behaviour toward 
these persons. Paul's envisioned morality for his addressees included that their fellow believers 
were to be treated as natural kin would be treated. 
12.2.5 Experience and Envisioned Morality 
Since Paul does not address matters of experience explicitly in Romans 8:1-13, inferences 
drawn with respect to this category remain tentative (see § 12.1.4 above). Consequently further 
inferences drawn with regard to the relation between envisioned morality and probable implicit 
indications of experience, are just as tentative. 
Nevertheless it seems probable that Paul's slavery I manumission imagery reflects an 
aspect of Christian experience pertaining to freedom (manumission metaphor) from the 
compulsion to sin (slavery metaphor), replaced by a compulsion by the Spirit (slavery 
metaphor) to live in accordance with God's will. In addition, this imagery also probably 
pertains to experience when it depicts the law as incapable and weak because of its failure to 
effect lasting morality in the face of Sin's terribly enslaving power over humanity ( cf. 7:13-
25). However, this imagery does not only reflect an aspect of Christian experience, it also 
conceptualises and defines this experience. Christ-believers are manumitted from slavery under 
Sin, and are now slaves of the Spirit (cf. 7:6). They are released from the law in its incapability 
and weakness, and compelled by the Spirit which empowers them to do God's will. This 
metaphorical conceptualisation of their experience to a certain extent subsequently shapes their 
conceptualisation of appropriate (moral) behaviour, i.e. their envisioned morality. Their initial 
experience of release from sin and compulsion by the Spirit, by means of the slavery I 
manumission conceptualisation, acquired the potential to also be understood as an implicit 
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imperative: they should continue living as ones manumitted from Sin's power, and now 
absolutely obedient to their new master, the Spirit. 
12.2.6 Certitude and Envisioned Morality 
The potential impact of Paul's metaphors and images in Romans 8:1-13 on his addressees' 
sense of certitude has already been pointed out above (§12.1.5). In sum these metaphors and 
images constitute a picture of a positive eschatological future, i.e. of eschatological life and not 
death. That they have already received the Spirit is so momentous that, to a significant degree, 
Paul can draw aspects of their eschatological certitude into the present. Already now there is 
no condemnation for Christ-believers. Already now, in spite of enduring mortality, they can be 
assured ofthe eschatological quickening of their bodies, because God will do this through his 
Spirit, and his Spirit already indwells them. Thus it is just a matter of time until their bodies 
are quickened. 
The implication of these assurances that Paul has given his addressees in Romans 8:1-
11 becomes clear in 8:12, in terms of the debtor metaphor. Paul is not only expounding the 
positive certitude of his addressees to them because it is good to know, or because it should 
make them feel safe. He believes that their positive certitude should motivate them to life-
change, i.e. to moral living. All that God has done for them, not least of which is the certitude 
which he has given them already, leaves them obligated with respect to God, and what God 
expects of them is that they should end sin in their lives on account of his Spirit now ruling 
over them. 
Paul also sounds a cautionary note in Romans 8:13, where he explicitly addresses the 
relation between morality and certitude. It is not possible, even for Christ-believers, to continue 
living as slaves of Flesh but to still have eschatological certitude. However, they may be 
assured that, if they continue to end any residual manifestations of sin in their lives, they will 
have eschatological life. In Paul's understanding-of-reality, then, there is a definite correlation 
between certitude and putting his envisioned morality for Christ-believers into practise. 
12.2. 7 The Motivational Impact of Paul's Metaphors and Imagery 
It should be clear from the above exposition that in Romans 8: 1-13 Paul utilizes a number of 
metaphors and images in the process of revising or confirming his addressees' envisioned 
morality. These metaphors and images had the potential to impact Paul's addressees' 
understanding-of-reality, including their envisioned morality, through the knowledge that they 
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contributed to it, often supported by the connotations carried by said metaphors and images. 
That, however, is not the extent of their possible influence, for metaphors and images also have 
the potential to motivate those that give cognitive assent to them. This study was interested, in 
particular, in their potential to motivate with regard to morality. 
The analysis of Romans 8: 1-13 has led to the conclusion that the metaphors and images 
Paul employed, in addition to addressing how they understood reality, probably would have 
provided powerful motivations to his addressees to live morally. The metaphors and images 
Paul employed to constitute the story of reality implicit to his text, his conceptualisation of 
their identity (and alterity), his attempted reconfiguration of their value- and significance 
system, his reconceptualization of some of their experiences, his descriptions of what their 
certitude entails-all work together (in a complexly interwoven and overlapping way) to 
motivate his addressees to moral behaviour that would correspond to the understanding-of-
reality that he is advocating. 
12.3 Summary Conclusion 
This study has shown that the categories mentioned above (fundamental narratives, identity I 
alterity, value- and significance system, experience, certitude) constitute relevant foci in the 
understanding-of-reality implicit to Romans 8:1-13. It has also shown that the metaphors and 
images related to each of these categories had the potential to have an impact upon the 
addressees' envisioned morality. Consequently the value and potential of analysing Paul's 
ethics not only in terms of "indicative" and "imperative" but also in terms of the relation 
between envisioned morality and any one or all of these foci, has been proven. 
Unfortunately, probably no single text (of practical length) will contain all of the nine 
foci described in chapter 3. Consequently the analytical value of the two foci not relevant to 
Romans 8:1-13 (symbols and mundane knowledge), and the particular focus which did not 
feature here (beliefs or convictions), cannot be considered proven by this particular study. We 
return below to the subject of these foci and suggestions for further study (§ 12.4). However, 
that these aspects were not covered by this study does not detract from the analytical value of 
at least the other six foci. 
In my estimation, then, the thesis (chapter 3; §3.2) that Paul often uses metaphors and 
imagery in the process of revising and confirming his addressees' understanding-of-reality and 
ensuing envisioned morality, has been proven correct (at least with respect to Romans 8: 1-13). 
Moreover, since the function of metaphors and imagery in Paul's process of revising and 
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confirming his addressees' understanding-of-reality and envisioned morality has been 
described with respect to Romans 8: 1-13, the research question posed at the outset of the study 
(chapter 1; § 1.1) seems to be adequately answered. 
The way Paul utilized metaphors and images suggests that at some level he must have 
been aware of its potential to change how people understood aspects of reality, to revise or 
confirm their perceptions, and to alter or sanction their behaviour. Indeed, the metaphors and 
images he employed in Romans 8:1-13 apparently were intended to persuade, to move and to 
motivate his addressees to moral behaviour that would correspond to the understanding-of-
reality that Paul was championing. If this text met with cognitive assent from his addressees, 
we can assume that they subsequently would have understood reality and morality in a different 
light, and hopefully proceeded to "walk" as ones compelled by the Spirit of life. 
12.4 Aspects of the Understanding-of-Reality based Framework for the Analysis of Pauline 
Ethics not Covered in the Analysis of Romans 8:1-13, and Suggestions for Further 
Study 
As had been expected (chapter 3; §3.2) some aspects of the understanding-of-reality based 
framework for the analysis of Pauline ethics ultimately did not apply to the text of Romans 
8:1-13. These will now be pointed out (§12.4.2-12.4.3), with brief suggestions for further 
study that should prove the applicability and value of these analytical categories to Pauline 
ethics. First, however, why the analytical category of beliefs or convictions received little 
attention in this study needs to be explained. 
12.4.1 Beliefs or Convictions 
It was pointed out in chapter 3 (§3.1.6) that the analytical category of beliefs or convictions is 
actually parallel to the widely used notion of "theology". It would be possible, then, to analyse 
Romans 8:1-13, and the metaphors and images in it, from the perspective of how they function 
within Paul's theology, and consequently, how this pertains to Paul's envisioned morality 
(often designated his "ethics"). This would involve exposition of the text with a view to 
understanding his employed metaphors and images' contribution to aspects such as Paul's 
soteriology, pneumatology, eschatology, and so on. 
The analytical category of beliefs or convictions was included among the nine foci 
discussed in chapter 3, for the sake of comprehensiveness, the incorporation of existing 
analytical categories, and to indicate the relation between these existing categories and the 
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other foci in an understanding-of-reality. However, for the purposes of this study it was found 
impractical to include in-depth analysis from the perspective of this category, for four reasons. 
Firstly, theologically inclined analyses of Romans 8: 1-13 already abound. Secondly, 
discussions on the relation between Paul's theology and his ethics (as such) also abound. 
Thirdly, as pointed out in chapter 3 (§3.1.6), even in their most basic form beliefs represent 
logical conceptualisations of the meaning and implications of (aspects of) a person or group's 
fundamental narratives. In the light of the abundance of discussions on Paul's theology, it was 
deemed more fruitful to focus on the (as of yet) less discussed topic of his texts' fundamental 
narrative basis. This provided ample material for discussion in this study. As a consequence, 
fourthly, the study would have become inordinately long if it had included an in-depth 
description ofthe function ofPaul's metaphors and images in Romans 8:1-13 with respect to 
his theology (beliefs or convictions) as well. However, not including this category in chapter 3 
was not an option since this would have represented a significant lacuna in the description of a 
more comprehensive framework against the background of which Paul's ethics can be 
analysed. Perhaps a subsequent study can take up the challenge of describing the function of 
the metaphors and images in Romans 8:1-13 with respect to Paul's theology (as such) 
specifically, and subsequently, how this relates to his envisioned morality. 
12.4.2 Symbols 
The role of symbols in one's understanding-of-reality, and how this relates to envisioned 
morality, was explained in chapter 3 (§3.1.7). The metaphors and images in Romans 8:1-13, 
however, are not relevant to this understanding of what constitutes symbols. Jan van der Watt 
(2000: 1--4; 201 0:26) has already established the relevance of symbolism to the ethics of John, 
but there seems to be room for more discussion of this aspect in the Pauline literature. 
It should prove fruitful, for instance, to analyse the symbolic function of Christ's cross 
with respect to Paul's implicit envisioned morality in Philippians 1:27-2:11 ( esp. 2:8). It seems 
probable that in this context Paul imbues concepts such as, among others, suffering for Christ 
(1 :29), humility (2:3), and looking to the interests of others (2:4) with moral content. This 
envisioned behaviour he motivates on the basis of Christ's self-emptying (xev6w)9--ofwhich 
the cross itself is the climax-and his subsequent exaltation. A pertinent question is to which 
9 See e.g. Hawthorne (2004:116-120, 121); BDAG (2000:539); Gorman (2009:9-39). 
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extent the cross, in this text and in Pauline literature in general, 10 already functions as symbol 
promoting these and perhaps other moral norms. 
12.4.3 Mundane Knowledge 
No metaphors or images in Romans 8:1-13 proved to be relevant to the analytical category of 
mundane knowledge (see chapter 3, §3.1.10). It has already been shown, however, that the 
category is relevant to other Pauline texts. Ian Scott (2006:91 n.4, 92-93) has pointed out a 
number of texts in which, according to him, mundane knowledge plays a role in Paul's implicit 
epistemology, including Romans 1: 13; 11 :2; and 2 Corinthians 9:2. However, Scott's analysis 
of mundane knowledge does not entail consideration of its implications for Pauline ethics or 
envisioned morality. Consequently there is an opportunity to prove the validity of this 
hypothetical relation, which might be exploited in a subsequent study. 
It could prove very interesting, for instance, to analyse 1 Corinthians 5:6-8 in terms of a 
similar approach than that followed in this study. It seems that in this text Paul is utilizing the 
mundane knowledge "that a little yeast leavens the whole batch of dough"11 (5:6; NRSV) in 
the course of moral admonition. In the process "leaven" (~UE-tYJ) is metaphorized (5:7-8), 
apparently along the lines of conventional Judaic connotations of its uncleanness. By involving 
the Passover tradition 12 of eliminating leaven from the diet (5:7-8), Paul is admonishing his 
addressees to eliminate sins like boasting (5:6), malice and evil (5:8). In this text, then, Paul is 
once again utilizing a metaphor, which is related to one of the foci of understanding-of-reality 
described in chapter 3 above, in the process of confirming or revising his addressees' 
envisioned morality. 
10 With respect to e.g. 1 Cor. 5-14, see Picket (1997:85-125), and on 2 Cor. 4:7-5:19, see Picket (1997:128-
129). 
11 It seems that Paul reasonably assumed that his addressees would share this common knowledge, and is 
probable that the phrase represents a proverbial saying with conventional moral entailments ( cf. BDAG 2000:429). 
Cf. Gal. 5:9. 
12 Cf. Exod. 12:15, 19; 13:7; Deut. 16:3-4. 
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Summary 
Much has already been written about the potential of metaphors to change how people 
understood aspects of reality, to revise or confirm their perceptions, and to alter or sanction 
their behaviour. The apostle Paul's letters are replete with metaphors, apparently intended 
inter alia to persuade, to move, and to motivate. Consequently this study seeks to describe the 
function of metaphors and imagery in Paul's process of revising and confirming his 
addressees' understanding-of-reality and envisioned morality, specifically with respect to 
Romans 8:1-13. 
As such the study responds to three identified aspects within Pauline studies: (a) to 
describe a more comprehensive framework against the background of which Paul's ethics can 
be analysed, and to apply it to a Pauline text; (b) to analyse Paul's use of metaphors in 
attempting to condition or resocialize his addressees in such a way that they should respond 
by acting morally; (c) to sustainedly analyse the multiple and consecutive metaphors in a 
particular Pauline textual unit, for which purpose Romans 8:1-13 was selected. The study 
proposes that the concept of understanding-of-reality, with its suggested nine constituent foci, 
can be a more comprehensive framework for the analysis of Pauline ethics, and shows how 
such an approach delivers productive results. It is concluded that in Romans 8:1-13 Paul's 
use of a number of specific consecutive metaphors had the potential to impact at least his 
addressees' fundamental narratives, sense of identity (and alterity), value- and significance 
system, conceptualisation of certain experiences, sense of eschatological certitude, and 
envisioned morality (directly). Moreover, (through the use of these metaphors) the 
confirmation or revision of aspects of the first five of the above mentioned foci, in its turn 
potentially would also have had an (indirect) impact on Paul's addressees' envisioned 
morality. That is to say, the understanding-of-reality implied by the metaphors Paul used, and 
constituted by the above mentioned foci, potentially would have motivated Paul's addressees 
to corresponding moral behaviour. 
In sum, the metaphors and images Paul employed in Romans 8:1-13 apparently were 
intended to persuade, to move and to motivate his addressees to moral behaviour that would 
correspond to the understanding-of-reality that he was championing. If this text met with 
cognitive assent from his addressees, we can assume that they subsequently would have 
understood reality and morality in a different light, and hopefully proceeded to "walk" as 
ones compelled by the Spirit oflife. 
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Samenvatting 
Veel is al geschreven over de potentie van metaforen om de marrier waarop mensen 
aspecten van de realiteit verstaan te veranderen, om hun percepties te bevestigen, en om hun 
gedrag te veranderen en/of te versterken. De brieven van de apostel Paulus zijn gevuld met 
metaforen die blijken, inter alia, bestemd te zijn om te overreden, van inzicht te Iaten 
veranderen en te motiveren. Deze studie heeft daarom ten doel om de functie van metaforen 
en beelden te beschrijven zoals Paulus die in een proces van wijziging en bevestiging van het 
realiteitsbegrip en veronderstelde moraliteit van zijn geadresseerden aanwendt, specifiek met 
betrekking tot Romeinen 8:1-13. 
Als zodanig gaat deze studie in op drie onderscheiden aspecten binnen het Paulinische 
onderzoek: (a) het beschrijven van een meer omvattend kader waarbinnen de ethiek van 
Paulus geanalyseerd kan worden, en het toepassen daarvan op een Paulinische tekst; (b) het 
analyseren van Paulus' gebruik van metaforen in een poging om zijn geadresseerden zodanig 
te conditioneren of te hersocialiseren dat ze zich in reactie daarop moreel gaan gedragen; (c) 
het grondige analyseren van de meervoudige en opeenvolgende metaforen in een specifieke 
Paulinische teksteenheid, voor welke doel Romeinen 8:1-13 is geselecteerd. Deze studie 
suggereert dat het concept 'realiteitsbegrip', met negen voorgestelde bijbehorende foci, een 
meer omvattend kader vormt voor de analyse van Paulinische ethiek. De studie toont ook aan 
hoe zo'n benadering leidt tot betekenisvolle resultaten. Er wordt geconcludeerd dat de 
toepassing door Paulus van een aantal specifieke opeenvolgende metaforen in Romeinen 8:1-
13 de potentie had om ten minste zijn geadresseerden in hun fundamentele narratieven, hun 
identiteits- (en alteriteits-)zin, hun waarde- en belangensysteem, hun conceptualisering van 
bepaalde ervaringen, hun zin van eschatologische zekerheid en hun voorgestelde moraliteit 
(direct) te bemvloeden. Bovendien zou (door toepassing van deze metaforen) een 
bevestiging of herziening van aspecten van de eerste vijf van voomoemde foci op zijn beurt 
een (indirecte) invloed kunnen uitoefenen op de veronderstelde moraliteit van de 
geadresseerden van Paulus. Met andere woorden, het realiteitsbegrip ge"impliceerd door de 
door Paulus toegepaste metaforen en vastgesteld door de voomoemde foci, had de potentie 
om de geadresseerden van Paulus tot overeenstemmend moreel gedrag te motiveren. 
Samenvattend had de toepassing van de metaforen en beelden door Paulus in Romeinen 
8: 1-13 blijkbaar ten doel om de geadresseerden van inzicht te Iaten veranderen en te 
motiveren tot moreel gedrag in overeenstemming met het realiteitsbegrip dat hij voorstond. 
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Als zijn tekst met cognitieve instemming door zijn geadresseerden beantwoord is, kunnen wij 
ervan uitgaan dat zij realiteit en moraliteit daarom in een nieuw Iicht zouden zien en hopelijk 
vervolgens zouden "wandelen" als mensen gedreven door de Geest des Ievens. 
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